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P R E FAC E 

This book is the culmination of a project that began over thirty years ago in PUl).e, 
India, when I was doing research for my dissertation on Bhaviveka (then known to the 

scholarly world as Bhavaviveka). The focus of that research was the commentary on 
Nagarjuna's Root Verses on the Middle Way (Mulamadhyamakakiirikiip), but from time to 

time I was able to spend afternoons with Prof. V V Gokhale reading the Sanskrit and 

Tibetan texts of a work by Bhaviveka that was just beginning to spark the curiosity of 
scholars of Indian Buddhism. V V Gokhale had been given Rahula Samkrtyayana's 

hand-written copy of a Sanskrit manuscript of Bhaviveka's Verses on the Heart of the 
Middle Way (Madhyamakahrdayakiirikiip). Samkrtyayana had found this manuscript in 

Zha-lu monastery in Tibet. This transcription made it possible to study Bhaviveka's 
work in the original language for the first time, without having to peer through the veil 

of a Tibetan translation. What we saw became a source of deep fascination. Bhaviveka 

offered not only his own distinctive account of Madhyamaka philosophy, a philosophy 
that shaped Buddhist thought in India and went on to dominate the Buddhist intellec

tual tradition in Tibet. He also gave a detailed, idiosyncratic, and carefully reasoned 
survey of the entire landscape of Indian philosophy as he knew it in sixth-century India. 

Those quiet afternoons in V V Gokhale's austere quarters in PUl).e led me to my book 

To See the Buddha, on Bhaviveka's concept of the Buddha. Now they have led to this book 
on Bhaviveka's relationship with his Buddhist opponents . 

The journey has been a long and circuitous one, and it has involved the help of many 

generous and thoughtful colleagues and friends .  Bhaviveka's Verses, with their accompa
nying commentary, cover so many different aspects of Buddhist literature that it would 

have been impossible to produce this work in isolation. After I left India in the mid-1970's, 
Robert A. F. Thurman was kind enough to share a draft of his translation of the verses 

in chapter 4. He also introduced me to Geshe Lozang Jamspal at Geshe Wangyal's study 

center in Washington, New Jersey. Geshe Jamspal helped lead me through the argu
ments against the Yogacara in Chapter 5. When we finished reading that chapter, Geshe 
Jamspal said that Mafijusrl had smiled on us. It certainly felt as if this were true, and the 

sustaining power of that smile has continued to illuminate the rest of the project. 

Eventually the project expanded to include Shotaro !ida, who had produced an English 
version of Susumu Yamaguchi's pioneering Japanese translation of chapter 5, and also 
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PREFACE 

Christian Lindtner, who had opened up the study of Bhavya's Madhyamakaratnapradfpa. 
(The disputed authorship of this text is discussed in Part 1 of this book.) Eventually 

Shotaro !ida's interests turned elsewhere, and Christian Lindtner and I produced a very 

tentative translation of both chapters. When it was no longer possible to continue that 
collaboration, I continued alone to resolve the many lingering puzzles in the translation 

and edition of the text, to provide the explanatory notes, and to introduce the text in 
Part 1 of this book. 

In that painstaking process , I have benefited from the support and encouragement 
of many fine scholars . For the translation of chapter 4, Jan Nattier and Paul Harrison 
have generously shared their knowledge of the Mahayana siitras, Peter Skilling has done 
the same for the Nikaya traditions, Gregory Schopen has commented on some of the 

philological difficulties of the chapter, and Shayne Clarke has helped identify several 

references to rules in the Vinaya. The translation of chapter 5 has been greatly enhanced 
by Parimal Patil's knowledge of the epistemological tradition, especially Bhaviveka's 
arguments against the Yogacara interpretation of "mind-only" and Dignaga's theory 

of language as apoha or (as Bhaviveka interpreted it) "exclusion-by-the-other." Zhihua 

Yao helped gain access to Chinese sources, and Dan Lusthaus has been particularly 
generous in sharing his knowledge of the Yogacara tradition, especially the biography 

of Xuanzang. It has been a pleasure to read the translation of both chapters with the 

members of Professor Patil's seminar on "Buddhists against Themselves" at Harvard 

in spring 2008 .  Their interest and thoughtful attention helped move the work forward 
toward completion. I am grateful also to Michael Witzel, the editor of the Harvard 

Oriental Series, for his encouragement and generosity in agreeing to include this book 

in his series .  It is a remarkable honor to present this work in a series that has been 

shaped by scholars like Henry Clarke Warren, Charles Rockwell Lanman, Masaaki 
Hattori ,  and Daniel H. H. Ingalls . 

During the process of research and writing that led to the final text, I have benefited 

from conversations with Leonard van der Kuijp, Janet Gyatso, and Charles Hallisey 
at Harvard, Akira Saito in Tokyo, Ryusei Takeda in Kyoto, and Olle Qvarnstrom in 

Lund. The critical eye of these thoughtful colleagues offered new perspectives on even 

the most familiar material. In the editorial process, I am grateful to Zachary Bos for 

his help with technical aspects of the publication process, to Frances Whistler of the 

Editorial Institute at Boston University for her guidance in the preparation of the text, 
and to my daughter Leslie Elizabeth Eckel for reading the final proofs with such a care
ful scholarly eye. 

Looking back to the more distant past, I am aware of many others who helped shape 
this book and are no longer present to receive my thanks . Kendall W. Folkert shared 

his interest in the Jain compendia when we were in graduate school together at Harvard 
and has influenced my argument about Bhaviveka's system of classification in Part I of 

this book. Unfortunately he was lost in an accident in India and was never able to pursue 
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PREFACE 

his interests in these Buddhist sources . Masatoshi Nagatomi, my adviser at Harvard, 
helped a generation of Buddhist scholars bridge the gap between Buddhist scriptural 
traditions and Buddhist philosophy. In this respect, he had the same unified and seam

less vision of Buddhist thought that we find in Bhaviveka. My analysis of Bhaviveka's 

logical procedure in Part I of this book has been informed by John Clayton's under
standing of comparative philosophy, especially by his concept of "local rationalities ." I 

enjoyed his presence as Chair of the Department of Religion at Boston University, and 
we mourn his loss. Thanks are due also to Paul Hoornaert, who took an important step 

in the study of Bhaviveka with his thoughtful translations of Tarkajvala chapter 5 and 
unfortunately was prevented by illness from continuing his scholarly work. 

Finally, I am grateful to my wife Sarah Vance, whose skill and experience as a 
designer transformed this project from a mass of words into a coherent and appealing 

vehicle of communication. Without her intelligence, patience, and support, this book 
would certainly not have been possible, especially in its present form. 

The research for this book has been funded in part by grants from the National 
Endowment for the Humanities and from the Humanities Foundation at Boston 

University. They too deserve thanks for its completion. 
As a final act of acknowledgment, it is customary to accept responsibility for any 

errors or omissions, known or unknown, that may remain in the text. No one is more 

aware of this book's annoying and persistent inadequacies than I, from the work of 
the mysterious Vararuci to the obscure quotations, odd similes, and unknown place 

names that still are unexplained. I have taken courage from Lambert Schmithausen's 
suggestion in the preface to his book on the alayavijfiana (Schmithausen 1987) that it 

is better to bequeath these unsolved problems to one's readers than to wait forever for 

their resolution. My hope is that this book will serve as a stimulus to further research 
on the rich and varied texture of Mahayana Buddhism, on its relationship with other 
traditions of Indian thought, and on the scholar and intellect who has challenged us to 
decipher this remarkable text. If he were present, I imagine that Bhaviveka might share 

Maiijusri's smile at what he sees. 
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PA RT 1: 
ANA LYS I S  





I N T RO D U C T I O N  

For anyone who sets out to understand the development of Buddhist philosophy 

in India, it is hard to imagine a more central text than The Heart of the Middle Way 
(jYIadhyamakahrdaya) by the sixth-century philosopher Bhaviveka. ! This is not to say 
that the text was the most influential or even the most brilliant contribution to the 

development of Indian Buddhist thought. For sheer historical impact one would have 

to favor the works of Nagarjuna or Asanga and Vasubandhu, the founders of the major 

Mahayana traditions. To dig deeply into the intellectual puzzles of Mahayana phi
losophy, some might prefer the works of CandrakYrti or DharmakIrti . But no Indian 

Mahayana thinker played a more crucial role in mapping the landscape of Indian phi
losophy and defining the relationships of its different traditions. At a time when major 
branches of Indian philosophy were still in the process of formation, Bhaviveka pro
vided a model of textual classification (the philosophical compendium or doxography) 

that became the classic vehicle for the study of Indian philosophy. It would be an exag

geration to say that Bhaviveka was India's first systematic comparative philosopher, but 

it would not be far from the truth. There were earlier attempts to classify the variety 
of positions in Indian philosophy, and there were many disputes between individual 

thinkers and between different schools, but Bhaviveka has given us the first surviving 

example (and perhaps the first example that ever existed) of a genre that defined the 
systematic comparison of philosophical schools in India until the present day. 

The most distinctive feature of Bhaviveka's text is so simple that it is easy to take 
for granted. Rather than organizing his text by topic (like "the nature of the self" or 
"the means of valid knowledge"), Bhaviveka organizes it by tradition or school. The 

text begins with three chapters on his own philosophy, then it devotes two chapters 

to his Buddhist opponents (the Sravakas and Yogacaras),2 followed by four chapters 

on his Hindu opponents (SaIp.khya, Vaise�ika, Vedanta, and MlmaIp.sa) .  It concludes 

with a brief discussion of Jain arguments about omniscience and three verses in praise 
of the Buddha. As is true of later philosophical compendia, Bhaviveka's text says rela
tively little about the historical development of these traditions . )  With the important 

exception of his account of the eighteen schools of the Sravakas ,  Bhaviveka tells us very 
little about how these traditions came to be. He simply gives us a picture of the tradi

tions as they were known to him in the middle of the sixth century CE. But the text 
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has extraordinary historical value, particularly for the study of Bhaviveka's Buddhist 
opponents . Buddhist literature before the time of Bhaviveka was rife with contro
versy. Sometimes the opponents were explicitly identified; more often their identities 

remained obscure. But, as far as we know, Bhaviveka gives the first systematic account 
of the controversies that divided Indian Buddhist thinkers during the classical period of 

the Indian Mahayana. The purpose of this book is to make Bhaviveka's understanding 
of these controversies clear. 

It is common to begin a Sanskrit commentary with a statement of its subject matter 
(abhidheya), its purpose (prayojana), and the connection (sambandha) between the two. 
In a narrow sense, the subject matter of this book is obvious. This is a book about a 

book. Or, more accurately, it is a book about a portion of a book. It provides an edition, 

translation, notes, and introductory analysis to the two chapters of Bhaviveka's text 
that deal with his Buddhist opponents . For some readers , it will be enough simply to 

gain access to Bhaviveka's text. These two chapters provide an extraordinarily detailed 
picture of Buddhist thought and practice in what may have been one of the most cre

ative and diverse periods in the history of the Buddhist tradition.4 Bhaviveka saw the 

big picture, but he also had an eye for unusual and telling details . As several scholars 

have noted, Bhaviveka gives one of the most precise and detailed accounts of the func
tion of mantras, dhiira'(lls, and vidyiis in any Indian text before the arrival of Tantric 
traditions. For anyone who has wondered whether a Bodhisattva can ever be justified 

in committing murder, Bhaviveka gives a thorough analysis of the question based on 
traditional sources. He also explains what happens when a Bodhisattva who commits 

murder is scorched, however briefly, by the flames of hell. Is it acceptable for a monk 

to pay homage to a lay person? Bhaviveka has the answer, as he does to other questions 
about the relationship between the Sravakas and the adherents of the Mahayana. Are 
the different canonical collections of the eighteen schools complete? If not, what is the 

relationship between their canonical literature and the sutras of the Mahayana? Is there 

anything distinctive about the way Bodhisattvas practice the eightfold path? What is 

the status of a Bodhisattva vow? In a period when texts seldom seem to come down 

to earth in the practice of actual Buddhist communities, Bhaviveka gives such a lively 
account of the arguments that set one Buddhist group against another that it is possible 

to imagine for a moment how it might have felt to enter a living Buddhist debate. 
But the significance of Bhaviveka's text goes beyond these myriad differences to the 

status of "difference" itself. In this respect, he helps correct one of the most common 

misconceptions about Buddhist thought. Buddhism is often viewed as a tradition that 
tolerates differences. In the first chapter of Walpola Rahula's classic introductory text, 

What the Buddha Taught, Rahula says: "the tolerance allowed by the Buddha is aston

ishing to the student of the history of religion" (4) . Rahula illustrates this point with a 
story about Upali, a disciple of Mahavlra the Jina who is sent to the Buddha to engage 

him in debate. When Upali and the Buddha finish their discussion, Upali decides that 
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INTRODUCTION 

the Buddha is right and asks to be accepted as a disciple . The Buddha tells him to 
slow down, consider his position more deeply, and show respect for his former teacher. 
Rahula associates this spirit of cautious tolerance with an edict of the Buddhist emperor 

Asoka that reads (in Rahula's translation) as follows: "One should not honour only one's 
own religion and condemn the religions of others, but one should honour others' reli

gions for this or that reason. So doing, one helps one's own religion to grow and renders 
service to the religions of others too . . . .  Let all listen, and be willing to listen to the 

doctrines professed by others" (Rahula 4-5) .  

Few readers are likely to be surprised by Rahula's message. Many students of 
Buddhism come to the tradition expecting a message of tolerance and peace. As many 

scholars have noted, one of the most pervasive stereotypes of Indian religion in general 

is that it cultivates tolerance of opposing views . s But newcomers to the Buddhist tradi
tion soon discover that there was as much variety and disagreement in the early Buddhist 

community as there is in other religious communities . And these disagreements only 

intensified with the appearance of the Mahayana. Not only did the Mahayana differen

tiate itself aggressively from earlier traditions, it also generated its own internal process 

of differentiation and critique. It did not take long for these complex controversies to call 

for something like a Buddhist theory of difference .  When the monastery on the eastern 

mountain develops views that are different from those that are held by the monastery 
on the western mountain, which differences are significant? Where do the differences 
come from? Where do the differences lead? How are the differences classified? Are 
some kinds of differences more threatening than others? Are some ideas or practices 

right and others wrong, or are all of them equally valid? If so, what determines their 

validity? Do some differences go so far beyond the pale that they should be suppressed? 
And does the process of understanding and analyzing differences have any value? Does 

it give a person more power or more status? Does it make a person more wise? 
In the face of questions like these, mere tolerance is not enough. It may work well if 

another group of monks dyes its robes the color of copper rather than saffron, and little 

seems to ride on the difference. But if the monks with copper-colored robes think that 
nirval).a is an absence when others think that nirval).a is a presence, it is a different story, 

especially in a tradition where "right understanding" plays a crucial role in the path to 

nirval).a. Differences about "rightness" pose serious questions . An obvious question is 
how the two positions are related. Is it possible, for example, that the rightness of one 

position excludes the rightness of the other? In comparative philosophy, this option 

would be called an exclusive view of truth. Another possibility might be that both posi
tions are right but one position is better, in the sense that it subsumes or replaces the 

other. This option is often called an inclusive view of truth. A third possibility might be 
that both positions are right from certain perspectives or in certain ways. This option 

might be called a relative view of truth. Of these three options, the only one that seems 
to correspond to what we generally mean by "tolerance" is the third, in the sense that 
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it treats other positions as having equal value. But this option also is the most problem
atic. It is not clear that anyone can hold this position in a thorough or rigorous way. 

Even the idea of a "rigorous relativism" seems to stretch the limits of language. What 
is clear, however, is that exclusive and inclusive views of truth fall short of an ideal of 
tolerance, although each view falls short in a different way. 

Some kinds of exclusivism preclude conversation. It is not difficult to imagine a 

situation in which one person finds another's position so deeply mistaken that there 

is no possibility of further discussion. But it is not impossible for even the most radi
cally exclusive positions to enter into dialogue if they share a common tradition of dis

course and a common commitment to truth. Bhaviveka reports, for example, that the 
Sravakas said: "The Mahayana is not the Buddha's teaching and was taught by Mara to 

mislead foolish and ignorant people." This is like calling someone else's scripture the 
work of the devil; it does not seem to leave much room for negotiation. But in this case 

the appearances are deceptive. Judging from Bhaviveka's account of this dispute, the 
Sravakas gave reasons for their position, cited examples, and entered into a serious dis
cussion of its truth. They may have disagreed about the authenticity of the Mahayana, 

but they did not disagree about the canons of rationality and the formal requirements 
of a valid argument. For whatever the reason, they also seem to have agreed that it was 
worthwhile to argue their position in a public setting. Their approach to the Mahayana 

may have been "exclusive," but it was exclusivism with a difference. They shared enough 

with their opponents to take part in a common discussion of the truth. 
The situation appears even more complex when it comes to the various traditions of 

Indian inclusivism. Paul Hacker has pointed out that the apparent tolerance of Indian 
religion usually boils down to some type of inclusivism (Halbfass 1988 :  403). For exam

ple, the Hindu sage TulsYdas tells a story about how the god Siva was so impressed by 

Rama that he became one of his worshippers. The effect of the story is to incorporate 
the worship of Siva into TulsYdas's worship of Rama as an incarnation ofVi$l;m. A more 
contemporary example of this interpretive strategy is Radhakrishnan's modern recon

struction of Vedanta (Halbfass 1988 :  405). Radhakrishnan considered other religious 

traditions to be "equal in their worth or essence or aim," but he understood that "the 

hidden goal or centre or essence of all religions is the Vedanta." This model acknowl
edges the value of different traditions,  but it places them in a larger interpretive whole 
and reserves the key to interpretation for itself. Kendall W. Folkert has made a similar 

point about Jain approaches to other traditions (2 15-27). The Jain doctrine of anekanta
vtida ("non-absolutism") has often been interpreted as the most tolerant of Indian 
approaches to philosophical diversity, but it too presupposes that the Jain perspective 

has a unique interpretive authority. In the popular Jain parable of the blind men and the 
elephant, each of the men may touch a different part of the elephant and grasp part of 

the truth, but only the Jain perspective, like the perspective of an omniscient observer, 
encompasses all these truths without distortion or partiality. 

6 
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When people come to Bhaviveka for the first time, they expect to find a classic 

Indian inclusivist, and Bhaviveka seems to play the part.6 One of his most striking state

ments about the Buddha equates the Buddha's Dharma Body with Brahman, the ulti
mate reality of the Upani�ads . Bhaviveka goes on to say that accomplished Bodhisattvas 
such as Avalokitesvara and Maitreya pay homage to it'? On the surface, this seems iden

tical to the stance Tulsldas took toward Siva. What could be more inclusive than to say 
that great Bodhisattvas worship Brahman? But this is not the whole picture. Bhaviveka 
says that Avalokitesvara and Maitreya worship Brahman correctly, and deities like Siva 

and Vi�l,1u do not. What counts as correct worship? These great Bodhisattvas worship 
Brahman with the discipline (yoga) of no-worship. If this is inclusivism, it is inclusivism 

with a difference. Bhaviveka may "include" Brahman as an object of worship, but the 

proper worship of Brahman is not to worship it. Bhaviveka could just as well be saying 
that the tradition about Brahman is false and his own tradition is true. 

Bhaviveka does not single out his Hindu opponents for special punishment. He 
uses the same approach to deal with the Sravakas' argument that the Mahayana teaches 

a different path (MHK 4.3 and commentary). Bhaviveka responds by saying that 
Mahayana practitioners follow the same noble eightfold path, they just follow it dif
ferently. Instead of "right vision," Bodhisattvas practice "no vision." Instead of "right 

thought," Bodhisattvas practice "no thought," and so on. If Bodhisattvas follow the 
same path, but practice it by not practicing it, what could it possibly mean to say that 

their path is the "same"? As soon as you ask this question, you have stepped into the 

landscape of the Mahayana as Bhaviveka understood it. More needs to be said about his 

approach to issues of "identity" and "sameness" before there can be a serious answer to 

this question, but Bhaviveka's inclusivism seems ironic at best. It seems just as accurate 
to say that he excludes his opponents' practices by inverting and negating them. But 

even when he negates them, he does not refuse to engage them. He treats his oppo
nents' arguments as  part of  a common tradition of analysis, and this tradition allows 

both Bhaviveka and his opponents to take part in a rational conversation. 

To say that Bhaviveka presupposes a common tradition of analysis is hardly sur
prising. What is language, after all, but a common tradition of discourse? But tradi

tions ramify and become complex very quickly. Bhaviveka's simple gesture of adding a 

negative particle to his opponents' words invokes a rhetorical tradition of considerable 

antiquity, going back not only to Nagarjuna, the founder of Bhaviveka's Madhyamaka 
tradition, but to the entire corpus of the Perfection of Wisdom Sutras, the scriptural 

foundation of the Mahayana. The ubiquity of this rhetorical gesture suggests that it is 
more than a stylistic peculiarity. It involves a relationship betwen different communi

ties. Jonathan Z. Smith has commented on this issue in his study of taxonomy and 

difference: "Difference is rarely something simply to be noted; it is, most often, some
thing in which one has a stake. Above all, it is a political matter" (2004: 252) . When 

Radhakrishnan said that non-dualistic Vedanta transcended and subsumed all other 
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religions, he was talking not just about metaphysics and epistemology, but about his 

vision of India as a political entity in which different communities could be respected 

for their differences but also subsumed into a single nation. Along with this claim about 
India came a claim about status and integrity, about a nation that could hold its own 
among other nations . The challenges of a twentieth-century struggle for nationhood 

do not have a strong counterpart in sixth-century India, when Bhaviveka attempted 

to gain the rhetorical upper hand over his Hindu and Buddhist opponents, but there 
was no shortage of competition for what Jonathan Z. Smith has called "a hierarchy of 

prestige and the concomitant political ranking of superordinate and subordinate" (253) .  

In the ironic exclusion / inclusion of Bhaviveka's "no" lay a claim to intellectual prior

ity: the presumption that he could appropriate others '  words, invert their meaning, and 
absorb them into his own system of interpretation. Whether this rhetorical practice 

corresponds to an identifiable social practice remains to be seen. It is enough for the 

moment simply to note that the rhetoric of Bhaviveka's argument raises a series of prac

tical questions about Bhaviveka's cultural setting, beginning with some of the simplest 
questions of all: Who were these competing thinkers, and why did they compete the 
way they did? 

We pose these questions as if they were ours, but they also must have occupied the 

minds of Bhaviveka and his contemporaries .  To see others as different and to grasp the 
difference is also to see ourselves reflected in the face or the words of the other. What 

did Bhaviveka see in himself when he responded to his Buddhist opponents? We have 
already seen one possible answer. He articulated a practice of negation, with emphasis 
on the word "practice" as well as the word "negation." He even referred to it as a form of 

yoga. Does this mean that his philosophical arguments could be used to achieve a salvific 
goal? If so, how? And how did the "Sravakas" and "Yogacaras" go astray? Were their 

differences defined by texts, by doctrines, by practices, or by their institutional affili

ations? Did the terms "Sravaka" and "Yogacara" represent schools, traditions, sects, or 
nothing more than a series of isolated thinkers? And how did these opponents become 
so important that they provoked Bhaviveka's refutation? All these questions lead us into 

the intellectual and social world that lies behind Bhaviveka's text. They also invite us to 
consider issues that come up throughout the Buddhist world whenever Buddhists dif

ferentiate themselves from one another and attempt to set themselves apart as authentic 
bearers of Buddhist tradition. Bhaviveka's text is a study in Buddhist "difference," but it 

also is a study of Buddhist identity, with all the paradoxical implications raised by the 

concept of identity in a tradition that so often asserts that there is no identity at all. 
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BHAVIVEKA AND THE CULTURE OF DEBATE 

To investigate the problem of Buddhist identity, an obvious way to begin is to consider 
the identity of Bhaviveka himself. Unfortunately, in this corner of the tradition obvious 

questions often yield shadowy answers . Bhaviveka's life, like the lives of other Indian 
scholars, is shrouded in legend. The earliest available account of Bhaviveka comes from 

The GTeat Tang Dynasty RecoTd of the WesteTn Regions by Xuanzang, the Chinese scholar

monk who visited India in the early decades of the seventh century. 8 Xuanzang tells us 
that Bhaviveka lived in south India, in the region that is now Andhra Pradesh, and was 

a master of scholarly texts. When he heard about the reputation of D harmapala, one of 

the leading Yogacara philosophers of the sixth century, he decided to travel north to the 

Ganges Basin to engage him in debate. When Bhaviveka arrived, he sent his students 

to Dharmapala to issue the challenge. Xuanzang summarizes Dharmapala's response 

in the following way: "The human world is illusory and life is ephemeral. As I practice 
religion with diligence and sincerity all day long, I am short of time to have a discus
sion."9 Frustrated by Dharmapala's rejection, Bhaviveka returned home and, according 

to Xuanzang, engaged in a series of practices that were intended to help him stay in this 
world long enough to greet the arrival of the future Buddha Maitreya. 

Like the stories of many Indian scholars, this account of Bhaviveka offers little 
reliable information, but it does give us a sense of the controversial setting in which 

Xuanzang placed Bhaviveka. Xuanzang was a student in Dharmapala's lineage and was 

sympathetic to Dharmapala's position. It is likely that the details of the story were 

meant to cast Bhaviveka in an unflattering light. Not only did Bhaviveka fail to defeat 
Dharmapala, he failed even to draw him into debate. The idea that Bhaviveka tried to 
wait for Maitreya just adds further irony to his fruitless journey. Maitreya was consid

ered the source of the Yogacara tradition. To wait and study the Dharma with Maitreya 
would be a good way for Bhaviveka to get a stern tutorial about the views he found 

objectionable in the works of Dharmapala, or so Xuanzang might imagine. About most 
of this we can only guess .  But Xuanzang's story is not an isolated legend; it shares 

important features with other traditions about Indian scholars in Bhaviveka's time and 
with the well-known works of Bhaviveka himself. When we put all of this evidence 

together, we get quite a rich picture of the life that would have been lived by a scholar 
in Bhaviveka's intellectual world. 

If Bhaviveka traveled north to debate an opponent, he was not the first southern 

scholar who was reputed to have made such a journey. One of Bhaviveka's best-known 
predecessors was Aryadeva, a disciple ofNagarjuna and a founding figure ofBhaviveka's 

Madhyamaka tradition. (Aryadeva's dates are obscure, but he seems to have been active 

in the second or third century CE.) According to the Madhyamaka commentator 
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Candraklrti, Aryadeva was born in the island of Sirp.hala (the modern Sri Lanka) and 
came to south India to study with Nagarjuna (Ruegg 1981 :  50). Xuanzang tells us that 

Aryadeva eventually left Nagarjuna and traveled north to study and debate his oppo
nents . At one point he came to Prayaga, at the confluence of the Yamuna and the Ganges, 

joined a monastery, and debated an eloquent but irritating "heretical Brahman," who 
was fond of leading his opponents in a process of circular reasoning.tO The most engag

ing story about Aryadeva, however, is associated with the city of Pataliputra, where 

he came to the rescue of a Buddhist monastery that had fallen on hard times. A group 
of scholarly "heretics" (the generic word for a non-Buddhist) arrived at the door of 
the monastery and asked the monks to ring the bell and defend their views in debate. 

With the king functioning as judge, the Buddhists were defeated and told that they no 
longer had the right to call an assembly for debate. When news of the defeat reached 
Nagarjuna in South India, Nagarjuna said that he would go in person to defend the 

monastery. Aryadeva offered to go instead. The heretics in Pataliputra heard that he 
was coming and tried to bar him from the city, but Aryadeva entered the city in disguise 

and spent the night on the terrace that housed the monastery's bell. In the morning he 

rang the bell, and a boisterous debate ensued. In less than twelve days, Aryadeva refuted 
the heretics "through analysis" and restored the prestige of the monastery.l l  

These itinerant southern scholars were not limited to members of the Madhyamaka 

tradition. Plausible traditions locate the birth of Dignaga (known as "the father of 
medieval logic in India") and of Dharmapala in the vicinity of Kand in South IndiaY 

Both scholars were known as powerful debaters and spent significant portions of their 

careers traveling, studying, and teaching in the north. Xuanzang showed his rever
ence for Dharmapala in one of his most intriguing stories about debate.B In this story, 

Xuanzang tells us that there was a king in the city of Kasapura who supported "hereti
cal" views and tried to humiliate the Buddhists by sponsoring a debate. He invited a 

talented "Sastra-master" to compose a text, consisting of a thousand stanzas denounc

ing the Buddhist Dharma, then he summoned the monks to debate. According to 

Xuanzang's account, the stakes were high. If the Sastra-master won, the Dharma would 
be destroyed; if the Buddhists won, the Sastra-master would cut out his tongue. The 

Buddhists were frightened and could not decide what to do. Like managers of a belea
guered boxing team, they could not think of anyone to send into the ring against such 

a formidable opponent. Dharmapala was then just a young monk. When no one else 
volunteered, he offered to accept the challenge. Since he was so young, he said, it would 

be no disgrace to lose; and ifhe won, his victory would show that the monastery enjoyed 
special "spiritual protection." 

Dharmapala situated himself on "the seat of discussion" and listened attentively 
while the Sastra-master recited his critique. When he finished, Dharmapala smiled and 
said: "I have won. Shall I recite your book backwards, or shall I recite it with the phrases 

transposed in order?" The master said that he would be happy if Dharmapala would 
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simply recite the text in its normal sequence and explain its meaning. Dharmapala then 
gave a perfect imitation of the scholar's voice, right down to the rhythm and intona

tion of his words, recited the text, and explained its meaning. The master was so over

whelmed that he gave up the debate and offered to cut out his tongue. Dharmapala said 

that he would rather have the master correct his mistaken views. With a little coaching 
from Dharmapala, he complied. To complete the transformation, the king also "gave up 

the erroneous way" and accepted the Dharma. 
With these stories in mind, it is not implausible to think that Bhaviveka was one of 

many scholars who took to the road, like other itinerant debaters, and tried to confront 
their opponents in debate. Nor is it implausible to think that one of Bhaviveka's most 

important controversies took place with the Yogacara philosophers of the sixth century, 
represented in Xuanzang's account by the elusive Dharmapala. Bhaviveka's dispute with 

the Yogacara also figures in a much later account of Bhaviveka's life in The History 
of Indian Buddhism (rgya gar rhos 'byung) by the Tibetan historian Taranatha (1575-
1634) . 14 Taranatha tells us that Bhaviveka (or Bhavya) was born in a princely family 

in South India, traveled north to study Mahayana sutras and the works of Nagarjuna, 
then returned to the south where he became a successful scholar and leader of some 

fifty monasteries. Taranatha adds the following comment about his relationship with 
his Yogacara opponents: 

Before the arrival of these two masters [Buddhapalita and Bhaviveka] , 
all adherents of the Mahayana remained under the same teaching. Then 

these two masters said: "The approaches of Nagarjuna and Asanga are 

different. Asanga's approach does not teach the Middle Path; it is just 
mind-only. We accept Nagarjuna's approach and do not deviate from it." 

And they refuted the other position. After the death of Bhaviveka (legs 
ldan), the adherents of the Mahayana divided into two schools (sde) and 

began to debateY 

Taranatha goes on to explain that after Bhaviveka's death, his students focused their 
critique on Sthiramati, a Yogacara scholar who wrote a commentary on Nagarjuna's 

Root Verses on the Middle Way (Mulamadhyamakakarikap). When copies of Sthiramati's 
work were circulated in south India, Bhaviveka's students took offense and traveled 
north to challenge their opponents in debate . The journey was similar to the one 

reported by Xuanzang, but Taranatha's sources claimed a different outcome: not only 
did Bhaviveka's students manage to confront their opponents face to face, but they went 

home victorious.16 

These stories help us understand at least one of the striking features of Bhaviveka's 

text. While later Indian compendia function largely as summaries of basic teachings 

(Haribhadra's Compendium of Six Views, for example, distinguishes each view according 
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to its deity and its principles of reality), 17 Bhaviveka follows the format of a debate. For 

ten or twenty verses in each chapter, he presents the opponent's position (like the posi
tion that Dharmapala memorized and repeated), then Bhaviveka spends the rest of the 

chapter refuting the opponent's arguments. His response often takes the form of an 

imaginary dialogue: "If the opponent (whom he sometimes refers to simply as 'you') says 
such and such, one (or 'we') should respond as follows." The text gives a useful account 

of the basic principles of each tradition, but it reads less like a formal treatise and more 
like a manual of debate. It is as if Bhaviveka were attempting to give us a verbal snapshot 
of Dharmapala's encounter with the unruly "heretic." The difference is that Bhaviveka 

does more than repeat the opponent's position; he gives a full refutation. 

Here Jonathan Z. Smith's comment that difference is a "political matter" takes on 

a local habitation and a name. The location is the conflict for patronage and prestige 

in sixth- and seventh-century India, and the name is debate . Once the text has been 
situated in this context, it provokes a whole new set of questions. How did someone like 

Dharmapala prepare for debate? Had he already memorized parts of the opponent's 
position, or did he come to the debate completely cold? What role did kings or wealthy 

patrons play in sponsoring the debate or adjudicating its outcome? What could be won 
or lost? Were there any regional differences in the culture of debate? (Was the south 

Indian origin of many of these debaters merely accidental, or did it reflect a regional 
variation in scholarly practice?) What issues did the debaters debate? What were the 

rules? How were the rules enforced? Could the rules be broken? Were there ways to 

pressure opponents apart from sheer intellectual persuasion? What were the schools, 

lineages, textual traditions, or modes of affiliation that came most frequently into con

flict? Why did they conflict? How were they defined? Answers to many of these ques
tions will emerge in the course of this study. For the moment, it is enough to suggest the 

complexity of these questions by considering three more stories: one from the closing 
months ofXuanzang's journey to India, another from the Tamil Buddhist poetic narra

tive known as the Ma�limekalai, and a third from Jain lives of the scholars Haribhadra 
and Akalanka. 

In his opening comments about Indian culture, at the beginning of the second fas
cicle of The Record of the Western Regions, Xuanzang explains that debates played a cen

tral role in Indian monastic life. This was not a culture where monks listened silently 

to their teachers and then wrote exams to show how much they understood. They dis

played their learning in public debate, and the stakes were high. Xuanzang says : 

Assemblies for discussion are often held to test the intellectual capacity of 

the monks, in order to distinguish the superior from the inferior, and to 

reject the dull and promote the bright. Those who can deliberate on the 
subtle sayings, and glorify the wonderful theories with refined diction 

and quick eloquence, may ride richly caparisoned elephants with hosts 
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of attendants preceding and following behind them. But those to whom 

the theories are taught in vain, or who have been defeated in a debate, 
explaining few principles in a verbose way, or distorting the teachings 

with language that is merely pleasant to the ear, are daubed with ocher or 
chalk in the face, while dust is scattered over the body, and are expelled 

to the wilderness, or discarded into ditches .  In this way the good and the 

evil are distinguished, and the wise and the ignorant are disclosed.18 

Xuanzang's comments about the significance of debate are confirmed as the narra
tive unfolds, whether it is in the stories about individual scholars, like Aryadeva or 

Dharmapala, or in Xuanzang's account of the organization of individual monasteries. 

Even to enter some of the more important monastic centers required a mastery of basic 
dialectical skills . In Nalanda, for example, where Xuanzang spent some of his most pro

ductive time, scholars visiting from other regions were challenged by the gatekeeper. 

Only those who showed knowledge of "ancient and contemporary learning" were 

allowed to enter.19 Xuanzang reports that when visitors attempted to join in debate, 
"seven or eight out of ten flee in defeat." The rest risk disgrace when they come under 

further interrogation. Only a few talented scholars have "the retentive memory and 
good virtue" to rise in influence and maintain the reputation of the monastery. Among 

these scholars, it seems, was Xuanzang himself. 

The best account of Xuanzang's own scholarly prowess comes not from his own 
Record of the Western Regions, but, understandably enough, from the Biography ofXuanzang 
by his disciple Huili. The story begins with a teacher named Prajfiagupta, who once had 
been a brahmin in south India and had participated in a royal consecration.20 After 

developing expertise in the doctrine of the Buddhist Sarpmitlya school, he wrote a text 

in seven hundred stanzas attacking the Mahayana. When King Har�a (known in the 
story as Slladitya) was on an expedition in eastern India, a group of scholars showed 

him the text and said: "This is our teaching. Could there be any Mahayana follower 
who could refute a single word of it?" As a patron of Nalanda, King Har�a accepted 

the challenge and asked the monks at Nalanda for someone to defend the Mahayana. 
Sllabhadra, the monastery's leading scholar, appointed a committee made up of 

Sagaramati, ]fianaprabha, Sirphaprabha, and the gifted Chinese visitor Xuanzang. The 
three Indian scholars doubted whether they could meet the challenge, but Xuanzang 

reassured them. He said that he had studied the Hlnayana in China and Kashmir and 

knew that they had nothing to fear. 
At this point in the story, Huili digresses and tells us about a Lokayata (an Indian 

materialist) who arrived at the door of the monastery, posted fourteen points, and said: 

"If anybody is able to refute any one point of my argument, I shall cut off my head 
to apologize ! "  Xuanzang asked a servant to take the theses down and trample them, 

then he summoned the Lokayata and gave him a lecture about the shortcomings of a 
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series of rival traditions, including Saiva ascetics and J ains, as well as the Sal11khyas and 
Vaise�ikas . Huili pays particular attention to the arguments against the Sal11khya view 
that material nature (prakrti) is made up of three strands: luminosity (sattva), passion 

(rajas), and dark inertia (tamas). Xuanzang claimed that if material nature is a compos

ite entity, it cannot be ultimately real, and if all things are made up of the same three 

strands, there cannot be any differences among them. These arguments are relatively 
commonplace and are not unanswerable, but they were enough, by Huili's account, for 

the Lokayata to concede defeat. In a gesture of magnanimity, Xuanzang told his oppo

nent that he did not have to take his own life. All he had to do was act as Xuanzang's 
servant. 

This gesture turned out to be fortuitous. To prepare for Har�a's debate, Xuanzang 
asked the Lokayata whether he had ever studied the Sal11mitIya text. He said that he 
had. In fact, he had heard lectures about it on five separate occasions . Xuanzang worked 

through the text with him and wrote a refutation in sixteen hundred stanzas entitled 
simply: "The Refutation of Wrong Views."2 1 Unfortunately neither this text nor the 

one that it criticizes seems to have survived. When they finished studying the text, 

Xuanzang released the Lokayata from his obligation and sent him on his way. 
This act of generosity, too, turned out to be fortuitous .  As Huili turns the page and 

begins a new fascicle of the text, the Lokayata has made his way to Kamarupa in Eastern 

India and sung the praises of Xuanzang to the king. The king responds by sending a 
message to SIlabhadra inviting the Chinese scholar to visit him in Eastern India. After 
passing messages back and forth, Xuanzang agrees to make the trip and gets caught 

in a tug of war between two kings: King Kumara of Kamarupa and King Har�a of 
Kanyakubja in Magadha. Xuanzang gives a succinct account of their negotiations: "At 

first I was invited by King Kumara to proceed from the country of Magadha to the 
country of Kamarupa. At that time King SIladitya was making an inspection tour in 

the country of KajUlighira, and he sent an order to King Kumara, saying, 'It befits you 

to come promptly with the Sramalfa, a guest from a distant land, to Nalanda, to attend 
an assembly."'22 The purpose of the assembly was to discuss the "The Refutation of the 

Mahayana," the text to which Xuanzang had already written a reply. 
King Har�a sailed up the Ganges with Xuanzang and called an assembly of eigh

teen kings, three thousand Buddhist monks, and two thousand brahmins and Jains in 

a hall specially built for the occasion. When the day came for the debate, King Har�a 

and King Kumara, dressed as the gods Indra and Brahma, led an immense procession 

to the debating ground. Behind King Har�a rode Xuanzang on a royal elephant, sur
rounded by jewels and flowers . Behind Xuanzang came three hundred more elephants 

with members of the royal family, chief ministers, and honored guests . At the debat

ing ground, Xuanzang was invited to present his teaching, and opponents were invited 

to respond. In the face of this display of royal power, it is not surprising that no one 

rose to the challenge. Huili says that a number of Xuanzang's disgruntled opponents 
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attempted to assassinate him instead, but they were easily defeated. The story ends with 

the king offering Xuanzang a large financial reward and declaring that Xuanzang had 

established the correct doctrine. 
Even through the hagiographic haze, it is possible to recognize in this story some 

of the features that characterized Xuanzang's own acount of monastic debate. Xuanzang 
had indicated that debate was the key to a successful scholarly career. An effective debater 

had to be familiar not just with different Buddhist traditions, but also with non-Buddhist 

rivals, including the Lokayatas, Jains, Saivas, Sarpkhyas, and Vaise�ikas. Scholars moved 
around the country, studying with experts in other traditions and debating with their 
opponents. Preparation was important. It is conceivable that someone like Dharmapala 
could listen to a hundred stanzas and repeat them verbatim, but a more prudent prac

tice would have been to prepare the way Xuanzang did, by studying the arguments in 

advance. Ideally a debater could rely on someone who already knew the arguments. 

Debaters also needed the right texts. Scholars used texts to issue challenges, study oppo
nents' positions, and prepare their responses. But in the end, the text yielded to an oral 

performance, where success depended on eloquence, conciseness, a voracious memory, 
and careful mastery of the opponents' positions, to say nothing of the ability to sway 
an audience and mobilize the support of powerful patrons. Huili may not be entirely 

trustworthy when he attributes such extravagance to these scholarly confrontations, but 

it is hard not to be impressed by the prestige that he associated with these public per
formances. It is as if itinerant debaters were the rock stars and sports heroes of classical 

India. Their debates seem to have drawn enthusiastic audiences, and the winners were 

showered with adulation and wealth. 

Huili's picture of the significance of debate is supported by a text that seems at 
first to be an unlikely source for the study of scholarly practices: the Tamil Buddhist 

narrative known as the Maf/imekalai.23 This text is datable, within a certain margin of 

error, to the sixth century, when Bhaviveka flourished in South India. It tells the story 

of MaI.1imekalai, the illegitimate daughter of a courtesan,· who goes through a series 
of adventures until she finally enters a monastery and takes up the life of a Buddhist 

ascetic.24 The early chapters of the text explore the complexity of karma and the vaga

ries of love; the final chapters shift register and explore the complexity of religious 

diversity and the rules of debate. 
MaI.1imekalai's journey begins in the city of Vanci, where her adoptive mother 

KaI.1I.1aki tells her: "Dear child, with your scented hair! The time has now come for 
you to go and visit the adepts of the various religions, those who use the most skill

ful arguments. You must try honestly to learn the portion of truth that each religion 
may include. If it then seems to you that none of them leads to transcendent truth, you 
may dedicate your life to following unswervingly the rules (yama) announced by the 

Buddha."25 MaI.1imekalai begins with a Mlmarpsaka who teaches her the means of valid 

knowledge (pramiif/a). Armed with this basic knowledge, she visits representatives of 
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nine other traditions: an exponent of Saivism, a Brahmavadin (who holds that Brahma is 
the creator of the world), a worshipper ofVi�1).u/Naraya1).a, an exponent of the Veda, an 
Ajivika, a Nirgrantha or Jain, an exponent of the Saqlkhya, a Vaise�ika, and a Bhiitavadin 
(a variety of Indian materialist). Realizing that none of their doctrines meets the test of 
truth, she refuses even to engage them in conversation. 

Her education takes another step forward when she arrives in KaficJ: and meets 
Arava1).an, a Buddhist teacher who offers what she considers the definitive teaching. 
Like the MImaqlsaka, Arava1).an begins with a discussion of epistemology, but this time 
the focus is not the means of knowledge in general but the structure of a valid syllogism, 
the principal tool of debate. Arava1).an tells Ma1).imekalai about the classic five-member 
syllogism, familiar in Nyaya sources, then explains the Buddhist theory of the three
member syllogism. Whether Arava1).an's theory of logical procedure is identical to the 
logical innovations of Dignaga is apparently unclear,26 but the text certainly reflects 
the style of argument associated with Dignaga and his followers . Once Arava1).an has 
instructed Ma1).imekalai about the process of argument, he concludes with an account 
of the twelve-fold chain of dependent co-arising ( pratttyasamutpiida) and the four noble 
truths .  The text ends by saying that Arava1).an leads Ma1).imekalai to the truth through 
the stages of hearing (fruti), thinking (cintana), repeated practice (bhiivanii), and vision 
(darfana),27 and "Ma1).imekalai, beautiful as a doll, having put on the monastic habit, 
henceforth led the life of austerity that is indispensable for attaining wisdom and being 
free of the faults that bind us to the interminable cycle of birth and death."28 

For someone who is familar with Indian Buddhism, the most striking aspect of this 
story is not that Ma1).imekalai would set out on a journey in search of wisdom. This is a 
feature of Buddhist stories throughout the Buddhist world. (The journey of the young 
man Sudhana in the Garz4avyuha Sutra is an obvious parallel .) What is striking is that 
this quest for wisdom involves the study of epistemology, the challenge of religious 
diversity, and the procedures of logical argument. Anne E. Monius sees this aspect of 
Ma1).imekalai's story as a general feature of sixth-century Tamil literary culture, which, 
in her words, was characterized by "rivalry, or more specifically, by competition among 
various philosophical or religious worldviews ."29 Monius links this feature of the Tamil 
tradition to the literary rivalries that were given dramatic expression at the same time 
in the pages of satirical Sanskrit dramas. With the story of Xuanzang in mind, this 
aspect of south Indian culture comes as no surprise. Whether we look at south India 
or the Ganges Basin, the sixth and seventh centuries seem to have been characterized 
by intense inter- and intra-religious rivalries. The literary and philosophical traditions 
not only reflected these rivalries, but provided a setting where these rivalries could be 
played out. Why would Ma1).imekalai learn the rules of logic to lay the groundwork for 
wisdom? One simple answer is that in sixth- and seventh-century Indian culture it was 
only the rules of logic that allowed one tradition to claim dominance over another in 
the sphere of public debate. Without mastering these rules, how could anyone be sure 
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that the so-called "wisdom" being offered by a rival group was not just another form 
of folly? 

When success as a debater depends not just on natural ability but on scholarly 
preparation, it is no surprise to come across stories of scholars who disguised them
selves in order to infiltrate the schools of their rivals . In Phyllis Granoff's study of the 
Jain lives of Haribhadra, there is a story about two brothers, Akalanka and Ni�kalanka, 
who masqueraded as Buddhists to study with a Buddhist teacher at Mahabodhi (Bodh 
Gaya). 30 One day the teacher discovered that someone had corrected his quotation of a 
Jain verse. He took this to mean that a Jain imposter had hidden among his students. 
To expose the imposter, he tried two tricks . One was to make a drawing of the Jina on 
the floor and ask his students to step on it. Another was to startle them in the middle 
of the night and find out which deity they called on for help. The second trick was the 
one that worked. The two brothers were caught off guard and called out the name of 
the Jina. The teacher then imprisoned them, intending to kill them, but the two broth
ers managed to escape. Ni�kalanka was caught and killed, while Akalanka took refuge 
with a sympathetic Jain queen. Eventually a dispute arose with a Buddhist monk over 
the conduct of a Jain festival, and Akalanka was drawn into debate. At first, with super
natural intervention from Tara, the Buddhist monk managed to hold his own. But a 
Jain goddess named Cakresvaridevl appeared to Akalanka and told him how Tara could 
be defeated. The story ends with a resounding defeat for the Buddhist monk and his 
protective deity. 

According to Phyllis Granoff, this story and stories like it circulated widely in Jain 
and Buddhist communities. Like the Martimekalai and the story of Xuanzang's trium
phant debate, they offer little reliable historical evidence about the lives of the scholars 
who figure in their pages. But they do help us picture the literary and scholarly prac
tices of the communities that produced them. In this way, they help us understand the 
significance of the debate culture that formed Bhaviveka's account of the philosophical 
controversies of sixth-century India. These controversies had serious intellectual, insti
tutional, and personal consequences, and much was at stake in the debate . 

TH E TE XT 

THE PROBLEM O F  AUTHENTICITY 

One of the perennial problems in the study of Indian Buddhist sources has to do with the 
authenticity of the text. The chronological relationship of different authors is often uncer
tain, and textual transmission is obscure. In many cases, it is even unclear what it means to 
say that a certain person is an "author." As is true of some of the major works in the canon 
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of Greek philosophy, the Buddhist texts that come down to us may not even be the writ
ten work of the masters themselves, but transcriptions of oral presentations, with all of the 
attendant opportunities for copyists or students to add their own glosses or disrupt the text 
with their own infelicities or misunderstandings. The "original" texts may then have been 
supplemented, interpolated, or unwittingly corrupted by the hands of later commentators 
and copyists. All of these uncertainties are compounded several times over when the origi
nal Sanskrit has been lost and we have access only to the Tibetan or Chinese translations. 
When we attempt to reconstruct Bhaviveka's response to the philosophical challenges of 
sixth-century India, it is important to know which works he is likely to have written, but 
it also is important to recognize that any judgment about authenticity is based only on a 
complex set of probabilities. In the end, especially when it comes to particular passages, 
there is no substitute for the hard discipline of philology to distinguish spurious readings 
from readings that seem to reflect the mind and word of the master. 

The gold standard for any discussion of Bhaviveka's works is The Lamp of Wisdom 
(Prajiiapradfpa), Bhaviveka's commentary on Nagarjuna's Root Verses on the Middle Way 
(Miilamadhyamakakarikap, abbreviated MMK).3 1  This commentary no longer survives 
in Sanskrit, apart from occasional quotations in other texts, but it was the target of a 
pointed critique by Bhaviveka's rival, Candraklrti, and it was the subject of an extensive 
subcommentary by Avalokitavrata (spyan ras gzigs brtul zhugs).32 For anyone who has the 
perseverance to read Avalokitavrata and Bhaviveka side by side, The Lamp of Wisdom 
is eminently readable and provides one of the most useful resources not only for the 
interpretation of Madhyamaka thought, but for the study of Madhyamaka approaches 
to other philosophical traditions . 

The second major work that can be ascribed with some certainty to Bhaviveka 
is The Verses on the Heart of the Middle Way (Madhyamakahrdayakarikap, abbreviated 
MHK). The Lamp of Wisdom may be Bhaviveka's most important Madhyamaka work, 
but The Heart of the Middle Way gives the most impressive account of the range and 
depth of his own philosophical scholarship. Freed from the constraints of commenting 
on the words of the master, Bhaviveka was able to present Madhyamaka thought in a 
way that reflected not only the distinctive philosophical practices of the sixth century 
but also his own vision of the relationship between the Madhyamaka and other tradi
tions of Indian thought. 

The text begins with three chapters that represent Bhaviveka's own philosophy: 

1 .  Not Giving Up the Mind of Awakening (bodhicittaparityaga) 
2 .  Taking the Vow of an Ascetic (munivratasamafraya) 
3 .  Seeking the Knowledge of Reality (tattvajiianai!a1Ja) 

These three chapters may have functioned as a separate text entitled "Introduction 
to the Ambrosia of Reality" (tattvamrtavatara).33 This possibility is supported by the 
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opening verses of the first chapter, where Bhaviveka states the purpose of the text that 
follows: 

1 .4 mahabodhau krtadhiya1JZ pararthodayadfk�aya I 

tattvamrtavataraya faktitafJ ki1JZcid ucyate II 
1 . 5  bodhicittaparityago munivratasamafrayafJ I 

tattvajnanai�a1Ja ceti carya sarvarthasiddhaye II 

With a vow to bring about the welfare of others and with mind focused 
on great awakening, I say what I can to introduce the ambrosia of reality. 
"Not giving up the mind of awakening, taking the vow of an ascetic, and 
seeking the knowledge of reality" are a practice that is meant to achieve 
the welfare of all. 

Whether these chapters were meant to function as a separate text or not, Bhaviveka 
clearly thought of them as a unified system. The parts of the text that we are accus
tomed to calling "philosophy" (including his reflections on the means of knowledge and 
the nature of reality) are pieces of a larger picture, to be combined with the practice of 
meditation, devotion, and other forms of moral discipline. Whether the same can be 
said about Bhaviveka's chapters on the views of his opponents is an issue that will be 
discussed later in this introduction. 

After Bhaviveka has given this account of his own philosophy, he devotes two chap
ters to his Buddhist opponents: 

4. Introduction to the Analysis of Reality According to the Sravakas 
(fravakatattvavinifcayavatara) 
5 .  Introduction to the Analysis of Reality According to the Yogacaras 
( yogacaratattvavinifcayavatara) 

These chapters are followed by four chapters on his Hindu opponents: 

6. Introduction to Reality According to the Sarp.khyas (sa1JZkhyatattvavatara) 
7. Analysis of Reality According to the Vaise$ikas (vaife�ikatattvavinifcaya) 
8 .  Analysis of Reality According to the Vedanta (vedantatattvavinifcaya) 
9. Introduction to the Analysis of Reality According to the Mimarp.sa 
(mfma1JZsatattvanir1Jayavatara). 

The longest of these chapters, with 167 verses in the Tibetan translation, is the analysis 
of the Mimarp.sa. The text concludes with a brief account of Jain views of omniscience 
and four verses in praise of the Buddha. 
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10 .  Exposition of the Realization of Omniscience (sarvajiiatitsiddhinirdefa) 
1 1 .  Exposition of Praise and Characteristics (stutilakfa�anirdefa). 

It is the distinctive structure of the latter portion of this text-with each chapter 
devoted to the position of a different opponent-that gives it such a special place in 
the history of Indian philosophical compendia. The earliest competing example of this 
type is Haribhadra's Compendium of Six Views (farJdarfanasamuccaya), and Haribhadra's 
text was not written until the eighth century. Whether there were precedents for at least 
some of the key features of Bhaviveka's text is unclear. In The Collection of the Means of 
Knowledge (pramit�asamuccaya), Dignaga (early sixth century) says that a reader should 
consult his Nyitya-, Vaifefika-, and Sit'f!lkhya-parfkfits for more extensive discussion of 
these traditions.34 Since these "investigations" (pa1'fkfit) do not survive, we cannot know 
whether they anticipated the chapters of Bhaviveka's text. Even if they did, they do not 
seem to have been collected into a single text. Given the present state of our knowledge 
of Bhaviveka and his tradition, it seems legitimate to say that Bhaviveka is the source of 
this distinctive and influential genre of philosophical text. 

But to say that Bhaviveka is responsible for the first compendium does not tell us 
much about what a compendium is or how it functioned in the intellectual context of 
sixth-century India. Olle Qvarnstrom has distinguished three types of "doxographical 
treatises."35 The first of these is a familiar component of Indian religious and philo
sophical literature from at least the time of the Upani�ads and the earliest Jain and 
Buddhist scriptures . It consists of a running dialogue between a teacher and an oppo
nent: the opponent asks a question or poses a problem, and the teacher responds. This 
is "doxographical" in the sense that it records important doctrinal positions. What little 
we know about doctrinal diversity in ancient India comes to us in precisely this narra
tive form. These philosophical stories do not, however, attempt to present opponents' 
positions as systematic wholes .  

In the second type of doxographical treatise, each tradition is discussed in a sepa
rate chapter. Chapters begin with accounts of the opponent's position, in the form of a 
purvapakfa or "preliminary position" (better translated simply as "objection") .  Then the 
author deals with the purvapakfa in an uttarapakfa or "response." The distinguishing 
feature of this doxographical type is that it gives a systematic account of the opponent's 
views. For a few verses, at least, the opponent gets to take the stage and define the terms 
of the debate. This type of doxographical writing strives for some degree of complete
ness, in the sense that it attempts to lay out the major controversial issues that might 
arise between two schools , and it has a certain kind of intellectual structure. It is not a 
series of random objections, but a systematic account of alternative philosophical views. 
By presenting a systematic alternative, it also elicits a systematic response. This second 
type of doxographical treatise can be called a true "compendium," since it devotes a 
separate chapter to each philosophical tradition, and, no matter how abbreviated it may 
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be ,  it strives for some degree of completeness. 
The third type of doxography also presents each system in a separate chapter but 

does not attempt to refute them. The purpose of this doxography is simply descriptive; 
it does not probe for the weak points in an opponent's position and it does not develop 
any kind of controversial response. The classic example of this third type of doxogra
phy is Haribhadra's Compendium of Six Views, just as the classic example of the second is 
Bhaviveka's Heart of the Middle Way. 

In the Tibetan canon, Bhaviveka's verses are accompanied by an "auto-commentary" 
entitled The Flame of Reason (Tarkajvala, abbreviated TJ). Tibetan tradition ascribes this 
commentary to the same author who wrote the verses, and many features of the text 
support this judgment. The prose style of the commentary follows the precedent of The 
Lamp of Wisdom, it also does not introduce any obvious philosophical innovations that 
would associate it with a later period, and it does not seem to diverge in obvious ways 
from the meaning of the verses. Someone who knows the style of The Lamp of Wisdom 
would get the strong impression that The Flame of Reason comes from the hand of the 
master himself, or at least from a student who has learned to follow the master's com
menta rial technique. 

The most important piece of internal evidence against this impression of authen
ticity comes from the text's curious practice of referring to the author of the verses 
as "the Master" (Tib. slob dpon / Skt. aearya). The word "Master" is used in this way 
in the commentary on verse 4.2 :  "The Master says 'so they say' (kila) because he does 
not agree. He does not want to be defiled by the opponent's opinions, by their alleged 
altruism, or even by their words."l6 The word "Master" is mirrored by the word 
"author" (Tib. bstan beos byed pa / Skt. fastrakara) in the commentary on 5 . 2 :  " 'So they 
say' (kila) means that the author himself does not agree." David Seyfort Ruegg and 
others have pointed out that while Sanskrit commentators frequently refer to them
selves in the third person, Buddhist authors seldom refer to themselves as "Master," l? 
leaving us to wonder whether the "Master" is one person and the author of the com
mentary is another. V V Gokhale responded to this problem by suggesting that ref
erences to "the Master" were interpolated by the Tibetan assistant who helped Atisa 
with the Tibetan translation, or perhaps even by Atisa himself. l8 Yasunori Ejima has 
suggested that the word "Master" was the result of a two-stage process of redaction, 
in which the "Ur-Tarkajvala" was written as an auto-commentary by the author of the 
verses, then the text was revised by the author of The Jewel Lamp of the Middle Way 
(Madhyamakaratnapradfpa, abbreviated MRP). The word "Master" might very well 
have been inserted as part of this revision. 

More will be said shortly about The Jewel Lamp of the Middle Way. For the moment, 
the question is whether the use of the word "Master" is sufficient to dispute the author
ship of The Flame of Reason. While the word is rare in Buddhist auto-commentaries, it 
is not rare in Sanskrit commentarial literature as a whole, as in Patanjali's Mahabha�ya 
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and various works of the Piirva Mlmarpsa. When a certain point is discussed in the 
Mlmarpsa, three views are represented: the piirvapak�a, the uttarapak�a, and the sid
dhiinta. These three positions are presented, respectively, by the "student," the "master 
in training," and the "master" (iiciirya). The first gives the naive view, the second refutes 
it, and the "Master" gives the view that is decisive.39 We know from Bhaviveka's chapter 
on the Mlmarpsa that he was familiar with Mlmarpsa exegesis, and we know that he 
adopted terminology and stylistic conventions from other Brahmanical sources. It does 
not stretch the imagination to think that he would incorporate a version of this stylis
tic device in his own work. To add further support to this view, the end of The Flame 
of Reason identifies the author of the commentary as the author of the verses. The last 
verse of The Heart of the Middle Way says: "This text has been written in this way as the 
concise heart of the middle way; it is a mirror in which scholars can see reflected a mul
titude of siitras."40 The commentary on the first half of this verse explains: " 'Written' 
means that it was composed by me, the one who analyzes with wisdom. In other words, 
I am the Master (Tib. slob dpon / Skt. iiciirya) who wrote the text (Tib. bstan bcos byed pa 
/ Skt. fiistrakiira)."41 While it is possible that this passage is an interpolation, and the 
Tibetan might be subject to other interpretations, it certainly seems that the author of 
the commentary thought of himself as the author of the verses. 

In his discussion of the authorship of Bhaviveka's works, David Seyfort Ruegg 
cites the principle of parsimony, that "entities should not be multiplied beyond need" 
(1990 : 65). If we follow his advice, the question is whether there is any need to sup
pose that The Flame of Reason was written by someone other than the sixth-century 
Bhaviveka. Judging from the evidence I have just outlined, the answer seems to be 
no, at least with regard to the work as a whole. There is no need to be quite so parsi
monious, however, when it comes to the authorship of individual passages. Ejima has 
suggested that portions of The Flame of Reason were revised by later hands. Gokhale 
made a similar point when he suggested the possibility of interpolation. The truth 
is that we know much less than we would like about the process of editing, copying, 
and transmitting a text as complex as The Flame of Reason, and what little we do know 
suggests that such texts often were subject to significant interpolation. Akira Saito's 
research on the Dunhuang recension of The Introduction to the Bodhisattva Practice 
(Bodhisattvacaryiivatiira) shows that this important work went through major changes 
in the process of textual transmission (Saito 2000) .  Some of the later chapters of the 
The Heart of the Middle Way show significant differences between the Sanskrit ver
sion and the version that is preserved in the commentaryY It seems only realistic to 
imagine that the commentary on The Heart of the Middle Way was subject to expansion 
and interpolation. This seems particularly likely in the long prose passage that follows 
the commentary on verse 4.35 .  Among other things, this passage discusses a series of 
"miscellaneous objections" that are introduced after the prose account of the divisions 
of the eighteen schools and before the resumption of the normal flow of the argument 
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in verse 4.9. These could very easily have been inserted by a student or a later editor. If 
The Heart of the Middle Way and The Flame of Reason together functioned as a debater's 
manual, as they seem to suggest, it would have been natural for them to be expanded 
with the addition new arguments. What better place to insert new arguments than in 
this section of unstructured prose in the middle of the text? It is quite possible that 
some or all of this prose passage was added by another hand. But a possibility is not a 
certainty. Rather than multiply authors unnecessarily, it seems best to begin with the 
assumption that this portion of the text belongs to the author of The Heart of the Middle 
Way, unless there is strong textual and historical evidence to prove otherwise. 

The list of works that can be confidently ascribed to the sixth-century Bhaviveka 
would be incomplete without mentioning The Jewel in the Hand (title restored in 
Sanskrit as *Karatalaratna).43 This short text is available only in Xuanzang's Chinese 
translation (Taisho 1 578), but it gives a fascinating glimpse not only of Bhaviveka's log
ical and rhetorical method but also of Xuanzang's mastery of Madhyamaka thought. 
The text focuses on only two syllogisms: "conditioned things (saJ?Zskrta) are ultimately 
empty, because they arise from conditions, like an illusion," and "unconditioned things 
(asaJ?Zskrta) are ultimately unreal, because they do not arise, like a flower in the sky." 
The discussion of these two arguments dwells on the standard logical problems asso
ciated with Bhaviveka's arguments, such as the way Bhaviveka claims to "accept" the 
existence of something that he ultimately denies .  It also applies these arguments to 
the basic categories of the Sal11khya, Vaise�ika, Vaibha�ika, and Yogacara. It is possible 
that this discussion of the Yogacara was the argument that drew Xuanzang to the text, 
since it gives a preview of the longer argument in chapter 5 of The Heart of the Middle 
Way. At one point, the text says that a particular argument has already been elucidated 
at length in the "Introduction to the Ambrosia of Reality," suggesting that The Jewel in 
the Hand was written between the first three chapters and the full text of The Heart of 
the Middle Way. The discussion of the Yogacara contains at least passing references to 
many of the important points that appear in chapter 5 of The Heart of the Middle Way, 
such as the passage in the Bodhisattvabhumi that describes a "nihilist" (nastika) as some
one who falls into bad rebirths and takes others with him.44 In sum, the text functions 
as a useful point d'appui for study of the Madhyamaka-Yogacara controversy, especially 
for those who approach the controversy through the medium of Chinese. 

This discussion of the authenticity of Bhaviveka's works would not be complete 
without considering the most problematic text in the Bhaviveka corpus: The Jewel-Lamp 
of the Middle Way (Madhyamakaratnapradfpa, abbreviated MRP), ascribed to "Bhavya." 
This text occupies approximately thirty folios in the sDe-dge edition of the Tibetan 
canon and is divided into nine chapters: 
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1 .  Two Truths (satyadvaya) 
2 .  Mistaken Relative Wisdom (sa1JZvrtibhrantaprajfia) 
3 .  Correct Interpretable Relative Wisdom (neyarthatathyasa1JZvrtiprajfia) 
4. Correct Interpretable Relative Wisdom, Part 2 

5. Definitive Relative Wisdom (nitarthatathyasa1JZvrtiprajfia) 
6 .  Ultimate Wisdom (paramarthaprajfia) 
7. Stages of Practice (bhavanakrama) 
8 .  Statement of the Greatness of the Teacher (acaryapadamahatmyabhidhana) 
9. Advantages (anufa1JZsa) 

Arguments in favor of the authenticity of this text rely on two types of evidence: the 
text's account of its own authorship and affinities between arguments in this text and 
other recognized works of Bhaviveka. On the positive side of the ledger are two places 
where the author seems to name himself as the author of The Heart of the Middle Way 
and The Flame of Reason. In one of these passages, the text says: "We have avoided both 
extremes, so [we] also negate absence in order to teach the middle path."45 The text then 
quotes verse 3 .259 of The Heart of the Middle Way: " 'The idea that things do not exist is 
not considered correct, because it is brought about by concepts, like the idea that a post 
is a man." The word "we" (Tib. kho bo) gives the impression that the author of the Jewel 
Lamp is quoting himself. The connection is stated more explicitly in an earlier chapter: 
"This point can be examined more extensively in The Five Aggregates of the Middle Way 
by the reverend Candraldrti and in my (Tib. bdag gis bkod pa) Flame of Reason."46 The 
second type of evidence comes from affinities between The Jewel Lamp and other works 
of Bhaviveka. There are particularly close connections between the argument against 
the Yogacara in chapter 4 of The Jewel Lamp, chapter 5 of The Heart of the Middle Way, 
and the appendix to chapter 25 of The Lamp of Wisdom. The parallels are close enough to 
at least suggest a common authorship, as Christian Lindtner has pointed out forcefully 
in a number of publications.47 But these similarities have to be balanced by a series of 
troubling historical incongruities and with major differences in style and thought. 

David Seyfort Ruegg summarized many of the historical problems in his article 
"On the authorship of some works ascribed to Bhavaviveka/Bhavya." One kind of prob
lem is associated with The Jewel Lamp's use of quotations from texts that come from 
a period later than the sixth century. In its account of the "prediction" of Nagarjuna, 
the text quotes from the Mafijufrfmulatantra, a text that is dated to the reign of King 
Gopala, the founder of the Pala Dynasty, who reigned in the late decades of the eighth 
century. The Jewel Lamp also quotes a verse from Saraha's Dohakofa, a text that can be 
dated on linguistic grounds to the seventh century or thereafter. These chronological 
considerations place the The Jewel Lamp considerably later than the sixth-century date 
of the so-called "Ur-Bhaviveka." 

An even more challenging problem has to do with the the text's presentation of 
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basic Madhyamaka concepts . From the sixth to the eighth century, there was a discern
ible sequence in the development of Mahayana thought. Starting with a date of 500-560 
for Bhaviveka,48 we can assign Dignaga to the early part of the sixth century, based on 
his importance as a source for Bhaviveka's logical method and for Bhaviveka's argu
ment against the Yogacara in chapter 5 of The Heart of the Middle Way. Both Dignaga 
and Bhaviveka were known to Xuanzang, who visited India in the early part of the sev
enth century. The next stage in the development of the tradition places Dharmakirti, 
Dignaga's commentator, and Candraklrti, who wrote a forceful critique of Bhaviveka's 
commentary on Nagarjuna's Root Verses, somewhere in the middle of the seventh cen
tury. In the late seventh or early eighth century come two Madhyamikas, Srlgupta and 
Jiianagarbha, who accept Bhaviveka's method and extend it by incorporating ideas from 
Dharmaklrti and perhaps also from Candraklrti.49 In the mid-eighth century Srlgupta 
and Jiianagarbha were followed by Santarak�ita and KamalasIla, each of whom played a 
role in the introduction of Indian Buddhism to Tibet.50 

This period of almost three centuries involved substantial intellectual creativ
ity and cannot easily be distilled into a handful of formulas , but in Bhaviveka's tradi
tion the shift from the sixth to the eighth centuries was associated with at least two 
major ideas. The first of these had to do with the definition of relative truth (sa'f!/Vrti). 
Madhyamaka works of the late seventh and early eighth centuries define relative truth 
(sa'f!/Vrti) with a three-part formula: relative truth "satisfies when it is not analyzed" 
(avicararama'!Jrya or avicaramanohara), "has arisen dependently" (pratttyasamutpanna), 
and "is capable of effective action" (anhakriyasamartha).51 The earliest known example 
of this formula is The Introduction to Reality (tattvavatara) by Srlgupta.52 This three-part 
formula reappears in the work of Jiianagarbha, who is said to have been a disciple of 
Srlgupta, and then in the work of Santarak�ita who lived in the early decades of the 
eighth century and is said to have been a disciple ofliianagarbha.53 Apart from the stan
dard reference to the idea that all conventional entities have arisen dependently, this 
formula appears to be a distinctive artifact from the end of the seventh century. The 
phrase "capable of effective action" (arthakriyasamartha) is traceable to Dharmaklrti 
and shows how eighth-century Madhyamikas absorbed one of the distinctive features 
of his philosophical method into their account of the Madhyamaka.54 The source of 
the phrase "satisfies without analysis" is more difficult to pin down, but it might be 
understood as a response to Candraklrti's critique of Bhaviveka in the first chapter of 
his commentary on Nagarjuna's Root Verses. 55 Whatever its origin may have been, it 
played an important role in a number of eighth-century texts, including Jayarasi's Lion 
that Annihilates Philosophical Principles (tattvopaplavasi'f!/ha), the only surviving text by a 
Lokayata or Indian skeptic, 56 and it became a touchstone in later Tibetan accounts of 
the Madhyamaka approach to relative truth. 57 

The definition of relative truth in The Jewel Lamp follows this classic, three-part 
formula: "As we see it, sa'f!/Vrti is like the pith of a banana tree; it satisfies when it is not 
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analyzed, it arises from causes, and it is capable of effective action."58 This formula does 
not appear anywhere in the works of the sixth-century Bhaviveka. If the author of The 
Lamp of Wisdom and The Heart of the Middle Way developed this three-part definition of 
relative truth, incorporating Dharmaklrti's concept of "effective action" and the con
cept of "no-analysis," and then bequeathed this definition to the Madhyamikas of the 
late seventh and eighth centuries ,  it would squeeze almost two centuries of philosophi
cal development into the lifetime of a single individual. Such a development is conceiv
able, but it is not very likely. 

A second distinctive feature of eighth-century Madhyamaka has to do with argu
ments in favor of emptiness. To prove that everything is empty, the Bhaviveka of The 
Lamp of Wisdom and The Heart of the Middle Way relies largely on arguments drawn from 
causation. The Lamp of Wisdom begins with Nagarjuna's argument that nothing can arise 
ultimately from itself, from something else, from both, or from nothing at all. The first 
substantial argument for emptiness in The Heart of the Middle Way also focuses on the 
process of causation: "Here earth and so forth do not have the identity of the gross ele
ments, because they are created and because they have a cause and so forth, like cogni
tion."59 In the eighth century, Madhyamaka arguments for emptiness shifted toward 
the problem of "the one and the many." As Tom Tillemans has pointed out (1984: 357) , 

the "neither one nor many argument" became the central idea around which scholars 
like Santarak�ita structured their presentation of the Madhyamaka. Santarak�ita for
mulates the argument like this: "The things of which we and others speak actually have 
no identity, because they are neither one nor many, like a reflection."6o This argument 
is borrowed almost verbatim from his teacher's teacher, Srlgupta: "Everything that is 
internal or external actually has no identity, because it is neither one nor many, like a 
reflection."61 Jnanagarbha varies this argument in a way that maintains the reference 
to "one and many" but reintroduces the idea of causation: "Many do not produce one, 
many do not produce many, one does not produce many, and one does not produce 
one."62 The origin of these two "one and many" arguments is complex, but it is clear 
from the sources that both arguments represent a rapprochement between Yogacara and 
Madhyamaka traditions. The version in Srlgupta and Santarak�ita reflects the Yogacara 
argument against the existence of external objects in verse 11 of Vasubandhu's Twenty 
Verses (Vi7!datikii). Jnanagarbha's version maintains Bhaviveka's concern for causation, 
but it has to do with the arising of cognitions rather than with the arising of things . This 
move is consistent withJnanagarbha's turn toward DharmakIrti's epistemology and away 
from the ontological preoccupations of Bhaviveka's arguments against the Yogacara. 

The Jewel Lamp takes the development of these arguments a step further. Rather 
than choosing one of these arguments over another, it presents all of them together in 
what it calls a "general" (Tib. spyir / Skt. siimiinyena) refutation of Hindu and Jain oppo
nents .63 In this respect, it mirrors the synthetic process that characterized eleventh
century works like Atisa's Lamp for the Path of Awakening and was developed further in 
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the Madhyamaka scholarship of Tibet. 64 Where The Jewel Lamp stands in this sequence 
of intellectual development needs further study, but it seems reasonable to suppose, 
once again, that it represents a late phase in the evolution of Madhyamaka thought, a 
phase that was characterized as much by summary and synthesis as it was by original 
philosophical reflection. 

This hypothesis is supported by what must be the strangest feature of this odd 
text. Not only does The Jewel Lamp quote Dharmaklrti, a philosopher who normally is 
identified with the seventh century, it also quotes Candraklrti, and it quotes him with 
the same honorific terminology that it uses for Nagarjuna, Aryadeva, and the Buddha. 
There is no evidence at all of the bitter, sometimes mocking critique Candraklrti lev
eled at Bhaviveka in his commentary on Nagarjuna's Root Verses. It is hard to believe that 
the respectful words of this text could have come from the mouth of the sixth-century 
Bhaviveka, who was nothing if not a debater, ready to engage his opponents at the 
slightest hint of controversy. Either we are dealing with a very mellow scholar, who had 
lived long enough to leave these controversies behind, or we have an author who found 
it useful to attribute his summary of Madhyamaka to the earlier Bhaviveka, hoping per
haps that he could wrap the text in the authority of an ancient master. Without knowing 
more about the intellectual development in late Madhyamaka thought, and also about 
the compositional strategies that were popular in Indian monastic communities at this 
time, all we can do is speculate . But it seems doubtful that any reasonable calculation of 
the evidence would now place The Jewel Lamp in the sixth century. 

Along with The Jewel Lamp in the category of questionable texts belongs one final 
work, A Summary of the Meaning of the Middle Way (madhyamakarthasaJ?Zgraha). 65 This 
text summarizes the doctrine of the two truths in twelve verses. David Seyfort Ruegg 
has pointed out that this text shows significant affinities with Jfianagarbha's Distinction 
Between the Two Truths, including the definition of "correct relative truth" (tathyasaJ?Zvrti) 
as "capable of effective action." This concept shows the influence of Dharmaklrti and 
locates the text in the eighth century or thereafter. 

THE INTELLECTUAL STRUCTURE OF BHAVIVEKAS COMPENDIUM 

Once we have considered the authorship of The Heart of the Middle Way and The Flame of 
Reason, the next important question has to do with its structure as a philosophical com
pendium. If the design of the text is as original as it seems, why did the author organize 
it as he did? What qualifies Bhaviveka's opponents as opponents? Are they particular 
individuals? Are they defined by any particular social or intellectual affiliation? Are 
they grouped by doctrines, systems of thought, traditions, schools, or by something else 
altogether? If the text is concerned with doctrines or texts rather than with individuals, 
how are they related? For someone who has been steeped in the long tradition of Indian 
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compendia, the answers to most of these questions seem obvious. Indian philosophy 
today is organized most often into six (or more) systems of thought, known as da1'sa
nas (literally, "visions" or "views").66 Less frequently, these systems are designated by 
terms such as mata ("thought") or siddhanta ("established position") .67 Regardless of the 
terminology, these systems differ on a series of standard topics, such as the means of 
valid knowledge (prama1Ja), the nature of the deity (devata), and the categories of reality 
(tattva). When the different systems are gathered together into a single text, they con
stitute a coherent body of reflection on the central issues of Indian thought. 

What seems obvious to us today, however, was not as obvious at the time of 
Bhaviveka. The "darsana system" was just one of several competing models of classifica
tion, if it could even be considered a system at all. The best way to understand the inno
vation in Bhaviveka's text is to set the terminology of the later compendia aside and look 
closely at the way Bhaviveka thought about the intellectual situation in his own time. If 
we base our judgment solely on the texts of The Heart of the Middle Way and The Flame 
of Reason, Bhaviveka had three important options available to organize his approach to 
other traditions: a system of sixty-two "wrong views" (Tib. Ita ba ngan pa / Skt. *kudrfti), 
a system (which is actually little more than a list) of 363 views (drfti), and an emerging 
system of multiple darsanas. 

Of these three options, the most elaborate is the Buddhist system of sixty-two 
"wrong views." This list is derived from an early canonical text, the Brahmajala Sutra, 
and is prominent enough to be mentioned in a number of later Mahayana sources, 
including Dignaga's Epitome of the Perfection of Wisdom (prajftapammitapil.z¢artha).68 
Bhaviveka gives his own account of the sixty-two views in the commentary on MHK 
l l . lab: "Ordinary people are deluded about conventional reality, and they are dis
turbed by a network of wrong views (kudrfti)."69 The commentary offers the following 
explanation: 

Ordinary people are disturbed by a network of 62 wrong views. What are 
these 62 wrong views? They are explained in the Brahmajala Sutra: There 
are eighteen kinds of heretics in the first group: four kinds of eternalists 
(sassatavada), four kinds of partial eternalists (ekaccasassatavada), four kinds 
of limitists and unlimitists (antanantikavada), four kinds of evasive dis
putants (amaravikkhepika), and two kinds of fortuitous originists (adhicca
samuppanika). There are forty-four heretics in the second group: sixteen 
kinds who hold that the soul is conscious after death (saftftivada), eight 
kinds who hold that the soul is not conscious after death (asaftftivada), 
eight kinds who hold that the soul is neither conscious nor unconscious 
after death (nevasaftftinasaftftivada), five kinds of theorisers about the at
tainment of nirval}.a in this life (dittthadhammanibbanavada), and seven 
kinds of annihilationists (ucchedavada)Jo 
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Several scholars have suggested that this list of "views" recalls rival positions that were 
current in the intellectual environment of early Indian Buddhism, but the historical 
connection is tenuous at best.71 The system functions principally as a theoretical model 
for Buddhist practitioners to avoid errors in their own thinking and to develop a correct 
understanding of their own doctrinal commitments . 

Bhaviveka mentions the number 363 twice in The Flame of Reason. In both cases, 
the number is used to represent differences of tradition (agama) and reflects a quarrel 
between Bhaviveka and his opponents about the relationship of inference (anumana) 
to other means of valid knowledge (pramar.za). Near the end of chapter 5, Bhaviveka's 
Yogacara opponent objects to the idea that inference can be used to know ultimate 
reality: 

5 . 1  04 tattvasyatarkagamyatvat tadbodho nanumanatab I 

natas tarker.za dharmar.zaJ?1 gamyate dharmateti cet II 

The Dharma nature of dharmas cannot be known by logical reasoning, 
because reality is not an object of logical reasoning and is not known by 
inference. 

The opponent's use of the word "logical reasoning" (tarka) in this verse has particular 
force. Not only does it challenge the title of Bhaviveka's own text (The Flame of Reason), 
it also invokes a venerable Buddhist prohibition against the use of reason. Candraklrti 
quotes a sutra that places this prohibition in the life of the Buddha: "Not long after his 
perfect awakening, the Blessed One thought: 'I have attained a Dharma that appears 
profound and is profound. It cannot be investigated (atarkya) and is not accessible to 
logical reasoning (atarkavacara). It is subtle and can be known only by the consciousness 
of a sage ."'72 Bhaviveka echoes these words in a verse of his own: " [The Dharma Body of 
the Buddha] is as inaccessible to logicians (tarkika) as heaven is to sinners, detachment is 
to those who are passionate, and the sun is to those who have been born blind."7) 

If the Dharma is not accessible to logical reasoning, what use is the "flame of 
reason"? Bhaviveka answers this question by invoking a two-stage process of under
standing: first, reason is used to remove misconceptions, then it is possible to see things 
as they are: 

5 . 105 ihanumanan nirdolad agamanuvidhayinab I 

kalpitafelavividhavikalpaughanirakrteb II 

5 . 106 sakalajiieyayathatmyam akafasamacetasab I 

jiianena nirvikalpena buddhab pafyanty adar�fanat II 

Buddhas use faultless inference in a way that is consistent with tradition 
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to completely reject many different concepts of imagined things . Then, 
without seeing, they see all objects of knowledge just as they are, with 
non-conceptual knowledge and with minds like space .74 

Superficially, this verse follows a standard Buddhist sequence, moving from language 
and concepts to the direct perception of reality. Translated into the language of the 
prama'(las, this sequence would mean that inference (anumana) prepares the way for 
perception (pratyak�a). But Bhaviveka undercuts this process (as he did with the wor
ship of Brahman and the practice of the eightfold path), by saying that true seeing is 
no seeing. In terms of the prama'(las, this means that true perception is no perception. 
If perception cannot provide a safe resting place at the end of this epistemological pro
cess, Bhaviveka has no alternative but to involve himself again in the practice of infer
ence. By returning to inference, he returns to the problem that calls forth inference 
in the first place: the differences in understanding (buddhi) that arise from differences 
in tradition (agama). These differences in tradition call forth his first reference to the 
number 363 .  

5 . 107  ato 'numanavi�aya'Tfl na  tattva'Tfl pratipadyate I 

tattvajnanavipak�o yas tasya tena nirakriya II 
5 . 108  agamantarabhedena bhedayatasu buddhi�u I 

abhede 'py agamasyanyafJ kafJ parfk�ak�amo vidhifJ II 

It is impossible to understand reality as an object of inference, but infer
ence rules out the opposite of the knowledge of reality. Differences in 
other traditions cause differences in understanding; even when there are 
no differences in tradition, what other method is capable of investigating 
[these differences] ? 

Commentary: Other traditions are traditions that differ from one another. 
Their differences, which consist of 363 doctrines, give rise to differences of 
understanding. Those who seek agreement have no way to investigate [these 
differences] other than by inference (anumana), which consists of theses, 
reasons, and examples.75 

There is surprising ambiguity in this passage about the actual reference of the 
number 363 .  In the verse, the problem of intellectual diversity is attributed to differ
ences of tradition (agama). In the commentary, these differences are associated with a 
Tibetan term (rgol ba) that I have translated here as "doctrine" (vada). It could also be 
translated as "dispute" or "argument," or it could be taken as a reference to a person 
who enters into dispute (vadin). In other words, it could refer to a debater.76 But this 
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ambiguity does not affect the point of the argument. Whether philosophical differ
ences reside in words, actions, or agents, Bhaviveka is persuaded that they can only be 
resolved by inference. 

Bhaviveka returns to the number 363 in the chapter on Mlmarpsa as part of his cri
tique of the authority of the Veda. The Mlmarpsaka begins with an argument in favor 
of tradition: 

9.4cd sa1fZpradayanupacchedad agamo 'sau tadatyaye II 

9.5 atyantak�aparok�e hi pratipattib katha1fZ bhavet I 

adr�tali1igasa1fZbandhe svargapiirvadivastuni II 

The Veda is tradition (agama), because its transmission is unbroken. 
Without it, how can anyone understand something like heaven or karmic 
consequences, which are completely beyond the senses and not connected 
with any visible mark?77 

Bhaviveka responds with an argument that mirrors his dispute with the Yogacara. For 
him, tradition only has authority if it is investigated by reason. Why? For the same 
reason that inference was necessary in his dispute with the Yogacara: without inference, 
there is no way to resolve differences between traditions .78 

9. 18  tad atrapi parfk�ante yathabhiitagave�i'flab I 

pak�apatavi�a1fZ hitva fabdarthanyayakovidab II 

9. 19 sa1fZpradayanupacchedad agamasyagamatvatab I 

sarvasyagamatasiddheb kim tattvam iti dharyatam II 

Those who seek the truth and know how to reason about the meanings of 
words avoid the poison of partiality and carry out the following investiga
tion: If tradition has the status of tradition because it has an unbroken 
transmission, then everything is tradition, and it is necessary to deter:
mine which is true. 

The commentary explains that the word "everything" refers to "363 views" (the Tibetan 
Ita ba can translate either dr�ti or darfana). The commentary expands this point with a 
mind-numbing list of what seem to be followers of different teachers or practices .  I use 
the word "seem" advisedly, since determined investigation has yet to reveal any prec
edent for this list or identify more than a handful of its terms. Qvarnstrom has pointed 
out that the list has affinities with an equally obscure list in the Rajavarttika, an eighth
century Jain commentary on Umasvati's Tattvartha Siitra.79 But the two are not identi
cal, and the Rajavarttika list is no help in deciphering the list in the The Flame of Reason. 
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To make matters worse, the number 363 is attached to a similar list in the second chap
ter of The Jewel Lamp. The two lists start out the same (leading some scholars to assume 
that they are identical), but they rapidly diverge, until it is clear that the author, copyist, 
or translator has incorporated radically different ideas of what the list should contain. 
The list is sufficiently impenetrable that one begins to suspect that impenetrability is 
precisely the point, as if Bhaviveka were saying that "tradition" in India is a buzzing, 
bewildering complexity that can yield its secrets only to the clear light of reason. 

In effect, that is what happened to the number 363 in Jain philosophical compendia. 
Kendall W. Folkert has shown that the number 3 63 appeared as early as the second or 
third century in Jain literature as a way of designating the variety of philosophical posi
tions (1993 : 229-45). The number eventually came to be associated with a list of four 
categories that could be used to organize reflection about philosophical differences. 
These categories were kriyavada (to affirm the existence of the world and the soul), akri
yavada (to deny the existence of the soul), ajiianavada (to profess skepticism about these 
points), and vinayavada (teaching what commentators refer to as "respectful service"). 
Over a period of time, these four categories evolved (like the 62 "wrong views" in the 
Brahmajala Sutra) into a list of 363 different positions. In its standard form, as outlined 
by Schrader (1902 : 3 -4), this list included 180  varieties of kriyavada, 84 varieties of akri
yavada, 67 varieties of ajiianavada, and 32 varieties of vinayavada. The first Jain scholar 
to articulate the full system was Haribhadra (eighth century). In its rational coherence 
and consistency, Haribhadra's account of the 363 doctrines goes far beyond anything 
Bhaviveka was able to accomplish with his seemingly random list. But the complexity of 
Haribhadra's account shows the difficulty of the challenge that confronted Bhaviveka 
and his contemporaries. In the face of such bewildering diversity, not just of philosophi
cal views but even of classification systems, how could a scholar establish any sense of 
order? 

Bhaviveka's response was to divide the field of possibilities into a series of chapters 
dedicated to what came to be known in later literature as darfanas, a word that can be 
translated as "visions," "views," or simply "philosophies." The classic statement of the 
darfana-system comes at the beginning of Haribhadra's eighth-century Compendium 
of Six Views ( !a¢darfanasamuccaya) :  "Here, with respect to basic differences, there are 
only six darfanas; scholars should understand them according to the differences in their 
deities and in their principles of reality."80 Haribhadra's list of six darfanas includes the 
Bauddha (Buddhist), Nyaya, Satpkhya, J aina, Vaise�ika, and Mlmatpsa, with a postscript 
on the Lokayatas. (In his introduction to the chapter on the Lokayatas, Haribhadra 
explains that some scholars group the Nyaya and Vaise�ika together, leaving room for 
separate treatment of the Lokayatas.) Bhaviveka's list also includes six philosophies: 
Sravaka, Yogacara, Satpkhya, Vaise�ika, Vedanta, and Mlmatpsa. The two lists seem 
to converge on the number six, but Bhaviveka does not treat the number as having 
any particular significance, and his list differs from Haribhadra's in significant ways. 
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Bhaviveka devotes separate chapters to two different Buddhist opponents, he omits the 
Nyaya and Lokayata, and he includes Vedanta. While Haribhadra lists his own phi
losophy as one of the six, Bhaviveka begins his text with a separate account of his own 
philosophy and presents it in a format that differs significantly from the account of 
his opponents . Finally, his only account of Jainism occurs in the "Exposition of the 
Realization of Omniscience" in chapter 10 .  

The reasons for these differences is not immediately clear. It is possible that 
Bhaviveka, as a Buddhist, took the challenge of intra-Buddhist debates more seriously 
than Haribhadra. But it also is possible that these intra-Buddhist debates simply receded 
in importance in the two centuries that separated Bhaviveka from Haribhadra. Why 
does Bhaviveka say nothing about the Nyaya but devotes a chapter to Vedanta, while 
Haribhadra includes a chapter on the Nyaya but says nothing about Vedanta? One pos
sibility is that Vedanta simply did not have enough influence in Haribhadra's intellec
tual environment to deserve a place on the list. But why would Vedanta have posed such 
a challenge to Bhaviveka? It is tempting to attribute the difference to geography, but 
we know from Xuanzang that students and scholars, to say nothing of texts, circulated 
widely across India. It is more likely that Bhaviveka's concern about Vedanta had to do 
with intellectual rather than geographical proximity. Near the end of the Vedanta chap
ter, Bhaviveka accuses the Vedantins of borrowing their approach from the teaching of 
the Buddha: "Thinking that the Tathagata's flawless approach is good, the heretics have 
developed a longing for it and made it their own."81 Perhaps this is a case of "the proxi
mate 'other,' the near neighbor, who," as Jonathan Z. Smith observes, "is most trouble
some" (2004: 245) and deserves the most thorough response. Similar questions apply to 
Bhaviveka's omission of the Nyaya. Again, it is possible that there just were not enough 
important Naiyayikas in Bhaviveka's neighborhood in the sixth century to demand a 
response.82 This seems to be the case in the Ma1Jimekalai. For logic and epistemology, 
that text relies on Mimarpsa and Buddhist logic rather than Nyaya. Bhaviveka reflects 
this priority when he devotes his longest non-Buddhist chapter to Mimarpsa. The only 
point that can be drawn reliably from these different lists is that there was no standard 
account of significant philosophical traditions. Groups seem to have been included or 
omitted for reasons that were both practical and intellectual. To be certain about why 
Bhaviveka or Haribhadra made their choices, we would need to know more about the 
actual practice of debate in sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-century India than our sources 
have so far been able to yield. 

The trajectory of thought from Bhaviveka to Haribhadra raises further questions, 
not the least of which has to do with the meaning of the word darfana itself. In a strictly 
etymological sense, darfana functions simply as a verbal noun that means to "see." It 
is common to represent the etymology of darfana by using the English words "vision" 
or "view," as if there were a simple correlation between the metaphor of a philosophi
cal "view" in Sanskrit and English. But this correlation cannot be taken for granted, 
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if only because of the dense history associated with these terms on both sides of the 
Indian / European divide. How, then, did a word that has to do with "vision" or "seeing" 
come to play such a crucial role in the understanding of Indian philosophy? In his 
study of Jain compendia, Kendall W. Folkert has traced a long process of evolution 
that led to the use of darfana as a chapter heading in Haribhadra's compendium (1993 : 

1 1 3 -45) .  The story begins in early Jain literature, where the word da7'fana appears as 
one of three elements in the "way to liberation" (moklamarga). It is customary in Jain 
circles to translate these elements as "right faith" (samyagdarfana), "knowledge" (jnana), 
and "conduct" (caritra). In its original setting, "right faith" had a strong moral mean
ing: right faith functioned as a way of removing the karma that prevented a soul from 
seeing the truth. Over time, darfana as a verbal noun became associated with the term 
tattva ("reality") as its direct object. This led to the widely-accepted definition of "right 
faith" as "firm conviction about reality" (tattvarthafraddhana'J!Z samyagdarfanam).83 As 
Folkert tells the story, this association with "reality" loosened the karmic significance 
of darfana and made it possible for the word to designate the philosophical "views" of 
others . Eventually this process of evolution led to Haribhadra's use of the word darfana 
to name a "philosophy" in the sense of a body of doctrine or a system of thought. In 
later Jain compendia this usage was hardened even further by replacing darfana with 
the term siddhanta, which referred initially to the settled conclusion of an argument but 
came eventually to name a system of thought. An example of this usage is the title of the 
anonymous Jain compendium Sarvasiddhantapravefaka ("Introduction to All Systems of 
Thought"); other examples are common in Tibet.84 The process of evolution that led 
from "right faith" to "system of thought" or, as Folkert puts it, "the transformation of 
'faith' into 'a faith,' " was a result of many factors , but a key element in the change had to 
do with the encounter with philosophical diversity. Once it became clear that darfana 
was something "others" could have, the way was open to using the term as the organiz
ing principle for a philosophical compendium. 

Other Indian traditions have reflected this process as well. Wilhelm Halbfass has 
noted that Bhartrhari, the philosophical grammarian who served as the source for sev
eral arguments in Bhaviveka's chapter on the MYmarp.sa, shows the "doxographic usage" 
of the word dar'fana "in statu nascendi."85 Bhartrhari sometimes uses the word darfana 
in a generic sense to refer to different "views" or "ways of thinking." In Ka'(ttja 2 of the 
Vakyapadija, for example, he says: "The way of seeing (darfana) a single visible object 
can be different."86 In a discussion of universals in Ka'(ttja 3, he refers to a perception 
of identity (ekatvadarfana), as well as a perception of connection (sa'J!Zsargadarfana).8 7  
Moving into a doxographic mode in his commentary on the Mahabhalya, he refers to 
the Vaise�ika "view" (vaifelikadarfana) and the MYmarp.sa "view" (mfma'J!Zsadarfana). 
And in a verse that Halbfass rightly notes could serve as a motto for the entire tradition 
of Indian doxographical literature, Bhartrhari says: 
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prajfia viveka'f!l labhate bhinnair agarnadarfanaib I 

kiyad va fakyam unnetu'f!l svatarkam anudhavata II 

Wisdom gains discrimination from different traditional views; how can 
one lead upward by following one's own reason?88 

The question here is whether the word darfana in the compound "traditional view" 
(agamadarfana) has made the transition from its status as a verbal noun, meaning "view" 
or "way of seeing," into the designation of a philosophical system. The commentator 
Punyaraja does not offer much help. He falls naturally into the later usage by glossing 
darfana as siddhanta ("system of thought"), but the word could just as easily be inter
preted as a "way of seeing" that is based on traditional authorities (agama). But from 
Bhaviveka's point of view, the most striking feature of Bhartrhari's verse is not the 
ambiguity in the meaning of darfana; it is the combination of daTfana with the concept 
of "tradition" (agama). This is precisely the issue that Bhaviveka addressed with his 
awkward list of 363 doctrines. For him it was the diversity of "tradition" that required 
logical analysis. Here agama and daTfana go together as the foundation of the doxo
graphical tradition. 

Bhaviveka's use of the term daTfana shares some of Bhartrhari's ambiguity. While 
there are places where his terminology reflects Halbfass's "doxographic usage," there 
are other places where he avoids the term altogether. An example of the doxographic 
usage occurs in the objections that start chapter 4, where the Sravakas say: 

4.7 na buddhoktir mahayana'l!z siitTantadav asa'f!lgrahat I 

margantaropadefad va yatha vedantadaTfanam II 
4.8ab phalahetvapavadad va yatha nastikadarfanam I 

The Mahayana is not the Buddha's teaching, because it is not included 
in the Sutranta and so forth, because it teaches another path, like the 
Vedanta view (vedantadaTfana), or because it improperly denies cause and 
effect, like a nihilistic view (nastikadaTfana). 

In chapter 9, a similar objection comes from the MYmal11sa: 

9. 17 apmmarta'f!l vaco bauddha'f!l trayfdaTfanadii!arzat I 

yad yathokta'f!l tathokta'J!Z tad yatha nagnatadarfanam II 

The Buddha's teaching is not a authoritative, because it attacks the view 
of the Vedas . Whatever is one is also the other, like the Jain view.89 
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In his commentary on both passages, Bhaviveka equates darfana with siddhiinta ("system 
of thought"), clearly anticipating the practice of the eighth century. But these examples 
of Bhaviveka's "doxographic usage" are only part of the picture. If we turn the ques
tion around, we get a different answer. Instead of asking whether Bhaviveka uses the 
word darfana as Haribhadra did in the eighth century, it is better to ask what Bhaviveka 
himself thought was the focus of his chapters .  Was it a series of darfanas, or was it some
thing else? The Buddhist chapters give a surprising answer. According to Bhaviveka, 
his Buddhist opponents distinguish themselves by rejecting Bhaviveka's "approach" 
(nfti or naya) and clinging to an "approach of their own." The Sravakas are introduced 
as "those who have low aspirations and cannot understand this difficult approach" (nfti). 
The commentary glosses "this difficult approach" as "the quest for the knowledge of 
reality" (tattvajiiiinaifa1Jii) that he explained in the previous chapter. In other words, the 
"difficult approach" is what we would call Bhaviveka's own Madhyamaka philosophy. 
In chapter 5, Bhaviveka frames his argument against the Yogacara in a similar way: the 
Yogacaras are "proud of their own approach (svanfti) and claim to give the best 'intro
duction to the ambrosia of reality' (tattviimrtiivatiira)." "Introduction to the ambrosia 
of reality" again refers back to the position Bhaviveka laid out in the opening chapters 
of his text. Bhaviveka uses the term "approach" (nfti or naya) again when he starts his 
response to both opponents. In the case of the Sravakas, he says: "According to the 
approach explained earlier, the opponent's approach has gone wrong. The opponent 
cannot tolerate this and has spoken out." In the case of the Yogacaras , he promises to 
lead the opponent to a correct understanding of the Buddha's teaching by following a 
"rational approach" ( yuktimannayab). 

To understand Bhaviveka's own view of philosophical difference, it is crucial to 
understand what he means by this seemingly modest word "approach." It should be 
no surprise that the precedents are rich and varied, beginning with the Jains. Early 
Jain sources use a system of seven different nayas to explain the significance of the 
anekiintaviida (often translated as "relativism," but more accurately represented as "non
absolutism" or "non-exclusivity").90 By this they mean that reality can be approached 
seven different ways (although it is understood that these seven nayas are abstractions 
from what Folkert calls an "incalculable number of possible nayas"). Each naya is valid 
from its own perspective and only becomes an incorrect naya (durnaya) when it is taken 
as true to the exclusion of others, hence the doctrine of non-exclusivity (anekiinta
viida). The term itself is explained in different ways in Jain sources .  Padmanabh Jaini 
(1979: 93) quotes a passage in the Syiidviidamaiijari that defines naya or niti as "that 
by which an object (artha) is led to (ntyate) or ascertained (paricchidyate) in a particular 
respect (ekadefavififta)." Folkert quotes a passage from the auto-commentary on the 
Tattviirthiidhigama Siltra that says nayas "lead to, i .e . ,  obtain, cause, enable, bring about, 
illuminate, grasp, manifest [etc.] the categories of jiva and the rest."91 The nuances of 
the term are difficult to pin down, as translators have shown by their struggle to find 
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an acceptable English equivalent. Jaini translates naya as "a partial expression of the 
truth." Folkert prefers "standpoint" or "viewpoint." But the root meaning has less to 
do with saying, standing, or seeing than with "leading" (nf) the mind toward an object. 
Bhaviveka picks up this meaning in his commentary on MHK 4. 1 ,  when he glosses nfti 
as "path" (the Tibetan lam is equivalent to the Sanskrit marga or pratipad), and elabo
rates the sense of motion in MHK 5.9, where he promises to "follow a rational approach 
(naya) in order to make the opponent understand." Here the word "follow" comes from 
the root (mrg) that produces the word "path" (marga), and the word "understand" (pra
tipatti) also means to move forward or make progress toward a goal. Whatever else the 
words naya or nfti may have meant for Bhaviveka, they clearly were related to his basic 
understanding of knowledge as movement toward a goal . 

Bhaviveka's use of naya and nfti also has important resonances with the scrip
tural tradition of the Mahayana, particularly the Perfection of Wisdom literature. 
We read, for example, in Ratnagurzasa7Jlcayagatha 5 . 2 :  "To know all dharmas with the 
approach (naya) of non -arising and emptiness is to practice the Perfection of Wisdom." 
The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines makes a similar point when it says: 
"According to this kind of approach to dharmas (dharmanayajatya), there is no dharma."92 
Beyond these early Perfection of Wisdom texts, the terms naya and nfti lead in two 
directions, one of which Bhaviveka exploits, the other of which he seems studiously to 
avoid. The Teaching of Vimalakfrti (Vimalakfrtinirdefa) speaks of a "knowledge of one 
approach (ekanaya) without grasping or rejecting any dharma."93 The concept of "one 
approach" had important resonances for Bhaviveka. In his discussion of the Sravakas, 
Bhaviveka argues that the Mahayana teaches "one approach" rather than many, and he 
equates this "one approach" with the "one vehicle" (ekayana) mentioned in the Lotus 
Siitra and other Mahayana sources .94 The connection between "one approach" and "one 
vehicle" has important implications, not only for the relationship between the Sravakas 
and the Mahayana, but also for the relationships between different traditions within the 
Mahayana.95 Obviously the verbal affinity between naya and yana makes it easy to treat 
the two concepts as equivalent, but the affinity is more than skin deep. In its root mean
ing, the word yana also is a verbal noun that has to do with moving along a path. 

Another way to explore the meaning of naya and nfti as a mode of classification 
would be to consider the hermeneutical distinction between provisional meaning 
(neyartha) and definitive meaning (nftartha).96 This distinction is found quite often in 
Mahayana literature and has particular significance for the Yogacara. Like the words 
naya and nfti, these terms play on the meaning of the root to "lead" (n1). To say that 
a statement is neyartha means that its meaning (artha) needs to be "led to" (neya).97 In 
other words, it requires further interpretation. To say that a statement is nftartha means 
that its meaning (artha) has been "led to" (nfta). In other words, its meaning is definitive 
and requires no further interpretation. Strangely enough for such an inclusive thinker, 
Bhaviveka makes almost no mention of this distinction, even though it is a key feature 
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not only in the Mahayana tradition more generally but in sources that he mines deeply 
for other ideas .98 Why does he ignore it? I will have more to say about this point when I 
discuss Bhaviveka's arguments against the Sravakas . For the moment, the answer seems 
to be that Bhaviveka was an ekanaya thinker: he had a deep conviction about the unity of 
Buddhist thought. He was not interested in developing multiple approaches; he simply 
wanted to determine the correct approach and defend it against its critics. 

TOWARD A THEORY OF DIFFERENCE 

With so many possible ways of conceptualizing philosophical differences, it would 
be easy to get the impression that Bhaviveka was as confused about his classification 
system as he was about the actual diversity of philosophical views. He knew about 62 

wrong views and 363 doctrines, and he was aware of the "doxographic usage" of the 
term darfana. He even seemed to pick up an old Jain tradition of distinguishing multiple 
nayas and develop it in a distinctively Buddhist way. Could it be that Bhaviveka marked 
nothing more than a tentative, exploratory stage on the way to the more settled doxo
graphical practice of the eighth century? Certainly it would be no insult to Bhaviveka 
if this were true. We could think of his text as an early attempt to build something like 
a philosophical museum, where the collector's mind has gathered a treasure trove of 
odd doctrines and even a few odd systems of classification, without quite deciding how 
to put the collection in order. Bhaviveka was indeed an extraordinary collector, and 
it is not unfair to admire his fascination with odd doctrines and curious details . But 
it is unfair to think that he did nothing else .  He also had an unusually precise mental 
picture of the practice of philosophy, and with this picture came a precise view of how 
different intellectual alternatives should be approached and given a place in his mental 
map. Wittgenstein is well known for saying that "a picture held us captive." The picture 
he had in mind involved the application of words to things . It would be true to say that a 
picture also held Bhaviveka captive. But it was a picture about the practice of philosophy 
as a way to see, with emphasis on both the word "way" and the word "see." If the term 
"theory" can be taken in its Greek sense as "vision," then Bhaviveka saw philosophy 
itself as movement toward a theory, not just of difference, but of reality itself. 

The metaphor of philosophy as a way to see permeates Bhaviveka's thought, from 
his choice of words to the architecture of his system as a whole. Perhaps the best way 
to appreciate the significance of this metaphor is to start at the level of Bhaviveka's 
language and watch how carefully he chooses words to explore the connection between 
going and seeing. A good example comes at the beginning of chapter 9, where the 
Mlma:rp.sa objector compares logicians like Bhaviveka to blind men who run along a 
dangerous road by feeling it with their feet: 
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9. 1 3  du!ayitvii trayfmiirga'J!Z hetubhir hetuviidinab I 

anumiinapradhiinatviit svanaya'J!Z dyotayanti ye II 
9. 14 piidasparfiid iviindhiinii'J!Z vi!ame pathi dhiivatiim I 

anumiinapradhiiniinii'J!Z piitas te!ii'J!Z na durlabhab II 

Logicians who use reasons to criticize the Veda illuminate their own ap
proach by giving priority to inference. Those who give priority to infer
ence are like blind men who run on a dangerous road by touching it with 
their feet; it is easy for them to fall. 

Shinjo  Kawasaki pointed out that the second of these verses is a near-quotation of verse 
1 .42 of Bharq·hari's Viikyapadrya: 

hastasparfiid iviindhena vi!ame pathi dhiivatii I 

anumiinapradhiinena vinipiito na durlabhab II 

Someone who gives priority to inference is like a blind man who runs on 
a dangerous road by touching it with his hands; it is easy for him to fall.99 

In his expansion of this verse, Bhaviveka has done two striking things: he has changed 
the word "hands" to "feet," and he has added the image of a blind man attempting to 
"illuminate" his path. It is possible that Bhartrhari had in mind a blind man who feels 
his way along a road by touching it with his cane. Otherwise, it makes no sense to say 
that a blind man runs and also touches the road with his hands. Bhaviveka seems to be 
sensitive to this incongruity and changes the image to a blind man who feels the road 
with his feet. If Bhaviveka were casual about his language or imprecise about his use 
of imagery, there would be no reason to make the change. But the image is important 
enough to get just right. 

In Bhaviveka's expansion of Bhartrhari's verse, Bhatrhari's "road" (path) is mirrored 
by the Bhaviveka's "approach" (naya), and the blind man's act of feeling his way along 
the road is mirrored by the logicians' act of illumination. The Mimarpsaka (as pictured 
by Bhaviveka) claims that logicians are blind and try to shed light (dyotayanti) on their 
"approach" by using inference. For a blind man to "shed light on" something is clearly 
an act of futility. And futility is exactly what the Mimarpsaka thinks of Bhaviveka's 
preference for inference. Not far in the background lies Bhartrhari's claim that reason 
(tarka) alone is incapable of providing reliable knowledge: 

niigamiid rte dharmas tarke1}a vyavati!fhate I 

r!f1}iim api yaj jniina'J!Z tad apy iigamapurvakam II 
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Without tradition (agama), reason cannot determine what is right. Even 
the knowledge of the Seers follows tradition.lOo 

Bhaviveka also echoes another of Bharq·hari's verses on the diversity of tradition: 

prajiia viveka7!l labhate bhinnair agamadarfanaif; I 

kiyad va fakyam unnetu7!l svatarkam anudhavata II 

Wisdom gains discrimination from different traditional views; how can 
one lead upward by following one's own reason?lOl 

The verb to "follow" (anu-dhav) in this verse comes from the same root (dhav) as the 
word "run" in the verse quoted by Bhaviveka, and the word translated as "lead upward" 
(unnetum) comes from the same root (nf )  as Bhaviveka's word "approach." While it is 
not entirely clear what Bhartrhari means by "lead upward," at least in this context, there 
would be little obscurity for Bhaviveka. The path that he illuminates with the "flame of 
reason" (tarkajvala) does not just lead forward along a road; it also leads upward toward 
a place where someone can develop a more inclusive view of reality. 

What makes Bhaviveka remarkable, both as a thinker and writer, is not simply the 
presence of these metaphors . It would be easy to multiply examples of Indian philoso
phers who illustrate or enliven their arguments with metaphorical language. In this 
respect, Bhaviveka is just one of the crowd. But the metaphors seem to run deeper for 
him than they do for others. He explores them, develops them, and returns to them 
again and again as he unfolds the structure of his arguments. They are not just embel
lishments on the surface of his text; they reflect something much deeper about his 
vision of the world, and they invite the reader to enter into that world in a way that 
mere discursive argumentation cannot do. Nietzsche once remarked that "truths are 
illusions of which one has forgotten that they are illusions; worn-out metaphors which 
have become powerless to affect the senses; coins which have their obverse effaced and 
now are no longer of account as coins but merely as metal."102 Bhaviveka rubs the grime 
off the face of these coins and puts them back in circulation. Or, to borrow a metaphor 
from Howard Nemerov, he shows that the moribund metaphors of Sanskrit philosophy 
are not dead but merely sleeping.103 He wakes them up so that they can walk through 
his sentences and through the landscape of his thought. As they walk, they start to tell 
a story about the obstacles they encounter and about the landscape they see. 

Bhaviveka's story about moving and seeing starts in earnest in chapter 3 ,  where the 
philosopher I poet "seeks the knowledge of reality" (tattvajiianai!at;a). 

3 . 1  yasya jiianamaya7!l cak!uf cakfus tasyasti netarat I 

yatas tasmad bhaved dhrma7!ls tattvajiianaifat;aparaf; II 
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True vision is the vision that consists of knowledge, nothing else; this is 
why a scholar should focus on seeking knowledge of reality. 104 

3 . 2  pafyaty andho 'pi matimiin didrkfUviprakrmakiin I 

sukfmavyavahitiin arthii'f!ls trailokyiihatadarfanab II 

Even if a scholar is blind, he sees the three worlds without any obstruction; he 
sees whatever he wants to see, whether it is far away, subtle, or concealed. 

3 . 3  sahasre'IJiipi netrii'IJiim anetro buddhivarjitab I 

svargiipavargasadbhutamiirgiimargiisamfkfa1Jiit II 

Without intelligence, even [Indra] who has a thousand eyes is blind, 
because he does not see the right and wrong paths to heaven and liberation. 

3 .4 drHiidrftavififteftaphaliifiivifaka'IJtake I 

pravartate na diiniidau prajiionmflitalocanab II 

When he has opened the eye of wisdom, he does not enter into the 
perfections as if they were thorns poisoned by desire for visible, invisible, 
special, or favorable results. 

3 . 5  trima'IJrfalavifuddhe hi diiniidiiv abhiyujyate I 

kiirU'IJyiit sarvavittviiya tatriipy asthitamiinasab II 

He practices the perfections, pure in three ways, with compassion as the 
motivation and omniscience as the goal, but he does not set his mind on 
that goal. 

3 . 6  prajiiiimrta'f!l trptikara'f!l dtpo 'pratihataprabhab I 

mokfapriisiidasopiina'f!l klefendhanahutiifanab II 

Wisdom is the ambrosia that brings satisfaction, the lamp whose light 
cannot be obscured, the steps on the palace of liberation, and the fire that 
burns the fuel of the defilements. 

3 . 1 0  afefakalpaniijiilapratifedhavidhiiyinf I 
fiintapratyiitmasa'f!lvedyanirvikalpanirakfare II 

3 . 1 1  vigataikatvaniiniitve tattve gagananirmale I 

apraciirapraciirii ca prajiiii syiit piiramiirthikt II 
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Ultimate wisdom negates the entire network of concepts, and it moves 
without moving into the clear sky of reality, which is peaceful, directly 
known, non-conceptual, non-verbal, and free from unity and diversity. 

3 . 1 2  tattvapriisiidafikhariiroharza'f!/ na hi yujyate I 

tathyasa'f!/Vrtisopiinam antarerza yatas tatab II 
3 . 1 3  pilrva'f!/ sa'f!/vrtisatyena praviviktamatir bhavet I 

tato dhar�masvasiimiinyalak�arze suvinifcitab II 

Surely it is impossible to climb to the top of the palace of reality with
out the steps of correct relative [truth] . For that reason, one should first 
discriminate according to relative truth, then one should analyze the 
particular and universal characteristics of things . 

3 . 14 abhiyujyeta medhiivf samiidhiiniiya cetasab I 

tathii frutamayajiiiine tadanyajiiiinahetutab II 

A scholar should practice concentration of the mind and also the knowl
edge that comes from hearing, because that causes the other forms of 
knowledge. 

3 . 1 5  na pafyati yathii vaktra'f!/ kau�ap1�acale jale I 

tathiisamiihite citte tattva'f!/ nivararziivrte II 

He cannot see his face in muddy or turbulent water, and he cannot see 
reality if his mind is distracted and covered with obstructions . 

3 . 16 nibadhyiilambanastambhe smrtirajjvii manogajam I 

unmiirgaciirirza'f!/ kuryiit prajiiii'f!/kufavafa'f!/ fanaib II 

When his mind strays from the right path like an elephant, he should 
bind it to the post of the object with the rope of mindfulness and gradu
ally bring it under control with the hook of wisdom. 

3 . 17 anityatiimanaskiirair uddhata'f!/ famam iinayet I 
vipuliilambaniibhyiisiit sa'f!/k�ipta'f!/ vipuliitmatiim II 

If [his mind] is arrogant, he should quiet it by thinking about imperma
nence; if it is timid, he should expand it by practicing something vast. 
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3 . 1 8  vikfipta'f!Z sa'f!Zharet kfiptanimittiidfnavekfar.ziit I 
vfryiinufa'f!Zsadarfitviil lfnam uttejayed api II 

If it is distracted he should concentrate it by considering the suffering 
that distraction causes; if it is depressed, he should energize it by consid
ering the advantages of courage. 

3 . 19 riigadvefatamabpmikamalfmasam asa'f!Zyatam I 
kfii1ayed afubhiimaitrfpmtftyotpiidaviirir.zii II 

If it is undisciplined and stained by the mud of passion, hatred, and delu
sion, he should wash it with the water of [meditation on] repulsive things, 
friendliness , and dependent arising. 

3 .20  viviktam aeala'f!Z fiintam iilambanapariiyar.zam I 
karma�1ya'f!Z mrdu ea fiiiitvii tatra samyag upekfayet II 

When he knows that it is isolated, immovable, peaceful, intent on its 
object, skillful, and supple, then he is properly detached. 

3 . 2 1  samiihitamatib pafciit pmjiiayiiiva'f!Z parfkfayet I 

yo 'ya'f!Z svabhiivo dharmiir.zii'f!Z grhyate vyavahiiratab II 
3 .22 vieiiryamiir.zas tu dhiyii kim ayam paramiirthatab I 

yadi syiit tattvam eViiyam ato 'nyaf eet sa mrgyate II 

After his mind has been concentrated, he should analyze with wisdom: 
Is the identity of dharmas that is grasped conventionally also grasped 
ultimately? If so, then it is reality. If it is different from this [reality] , then 
it must still be sought. 

The images in these verses are difficult to distill into a single story, but on the most 
basic level, they tell us that the scholar's goal is to see and, by seeing, to avoid various 
hazards, like the thorns that lie at the side of the path or the risk of straying from the 
right path altogether. But this path does not just lead in a horizontal direction across the 
landscape; it also leads upwards to "the clear sky of reality" and "the top of the palace 
of reality."lo4 When the scholar I traveler ascends to this level, vision is not, as it were, 
merely prudential. It does not just help a person make practical choices about staying on 
a path. It surveys the landscape in an inclusive way and suggests an experience similar to 
omniscience . It seems to escape the necessity of sequence ("it moves without moving in 
the clear sky of reality"), and it is detached from what it sees (it is not "poisoned by desire 
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for visible, invisible, special, or favorable results" and finally is "properly detached"). 
These three aspects of the scholar's vision are strongly reminiscent of Hans Jonas's 
account of "the nobility of sight" in Western philosophical literature.105 Jonas asks why 
philosophers from the time of Plato and Aristotle have pictured theoria, the highest and 
noblest activity of the mind, in a metaphor of vision. His answer is that sight distin
guishes itself from other senses in three significant ways. It comprehends many things in 
a single, simultaneous field of vision; it is dynamically neutral, in the sense that it is not 
directly affected by the object it sees; and it is distant from what it sees. 

Jonas argues that these three aspects of vision are the starting point for some of the 
most basic concepts in Western philosophy: "Simultaneity of presentation furnishes the 
idea of an enduring present, the contrast between change and the unchanging, between 
time and eternity. Dynamic neutralization furnishes form as distinct from matter, essence 
as distinct from existence, and the difference of theory and practice. Distance furnishes 
the idea of infinity. Thus the mind has gone where vision pointed."106 Bhaviveka is not 
so one-sided that he pictures the scholar's achievement solely in images of vision; he also 
speaks of wisdom as "the ambrosia that brings satisfaction, the lamp whose light cannot 
be obscured, the steps on the palace of liberation, and the fire that burns the fuel of the 
defilements." He even calls it a hook to bring the mind under control when it rages like a 
wild elephant. But it is clear that Bhaviveka thinks that the philosopher's goal is to reach 
an elevated vantage point and survey reality in a detached and inclusive way. 

At least this is the picture that Bhaviveka conveys at the beginning of the journey. 
As the chapter unfolds, the character of the vision changes .  The process of analysis 
mentioned in verses 3 . 2 1-22 gradually leads to the realization that the "identities" of 
things are not what they seem, and the structures of reality begin to dissolve. 

3 .25 1  timirapagame yadvad vifuddhamalalocanap I 

nektate kefamafakadvicandrafikhicandrakan II 

When someone removes an eye disease and his eyes are pure and clear, he 
does not see spots, hairs, flies, or a double image of the moon. 

3 . 2 52 klefajiieyavrtitamastimirapagame tatha I 
na pafyati budhap ki'lJZcit samyagjiianamalekfalJap II 

Similarly, when a scholar removes the eye disease of defilements and 
objects of cognition and has the clear eye of true knowledge, he does not 
see anything at all. 

3 .253  yatha prasuptap putrastrfvimanabhavanadikam I 

pafyed middhavafat tatra pratibuddho na pafyati II 
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When someone feels drowsy and falls asleep, he sees things like young 
men, young women, and a palace, but he does not see them when he 
wakes up. 

3 .254 sa1!lvrtyiidhigatii1!ls tadvad unmflitamatfkWflap I 

ajniinanidroparamiit pratibuddho na pafyati II 

Similarly, when someone has opened the eye of wisdom, stopped the 
sleep of ignorance, and woken up, he does not see things as they are seen 
conventionally. 

3 . 2 55 nifi bhutiiny abhutiini yathii tamasi pafyati I 

pronmflitiikfO yady arka udeti ca na pafyati II 

On a dark night, someone may see ghosts that are unreal, but he does not 
see them when the sun rises and his eyes are opened. 

3 . 2 56 na pafyati tathii vidvii1!lf cittacaitasagocaram I 

samyagjniinaravidhvastasamastiijniinaviisaniip II 

Similarly, when a scholar has destroyed all traces of ignorance with the sun 
of true knowledge, he does not see mind and mental phenomena as objects. 

As conventional identities dissolve, the palace also dissolves, and with it dissolves the 
idea that a scholar can ascend through real stages to reach a vision of real things . It is as 
if the metaphor of the journey has dissolved into the image of a dream, and the scholar's 
laborious climb up the steps on the palace has become nothing more than a moment of 
waking up. 

In some accounts of the Mahayana path, this moment of awakening constitutes the 
final stage of the path, but not for Bhaviveka. The image of the dream-palace gives way 
to a series of images that involve re-engagement with the realm of conventional reality. 
First the Bodhisattva looks back from the top of the "palace of reality" (here pictured as 
a "mountain of wisdom") and weeps for the people who have been left behind. 

3 .296 sa prajniimerufeharam iirut/hap karurzavafiit I 
afokap fokasa1!ltapta1!l prekfate dupkhita1!l jagat II 

When he has climbed the mountain peak of wisdom and is free from 
grief, he looks with compassion on ordinary people who suffer and are 
burned by grief. 107 
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3 .297 sa tada karurzarderza lokam alokya cak[u[a I 
vikalpafilpasaJ?ZbhiitakalpanajalasaJ?Zvrtam II 

Then, with eyes moist with compassion, he looks at ordinary people who are 
covered by the network of concepts that come from the art of conceptual 
thought. 

Here Bhaviveka takes advantage of the same rhetorical device that he uses in his quota
tion from Bhartrhari in chapter 9: he incorporates the image of a received verse into his 
own text and expands its meaning. In this case the verse comes from the Udanavarga, 
with a more distant echo of the Mahabharata:108 

pafiiiapasadam aruhya asoko sokiniJ?Z pajaJ?Z I 
pabbatattho va bhummatthe diro bale avekkhati II 

When he has climbed the palace of wisdom, he is steadfast and free from 
grief; he looks down on people who grieve, as if he were standing on a 
mountain and looking down on foolish people who stand on the earth. 

Bhaviveka's most important intervention in this verse is to transform the image from 
one of detachment to one of compassion and concern. His "looking at" (alokya) reflects 
the "looking down" that embodies the compassion of the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara 
("the lord who looks down") .  

Bhaviveka's re-engagement with conventional reality is not limited, however, to a 
compassionate gaze. The image of the palace returns in a discussion of the powers that 
come to advanced Bodhisattvas in the eighth and ninth stages of the Bodhisattva path. 

3 . 340 saJ?Zbuddhebhyo vibuddhebhyo jagaddhitavidhau parab I 

pztjaJ?Z vidhatte bhaktyardrab stutibhib stauti casakrt II 

To bring benefit to the world, [the Bodhisattva] worships the perfectly 
enlightened and awakened Buddhas; weeping with devotion, he praises 
them continually with hymns. 

3 . 341 ratnacchattravitanadyair muktajalapari[krtaib I 
apramarzaib sphuradratnakirarzailkuradanturaib II 

He worships them with enormous jewelled parasols and canopies, deco
rated with nets of pearls and sparkling with jewels, whose rays look like 
sprouts or teeth. 
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3 . 342 ramyaharmojjvalastambhair muktiihiiravilambibhib I 
vicitrodiiraratnaughaghatitaif citrakarmabhib II 

3 . 343 kiltiigiirair jvaladratnaprabhiidfpafatojvalaib I 
abra'f!llfhaif ca kurvadbhib svaprabhiifabalii difab II 

And he worships them with palaces that have pleasant balconies and 

radiant pillars, that are hung with garlands of pearls, constructed from a 
mass of different jewels, and decorated with paintings. They shine with 

hundreds of lamps, whose light comes from radiant jewels; they are as 
high as the clouds and fill every direction with light. 

Here the Bodhisattva's eyes are filled once again with tears, but this time the emo

tion is not compassion for the suffering of sentient beings; it is devotion (bhakti) to the 

Buddhas. And the palace is no longer a structure to climb or a dream from which to 

awake, but the active product of the Bodhisattva's own power to shape reality, to bring 
benefit to the world and pay homage the Buddhas .  To take the image of vision and light 
to its final stage, Bhaviveka describes the moment when the Bodhisattva becomes a 

Buddha as an act of illumination: 

3 . 346 bhiltvii sa'f!lbuddhasiivitro bhavyabuddhyambujiikaram I 
bodhayaty uktikira1Jair amalair malahiiribhib II 

[The Bodhisattva] becomes a perfect Buddha and opens the minds of 
fortunate beings with the pure, cleansing rays of his teaching, just as the 

sun brings a pond of lotuses to flower. 

But here it is not the Bodhisattva who is illuminated; the Bodhisattva turns around and 

illuminates the world. The Bodhisattva's act of vision is not passive or receptive (and it 

certainly is not non-existent); it actively illuminates others, and it does so in what seems 

to be an act of synesthesia . The "rays of teaching" combine the imagery of two senses: 
the sense of hearing and the sense of sight. They also combine two means of valid 

knowledge: verbal testimony and perception. The result is an image of suppleness and 
power that transcends conventional categories and draws them into the salvific project 

of the Bodhisattva, a project that is as much oriented toward others as it is toward the 

Bodhisattva himself or herself. 
When Bhaviveka objects to his opponents' "approach" (nfti or naya) and charac

terizes his opponents' position as a "view" (darfana), he clearly has something more 
in mind than a handful of tired metaphors . These terms function for him as building 

blocks in a systematic and coherent view of the world. As R. W. B .  Lewis said about 
the image of the "American Adam" in American literature, they tell "a certain habitual 
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story, an assumed dramatic design for the representative life" (1955: 3). In other words ,  
they function as  a myth, not because they are in some way "false" (although Bhaviveka 

would be as critical of the literal application of these images as he would of any other 

conventional terminology), but because they provide an imaginative template to guide 
and interpret experience. In this respect, Bhaviveka's mythic vision of philosophy is not 

unlike Plato's well-known allegory of the cave in Book 7 of The Republic. Socrates begins 

that book by asking his listeners to "make an image of our nature in its education and 

want of education, likening it to a condition of the following kind" (1991 :  193) . Then 

he creates a word-picture of human beings as prisoners who are shackled at the bottom 

of a cave, with their heads locked in place so that they can only see shadows projected 
on a screen in front of them. These shadows are cast by a fire at the mouth of the cave. 
Socrates goes on to explain that the purpose of philosophy, in a metaphorical sense, is 
to untie the shackles ,  compel the prisoners to turn around, and lead them out of the 

cave so that they can see the light. Eventually, Socrates says, the released prisoners will 

return to the cave to help others make the same journey into the light. 
The similarites between Plato's image of philosophy and Bhaviveka's account of 

the philosopher's quest are striking, but so are their differences . Both involve an ascent 

from darkness to light and from images to reality, both use the sense of sight as a 
metaphor for knowledge, both treat the sun as the journey's goal, and both talk about 

the importance of returning into the darkness to lead others to the light. (Some have 
pointed out that the opening line of The Republic represents just this movement: "I went 

down to the Piraeus yesterday with Glaucon, son of Ariston, to pray to the goddess.") 
But the two journeys also seem to differ in fundamental ways . Plato emphasizes the 
elements of struggle and pain, especially when the prisoners are forced to turn around 
and adjust their eyes to the light. Painful transformations are not unknown in Buddhist 

tradition (as in Bhaviveka's image of wisdom as the hook that brings the mind under 
control), but Bhaviveka does not generally choose to stress them.109 Perhaps the crucial 

transformation has already taken place before a scholar even starts the journey. There 

also is nothing in Plato that quite corresponds to the image of the Bodhisattva at the top 
of the mountain, who first sees reality as empty sky and then turns to weep for those 

who were left behind. And, while both journeys aim toward the sun, Plato does not sug
gest that the philosopher actually becomes the sun. 

The most intriguing aspect of the comparison, however, has to do not with the 

myths themselves but with the way they come to life in particular discursive practices. 
Each mythos represents a distinctive logos, or rational principle, that guides philosophi
cal practice. Socrates articulates the logos in Book 6 of The Republic when he gives his 

account of "the divided line" and charts the intellectual movement from the level of 

images to the level of the forms, passing through the levels of sensible things and math
ematical objects . Each level is associated with a different kind of knowing: images with 

imagination, sensible things with trust, mathematicals with thought, and the forms with 
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intellection. Socrates's account of these levels is elliptical and difficult to interpret, but 
the structure of his cognitive system is clear, as is the significance of the "intellection" 

that gives access to the forms. In an exchange with Glaucon in Book 7, Socrates says: 
"isn't this at last the song itself that dialectic performs? It is in the realm of the intelli

gible, but it is imitated by the power of sight . . . .  [W]hen a man tries by discussion-by 
means of argument without the use of any of the senses-to attain to each thing itself 

that is and doesn't give up before he grasps by intellection itself that which is good itself, 

he comes to the very end of the intelligible realm just as that other man was then at the 
end of the visible" (1991 :  2 1 1) .  Dialectic, without the use of the senses, leads a person 

beyond appearances to the realm of reality. If Socrates could interrogate Bhaviveka the 

way he interrogates his companions in The Republic, his questions would have to do with 

precisely this cognitive process: How does a philosopher climb the ladder of reality? 
Does he use the senses, rational argument, or some other means of knowing, and what 

realities does he find? In what way are they real, and how are they known? Implicit in 
all these questions is a concern not only about a correct view of philosophy, but also 
about philosophical disagreement. Given this view of reality and the nature of knowl

edge, how do some thinkers seem to go wrong, and how can their errors be corrected? 
Bhaviveka did not answer these questions in a way that Socrates would find persuasive, 

but he would have recognized the cogency of the questions themselves. They were pre

cisely the questions that drove his encounter with his philosophical opponents . 

BHAVIVEKAS DIALECTICAL METHOD 

For many years Bhaviveka was best known among Buddhist scholars for a point of logi
cal procedure-for holding what Edward Conze called the "well-nigh incredible thesis" 
that Madhyamika philosophers should maintain valid, independent (svatantra) infer

ences (1967: 2 38 -39) .  Bhaviveka thought that it was not enough to respond to opponents 

by pointing out their errors; he felt that he had an obligation to state Madhyamaka argu

ments as independent theses (pratijiiii) and support them with valid reasons and exam
plesYo In this way he differed sharply from the practice of his predecessor Buddhapalita. 

The first substantive verse ofNagarjuna's MMK says: "Nothing arises from itself, from 
something else, from both, or from no cause at all." Buddhapalita explains the first part 

of this verse as follows: "Nothing arises from itself, because its arising would be use

less ,  and because it would lead to an absurd conclusion. There would be no point for 

things that already exist in their own right to arise again, and, if something arises after 

it already exists, it would never cease to arise."l l l  Bhaviveka reformulates this argu
ment as a positive assertion: "The internal sense media ultimately do not arise from 

themselves, because they already exist, like consciousness."l l 2  By making this logical 
transformation, Bhaviveka takes an argument that reduces the opponent's assertion to 
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an absurd conclusion (prasanga) and substitutes an independent (svatantra) inference, 

with a proper thesis (pratijiiii), reason (hetu), and example (dr�tiinta). 1 13 From this change 

grew the well-known distinction between two kinds ofMadhyamikas :  Prasangikas who 
reduce their opponents' positions to absurd conclusions, and Svatantrikas who formu
late arguments in which they hold positions of their own. 114 

The most obvious problem with Bhaviveka's method is that it appears to contradict 
the words of Nagarjuna himself. In The Avoidance of Refutations (Vigrahavyiivartani), 
Nagarjuna's most explicit account of his logical procedure, an opponent accuses 
Nagarjuna, in effect, of having nothing to say: "If nothing has any identity of its own, 
then your statement must have no identity of its own, and it cannot deny that anything 
has any identity."1 1 5 Nagarjuna responds by conceding that his statement has no identity, 

but points out that it can still function to negate the identity of things, just as a cart or 
pot can carry wood or water, or a cloth can protect from cold and heat.1 l6 Then he makes 

a crucial statement: "If I had any thesis (pratijiiii), this fault would apply to me, but I 
have no thesis, so this fault does not apply to me."1 l7 Taken literally, this statement leaves 

little room for Bhaviveka's claim that Madhyamikas should construct valid, indepen

dent inferences . I will not attempt to give a full account of Bhaviveka's response to this 

problem, except to say that the form of his response mirrors Nagarjuna's response to his 
critic in The Avoidance ofRefutations. 1 1 s  Using the Madhyamaka doctrine of two truths,  

he acknowledges that there ultimately can be no thesis, just as there ultimately can be 
no identity, but it is still possible to use words conventionally as if they were making 

assertions, just as a cart can carry wood, or a blanket can keep someone warm. This 
conventional possibility is enough for Bhaviveka to open the door to a Madhyamaka 
tradition of syllogistic reasoning. 

It did not take long for Madhyamikas to realize that this procedural dispute turned 

on a question about the status of conventional reality. If words could be used conven

tionally to construct meaningful arguments , what were the proper guidelines for their 
use and what kinds of objects could they "conventionally" designate? For that matter, 

what is conventional "reality"? Candraklrti posed these questions in a very forceful way 

a century or so after Bhaviveka in his own commentary on Nagarjuna's MMK, and 
these questions have echoed throughout the development of Tibetan Madhyamaka. 

A more important question for our purposes, however, is simply "why? " Why would 
Bhaviveka risk this kind of criticism by introducing a formal style of syllogistic reason

ing into Madhyamaka tradition? One possible answer to this question comes from the 

stories Xuanzang told about the role of debate in sixth- and seventh-century India. For 
the Lokayata to walk up to the gate at Nalanda, post a series of propositions, and demand 

a response, he would have to have a proposition. The same was true in the story of the 
young Dharmapala. The debate began when the opponent stated his opening position. 

Dharmapala showed his mastery by memorizing his opponent's position and reciting it 

back to him. To take part in these contests for intellectual status and worldly success (to 
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say nothing of engaging in debate as a quest for truth), a contestant had to deal in the 

currency of debate, and that currency involved propositions, reasons, and examples .  
Another reason for Bhaviveka's choice comes from traditional Indian rules for 

debate. In a list of unacceptable forms of reasoning, the Nyaya Sutras include vitarzq,a. 
The term vitarzq,a is sometimes translated as "wrangling," but it has no obvious English 

equivalent. Vitarzq,a is best understood instead through its definition: "that [form of 

unacceptable reasoning] that lacks the establishment of a counter-position is vitarzq,a."1l9 
According to the Nyaya Sutras, debate follows a standard pattern. One person begins by 

stating a position (pak�a) and supporting it with a proper inference. An opponent then 

contradicts this position by stating and defending a counter-position (pratipak�a), which 

is defined as the attribution of a contradictory property to the same subject.12o The 
debate consists of a conflict between these two positions,  with both parties pointing out 
faults in the other's argument and defending their own positions against the opponent's 

critique. A vaitarzq,ika is someone who does nothing more than negate his opponent's 
position and does not establish a position of his own. 

On the rare occasions when scholars of Buddhism have discussed the problem of 

vitarzq,a, they have generally dismissed it as irrelevant to the study of Madhyamaka. Th. 
Stcherbatsky took Nagarjuna's refusal to affirm a thesis as evidence that he intended to 

destroy logic: "For a certain class of Buddhists truth consists of the negation of logic. 
Truth according to the convention of these men will emerge from the destruction of all 

logic. The truth is the world of the mystic."12 1 Kamaleswar Bhattacharya followed a dif

ferent approach but reached a similar conclusion.122 He argued that the Nyaya Sutras did 
not define vita?2# as the lack of a counter-position but as the lack of the establishment 
of a counter-position. If the Madhyamikas did not even have a position, how could they 

be accused of failing to establish one? 
Evidently Bhaviveka had a different idea. In the commentary on MMK 18 .9, 

Bhaviveka relates the problem of vitarzq,a to the problem of defining ultimate reality: If 
ultimate reality (tattva) transcends all conceptual expression, is it enough for Buddhist 

thinkers simply to reject everyone else's definition of reality, or are they required to 
state a definition of their own? And if they are required to state a definition, what kind 

of definition should it be? Can a definition of something undefinable ever be useful or 
true? Bhaviveka deals with these questions in the following way: 

Some Buddhists, along with other opponents, raise the following objec

tion: If you think that reality (tattva) can be known by completely reject

ing the identity that others imagine, then you have to state its definition. 

If you do not, you reject your opponent's position without establishing 
one of your own, and you are guilty of vitarzq,a. 

Reply: This is true. If the definition could be stated, we would state it, 
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but it cannot be stated. However, to encourage those who are just begin

ning
' 
we state [a definition] using conceptual, analytical cognition: 

[MMK 18 .9] "Not known through anyone else, peaceful, not expressed by 

discursive ideas, non-conceptual, not diverse-this is the definition of reality." 

Here [reality] is not expressed by discursive ideas, because it is non

conceptual. Because it is not expressed by discursive ideas, it is peaceful. 
Because it is peaceful, it is accessible only to non-conceptual knowledge. 
Because it is accessible only to non-conceptual knowledge, it is not known 

through anyone else. In this way, the nature of reality completely tran
scends the application of words. 

However, even though [reality] cannot be expressed, statements that ne
gate the identity and the specific attributes of all things help to produce, 
by not producing, the non-conceptual cognition that understands the 

nature of reality. [These statements] come from the application of syl
lables .  So we describe reality with skillful means, even though it can only 

be known directly. In this way, we do state a definition. Since this is not 

vita1}rjii, your criticism does not apply. 123 

Bhaviveka's strategy in this passage mirrors the two-part strategy in Nagarjuna's 
response to his critic in The Avoidance of Refutations. He acknowledges that there 
cannot really be a definition of reality, but he says that words can still be used as if they 
were expressing a definition. He does not give a technical designation of these two 

approaches; all he says is that the second involves "skillful means" (upiiya). But it would 

be clear to any Madhyamika reader that they reflect Nagarjuna's distinction between 
ultimate and conventional truth.124 

Bhaviveka also discusses vita1}rjii in his commentary on the first formal syllogism in 
MHK chapter 3 .  The verse reads: 

3 .26  tatra bhiltasvabhiiva'f!l hi norvyiidi paramiirthatap I 

krtakatviid yathii jfiiina'f!l hetumatviidito 'pi vii II 

Here earth and so forth do not ultimately have the identity of the gross 

elements, because they are created and because they have a cause and so 
forth, like cognition. 

An opponent suggests that Bhaviveka's argument is a form of vita1}rjii, because he refutes 

his opponent's position without establishing a position of his own. Bhaviveka responds 
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by saying: "This is not vita1Jq,a. We have a position, which is emptiness of identity 
(svabhavafiinyatvam), and this is the nature of dharmas. In this way we establish that our 

position is free from fault."125 
Reading these two passages side by side shows how seriously Bhaviveka took his 

responsibility as a logician. We do not know much about the way he lived. We do not 
know how much he was involved in debate . We do not know who his patrons were, when 

he won his greatest victories or suffered his most embarrassing defeats . But we can see 
from the innovations in his commentary on Nagarjuna that he was committed to bring

ing Madhyamaka arguments into the mainstream of Indian debate . By formulating his 

"independent" syllogisms, he could post his own positions on the gate, figuratively or 

literally, alongside the positions of his competitors ,  and he could demand a response. 
This made him not only an innovator in Madhyamaka tradition but very much a man 

of his time. 

THE STANDARD THREE-PART SYLLOGISM 

To follow the logic of Bhaviveka's arguments, the most important requirement is simply 

to understand the rules of the standard three-part syllogism as it was used by Bhaviveka 

and his contemporaries. 126 We already have seen an example of the standard syllogism 

in the argument that begins the analytical portion of MHK chapter 3 :  

3 .26  tatra bhiitasvabhava7JZ hi norvyadi pa1�amarthatab I 

krtakatvad yatha jiiana7JZ hetumatvadito 'pi va II 

Earth and so forth do not ultimately have the identity of gross elements, 
because they are created and because they have a cause and so forth, like 

cognition. 

In the terminology of Indian logic, "earth and so forth" constitute the "locus" ( pak!a) 
or "property-possessor" (dharmin) of the syllogism. "Do not ultimately have the iden

tity of gross elements" constitutes the "inferred property" (sadhyadharma). When the 

"locus" is qualified by the "inferred property," it constitutes a "thesis" (pmtjiia). Rather 
than using the Sanskrit terminology of "locus" and "inferred property," I will simplify 

the terminology and refer to the two parts of the thesis as "subject" and "predicate."127 

In Bhaviveka's syllogism, the terms "are created" and "have a cause" function as the 

"inferring properties" (sadhanadharma). The attribution of an "inferring property" to a 

subject constitutes a "reason" (hetu). "Like cognition" is the "example" (drHanta). The 

"thesis," "reason," and "example" serve as the three members of a standard syllogism. 
In the notes to the translation and in the analysis that follows, I will list these three 
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members in the following way: 

[Thesis :] Earth and so forth do not ultimately have the identity of gross 
elements, 

[Reason:] because they are created and because they have a cause and so forth, 
[Example:] like cognition. 

The first step in understanding Bhaviveka's arguments is simply to identify the 
separate parts of the syllogism. This alone is sufficient to clarify many of the apparent 
obscurities in the text. With the syllogism clearly in mind, the next step for the reader, 

as for Bhaviveka himself, is to examine the three parts of the argument for possible 

faults (dofa). Faults can be found in any of the three parts of the syllogism. What fol
lows is a brief summary of the standard faults as they appear in Bhaviveka's arguments 

against the Sravakas and Yogacaras. 

THE CONTRADICTED OR FAULTY THESIS 

In The Introduction to Logic (Nyayapravefa), a sixth-century guide to the standard syl

logism, the author Sankarasvamin defines a thesis as "an accepted subject" (prasiddha 
dharmin) that is "qualified by an accepted qualifier" (prasiddhavifefa1Javififta). This defi
nition makes it possible to attack a thesis directly, without reference to the other parts 

of the syllogism. If either the "subject" or "qualifier" (vifefa1Ja) is not "accepted" (pra
siddha), the thesis is contradicted (viruddha). Bhaviveka follows this approach in MHK 

5 . 1 5  and the accompanying commentary, in his response to the following Yogacara 
syllogism: 

A non-conceptual cognition of material form is false, 
because it has the image of an object, 
like the cognition of a double moon. 

He begins by criticizing the reason (on grounds that will be considered shortly), then 

he criticizes the thesis directly: 

Here the thesis is "a cognition of material form is false," but how can 

a cognition of material form in this context be false? The falsehood of 
a cognition of material form is contradicted by perception (pratyakfa), 
tradition (agama), and common sense (lokaprasiddha). 

Here Bhaviveka is saying that "falsehood" is not "an accepted qualifier" of the subject, 

which is "a cognition of material form." If the subject is not qualified by an accepted 

qualifier, then the thesis itself is contradicted. To give a complete argument, Bhaviveka 
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would need to explain why the opponent's qualifier ("falsehood") i s  contradicted by 

perception, tradition, and common sense, as he does later in the text when he gives his 
own account of the cognition of external objects . But the point is sufficiently obvious at 

this stage in the argument to stand without further explanation. Bhaviveka is saying, in 

effect, that perception, tradition, and common sense all presuppose that at least some 

cognitions of material form are true. 

THE THREE REQUIREMENTS OF A VALID REASON 

According to Sankarasvamin, a valid "reason" (hetu) has to satisfy three requirements: 

(1) the "inferring property" (sadhanadharma) has to be present in the subject of the 
syllogism, (2) it has to be present in another subject that possesses the inferred prop

erty (sadhyadharma), (3) and it has to be absent in any subject that does not possess the 
inferred property. (In the logical shorthand of this tradition, a "subject that possesses 

the inferred property" is called a sapak[a or "similar locus," and a "subject that does not 
possess the inferred property" is called a vipak[a or "dissimilar locus .") As the logical 

tradition unfolded after Dignaga and Bhaviveka, it became clear that the second of 

these three requirements was considerably less important than the third. 1 2 8  Bhaviveka 
observed the need to present a positive example in support of his arguments (to satisfy 

requirement 2), but the most decisive way to defeat an opponent's syllogism was to show 
that it did not satisfy requirement 3 .  A debater could do this by citing an example in 
which the inferring property is present but the inferred property is not. For example, 

in the standard illustration of an Indian syllogism, "There is fire on the mountain, 
because there is smoke on the mountain, as in a kitchen," a debater may be able to cite 

any number of examples of places where fire is associated with smoke and not decisively 
prove the argument, but if he can cite even a single counter-example, where smoke is 

present but fire is not, the syllogism fails . In his attack on opponents' reasons, Bhaviveka 

generally focuses on requirements 1 and 3 .  

THE UNACCEPTED REASON 

One of the most common ways for Bhaviveka to attack an opponent's reason is to say 
that the reason is "unaccepted" or "unestablished" (asiddha). This amounts to a claim 

that the opponent violates requirement 1 ,  the requirement that "the inferring property 

be present in the subject." In the context of an actual debate, the word asiddha has useful 

ambiguity. In a strong sense, it can mean that the presence of the inferred property is 

"unproven" or "unestablished," but in the process of an actual debate, the word can 
mean simply that the presence of the inferred property is "not accepted" by one or 

both of the parties in the argument. When Bhaviveka raises this objection, he usually 
means that he does not accept the presence of the inferring property in the subject. But 

he often goes on to support this claim with a valid syllogism, in which he shows that 
the presence of the inferring property is not established in the subject. He follows this 
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procedure in verses 5 . 3 3 -35, as part of his argument against the Yogacara interpretation 
of mind-only (cittamatra). Verse 5 . 33  states a Yogacara syllogism: 

The form of many atoms is not the object of the mind, 
Because it is not substantially real, 
like a double moon. 

In verse 5 . 35  and in the commentary, Bhaviveka explains that he does not accept the 
Yogacara reason: 

When the opponent takes the material form of a combination of homoge
neous (tulyajatrya) atoms as the subject and gives "not substantially real" 

as the reason, the reason is not accepted by one of the parties to the argu
ment (anyatarasiddha). Why? [We] think that [a combination of homoge

neous atoms] is the object when [atoms] are combined or associated with 
the material forms of other, homogeneous atoms. 

This can only mean that Bhaviveka thinks that "the form of many atoms" (the subject of 
the syllogism) is not "not substantially real" (the inferring property). At first this sounds 

like an odd position. It is virtually axiomatic for Buddhists to say that combinations like 
"the form of many atoms" cannot be real. But Bhaviveka explains that he is thinking of 

"the form of many atoms" in only a relative sense: "We think that a combination of sim

ilar atoms, such as a pot, is real in a relative sense (sa'f!lVrta)." In other words,  Bhaviveka 
does not accept that "not substantially real" is a property of "the form of many atoms." 

By making this claim, Bhaviveka opens up one of the most intriguing sections of the 

text. To back it up, he has to show how "the form of many atoms" can function as an 
object of the mind in a relative sense. This is a major challenge, with enormous conse

quences for the development of Madhyamaka in India and Tibet.129 But the argument 
starts in a simple, almost disarming way. It is as if Bhaviveka the debater simply raised 

his hand and and told his Yogacara opponent: "Stop! I don't accept that reason." 

THE INCONCLUSIVE REASON 

To satisfy requirements 2 and 3 of a valid reason, the "inferring property" has to be 

present in the sapak[a (a subject that possesses the "inferred property") and absent in the 
vipak[a (a subject that does not possess the "inferred property") .  When the "inferring 

property" is present in some of the sapak[a and some of the vipak[a, the reason is "incon
clusive" (anaikantika).B° Bhaviveka again provides a useful illustration. In verse 5 . 27, 

as part of the argument against the Yogacara understanding of mind-only, Bhaviveka 
considers the following Yogacara syllogism: 
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External objects have the nature of mind, 
because they are objects of cognition, 

like an immediately preceding condition. 

In verse 5 . 28 ,  he argues that the reason ("because they are objects of cognition") is 
inconclusive. "Being an object of cognition" may mean that something has "the nature 

of mind," or it may mean that it does not. According to traditional dharma-theory, an 
immediately preceding condition can be either the mind itself (citta) or a mental phe

nomenon (caitta). JJ l This definition makes the reason ambiguous . To be "an object of 
cognition like an immediately preceding cognition" can mean that something is the 

mind, or it can mean that it is a mental phenomenon. Obviously the opponent needs 
to limit the scope of the reason and example to make the syllogism persuasive, if it can 

be made persuasive at all. In the meantime Bhaviveka has gained at least a temporary 

advantage in the argument. 

THE CONTRADICTED REASON 

The "inferring property" is considered "contradicted" (vircuddha) if it proves the oppo
site of either the "inferred property," the "subject," or some aspect of the subject. A 
good illustration of this fault occurs in Bhaviveka's response to the Yogacara argument 

for the falsehood of a cognition of material form: 

A non-conceptual cognition of material form is false, 
because it has the image of an object, 

like the cognition of a double moon. 

We saw earlier that Bhaviveka considered the thesis in this syllogism to be "unac

cepted." The verse and commentary show that he also considered the reason to be 

"contradicted." 

[Verse 5 . 1 5] If [the opponent takes the position that] a cognition of material 
form is false because it has the image of an object, the reason is mistaken, and 

the thesis fails . 

[Commentary:] "Mistaken"132 means contradicted (viruddha). A cognition 

of material form cannot have any other nature than to have the image of an 
object. To infer that "having the image of an object" excludes "truthfulness" 

is contradictory, because it proves the opposite of the nature of the subject. 

A more obscure example of a contradicted reason is found in Bhaviveka's discussion 

of "dependent identity" (paratantrasvabhava) in verses 5 .69-7 1 .  The argument begins 
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with the Yogacara claim that "imagined (parikalpita) things do not exist, but dependent 
(paratantra) things do exist." Bhaviveka anticipates that the objector will support this 
claim in the following way: 

Things are empty, 

because they are empty of the identity attributed to them by words . 

He interprets this reason to mean that "things" (bhiiva) are only empty of the identity 
attributed to them by words but not empty in and of themselves. By "thing" he would 
have in mind something like Dignaga's concept of a "unique particular" (svalakJa'(la). l l l  
Bhaviveka responds to this Yogacara claim by saying that the reason is contradicted. 
Why? If something is "empty of the identity attributed to it by words," then it cannot 

function as the subject of a syllogism. In other words, the reason proves the opposite of 
an aspect of the subject. 

FAULTS OF THE EXAMPLE 

When Bhaviveka objects to an opponent's example, the objections are often closely 
related to problems in the reason. If the example fails to show that the "inferring prop
erty" is present in the sapakJa and absent in the vipakJa, it undermines the validity of the 

reason itself. A good illustration of this fault is the first Yogacara argument in favor of 
mind-only: 

A cognition of material form and so forth has no object, 
because it arises with that kind of image, 

like the cognition of material form and so forth in a dream. 

The reason in this syllogism is obscure, but it can be clarified by comparing Bhaviveka's 

version of the syllogism to its source in verses 1-3 of Vasubandhu's Twenty Verses 
(VirpJatikii): "because it arises with that kind of image" means that it "arises with the 

image of unreal objects ." With this clarification, we can restate the Yogacara argument 
in the following form: 

A cognition of material form and so forth has no object, 
because it arises with the image of unreal objects, 

like the cognition of material form and so forth in a dream. 

Bhaviveka objects to this syllogism by attacking the example; he argues that dreams 
often are based on objects that have been seen before, when the dreamers were awake, 
so it is not true to say that dreams always have unreal objects : 
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Dream-consciousness and so forth have objects , because they repeat 
[objects] that have been seen before, like memory. The traces of things 

that were seen in previous lives cause a variety of material forms to ap
pear in dreams, with different colors and shapes, even for those who are 

blind and have lost the use of their eyes. Objects are not absent even in 
such cognitions . For it is said, "0 Bhadrapala, a blind man sees material 
form in a dream with his mind's eye; he does not see with physical eyes." 

Because the mind's eye has a dharma as its object, dream-consciousness, 

and so forth, have objects. Therefore, your argument (sadhana) suffers the 

fault of having no example. 

Since the "inferring property" is "arise with the image of unreal objects," this passage 
could be translated: "For your inferring [property] , there is the fault of there being no 

example." Either way, a Haw in the example points to a Haw in the reason. 

A S E R I E S  OF L I N K E D  SYLL O GI SMS  

There i s  very little about Bhaviveka's use of  the standard syllogism that could not be 
recreated from well-known manuals like Sankarasvamin's Introduction to Logic. But there 
are surprisingly few accounts in Indian literature about what actually took place when 

debaters put these rules into play in confrontations with their opponents. In spite of all 

that has been written about Indian philosophical debates, including Xuanzang's stories 

and reminiscences, we know very little about what debaters actually said. Simply to 

leap from the theory of debate to its practice is tempting, but it also is problematic. l l4 It 

would be like assuming that Robert's Rules of Order give an accurate account of debate in 

the houses of Congress. It is not that the rules are irrelevant, but there is much more to 

the practice of debate than rules for motions, amendments, and votes. One of the many 

reasons Bhaviveka's text is so valuable is that it takes at least a modest step toward bridg
ing this gap between theory and practice. Bhaviveka does not give us the transcript of 
an actual debate. He does not say that on such and such an occasion an opponent made 

the following argument, and that the master responded by pointing out the following 

errors. But his text does read as if it were preparing a student to confront an actual 
opponent. First, the opponent presents a syllogism, and Bhaviveka criticizes its errors . 
Then Bhaviveka presents a syllogism of his own and defends it against the opponent's 

criticism. In the give and take of argument and counter-argument, we get a picture of 

how debaters could use the rules of the syllogism to gain victory over their opponents. 
An example from the chapter on the Sravakas will show how this might be true. 

Bhaviveka begins the chapter with a simple statement: "The purpose of this chapter 

is to prove that the Mahayana is the teaching of the Buddha." The Sravakas' objections 
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move briefly in other directions, but eventually they come back to this fundamental prob
lem of authenticity. To start the attack, the Sravakas formulate the following syllogism: 

4.7 na buddhoktir mahayana'tJZ szttrantadav asa'tJZgrahat I 

margantaropadefad va yatha vedantadarfanam II 

The Mahayana is not the Buddha's teaching, because it is not included 

in the SfItrantas and so forth, or because it teaches another path, like the 
Vedanta view. 

Bhaviveka does not respond by pointing out the opponent's errors , as he often does, but 
immediately states his own counter-position: 

4. 34 mahayana'tJZ ca no bauddha'tJZ nairatmyadiprakafanat I 

ratnatritayamahatmyaprathanac chi�yayanavat II 

According to us, the Mahayana is the Buddha's, because it shows that 
there is no self and so forth, and because it teaches the greatness of the 

three jewels , like the Sravakayana. 

This verse constitutes a contradiction of the opponent's thesis . Rather than merely 
asserting the contradiction, he supports it with a counter-argument. Once he has given 

his own position, he gets down to the business of criticizing his opponent's reason 
("because it is not included in the the SfItrantas and so forth") : 

4.35 pratitarkerza badhato hetof ca syad asiddhata I 

mahayanoktasatyadisa'tJZgrahad vinayadi�u II 

And the reason is not accepted, because it is contradicted by a counter

argument, because the teachings of the Mahayana, beginning with the 
[four] truths, are included in the Vinaya and so forth. 

At this point, the burden of the argument shifts to the commentary, where Bhaviveka 
offers a series of reasons to question the relationship between the opponent's reason 

("because it is not included in the SfItrantas and so forth") and thesis ("the Mahayana 
is not the Buddha's teaching"). One reason is that the canonical texts of the eighteen 

schools contradict one another. Another is that the canonical texts of different schools 
contain references to teachings of the Buddha that were delivered during his lifetime but 

were not included in the different versions of the canon. All these arguments show that 

the opponent's reason is inconclusive, since it is possible for something to be accepted as 
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the Buddha's teaching and not be included in one of the canonical collections .  
Verses 4. 36-55 respond to the opponent's second reason, concluding with the fol

lowing argument: 

4.55 ayam eva yato miirgap samyagdrftipurapsarap I 

mahiiyiine 'pi nirdiftas tasmiid dhetor asiddhatii II 

The Mahayana teaches the very same path, beginning with right vision, 

so the reason is unaccepted. 

Then Bhaviveka finishes his response to the opponent's initial syllogism with a critique 

of the example: 

4.56 vediinte ca hi yat silkta7fZ tat sarva7fZ buddhabhiifitam I 

drftiintanyilnatii tasmiit sa7fZdigdha7fZ vii pa7�fkfyatiim II 

Everything that is well spoken in the Vedanta is taught by the Buddha. There

fore, either the example is deficient or one should analyze its ambiguity. 

As is true with many of the earlier verses, this gives rise to an interesting exchange in 

the commentary about the ambiguity of the word "Vedanta." The opponent argues that 

the example refers to the parts of the Veda that clearly contradict the teaching of the 
Buddha. Bhaviveka replies that the Mahayana has no such teachings, so the example 

fails to establish a relationship between the thesis and the reason. 

Would an actual debate have followed this pattern? We have no way of knowing. 
With all of the digressions and the twists and turns in the argument, it is clear that a 
debater could have entered the dispute at just about any point, concentrating, perhaps,  
on the example or on the second of the two reasons before turning to the first. But 

Bhaviveka has given us a clear picture not only of how a debater might have worked 

methodically through an analysis of his opponent's syllogism, but also how a student 

might build up a battery of arguments to respond to the thrusts and counter-thrusts of 
an opponent. In this respect, the text comes much closer to real debate than the rules 

of a logical manual. 
The text comes closer in a second respect as well. In his account of the debating 

practices in Tibetan monasteries ,  Georges B .  ]. Dreyfus comments on the psychologi
cal pressure when a defender is slow to answer a question or finds the flow of debate 
turning against him (2003 : 257-59) .  It is easy for a debater to be rattled,  to get angry, 

or to grope for the right words. Victory might not necessarily go to the person who 

has memorized the most effective arguments, but to the person who can come up with 

a sharp rejoinder or a clever comparison to mock the opponent and put him on the 
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defensive. Along with his systematic analysis of syllogisms, Bhaviveka gives us a taste of 
the rhetorical tricks a debater could use to make the opponent angry or break his con
centration. Bhaviveka starts the chapter on the Sravakas with a slighting reference to the 

"inferior aspirations" (hfnadhimukti) of his opponents, echoing the distinction between 
the "inferior vehicle" of the Sravakas and the "great vehicle" of the Mahayana. In verse 
4. 1 1 ,  the Sravaka objector calls the Mahayanists "clowns" (vidu!aka) for saying that the 

qualifier "in reality" frees them from a particularly egregious fault. If the Mahayana 
argument is correct, the Sravaka says , then it would be correct "in reality" to say that a 
man can have sex with a woman who is forbidden, because she is a woman, like another 
woman. Bhaviveka has a sharp rejoinder in verse 4.65: "If you want to refute us, you have 

to prove that there ultimately can be sex with a woman who is permissible for sex," and 
so on. At the beginning of the Yogacara chapter, Bhaviveka refers to his opponents as 

"scholars" (dhfra) who are "proud of their approach" (svanftav abhimaninab). The pride 

of the Yogacara seems to have become proverbial, at least for Haribhadra, who begins 

the Abhisamayala'f!lkaraloka with a reference to Vasubandhu as "elevated" (we might say 
"puffed up") with "pride in his knowledge."135 In verse 5 . 54, Bhaviveka responds to a 
Yogacara claim that a person should use the concept of mind-only to remove the idea 

of external objects , then use the concept again to remove the idea of a separate subject. 

Bhaviveka responds with a clever proverb about "washing away mud,"13 6 saying that the 
opponent would be better off seeking the truth from the very beginning, rather than 
covering himself with mud and then washing it away. In 5 .82-83 ,  near the end of the 

section on "dependent identity," Bhaviveka quotes a passage from the Bodhisattvabhumi 
that accuses an unidentified "nihilist" (nastika) of going straight to hell and taking 
others with him. Bhaviveka takes this passage to be a reference to the Madhyamikas, 

and he throws it back in the Yogacaras' face, saying: "These angry words are like vomit: 
they show undigested pride." This line picks up the reference to the Yogacaras' pride at 
the start of the chapter and turns it into an insult that seems crude and at the same time 
unusually apt. What better way to mock a defeated opponent than to compare his argu

ments to vomit? It seems that there was more to the rhetorical give and take of these 
debates than the mere analysis of a string of syllogisms . 

TH E  A RGUM ENT 

BHAVIVEKA'S BUDDHIST OPPONENTS 

Once all of this has been said-once we have a sense of who Bhaviveka was ,  what works 

can be reliably attributed to him, and how he formed his arguments-who were his 
Buddhist opponents, and what were the issues that seemed to divide them? 
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The title of chapter 4 identifies the opponents as "Sravakas," a word that often is 
translated as "disciples" or "listeners," or simply left untranslated. The term "Sravaka" 

is often used in Mahayana texts to refer to the adherents of the first of three different 
"vehicles" (yana): the Sravakayana, the Pratyekabuddhayana, and the Mahayana. In the 

verses and commentary of chapter 4, Bhaviveka treats the term as sufficiently self-evident 
to use it not only in his own account of the opponents' position, but in the Sravakas' own 
designation of themselves (as in the commentary on verse 4.4) .  The term takes on greater 

historical specificity as the chapter unfolds , when Bhaviveka associates the Sravakas not 

only with a series of doctrinal arguments against the Mahayana, but with a particular 
view of the contents of the Buddhist canon and with the division of the Buddhist com

munity into a series of eighteen schools (nikaya). These points emerge in Bhaviveka's 
discussion of a series of reasons, two of which have already been mentioned: 

4.7 na buddhoktir mahayana'f!Z siltrantadav asa'f!Zgrahat I 

margantaropadefad va yatha vedantadarfanam II 
4. 8 phalahetvapavadad va yatha nastikadarfanam I 

aJtadafanikayantarbhavabhavan na nifcitam II 

The Mahayana is not the Buddha's teaching, because it is not included 

in the Siltrantas and so forth or because it teaches another path, like the 
Vedanta view (vedantadarfana), or because it repudiates cause and effect, 

like a nihilistic view (nastikadarfana). The point is clinched because it is 

not included in the eighteen schools. 

The Sravakas who emerge from these objections, and from Bhaviveka's response, are 
much more than a textual stereotype .  Each nikaya or "school" has its own distinc
tive approach to key issues of doctrine or discipline, each has its own history, and 

each has its own distinctive body of canonical literature. The commentary on verse 

4. 8 contains Bhavaviveka's well-known "Explanation of the Divisions of Schools" 
(nikayabhedavibhangavyakhyana), one of the most important sources for the history of 
sectarian movements in Indian Buddhism,137 and Bhaviveka's response to the argu

ment that the Mahayana is "not included in the Siltrantas and so forth" (in verse 4.35 
and the following commentary) explores the content of different canonical collections. 

Bhaviveka begins by arguing that the teachings of the Mahayana are found in the 
canonical collections of the nikayas. In strictly logical terms, this amounts to a claim 

that the reason is "unaccepted"; Bhaviveka does not accept that the "inferring prop

erty" ("not included in the Siltrantas and so forth") is not a property of the "subject" 

("the Mahayana"). Bhaviveka then argues that the reason is "inconclusive ." To do this , 

he has to show that it is possible for a text to be "the Buddha's teaching" and "not be 

included in the Siltrantas and so forth." This argument has important implications for 
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our understanding of the integrity of Buddhist canonical collections. In a passage that 

he appears to borrow from Vasubandhu's Logic of Explanation (Vyiikhyiiyukti), Bhaviveka 
points out that some canonical texts refer to teachings of the Buddha that were not 

transmitted in any of the existing canonical collections . He goes on to argue that the 

canonical texts of different schools contradict one another, so that the teachings that 
are accepted as authentic by some schools are rejected by others. All of this shows that 
the Sravakas themselves acknowledge greater diversity in the Buddha's teaching than is 

found in any particular canonical collection. In a wider sense, it shows that the Sravakas 
were a far more varied group than we now can observe with the paucity of our sources .  

The term "Yogacara" in  the title of  chapter 5 presents a different set of  histori
cal issues . In a generic sense, the word can be used to refer simply to a "practitioner 
of discipline," as in a passage from the Brahmapariprcchii Sutra quoted by Bhaviveka 

in The Lamp of Wisdom: "0 Blessed One, a practitioner of discipline who has perfect 
understanding does not cause the arising or cessation of any dharma, does not seek to 

attain any dharma, and does not seek understanding."1 3 8 Bhaviveka frequently refers to 

the Bodhisattva practice as a form of yoga ("discipline") and to Bodhisattvas themselves 

as yogins ("practitioners of discipline"), as in the commentary on MHK 3 .292 .  This 
usage follows the standard terminology of the Perfection of Wisdom literature139 and 

is mirrored in other important Madhyamaka works, such as Aryadeva's Four Hundred 
Verses (Catubfataka), whose long title in the Tibetan edition is Bodhisattva-yogacaryii
fiistra-catupfataka-kiirikii (Fou1' Hundred Verses on the Bodhisattva's Practice ofDiscipline).14o 
It is clear, however, that the Yogacara who is named in the title of chapter 5 is not 
just a generic "practitioner of discipline" but the adherent of a rival tradition, as the 
Sravaka is in chapter 4. Bhaviveka makes this point explicit in the commentary on 5 . 1 ,  
when he  identifies the Yogacaras a s  "Asanga, Vasubandhu, and so forth." Judging from 

Bhaviveka's arguments about "mind-only" in verses 5 . 17-54 and his response to the con
cept of "exclusion-by-the-other" (anyiipoha) in verses 5 .60-68 ,  it is clear that Bhaviveka 

also thought of Dignaga as a Yogacara. He mentions Dignaga's Investigation of the Object 
(Alambanaparzk!ii) by name in the commentary on 5 .39. 

There is no scholarly consensus about why Bhaviveka used the word "Yogacara" to 
name this particular group of Mahayana opponents . The old idea that the Yogacara tra

dition was known for its distinctive practice of yoga now has to be discarded. The prac
tice of yoga belonged as much to the Madhyamaka tradition as it did to the Yogacara. 
For that matter, it belonged as much to Indian religion in general as it did to any par
ticular branch of Buddhist thought. A more likely explanation is that Bhaviveka took 

the word from the title of Asanga's Yogiiciirabhumi (Stages in the Practice of Yoga). We 
know from Huili's biography of Xuanzang that the Yogiiciirabhumi served as the defin

ing text for Xuanzang's own scholarly identity. Huili tells us that Xuanzang under
took his journey to India specifically to study the Yogiiciirabhumi, so that he could cut 

through the sectarian differences that plagued Buddhist teachers in China. 141 When he 
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finally arrived at Nalanda monastery and was ushered into the presence of the master 
SIlabhadra, Xuanzang introduced himself by saying that he had come from China in 
order to study the Yogiiciirabhz7mi under the guidance of a teacher. If we understand the 

word "Yogacara" this way, it would refer first to a text, then to the teaching derived 

from the text and to the scholars who represent that teaching. As the designation of a 
teaching, it would be similar to Bhartrhari's word iigamadarfana (a "tradition-view"). 

As the name of a group of scholars, it would be similar to two other Buddhist terms: 
Vaibha$ika, which names the scholars who base their teaching on the Mahiivibhii�ii, 
and Sautrantika, which names the scholars who base their teaching on the Sutriinta. It 
is useful to note that Bhaviveka took a similar position about the meaning of the term 

madhyamaka in his commentary on the last verse of the MHK ("This completes the con

cise heart of the Madhyamaka: for scholars it is a mirror to reflect the meaning of many 
sutras"). Bhaviveka explains that the suffix "ka" refers to "the act (or means) of teaching 

and proclaiming the middle path." Then he goes on to say that the word madhyamaka 
can refer to either the "Madhyamaka text" (madhyamakafiistra) or the "Madhyamaka 

system" (madhyamakasiddhiinta).142 
There has been a great deal of discussion about whether it is accurate to call rival 

text-traditions like the Madhyamaka and Yogacara "schools" in a formal sense. Stanley 
Weinstein has pointed out that in China full-fledged Buddhist schools only emerged 

during the latter half of the Tang Dynasty (1993 : 485). T. Griffith Foulk has argued 
that the term "school" should only be used to designate a movement or group "united in 

a self-conscious manner by a common set of beliefs, practices ,  and/or social structure" 

(1992 : 1 8 -3 1) .  Bhaviveka clearly thought that the Madhyamaka and Yogacara text-tradi
tions were separated by self-conscious sets of beliefs .  To what extent these beliefs were 

accompanied by differences in practice or social structure is difficult to determine, but 

there are suggestions in the text that point toward significant institutional divisions . 

In verses 5 .82-83ab, Bhaviveka quotes a passage from the Bodhisattvabhumi (a portion 
of the Yogiiciirabhumi) and takes it to be a critical reference to the Madhyamaka. The 

passage reads like this: 

When some people hear the difficult and profound Mahayana sutras that 
deal with emptiness and convey a meaning that needs to be interpreted, they 
do not discern the correct meaning, they develop false concepts, they have 
unreasonable views based only on logic (tarka), and they say: "All of reality is 

nothing but a designation; whoever sees it this way, sees correctly." For these 

people there is no real thing to serve as the basis of designation. This means 
that there cannot be any designation at all. How can reality be nothing but 

designation? By saying this they deny both designation and reality. Someone 
who denies designation and reality should be known as the worst kind of 

nihilist (niistika). Those who are wise and practice a religious life should not 
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speak or share living quarters with this kind of nihilist. He causes himself to 
fall, and those who agree with his false views fall as well.143 

If the word "nihilist" is meant to include Madhyamikas, as Bhaviveka thought, this pas

sage means not only that the Yogacaras (who are affiliated with the text-tradition of the 
Yogiiciirabhumi) disagree with the Madhyamikas; they should not speak with them or 
share living quarters . How this prohibition played out in practice in Bhaviveka's lifetime, 

we do not know. But the passage suggests that the intellectual rivalry was accompa

nied by a significant institutional rivalry. Xuanzang's narrative confirms that these two 

text-traditions were rivals, and Bhaviveka's argument assumes it. This rivalry continued 

to generate important philosophical controversies in India and later in Tibet, where 
Bhaviveka's critique of the Yogacara was a key source of the doctrinal differences that 
Jose Ignacio Cabez6n has aptly called the "scholia" of Tibetan scholasticism (1994). 

Some have argued that Bhaviveka not only chronicled the dispute between 
Madhyamaka and Yogacara but also created it. This point goes back at least as far 
as Taranatha, who said (in a passage quoted earlier) that, before Buddhapalita and 

Bhaviveka, "all adherents of the Mahayana remained under the same teaching." It was 
only after the death of Bhaviveka that "the adherents of the Mahayana divided into 

two schools (sde) and began to debate." Bhaviveka's chapter on the Yogacaras shows 
that he understood the situation quite differently. In the opening verse and in the 
following commentary, Bhaviveka says that "other scholars," beginning with Asanga 

and Vasubandhu, have claimed that their approach is superior to the approach of the 

Madhyamikas. The Yogacara claim of superiority is expressed even more sharply in the 
last verse of the Yogacara objection: 

5 .7  prajfiiipiiramitiinftir iya'J'!l sarvajfiatiiptaye I 
na tutpiidanirodhiidiprat#edhapariiya1Jii II 

This approach to the Perfection of Wisdom is [the means] to attain om

niscience; the approach that concentrates on the negation of arising and 
cessation is not. 

The commentary on this verse makes clear who follows these two approaches :  

This approach to the Perfection of Wisdom-namely the one that we [the Yo

gacaras] present-is the means to attain omniscience. The approach that con
centrates on the negation of arising and cessation-namely the approach of 

the Madhyamikas (madhyamaviidin)-is tantamount to nihilism (niistikadrHi) 
and is not the means to attain omniscience. 
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In verses 5 . 82-83 ,  Bhaviveka connects this accusation of nihilism to the passage just 
quoted from the Bodhisattvabhilmi. From these verses and their surrounding commen
tary, it is hard to avoid the conclusion that Bhaviveka himself attributed responsibility 

for the dispute to the Yogacaras themselves .  They were the ones who defended the 

approach of the Yogacarabhilmi, along with its accusation of nihilism. All he was doing 
was defending his own text-tradition against its critics .  

When two traditions are as  close as  the Madhyamaka and Yogacara, it i s  tempting to 
minimize or overlook the differences . But it is often the "proximate others" or the near 
neighbors who pose the problem of difference in its most acute and troubling form. They 

challenge a person or group not just to identify what sets the other apart, but to look in 
the mirror and identify what it is that makes them themselves. In other words,  they pose 
the question of identity. If the language of "identity" or "selfhood" seems strange to 
Buddhist ears (after all, "selfhood" is precisely what others have and Buddhists do not), it 

is this strangeness that gives the differences among Buddhist philosophers their intellec
tual edge. Jonathan Z. Smith has said that difference or otherness "becomes most prob
lematic when it is TOO-MUCH-LIKE-US or when it claims to BE-US" (2004: 245). 
In the case of these two kindred Mahayana traditions, the problem of difference is only 

sharpened by the fact that Mahayana philosophy has to do with the absence of identity

in things, in selves, in others, and, for that matter, even in traditions and schools . 

What is it, then, that made these two TOO-MUCH-LIKE-US traditions so dif
ferent? Bhaviveka has a great deal to say about the signature doctrines of the Yogacara, 
including "mind-only" (cittamatra) and the "three identities" (trisvabhava), but the core 

of the dispute mirrors his dispute with the Sravakas :  it has to do with scripture. The 
problem is not whether the Mahayana siitras are authentic. About this the Madhyamikas 

and Yogacaras agreed. The problem is that the Yogacaras made an exclusive claim 
about their approach to scripture: "This approach to the Perfection of Wisdom is the 

means to attain omniscience; the approach that concentrates on the negation of arising 
and cessation is not."144 Examples of this kind of exclusive claim are rare in Yogacara 

sources, but they are not unknown. One clear example is found in Dignaga's Epitome of 
the Perfection of Wisdom (prajiiaparamitapifuf,artha), verses 27-29: "The teaching in the 

Perfection of Wisdom is based on three [identities] : imagined, dependent, and absolute . 

The words 'do not exist' rule out everything that is imagined. Examples such as illusion 
(maya) teach dependent [identity] . The fourfold purification teaches absolute [identity] . 

The Buddha has no other teaching in the Perfection of Wisdom." The key words here 
are nanya buddhasya defana: "the Buddha has no other teaching." It is possible that more 
examples of this exclusive claim would be forthcoming if we could examine the com

mentaries on the Perfection of Wisdom by Asanga and Vasubandhu. Haribhadra refers 
to these commentaries in the introduction to his Abhisamayala'f!lkaraloka, but neither of 

them survives in their Sanskrit original or in Chinese or Tibetan translation. 145 
Dignaga's verses not only offer an exclusive interpretation of the Perfection of 
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Wisdom, they also give us an intellectual framework to understand what the interpre
tation is about. The Yogacaras interpret the Perfection of Wisdom through a doctrine 

of "three identities" (trisvabhiiva). While Dignaga does not mention the corresponding 

Madhyamaka, his readers would know that the "three identities" do the same philo
sophical work for the Yogacara that "two truths" (satyadvaya) do for the Madhyamaka. 

At its most basic level, the dispute between these two traditions (as it was formulated 

in the sixth century) can be understood as a conflict between these two interpretive 
principles: the Yogacara doctrine of "three natures" versus the Madhyamaka doctrine 
of "two truths." 

Nagarjuna once said: "Buddhas teach the Dharma based on two truths: mundane 
relative truth and ultimate truth. Anyone who misunderstands the distinction between 
these two truths misunderstands the profound point in the Buddhas' teaching."146 These 

two verses have provoked an ocean of commentary and no small amount of misun

derstanding. Without getting into the technical details of the two truths, perhaps it is 
enough to say that Madhyamikas like Bhaviveka approach the world from two different 

perspectives. From a conventional or "relative" (sa1'J'lvrti) perspective, they accept things 

as they are designated in ordinary speech and appear in ordinary experience. From an 
ultimate (paramiirtha) perspective, they look closely at these things and discover that 
they have no identity in and of themselves .  The two truths together constitute a "middle 

path" (madhyamii pratipad), in the sense that these two perspectives make it possible to 
say that things both are and are not. From a conventional perspective, the contents of 
ordinary experience (and the experiences themselves) are; from an ultimate perspective, 

they are not. In this way, the middle path avoids two extremes: the extreme of "improper 

denial" (apaviida) and the extreme of "improper reification" (samiiropa). To "deny" some
thing in the technical sense is to deny that it has any reality or moral significance at all. 

In effect, it is a kind of nihilism. To "reify" something is to atribute so much reality to it 
that one cannot be free from it. "Reification" functions, in effect, as a kind of fatalism. 

While these two extremes have to do initially with the reality of things, their greatest 

significance comes in the realm of ethical practice. To take the requirements of the 

path seriously, it is important to understand that the things a person does today will 

have serious consequences tomorrow, as Bhaviveka himself explained: "Someone who is 
in the habit of denying cause and effect pulls up beneficial roots, enters evil paths, and 

rejects conventional reality itself. Madhyamikas do not deny cause and effect, which 

is like magic or a mirage, and they do not enter evil paths."147 On the other side, it is 

important to understand that a person is not bound by the past; a person can change and 
become something new. These two modes of understanding constitute the middle path. 

In fact, it would reflect Bhaviveka's approach more accurately to take the word pratipad 
not as "path" but as "way of understanding" (as in Bhaviveka's verse 5.9) and interpret the 

"middle path" as a balanced way of understanding oneself and one's place in the world. 

The Yogacara approaches the same intellectual problems from a very different 
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angle. The Chinese monk, traveller, and translator Yijing explained the difference like 

this: "For Yogacara the real exists, but the conventional does not exist; and [Yogacara] 
takes the three identities as foundational. For Madhyamaka the real does not exist, but 

the conventional does exist; and actually the two truths are primary."148 The difference 
between the two traditions is more complicated than this , but just barely. The symme

try of the Yogacara position is evident in the first few verses of The Distinction between 
the Middle and the Extremes (Madhyantavibhaga), a Yogacara text attributed to Maitreya 

and transmitted by Asanga: 

abhutaparikalpo 'sti dvaya'J?Z tatra na vidyate I 

funyata vidyate tv atra tasyam api sa vidyate II 
na fz7nya'J?Z cafunya'J?Z tasmat sarva'J?Z vidhfyate I 

sattvad asattvat sattvac ca madhyama pratipac ca sa II 

The imagination of what is unreal exists . Duality does not exist in it, but 
emptiness does exist in it, and it exists in emptiness. 

This is why it is said that nothing is empty and nothing is non-empty, be
cause of the existence [of the imagination] , the non-existence [of duality] , 

and the existence [of emptiness] . This is the middle path. 

The categories mentioned in these two verses can be aligned with the three identi
ties in the following way: 

duality 

imagination 

emptiness 

imagined identity 

dependent identity 
absolute identity 

does not exist 

exists 
exists 

In later verses, the text complicates the picture slightly by equating the imagination 

(parikalpa) with consciousness (vijiiana) and asserting that consciousness both exists and 
does not exist. This means that it does not exist as it appears, but it is not entirely non

existent, since it arises in the form of deluded awareness. 149 To use a comparison that is 

common in other Yogacara texts, consciousness arises like a dream. The objects seen in 

a dream are not real, but no one can reasonably doubt the dreaming of the dream itself. 

This addition changes the Yogacara picture of reality in a modest but significant way: 

duality 

imagination 

emptiness 

imagined identity 
dependent identity 

absolute identity 

does not exist 
exists and does not exist 

exists 

According to this picture, dependent identity (or consciousness) is a direct expression of 
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the middle path. From one point of view it is, and from another point of view it is not. 

As was true with the Madhyamikas, this view of the middle path is directly related to 
the concerns of Buddhist practice. The Madhyantavibhaga makes this point with cryp

tic precision: "We think that liberation comes from its destruction" (tatkfayan muktiT 
ifyate)." In his commentary, Vasubandhu draws out the implications: "Why do we not 

think that this deluded awareness (bhTanti) is non-existent? Because 'we think that lib

eration comes from its destruction.' Otherwise there would be no bondage and no lib

eration, and, in that case, there would be the fault of denying (apavada) defilement and 
purification." Here "deluded awareness" is another word for the imaginative capacity of 
consciousness . In his subcommentary on this passage, Sthiramati adds further explana

tion by saying that if deluded awareness exists ultimately, defilement must be perma
nent, and if deluded awareness does not exist at all, there can be no purification. In both 
cases, there would be no point in making any effort to achieve liberation. ISO These two 

problems correspond to the fatalism and nihilism that concerned the Madhyamikas, 
but the Yogacara response turns the response of the Madhyamaka upside down. Instead 

of affirming things conventionally and denying them ultimately, the Yogacara denies 
their imagined identity and affirms their absolute identity, with the intermediate cat

egory, dependent identity, sharing elements of both. 

The fine points of the Yogacara position, along with Bhaviveka's response, can be 
studied in the translation and notes that follow, but the structure of Bhaviveka's critique 
of the Yogacara is not difficult to grasp. Yijing understood exactly what was at stake. 

Bhaviveka maps the two basic existence claims of the Yogacara onto the Madhyamaka 
doctrine of two truths and asks whether either of them makes sense .  If the Yogacara 

denial of imagined identity is intended to be ultimate, then the Madhyamika has no 

reason to object. But if it is intended to be conventional, the Yogacara is guilty of an 

"improper denial" (apavada) of things that ordinary people consider to be real. Bhaviveka 

makes this point in verses 5 . 55-56, in response to a Yogacara argument that "imagined 
[identity] does not exist, because it is imagined, like a snake." He has in mind the classic 
Indian comparison of the snake that someone imagines when he walks down a dark road 
and sees a coiled rope. 

5 . 55 nefto bhujagavac casat kalpita'f(l kalpitatvatab I 
Tajjvatmana hy anekantat pratftiT api badhika II 

5 .56 tada'f(lfadrfteT na bhrantiT aneka'f(lfa hi  sa yatab I 

sarvathaTthanifedhat te syac ca vastvapavadita II 

We do not think that imagined [identity] does not exist, because it is 

imagined, like a snake. This [argument] is inconclusive with regard to the 
rope and is contradicted by common sense. 

Imagined identity is not completely illusory,l5 l because we observe that 
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this example has more than one part. By negating all objects, you make 

an improper denial of real things . 

Bhaviveka explains that when someone sees a rope as a snake, the cognition has two 

parts . It is true that the snake is imagined and does not really exist, but the rope is 
not imagined and actually does exist. He says that there is a general or common sense 
agreement that there is such a thing as a rope "made by hands and human effort from 

water, fiber, and other materials." To say that the whole cognition is false "improperly 

denies" the cognition of the rope. 

After he has criticized his opponent's position, Bhaviveka's normal procedure is to 
offer a positive statement of his own position. In this case, the situation calls for a posi

tive statement about the existence of imagined identity, as Bhaviveka understands it. As 

it turns out, this simple move had important intellectual implications for the subsequent 
history of Madhyamaka, especially in Tibet. When the Tibetan philosopher Tsong kha 

pa (1357- 1419) constructed his classification of the varieties of Indian Madhyamaka, he 
argued that Bhaviveka's critique of the Yogacara concept of imagined identity implicitly 

commits him to the opposite position. Since the Yogacara says that imagined identity is 
"empty of identity" (svalak�a'flafiinya), Tsong kha pa interprets this to mean that Bhaviveka 

implicitly affirms the "identity" (Tib. rang gi mtshan nyid / Skt. svalak�a'fla) of imagined 

identity conventionally. Whether Tsong kha pa is right in drawing this conclusion from 
Bhaviveka's argument is beyond the scope of this book/52 but Tsong kha pa's argument 
suggests that readers should pay particularly close attention to the positive position that 

Bhaviveka puts forward in place of the Yogacara negation of imagined identity. 
In effect, Bhaviveka responds to the Yogacara negation in two separate ways. Before 

he even gets to the doctrine of imagined identity, Bhaviveka has already argued that 

external objects exist conventionally as "combinations of homogeneous atoms" (verses 
5 . 35-36) .  This argument is the positive side of Bhaviveka's critique of the Yogacara 

interpretation of "mind-only" (cittamatra). Bhaviveka took the Yogacara position to be 

a denial of "external objects" (Tib. phyi rot gyi don / Skt. bahyartha); his response is to 
affirm external objects . Some contemporary interpreters of the Yogacara say that it is a 

misreading of the Yogacara to think that they deny the existence of objects outside the 
mind. Bhaviveka clearly thought otherwise. The argument about "mind-only" in verses 

5 . 17-54 shows that Bhaviveka had strong textual warrant for his interpretation, and he 

knew the Yogacara as a living tradition in his own time. 1 53 Whether later Yogacara com

mentators blurred this position is a point that others can decide, but Bhaviveka leaves 
no doubt that the Yogacara scholars who were his dialog partners in the sixth century 

took "mind-only" as a denial of objects external to the mind. 

In his response to the Yogacara negation of "imagined identity," Bhaviveka does not 
need to say anything more about the conventional existence of external objects. He took 
care of that in the section on "mind-only." He turns instead to a discussion of language 
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and explains how words can be used to refer to objects conventionally. The argument 

begins in the introduction to verse 5 .57 with a Yogacara objection: "External objects do 

not exist, but defilements arise from concepts of the cognitive marks of objects, based 
on names and conventions." After a brief digression to show that the Yogacara point 

cannot account for animals , who can be just as angry as human beings, even though 

they have no ability to speak, Bhaviveka launches into a critique of Dignaga's view of 
universals as the "exclusion-by-the-other" (anyapoha). The details of this argument are 

best understood directly from the translation and the notes. At this point, it is enough 

to say that Bhaviveka not only identifies a problem with Dignaga's definition that had 

an important impact on later developments of the concept of apoha. He also develops 
a striking and, as far as anyone has been able to determine, unprecedented account of 

language as designating the "emptiness of what is dissimilar" (vijatfyena siinyatvam). 
Taken at face value, this means that the conventional nature of a thing (as an object of 

language) is emptiness of other, while its ultimate nature is emptiness of self. The sym
metry of this formulation is one more sign of the elegance of Bhaviveka's philosophical 
imagination. Perhaps he also delivered it with the hint of a smile. 

When Bhaviveka turns his attention to the concept of dependent identity, he once 

again interrogates the Yogacara position from the point of view of two truths . The 

argument begins with a Yogacara objection in the introduction to verses 5 .69-7 1 ,  ending 
with a formula that mirrors the language of the Madhyantavibhaga: "We accept the exis

tence of dependent identity, because 'imagined identity does not exist, but dependent 

identity does exist."'154 In verses 5 .69-70, Bhaviveka uses this formula as the basis of a 

Yogacara syllogism: "Things are empty, because they are empty of the identity that is 
attributed to them by words." Bhavaviveka interprets this syllogism to mean that things 

are empty of imagined identity, but not of dependent identity. This Yogacara formula 

elicits the response that we would expect, given Bhaviveka's understanding of the two 
truths: 

5 . 7 1  paratantrastitoktau ca sa'f!lVrtya siddhasadhanam I 
tattvatas cen na dr�tanto hetos capi viruddhata II 

If [the opponents] are saying that dependent [identity] exists in a relative 

sense, they are proving something that [we] accept. If [they are saying that 

it exists] in a real sense, there is no example and the reason is contradicted. 

There is no example for the simple reason that the objector cannot cite an instance 
of anything that exists "in reality" (tattvatab). The reason is contradicted because it 

asserts only that things are empty of imagined identity, not that they are empty of 
dependent identity. Bhaviveka continues the argument by exploring the Yogacara claim 

that dependent identity "arises" (in various forms of the verb ut-pad). His point again 
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is that this claim can be taken two ways . From the conventional or relative point of 
view, no Madhyamika can object, but ultimately the claim cannot make sense: things 

can arise and cease only if they are not ultimately real. This argument concludes in the 

most pointed rhetorical exchange of the entire chapter, when Bhaviveka quotes the pas

sage from the Bodhisattvabhiimi that implicitly accuses the Madhyamikas of nihilism. 

Bhaviveka responds to this charge by saying that the words of the Yogacara (which are 
the words of the Yogiiciirabhiimi) are like vomit that shows undigested pride. 

Bhaviveka's critique of the concept of absolute identity is similar to his critique of 
dependent identity. He moves back and forth between two positions: If absolute identity 

exists , as the Yogacara claims, then it must be conventional, and if it exists ultimately, 

it cannot have the attributes that the Mahayana normally ascribes to ultimate reality. 
Verses 5 .85-86 ,  for example, say that absolute identity (here referred to as dharma-tattva 
or "the Dharma nature") cannot be a real thing and still be "non-conceptual" (nirvikalpa) 
and "inexpressible" (anabhiliipya). The argument takes a distinctive turn in verse 5 .97, 

when Bhaviveka focuses on the Buddha's awareness of ultimate reality rather than on 
ultimate reality as an object of awareness. We know from an earlier passage in the text 
that Bhaviveka thinks that the primary referent of the word "ultimate" (paramiirtha) is 
the cognition whose object is ultimate, rather than the object of an ultimate cognition. 

(This explanation is found in the commentary on verse 3 .26 .) He also understands that 
the words "Buddha" or "Teacher" (siistr) refer primarily to a state of awareness. Both of 

these claims come into play when Bhaviveka says: 

5 .97 niriilambo na siistii syiit tathatiilambanatvatab I 
na ciipi samatii bodhis tattvasviibhiisabhedatab II 

The Teacher is not free from objects if he objectifies Thusness, and 

awakening is not [an understanding of] equality if the image of reality is 

differentiated. 

In other words, the Yogacara objector cannot account for the non-conceptual char
acter of the Buddha's awareness if he treats absolute identity as a real thing. As far as 

Bhaviveka is concerned, the Madhyamaka avoids this problem by insisting that there is 

no reality from the ultimate point of view. If this is the case, the Buddha's awakening 
has nothing to conceptualize and nothing to objectify. In fact, the Buddha's awareness 

is no awareness at all. 

5 .99cd 
5 . 100  

adravyatviinupalabhyatviid yukta1!l nas tad yathoditam II 
ajiiter nirvise�atviit khatulya1!l ciipy alipyatab I 

atyantiinabhiliipya1!l ca sarvathiipy agrahiid dhiyii II 
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[Reality] is not a real thing and cannot be apprehended, so for us it can 
be what [you] have said: it is like space, because it does not arise, it has no 

particulars, and it is unstained. It also is completely inexpressible, because 

it cannot be grasped by the mind in any way. 

In effect, these verses conclude Bhaviveka's critique of absolute identity. He has shown 

why he thinks absolute identity cannot ultimately exist; he also has shown how his view 
of ultimate reality allows the Buddha's awareness to be truly non-conceptual. One cru

cial question remains: how can a philosopher like Bhaviveka be confident that this view 
of reality is correct? 

In the earlier discussion of Bhaviveka's approach to philosophical diversity, par
ticularly to the diversity expressed in the 3 63 "doctrines" or "views," I mentioned the 

ambiguity of Bhaviveka's understanding of tarka or "reason." The concept of tarka was 

important to him; he even used it in the title of his commentary (Tarkajvala). But it was 
a concept about which he was deeply ambivalent. Now it is possible to understand the 
nature of that ambivalence and put it in the proper context, not only in relation to his 
dispute with the Yogacara but in the structure of Indian epistemology more generally. 

In verse 5 . 104, Bhaviveka's Yogacara opponent objects to the idea that inference can be 
used to know ultimate reality: 

tattvasyatarkagamyatvat tadbodho nanumanatap I 
natas tarkerza dharmarza'f!l gamyate dharmateti eet II 

The nature of dharmas cannot be known by logical reasoning, because 

reality is not an object of logical reasoning and is not known by inference. 

Why would the Yogacara raise this objection at this point in the argument? One reason 

is that Bhaviveka has just used a logical argument to refute the Yogacara understand

ing of absolute identity. This is another way of saying that his argument gives a more 
accurate understanding of ultimate reality than the approach of the Yogacara. But the 

argument goes deeper than this. Bhaviveka also has said that there ultimately is no 

such thing as absolute identity. This means that the Yogacara has no epistemological 
refuge other than the logical procedure that leads to Bhaviveka's negation. Bhaviveka 

presents the Yogacara point of view in the objection that introduces verse 5 . 104. Here 
the Yogacara objector says : 

When it says in a sutra that "the ultimate cannot be analyzed (atarkya) and is 

not an object of reason (tarkagoeara)," it means that [the ultimate] is an object 
of perception (pratyak�a). You contradict tradition when you say that [the 
ultimate] is an object of logical reasoning. 
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If absolute identity ultimately does not exist, then there ultimately is no non-conceptual 

awareness .  Translated into the language of the pramaflas (the means of valid knowl
edge), this means that there ultimately is no perception, non-dual or otherwise, by 

which ultimate reality can be known. Without perception, what other authority can 

there be but inference? 
This argument puts Bhaviveka in the anomalous position of saying that ultimate 

reality is not an object of inference (as the sutra says), but that there is no decisive way to 
know this state of affairs apart from reason itself. He makes this point in verses 5 . 104-6 :  

ihanumanan nirdo!ad agamanuvidhayinap I 

kalpitafe!avividhavikalpaughanirakrtep II 
sakalajiieyayathatmyam akafasamacetasap I 
jiianena nirvikalpena buddhap pafyanty adarfanat II 
ato 'numanavi!aya'f!l na tattva'f!l pratipadyate I 
tattvajftanavipak!o yas tasya tena nirakriya II 

Buddhas155 use faultless inference in a way that is consistent with tradition 
to completely reject many different concepts of imagined things . 

Then, without seeing, they see all objects of knowledge, just as they are, 
with non-conceptual knowledge and with minds like space. 

It is impossible to understand reality as an object of inference, but infer
ence rules out the opposite of the knowledge of reality. 

On the surface, these three verses seem to outline a two-stage cognitive process leading 
from conceptual thought to the non-conceptual experience of awakening. Since infer
ence is conceptual, it can only prepare the way; it cannot give direct access to ultimate 

reality. But if reality is not an object of knowledge-if, in fact, it is not anything at 
all-the final epistemic authority lies with reason, and the so-called "experience" of 

awakening is only experience in a conventional or metaphorical sense. Ultimately, what 
we call "experience" is no experience. Bhaviveka makes this point in his commentary on 

verse 5 .06 :  " [The Buddhas' awareness] is a single moment of non-conceptual, perceptual 

(pratyak!a) knowledge (jiiana). The word 'see' is only metaphorical; [Buddhas] see by the 
discipline of no-seeing (Tib. gzigs pa med pa'i tshul gyis / Skt. adarrfanayogena)."156 From a 
conventional point of view, Buddhas see reality (where the word "see" indicates a form 
of direct perception), but ultimately there is no seeing and nothing to see. Buddhas see 

reality by a yoga or "discipline" of no seeing.1 57 

Some might say that the formula "see without seeing" implies an intellectual con
vergence with the Yogacara, as if Bhaviveka carried his negation almost to the bitter 

end and then affirmed a form of non-conceptual awareness that could only be named 
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paradoxically as "no-seeing." But this interpretation makes nonsense of the structure of 

Bhaviveka's argument. If reality is anywhere for Bhaviveka, it must be in the conventional 

realm, as Yijing clearly understood when he said: "For Madhyamaka the real does not 
exist, but the conventional does exist."158 The Bodhisattvabhumi reflected Yijing's point 
when it said: "When some people hear the difficult and profound Mahayana sutras that 

deal with Emptiness . . .  , they develop false concepts and have unreasonable views based 
only on logic (tarka), and they say: 'All of reality is nothing but a designation; whoever 

sees it this way, sees correctly. ' "  When Bhaviveka's argument is understood this way, 

his apparent convergence with the Yogacara seems more like his ironic claim that great 
Bodhisattvas such as Avalokitesvara and Maitreya worship Brahman by the discipline 
of no-worship. Bhaviveka "includes" the Yogacara view of perception, but it does this 

in a way that inverts and negates it. In the process he also inverts the Yogacara ranking 
of perception and inference. For Bhaviveka, it is not perception that transcends infer

ence, but inference that gives the proper rational criterion to understand the nature and 
limits of perception. 

Dan Arnold has called attention to this aspect of the Madhyamaka method in 
his account of Candrak"irti's "transcendental" critique of Dignaga's view of percep
tion. Candrak"irti's critique was based on the logical requirements of reason itself, 

rather than on the perceptual content of experience (Arnold 2005:  1 17-42). It is pos
sible to make the same point in the Madhyamikas' own language by considering how 

Bhaviveka's successors in the so-called "Svatantrika" tradition drew out the implica
tions of his understanding of reason. Jfianagarbha, the eighth-century predecessor of 
Santarak�ita and KamalasIla, defines conventional truth as "consistent with what one 
sees" (yathadarfana)-in other words, consistent with perception. He defines ultimate 

truth as "consistent with reason" (nyayanusara).1 59 This formulation of the two truths 
turns the conventional Yogacara definition upside down. For Dignaga, there were only 
two means of valid knowledge: perception and inference. Perception was non-concep

tual and gave access to ultimate reality; inference was subject to words and concepts 

and could give access only to conventional reality. As strange as it may seem, these 
two Mahayana traditions, which shared the same scriptures and the same view of the 

Bodhisattva path, took radically different approaches to this fundamental question: 

What does it mean to know reality and, by implication, what does it mean to have the 
knowledge of a Buddha? Bhaviveka thought that the decisive means of knowledge was 
inference, while the Yogacara thought that it was perception. 

It would take us beyond the scope of this book, but it would be possible to extend 

this comparison to the other major non-dualistic tradition in Indian philosophy, Advaita 
Vedanta. Sankara (eighth century) and his disciples struggled with the same problem of 
how to know a reality that is beyond the distinctions of language and beyond the ordi

nary subject-object dualities of perception. Their strategy was to use a rational process 

of inference to strip away misconceptions about the nature of the self and persuade a 
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student that the self cannot be identified with anything that is limited or imperma

nent.160 Then it is possible for a teacher to pronounce one of the authoritative statements 
of the Veda, like "That art thou" or "I am Brahman," and identify the self with Brahman. 

While this awareness of identity is not, in a sense, new knowledge, since Brahman is 

always aware of itself, it comes as a moment of revelation to the person who seeks it, and 

it functions as a counterpart to the Buddhist moment of awakening. When Sankara's 

approach is set side by side with the approaches of the Yogacara and Madhyamaka, it 
creates a remarkable picture. These three traditions, which share so many presupposi

tions and common influences, take radically different approaches to the epistemology of 

awakening. The Yogacara favors perception, the Madhyamaka favors inference, and the 
Vedanta favors scriptural revelation. This is a case where traditions that are SO-MUCH

LIKE-US yield some of the most striking and problematic differences. 

Finally, what should we make ofBhaviveka's relationship with the Sravakas, a loosely 
affiliated group of Buddhist practitioners who rejected not only the scriptural sources 
of the Mahayana but also its view of the path to Buddhahood? On the face of it, the gap 

between Bhaviveka and the Sravakas seems unbridgeable . But Bhaviveka continues to 
surprise. His approach to the Sravakas is almost the mirror image of his approach to the 
Yogacaras . Instead of discerning differences in apparent similarity, he finds similari
ties in the midst of difference. One of these differences has to do, of course ,  with the 

authority of the Mahayana scriptures .  This point has already been mentioned and does 

not need to be repeated. But the Sravakas carry their criticism a step further. Not only 
do they claim that the Mahayana has the wrong scriptures; it also has the wrong path. 

This argument is expressed as the second reason in verse 4.7: 

na buddhoktir mahayana'f!Z siitrantadav asa'f!Zgrahat / 

margantaropadefad va yatha vedantadarfanam / / 

The Mahayana is not the Buddha's teaching, because it is not included 
in the Siitrantas and so forth, or because it teaches another path, like the 

Vedanta view. 

What does it mean for the Sravakas to say that the Mahayana teaches "another path" 

(margantara)? The commentary on verse 4.7 elaborates this claim by listing a series of 
questionable practices normally associated with brahmanical traditions: " [The Vedanta] 

says that one [removes] impurities and attains liberation by bathing at pilgrimage places 

on rivers such as the Ganga, by fasting, and by reciting mantras in three ways . The 
adherents of the Mahayana also bathe in four rivers called Ganga, Sindhu, Pak�u, and 
Sita, drink from them, and, while standing in them, initiate and repeat dhara'l}ts and 

mantras to remove impurities and increase merit." Bhaviveka responds to this argument 
in the commentary on verse 4.3 6  and makes some fascinating points about Mahayana 
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pilgrimage practices and the use of fasting to purify the body for the practice of magical 

chants (vidya). He quotes the Anavatapta Siitra, for example, to show that the benefits 
of bathing in these four sacred rivers do not come from the power of the rivers them

selves ,  but from the Bodhisattva vow of the Naga king Anavatapta. Since they come 
from the help of a "spiritual friend" (kalya�1amitra), they are consistent with the benefits 
that come from religious teachers in more conventional forms of Buddhist practice. But 

these points are not central to the argument. The key question is whether the Mahayana 
view of the path differs from the traditional eightfold path of the Buddha. 

Bhaviveka introduces the Sravakas' objection in verses 4. 3 -6 :  

4 . 3  samyagdr!tyadimarge�a pratftena pmtfyate I 

sa1?Zbuddhana7!l mahabodhir bodhitvac chi!yabodhivat II 

The great awakening of the Buddhas is achieved by following the eight
fold path, because it is awakening, like the awakening of a student. 

4.4 indriyatifayac chastub sarvajiiajiianasa7!lbhavab I 

margabhede yathabhiHab kasyacit pratisa7!lvidab II 

A Teacher can be omniscient because of the excellence of his faculties ,  
just as [we] think that someone can have [different] analytical insights, 

even though there is no difference in the path. 

4.5 etenaiva ca ma1'ge?Za jiieyavam�asa7!lk!ayab I 

caitasatve sati vrteb klefavrtivad i!yate II 

[We] think that the obstacles to knowledge are removed by this same 

path, because they are mental obstacles, like the obstacles that consist of 
defilements . 

4.6 mahayane 'py aya7!l margab sarvavittvaptaye muneb I 

yanantaratvat pratyekabuddhayane yathe!yate II 

[We] think that this path also leads to the omniscience of a Sage in the 
Mahayana, because the Mahayana is a different vehicle, like the Pratyeka
buddhayana. 

The text of the commentary on these verses is obscure, but the meaning is clear. The 
Sravakas admit that Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Sravakas achieve different types 

of awakening, but they insist that these different types of awakening are achieved by 
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following the same noble eightfold path. In the commentary that introduces verse 4.4, 

an objector raises a question: if the path to awakening is the same, how can the results 
be so different? This objector is not identified, but we can assume that the objection 
comes from the Mahayana. The Sravakas respond by saying that the different types of 
awakening are due to differences in the "faculties" (indriya) of the different practitioners ,  
not to differences in their path. In the commentary that precedes verse 4. 5 ,  the Sravakas 

attribute another objection to the Mahayana opponent. According to the Sravakas' 

account of the Mahayana, the Mahayana distinguishes between two kind of "obstacles" 

(avara'f}a) : obstacles that consist of defilements (klefavara'f}a) and obstacles to knowledge 

(jneyavara'f}a).161 Of these, the eightfold path removes only the obstacles that consist of 
defilements. Obstacles to knowledge have to be removed by the vision (darfana) of emp

tiness. In verse 4.5 , the Sravakas respond to this Mahayana objection with a syllogism, 
arguing that both obstacles are removed by the same path. The Sravaka then concludes 

the argument in verse 4.6 by playing on the meaning of the word yana ("vehicle") . The 
Mahayana may be a different vehicle, but there is no reason why it has to follow a dif

ferent path. The terms of this argument are not surprising. The distinctions between 

the two kinds of obstacles and between different kinds of awakening are well known in 

Mahayana sources. What is surprising is Bhaviveka's response. 

Instead of rejecting the Sravakas' argument, he agrees with it. He is happy to accept 
that there is only one path, but he insists that the path should be practiced with the cor

rect approach. This point appears in the commentary on verse 4.20cd: 

[Sravakas' objection:] According to the [Buddha's] teaching, full, perfect 

awakening is attained by the eightfold path (lit. the path that begins with 

right vision). 

[Bhaviveka's reply:] This is true, but one attains full, perfect awakening by 

practicing this path with the approach of no-apprehension (anupalambhanaya) 
and without habitual attachment to things (vastvabhinivefa). What is the prac

tice of no-apprehension? 

4. 2 0cd samyagdr!fyadimarga'f!Z ca bhavaty abhyasyato yada II 
4.2 1 adarfanam asa7flka1po vagavyahrtir akriya I 

anajfvo 'samarambho 'sa'f!Zpramo!o 'sthitis tatha II 
4.22 tadanenaiva marge'f}a buddhabodhir mata hi nab I 

siddhasadhanado!o 'to bhavana va parfk!yatam II 

Someone who practices the path that begins with right vision as no vi
sion, no thought, no speech, no action, no livelihood, no effort, no mind

fulness, and no concentration, achieves the awakening of a Buddha. Since 
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this is our position, either there is the fault of proving something that we 
have already accepted, or one should investigate the practice. 

The "approach of no-apprehension" (anupalambhanaya) is directly related to the "disci
pline of no-seeing" (adarfanayoga) in Bhaviveka's critique of the Yogacara. Both involve 

the ability to see things (like the individual practices of the eightfold path) without 
treating them as ultimately real. The underlying meaning of "no-apprehension" (anu
palambha) and "no-objectification" (analambana) is the same. Both terms have to do 
with not "grasping" at things in a way that treats them as real objects . 

This long and circuitous journey through Bhaviveka's controversy with his 

Buddhist opponents makes it possible to return to a question that was raised earlier and 
answer it with much greater precision. Did Bhaviveka take an inclusive approach to his 

fellow Buddhists , or did he hold an exclusive view of truth? The answer to this question 
depends on what Bhaviveka is being asked to include. Bhaviveka resists the Sravakas' 
attempt to treat the Mahayana as a separate path. As far as he is concerned, the noble 

eightfold path is as authoritative for the Mahayana as it is for the Sravakas .  He makes a 

similar point about other apparent doctrinal innovations in the Mahayana. When the 
Sravakas object, for example, to the idea that the Buddha is "eternal," that Sakyamuni is 

a manifestation (nirma7Ja), or that mantras can be used to remove defilements , he argues 
that these points are not as distinctive as they seem. As far as he is concerned, they are 
consistent with the basic doctrinal commitments of the Sravaka tradition. Bhaviveka 

also has an inclusive attitude toward the authority of scripture. He makes this approach 
explicit in verse 5 . 8 ,  when he says: "All of the Tathagatas' teachings are authoritative for 
us" (prama7Ja1Jl nah sarva7JZ tathagata7JZ vacaf;). One measure of his commitment to the 

unity of Buddhist tradition lies in the absence of any substantive reference to the distinc
tion between nftartha and neyartha (definitive and interpretable meanings) . 162 If there is 

a truth to be sought, why be distracted by any partial or provisional truths? Bhaviveka's 

commitment to the unity of tradition also informs his response to the Sravakas' objec
tions about the authenticity of the Mahayana. As far as he is concerned, the Mahayana 

is not a separate canon of scripture; it is just one part of a larger scriptural whole. 
His problem with the Sravakas and Yogacaras is not that they rely on the wrong 

scriptures or follow the wrong path; it is that they use the wrong approach. The 
Sravakas differ from the adherents of the Mahayana not in the path they follow, but in 
the "vehicle" ( yana) or "approach" (naya) they use to follow it. If all Buddhist traditions 

are following the same "middle" path, how do some of them seem to go wrong? In the 

case of the Yogacaras, the error takes two forms: they fall into the extreme of "improper 

denial" (apavada) by denying the reality of imagined identity, and they fall into the 
extreme of "improper reification" (samaropa) by affirming the reality of dependent and 

absolute identity. In the case of the Sravakas ,  the mistake has to do principally with an 

act of false reification, as Bhaviveka points out in the commentary on verse 4.24: 
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Noble Sravakas have an understanding that consists of the vision only of 

dharmas. Pratyekabuddhas have an understanding of dependent origi

nation (pratrtyasamutpada). They [accomplish this] by practicing the 
path described earlier [i .e . the eightfold path] as if it were a real thing. A 
Blessed One achieves awakening by perfecting no-apprehension. This 
does not happen unless concepts of real things are completely uprooted. 

Therefore, it is the practice of no-apprehension that causes the noble 
[eightfold] path to act in a distinctive way to bring about perfect awaken

ing. But [the path itself] is not limited to one group or another. 

To practice "the approach of no-apprehension" is to avoid this extreme of improper 

reification. 
In the end, then, did Bhaviveka "include" or "exclude" his opponents? From one 

point of view, Bhaviveka clearly thinks like an inclusivist. He acknowledges that the 
Sravakas and Yogacaras are following the same path and are part of a single, unified 
tradition. In fact, it is precisely the "exclusive" aspects of their teaching that provoke 

his sharpest response. With the Sravakas ,  it is their refusal to acknowledge the author

ity of the Mahayana; with the Yogacaras, it is the claim that people who looked very 
much like Madhyamikas were "nihilists" and should be shunned by the community. But 
Bhaviveka also made a sharp distinction between their "approaches" and his own. They 

may have been following the same path and interpreting the words of the same teacher, 
but their approaches were radically different. In this respect, Bhaviveka's position was 

not negotiable and not inherently inclusive. Based solely on his treatment of the concept 
of "approach," Bhaviveka might very well be considered a principled Buddhist exclusiv

ist; he acknowledges differences, but considers only one "approach" to be correct. In the 
end, whether we call him an "inclusivist" or an "exclusivist," he gives a far more rigor

ous and nuanced account of Buddhist intellectual diversity than one might glean from 

the conventional stereotype of a tolerant Buddhist tradition. In this respect, Bhaviveka 
has a great deal in common with other philosophers of religion who develop compre

hensive views of philosophical diversity and give each opponent a place in their system, 
but who never give up their claim to truth. 

TOWARD A BUDDHIST PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION 

Jonathan Z. Smith has remarked that a theory of the other is another way of articulat

ing a theory of the self (2004: 275) .  It would be unfortunate to leave Bhaviveka's account 
of the differences that separate him from other Buddhist thinkers without consider

ing its significance for understanding not only Bhaviveka himself, but the Buddhist 
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tradition that he represents . 

First of all, it is worth noting that Bhaviveka's critique of the Sravakas and Yogacaras 

begins in both cases with arguments about the authority and interpretation of scrip

ture. In some respects, it is surprising to find scripture playing such a prominent role in 
his argument. After all, he mocks the Sravakas for refusing to take a critical approach 
to scripture, comparing them to naive children who take hard pieces of medicine just 

because their mothers tell them to, then bite down and break their teeth (verse 4.24) .  In 

a philosophical setting that was already deeply colored by Dignaga's approach to episte
mology, Buddhist thought was moving further and further away from a formal reliance 
on the authority of scripture. But epistemological theory is different from the practice 

of debate. As John Clayton points out in his study of Indian arguments for the existence 

of God, intra-traditional debates focus naturally on differences about the interpreta
tion of tradition (2006 :  8). Clayton takes his examples from Ramanuja's argument with 
Sankara about the interpretation of the Brahmasiitras, but the same could be said about 

Bhaviveka and his Buddhist rivals . Bhaviveka begins his discussion with the Sravakas 
by announcing that he will defend the status of the Mahayana as the Buddha's teaching, 

and he begins his critique of the Yogacaras by disputing the claim that they give the 
best interpretation of the Perfection of Wisdom. This aspect of Bhaviveka's argument 

reminds us that, whatever its larger epistemological commitments may be, a "Buddhist" 
philosophy has to place itself in relationship to Buddhist tradition. A crucial part of this 

process is to resist claims by other Buddhist thinkers who say that they have privileged 
access to the teaching of the Buddhas. If we take Bhaviveka's arguments seriously, they 

pose challenging questions for Buddhist thinkers at any stage in Buddhist history. They 

can give us new eyes for the hermeneutical controversies that shaped the identity of 

Buddhist traditions throughout Asia. If a group claims to be "Buddhist," what texts or 

traditions does it consider authoritative? Do the members of this group limit them

selves to a certain group of texts? If so, what criterion do they use to exclude other texts? 
What are their principles of interpretation? And most importantly, perhaps, are they 
willing to defend their scriptural judgments in public debate? 

A second significant point has to do with Bhaviveka's use of critical rationality. His 
arguments may begin with tradition, but they move toward a process of critical scrutiny 

and argumentation. Bhaviveka is committed to the use of reason, not just in the sense 
that he gives reasons for what he believes and expects others to do the same, but because 

he considers the giving and receiving of reasons to be the highest authority in disputes 
about doctrine, practice, and scriptural interpretation. It is impossible to overemphasize 

the significance of this point for understanding Bhaviveka or for the Buddhist tradition 
more generally. Bhaviveka is well aware of the claim that experience (including the 

experience of Buddhahood) is based on a direct, non-conceptual awareness of reality, 

and he rejects it, not just because he feels that differences in perception have to yield to 
the authority of reason, but because rational analysis shows that so-called "experiences" 
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are ultimately no more real than anything else .  In one of the most striking passages of 
the text (verses 5 . 105-6), he even says that "Buddhas use faultless inference" to remove 
concepts and see things as they really are. How strange it is to imagine the Buddha as 

a logician! And yet it was the Buddha himself, according to Buddhist tradition, who 
insisted that his followers should use their own critical capacities to investigate the 

truth of the teaching. 

Some of Bhaviveka's respect for rationality can be attributed to the controversial 
requirements of his own intellectual setting: what John Clayton referred to as a "local 
rationality" (xiii). The stories we glean from Xuanzang and other sources, to say noth

ing of the intellectual structure of Bhaviveka's own work, depict a situation in which 
intellectual competition was taken seriously and could be played for high stakes. But 

Bhaviveka's commitment to reason is also woven into his understanding of what it 

means to practice a Buddhist path. The critical analysis of opponents' categories not 
only gave a debater the upper hand in a public dispute, it also could help strip away 
the subtle forms of reification that defile the mind and block the way of Buddhahood. 

As Bhaviveka indicates in his own choice of language, this is philosophical analysis as 

a form of yoga. Even if there were no Sravaka or Yogacara to encounter in debate, the 
discipline of analysis has a useful function, not only in the sociological sense that it 
supports the solidarity of an interpretive community, but also in a soteriological sense. 

It helps a person imagine, seek, and perhaps in some small measure even achieve the 

tradition's highest goal: the awareness of emptiness or, in Bhaviveka's own words, the 

knowledge of reality. 
When Bhaviveka's respect for reason is translated into the language of Indian epis

temology, it involves an assertion of the primacy of inference (anumiina) over percep

tion (pratyak!a). This is expressed implicitly in Bhaviveka's verses 5 . 105-10 and stated 
explicitly by JiUnagarbha in his definition of reason ( yukti) as ultimate (Eckel 1987: 
7 1) .  Taken seriously, this claim has important implications for the understanding of 

Buddhist "experience." One of the most fundamental stereotypes about Buddhism in 
the modern world is that it elevates direct experience over the second-hand testimony 
of tradition. In some respects, this stereotype is true. Bhaviveka himself describes a 

path that has an experiential dimension. He even refers to the Buddha's awakening as 
a moment of non-conceptual awareness. But he makes it clear that this designation is 

metaphorical, as in verse 5 . 106 :  

Then, without seeing, [Buddhas] see all objects of knowledge just as they 

are, with non-conceptual knowledge and with minds like space. 

[Commentary:] They attain the name [Buddha] and so forth. Their mind 

is empty in the sense that they do not grasp the five kinds of objects : past, 

future, present, unspecifiable, and uncompounded. This [awareness] is 
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a single moment of non-conceptual, perceptual knowledge. The word 
"see" is a metaphor (upacara) : [they see] by the discipline of no-seeing 
(adarfanayogena). 

Elsewhere in the text, Bhaviveka says that this moment of awareness arises by the dis

cipline of no-arising (anutpadayogena)." These passages indicate that Bhaviveka's under
standing of "experience" is paradoxical at best. To say that the ultimate experience is 
no-experience and that it arises without arising makes it seem that awakening is noth

ing at all. Is this what Bhaviveka means? He leaves no doubt that this is his intention 
when experience is considered from the ultimate point of view. Ultimately awakening 

is no more real than anything else. But what does such a metaphorical awakening look 
like from a conventional point of view? 

Near the end of chapter 3 ,  Bhaviveka completes his account of the Bodhisattva path 

with a verse that marks the Bodhisattva's transition to the state of Buddhahood. In my 
translation of chapter 3 ,  I call this the moment when the Bodhisattva becomes a "con
ventional Buddha." Bhaviveka marks this transition in the following verse: 

3 . 346 bhiitva sa7fZbuddhasavitro bhavyabuddhyambujakamm I 

bodhayaty uktikirarzair amalair malaharibhifJ II 

[The Bodhisattva] becomes a Buddha and opens the minds of fortunate 

beings with the pure, cleansing rays of teaching, just as the sun opens the 
blossoms in a pond of lotuses. 

The word "Bodhisattva" that stands in as the subject of this sentence is carried down 

from the previous verses, as if it were a carry-over from the Bodhisattva path that 
prepared for this moment of Buddhahood. But it would be more accurate to say that 

the Bodhisattva has been effaced in the act of becoming a Buddha in the service of 
others. In a strictly grammatical sense, the subject of the verb bodhayati (which means 

to "awaken" and also to "open," as in the blossoming of a flower) is the compound 
"Buddha-sun." But the commentary indicates that the distinctive characteristics of the 
action are attributable not to the Buddha per se, but to the influence of his previous vow 

(prarzidhana). Bhaviveka explains the mechanism of the vow in more detail in his com
mentary on MMK 24.24: 

[An opponent objects :] A Buddha who is free from concepts cannot have a 

Mahayana, because such a Buddha ultimately does not teach any Dharma. 

[Bhaviveka replies:] The Tathagata is free from concepts, but because of 

a promise to seek the welfare and happiness of others and because of a 
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previous vow, a Manifestation Body arises from it that is capable of as

sisting everyone. On this basis, a teaching arises that consists of words , 

syllables ,  and sentences. [This teaching] reveals to the followers of the 

excellent vehicle the selflessness of dharmas and persons-a doctrine that 

is not shared by heretics ,  Sravakas, and Pratyekabuddhas-in order to 
complete the perfections . This [teaching] is called the Mahayana. The 
teaching arises in spoken form when the ultimate Buddha is present, so 

[we] consider the Teacher to be the agent of this teaching.163 

If we take Bhaviveka's account of the Buddha at face value, the "experience" of Buddha

hood is austere indeed. The ex-Bodhisattva, now-Buddha has no concept at all; it is 

the lingering presence of the vow that allows him to function in a way that illuminates 

others . 
This restrained view of Buddhahood is consistent with Bhaviveka's understanding 

of ultimate reality; from the ultimate point of view, Buddhahood, such as it is, can only 

arise by not arising. To say anything else would make nonsense of Bhaviveka's approach 
to reality. But does it make any sense of the stories other Buddhists tell about their awak
ening experiences? Bhaviveka can only pose this question. Others will have to answer 
it, based on the sources and experiences of their own traditions . But it might be useful 
to consider just one example from the Indian tradition that seems to bear the imprint 

and even the language of Bhaviveka's approach to awakening. The example comes from 
the life of the Tantric saint Maitrlgupta (also known as Maitrlpa or Advayavajra, "Non

Dual Thunderbolt").164 

According to Sanskrit and Tibetan sources , Maitrlgupta was born as a brahmin in 
northern India and grew up to become a Buddhist monk. A series of dreams and visions 

led him on a long and circuitous quest for awakening, to a mountain in south India and 
to a teacher named Sabara, whose name might be translated simply as "Mountain Man." 

When Maitrlgupta asked Sabara for instruction, Sabara told him to eat no food and sit 
on a rock in the forest until he received a vision. After a few days, Maitrlgupta saw a 
woman chase a wild pig out of the forest, shoot it with an arrow, slice a piece of meat 

from its side, and say: 

In the forest of saIp.sara that has no arising, 
Runs the boar of ignorance. 
Shooting the arrow of clear wisdom, 

I slay the boar of ignorance. 

Eat you of the flesh-non-duality; 

Enjoy the corpse-the great bliss . 

Maitrlgupta tried to commit this startling verse to memory, but by the time he got back 
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to meet his teacher, he had forgotten it. In despair, he tried to kill himself. Sabara said: 

Where does one find the knowing 
Of doctrines that have not arisen? 

Where does one find the forgetting 

Of doctrines that have not ceased? 

Maitrlgupta accepted Sabara's teaching, went back to his monastery, and became not 
only a respected Tantric saint but a Madhyamaka philosopher. As a scholar he was 

known for expounding the doctrine of "no thought" (amanaszkara). 
This story is cryptic and full of holes .  As an expression of historical actuality, it is as 

elusive as one of Maitrlgupta's dreams, and I have only made the situation worse by sum

marizing the story so briefly. But it seems to show a pattern that is similar in a formal 

sense to Bhaviveka's understanding of awakening. There is a stage of intense prepara
tion, represented in Bhaviveka's case by the eons of practice in the Bodhisattva path In 

Maitrlgupta's case, this stage is represented by the rigors of his journey. Preparation can 
involve any number of ascetical practices ,  including "meditation" (dhyana), mental con
centration (samadhi), "mindfulness" (smrti), the calming of the mind (famatha), visual

izations, or dreams (or simply hours and hours of tedious practice). Then this practice 
gives way to a moment of understanding. This understanding may seem anti-climactic, 

as if it were as much a non-occurrence as an occurrence, but it allows the practitioner 
to interpret the previous practices in a different way and place them in a new context 
of understanding. What is the cognitive content of this understanding? Sabara sum
marizes it in the verse that begins: "Where does one find the knowing?" This is almost 
a formulaic expression of Bhaviveka's concept of no-arising. In more colloquial terms, 
Sabara's words could be translated by saying simply: "Nothing happens ." But in the 
narrative of MaitrIgupta's life, this no-happening is precisely the turning point that 
MaitrIgupta was seeking. 

The story of Maitrlgupta suggests that there are two significant trajectories in the 
study of Buddhist experience. One trajectory is the practice that leads up the moment of 
awakening; the other has to do with the awakening's lingering effects. At the intersec
tion of these two trajectories there is an indeterminate moment that in Madhyamaka 

terms is called simply "no-arising." We might call it "no-happening." Does it make any 
sense to call this "no-happening" an experience? William James used an empiricist 

model to answer a similar question in his account of religious experience. When he was 
asked to judge the validity of a religious experience, he said: "By their fruits ye shall 
know them, not by their roots" (James 20) .  The story ofMaitrIgupta tells us thatJames's 

formulation was partly right and partly wrong. If we had the sources ,  it would cer
tainly be valuable to investigate Maitrlgupta's "experience" by asking how his moment 
of understanding affected his subsequent life. Unfortunately, the rest of Maitrlgupta's 
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life is not open for study. But it is not impossible to imagine that his understanding of 

"no-happening" would have given a certain flavor to his life, not unlike the concept 
of "no thought" that apparently characterized his philosophy. In this respect, James 
was right: awakenings should be knowable by their fruits. But in this case James was 

wrong to say that we cannot also study these awakenings by their roots . For Bhaviveka, 
as for MaitrYgupta, the understanding of no-arising is anticipated by many affective, 

cognitive, and bodily practices, not the least of which is the philosophical practice of 

Bhaviveka's text. These practices are in principle knowable, although Bhaviveka would 

insist that they cannot be confused with the moment of understanding itself. 
One final way in which Bhaviveka can serve as a catalyst for useful reflection out

side the narrow confines of the Indian tradition has to do with the connection between 

metaphor and thought. Bhaviveka's arguments are situated in a much larger picture of 

the world. He thought of a philosophical argument not just as an "idea," a "position," a 

"proposition," or any of the other conventional terms that can be used to name the cur
rency of intellectual disputes .  He pictured it as a trajectory of thought or an "approach" 
that led eventually to a distinctive "vision" of reality. The metaphor of vision (of fol

lowing a path in order to see) generates many of the important features of Bhaviveka's 

thought. How do philosophers typically go wrong? They wander off the path by fall
ing into "extremes," or they are deluded into seeing things that are not there. In one 

unusually expressive image (in verse 4.1) ,  they can even be terrified of not standing still 

(asthanatrasa). It may difficult to discern the discipline of Buddhist practice and the 

process of liberation in the intramural disputes that occupy the attention of Bhaviveka's 
two chapters, but they lurk in the background and give the arguments in these chapters 

a degree of intellectual seriousness that goes beyond the give and take of a practical 
debate. In the rich and intricate details of these chapters, there is an invitation to enter 

a world, as Pierre Hadot has said of classical Western philosophy (Hadot 2002), where 

theory is a form of practice and where thinkers struggle not only to define and adjudi
cate their differences but to remove the barriers that prevent them from achieving their 
highest goal. 
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There has been a great deal of discussion about the correct spelling of Bhaviveka's name. 
The name "Bhavaviveka" comes from the Sanskrit text of Candraklrti's Prasannapadii, 
edited by La Vallee Poussin. For many years this was the preferred form in Western schol
arship. In his discussion of the evidence, Chr. Lindtner (1995: 3 7-65) suggested that the 
form "Bhavaviveka" be treated as a textual corruption and that "Bhavya" be adopted as the 
most persuasive of the different possibilities. More recently Yoshiyasu Yonezawa (1999) has 
shown that "Bhaviveka" is attested as early as the twelfth century in a Sanskrit manuscript 
of an anonymous commentary on the Prasannapadii. It is now generally accepted that the 
correct form of the name is "Bhaviveka." For further discussion of this point, see Ejima 1990 
and the summary of Ejima's argument in Watanabe 1998 . The authorship of The Heart of the 
Middle Way will be considered later in this book. 

2 Bhaviveka refers to his Mahayana opponents as "yogiiciiras" in MHK 5 . 1  in the claim (attrib
uted to the opponent) that "the Yogacaras have given the best introduction to the ambro
sia of reality" (tattviimrtiivatiiro hi yogiiciirai/J sudefitap) . The commentary identifies these 
"Yogacaras" as "Mahayana masters beginning with Asanga and Vasubandhu" (theg pa chen 
po nyid kyi slob dpon thogs med dang dbyig gnyen las sogs pa). 

3 Halbfass makes this point about the genre of Indian philosophical compendia in 1988 :  349-
68 .  

4 I have in mind the period from Vasubandhu (fourth or fifth century) to Dharmaklrti (sev
enth century). 

5 See, for example, " 'Inclusivism' and 'Tolerance' in the Encounter between India and the 
West" in Halbfass 1988 :  403 -18 .  

6 Halbfass makes this point about Bhaviveka in 1988 :  356.  
7 This statement is found in MHK chapter 3 .  See Eckel 1992 : 169 and Gokhale 1961-62 . 
8 Xuanzang 1996: 3 16-18 .  
9 I have commented on this story more extensively in Eckel 1992 . 
10 Xuanzang 1996: 156-57. 
1 1  Another example of the traveling southern scholar is the story of GU.Q.amati's challenge and 

defeat of the Sarp.khya scholar Madhava, found in Xuanzang 1996: 236-40. In the account of 
his journey to south India, Xuanzang tells another debate story, this time about the conflict 
between two southern debaters. The first is an arrogant wanderer who wears a copper belt 
around his waist and carries a lamp on his head. When he is asked to explain, he says that 
belt is meant to keep him from bursting with knowledge, and the lamp is meant to enlighten 
the ignorant. This wanderer beats the "drum of contention" and demands a debate. The 
local ruler enlists a Buddhist ascetic, also from south India, to respond. The Buddhist wins, 
and a local monastery is given a handsome endowment to commemorate the victory. For a 
parallel account of this story, see Huili 1995: 109-10.  

12  The traditions about Dignaga's life are summarized in Hattori 1968 :  1 - 1 1 .  
1 3  Xuanzang 1996: 161-63 . 
14 Taranatha 1970: 186-88 .  
1 5  Taranatha 1974, folio 1 3 3 :  slob dpon 'di gnyis ma byon gyi bar du theg p a  chen p o  p a  mtha ' dag 

bstan pa gcig tu gnas pa las I slob dpon 'di gnyis kyis 'phags pa klu sgrub pa dang / 'phags pa thogs 
med kyi lugs gnyis ni shin tu tha dad de I thogs med kyi lugs ni dbu ma'i lam ston pa ma yin par sems 
tsam kho na yin la I 'phags pa klu sgrub kyi bzhed pa ni kho bo cag gi 'di las gzhan du med do zhes 
mtha ' gzhan gog par mdzad pas I legs ldan sku 'das pa'i 'og tsam nas theg pa chen po pa 'ang nang 
du sde gnyis su gyes nas rtsod pa byung ngo II. 

16 The passage reads as follow: "Then Sthiramati wrote a commentary in which he explained 
the meaning of the Miilamadhyamaka according to consciousness (rnam rig tu). When 
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copies of  this commentary reached the south, Bhaviveka's students objected. They went 
to Nalendra and debated with Sthiramati's students. Those who hold the doctrine of no
identity (ngo bo nyid med pa) say that Bhaviveka's students won. But it is understood that this 
debate was similar to the debate between Candragomin and Candraklrti (de yang slob dpon blo 
gros brtan pas dbu ma rtsa ba'i dgongs pa rnam rag [read rig] tu 'grel ba'i rnam bshad cig mdzad 
la I de'i glegs pa ma lho phyogs kyi rgyud du byung nas legs ldan gyi slob ma rnams kyis mi 'thad 
par byas so II de dag nitlendrar 'ongs nas blo brtan gyi slob ma rnams dang brtsod pas I legs ldan gyi 
slob ma rgyal po zhes ngo bo nyid med par smra ba rnams zer ba dang I candragomi dang I zla ba 
grags pa 'i rtsod pa dang byung tshul gyis shes so). Taranatha explains that the debate between 
Candragomin and Candraklrti went on for seven years without reaching a decisive conclu
sion (Taranatha 1970: 203-5). 

17 Verse 1 . 2 :  "Here, with respect to their basic differences, there are six darsanas; scholars 
should understand them according to the differences in their deities and in principles of real
ity" (darsanitni �a4evittra millabhedavyapek�ayit I devatittattvabhedena jfiittavyitni manr#bhi/J). 

18 Xuanzang 1996: 58 .  
19 Xuanzang 1996 :  283 .  
2 0  Huili 1995 :  1 30-50.  
21 Li Rongxi gives *Aghadarsanabheda Sitstra as the Sanskrit equivalent of the Chinese Po ejian 

lun. Dan Lusthaus has pointed out that the title means simply: "The Treatise that Refutes 
False Views."  

22 Xuanzang 1996 :  145. 
23  Translated by Danielou 1989. 
24 For a thoughtful study of this text, including discussion of its sources and theories about its 

composition, see Monius 2001 .  
25 Danielou 1989 :  1 24. 
26 See Sastri 1937 and Monius 2001 :  14 (n. 14) .  
27  This list of  four stages corresponds to  the well known list of  three kinds of  wisdom: wisdom 

that comes for hearing (srutamayr prajfiit), wisdom that comes from thinking (cintitmayr 
prajfiit), and wisdom that comes from repeated practice (bhitvanitmayr prajfiit). Why darsana 
is added as a fourth is unclear. Perhaps it is an indication simply of the text's reverence for 
the vision of reality that comes from all three of these practices, a vision that in some con
texts is equated with "philosophy." 

28 Danielou 1989:  172 . 
29 Monius 2001 : 61 .  
3 0  According t o  Granoff (1989: 1 1 3 - 14), the earliest recorded version o f  Akalanka's life story 

(from which this story comes) ,  is told by Prabhacandra in the Kathitkosa. 
31 Full bibliographical information about this text is found in the Bibliography. 
32 Shes rab sgron ma 'i rgya cher 'grel pa I Prajfiitpradrpatrkit, Otani no. 5259. 
33  This possibility was first pointed out by V. V. Gokhale in his edition and translation of 

chapter 2 .  The colophon at the end of chapter 3 reads: "Here ends the chapter on the quest 
for the knowledge of reality in the introduction to the ambrosia of reality" (tattvitmrtitvatitre 
tattvajfiitnai�a'flitparicchedo samitpta/J). 

34 Hattori 1968:  9. Two of these texts (if they are texts) are mentioned by Santarak�ita in the 
Vitdanyityatrkit, and one is mentioned in the Nyityamukha. The word samuccaya in the title of 
Dignaga's text is the same word that is translated "compendium" in the title of Haribhadra's 
Compendium of Six Views (�a4darsanasamuccaya) . I am reserving the word "compendium" to 
refer to a text that gives each tradition its own chapter, but Dignaga's text is another impor
tant type of philosophical survey, where the chapters are organized by topic rather than by 
tradition. 

35 Qvarnstr6m 1999. 
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36 See also the commentary on MHK 1 . 2 1 , 3 . 58 , 3 .97, 3 . 176 , 3 . 196, 5 . 14cd, and 5 . 8 3cd. 
37 Ruegg 1990: 63-64. A commonly cited precedent for this usage is the commentary on The 

Treasury of Abhidharma (Abhidharmakofa) 1 . 3 ,  where Vasubandhu uses the term acarya to 
refer to himself as the author of the verses. In this context, however, Vasubandhu is not 
citing his own opinion but is quoting the words of an opponent. 

3 8  Gokhale 1985 :  77  and 99. 
39 See Clooney 1993 and 1994: 1 39-69. 
40 De ltar "di ni dbu ma yi II snying po mdor bsdus byas pa yin II blo ldan mdo sde du ma yi II gzugs 

brnyan Ita ba'i me long yin II (sDe-dge, Dza, folio 329a) .  
41 Byas pa zhes bya ba ni rnam par bkod pa ste I bdag shes rab [rang D] kyis dpyod pal' byed pas so II 

des na bstan bcos byed pa'i slob dpon bdag nyid bstan pa yin no II (sDe-dge, Dza 329a) .  
42 See, for example, MHK 8 .78-84 in Qvarnstrom's edition and of the Vedanta chapter. These 

verses are included in the Sanskrit manuscript of the verses but are not found in the Tibetan 
translation or the commentary. 

43 Translated by La Vallee Poussin as "Le joyau dans Ie main" (1933a:  68- 138) .  
44 Bhaviveka interprets this passage as  a criticism of Madhyamaka in MHK 5 . 82-84. 
45 Gang gi phyir kho bo mtha' gnyis spangs pas I dbu ma'i lam ston pa 'i phyir med pa nyid kyang gog 

par byed de (Peking Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 95,  Tsha, folio 345a) .  
46 'Di don rgyas par slob dpon zla ba grags pa'i zhal snga nas mdzad pa'i dbu ma phung po lnga pa 

dang I bdag gis bkod pa rtog ge 'bar ba la sogs par Ita bar bya'o (Peking Tibetan Tripitaka, vol. 
95, Tsha, folio 335b) .  

47 See particularly Lindtner 1984. 
48 On the date of Bhaviveka see Kajiyama 1968-69. 
49 Discussed in Eckel 1987. 
50 Tibetan sources indicate that Santarak�ita arrived in Tibet for the first time around 763 

and stayed from 775 to his death in approximately 788 .  Kamalaslla visited Tibet during the 
"Council of bSam yas" in 792-94 and died there in approximately 795. For a discussion of 
the historical sources,  see Ruegg 198 1 :  67-71 ;  and 1982 . 

5 1  Since much o f  this literature i s  only available in Tibetan translation, the Sanskrit terms are 
often only approximations. In this case, however, they are confirmed by the Sanskrit text 
of Haribhadra's Abhisamayala1?Zkaraloka, a text that reflects this stage in the development of 
Madhyamaka thought. See Eckel 1987, and Keira and Deda 1998.  

52 Ma brtags gcigpu nyams dga' ste II de 'dra las byung de bzhin no II (sDe-dge, Otani no. 3 892 ,  Ha, 
folio 41b) .  On Srlgupta's use of this formula, see Eckel 1987: 63 . 

53  On Jfianagarbha's use of this formula, see  Eckel 1987 :  40-43 .  The formula also appears in 
Santarak�ita's Madhyamakala1?Zkara 64: ma brtags gcig pu nyams dga' zhing II skye dang 'jig pa 'i 
chos can pa II don byed pa dag nus rnams kyi II rang bzhin kun rdzob pa yin rtogs II (Ichigo 1985 :  
2 02). Stories about the lineage that leads from Srlgupta to Jfianagarbha and Santarak�ita 
come from Taranatha's History and are discussed in Ruegg 1981 :  67-7 1 .  

54 On Dharmaklrti's use of the term arthakriya, see Nagatomi 1967-68 .  
55  For a discussion of the key passages in Candraklrti and their relationship to  Bhaviveka's 

successors, see Eckel 2003 .  
56  Franco 1987 and de  Jong 1989. 
57 Eckel 2003 .  
58  Chu shing gi ni  phung po  bzhin II ma brtags nyams dga'i mtshan nyid can II rgyu las skyes dang don 

byed nus II tshu rol mthong ba 'i kun l'dzob yin II (sDe-dge, Otani no. 3 854, Tsha, folio 260a) .  
59 MHK 3 . 26 :  tatra bhiitasvabhava1?Z hi norvyadi paramarthatab I krtakatvad yathajiiana1?Z hetu

matvadito 'pi va II. In the MMK the argument can be distilled into the assertion: If some
thing exists (as a thing in its own right), it cannot arise from any cause .  In the MHK the 
argument is reversed, if something has a cause, it cannot be a thing in its own right. 
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60 NipsvabhiJviJ amf bhiJviJs tattvatap svaparoditiJp I ekiJnekasvabhiJvena viyogiJt pratibimbavat II 

(Ichigo 1985 :  cxiii). 
61 TattviJvatiJra 1 :  phyi rol nang na gnas 'di kun I I yang dag tu ni rang bzhin med II gcig dang du ma'i 

rang bzhin nyid II 'bral ba'i phyir na gzugs brnyan bzhin II (sDe-dge, Otani no. 3 892 , Ha, folio 
39b). 

62 Satyadvayavibhmiga 14: du mas dngos po gcig mi byed II du mas du ma byed ma yin II gcig gis du 
ma'i dngos mi byed II gcig gis gcig byed pa yang min II. For commentary on this verse, see Eckel 
1987:  80 .  Haribhadra discusses this argument at length in the AbhisamayiJla7!ZkiJriJloka (970-
7 1) .  He also mentions the other version of the "one and many" argument at the beginning 
of his SphutiJrtha (Naughton 1991 :  18). 

63 Spyir ba bkag pa ni I bdag las mi skye gzhan las min II gnyis las mi skye rgyu med min II rgyu ngan 
pa las mi skye zhing II kun rdzob nyid du'ang skye ba min II don dam par ni I gcig las du ma'i dngos 
mi skye II du mas gcig gi dngos mi skye II gcig las gcig kyang mi skye zhing II du ma las kyang du 
ma min II yod pa nam yang mi skye ste II med pa'ang skye bar rigs ma yin II yod dang med pa 'ang 
gnyi ga min II gnyi ga min pa'ang mi skye 'o II dngos po gcig tu mi rigs te II du ma dag tu 'ang rigs 
pa min II gcig dang du ma ma gtogs pa'i II dngos gang rnyed par ga la gyur II dbu ma 'i rtsa ba rtsod 
pa zlog II stong nyid bdun cu rigs drug cu II rnam par 'thag pa la sogs pas II dngos rnams skye med 
shes par bya II (sDe-dge, Otani no. 3 854, Tsha, folio 326b). 

64 As in the work of Atisa (tenth-eleventh century). See Ruegg 1981 :  68 and 1 12 .  
6 5  Sastri 193 1 :  41-49. 
66 As in Hiriyanna 1970 and Chatterji and Datta 1968 .  On the use of the term darsana in the 

Sanskrit doxographies ,  see Halbfass 1988 :  349-68 .  
67 The term siddhiJnta in its Tibetan form (grub mtha') is more common in Tibet (Mimaki 1976 

and 1992). 
68 Dignaga, PrajiiiJpiJramitiJpi1Jt!iJrtha 23 .  
69 Translated from the Tibetan (tha snyad la yang rmongs gyur pa II Ita ba'i phreng 'khrugs 'gro 

rnams las) . The Sanskrit is not available. 
70 In this translation, I have adopted the terminology of Dutt's study of the BrahmajiJla Sutta 

(Dutt 1932) and included the Pali equivalents of key technical terms. Bhaviveka's word "her
etic" (Skt. tfrthika) is not found in the Pali. Bhaviveka would have worked from a Sanskrit 
version. The Tibetan translation is found in the sDe-dge edition, Dza, folio 325b:  'di ltar 
sngon gyi mtha' la rtog [rtogs P] pa'i mu stegs ni bco brgyad de I de rnams la bzhi ni rtag par smra 
ba'o II bzhi ni gzhan ga' zhig rtag par smra ba 'o II bzhi ni mtha ' dang ldan pa dang mtha' dang mi 
ldan par smra ba'o II bzhi ni ngag gi rnam par g.yeng ba can no II gnyis ni rgyu med par 'byung bar 
smra ba ste de ltar bco brgyad do II phyi ma'i mtha' la rtog pa ni bzhi bcu rtsa ba zhi ste I de rnams 
las bcu drug ni 'du shes dang ldan par smra ba 'o II brgyad ni 'du shes med par smra ba'o II brgyad 
ni 'du shes yod pa yang ma yin 'du shes med pa yang ma yin par smra ba 'o II lnga ni mthong ba'i chos 
la my a ngan las 'da ' bar smra ba 'o II bdun ni chad par smra ba ste Ita ba bzhi bcu rtsa ba zhi yin no 
II. 

71  For different approaches to  this question, see  Dutt 1932 ;  Norman 1983  a :  3 3 ;  and Qvarnstrom 
1999:  173 .  

72 PrasannapadiJ 498 .  Pali sources can be investigated in the CPD s .v. atakkiJvacara. 
73 MHK 3 . 2 86 :  piJpiJtmaniJm iva svargap sara1JiJniJm iViJra1JiJ I jatyandhiJniJm iviJdityas tiJrkikiJniJm 

agocarap II. 

74 This could be translated: "with empty minds." 
75 The Tibetan text of this passage can be found in the edition of the Sanskrit and Tibetan 

texts of this chapter later in this book. 
76 As in MHK 4.33ab: "The reason is inconclusive, so the opponent loses the argument" (hetup 

savyabhiciJro 'to viJdatyiJgas ca viJdinap). In the commentary on this verse, Bhaviveka glosses 
viJdin as "the other" or "the opponent." 
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77 Here the term liliga should be understood as a logical "mark." 
78 In his analysis of Mimal1lsa-Buddhist debates about the authority of tradition, Dan Arnold 

notes that even if one were to grant that the Vedas are unfalsifiable, problems still arise 
about how the texts should be interpreted (Arnold 1 12- 13) .  Bhaviveka would say that these 
problems can only be solved by the use of reason. 

79 Qvarnstrom 1999: 1 84. The Jain list is found in Schrader 1902 : 15-16 .  
80  Verse 1 .2 :  darfanani !a4evatra mulabhedavyapek!aya I devatatattvabhedena jiiatavyani manf!ibhib. 
8 1  MHK 8 .86 :  tathagatfm avitathiirj1 matva nftim imarj1 fubhiim I tasmaj jatasprhais tfrthyaib 

krtarj1 tatra mama pi tat II. 

82 The Nyaya tradition increased in prominence in the seventh century with the appearance 
of Uddyotakara. 

8 3  Tattvarthadhigama SzUm 1 . 2  (as quoted in  Folkert 1993 : 1 1 5) .  
84 Folkert 1993 : 1 32ff. On the Tibetan compendia, see Mimaki 1982 . 
85 Halbfass 1988 :  268 .  
86 Verse 2 . 1 3  6 :  ekasminn api drfye 'l,the darfanarj1 bhidyate prthak. All references to the Vakyapadzya 

are taken from the edition by Wilhelm Rau, 1977. 
87 Vakyapadzya 3 . 1 . 103 -4. 
88 Vakyapadzya 2 .489. The word "lead upward" (unnetum) will be discussed below. 
89 Aprama7Jarj1 vaco bauddharj1 trayfdal'fanadz/!a7Jat I yad yathoktarj1 tathoktarj1 tad yathii 

nagnatadarfanam II. 

90 On the nayavada in classical Jain sources, see Folkert 1993 : 2 19-27; and Jaini 1979:  93 -97. 
91  Folkert 1993 : 220 .  

Agasahasrika Prajiiaparamita: 1 59. 92 
93 Vimalakfrtinirdefa, ch. 3, sect. 7 3 .  Lamotte (1976: 109-1 1) discusses several parallel passages 

in other siitras ,  including the Sandhinirmocana Sutra. 
94 The key passage is found in the prose digression that follows MHK 4. 35 :  "The Saddharma

pU7J4arfka Sutra points out in all its pronouncements: 'There is one vehicle, not two or 
three.' The Ak!ayamatinirdefa Sutm says: 'The letter (vyaiijana) teaches how a vehicle is 
defined; the meaning (artha) is the one approach (naya) to the knowledge that enters the 
indivisible Dharma Realm (dharmadhatu). '  Likewise, it says in the Sagaramati SzUra and 
others: 'All vehicles are included in one vehicle.' ' ' References can be found in the footnotes 
to the translation. 

95 As discussed, for example, in Nattier 2007. 
96 On the distinction between provisional meaning (neyartha) and definitive meaning (nftartha) 

in Buddhist sources, see Lamotte 1949 and Lopez 198 8 .  
9 7  Compare the Jain definition o f  naya mentioned earlier: "that by which a n  object (m'tha) i s  led 

to (nzyate) or ascertained (paricchidyate) in a particular respect (ekadefavifi!ta) ." 
98 The distinction figures prominently in Vasubandhu's Vyakhyayukti, a source that Bhaviveka 

quotes extensively in his account of the Sravakas. 
99 Vakyapadzya 1 .42 . 
100  Vakyapadzya 1 . 30 .  
101  Vakyapadzya 2 .489. 
1 02 Quoted in Derrida 1982 :  2 17. 
103 Nemerov 1991 :  228 .  
104 When Bhaviveka refers to  the "palace of  reality" and the "mountain of  wisdom," he  has in 

mind the image of an Indian temple that combines the symbolic function of a palace for a 
deity and also the cosmic mountain at the center of the earth. These symbolic connections 
are discussed in Eckel 1992 :  ch. 1 .  

105 Jonas 2001 :  1 35-56.  
106 Jonas 2001 :  1 52 .  
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107 In the introduction to verse 3 . 292 , the "he" of this verse is identified as a "practitioner (Tib. 
rnal 'byor pa I Skt. yogin). In later verses this practitioner is referred to as a Bodhisattva. 

108 Bernhard 1965-68 :  1 27. Compare also the Dhammapada in Carter and Palihawadana: 1 16 .  A 
similar verse is found in Mahabharata 1 2 . 17. 19:  prajiiaprasadam aruhya nafocyaii fo ca to janan I 

jagatzsthan ivadristho mandabuddhrn avek�ate I/, 

109 For a commentary on the concept of repentance and conversion in Buddhist sources, see 
Eckel 1996. 

1 10 The best source for the study of Bhaviveka's commentarial method is chapter 1 of The Lamp 
of Wisdom, his commentary on Nagarjuna's Root Verses on the Middle Way. Bhaviveka also 
gives a useful analysis of the parts of the syllogism in his account of the means of valid 
knowledge (prama7Ja) at the end of chapter 27. For a translation and discussion of this pas
sage, see Lindtner 1986a. 

1 1 1  Na svata utpadyante bhavab I tadutpadavaiyarthyat I atiprasa7igado�ac ca I na hi svatmana 
vidyamanana7fZ padarthana7fZ punarutpade prayojanam asti I atha sann api jayeta I na kadacin na 
jayeta I (Prasannapada 14) .  

112 Na paramarthata adhyatmikayatanani svata utpannani I vidyamanatvat I caitanyavad I (Pra
sannapada 25-26). 

1 1 3  There has been significant discussion in Buddhist scholarship about whether it is appropri
ate to call the standard Indian inference as a "syllogism." (See Dreyfus 2003 :  206-7 and 
Tillemans 1984.) There are important differences between the Indian inference and a 
standard Aristotelian syllogism, especially in the role of the "example." In this account of 
Bhaviveka's logic, I will follow the standard scholarly practice of referring to his argument 
as a "syllogism," even though it is subject to somewhat different formal requirements. 

1 14 For a thorough study of this distinction in Indian and Tibetan Madhyamaka, see Dreyfus 
and McClintock 2003 ,  especially Cabez6n's account of the earliest uses of this distinction in 
Tibet (291-93). 

1 1 5  Sarve�a7fZ bhavana7fZ sarvatra na vidyate svabhavaf cet I tvadvacanam asvabhava7fZ na nivartayitu7fZ 
svabhavam alam II Vigrahavyavartanz 1 .  

1 16 The cart, pot, and cloth are standard examples o f  composite entities that have n o  identity in 
their own right but are still able to perform practical functions. 

1 17 Yadi kacana pratijfia syan me tata eva me bhaved do�ab I nasti ca mama pratijiia tasman naivasti 
me do�ab II Vigrahavyava1�tanz 29. 

1 1 8  Bhaviveka's responds to this problem in verse 4.72 and in the subsequent commentary. His 
argument mirrors the account of his logical procedure in the commentary on verse 3 . 26 .  See 
the commentary on verse 4.72 for a more complete explanation. 

1 19 Sa pratipak�asthapanahrno vita7Jda: Nyaya Sutra 1 . 2 . 3  (Thakur 628). 
120 Tau samiiniidhikara7Jau viruddhau dharmau pak�apratipakfav ity uktau tayor ekatara7fZ vaita7Jdiko 

na sthiipayatrti parapak�aprat�edhenaiva pravartata iti. Quoted from Vatsyayana's Nyiiyabhii�ya 
(Thakur 628). 

121 Stcherbatsky 1930: vol. 1, p. 344. 
122 Bhattacharya 1975. 
123 Eckel 1980: 232-34. 
124 As in MMK 24.8-10 :  "Buddhas rely on two truths when they teach the Dharma: ordinary 

relative truth (lokasa7fZvrtisatya) and ultimate (paramiirtha) truth. Those who do not under
stand the distinction between these two truths do not understand the profound reality 
(tattva) in the Buddhas' teaching. It is impossible to teach the ultimate without relying on 
the conventional (vyavahiira), and without understanding the ultimate, it is impossible to 
attain nirval)a." 

125 Gal te rang gi phyogs bzhag pa med pa'i phyir dang I gzhan gyi phyogs sun 'byin pa'i co 'dri ba nyid 
ma yin nam zhe na I kho bo cag gi phyogs la ni ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid yin te I chos rnams kyi ngo 
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bo nyid ni de yin pa'i phyir de na co 'dri ba nyid ma yin te I re zhig de ltar phyogs kyi skyon med par 
rnam par bzhag go II (Tibetan quoted from Iida 1980 :  87-88). 

126 Bhaviveka follows the logical procedure formulated by Dignaga (circa 400-480) .  The account 
that follows is based on Matilal 1998 and the edition and translation of Sankarasvamin's 
Nyayapravefa by Tachikawa (1971). Sankarasvamin is thought to have been a student of 
Dignaga. For a thorough logical analysis of the Nyayapravefa, see Gillon and Love 1980 .  

127  B .  K. Matilal has commented on the logical issues implicit in this translation in 1998 :  
1 8 -30 .  

1 28  Matila1 1998 :  7. 
129  On the historical significance of this point, see Eckel 2003 .  
1 3 0  This summary of  the definition of  the "inconclusive" reason i s  meant to  include four of 

Sankarasvamin's six types (Tachikawa 1971 :  1 24 and 142) : one that is common [to both the 
sapak�a and the vipak�a] , one that is present in some sapak�a and in all vipak�a, one that is pres
ent in some vipak�a and all sapak�a, and one that is present in some sapak�a and some vipak�a. 
It exclude the "uncommon" (asadhararta) reason and the reason that "establishes a set of con
tradictory results." Bhaviveka does not refer to the last of these types. 

1 3 1  Kosa 2 . 62ab: "With the exception of the last, the mind and mental phenomena that have 
already arisen are the immediately preceding [condition] " (cittacaitta acarama utpannab 
samanantarab ) .  

1 32 It  is  possible that Bhaviveka considers a viruddha-hetu to be a subcategory of anaikantika
hetu. 

1 3 3  For a recent account of Dignaga's concept of the "unique particular" with references to the 
appropriate sources ,  see Arnold 2 005,  chapter 1 . 

1 34  As Georges B .  J. Dreyfus has pointed out in his account of Tibetan debate (2003 : 2 09). 
1 3 5  AAA 267. 
1 36  The pankaprak�alana-nyaya, as discussed in Apte's Sanskrit-English Dictionary, Appendix E: 

66 .  
1 3 7  This section of  the text also appears as  a separate work in the Tibetan Canon (Otani no. 

5640). 
1 3 8  See Eckel 1985b: 74. On the termyogacara-bhik�, see Silk 2000 :  27 3 .  
1 39  As  in  Prajiiaparamitaratnagurtasa'l'flcayagatha 10 .9; 22 . 10 ,  1 3 ;  and 26 . 3 .  
140  The title of  Aryadeva's text i s  discussed in  Lang 1986  and Ruegg 198 1 :  52-5 3 .  For examples 

of the term yogin in the work of Candraklrti, see May 1959: 229. 
141 Huili 1 8 .  The following story about entrance to Nalanda is found on page 9 1 .  
142 Dbu ma'i lam de  ston par byed cing / sgrogs par byed pas ka  zhes bya ste I skad kyi dbyings kyi sgra 

las [la P] dbu ma'i bstan bcos zhes bya ba 'am I dbu ma zhes bya ba'i ming gang la yod pa de ni dbu 
ma 'o II yang na ka zhes bya ba'i ming gis brjod pa yin pas dbu ma zhes bya ste I dbu ma'i grub pa 'i 
mtha'o II Sde-dge,  Dza, folio 329a.  

143 BBh 31 ;  Willis 1979:  161-62 . It would be useful to know what kind of institutional exclu
sion is involved in saying that someone is "a person with whom one should not share living 
quarters" (asa'l'flvasya). Shayne Clarke (2008) explains that the possibilities can range from 
outright expulsion to some form of shunning. Either way, the term suggests that the person 
is no longer a monk in good standing in the monastic community. 

144 Verse 5 .7. The commentary explains the term "Perfection of Wisdom" by quoting a series 
of phrases from the siitras. 

145 Even though we no longer have these commentaries by Asanga and Vasubandhu, the 
point is clearly reflected in later commentaries. On the difference between Yogacara and 
Madhyamaka interpretations of the Heart Siitra, see Eckel 1987a .  John P. Keenan (1997: 
45) has said that "there is no extant textual evidence to support the view that [Asanga and 
Vasubandhu] ever explicitly denigrated Madhyamika thought." I take this to mean that 
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they did not designate the "Madhyamikas" by name a s  their opponents. Bhaviveka clearly 
thought that passages like the one just quoted from the Bodhisattvabhumi constituted an 
explicit critique of the Madhyamaka and required his response. 

146 MMK 24. 8-9:  dve satye samupasritya buddhana7!l dharmadefana I lokasa7!lvrtisatya7!l ca satya7!l 
ca pa1�amarthatab II ye 'nayor na vijananti vibhaga7!l satyayor dvayob I te tattva7!l na vijananti 
gambhrra7!l buddhasasane II. 

148 The full passage reads as follows: "Having finished translating Bodhisattva Asanga's 
Commentary on the [Vajracchedika]P1�ajiiaparamita, [I] , Yijing, have examined carefully the 
nine examples that are singled out by the great master. I can say that the text is subtle and 
deep. Who else but someone in proximity to the Stage ofJoy (pramuditabhumi), could have 
produced such knowledge and wisdom? In the Western Lands (i.e .  India), it has been handed 
down from master to disciple that in olden times Asanga Bodhisattva received these eighty 
verses directly from the venerable Maitreya in Tu�ita Heaven. They lay out the essentials 
of the Prajfiaparamita according to the principles of the Yogacara school, elucidating the 
meaning of consciousness-only. Consequently these teachings have flowed from India-ah! 
golden, a blazing radiance-all the way to Japan, and they have been disseminated in China 
like the light of the moon drifting over the peaks of the Himalayas. There were many com
mentaries on the Vajracchedika Prajiiaparamita in the India. Having investigated their begin
nings, the earliest is this verse commentary [by Asanga] . The great master Vasubandhu 
himself wrote a commentary on this work. Although Chinese translations [of the sutra] have 
been made, they are deficient in conveying its meaning. So I sat down to carefully scrutinize 
it, earnestly examining its intricacies, and retranslated the commentary and sutra to match 
their intent. Again, Bodhisattva Vasubandhu wrote a commentary, [emphasizing] the sev
enfold meaning of the Prajfiaparamita. His treatise was copiously transmitted at Nalanda, 
but its meaning contained such subtleties that those who analyzed it could not figure it out. 
A Dharma-master, SiI11hacandra, wrote a commentary on it, and in eastern India a learned 
layman named Candragomin wrote a commentary that explained the meaning by collating 
[the teachings of] various schools . While all of these conform to the idea of three identities, 
the same is not the case for Madhyamikas, who have different commentaries that accord 
with the teachings of Nagarjuna instead of Yogacara. 

"For Yogacara the real exists, but the conventional does not exist; and [Yogacara] takes 
the three identities as foundational. For Madhyamaka the real does not exist, but the conven
tional does exist; and actually the two truths are primary. The great tenet of Prajfiaparamita 
embodies both of these intentions. Just as we here in China have our [sectarian] divisions 
of the Dao into North and South, in the Western Lands the theoretical divide is between 
emptiness and existence. One should be aware of how these divisions are connected. If the 
principles are not harmonized and blended, each will be accepted [in opposition to the other 
by different factions] . The saints sincerely point out flaws [in others' opinions] and argue 
about the Vehicles . . . .  " This passage occurs at the end of Yijing's translation of Asanga's 
Commentary on the Vajracchedika Prajiiaparamita Sutra (T 1817:783ab) . (This translation 
has been provided by Dan Lusthaus.) The Sanskrit text of Asanga's commentary has been 
published by Tucci, with a summary of Vasubandhu's analysis (1956-58 :  1-171) .  

149 This explanation follows Vasubandhu's commentary: na tathasya bhavo yatha pratibhasa 
utpadyate I na ca sarvathabhavo bhrantimatrasyotpadat II. 

150  Madhyantavibhagatrka: 2 l .  
1 5 1  Note that Bhaviveka's way o f  using the word bhranti differs from the way Vasubandhu and 

Sthiramati used it in their commentaries on the Madhyantavibhaga quoted earlier. In that 
context, bhranti was used to name "deluded awareness" and was a synonym of consciousness 
or dependent identity. Here bhranti is used as a way of describing imagined identity. 

1 52 Tsong kha pa's argument is discussed in detail in Eckel 2003 .  
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NOTES TO PAGES 7 1-85 

1 5 3  In verse 5 . 18  and in the commentary that follows, Bhaviveka uses the argument and lan
guage of the first verse of Vasubandhu's Vi'fpJatikii. Other sources are outlined in the notes 
on the translation of 5 . 1 8  and following verses . 

1 54 The quotation comes from La7ikiivatiira Siitra 2 . 1 89: niisti vai kalpito bhiivaf.; paratantraf ca 
vidyate. Other occurrrences of this verse are noted in Lindtner 1982a: 155 .  I translate bhiivaf.; 
as "nature" rather than as "entity" or "thing." 

155  The Tibetan translation (sangs rgjlas) supports the reading buddhiif.;, but it would seem more 
appropriate to read budhiif.; ("scholars") as in 3 . 2 52 .  

1 5 6  I n  the commentary on 5 . 106 ,  Bhaviveka explains that the Buddhas' awakening i s  only 
"vision" in a metaphorical sense. Actually Buddhas "see" by the discipline of no-seeing: 
" [The Buddhas' awareness] is a single moment of non-conceptual (nirvikalpa), perceptual 
(pratyak[a) knowledge (jiiiina). The word "see" (pafyanti) is a metaphor (upaciira) : [they see] 
by the discipline of no-seeing (adarfanayogena)." 

157 Compare Bhaviveka's definition of the Buddha as "the understanding that is no understand-
ing" (abodhabodha) in MHK 3 . 267 (Eckel 1992 : 1 58) .  

158 See note 148 . 
1 59 Eckel 1987b:  7 1 .  
1 6 0  A particularly useful source for the study o f  this Vedanta argument I S  Suresvara's 

Nai[karmyasiddhi, edited and translated by A. J. Alston (1971 :  78ff.). 
161 As in chapter 2 (iivararzapariccheda) of the Madhyiintavibhiiga (MAV). 
162 This point was discussed on pages 37-3 8 .  
1 6 3  For further discussion of  Bhaviveka's understanding of  the "previous vow" and for the 

source of this passage, see Eckel 1992 :  75. 
164 This analysis is based on Mark Tatz's account of the lives of MaitrIgupta in Tatz 1987. 
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Indian philosophical literature, whether it is verse or prose, poses distinctive problems for 
a translator. On the surface, the challenge may seem simple.  John Dryden once said about 
his own translations of the classics: "I have endeavor'd to make Virgil speak such English 
as he would himself have spoken, if he had been born in England, and in this present age." 
A translator who takes Dryden's advice literally would have to force Bhåviveka's argument 
into the idiom of a contemporary philosopher. This might have its value in certain set-
tings, but it risks obscuring the distinctive rhetorical patterns and styles of argument that 
made Bhåviveka's text persuasive in its own cultural milieu. In this translation I have not 
tried to make Bhåviveka speak like a contemporary philosopher. I have tried instead to 
lead scholars of Buddhism or Indian philosophy into Bhåviveka’s intellectual world with 
as few barriers as possible. To say that the result is “readable” in the same way that the 
translation of a s¨tra or a Buddhist legend might be readable would be to say too much, 
and it would distort the intention of Bhåviveka’s text. My goal has been simply to make 
Bhåviveka’s work “intelligible” so that a thoughtful and attentive reader can understand 
why Bhåviveka’s arguments would have been effective tools to understand the serious 
questions of Buddhist philosophy in sixth-century India.

The first step for the reader, like the translator, is to identify the logical compo-
nents of Bhåviveka's arguments. In most cases this means identifying the opponents' 
objections that begin each chapter and then setting them side by side with Bhåviveka's 
responses. Almost all of these arguments are presented in the form of a standard three-
part syllogism, including a thesis, a reason, and an example. Bhåviveka begins his 
responses to the opponents' syllogisms by pointing out their "faults" (do∑a), then he 
states syllogisms of his own and defends them against the faults alleged by his oppo-
nents. The best way to enter into the spirit of these arguments is to imagine that the 
text is preparing a student for a debate. Sometimes Bhåviveka refers to opponents with 
the second person pronoun: "If you say such and such, we reply." Sometimes he refers to 
them in the third person as "the opponent" (para) or as the representative of a particular 
tradition. Sometimes no opponent is identified, but the argument still continues in the 
form of a hypothetical debate.

One of the potential barriers to understanding has to do with the elliptical style of 
scholarly Sanskrit. To translate Bhåviveka's arguments into intelligible English often 
requires the insertion of words that were not necessary in the text's original setting. 
Sometimes this is due to the technical sophistication of the text. Bhåviveka was writing 
for someone who already had mastered a certain body knowledge and did not need to be 
told the meaning of common technical terms. When Bhåviveka presupposes some form 
of technical knowledge, I have attempted to provide an explanation in the notes. Another 
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reason for the elliptical character of the text has to with a stylistic preference for nouns 
over verbs. For example, a typical three-part syllogisms (expressing a Yogåcåra objection 
in verse 5.27) is translated as follows: "External objects have the nature of mind, because 
they are objects of cognition, like an immediately preceding cognition." In Sanskrit this 
syllogism is more compact: "An external object (båhyo ‘rtho) [has] the nature of mind 
(cittasvabhåvo), because of consciousness-object-ness (vijñånavi∑ayatvena), like an imme-
diately preceding (yathå samantara˙)." The term “immediately preceding cognition” is 
abbreviated, and the verbs are understood. When this syllogism is transposed from the 
Sanskrit structure into English, other stylistic choices naturally follow.

 Another fundamental reason for the compactness of Sanskrit argument has to do 
with the practice of anuv®tti or "carrying over." Words that are mentioned early in an 
argument can be “carried over” or understood in subsequent verses. Sometimes they 
are referred to simply by the pronouns “this” or “that”; sometimes they are omitted 
altogether. Since these words are meant to be understood from the context, it would be 
justifiable for a translator to insert them with no special indication that they are miss-
ing in the text. A more common practice in translations of Indian sources is to insert 
these words in brackets, to indicate that they are unspoken but are required for a full 
translation of the text. I have adopted that practice here and have added the "carried 
over" words in brackets. (When the source of a "carried over" word is unclear, I have 
explained it in the notes.) But I have great sympathy for those who argue that transla-
tors of Indian texts should drop the use of brackets. When we read a modern translation 
of Plato's Republic, it would seem absurdly pedantic for a translator to insert words in 
brackets. Most readers would be tempted to say: If the translation requires the addition 
of a word, add it and forget the brackets. If the word is not required, leave it out. We may 
need to wean the translation of Buddhist philosophy from the pedantic equivocation of 
the bracketed word. But for a scholarly translation, it seems better to indicate the pres-
ence of a carried-over word, rather than send the reader on a fruitless quest for a word 
that is not found in the text. I have tried to use brackets only for words that are required 
by the text. I have not used them to insert my own explanatory comments. Explanation 
and commentary can be found in the notes.

The question of what to insert and what to leave out comes up most acutely in 
the translation of Bhåviveka’s verses. Bhåviveka follows a common Buddhist prac-
tice of expressing his arguments in verses embedded in commentary. (Other promi-
nent examples of this genre are Någårjuna’s Vigrahavyåvartan¥ and Vasubandhu’s 
Abhidharmakoßa.) The most common suspicion about this text is to doubt Bhåviveka's 
authorship of the commentary, but few doubt the authorship of the verses. Why did 
Bhåviveka choose to write in verse? Tradition certainly played a role. His text mimics 
the verses of Någårjuna's Madhyamakakårikå˙ and implicitly lays claim to their author-
ity. But his verses also were intended to play a role in the process of debate. As the story 
of Dharmapåla's triumphant feat of memorization makes clear, a scholar could gain 
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competitive advantage by memorizing his opponent's verses and repeating them with-
out error. Verses were the currency of debate. We know very little about Indian debate 
practices and can only guess at the way these verses were actually used, but Bhåviveka 
gives us a picture of what might have made a successful verse. First of all, to be easy 
for a student to memorize and useful in debate, a verse should be forceful and clear. A 
debater would want a verse that could put the opponent on the defensive and persuade 
the audience that his view was correct. This is hard to do with a verse that is murky, 
ambiguous, or obscure. But a successful verse should not be too clear. It should chal-
lenge the opponent's mastery of the tradition, use words in a clever way, and flatter the 
audience's learning. At least this is what we might imagine, and this is what we find in 
some of Bhåviveka's most successful verses. In my translation of the verses, I have tried 
to strike a proper balance between clarity and compactness, so that some of Bhåviveka’s 
rhetorical skill comes through. When the impact of the verse depends on a play on 
words (as in verse 4.65), this word-play is explained in the notes.

The notes are more extensive than usual and deserve some explanation. They are 
meant to do three things. Their most important function is to elucidate the logical 
structure of the argument. Unless the argument is clear, it is impossible to understand 
the significance of the text. The second function is to fill in some of the intellectual 
background that Bhåviveka could assume in his original audience and did not need to 
explain. I use the word “some” deliberately. A vast amount of the cultural lore that lies 
behind this text is now lost. But I have tried to draw on the resources of every aspect of 
Buddhist (and non-Buddhist) scholarship to construct a picture of Bhåviveka’s sources. 
The result is an extraordinarily rich and detailed picture of Buddhist intellectual life in 
sixth-century India. I hope that these notes will spark a multitude of new questions and 
new lines of investigation in Indian Buddhist scholarship. The third and perhaps least 
significant function of the notes is to explain why I have interpreted certain technical 
terms in the way I did. Rather than invent new terminology, I have tried to situate this 
translation within the established traditions of Buddhist scholarship, represented by 
Edward Conze, Franklin Edgerton, Étienne Lamotte, André Bareau, B. K. Matilal, 
Peter Skilling, and others. I hope this will make the terminology less mysterious than 
it would be otherwise. Finally, I should say what the notes are not intended to do. After 
Étienne Lamotte’s Traité de la grande vertu de sagesse, it would be foolish to try to give a 
complete account of every Buddhist concept mentioned in this work. Instead, I have tried 
to indicate the sources where a reader can find a more complete explanation. Sometimes 
these are primary sources like the Abhidharmakoßa; sometimes they are reference works 
like Franklin Edgerton’s Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary; and sometimes they are 
the works of Lamotte himself. The goal is to make Bhåviveka’s work intelligible, and 
through it to cast light on the tradition he represents.

To facilitate reference to the Tibetan text, I have included the folio numbers of the 
sDe-dge edition in the margins of the translation.
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Now, here begins the fourth chapter, the analysis of reality according to the Íråvakas.1 
The purpose is to prove that the Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s teaching.

introduction 

Reality is experienced (anubh¨ta) by profound knowledge of the supreme Dharma as it 
has previously been defined.

4.1  Those who have low aspirations cannot understand this difficult ap-
proach. Shaken by baseless fear, they make the following claims.2 

This approach (n¥ti)3 is the aforementioned quest for the knowledge of reality4 
(tattvajñånai∑aˆå). This approach is difficult for those who do not know the means 
to remove the obstacles to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa)5 and cannot understand it. They 

1  The title of this chapter appears two different ways. In the opening line, it is called “the 
analysis of reality according to the Íråvakas.” At the end of the chapter, it is called “the 
introduction to reality according to the Íråvakas.” I have combined these two versions of 
the title to reflect the title of the Yogåcåra chapter. The term translated as “analysis” (vi-
nißcaya) occurs frequently in the titles of Indian philosophical texts. Bhåviveka is likely to 
have associated it with important Yogåcåra works, such as the Tattvavinißcaya (Asa∫ga’s lost 
commentary on the Abhisamayålaµkåra) and the Vinißcayasaµgrahaˆ¥ of the Yogåcårabh¨mi. 
For further discussion of the meaning of this term, see Schmithausen 1969b.

2  The terminology in this verse and in the accompanying commentary reflects conventional 
Mahåyåna accounts of the shortcomings of the Íråvakas. Compare, for example, MSA 
1.18: “If someone who has inferior aspirations, has a very low status, and is surrounded 
by inferior friends does not aspire to the Dharma that is broad, deep, and well taught, it 
is established [as superior]” (h¥nådhimukte˙ sunih¥nadhåtor h¥nai˙ sahåyai˙ parivåritasya / 
audåryagåmbh¥ryasudeßite ‘smin dharme ‘dhimuktir yadi nåsti siddham //).

3   Bhåviveka’s criticism of the Íråvakas and Yogåcåras focuses on errors in their “approach” 
(n¥ti or naya). For a discussion of this term in Bhåviveka’s account of Buddhist philosophical 
differences, see Part 1 of this book.

4  “The quest for the knowledge of reality (tattvajñånai∑aˆå)” is the title of MHK chapter 3.
5   On the obstacles to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa), see note 29 below.
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cannot understand the approach or the path of the Mahåyåna, which is called a vehicle 
because it is used to travel or reach a destination. Why? Because they are deficient in 
the faculties (indriya), namely faith, energy, mindfulness, concentration, and wisdom.6 
The vision in which there is no-apprehension (anupalambhadarßana)7 is not a basis for 
fear,8 but they think of it as a frightening nihilistic view (ucchedad®∑†i). It is as if they 
were afraid of empty space. They do not see anything without being afraid, and their 
minds tremble in the grip of the demon of realism. It is as if they were drawing infer-
ences about the sun from the light of a firefly, or about the ocean from the mark of a 
cow’s hoofprint.9 These adherents of the Íråvakayåna10 have no aspiration (adhimukti) 
for the [vehicle] that is deep and broad.11 They think and they argue that the Mahåyåna 
is not the Buddha’s teaching.

6   On the five faculties, see Gethin 2001: ch. 4.
7   Bhåviveka equates the Buddha’s non-conceptual awareness with awareness in which there 

is no “apprehension” (upalambha or upalabdhi). Bhåviveka’s most thorough account of the 
practice of no-apprehension is found in verses 4.20-22. See note 133 below.

8   The term translated as “baseless” (asthåna) can mean “out of place” or “unsuitable.” More 
literally, it can mean “no place” or “no standing.” The simplest way to translate the com-
pound asthåna-tråsa (“baseless fear”) is as an unsuitable, unnecessary, or useless fear. But 
the compound also can be interpreted as referring to a fear of “no place” or “no standing.” 
These meanings play an important role in the account of the Bodhisattva practice in the 
first chapter of The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines: “When one speaks of a 
‘Bodhisattva,’ what dharma does the word ‘Bodhisattva’ denote? I do not, O Blessed One, 
see (samanupaßyåmi) that dharma ‘Bodhisattva,’ nor a dharma called ‘perfect wisdom.’ Since 
I neither find (avindan), nor apprehend (anupalabhamåno), nor see (asamanupaßyan) a dharma 
‘Bodhisattva,’ nor a ‘perfect wisdom,’ what Bodhisattva shall I instruct and admonish in what 
perfect wisdom? And yet, O Blessed One, if, when this is pointed out, a Bodhisattva’s heart 
does not become cowed, nor stolid, does not despair nor despond, if he does not turn away 
or become dejected, does not tremble, is not frightened (uttrasyati) or terrified (saµtrasyati), 
it is just this Bodhisattva, this great being who should be instructed in perfect wisdom” 
(Conze 1973b: 83-84). Several lines later Subh¨ti relates the Bodhisattva’s fearlessness to the 
discipline of no-standing (asthånayoga): “A Bodhisattva who does not become afraid when 
this deep and perfect wisdom is being taught should be recognized as not lacking in perfect 
wisdom, as standing at the irreversible stage of a Bodhisattva, standing firmly, with the 
discipline of no standing (asthånayogena)” (translation adapted from Conze 1973b: 85). For 
other uses of the term asthåna in the Perfection of Wisdom literature, see Conze 1973a, s.v. 
asthåna and asthåna-yoga. Compare also Bhåviveka’s use of the term aprati∑†ha (“no founda-
tion”) in his account of the Dharma Body of the Buddha in MHK 3.278 and his account of 
“nirvåˆa-without-foundation” (aprati∑†hitanirvåˆa) in MHK 1.20-21; 3.292-95.

9  Mahåyåna s¨tras often compare the Íråvakayåna to the light of a firefly and the water in a cow’s 
hoofprint, as in chapter 3 of the Vimalak¥rtinirdeßa S¨tra and the Órya Aßokadattåvyåkaraˆa 
S¨tra (Otani no. 760/32), translated in Chang 1983: 117-21. The comparison is also found in 
the Aßokåvadåna (Strong 1983: 190).

10 Tib. nyan thos kyi theg pa pa / Skt. ßråvakayånin or ßråvakayånika.
11 Compare Någårjuna’s Ratnåval¥ 4.79: “Those who are dejected and unaccomplished criti-

cize the Mahåyåna because it is deep and broad. They do this out of ignorance and cause 
harm to themselves and others.”
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the ÍrÓvakas’ oBjection 

To prove that it is not, they say:

4.2  The Teacher’s12 body is not the locus of non-conceptual cognition, be-
cause it is a body, like the body of a cowherd.13 So they say.14

The word “Buddha” refers to the moment of cognition that follows the diamond-like 
concentration (vajropamasamådhi) and is attained by the sixteen moments of thought 
in the path of liberation (vimuktimårga).15 This does not contradict the teaching of any 
schools (Tib. sde pa / Skt. nikåya). Furthermore, it is reasonable for this non-conceptual 

12 The word “Teacher” (ßåst®) refers to the Buddha.
13 Verse 4.2 states the first formal syllogism of the chapter:

  The Teacher’s body (ßar¥ra) is not the locus (åßraya) of non-conceptual cognition,
  because it is a body,
  like the body of a cowherd.

 In spite of its apparent simplicity, this verse presents a number of problems. The first has 
to do with the meaning of the word “locus” (åßraya). Óßraya can refer to the place where the 
Buddha’s non-conceptual cognition is located or to the object that is named by the term 
“non-conceptual.” The first option is the simplest grammatically, but the second option 
removes some of the awkwardness of the commentary. Following the second option yields 
the following translation: “If the Buddha is a non-conceptual cognition, then a body cannot 
be called [“Buddha”], because it is a body, like the body of a cowherd.”

  The second problem has to do with the reason in the syllogism: “because it is a body.” 
The Tibetan translation (lus can yin phyir) reflects a reading of ßar¥ritvåt (“because it has a 
body”) rather than ßar¥ratvåt (“because it is a body”). A literal reading of the Tibetan trans-
lation of the verse yields the following thesis: “The Teacher’s non-conceptual cognition 
does not have a body as its locus.” The problem with this is that it produces an impossible 
example. It makes no sense to say that a cowherd does not have a body. The example is pos-
sible only if the Teacher’s body is the subject of the inference: “The Teacher’s body is not 
the locus of non-conceptual cognition . . . like the body of a cowherd.” If this is the thesis, 
then the reason must be “because it is a body” (ßar¥ratvåt) rather than “because it has a 
body” (ßar¥ritvåt). The Tibetan translation must be an error on the part of the translator or 
copyist.

14 The particle kila (translated as “so they say”) normally has an emphatic meaning, but here it 
is used ironically to distance Bhåviveka from the words of the opponent, as in Speijer 1886: 
312. The word is used the same way in 5.2.

15  According to Koßa 6.28ff., all of the sixteen moments of thought are part of the darßanamårga 
(“path of vision”), with the exception of the sixteenth, which is part of the bhåvanåmårga 
(“path of practice”). Bhåviveka lists the sixteen moments in the commentary on verse 4.27. 
Obermiller discusses these moments in his analysis of the Abhisamayålaµkåra (1932a: 22, 
39). Although Bhåviveka says that this numbering system does not contradict the teaching 
of other schools, others would not agree. For a different account of the moments leading to 
awakening, see Skilling 2006: 113-14.
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[cognition] to be the Buddha, because it apprehends the four noble truths, like a 
Pratyekabuddha’s cognition and so forth. The thesis is that a non-conceptual cogni-
tion can be the locus, because it is non-conceptual, but a body that has auspicious signs 
and marks cannot be called “Buddha.” Why? Because it is a body. A body cannot be the 
locus of the non-conceptual [cognition that is the] Buddha. What is the example? Like 
the body of a cowherd and so forth. This [argument] shows that [the Íråvakas] think 
that the Buddha is a moment of cognition and do not accept the definition that is widely 
known in the Mahåyåna, namely, that [a Buddha consists] of three bodies. The Master16 
says “so they say” (kila), because he does not agree. He does not want to be defiled by 
the opponents’ opinions, by their alleged altruism, or even by their words. 

If the adherents of the Mahåyåna17 say,
  

In the Mahåyåna, the Buddha’s awakening (bodhi) is said to have five as-
pects: an eternal body, Thusness as a mere dharma, the understanding of 
conditions, the understanding of no-arising, and omniscience,18

they are not knowledgeable19 about the approach of the teaching (pravacanan¥ti), because 
[they think that awakening] is achieved by a different path. In response [we] say:

4.3  The great awakening of the Buddhas is achieved20 by following the eight-

16 The word åcårya (“Master”) in this passage is used like the word ßåstrakåra (“author”) in the 
commentary on 5.2 to refer to the author of the verses. The word is used in a similar way in 
the commentary on 5.14cd and 5.83cd. Some have taken this to mean that the author of the 
commentary is different from the author of the verses. This issue is discussed in Part 1 of 
this book.

17 Tib. theg pa chen po pa / Skt. mahåyånin or mahåyånika.
18 The source of this verse is unknown.
19 The Tibetan term mkhas pa (“knowledgeable”) is used to translate several different Sanskrit 

terms, including sat (4.23), vidvån (4.45, 60, 74), budha (4.67), and dh¥ra (5.1), as well as terms 
such as kaußalya (“skill”) in the compound upåya-kaußalya (“skill-in-means”). As a noun, it 
is translated as “scholar”; as an adjective, it is translated as “knowledgeable” or “wise.” The 
term often refers to an adherent of the Mahåyåna or to a member of the author’s own school. 
See, for example, Ólokamålå 121, 163; Trisvabhåvanirdeßa (La Vallée Poussin 1932-33b: 154); 
and Jñånasårasamuccaya (Mimaki 1976: 188). Commenting on 5.1, Bhåviveka explains that a 
“scholar” (Tib. mhkas pa / Skt. dh¥ra) is a “Mahåyåna master” (åcårya).

20 Bhåviveka’s use of the words prati-pad and prati-i (translated here as “achieved”) is discussed 
more extensively in the notes on verses 5.8-9. These words combine a sense of motion with 
a sense of understanding. Normally they are translated with the word “understand” (follow-
ing the Tibetan rtogs). Here, where the verb prati-i occurs twice and take “awakening” and 
“path” as its direct objects, it seems better to translate it in the first case as “achieve” and 
in the second as “follow.” The Tibetan translators made a similar choice by translating one 
occurrence of the word as rab rtogs byed (“understand”) and the other as ’dren byed (“lead”). 
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fold path, because it is awakening, like a the awakening of a student.21

According to tradition,22 the noble eightfold path, which consists of right vision, right 
thinking, right speech, right action, right livelihood, right effort, right mindfulness, 
and right concentration, is the means to attain perfect Buddhahood. Therefore, the 
Buddhas’ awakening is achieved or experienced (anubh¨ta) by this path. Awakening is 
achieved by the discrimination (pravicaya) of all dharmas. This is the nature of awaken-
ing, and because this is the nature of awakening, awakening must be achieved by this 
path and no other, like the awakening of a Íråvaka. A Buddha’s awakening is achieved 
by the eightfold path, like the awakening of a Íråvaka.23

Someone may ask: If [Íråvakas and Buddhas] have the same path, why is the 
Íråvakas’ awareness one-sided and dependent on others, while the Buddha’s is omni-
scient (sarvåkårajña) and independent of others?24 

[Reply:]

4.4  A Teacher can be omniscient because of the excellence of his faculties, 
just as [we] think that someone can have [different] analytical insights, 
even though there is no difference in the path.

The Blessed One’s five faculties25 are extremely sharp, the Íråvakas’ are dull, and the 
Pratyekabuddhas’ are in between. This is why the Blessed One has the omniscience of a 
Self-Existent One (svayambh¨), while Íråvakas and others do not. [We] see that Íråvakas 
have different faculties, even though their path is the same. For example, it says:

The wisdom of all sentient beings, apart from the Tathågata, does not 
amount to even a sixteenth part of the wisdom of Íåriputra.

21 The word “student” (ßi∑ya) is a synonym for “Íråvaka.”
22 Interpret lung gi rigs pa as ågama-nikåya (“body of tradition”) rather than ågama-yukti 

(“argument of tradition”).
23 Compare MN III 7-15 (Gopaka-Moggallåna Sutta).
24 The Íråvakas have just argued that the Mahåyåna teaches “a different path.” Here the 

adherent of the Mahåyåna seems to ask the Íråvakas to explain how their view of the path 
accounts for the difference between Íråvakas and Buddhas. The Tibetan text contains an 
additional negative particle: “If [Íråvakas and Buddhas] do not have the same path, why is 
the Íråvakas’ awareness one-sided. . . ?” The passage makes better sense if this particle is 
dropped. The Abhidharmad¥pa discusses the same issue in verses 239-41, in response to the 
following objection: “If it is said that there is no path to awakening other than the Tripi†aka, 
which begins with the S¨tras, then, if there is no difference in the path, there should be no 
difference in the results achieved by Buddhas, Pratyekabuddhas, and Íråvakas” (Jaini 1977: 
202). See also Traité 1559. Bhåviveka gives his own position in verses 4.20cd-22: Bodhisattvas 
practice the same path, but practice it differently.

25 Literally, “the faculties (indriya) that begin with faith.”
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And:

Maudgalyåyana is the foremost of those who have magical power, Ani-
ruddha is the foremost of those who have clairvoyance, Ónanda is the 
foremost of those who retain what they have heard, and P¨rˆa is the 
foremost of those who recite the Dharma.26

Pratyekabuddhas have five aspects. What are they? It is said:27

Those who are in the Pratyekabuddha stage (bh¨mi) have five aspects: 
lineage (gotra), path (mårga), achievement (samudågama), way of life 
(vihåra), and behavior (carita). The lineage of Pratyekabuddhas has three 
characteristics. First, it can happen naturally that a Pratyekabuddha has 
little passion and is not inclined toward society, or he can have little com-
passion and not be inclined to serve the interests of sentient beings, or 
he can have excessive pride, want to have no teacher, and become awak-
ened alone. There are three kinds of paths. Some worship Buddhas for a 
hundred eons, resolve to attain solitary awakening, and reach fulfillment. 
Others worship Buddhas, but attain only partial fulfillment. Others, who 
[resolve] to become [Pratyeka-] buddhas, attain the results [of asceticism], 
but do not become Arhants. These three [paths] are the causes of [three] 
achievements. With these [paths], [Pratyekabuddhas] attain Arhantship 
without a Buddha and without a teacher. A Pratyekabuddha who achieves 
the first [achievement] is compared to the horn of a rhinoceros. Others 
achieve [achievements] that constitute conditional Pratyekabuddhahood.28 
The first has a solitary way of life and aspires to profound insight. The 
other two live in groups. [All] control their bodies, and so forth, beg for 
food, and remain silent to help those who are less fortunate.

There are differences in their awareness, but not in their path. The Buddha’s [aware-
ness] should be seen in the same way.

26  Compare AN I 23-24 (Etadagga Vagga): iddhimantånaµ yad idaµ mahå moggallåno. dibba-
cakkhukånaµ yad idaµ aniruddho. dhammakathikånaµ yad idaµ puˆˆo mantåniputto. Ónanda 
is not mentioned in this passage.

27 Bhåviveka’s account of the “aspects” of the pratyekabuddhabh¨mi is similar to the explanation 
found in the text of the same name edited by Wayman (1960) and translated by Kloppenborg 
(1974: 126-29). Many of the obscure and elliptical phrases in Bhåviveka’s verses can be filled 
in from this text, but difficulties remain. The last påda, for example, may refer to the idea 
that Pratyekabuddhas teach with their body, but without words, but the verse can be inter-
preted quite differently.

28  On “conditional” Pratyekabuddhahood, see Norman 1983 and Collins 1992.
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Now, the adherents of the Mahåyåna may say: There are two kinds of obstacles 
(åvaraˆa): the obstacles that consist of defilements (kleßåvaraˆa), such as passion, and 
the obstacles to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa), such as material form (r¨pa).29 Of these, the 
[eightfold] path removes only the obstacles that consist of defilements, not the obstacles 
to knowledge. As it is said:

The diversity of the world is not desire; the passion of the human imagi-
nation is desire. The diversity of the world may remain, but those who are 
wise control their desire for it.30

Similarly,

O desire, I know your root; you arise from imagination. I will no longer 
imagine you, and you will then no longer exist for me.31

This means that someone who is free from imagination is free from defilements. 
Íråvakas and others are subject to the traces (våsanå) of defilements that are produced 
from time immemorial by the obstacles that consist of defilements. The Blessed One 
has completely uprooted the entire network of defilements, along with their traces, by 
long practice of the vision (darßana) of emptiness. So [the Blessed One] is said to be dis-
tinctive, in that he has the means (upåya) to remove the obstacles to knowledge.

This [assertion] is not correct. Why?

4.5  [We] think that obstacles to knowledge are removed by the same path, be-
cause they are mental obstacles, like obstacles that consist of defilements.32

29 Bhåviveka’s account of the obstacles that consist of defilements (kleßåvaraˆa) and the obstacles 
to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa) follows chapter 2 (åvaraˆapariccheda) of the Madhyåntavibhåga, 
attributed to Maitreya. In his commentary on MMK 18.4-5, Bhåviveka says: “The libera-
tion of the Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas results from a vision of the selflessness (nair-
åtmya) of persons (pudgala). [The liberation] of those who follow the Buddhayåna is attained 
by removing both the obstacles that consist of defilements and the obstacles to knowledge” 
(Eckel 1980: 214-15). For further discussion of these obstacles, see the commentary on 
verses 4.26-29 below. See also BBh 62; Scherrer-Schaub 1991: 104; and May 1959: 141. 

30 Udånavarga 2.7: na te kåmå yåni citråˆi loke saµkalparåga˙ puru∑asya kåµa˙ / ti∑†hanti citråˆi 
tathaiva loke athåtra dh¥rå vinayanti cchandam. The Sanskrit text is found in Bernhard 
1965-68: 114. This verse is quoted in the commentary on MHK 3.24ab (Iida 1980: 80) and 
in the commentary on Koßa 3.3. 

31 Udånavarga 2.1: kåma jånåmi te m¨laµ saµkalpåt kåma jåyase / na tvåµ saµkalpayi∑yåmi tato 
me na bhavi∑yasi. The Sanskrit text is found in Bernhard 1965-68: 112. This verse is quoted 
in Candrak¥rti’s commentary on MMK 18.5.

32 Bhåviveka gives a clear explanation of this syllogism in the commentary:
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“Removal of obstacles to knowledge” is the subject (dharmin). “By the same path” is the 
predicate (dharma). The combination of subject and predicate is the thesis (pak∑a). An 
obstacle is something that hinders or obscures. “Because they are mental obstacles” is 
the reason (hetu). This is qualified [by the term “mental”] to avoid the inconclusive-
ness (anaikåntikatva) that would come from similarity with an external obstacle. “Like 
obstacles that consist of defilements” is the example.33 In other words,34 obstacles to 
knowledge can be removed by this path, just as [the obstacles] that consist of defile-
ments can be removed [by this path], because both are obstacles.

[An adherent of the Mahåyåna] may say that, according to the texts of the Íråvaka-
yåna, omniscience is attained by this very same path, but not according to the texts of 
the Mahåyåna. But this is incorrect for the following reason:

4.6  Even in the Mahåyåna, [you] think that this path leads to the omni-
science of a Sage, because [the Mahåyåna] is a different vehicle, like the 
Pratyekabuddhayåna.35

The following words should be supplied: “In all three vehicles, this very same path is 
the cause of the attainment of the three types of awakening, and apart from this path 
there is no awakening whatsoever.”

Why waste any more words? If [someone claims that] the Mahåyåna does not 

  Removal of of the obstacles to knowledge is brought about by the same path,
  because they are mental obstacles,
  like the obstacles that consist of knowledge.

 He responds to this argument in verses 4.25-27. In the commentary on verse 4.5, he explains 
that the word “obstacle” is qualified by the term “mental” to avoid confusion with “exter-
nal” obstacles. An external obstacle is a physical object like a blanket. A blanket covers or 
obstructs one’s vision of a bed, but it is not the kind of obstacle that is removed by practicing 
the path.

33 There is a problem in the Tibetan text of this line: zhes bya ba’i should be the end of one 
sentence and nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa the beginning of another. It is likely that something has 
been left out.

34 “In other words” (Tib. snyam du bsams pa yin no / Skt. ity abhipråya˙ or iti cintå) is a common 
way for a commentator to paraphrase the meaning of a verse. See Tubb and Boose 25.

35 The argument in verse 4.6 seems to mean that the adherent of the Mahåyåna has to admit 
that there is only one path, because the Mahåyåna is a vehicle, not a path. In other words, 
there may be many vehicles, but these vehicles follow only one road. Bhåviveka turns 
the same point against the Íråvaka in verses 4.20cd-22, when he says that the Mahåyåna 
follows the same path but uses a different “approach” (naya). In his discussion of the 
Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥ka and Ak∑ayamatinirdeßa S¨tras later in the chapter, he treats yåna and 
naya as equivalent terms. (See notes 242-44.) In the commentary that follows verse 4.6, 
Bhåviveka supplies an unusually long sentence to fill out the meaning of the verse. Since the 
Tibetan zhes bya ba ni (Skt. iti) occurs at the end of the sentence, it is possible that only the 
last clause (“and apart from this  path . . .”) is intended.
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contradict the Buddha’s teaching, then it is reasonable to analyze whether the path 
[taught in the Mahåyåna] is consistent with the point of view [of the Buddha’s teaching].36 
It cannot be the teaching of the Buddha, because it is contradicted by reason (yukti-
viruddha).37 In what way?

4.7  The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching, because it is not included in 
the S¨tråntas and so forth, or because it teaches a different path, like the 
Vedånta view.38

The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching. Why? Because it is not included in the 
S¨tråntas, Abhidharma, and Vinaya. Everything that was taught by the Buddha appears 
in the S¨tråntas, Abhidharma, and Vinaya, and not even the word “Mahåyåna” is men-
tioned in the S¨tråntas, Abhidharma, and Vinaya. Therefore, [the Mahåyåna] is not 
the Buddha’s teaching, like the Vedånta view. Vedånta is the conclusion (avasåya) or end 
of the Veda.39 It says that one [removes] impurities and attains liberation by bathing at 
pilgrimage places on [rivers] such as the Ganges, by fasting, and by reciting mantras 
in three ways (traidhåtuka).40 The adherents of the Mahåyåna also bathe in the four 

36 The text that introduces verse 4.7 is unclear and may be corrupt.
37 In the Vyåkhyåyukti (VY), Vasubandhu defines “reason” (yukti) as the three means of valid 

knowledge (pramåˆa): perception (pratyak∑a), inference (anumåna), and authoritative tradi-
tion (åptågama). (See Skilling 2000: 321.) According to this definition, it would contradict 
reason to contradict the Buddha’s teaching as recorded in the s¨tras.

38 The two arguments in this verse constitute the heart of the Íråvaka objection:

  The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching,
  because it is not included in the S¨tråntas and so forth,
  and because it teaches a different path,
  like the Vedånta view (vedåntadarßana).

 Bhåviveka’s response is found in verses 4.34-56. In the commentary on verse 4.7, the 
opponent includes the Abhidharma in the teaching of the Buddha. This may indicate that 
Bhåviveka is imagining a Sarvåstivådin opponent, rather than a Sautråntika. Sarvåstivådins 
defended the authority of the Abhidharma with arguments that were similar to the argu-
ments used by Bhåviveka to defend the Mahåyåna.

39 The word translated as “conclusion” (nges pa) normally corresponds to one of the Sanskrit 
words for “certainty,” such as nißcaya. Negi also cites avasåya as a possible equivalent. It 
is likely that Bhåviveka is defining the word anta in Vedånta as “conclusion” or “settled 
meaning,” both of which are meanings of avasåya. Bhåviveka gives a similar etymology of 
“Vedånta” in the commentary on MHK 8.1: “Vedånta occurs at the end of the Veda and is 
conclusive knowledge of non-attachment” (rig pa’i mthar phyin pa ni rig byed mtha’ pa ste / 
chags pa med par nges par rig pa’o: sDe-dge Dza, folio 251a). 

40 According to Douglas Renfrew Brooks (private communication), the word traidhåtuka 
(“three realms”) can refer in Hindu Tantra to three kinds of recitation (silent, under one’s 
breath, and aloud) or to recitation that is directed toward three realms (the world, the 
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rivers called Ganges, Sindhu, Pak∑u, and S¥tå,41 drink from them, and, while standing 
in them, initiate and repeat dhåraˆ¥s and mantras to remove impurities and increase 
merit. Because [the Mahåyåna] teaches this other path, it is like the Vedånta view. This 
is why [we] say that the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching.

4.8ab Or [the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching] because it improperly 
denies cause and effect, like a nihilistic view (nåstikadarßana).

This is another reason [for the claim that the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching]. 
[The adherents of the Mahåyåna] accept that everything is completely empty of self, 
and they say that, because there are no actions, results, [four] truths, or [three] jewels, 
there is nothing to be done, no action, and no result. Because they improperly deny 
(apa-vad) cause and effect, the system (siddhånta) of the Mahåyåna is equivalent to the 
view that there is only this world. Are they not also annihilationists (ucchedavådin)? 
They hold the view that neither this world nor any other exists and no result comes 
from good or bad actions.42 The point of the Madhyamaka chapter that begins with the 
following verse is relevant here as well:

 
If everything is empty and there is no arising or cessation, then the four 
noble truths do not exist for you.43

Furthermore,

4.8cd The point is clinched because it is not included in the eighteen schools.

ancestors, and the gods). Here Bhåviveka is comparing a Mahåyåna practice to one that is 
found in Vedånta tradition. 

41 Edgerton discusses these four rivers in BHSD, s.v. “Pak∑u.” The names of the four rivers 
also appear in MVY 3304-8 in the names of four Någaråjas. The accepted form of the last 
name is S¥tå, although the sDe-dge clearly reads Í¥ta. See the commentary on verse 4.36 for 
more discussion of these rivers. For a contemporary account of these rivers in Himålayan 
geography, see Staal 2004.

42 This is a stock definition of a false view (Skt. mithyåd®∑†i / Pali micchådi††hi), as in the 
Mahåcattår¥saka Sutta (MN III 71ff.): “What, O monks, is a false view? There is no such 
thing as alms, sacrifice, or oblation; there is no such thing as the fruit or result of  good or 
bad actions; there is no such thing as this world or the next. . . .” The commentary on Koßa 
4.78 defines a false view with a quotation from a s¨tra: “There is no such thing as alms, 
sacrifice, or oblation, no good action, and no bad action” (nåsti dattaµ nåst¥∑†aµ nåsti hutaµ 
nåsti sucaritaµ nåsti dußcaritam). Seven different types of “annihilation doctrine” (uccheda-
våda) are listed in the Brahmajåla S¨tra (DN I 2-46). None corresponds precisely to this 
formula. For further discussion of “false views” in the Pali tradition, see Jaini 2007.

43 MMK 24.1.
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The argument is formulated as follows: The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching, 
because it is not included in the eighteen schools, like the Vedånta view.

How did the divisions of the eighteen schools (nikåya) come to be?44 [I] have heard 
about them in my lineage (guruparamparå) as follows.

a sarvÓ stivÓ da account45

One hundred and sixty years after the parinirvåˆa of the Blessed One, the Buddha, 
in the reign of the king named Dharmåßoka in the city called Kusumapura, there was 
a great schism (Tib. dbyen chen po / Skt. mahåbheda) in the Saµgha as a result of vari-
ous disputes (Tib. rtsod pa / Skt. vivåda). The first division was into two schools: the 
Mahåsåµghika and the Sthåvira.

Eventually the Mahåsåµghika school divided into eight: (1) the Mahåsåµghikas, 
(2) the Ekavyåvahårikas, (3) the Lokottaravådins, (4) the Bahußrut¥yas, (5) the Prajñapti-
vådins, (6) the Caitikas, (7) the P¨rvaßailas, and (8) the Aparaßailas.

Eventually the Sthåviras divided into ten: (1) the Sthåviras who are also called 
Haimavatas, (2) the Sarvåstivådins who are called Vibhajyavådins46 and the Hetuvådins 
whom some call Muruˆ†akas, (3) the Våts¥putr¥yas, (4) the Dharmottar¥yas, (5) the 
Bhadrayån¥yas, (6) the Såµmit¥yas whom some call Avantakas and others Kaurukullas, 
(7) the Mah¥ßåsakas, (8) the Dharmaguptakas, (9) those called Suvar∑akas whom some 
call Kåßyap¥yas, and (10) the Uttar¥yas whom some call Saµkråntivådins. These are the 
divisions of the eighteen schools.

Here, the great (mahå) community (saµgha) is the Mahåsaµgha. Those who claim 
to be this [great community] are Mahåsåµghikas. Some make the conventional claim 
(vyavahåra), “The Blessed Ones, the Buddhas, comprehend all dharmas with a single 
thought and realize all dharmas with a single moment of wisdom,” so they are called 
Ekavyåvahårikas. Those who say, “Because the Blessed Ones, the Buddhas, have passed 

44 Bhåviveka’s account of the divisions of the eighteen schools (nikåyabhedavyåkhyåna) appears 
as a separate text in the Tibetan canon (Otani no. 5640). Bareau (1955 and 1956) has trans-
lated the text in French and provided a thorough comparative analysis. For more recent 
analysis of traditions concerning the eighteen schools, see Nattier and Prebish 1977 and 
Cousins 1992.

45 According to Tåranåtha, Bhåviveka incorporates three different traditions about the divi-
sions of the Saµgha. Bareau (1955: 20-21) explains that the first of these traditions is of 
Kashmiri Sarvåstivådin origin and gives “une mauvaise lecture” of the table found in the 
account of the eighteen schools attributed to Vasumitra (translated by Bareau 1954). Cousins 
(1992: 28) explains that the attribution of this work to the Sarvåstivådin master Vasumitra 
is absent in the earliest Chinese translation and should be considered questionable. Cousins 
refers to the author instead as “Pseudo-Vasumitra.” A probable date for this work is the third 
or fourth centuries CE. 

46 On the Vibhajjavådins, see Cousins 2001.
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beyond the world of all ordinary dharmas, a Tathågata has no ordinary dharmas,” are 
called Lokottaravådins. Those who follow the Master Bahußruta are the Bahußrut¥yas. 
Those who say that conditioned states (saµsk®ta) are suffering in the sense that they 
refer to one another (anyonyaprajñapti) are the Prajñaptivådins. Those who live on a 
mountain with a shrine are the Caitikas. Those who live on the eastern and western 
mountains are, respectively, the P¨rvaßailas and the Aparaßailas.

Those who claim to belong to the noble (årya) lineage of the elders (sthavira) are the 
Sthåviras. These [Sthåviras] are called Haimavatas if they live in the Himalayas. Those 
who hold the doctrine (våda) that everything exists, including the past, future, and 
present, are Sarvåstivådins. Some of these [Sarvåstivådins] are called Vibhajyavådins 
because they hold a doctrine that is based on the following distinction: “Past karma 
exists when its result has not yet arisen, but [karma] whose result has already been 
experienced and future [karma] do not exist.” Of these [Vibhajyavådins], the ones who 
hold the doctrine that “anything that has already arisen, that is arising, or that will arise 
has a cause” are Hetuvådins. Of these, some are called Muruˆ†akas because they live 
on Mt. Muruˆ†a. A woman who belongs to the Vatsagotra is Vats¥, and a boy born to 
her is Vats¥putra. The Våts¥putr¥yas’ teacher belongs to this gotra. The Dharmottar¥yas 
follow the teaching of Master Dharmottara. The Bhadrayån¥yas are students of a 
good vehicle (bhadrayåna).47 Those who teach the approach of Master Sammata are 
the Såµmit¥yas. Of these, some are called Avantaka because they gather in the city of 
Avanti, and some are called Kaurukulla, because they live on Mount Kurukulla. The 
Mah¥ßåsakas govern according to the teaching of the sound of the word “happiness of 
the earth” (mah¥bhadra),48 and teach a large group of sentient beings that rebirth does 
not take place. The Dharmaguptakas claim to be [students] of Master Dharmagupta. 
The Suvar∑akas cause the rain of the praiseworthy, supreme Dharma to fall. They also 
are the Kåßyap¥yas because they claim to be [students] of Master Kåßyapa. In a simi-
lar way, the Uttar¥yas claim to be [students] of Uttara. Of these, some hold the doc-
trine that “the person (pudgala) transmigrates from this world to the next.” These are 
Saµkråntivådins.

Of these [eighteen schools], the eight that were mentioned first, beginning with the 
Mahåsåµghikas, along with the Sthåviras, Sarvåstivådins, Mah¥ßåsakas, Dharmottar¥yas, 
and Kåßyap¥yas who were mentioned later, hold the doctrine of no-self (anåtmavåda). 
They say that the self (åtman) and whatever belongs to the self (åtm¥ya), as imagined by 
non-Buddhists (t¥rthika), are empty, and no dharmas have any self. The remaining five 
schools, beginning with the Våts¥putr¥yas, hold the doctrine of the person (pudgala) and 
say: “The person cannot be specified as identical to or different from the aggregates 

47 Following Bareau 1956: 170. Elsewhere Bareau (1955: 128) explains that in China the Bhadra-
yån¥yas are understood to be “students who follow [the teacher] Bhadra.”

48 Following Bareau 1955: 181 and 1956: 170, but the Tibetan is obscure.
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(skandha); it is known ( jñeya) by the six forms of cognition; and it can be liberated from 
saµsåra.” These are the divisions of the eighteen schools.

a mahÓ sÓ m.  ghika account49

 
Others say that the basis [of the divisions] is explained as before, but that there are three 
fundamental divisions: the Sthåviras, the Mahåsåµghikas, and the Vibhajyavådins. 
Of these, the Sthåviras come in two forms: the schools of the Sarvåstivådins and the 
Våts¥putr¥yas. The Sarvåstivådins come in two forms: Sarvåstivådins and Sautråntikas. 
The Våts¥putr¥yas come in four forms: Såµmit¥yas, Dharmottar¥yas, Bhadrayån¥yas, 
and ›aˆˆagarikas. In this way, there are six kinds of Sthåviras. There are eight kinds 
of Mahåsåµghikas. These are called Mahåsåµghikas, P¨rvaßailas, Aparaßailas, Råja-
girikas, Haimavatas, Caitikas, Siddhårthikas, and Kaukku†ikas.50 These are the divi-
sions of the Mahåsåµghikas. There are four kinds of Vibhajyavådins: Mah¥ßåsakas, 
Kåßyap¥yas, Dharmaguptakas, and Tåmraßå†¥yas. These are the eighteen divisions of 
the schools of the noble ones.

a sÓ m. mit¥ya account51

 
Still others say, “One hundred and thirty-seven years after the parinirvåˆa of the Blessed 
One, in the city of På†al¥putra, the kings Nanda and Mahåpadma convened a group of 
noble ones, who were unattached and had become cool. Then, when the community 
(saµgha) consisting of the noble Mahåkåßyapa, Mahåloma, Mahåtyåga, Uttara, Revata, 
and so forth, who were Arhants and had attained analytical knowledge (pratisamvid), 
were residing there, the evil Måra, who is the opposite of everything good,52 took the 
robes of a monk. Displaying a variety of supernatural powers (®ddhi), he used five points 
to cause a great schism in the community.53 Learned elders (sthavira) named Någa and 

49 For an analysis of the Mahåsåµghika traditions that lie behind Bhåviveka’s second account 
of the divisions of the Saµgha, see Bareau 1955: 22ff. 

50 Known in Pali as Gokulikas. The etymology of the name is discussed by Cousins 1992: 
48-49. This group may be identical to the Kaurukullas mentioned by Bhåviveka in the 
Sarvåstivåda account.

51 For an analysis of the Såµmit¥ya traditions reflected in Bhåviveka’s third account of the 
divisions of the Saµgha, see Bareau 1955: 17ff. The name of this school is often spelled 
Såµmat¥ya. In adopting the form Såµmit¥ya, I am following the usage recommended by 
Skilling (2006: 99), as I am in substituting Sthåvira for the more common Sthavira. 

52 Bareau interprets mi as “man” rather than as the negative particle and translates this phrase 
as “de façon à être semblable à un homme ayant toutes les qualitiés (bhadra)” (1956: 172).

53 This is the first of two accounts of the infamous “five points” of Mahådeva. The second 
occurs in the account of the Ekavyåvahårikas in the next paragraph. Cousins’ (1992) analysis 
of these points makes it possible to clarify some aspects of Bhåviveka’s list, but obscuri-
ties remain. The second and third points (“ignorance” and “doubt”) are the same in both 
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Sthiramati praised the five points. They said: “It is the teaching of the Buddha that 
[an Arhant] answers to someone else, is ignorant, has doubt, is [caused to] investigate 
(or comprehend) by others, and [claims that] the path itself is the means of healing the 
self.” This brought about the division into the two schools called the Sthåviras and the 
Mahåsåµghikas. The community quarreled over this division for sixty-three years. 
Two hundred years later, the teaching of the elder Våts¥putra was collected. After it had 
been collected, the Mahåsåµghikas also gave rise to two forms, the Ekavyåvahårikas 
and the Kaukku†ikas. 

Of these [two], the Ekavyåvahårikas make the following basic claims (Tib. dam 
tshig gi rtsa ba / Skt. samayam¨la): The Blessed Ones, the Buddhas, are supermun-
dane (lokottara), and the Tathågatas do not have any mundane (laukika) dharmas.54 The 
Tathågatas do not turn the wheel of the Dharma in all their teachings.55 The teachings 
of all the Tathågatas manifest56 the essence (garbha) [of reality?]. Tathågatas do not have 
any attachment to the form in which they reside. When they are Bodhisattvas, they do 
not enter the kalala, arbuda, and peßin stages of embryonic development.57 Bodhisattvas 

accounts and are non-controversial. The fourth point (yongs su brtag pa) is clearly related 
to the Pali term paravitåraˆå, which represents the fourth point in the Kathåvatthu. The 
Tibetan yongs su brtag pa would normally represent forms of the Sanskrit verbs pari-¥k∑ and 
pari-k¬p, both of which can mean to “investigate” or “understand,” like the Pali vitåraˆå. 
The prefix pari (represented by the Tib. yongs su) could be interpreted as a mistaken reading 
of para. Replacing pari with para makes it possible to follow Cousins’ translation of the Pali 
as “[caused to] investigate or comprehend by others.” Bhåviveka’s text gives two different 
versions of the first point: “answers to someone else” (gzhan la lan gdab pa) and “is caused to 
realize the teaching by others” (gzhan dag gis bstan pa sgrub par byed do). These are not identi-
cal to Cousins’ interpretation of the Pali version of the first point (par¨pahåra) as meaning 
that the Arhant is “provided various requisites by others.” But Bhåviveka’s terms are close. 
The biggest difficulty comes in the interpretation of the fifth point. Bhåviveka offers two 
versions: one says that “the path is the means to heal the self” (bdag nyid gso bar byed pa 
ni lam), while the other says that “the path removes suffering” (sdug sngal spong ba’i lam). 
Cousins points out that the Kathåvatthu mentions two items that can function as the fifth 
point: the possibility that someone can speak in a state of attainment (samåpannassa) and the 
cryptic formula dukkhåhåro magga∫ganam. It is possible to see Bhåviveka’s second version 
of the fifth point (“the path removes suffering”) as reflecting the second of the options in 
the Kathåvatthu, but Bhåviveka’s first version of the fifth point (the one that is found in this 
passage) seems too far removed from the Pali to represent the same technical term.

54 Cousins (1992: 48) notes that Ekavyåvahårika and Lokottaravådin are likely to be two names 
for the same school.

55 The meaning of this sentence is uncertain. Bareau (1956: 173) notes that this statement, as 
here interpreted, is contrary to the one reported by Vasumitra and Vin¥tadeva. It also con-
tradicts Cousins’ (1992: 49) account of the Ekavyåvahårikas’ view that Buddhas have “only 
one kind of utterance.”  

56 Bareau identifies Tib. mngon par mos pa with Skt. abhimuñcanti, presumably by analogy with 
adhimukti (Tib. mos pa or lhag par mos pa). It also could represent abhilå∑in “to desire.” 

57 These stages of embryonic development are discussed in various places in the Koßa com-
mentary, including 2.52 (on causation) and 3.15 (on the process of reincarnation).
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enter their mothers’ sides as great elephants and come forth by themselves, but they 
have no idea of desire. By their own free will, they take birth in unpleasant realms 
(durgati) and bring sentient beings to maturity. They understand the four truths with 
a single cognition ( jñåna). The six forms of consciousness are passionate (saråga) and 
dispassionate (viråga).58 The eyes see material forms. Arhants are provided for by others, 
are ignorant, have doubts, are caused to investigate (or understand) by others, and pro-
nounce [the word] “suffering” as the cause of the path.59 One can speak while in an 
attainment (samåpatti). There is a removal of impurity (aßuci). Someone who has real-
ized (såk∑åtk®ta) restraint (saµyama) is said to have removed all bondage (saµyojana). 
Tathågatas do not have mundane (laukika) correct views (samyagd®∑†i). Since the mind is 
luminous by nature (prak®tiprabhåsvara), one cannot say whether dispositions (anußaya) 
are similar to the mind or not.60 A disposition is one thing and possession (paryava-
sthåna) is another. The past and future do not exist. A stream-winner (ßrota-åpanna) 
attains meditation (dhyåna). These are the claims of the Ekavyåvahårikas.

The divisions of the Kaukku†ikas are called the Bahußrut¥yas and the Prajñaptivådins. 
Of these, the Bahußrut¥yas make the following basic claims: There is no analysis (vicåra) 
on the path to deliverance (nairyåˆika). The truth of suffering, conventional truth, and 
the noble truths are truths. One enters the perfect fixed course (nyåmåvakrånti)61 by 
seeing the suffering of conditioned states (saµskåradu˙kha), but not by seeing the suffer-
ing of suffering (du˙khadu˙kha) or the suffering that is due to change (vipariˆåmadu˙kha). 

58 Vasumitra reports a similar claim (Bareau 1956: 174). As a general assertion it would be 
unremarkable, as would the following assertion about the eyes seeing material forms. It is 
likely that it refers to the Bodhisattvas’ process of liberation and is related to the discus-
sion in Kathåvatthu 3.3 (and in Koßa 6.77-78) about the removal of desire at the moment of 
liberation.

59 An earlier version of these five points was discussed in the preceding paragraph. The first 
four points here are either identical or close enough to be considered identical to the points 
mentioned earlier. The major difference comes in point five. According to Cousins’ (1992) 
analysis of the five points, the Kathåvatthu offers two versions of the fifth point: some-
one can speak in a state of attainment (samåpannassa) and the cryptic formula dukkhåhåro 
magga∫ganam. In this paragraph, Bhåviveka refers to both of these points, but in reverse 
order. Cousins interprets the second (dukkhåhåro magga∫ganam) to mean “pronouncing 
[the word] ‘suffering’ is the cause of the path.” Bhåviveka’s Tibetan translator takes åhåra 
(mistakenly) as “remove” (spong ba) and does not show any evidence of the Pali term a∫ga. 
Otherwise, the text of Bhåviveka reflects Cousins’ account of the fifth point and should be 
translated accordingly. 

60 “Dispositions” (anußaya) are discussed in Koßa 5. In his translation of this chapter, La Vallée 
Poussin comments on the issues mentioned here.

61 “One enters the perfect fixed course” translates Tib. yang dag par skyon med pa la ’jug. As 
Edgerton explains, skyon med pa represents the Sanskrit nyåma (BHSD). The term samyak-
tva-nyåma-avakrånti is found in the BBh: 244. Edgerton points out that the Tibetan transla-
tion (mi skyon med pa) is based on a mistaken etymology of the hybrid Sanskrit form nyåma.
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The Saµgha is supermundane (lokottara). Arhants are provided for by others.62 There is 
a correct way of recitation.63 There is a correct entrance into concentration (samådhi). 
These are the claims of the Bahußrut¥yas.

The Prajñaptivådins [make the following claims]: There is suffering that is not an 
aggregate. There are sense media (åyatana) that are incomplete. The conditioned states 
refer to one another. Suffering is ultimate. Mental phenomena are not the path. There 
is no premature death. The person (puru∑a) does not act. All suffering comes from 
karma. These are the basic claims of the Prajñaptivådins.

From a division of the Kaukku†ikas come the Sthåviras who are called Caitikas. A 
wanderer by the name of Mahådeva was initiated (pravrajita) and lived on Mt. Caitya. 
He maintained the [five] points64 of the Mahåsåµghikas and established the school of 
the Caitikas.

These are the six divisions of the Mahåsåµghikas.
There are two kinds of Sthåviras who are called the previous (p¨rva) Sthåviras 

and the Haimavatas. The previous Sthåviras make the following basic claims: Arhants 
are not provided for by others.65 The [rest of the] five points are equally false. There 
is a person (pudgala).66 There is an intermediate state (antaråbhava). An Arhant attains 
parinirvåˆa. The past and future exist. Nirvåˆa has a purpose (or meaning).67 These are 
the basic claims of the previous Sthåviras.

The Haimavatas make the following basic claims: Bodhisattvas are not called ordi-
nary (p®thagjana).68 Even outsiders have the five super-knowledges (abhijñå). The person 
(pudgala) is said to be different from the aggregates, because the person continues after 
the achievement of nirvåˆa, when the aggregates have ceased. One can speak in a state 
of concentration. One removes suffering by means of the path.69 These are the basic 
claims of the Haimavatas.

There are two kinds of former (Tib. dang po’i) Sthåviras: the Sarvåstivådins and the 

62 This is the first of the “five points” mentioned in the two preceding paragraphs. Bareau 
(1955: 82) indicates that the Bahußrut¥yas affirm all five of these points.

63 This and the following point are unclear.
64 The “five points” of Mahådeva were mentioned previously in the introductory paragraph of 

the Såµmit¥ya account and in the paragraph on the Ekavyåvahårikas.
65 As the following sentence indicates, this can be taken as the negation of the first of the “five 

points” of Mahådeva.
66 Bareau (1955: 110 and 1956: 171) points out that the Sthåviras never held this position; this 

claim should be interpreted as an attempt by the Såµmit¥yas to validate the fundamental 
teaching of their own school.

67 Bareau (1955: 110) notes that the meaning of this assertion is unclear.
68 Bareau (1955: 113) notes that Bhåviveka reverses the thesis recorded in Vasumitra and 

Vin¥tadeva. He does the same with the following assertion about “outsiders.” He also lists a 
Såµmit¥ya view about the persistence of the pudgala after parinirvåˆa. As Bareau notes, this 
makes his account of the Haimavatas questionable.

69 Emend both P and D to lam gyis.
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Våts¥putr¥yas. The Sarvåstivådins make the following basic claims: Everything is com-
prised of two [categories]: conditioned (saµsk®ta) and unconditioned (asaµsk®ta). What 
is the point of this statement? There is no person (pudgala). As it is said:

The body is born without a self, without an agent, and without a knower. 
You, great Íråvaka, should listen to this teaching about how to enter the 
stream of saµsåra.

These are the basic claims of the Sarvåstivådins.
They make the following additional basic claims:70 Everything is included in name 

and form (nåmar¨pa). The past and future exist. A stream-winner is said not to fall 
back (aparihåridharma).71 Conditioned things have three characteristics (lak∑aˆa). The 
four noble truths are realized gradually (Tib. rim gyis / Skt. krameˆa).72 One enters the 
fixed way (nyåmåvakrånti)73 by means of emptiness (ß¨nyatå), wishlessness (apraˆihita), 
and signlessness (animitta). One enters the result (phala) of a stream-winner in fifteen 
moments. A stream-winner attains meditation (dhyåna). Even an Arhant is capable of 
falling back. Even ordinary people remove passion (råga) and malice (vyåpåda). Even 
outsiders have the five super-knowledges (abhijñå). Even the gods practice celibacy 
(brahmacaryå). All s¨tras are interpretable in meaning (neyårtha).74  One enters the fixed 
way from the realm of desire (kåmadhåtu). There is a mundane (laukika) correct view 
(samyagd®∑†i). The five groups of consciousness are neither passionate nor dispassionate. 
These are basic claims of the Sarvåstivådins.

Another division of the Sarvåstivådins is the Vibhajyavådins. The Vibhajyavådins 
are divided into the Mah¥ßåsakas, the Dharmaguptakas, the Tåmraßå†¥yas,75 and the 
Kåßyap¥yas.

The Mah¥ßåsakas make the following basic claims: The past and future do not 
exist. Present conditioned states do exist. When one has seen the truth of suffering, 
one has seen the four [noble] truths. Dispositions (anußaya) are one thing and behav-
ior (paryavasthåna) another. There is no intermediate state (antaråbhava). There is celi-
bacy (brahmacaryå) even in the realm of the gods.76 Even Arhants accumulate merit. 
The five groups of consciousness are both passionate and dispassionate. There is a 

70 Ten of the sixteen assertions in this paragraph are repeated with only slight variations later 
in the text. Both sections give the impression of being interpolations.

71 Bareau interprets mi nyams pa’i chos as “n’a pas des choses (dharma) de recul (parihåˆi).”
72 See Koßa on anup¨rva-abhisamaya and Kathåvatthu on anupubba-abhisamaya.
73 See note 61 on Edgerton’s explanation of the term nyåma.
74 Bareau (1955: 145) reports two related positions from Vasumitra: “all the Buddha’s state-

ments are not literal” and “all s¨tras do not have a definitive meaning.”
75 On the Tåmraßå†¥yas, see Skilling 1993b: 155ff.
76 Bhåviveka contradicts Vasumitra (Bareau 1955: 183).
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person (pudgala) who is samaß¥r∑in, and so forth.77 A stream-winner attains meditation 
(dhyåna). Even ordinary people (p®thagjana) remove passion and malice. The Buddha 
is included in the Saµgha. [Gifts to] the Saµgha produce a great result, but [gifts to] 
the Buddha do not [produce] a similar [result].78 The Buddha and the Íråvakas have 
the same liberation (vimukti). The person is invisible. No mind (citta) or mental phe-
nomena (caitta), and nothing that arises, transmigrate from this world to the next. All 
conditioned (saµsk®ta) [dharmas] are momentary. Karma arises as the expansion of con-
ditioned states (saµskåra).79 Conditioned states do not continue. Karma conforms to 
the mind, but there is no karma of body and speech. There is nothing that cannot be 
destroyed.80 Worship of a shrine (caitya) is fruitless. Dispositions are always present. 
One enters the fixed way by seeing conditioned [dharmas]. These are the basic claims 
of the Mah¥ßåsakas.

The Dharmaguptakas make the following basic claims: The Buddha is not included 
in the realm of the Saµgha. [Gifts to] the Buddha produce a great result, but [gifts to] the 
Saµgha do not.81 There is celibacy (brahmacaryå) even in the realm of the gods. There 
are mundane (laukika) dharmas. These are the basic claims of the Dharmaguptakas.

The Kåßyap¥yas make the following basic claims: [Karmic] results and resulting 
dharmas (vipåkadharma) exist as future dharmas.82 There is not complete awareness 
(parijñåna) of any removal (prahåˆa), and there is not complete awareness of no remov-
al.83 In addition, all of the positions of the Dharmaguptakas are basic claims of the 
Kåßyap¥yas.

The Tåmraßå†¥yas make the following basic claim: The person does not exist.
The Saµkråntikas are particular Sarvåstivådin masters who expound the teaching 

77 Bareau notes that the Tibetan translator has misunderstood the original Sanskrit samaß¥r∑in 
(Pali samas¥s¥). Compare Vasumitra’s report on the Mah¥ßåsakas, and also Puggalapaññatti 
1.16: Katamo ca puggalo samas¥s¥? Yassa puggalassa apubbaµ acarimaµ åsavapariyådånañ ca 
hoti j¥vitapariyådånañ ca ayaµ vuccati puggalo samas¥s¥ (Bareau 1954: 260). A person who is 
samaßir∑in is a “non-returner” (anågåmin) (Bareau 1955: 184).

78  This interpetation is confirmed by Vasumitra (Bareau 1955: 185). The reason is that the 
Buddha is included in the Saµgha.

79 Bareau, Walleser, and Teramoto have different interpretations of this sentence. See Bareau 
1956: 181.

80 Bareau 1955: 187 (thesis no. 34). 
81 The Mah¥ßåsakas make the opposite claim in the preceding section.
82 Although the Tibetan in unclear, Bareau points out that this is a statement of the Kåßyap¥yas’ 

basic principle: past karma whose result has not yet come to fruition exists, while other 
aspects of the past do not exist (1955: 202). Bareau takes the first part of the sentence as 
a dvandva compound and translates it as “la maturation (vipåka) et les choses de maturation 
(vipåkadharma).”

83 The translation follows Bareau (1955: 202). The Tibetan says only: “There is no complete 
awareness of removal (spang la yongs su ma shes pa yang yod do).”  Vasumitra gives a more com-
plete explanation. 
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of Uttara. They make the following basic claims: The five aggregates (skandha) trans-
migrate from this world to the next. There is no cessation of aggregates apart from the 
path. There are aggregates with fundamental transgressions (m¨låpatti). The person is 
not apprehended as ultimate. Everything is impermanent. These are the basic claims of 
the Saµkråntikas. The fundamental claims of the Sarvåstivådins come in these seven 
forms.

The Våts¥putr¥yas make the following basic claims: That which can be appropri-
ated (upådeya) and that which is appropriated (upådåna) are nominal (prajñapti). There is 
no dharma that transmigrates from this world to the next. The person transmigrates in 
dependence upon (upådåya) the five aggregates. There are conditioned (saµsk®ta) [dhar-
mas] that are momentary and non-momentary. The person cannot be said to be identi-
cal to or different from the aggregates on which it depends (upådånaskandha). Nirvåˆa 
cannot be said to be identical to or different from all dharmas. Nirvåˆa cannot be said to 
exist or not exist. The five groups of consciousness (vijñånakåya) are neither passionate 
nor dispassionate. These are the basic claims of the Våts¥putr¥yas.

There are two kinds of Våts¥putr¥yas: the Mahågir¥yas and the Såµmit¥yas. The 
Såµmit¥yas make the following basic claim: That which is going to exist and that which 
does exist, that which is going to cease and that which does cease, that which is going to 
arise and that which does arise, that which is going to die and that which does die, that 
which is going to act and that which does act, that which is going to be destroyed and 
that which is destroyed, that which is going to be conscious and that which is conscious 
exist. This is the basic claim of the Såµmit¥yas.

There are two kinds of Mahågir¥yas: the Dharmottar¥yas and the Bhadrayån¥yas. 
The Dharmottar¥yas make the following basic claims: In birth there is ignorance 
and birth, and in cessation there is ignorance and cessation. The [teachings] of the 
Bhadryån¥yas are the same.

Some say that the ›aˆˆagarikas are a division of the Mahågir¥yas. Others say that 
they are a division of the Såµmit¥yas.

These are the four divisions of the Våts¥putr¥yas.
These are the eighteen schools that followed the masters, and these are their basic 

concepts. There are many more internal subdivisions that could be mentioned. What 
are they?

The distinctive doctrines of the Sarvåstivådins are divided into four categories: the 
transformation of entities (bhåva or vastu), [the transformation] of characteristics (lak∑aˆa), 
[the transformation] of states (avasthå), and mutual (anyonya) [transformation].84 

The first of these, the transformation of entities, is attributed to Bhadanta 

84 The next four paragraphs show that the word “transformation” is meant to apply to all four 
of these categories. See Koßa 5.25d for an account of these four positions.
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Dharmatråta. He says: “When time passes,85 dharmas are transformed into other enti-
ties, but they are not transformed into other substances. When a golden pot is broken 
and fashioned into something else, it is transformed into a different shape, but it is 
not transformed into a different substance. When milk is transformed into curds, it 
has a different flavor, strength, and result but not a different color. Similarly, when 
dharmas pass from the past into the present, the entities of the past cease to be, but the 
substances do not. Similarly, when dharmas pass from the present into the future, the 
entities of the present cease to be, but the substances do not.”

[The doctrine of] the transformation of characteristics (lak∑aˆa) is attributed to 
Bhadanta Gho∑aka. He says: “When time passes, dharmas that have the characteristic 
of being past take on (lit. do not lack) the characteristics of being present and future, 
and [dharmas] that have the characteristic of being future develop the characteristics of 
being past and present. For example, when a man desires a particular woman, he devel-
ops a desire for others.”

[The doctrine of] the transformation of state (avasthå) is attributed to Bhadanta 
Vasumitra. He says: “When time passes, dharmas that are said to become one thing 
or another change state but are not transformed into another substance. For example, 
when one counts a single post, it is called ‘one.’ When it belongs to [a series of] a hun-
dred, it is called ‘hundred.’ When one counts a thousand, it is called ‘thousand.’”

[The doctrine of] mutual transformation is attributed to Bhadanta Buddhadeva. 
When time passes, the transformation of one dharma into another depends on [whether 
it is viewed] before or after it occurs. For example, the same woman can be called mother 
or daughter.

These four [teachers] are called Sarvåstivådins because they agree in saying that 
everything exists.

Similarly, some say that there are seven conditions (pratyaya): the causal (hetu), the 
objective (ålambana), the immediate (samantara), the dominant (adhipateya), the active 
(kåraka), the nutrient (åhåra), and the supportive (åßraya). Similarly, some say that there 
are four mental states (citta) that understand (ava-budh) the four [noble] truths. Others 
say that cognitions ( jñåna) of dharmas and subsequent cognitions (anvayajñåna) make 
eight kinds [of cognition], but discriminative cognition (pratisaµkhyånajñåna) is not 
[one of them]. Others say that there are twelve, while others think that there are sixteen. 
Similarly, [some say that] there is no consciousness (citta) in unconscious sleep, but there 
is in the remaining states (samprayukta).

When there is a cessation (nirodha) of ideas (saµjñå) and feelings (vedanå), there 
is86 a negation (prati∑edha) of ideas and feelings. The remainder are as above. Someone 

85 Bareau emends ’jig to ’jug (pravartana) to be consistent with the phrase that begins the next 
three paragraphs.

86 Bareau says “il n’y a pas.” On what basis is unclear.
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who feels aversion toward doubt [achieves] attainment (samåpatti) in meditation (dhyåna) 
without analysis. In a similar way, someone who feels aversion toward pleasure [achieves] 
attainment in meditation (dhyåna) without pleasure, and someone who feels aversion 
toward ideas and feelings [achieves] the attainment of cessation (nirodhasamåpatti) 
through the ideas and feelings.

Also, some say that the attainment of the distinction between the object (vi∑aya) and 
the mind (citta) is nirvåˆa. Others say that the absence of the aggregates is nirvåˆa, but 
their presence is not. Some say that nirvåˆa is indeterminate in nature.

Similarly, others say that the immeasurables (apramåˆa) are the limbs of awaken-
ing (bodhya∫ga). Some say that there are three great results (phala): the result that is 
[obtained] by the mind of someone else (paracitta), the great result, and the result that is 
immeasurable. Similarly, whatever goes to a certain realm (gati) because of defilements 
(kleßa), accompanied [by these defilements?], is karma.87 Similarly, removal does not 
go to these realms. Some take the position that one goes first because of one’s previ-
ous karma. Others take the position that it is because of habitual (yathåbhyasta) karma. 
Some say that it is because of practice (abhyåsa) of five kinds, that is, the practice of the 
previous four88 plus a particular condition.89 Some say that past attachment (upådåna) 
burns the fire of karma. Others say that it is present karma [that is burned].

Some say that intention (cetanå) is karma, because, by virtue of the five impedi-
ments (n¥varaˆa), it is inconsistent with everything that is proper.90 Some think that the 
form realm has four colors.91 Some think that it has one color.

Similarly, others say that there is a person different from the aggregates. [They also 
say that] not only the aggregates exist, but [the person] is conceived as appropriating the 
aggregates of appropriation (upådånaskandha). This is because the absence of appropria-
tion is nirvåˆa. When one has investigated the four noble truths in order, one achieves 
understanding (abhisamaya). In the intermediate state there is no inconsistent (vipak∑a) 
mind (caitta).92 One enters the fixed way with the limbs of awakening (bodhya∫ga) that 
apprehend suffering. One attains the result of becoming a stream-winner with thirteen 
thoughts (citta) that are based on attention (manas¥kåra) concerning the impermanence 

87 This paragraph would be better translated by making human beings the agents of the verbs: 
“To go to a particular realm [of rebirth] because of defilements is karma. When one removes 
[these defilements], one is not reborn. Some say that the first place one goes is caused by 
one’s earliest karma. Others say that [the first place one goes] is caused by one’s habitual 
karma, etc.” 

88 The previous four are karma, the removal of karma, previous karma, and habitual karma.
89 “. . .ayant bien accomplis par les cinq sortes, on fait une distinction entre les quatre antérieurs 

(p¨rva) et la condition (pratyaya)” (Bareau).
90 As Bareau notes, the Tibetan is unclear. I have followed Bareau’s conjecture about the 

meaning. On the five n¥varaˆas see BHSD.
91 DN reads khams bzhi bar (“four realms”) for kha dog bzhi (“four colors”). 
92 Bareau translates “inconsistent” (Tib. mi mthun pa / Skt. vipak∑a?) as “inadéquate.”
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of the conditioned states that are included in [the realm of] desire. When one is situated 
in this dharma [i.e. in the stage of a stream-winner], one does not fall back. One also has 
begun in this way.93 Even an Arhant can fall back. There is an intermediate realm. The 
past and future exist. Nirvåˆa is the only goal (artha) of wholesome (kußala) dharmas. 
The cessation of the aggregates is liberation from time. Even the gods practice celibacy 
(brahmacaryå). One enters the fixed way from the realm of desire. Even ordinary people 
remove passion and hatred. The five groups of consciousness are neither passionate nor 
dispassionate, because they are non-conceptual. The sixth is both passionate and dispas-
sionate. An Arhant apprehends the defiled (såsrava) and the undefiled (niråsrava) with 
form (r¨pa) and mind (citta) that are defiled (såsrava). One does not go to another place 
with94 the mind, but one can apprehend a distant place while remaining here. There is 
no form in the formless realm (ar¨padhåtu). Even an Arhant can fall back.95 There can 
be an untimely death. A human being engages in action. There is ordinary, correct 
vision. Even outsiders have the five superknowledges (abhijñå). Arhants are not provided 
for by others,96 are not ignorant, do not have doubts, are not caused to investigate (or 
comprehend) by others, and do not engage in speech.97 This is because they have gener-
ated the faculties (indriya), powers (bala), and limbs of awakening (bodhya∫ga).

The Íråvakas of the Blessed One are not born in Uttarakuru,98 in the heaven of 
Måra (mårakåyika),99 or as an unconscious (asaµjñin) being.100 A stream-winner does 
not attain meditation (dhyåna).101 All s¨tras are definitive in meaning (n¥tårtha). There 
are dispositions (anußaya) that are not associated (viprayukta) [with the mind]102 and dis-
positions that are mental phenomena (caitta). The conditioned (saµsk®ta) [dharmas] are 
momentary and not momentary. When appropriation ceases, karma is burned.

93 Another obscure sentence. The de bzhin du at the beginning might indicate that it begins 
another topic.

94 Read kyis.
95 Repetition of a sentence that appears earlier in the paragraph.
96 This point and the four that follow negate the “five points” of Mahådeva mentioned earlier. 

The first four points are clear; the fifth is more problematic. As before, it seems likely that 
the formula “do not engage in speech (ngag ’jug pa’i smra ba med de)” means that Arhants do 
not proceed on the path by pronouncing the word “suffering.”

97 “In a state of concentration” can be supplied from the discussion of the Vyåvahårikas.
98   Uttarakuru (or Kuru) is one of the four continents (dv¥pa) in Koßa 3.55.
99   Interpret bdud ris as mårakåyika (gods who belong to the heaven of Måra). Lamotte (1972: 

100) explains that Måra is the head of the sixth and last class of the gods of the desire realm 
(kåmadhåtu). See also Traité 339-46 and DPPN 2.613 (s.v. “Måra”).

100  Koßa 2.41 and commentary explain that “the beings who are unconscious” (asaµjñisattva) are 
the B®hatphala gods. According to the commentary on Koßa 3.1, the B®hatphalas reside in 
the fourth dhyåna of the form realm (r¨padhåtu).

101  This and the following sentence negate two of the “additional basic claims” from which 
large portions of the preceding paragraph are drawn.

102  On the dharmas that are not associated with the mind (cittaviprayukta), see Koßa 2.35. The 
dispositions are discussed at the beginning of Koßa 5.
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Certain sentient beings, as a result of ignorance, die just when they have attained 
the end of death. The single thought that acts as a cause of death is laid to rest. The 
immeasurables are not the limbs of awakening. When sixty-seven attainments (samå-
patti) have been accomplished, a Bodhisatttva correctly practices nineteen attain-
ments (samåpatti), the faculties (indriya), the powers (bala), and the limbs of awakening 
(bodhya∫ga). The bonds (saµyojana) are completely removed by the immediate path 
(ånantaryamårga).103 The path of a candidate (pratipannakamårga) is definitely two-
fold.104 The results of asceticism (ßråmaˆyaphala) are not attained gradually (krameˆa). 
One realizes the result of a once-returner (sak®dågamin) and a non-returner (anågamin) 
with the mundane paths (laukikamårga).105 Rebirth (saµsåra) also is changed. There 
is no dharma that moves from this world to the next. A sentient being (sattva) trans-
migrates by depending (upådåya) on the aggregates. The form realm (r¨padhåtu) has 
four colors. Similarly, the intermediate realm (antaråbhava) has ten colors or is like the 
color of mother of pearl. Similarly, the intermediate realm (antaråbhava) lasts five days, 
seven days, or longer. Similarly, karma is never non-existent, never lost, and never 
laid aside. The result (vipåka) of karma is not lost;106 it lasts in the same continuum 
as long as there is rebirth. When one has acquired the conditions of karma that were 
previously accumulated or were accumulated later, one goes to particular realms (gati). 
Definite karma cannot be reversed.

A Bodhisattva enters the womb as a human being (puru∑ar¨pa). [A Bodhisattva] 
does not enter the body of its mother as an elephant;107 that is something that she imag-
ines in a dream. [The Bodhisattva] is present in the kalala, arbuda, and peßin stages of 
embryonic development. Even though [a Bodhisattva] is born from a womb, it is capable 
of [attaining] a liberation (vimukti) in which there are no hindrances (åvaraˆa). The 
Blessed Ones, the Buddhas, have knowledge ( jñåna) that enters into enjoyment. In a 
single moment of thought, [the Buddhas] cease to be ordinary people (p®thagjana). In a 
single moment of thought, they remove all hindrances. In a single moment of thought, 
they attain the liberation in which there is no hindrance to omniscience. In a single 
moment of thought, they bring the dharmas of a candidate (pratipannaka) to an end and 
generate [the dharmas] of someone who has attained the result (phalastha). 

All conditions (pratyaya) are included in four conditions. It is because of suffering 

103 The ånantarya-mårga is called the prahåˆa-mårga (“path of removal”) in the commentary 
on Koßa 4.87. See Koßa 6.65 for a discussion of the ånantarya-mårga in relation to the prayoga- 
vimukti- and viße∑a-mårgas.

104 This seems to be the best possibility among the various subdivisions of the path mentioned 
in the the commentary on Koßa 5.28.

105 “The paths of liberation (vimuktimårga) and the immediate paths (ånantaryamårga) are 
mundane (laukika)” (Koßa 6.49).

106 DN reads nyams su myong ba (“experienced”) rather than nyams par (“lost”).
107 This position contradicts one of the assertions of the Vyåvahårikas.
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that someone whose obsessions (paryavasthåna) need to be removed commits deadly sins 
(ånantarya); it is not because of something else. By collecting into four the dispositions 
(anußaya) that are removed by vision (darßana), one has collected all. These cut off all 
wholesome roots (kußalam¨la),108 but the ones that are removed by practice (bhåvanå) 
do not. As long as one resides entirely in practice, one is not hurt by anyone else, nor 
is one hurt by effort; and when one’s time has run out, one dies. All Arhants die by 
separating but do not die by transmigrating. As it is said, “One dies by separating from 
the body, because an Arhant separates from the last body.” “Body” here means the body 
with the senses (indriyakåya). That which is going to exist, that which does exist, that 
which is going to cease, that which does cease, that which is going to arise, that which 
does arise, that which is going to die, that which does die, that which is going to act, 
that which does act, that which is going to be destroyed, that which is destroyed, that 
which is going to move, that which does move, that which is going to be conscious, and 
that which is conscious exist.109 They are included in three groups of sentient beings, 
but they are not all dharmas.110 All feelings come from karma. All karma that has to be 
removed by previous practice (bhåvanå) matures by means of karma. This is the end [of 
the explanation of the divisions in the eighteen schools].

If the Mahåyåna were included in any of these scholastic divisions (nikåyabheda), it 
would be considered the Buddha’s teaching, but, because it is not even mentioned in the 
teachings (pravacana) of these schools, the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching. It 
is not included in the eighteen schools because it was not collected by the compilers of 
the root collection111 at the time of the Buddha’s parinirvåˆa and was not collected by 
compilers later, after the schism.

miscellaneous oBjections

 
To teach that the Tathågata is eternal contradicts the statement that everything is 
impermanent. To say that there is “pervasion by the essence of the Tathågata” (tathå-
gatagarbha) and that there is an “appropriating consciousness” (upådånavijñåna) does 
not avoid the concept of a self (åtmagråha). To say that the Buddha has not attained 
nirvåˆa is to say that there is no peace. These [three claims] contradict three seals of 
the Dharma.112 [The Mahåyåna] predicts [the awakening] of great Íråvakas and insults 

108  The anußayas removed by vision [of the four noble truths] are discussed in Koßa 5.4. Those 
that are removed by practice are discussed in Koßa 5.5. Unfortunately these two sentences 
remain obscure.

109  A repetition of the formula used earlier in the account of the Såµmit¥yas.
110  This sentence is unclear.
111  Tib. rtsa ba’i yang dag par sdud par byed pa / Skt. m¨lasaµg¥tikåraka.
112  The seals of the Dharma (dharmamudrå), like the dharma-uddånas, are summaries of the 

Dharma. They appear in lists of three (as here) or four, including three “characteristics” 
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Arhants. It also pays homage to householders and exalts Bodhisattvas over Buddhas. 
The vows (praˆidhåna) of Bodhisattvas like Gaganagañja are just words.113 To say that 
Íåkyamuni is a manifestation (nirmåˆa) denies the entire teaching (upadeßa). To say 
that [the Buddha] is always in a state of concentration (samådhi) is unreasonable. Many 
[Mahåyåna] s¨tras teach useless mantras. To say that even great evil can be uprooted 
denies that karma has a result. The Vaipulya has a different teaching.114 And [the 
Mahåyåna] is not mentioned in the divisions in the dream of K®kin.115 For all these 

(anitya, du˙kha, and anåtman) and nirvåˆa as peace. See Lamotte 1976: 63-64.
113 The name Gaganagañja (“Space-Treasury”) occurs in a list of Bodhisattvas in MVY 700 and 

at the beginning of the Vimalak¥rtinirdeßa S¨tra. (For other occurrences, see Lamotte 1976: 
4.) Why Gaganagañja would be singled out in this critique of the Bodhisattva vow is unclear, 
especially when other, better-known Bodhisattva vows might have served just as well. The 
answer to this question seems to lie in the story of Gaganagañja as told in The Questions of 
Gaganagañja S¨tra (Órya Gaganagañjaparip®cchå S¨tra, Otani no. 815). In response to ques-
tions by Gaganagañja, the Buddha explains how a series of categories, beginning with gen-
erosity (dåna), are similar to space (yathå gaganam). When the Buddha finishes his explana-
tion, a Bodhisattva named Myur-du Spobs-pa asks Gaganagañja to explain the meaning of 
his name: “Does it mean that space (gagana) is your treasury (gañja)?” Gaganagañja replies: 
“Yes, space is my treasury.” Then the Buddha asks Gaganagañja to show the distinctive 
characteristic (viße∑a) of “Space-Treasury.” Gaganagañja tells Myur-du Spobs-pa to ask for 
whatever he wants, and it will showered on him from space. The text goes on to explain that 
these gifts come from Gaganagañja’s sustaining power (adhi∑†håna) and from the sustaining 
power of his vows (praˆidhånådhi∑†håna). (sDe-dge Pa, folio 284a/2.) A later passage explains 
that Gaganagañja’s vows (praˆidhåna) are inexhaustible, just as space is inexhaustible (Pa, 
folio 287a/5), and goes on to say that space is “just words” (ming tsam pa ni nam mkha’ ste // 
de la kha dog dbyibs kyang med // sems dang yid dang rnam shes kyang // ming gis yongs su bstan 
pa’o //).  (Pa, folio 288a/2-3.) Here the opponent’s argument seems to play on the  idea that 
Gaganagañja’s vows, like space, are “just words.”

114 In the second chapter of the VY (158-60), Vasubandhu explains that a monk who knows 
the Dharma (dharmajña) knows the twelve divisions (Tib. yan lag / Skt. a∫ga) of the 
Buddha’s teaching. These divisions are s¨tra, geya, vyåkaraˆa, gåthå, udåna, nidåna, avadåna, 
itiv®ttaka, jåtaka, vaipulya, adbhutadharma, and upadeßa. Vasubandhu equates the Vaipulya 
with the Mahåyåna and explains that the Mahåyåna is “a teaching (Tib. lung phog pa / Skt. 
upadeßa) according to which Bodhisattvas use ten perfections to reach ten stages (bh¨mi) 
and attain Buddhahood, as the location of ten powers (daßabalåßraya).” Later in the text 
(175-76), Vasubandhu formulates the opponent’s objection as a claim about the nature of the 
Vaipulya: “Similarly, the claim that the vaipulya-a∫ga is the Mahåyåna contradicts tradition 
(ågama).” Bhåviveka’s position is similar to Vasubandhu’s and is subject to the same objec-
tion. Skilling (1997b: 31-42) points out that this position is also found in the Traité (44). See 
Lamotte 1988: 140-47 on the place of the vaipulya-a∫ga in the nine and twelve a∫gas of the 
Buddhist canon.

115  King K®kin (Pali Kiki) is a legendary king of Benares who lived at the time of the Buddha 
Kåßyapa. The ten dreams of King K®kin are mentioned in the commentary on Koßa 3.13 in the 
context of a discussion of the soul in the intermediate existence (antaråbhava). Vasubandhu 
says that the form of the soul is similar to the form it will assume in the next life. This 
claim provokes another question: If so, why did the Bodhisattva’s mother dream that the 
Bodhisattva entered her womb in the form of a white elephant? Vasubandhu explains that 
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reasons, the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching. It clearly was [taught] by Måra 
to mislead foolish and ignorant people.116 There are many other [points] that have not 
been mentioned.

The Mahåyåna view (darßana) also completely contradicts perception and so forth.

4.9  If a cognition apprehends something like material form and also is aware 
of itself, it must exist. So someone who holds the doctrine of no-arising 
also contradicts perception.117

her dream was only a sign of the future, like the dreams of King K®kin. Yaßomitra’s com-
mentary on Koßa 3.13 tells the story of the dreams, based, he says, on the Vinaya: “King 
K®kin saw ten dreams: an elephant goes out through a window and is caught by the tail; a 
well flows in front of someone who is thirsty; someone trades barley for pearls; sandalwood 
is scattered like wood; thieves steal flowers and fruit from trees in a park; a young elephant 
frightens older elephants; a monkey is smeared with something unclean and defiles others; 
a monkey is consecrated as a king; eighteen people tug on a small piece of cloth; a large 
group of people disagree with one another and start to quarrel, and so forth.” When King 
K®kin tells these dreams to the Buddha Kåßyapa, Kåßyapa explains that they are signs of a 
conflict that will arise at the time of the Buddha Íåkyamuni: “In the future there will be 
a Tathågata named Íåkyamuni. When his Íråvakas have been scattered, after leaving the 
company of their own people and relations and going forth into monastic life, they will 
consider monasteries to be their homes and will become attached, like an elephant who goes 
out through a window and is caught by the tail.” Here in the TJ, the objector is referring 
to the last two of K®kin’s dreams. Kåßyapa explains: “The dream of the cloth shows that 
[Íåkyamuni’s] teaching will be divided into eighteen parts, but the cloth of liberation will 
not be torn. The dream about the quarrel shows that his Íråvakas will fall into disputes with 
one another because of their adherence to schools (nikåyaparigrahåt).” For further references 
to the dreams of King K®kin, see Lessing and Wayman 1968: 66-69; E. Obermiller 1939b: 
vol. 2, p. 98. La Vallée Poussin has a helpful summary of earlier scholarship on the dreams 
in the notes on his translation of Koßa 3.13. 

116  On the accusation that the Mahåyåna is the teaching of Måra, see Jaini 2002. Compare also 
the Ratnaråßi: “These are not what was spoken by the Buddha, but rather they are one’s 
own personal fabrications, or they are created by Måra to cause havoc. Therefore they will 
mislead many beings” (translated in Silk 1994: 382-83).

117  The commentary on 4.9 explains that the two predicates in the first half of the verse (“appre-
hends something like material form” and “is aware of itself”) are meant to serve as reasons 
for two separate flaws in the doctrine of non-arising (ajåtivåda): If a cognition has an object, 
then the denial of external objects contradicts perception (pratyak∑a). If a cognition is aware 
of itself (svasaµvedya), then the claim that cognition does not arise contradicts common 
sense (prasiddha). The word api in the first line sets “aware of itself” apart as a separate point 
in addition to “apprehends something like material form.” The function of the api in the 
second line is less clear. It seems to indicate only that “the contradiction of perception” is 
not the only problem with the assertion of no-arising. If this is its purpose, the word ådi 
would have been a better choice, but it is not supported by the commentary. It is difficult 
to account for the use of gnod to translate jåyate. It would make more sense to read yod to 
conform to the last line of the commentary.
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A cognition that apprehends something like material form is one that apprehends objects 
(vi∑aya) such as material form. Conceptual cognitions of objects (vi∑ayavijñåna) are defined 
as conceptual cognitions that are consistent with the thing itself (bhåvasvabhåva).118 [To 
say that a cognition is aware of] itself means that it is experienced in its own continuum 
(santåna). The word “also” (api) means that all sentient beings have this knowledge. If 
a cognition has an object, then the idea that [objects] do not arise is unreasonable and 
contradicts perception (pratyak∑a). The claim that [objects] do not arise also contradicts 
common sense (prasiddha), because it contradicts something that everyone knows.

4.10  If he says that he does not contradict perception and common sense, 
because he uses the qualification “In reality things do not arise,”

If he says: Mådhyamikas make statements such as the following: “[Cognition] is not 
in the eye, it is not in form, and it is not between them or in both of them. Wherever 
it might be present, it neither exists nor does not exist.”119 So no cognition ( jñåna) is 
apprehended. For this reason, it is impossible for us ultimately to contradict either per-
ception (pratyak∑a) or common sense (lokaprasiddha), because there is no perception and 
ordinary people (loka) are deluded by a veil of ignorance.

To show that he is a clown (vid¨∑aka), [we] reply:

4.11  Then this faulty argument would be correct: “It is ultimately correct to 
have sexual relations with a woman who is forbidden, because she is a 
woman, like another [woman].”120

“It is ultimately correct to have sexual relations with a woman who is forbidden” is the 
point to be proved (sådhya). “Because she is a woman” is the reason (hetu). Anyone who is 
a woman is appropriate for sexual relations. What is the example? Like another woman; 
that is, like one’s own wife. Some may say that this point contradicts ordinary experi-
ence (laukika) and tradition (ågama), but there is no fault, because this point is qualified 
by the word “ultimately.” But this is unreasonable. It is as if a wicked person said that, 
when desire drives someone to approach a woman, all women are equally capable of 
relieving desire. When you improperly deny (apavåda) all things, it is like saying that 
there is nothing wrong with that statement. 

118 On conceptual cognition in the Sarvåstivåda Abhidharma, see the notes on 5.14.
119 The source of this verse is unclear. It is not found in MMK 3 (cak∑uråd¥ndriyapar¥k∑å), in 

Óryadeva’s Catu˙ßataka 13 (on the sense faculties and their objects), or in Bhåviveka’s analy-
sis of vision in MHK 3.46ff.

120 This verse should be read together with the reference to Persian (påras¥ka or maga) religion 
in the next verse. Apparently a common charge against Persian religion was that it advo-
cated forbidden sex (agamyågamana). See Lindtner 1988 and van der Kuijp 2006.
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There is another big fault.

4.12  If [he says that] the vision of the [four noble] truths is not true, then that 
is not true. Otherwise, the teaching of Yonåka Deva would be true, and 
that is not acceptable.121

In the Mahåyåna, the statements, “Suffering, arising, cessation, and the path do not 
exist,” and, “Even someone who understands the four noble truths does not attain 
nirvåˆa,” are accepted as the words of the Teacher. If the vision of the [four noble] 
truths is not true, then explain what else is true? If someone says that the teaching of 
the Mahåyåna is true, this is unreasonable, because it differs from the vision of the 
[four noble] truths, like the teaching of Yonåka Deva. According to this [teaching], 
the following is true: “One is liberated from transmigration by killing an ant with a 
golden needle in a golden pot. The one who kills this [ant] is thought to gain the result 
of liberation. Killing cows, and so forth, and having sex with one’s parent are causes of 
heaven and so forth.”122

Furthermore, [the Mahåyåna opponent] misinterprets the traditional statement, 
“The triple world is mind-only,” and denies the existence of the external sense-media 
(båhyåyatana) and so forth.123 So the teaching [of the Mahåyåna] again is wrong, for the 
following reason:

121  The commentary makes the logical structure of this verse more clear. The objector has in 
mind the following syllogism: “The statement that the four noble truths are not true is not 
true, because it is different from the four noble truths, like the teaching of Yonåka Deva.” If 
a statement that contradicts the four noble truths could be true, then the teaching of Yonåka 
Deva could also be true, and that is not a point that the Mahåyåna accepts. The phrase “he 
says that” (which corresponds to the Sanskrit particle iti), refers to the Mahåyåna opponent 
who holds the doctrine of no-arising (ajåtivådin) in verse 4.10, as is clear from the commen-
tary. For a full discussion of the reference to Yonåka Deva in this verse see Lindtner 1988. 
It can be interpreted together with Bhåviveka’s response in 4.68 and a further reference to 
Persian religion (magaßåstra) in MHK 9.31. Lindtner points out that Bhåviveka depends 
heavily on Abhidharma sources, such as the Koßa and Mahåvibhå∑å, for his knowledge of 
Persian religion. The word yonåka is derived from yona (Skt. yavana), the common Indian 
word for a barbarian. The Tibetan translation of “Yonåka Deva” (nam mkha’i lha) suggests 
that Yonåka Deva should be identified as a sky god. The commentary on 4.68 says that 
Yonåka is created by Brahmå. This seems to rule out the possibility that Bhåviveka is refer-
ring to Ahura Mazda. Lindtner suggests that Yonåka should be identified with Mithra.

122  Van der Kuijp (2006: 198) points out that the elements of this ritual are discussed in 
Avalokitavrata’s commentary on Bhåviveka’s Prajñåprad¥pa.

123  The Yogåcåra view of the apprehension (and no-apprehension) of mind-only is discussed 
in 5.4 and commentary: “Based on the apprehension (upalabdhi) of mind-only (cittamåtra), 
there arises no-apprehension of objects (vi∑aya). If there are no objects (gråhya), there also 
can be no subjects (gråhaka). Therefore, based on no-apprehension of objects, there arises 
no-apprehension of the six forms of consciousness that constitute the subject.” Bhåviveka’s 
response begins in 5.17.
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4.13  The external sense media exist, because a cognition arises with their im-
age. [The existence of] the object of cognition should be just as accept-
able to you as the existence of the mind.124 

External sense media are the subject, and their existence is the predicate. The image 
(nirbhåsa) of these external sense media consists of the form of the object (ålambanåkåra). 
To have their image is to arise with their image. What arises with this image? A cogni-
tion. That is, one of the six forms of sense consciousness. It has not been established 
that a cognition arises without any object (vi∑aya). [Your] position about the existence 
of the mind is well known in your texts. The existence of external sense media should 
be just as acceptable to you as your position about the existence of the mind. This is the 
meaning [of the verse].

4.14  If you do not think that the mind exists, then the world is not mind-only. 
And if the world is your subject, there is no reason or example.

Also, if you think that one first apprehends mind-only and does not apprehend the 
external sense media and so forth, then, when one no longer apprehends the sense 
media and so forth, one does not apprehend mind-only, you undermine the scriptural 
(ågama) statement: “This is mind-only.” Furthermore, what is the reason for the state-
ment, “The world is mind-only,” and what is the example? This [statement] has no 
correct reason or example, so it is merely a thesis (pratijñå), and a thesis alone does not 
prove a point.

This is a statement of the objection (p¨rvapak∑a) formulated by the adherents of the 
Íråvakayåna.

BhÓviveka’s resPonse

4.15  “According to the approach explained earlier, the opponent’s approach 
has gone wrong. The opponent cannot tolerate this and has spoken out, 
but his statements are unreasonable.” This is what [we] think.125

124  “Because a cognition arises with their image” (tannirbhåsodayåd dhiya˙) is a common formula 
in Bhåviveka’s account of the objects of cognition. See verses 5.36 and 61 and accompanying 
notes. The argument about “mind-only” is discussed at length in verses 5.17-54.

125  “The approach that was explained earlier” refers to the arguments in chapter 3, many of which 
criticize categories accepted by the Íråvakas. These arguments begin in 3.26 with a formal 
syllogism about the gross elements: “Earth and so forth do not have the nature of elements. 
. . .” According to Bhåviveka, the opponent cannot tolerate the impact of these arguments on 
his own position and attempts to refute them. In this verse, Bhåviveka begins his response 
to the opponent’s attempt at refutation. Bhåviveka starts, as he does again in verse 5.9, by 
playing on the sense of motion in the word “approach” (n¥ti). A literal translation would be: 
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Here the quotation marks indicate that [the verse] introduces the response (uttarapak∑a). 
The opponent is an adherent of the Íråvakayåna. “The approach that was explained ear-
lier” refers to [verses] such as “Earth and so forth do not have the nature of elements.” 
According to this approach, his approach, which is the approach of the Tripi†aka, has 
gone wrong. “Cannot tolerate” means “cannot bear.” His statements are his claims of 
refutation. “Are unreasonable” means that they will be refuted by the response that fol-
lows. This is the meaning [of the verse]. 

The opponent’s objection implies the following argument: The Teacher has non-
conceptual cognition (nirvikalpadh¥), because he apprehends the four noble truths, just 
as Pratyekabuddhas and so forth have [non-conceptual] cognition.126

[We] reply as follows:

4.16  [We] think that the Teacher’s cognition is non-conceptual, because his cog-
nition apprehends no-self, just as it has the no-self of persons as its object.

“According to the approach explained earlier, there is a misstep (vipad) in [the opponent’s] 
own approach.” The word vipad (“misstep”) could be translated as “misfortune,” “disaster,” 
or even “death,” but its root meaning comes from the verb pad (to “fall” or “go”). With the 
prefix vi-, it means to go astray.  Monier-Williams defines vi-pad in its verbal form as: “to go 
wrongly, fail, miscarry, come to nought, perish, die.”  

126  Verses 4.16-19 respond to the Íråvaka’s first objection in verse 4.2:

  The Teacher’s body is not the locus of non-conceptual cognition,
  because it is a body,
  like the body of a cowherd.

 Rather than criticize this syllogism directly, Bhåviveka takes up the assumption that lies 
behind it:

 The Teacher has non-conceptual cognition,
 because he apprehends the four noble truths,
  just as Pratyekabuddhas and so forth have [non-conceptual] cognition.

This syllogism reads more clearly if “cognition” is taken as the subject:

 The Teacher’s cognition is non-conceptual,
 because it apprehends the four noble truths,
 like the cognition of Pratyekabuddhas and so forth.

In verse 4.16, Bhåviveka gives a syllogism of his own: 

 The Teacher’s cognition is non-conceptual,
 because his cognition apprehends no-self,
 like [a cognition] that has the no-self of persons as its object.
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The Blessed One has no concept of a person, because he understands that persons have 
no self, and he has no concept of a dharma, because he understands that dharmas have 
no self.  Since everything is either a person or a dharma, what can he conceptualize that 
would affect his non-conceptuality?

4.17ab The [opponent’s] argument is refuted, because it does not avoid 
contradiction,127

This argument refutes the [opponent’s] previous argument by contradicting it.

4.17cd  when it denies the arising of functional cognitions and so forth. 

Functional (pråyogika) cognitions128 are subsequent to supermundane (lokottara) non-
conceptual (nirvikalpa) [cognitions]. These are called pure mundane cognitions (ßuddha-
laukikajñåna), and Mådhyamikas think that these [cognitions] arise. The opponents 
imagine that, according to our view, none of the Buddha’s actions exist, beginning with 
the Blessed One’s forty-year teaching of the Dharma. They also [imagine] that we deny 
the arising of functional cognitions. This is incorrect, because it superimposes [the 
opponents’ own interpretation] on [a position] that is not at fault.

But when it comes to supermundane cognition, we use reason to prove that it is 
incorrect to argue that [supermundane cognition] is conceptual. This is proved in the 
following way:

4.18  Since there is no object of cognition, awakening is understood as the 
no-arising of cognition with regard to this [no-object], because this [no-
arising] is consistent with the reality (tattva) of the object.129

127  The relationship between verses 4.17ab and 4.16 is unclear. Since 4.17ab is missing in the 
Tibetan of both the verses and the commentary, it is possible that it was orginally part of the 
commentary and was added incorrectly to the Sanskrit text of the verses.

128  On functional (pråyogika) cognitions, see Koßa 2.53 and 72.
129  Verse 4.18 follows Bhåviveka’s definition of the Buddha in MHK 3.266-67: “No object of 

knowledge exists at all, so [the Buddhas] who know reality say that the reality that has no 
equal is [the object] about which not even a non-conceptual cognition arises. The no-arising 
of cognition, which is called ‘Buddha’ because it is the understanding of this [reality], is the 
primary [Buddha], because it is the understanding that is no-understanding, and because it 
dispels the sleep of concepts.” Behind the complexity of these clauses, Bhåviveka is making 
a simple point: in the primary or literal (mukhya) sense, a Buddha is the no-arising (anudaya) 
of cognition (dhiya˙). Why is it no-arising? Because there ultimately is nothing for any 
cognition to know.

  While the obvious way to read 4.18 is as a reflection of the definition in 3.266-67, the 
Tibetan translation introduces a different interpretation: instead of anudaya (no-arising), it 
assumes an¨daya (arising that is consistent) and takes the relative pronoun yas as if it were 
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We have already proved that objects of cognition ( jñeya), which are defined as aggre-
gates (skandha), sense media (åyatana), and realms (dhåtu), have no identity (svabhåva). If 
their identities are completely unestablished and there is nothing to be cognized, how 
can there be any cognition? The no-arising of cognition with regard to this [no-object] 
is non-conceptual awakening. [We] think that [this no-arising of cognition] is awaken-
ing, because it is understood in such a way that it is consistent with the reality (tattva) 
of the object, whose identity is unestablished. If [this awakening] were established, it 
would be momentary and would be like an illusion or a dream. How could it then be 
consistent [with reality]?

4.19  [We] think that [the Buddha’s] cognition is free from concepts of iden-
tity (svabhåva) and so forth. If [you] are denying that this [cognition] has 
a locus, [you] are proving [our] point.130

Non-conceptual awakening has no concept (vikalpa) of the identity of a thing as itself 
or as something else, the discrimination (nir¨paˆå) [of this identity], or the recollection 
(anusm®ti) of this [identity].131 It also is perceptual in nature (pratyak∑alak∑aˆa). [We] 
think that this [non-conceptual awakening] is the Teacher. If [you] are proving that this 
[non-conceptual awakening] does not have the manifestation body (nirmåˆakåya) called 
Íåkyamuni as its locus (åßraya), [you] prove [our] point, because its locus is the enjoy-
ment body (samboghakåya) that resides in Akani∑†ha. 

Objection: In that case, how can it be called peaceful (ßånta), empty (ß¨nya), non-
dual (advaya), and so forth?

Reply:

a locative. This results in the following translation: “The one in whom a cognition arises 
that is consistent with this [object] is known as the non-conceptual awakened one.” This 
introduces a person into Bhåviveka’s verse and relieves the starkness of his language, but it 
is inconsistent with the formula used elsewhere in the text. It is preferable to read anudaya 
and identify the primary or literal Buddha simply as no-arising.

  Near the end of the commentary on this verse, the phrase “whose identity is unestab-
lished” uses the word yongs su sgrub pa, a word that can be used to translate the Yogåcåra 
concept of absolute (parini∑panna) identity. It is more likely that the word is being used here 
in a non-technical sense, since the Yogåcåra meaning would add an unnecessarily contro-
versial note to this already complex passage.

130  In verse 4.19, Bhåviveka directly addresses the opponent’s thesis in verse 4.2: “The Teacher’s 
body is not the locus of non-conceptual cognition.” He agrees that Íåkyamuni’s body is not 
the locus. For him Íåkyamuni is simply a “manifestation body” (nirmåˆakåya). He thinks 
that the locus of awakening is the “enjoyment body” (samboghakåya) in Akani∑†ha heaven. This 
point is discussed in more detail in the commentary on MHK 3.268 (Eckel 1992: 159-60).

131  These three kinds of concepts correspond to the three kinds of vikalpa (svabhåva, nir¨paˆå, 
anusmaraˆa) mentioned in Koßa 1.33. They are discussed in the commentary and notes on 
MHK 5.15.
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4.20ab  It is called peaceful and so forth by superimposing concepts.132

Words such as “pure” (ßuddha), “inherently luminous” (prak®tiprabhåsvara), and “the one 
who alleviates poverty and sickness” are applied with one’s own concepts, as in the case 
of a wishing-jewel.

Objection: According to the teaching, full perfect awakening (samyaksambodhi) is 
attained by the eightfold path (lit. the path that begins with right vision).133

Reply: This is true, but one attains full, perfect awakening by practicing this path 
with the approach of no-apprehension (anupalambhanaya) and without habitual attach-
ment to things (vastvabhiniveßa). What is the practice of no-apprehension?

4.20cd-21 Someone who practices the path that begins with right vision as no 
vision, no thought, no speech, no action, no livelihood, no effort, no 
mindfulness, and no concentration, . . .134

Right vision is no vision, because no dharmas are established in their own right. Right 
thought is no thought, because past thoughts have ceased, future thoughts have not yet 
occurred, and present thoughts do not continue. Right speech is no speech, because it is 
impossible to apprehend as speech the place, action, and effort, separately or together, 
of individual syllables. Right action is no action, because the body, senses, and mind135 
have no self, and, because the sentient being who engages in good action ceases as 
soon as it arises, there ultimately is nothing to receive the action. Right livelihood 

132  Compare MHK 3.282: “Words such as ‘Buddha’ are superimposed in a way that corresponds 
to [the Buddha’s] understanding (pratipatti), but ultimately [the Buddha] is considered inde-
scribable because he cannot be conceptualized in any way” (Eckel 1992: 165).

133  In verses 4.20-24, Bhåviveka responds to the Íråvaka’s objection in verse 4.3:

  The great awakening of the Buddhas is achieved by following the eightfold path,
  because it is awakening,
  like the awakening of a student.

 He agrees that the path is the same, but he insists that the path should be practiced with 
“the approach of no-apprehension” (anupalambhanaya). For other references to the concept 
of “no-apprehension,” see the commentary on MHK 1.18cd, 21; 3.266, 292 (Eckel 1992: 158, 
172); 5.4-5, 51-54. Bhåviveka uses anupalambha and anupalabdhi interchangeably. In MHK 
1.21, the term is anupalambha: “Scholars do not apprehend saµsåra or nirvåˆa as different 
or the same, so they do not stand anywhere, yet they stand everywhere in saµsåra” (bhedå-
bhedena saµsåranirvåˆånupalambhata˙ / na ca kvacana ti∑†hanti sarvatra ca bhave budhå˙ //). In 
MHK 5.5, the term is anupalabdhi, reflecting the terminology of the Madhyåntavibhåga.

134  The “when” of 4.20cd is followed by the “then” of 4.22. The practitioner in this verse is 
identified as a Bodhisattva in the introduction to 4.22 below.

135  The word for “mind” is Tib. blo’i tshogs / Skt. dh¥kåya. The same term is translated as 
“composite cognition” in the commentary on 5.90ab.
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is no livelihood, because the body’s primordial attachment to possessions causes the 
body to grow and accumulate things like food and clothing. The idea that these are 
beneficial is superimposed on the aggregates, as on a ball of foam, a bubble, a mirage, 
a plantain tree, or an illusion.136 The body is inanimate, unconscious, and inactive, 
like grass or trees, and the mind is like an illusion, so they do not engage in right 
effort even for a moment. In reality there is no right effort, but striving for wholesome 
qualities (kußaladharma) can be referred to as right effort conventionally (vyavahårata˙). 
Ultimately there is no experience of sense-consciousness (indriyavijñåna), so what can 
mindfulness, which is a mental consciousness (manovijñåna) that arises subsequent to 
[sense consciousness], conform to? If there is nothing to be mindful of, there is no act of 
mindfulness that can be called “mindfulness.” However, it is possible to say in a relative 
sense (saµv®tyå) that non-forgetfulness is right mindfulness. Since past consciousness 
(citta) has ceased, future [consciousness] has not yet arisen, and present [consciousness] 
is about to cease, there is not even a moment of consciousness to be concentrated. There 
is no sequential apprehension of objects, so no-concentration is referred to convention-
ally as concentration.137

A Bodhisattva who has practiced this [path]

4.22 achieves the awakening of a Buddha. Since this is our position, either 
there is the fault of proving something that we have already accepted, or 
one should investigate the practice.

When [the opponents] say that awakening is achieved by the eightfold path, they prove 
something that has already been accepted. If the opponents do not accept this, one 
should focus on the eightfold path and investigate whether it is reasonable to practice it 
as we have described it.

Objection: When someone follows this path, is it reasonable to practice it this way?  
And in what way is it reasonable?

Reply: It is held to be true if it follows inference and does not contradict tradition. 
Objection: Following your inference contradicts tradition.
Reply:

4.23 For scholars who follow inference, reality does not contradict tradition, 
and they think of practice in exactly the same way.138

136  Compare PP 41: “Material form is like a ball of foam, feelings are like a bubble, ideas are 
like a mirage, volitional states are like a plantain tree, and consciousness is like an illusion.” 
See also MHK 1.31.

137  The last sentence in this paragraph seems to contain one too many negative particles. In the 
absence of a better solution, I have read yin no for ma yin no.

138  The word order in the verse treats “does not contradict tradition” as the subject and “reality” 
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The introduction to “Seeking the Knowledge of Reality,” defines reality as peaceful, 
empty, non-dual, not dependent on anything else, no-apprehension, and so forth.139 
This does not contradict tradition or reason. We have established it, and it is reality. 
The reason (yukti) for this practice (bhåvanå) will be explained shortly. Its traditional 
sources (ågama) are as follows:

It is said:140 “O Mañjußr¥, whoever sees all dharmas as equal, non-dual, and inca-
pable of being dichotomized has the right view. O Mañjußr¥, whoever sees all dhar-
mas without seeing and without thought, concept, or imagination has right thought. 
Whoever sees all dharmas without speaking and understands the equality of no speech 
has right speech. Whoever sees all dharmas without action and who does not apprehend 
any agent has right action. Whoever does not increase or decrease any dharma and who 
stays in the equality of no livelihood has right livelihood. Whoever does not initiate any 
dharma, does not undertake anything, and does not attempt to subdue anyone else has 
right effort. Whoever is free from the path in which one is mindful of all dharmas and 
thus has no mindfulness has right mindfulness. O Mañjußr¥, whoever sees all dharmas 
as naturally concentrated, does not apprehend the disturbance of any effort and has 
right concentration. This is the way to see the noble eightfold path. Anyone who has 
this correct view of the path is said to have crossed over, to have gone beyond, to have 
reached dry land, to have attained peace, to have attained fearlessness, to be undefiled, 
to be an Arhant, an ascetic, and a brahmin.”

Likewise, in The Perfection of Wisdom it says: “One should practice the right view based 
on isolation, non-attachment, and cessation with the approach of no-apprehension.”

Someone may say that this practice of no vision is a different path, but this should 
not be said. It should be said that [awakening] is achieved by the same path. Why? 
The right way to practice the eightfold path is as an antidote to remove unwhole-
some dharmas, such as wrong views, that are not conducive to liberation. In the Órya 
Ak∑ayamatinirdeßa S¨tra it says:141 “What is right vision? Right vision does not come 
from seeing a noble one as having the self, the being, the life, the motion, the soul, the 
person, the cessation, the permanence, the existence, the non-existence, the wholesome 
[dharmas], the unwholesome [dharmas], the indeterminate [dharmas], the rebirth, and 
the nirvåˆa of a supermundane noble one. What is right thought? Right thought is not 

as the predicate. I have reversed the order to make clear that this is Bhåviveka’s definition 
of reality.

139  This definition mirrors the definition in MHK 1.1-2. Compare also MHK 3.245-46, 266ff. 
On Bhåviveka’s understanding of inference and tradition, see Part 1 of this book.

140 The source is the Órya Sarvadharmåprav®ttinirdeßa S¨tra (’phags pa chos thams cad ’byung ba 
med par bstan pa shes bya ba’i theg pa chen po’i mdo), TØhoku no. 180, Ma, folios 267a-96a. This 
quotation is located in folios 278a to 278b. Bhåviveka abbreviates the conclusion; otherwise, 
he follows the text closely. Some fragments of the corresponding Sanskrit text, along with 
an edition of the Tibetan, have been published in Braarvig 2000: 139ff. 

141  Braarvig 1993, vol. 1, pp. 543-48; vol. 2, pp. 144-45.
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to think thoughts that are passionate, hateful, or ignorant and to think thoughts that 
stem from moral conduct, concentration, wisdom, liberation, and the vision in which 
there is knowledge of liberation.”142 Therefore, one carries out the practice of no vision, 
and so forth, in order to remove habitual attachment to real things. By doing this, one 
removes the stream (santåna) [of defilements], along with their traces (våsanå), with a 
single, correct moment of a Self Existent One’s realization (abhisamaya) of the reality of 
all dharmas. If traces have to do with the existence and continued presence of objects of 
cognition ( jñeya), then, on what basis can a trace arise when one does not apprehend any 
object of cognition? This is the sequence (krama) [of practice] in the Mahåyåna.

[The next verse] explains that one attains reality by practicing the aforementioned 
path with this kind of vision.

4.24ab To understand this143 is to be Buddha. Anything else is mother’s candy.

It is reasonable to say that a Buddha has understood reality by practicing this traditional 
teaching in a way that is consistent with reason, because such a person has correct 
knowledge. If an argument about reality is consistent only with tradition and contra-
dicts reason, it is like the sweet medicine that mothers give to little children. It cannot 
stand up to analysis. To trick little children into taking their medicine, some women 
give them hard pieces covered with sugar, saying: “Here, eat this candy.” Thinking that 
their mothers would not deceive them, these children put the pieces in their mouths, 
bite down hard, and break their teeth. In the same way, some people do not properly 
understand that the Sugata’s teaching is like the prescription of a great physician: it uses 
conventional language (saµketa) and has a hidden intention (abhipråya).144 They take the 
statement, “This is the Sage’s teaching,” literally, and they teach this habit (abhiniveßa) 
[to others]. Scholars think of these people like children who take sweet medicine from 
their mothers. They should not follow tradition alone; they should engage in rational 
inference.

The reason (yukti) is as follows:145 Noble Íråvakas have a realization (abhisamaya) 

142  Moral conduct (ß¥la), concentration (samådhi), wisdom (prajñå), liberation (vimukti), and 
vision in which there is knowledge of liberation (vimuktijñånadarßana) constitute the five 
“supermundane aggregates” (lokottaraskandha).  See PP 48, 292, and 432.

143  The word “this” refers to “the reality that does not contradict tradition” mentioned in the 
previous verse. In the commentary, Bhåviveka explains that “anything else” is an under-
standing of reality that “is consistent only with tradition and contradicts reason.” People 
who accept a view of reality based only on tradition are like children who accept hard medi-
cine from their mothers thinking that it is candy and end up breaking their teeth.

144  The concept of abhipråya figures prominently in Vasubandhu’s defence of the Mahåyåna in 
the VY. This is one of the rare places where Bhåviveka uses it in his own argument.

145  In the commentary on 4.23, Bhåviveka said: “The reason (yukti) for this practice (bhåvanå) 
will be explained shortly.” Here he provides that explanation.
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that consists of the vision only of dharmas. Pratyekabuddhas have an understanding 
(parijñåna) of dependent origination (prat¥tyasamutpåda). They [accomplish this] by 
practicing the aforementioned path as if it were a real thing. A Blessed One achieves 
awakening by perfecting (samåpatti) no-apprehension. This does not happen unless 
concepts of real things are completely uprooted. Therefore, it is the practice of no-
apprehension that causes the noble path to function in a distinctive way to bring about 
perfect awakening. But [the path] is not limited to one group or another.

4.24cd  This is a decisive response to the claim that the Mahåyåna is not the 
Buddha’s teaching.

[An argument] that produces certainty and causes someone to understand the point at 
hand is a decisive response (nirˆaya). What is it? The Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s teaching, 
because it does not contradict tradition that is consistent with reason. If it contradicted 
inference, it would not be the Buddha’s teaching, like the doctrine of nihilism (uccheda-
våda). The Mahåyåna is not contradicted by reason. The reason itself will be explained 
later. Therefore, the Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s teaching, like the Pratyekabuddhayåna.

Furthermore,

4.25  The aforementioned path is not sufficient to attain the Buddha’s awak-
ening, because its awakening has to do with the aspects of suffering and 
so forth, like the path of the Pratyekabuddhas.146

“Without the practice of no-vision and so forth” should be supplied. The aspects of suf-
fering and so forth are as follows. Suffering has four aspects: impermanence, suffering, 
emptiness, and no-self. The aspects of arising, cessation, and the path are described in the 
s¨tras in a similar way. Or one can think of the twelve aspects as suffering, arising, cessa-
tion, the path, that which is to be understood, that which is to be removed, that which is 
to be realized, that which is to be practiced, the act of understanding, the act of removal, 
the act of realization, and the act of practice. The Pratyekabuddha path is similar. Since 
the Blessed One does not apprehend these twelve aspects, he understands their equality.

4.26 Either the opponent’s position is contradicted by inference or the ex-
ample is impossible. This [path] does not remove those [obstacles].

146  Verses 4.25-26 respond to the objection in verses 4.4-5. The key syllogism was stated in 
verse 4.5:

  Obstacles to knowledge are removed by the same path,
  because they are mental obstacles,
  like the obstacles that consist of defilements. 
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[The opponent] says that the obstacles to knowledge are removed by the same path. 
However, the obstacles to knowledge cannot be removed without the distinctive prac-
tice [of no-apprehension]. Even the Blessed One does not remove the obstacles to knowl-
edge with this path, because he removes them with another distinctive form of practice. 
If it were possible to remove the obstacles to knowledge on this path, the Íråvakas 
and Pratyekabuddhas would remove both obstacles, along with their traces, but this is 
impossible. Therefore, the obstacles to knowledge are only removed by the distinctive 
practice of the path as described in the Mahåyåna.

Furthermore,

4.27 The cognitions of no-arising and cessation are not ultimately true, be-
cause they are conceptual, like an erroneous cognition. What is awaken-
ing really about?

The cognitions that the aggregates do not arise and that defilements cease occur when 
a person completes the sixteen moments of thought,147 namely conviction (k∑ånti) in 
the cognition of dharma with regard to suffering, cognition of dharma with regard to 
suffering, perseverance in the subsequent cognition of suffering, the subsequent cogni-
tion of suffering, and the same [perseverance in the cognition of] dharma, cognition [of 
dharma], perseverance in subsequent cognition, and [subsequent] cognition with regard 
to arising, cessation and the path. Since this was taught by the Blessed One, the oppo-
nent thinks that awakening is the cognitions of cessation and no-arising, but this is not 
consistent [with reason]. To refute it, [we] say that these [cognitions] are not ultimately 
true. Why? Because they are conceptual, like an erroneous cognition. The cognitions 
of cessation and no-arising are like an erroneous cognition, that is, they apprehend a 
false [object], so they cannot be correct awareness.

4.28ab  This also responds to the reason in which [the Mahåyåna] is   
called a different vehicle.148

147  On the sixteen moments, see note 15.
148  In verse 4.6 the opponent argued: Even in the Mahåyåna, the same path leads to omni-

science, because [the Mahåyåna] is a different vehicle, like the Pratyekabuddhayåna. The 
commentary on 4.28ab explains that the author responds with a syllogism of his own:

  The path of the Íråvakayåna does not cause perfect awakening,
  because it lacks the practice [of no-apprehension] and cannot remove obstacles to   

 knowledge,
  like the Pratyekabuddhayåna.

 The challenge here is to relate the syllogism in the commentary to the condensed language 
of the verse. Bhåviveka seems to be saying that the opponent has used “other-vehicleness” as 
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The path that is described in the Íråvakayåna is not the cause of perfect awakening, 
because it lacks this practice [of no-apprehension] and cannot remove the obstacles to 
knowledge, like the Pratyekabuddhyåna. This is the construction [of the verse].

4.28cd How can an Arhant attain nirvåˆa if he still has obstacles?

There are two obstacles: the obstacles that consist of defilements (kleßåvaraˆa) and the 
obstacles to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa). There are two types of obstacles that consist 
of defilements: those that cause bondage (bandhana) and those that consist of traces 
(våsanå). The obstacles to knowledge cause bondage. Of these [obstacles], the Íråvakas 
and Pratyekabuddhas remove only the defilements that cause bondage, not the defile-
ments that consist of traces. They also do not [remove] the second kind of obstacle, the 
obstacle to knowledge. Therefore, it is wrong to say that an Arhant attains nirvåˆa, 
because he still has obstacles, like a stream-winner (ßrota-åpanna). This proves that 
Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas have to remove traces and accumulate the requisites of 
awakening (bodhisambhåra) to become Buddhas.

If so, there are two kinds of ignorance: defiled (kli∑†a) and undefiled (akli∑†a). Of 
these, defiled ignorance is made up of pride in the self, ignorance of the self, desire for 
the self, and so forth. Undefiled ignorance is made up of traces, as is said in Vararuci’s 
Teaching of the Deeds of the Buddha:149

There are two kinds of ignorance: mundane (laukika) and noble (årya).

his reason (hetuyånåntaratvåkhya) to prove that the path of the Íråvakayåna leads to omni-
science. Bhåviveka argues that this path cannot produce omniscience because it lacks the 
necessary practice of no-apprehension. The Sanskrit is puzzling. The noun åkhya is normally 
feminine (åkhyå). If we accept the reading åkhya, then it should be an adjective agreeing with 
gatottara˙. If we change åkhya (åkhya˙ before sandhi) to åkhyå, then sandhi will reduce the 
length of the verse by one syllable.  The best option is to treat gatottara˙ (“response”) as the 
noun and -åkhya as the adjective. The literal translation of the verse would then be: “By this 
same [argument] there is a response that speaks of other-vehicle-ness as the reason.”

149  Vararuci’s Teaching of the Deeds of the Buddha (Tib. sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa bstan pa / Skt. 
buddhakriyånirdeßa?) is quoted again later in this chapter in Bhåviveka’s discussion of the 
claim that “The Mahåyåna predicts the awakening of great Íråvakas and insults Arhants.” 
The name Vararuci appears in several forms in Tibetan: mchog ’dod (as here), ba ra ru ci (later 
in this chapter), and mchog sred (MVY 3496, in a list of “previous teachers” that includes 
Bhavya and Påˆini). Tåranåtha transmits two different legends about a figure named 
Vararuci. One has to do with a brahmin who lived on the northern frontier during the reign 
of king Mahåpadma and was involved in the transmission of the Vibhå∑å (Tåranåtha: 85-87). 
Another has to do with a brahmin who lived in Magadha and traveled to other regions of 
India, including the south where he taught Sanskrit grammar to king Udayana (Tåranåtha: 
111-15). Sanskrit traditions about Vararuci’s life and works are even less conclusive, as noted 
by Losang Norbu Shastri (2001). The title Deeds of the Buddha does not appear in any of the 
known lists of Vararuci’s works. 
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The mundane produces karmic formations; the noble goes beyond. When 
a student is in a state of cessation, with a concentrated mind, he has no 
grasping and is no longer reborn. When he is not in a state of cessation, 
he is deluded by noble ignorance. He is said to be liberated when his con-
sciousness is free from grasping. But how can someone who is deluded be 
liberated if he is deluded? His consciousness is hidden in dharmas as sense 
media (åyatana). He is not reborn, but he has not reached final awaken-
ing. Compared to the Buddha’s Dharma Body, his nirvåˆa is passive. True 
nirvåˆa is the Dharma Body of the Buddha. The Buddha realizes this and 
continues by his sustaining power.

Noble Íråvakas completely remove defiled ignorance by understanding the selflessness 
of persons. Undefiled [ignorance] does not obstruct this liberation, so they are said to 
have attained the cognitions of cessation and non-arising, even though they still have 
[undefiled ignorance].

4.29 If [the opponent] thinks that [a Íråvaka’s] liberation is like a Buddha’s, 
because [a Íråvaka] removes defiled ignorance, this is wrong, because 
neither the primary nor the manifested Buddha actually [removes de-
filed ignorance].

As a Bodhisattva, the Buddha removes defiled ignorance by realizing the conviction 
(k∑ånti) that is based on words (gho∑ånuga), based on analysis (anulomik¥), and directed 
toward dharmas that do not arise (anutpattikadharma).150 Neither the primary [Buddha], 
which is the Dharma Body, nor the manifested (nirmåˆa) Buddha remove defiled igno-
rance.151 So a Buddha and [a Íråvaka] do not have the same liberation.

Furthermore, according to the approach of the Mahåyåna, [we] say that the Blessed 
One practices the path and becomes awakened in a relative sense (saµv®tyå), but not in 
an ultimate sense (paramårthata˙). Accordingly,

4.30  In the Mahåyåna, the path does not really lead to the awakening of a 
Buddha, because it has concepts and cognitive marks, like a path that is 
clearly mundane.

150  The three kinds of k∑ånti are discussed in Lamotte 1965: 160-61.  Lamotte points out that 
these three follow an intellectual process that mirrors the three forms of wisdom: wisdom 
that consists of hearing (ßrutamay¥), thinking (cintåmay¥), and practice (bhåvanåmay¥). In this 
case, k∑ånti is better translated by “conviction” than by the more common term “patience.”

151  On Bhåviveka’s distinction between the primary (mukhya) and the manifested (nirmåˆa) 
Buddha, see Eckel 1992: 115-22.
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The path is not a cause of awakening, because it has concepts (vikalpa) and cognitive 
marks (nimitta) such as, “This world and the other world exist,” like the path of whole-
some action that leads to rebirth as a god or human being.

4.31  Someone may say: If the path is unreal, then it cannot cause the cessation 
of defilements, because it is unreal, just as the cognition that a post is a 
man cannot cause their cessation.152

The practice of the path is intended to bring about the cessation of defilements, but if 
it is unreal, how can it cause the cessation of defilements? The cognition that a post is a 
man cannot dispel doubt. This is the opponent’s objection. In other words, if the path 
is unreal, it cannot cause the cessation of defilements. And if the cognition that a post 
is a man is incorrect, it cannot cause their cessation.

We reply:

4.32  It is like the cognition that a rope is a mass of vines, which serves as an 
antidote to a terrified person’s mistaken idea that a rope is a snake.153

Someone may mistakenly think that a rope is a snake and not know that it is a rope, then 
he may realize that it is a coil of vines and thus a rope. The cognition that it is a coil 
of vines is not [ultimately] true, but it is an antidote to [the mistaken idea of] a snake. 
Similarly, someone may have a mistaken view of the aggregates and, because of this 
wrong concept, become attached. Then, when he knows that he is mistaken about them 

152  The opponent responds to Bhåviveka’s point about ultimate truth with a prasa∫ga: “If the 
path is unreal, then it cannot cause the cessation of defilements.” This argument is then 
translated into a syllogism:

  The path does not cause the cessation of defilements,
  because it is unreal (abh¨tatvåt),
  like a cognition that a post is a man.

 This objection is common in Madhyamaka literature, as in the opening verse of the 
Vigrahavyåvartan¥ and in MMK chapter 24. The reason, abh¨tatva (“unreality”), is a good 
example of the ambiguity in Sanskrit words for existence, which can refer not only to exis-
tence but to truth. The path is nonexistent (abh¨ta) in the same way that a false cognition is 
untrue (abh¨ta). The Tibetan translator dealt with the ambiguity by translating abh¨ta as mi 
bden pa (“untrue”).

153  Bhåviveka argues that the opponent’s reason (“because it is unreal”), is inconclusive, because 
unreal things can have real effects. For other Madhyamaka examples of this argument, 
see Någårjuna’s discussion of the pot, cloth, and cart and the magically created man in 
Vigrahavyåvartan¥ 22-23. For more discussion of the comparison of the snake and the rope, 
see MHK 5.55-56.
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and develops the view that is the antidote, namely right vision and so forth, he knows 
that both [right vision and wrong vision] are wrong, because they involve concepts of 
real things. No-vision is right, because nothing has any identity at all. As it is said in the 
Tathågatakoßa S¨tra,154 

O Kåßyapa, it is as if someone were suffering from a poison of doubtful real-
ity, cried out, “I have taken poison, I have taken poison,” and beat his breast.  
A skilled physician might then give him another false poison, remove his idea 
about the doubtful poison, and free him from suffering. What do you think, 
Kåßyapa? If the physician had not given the man the other, false poison, 
would he have lived?
 No, Blessed One. He suffered from unreal poison, and he was cured by 
another unreal poison.
 The Blessed One said: Kåßyapa, I teach the Dharma in the same unreal way 
to foolish people who are defiled by defilements.
 Does the Blessed One not teach the truth? How can the Blessed One’s 
teaching not be true?
 The Blessed One said: What do you think, O Kåßyapa? Are you liberated 
by [a teaching] that is true or by one that is not true?
 I am liberated by [a teaching] that is not true, not by one that is true. Why?  
The Blessed One said that desire, hatred, and ignorance are unreal. O Blessed 
One, if desire were real, [meditation on] repulsive things (aßubha) could not 
remove desire. O Blessed One, if hatred were real, friendliness (maitr¥) could 
not remove hatred. O Blessed One, if ignorance were real, dependent origina-
tion could not remove ignorance. O Blessed One, it is because desire, hatred, 
and ignorance are unreal that meditation (bhåvanå) on repulsive things, 
friendliness, and dependent origination can remove them. O Blessed One, all 
defilements are unreal, so they are removed by unreal realizations. O Blessed 
One, both the defilements and the means to remove them are unreal, so one 
is free not only from unreal defilements, but also from unreal realizations.

4.33ab   The reason is inconclusive, and the opponent loses the argument.

[The opponent] says [that the path does not cause the cessation of defilements] because 
it is unreal, like a cognition that a post is a man. But something that is unreal can 

154  The Tibetan title is de bzhin gshegs pa’i mdzod kyi mdo. This s¨tra is sometimes mistak-
enly identified as the Tathågatagarbha S¨tra (TØhoku no. 258). Paul Harrison has identi-
fied it as the Tathågataguhyakoßa S¨tra (T 821, 17.844a17-b5), for which there is no Tibetan 
translation.
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remove an unreal mistake. The reason is inconclusive (savyabhicårin), because unreality 
(abh¨tatva) can imply removal, as in the case of the mistaken cognition that a rope is a 
snake, or unreality can imply no removal, as in the case of the mistaken cognition that a 
post is a man. Because of this example, the opponent’s argument that a real path causes 
an accumulation of real defilements to cease is false. Without these two [i.e. a correct 
reason and example], the argument in favor of the Íråvakayåna is lost.

Furthermore,

4.33cd  This also is an answer to [the argument that the path is real] because it 
is an antidote to defilements.

The opponents may say: The path is real, because it is an antidote to defilements, just 
as light is an antidote to darkness. This [argument] also can be answered by saying, “an 
unreal antidote can remove unreal defilements,” and using the example of the rope, the 
snake, and the coiled vines. Since the reason is inconclusive, the opponent loses.

[The opponent says:] We have already proven that the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s 
teaching. Therefore, it is wrong to teach a Mahåyåna that has no scriptural source 
(anågama), since it is nothing but dry logical reasoning.155

To answer this claim, [we] distinguish between the objection (p¨rvapak∑a) and the 
response (pratipak∑a).

4.34  According to us, the Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s, because it shows that 
there is no self and so forth, and because it displays the greatness of the 
three jewels, like the Íråvakayåna.

155  In verse 4.34, Bhåviveka takes up the opponent’s argument in verse 4.7:

  The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching,
  because it is not included in the S¨tråntas and so forth,
  or because it teaches a different path,
  like the Vedånta view (vedåntadarßana).
 
 Bhåviveka starts with a syllogism of his own:

  The Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s [teaching],
  because it shows that there is no self and so forth,
  and because it displays the greatness of the three jewels,
  like the Íråvakayåna.

 In verse 4.35 and in the subsequent commentary, he offers more reasons why the Mahåyåna 
should be considered the Buddha’s teaching. These function as counter-arguments (prati-
tarka) to contradict the opponent’s thesis.
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The Mahåyåna is the path known as the six perfections together with their results. It 
also is the texts (ßåstra) that make them clear. This [Mahåyåna] is the subject (dharmin). 
“Is the Buddha’s” means that it is the Buddha’s teaching. This is the predicate (sådhya). 
The combination of the subject and the predicate is the thesis. To have no self is to 
transcend what other heretics (t¥rthika) imagine to be the self and so forth. The state 
of having no self (niråtmabhåva) is no-self-ness (nairåtmya). Something that has no self 
and so forth not only has no self but also is empty, impermanent, and so forth. To show 
that there is no self and so forth is to reveal it. A jewel is an object that is difficult to 
obtain and brings pleasure. The three jewels are the Buddha, Dharma, and Saµgha. 
The greatness (måhåtmya) of the three jewels is their great nature. To display the great-
ness of the three jewels is to proclaim it. Whatever shows that there is no self and so 
forth and also displays the greatness of the three jewels is the Buddha’s teaching, like 
the Íråvakayåna. To be like the Íråvakayåna is to be similar to it. For this reason, the 
Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s teaching.

Objection: This is not the case. According to us, the three baskets (tripi†aka) cause 
one to obtain [the three jewels],156 but the Mahåyåna does not. Since we do not accept 
that it is the Buddha’s teaching, this [argument] suffers the fault of not being accepted 
by both parties.

Reply: Undefiled ignorance (akli∑†åvidyå) is removed by a single moment of a Self 
Existent One’s correct knowledge, which understands all dharmas. Someone who has 
practiced no-apprehension is free [from undefiled ignorance]. This was taught by the 
Buddha in the other vehicle, so it is not the case that this point is not accepted by both 
parties.

4.35ab   And the reason is not accepted, because it is contradicted by a counter-
argument.

In the objection, [the opponent] argued that the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teach-
ing, because it is not included in the S¨tråntas and so forth, like the Vedånta view. To 
respond, it is necessary to establish its contradiction and thereby [demonstrate that] 
the reason—because [the Mahåyåna] is not included in the s¨tras and so forth—is not 
accepted. How?

4.35cd   Because the teachings of the Mahåyåna, beginning with the [four] 
truths, are included in the Tripi†aka (lit. Vinaya and so forth).

156  The text of the Peking says only that the three baskets are “the cause of obtaining” (thob pa’i 
rgyu). The sDe-dge specifies that one obtains “the three vehicles” (theg pa gsum). Clearly 
something has gone amiss. Perhaps one obtains “the three jewels” (triratna) rather than “the 
three vehicles” (triyåna).
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The teachings of the Mahåyåna, such as the truths of suffering, arising, cessation, and 
the path, the faculties (indriya), the strengths (bala), the limbs of awakening (bodhya∫ga), 
the paths, the ten powers (bala), the modes of fearlessness (vaißåradya), the analytical 
awarenesses (pratisaµvid), and the special qualities of a Buddha (åveˆikabuddhadharma) 
are taught word for word157 in the Vinaya, S¨tras, and Abhidharma. [The teachings of 
the Mahåyåna] are the same in the way they use these practices to remove defilements. 
They are distinctive in that only the Blessed One uses the Mahåyåna approach of no-
apprehension to remove the obstacles to knowledge. Therefore, because the truths 
taught in the Vinaya and so forth are fully explained in the Mahåyåna, the S¨tras and 
so forth are consistent with the Mahåyåna. Since the Mahåyåna is included implicitly in 
the S¨tras and so forth, the opponent’s reason is not accepted.

Objection: Although some [teachings], such as the noble truths, are included in the 
Mahåyåna, [the Mahåyåna] contradicts the texts (ßåstra) of many different schools, as we 
pointed out in our objection.

Reply: Your mind is stained by the traces of false attachment, and you speak with-
out definitively grasping the meaning of Mahåyåna texts. We respond:

The Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s teaching, because it is consistent with the seals 
(mudrå) of the Dharma. It also is possible to argue that the Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s 
teaching, because it follows the s¨tras [that teach] the noble truths, because it is the 
true vision that disciplines defilements, and because it is consistent with the teaching 
of dependent arising.

Furthermore, all eighteen schools follow their own canonical texts (lit. S¨tras 
and so forth) and greatly contradict one another. With its deep and broad approach of 
acting for the welfare of others, the Mahåyåna sometimes does not follow a particular 
canonical collection (s¨trådipi†aka) of the Íråvakas, but it does follow the s¨tras of the 
Mahåyåna, because it appears in the seven hundred precepts (ßik∑åpada) of a Bodhisattva 
and is consistent with the doctrine of emptiness. Therefore, it is consistent with the 
seals of the Dharma.

Another response is to say that the Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s teaching, because it was 
collected by the original compilers, such as Samantabhadra, Mañjußr¥, Guhyakådhipati, 
and Maitreya.158 Íråvakas did not compile our root collection, because the teachings of 
the Mahåyåna were beyond them.

As it is said in the Íiµßapåvana S¨tra,
 

157  Lit. in syllables (ak∑ara), words (ßabda), and consonants (vyañjana).
158  Tåranåtha lists the same four Bodhisattvas as original compilers of the Mahåyåna (trans. 

Chimpa and Chattopadhyaya: 98). The Traité (383) lists the compilers as Samantabhadra, 
Mañjußr¥, Maitreya, and Vajrapåˆi. (Guhyakådhipati is an epithet of Vajrapåˆi.) Bu-ston’s 
account of the compilation of the Mahåyåna mentions the tradition of the Tarkajvålå along 
with several others (Obermiller 1932b: 2.101-2).
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Ónanda, I have understood an extremely large number of dharmas, as 
many as there are leaves in this Íiµßapå grove, but I have not taught them 
to you. They are not profitable for you; they do not cause you to be weary 
[with saµsåra] or free from desire.159

Similarly:160

The Uttara, Ónanda, Patali, Du˙khaskandha, Mah¥[ßåsaka], Udåyi, Í¨nyatå, 
Var∑a, P¨rˆa, Gupta, Rampaka, Nirvåˆa, Rå∑†rapåla, and Gati S¨tras were 
incomplete in the original collection and should be understood as being 
abbreviated [lit. not extensive].

In the Uttara S¨trånta it says:161 “Íakra, the Lord of the Gods, said: Reverend 
Uttara, when I look into the minds of all the Íråvakas of the Blessed One who are living 
in Jambudv¥pa, there is not a single monk, apart from you, reverend Uttara, who has 
memorized this Dharma teaching (dharmaparyåya). But, reverend Uttara, this Dharma 
teaching was taught by the Blessed One, so you must memorize it.” This leads us to 
infer that there were no others at that time [who knew this teaching]. Just a short time 
after the Blessed One’s parinirvåˆa, even when the noble Ónanda was still alive, nobody 
knew or understood this teaching of the Buddha. How much more so today?

In addition, it says in the Ónanda S¨tra: “When the Blessed One had grown old, he 

159  Compare SN V 437-38.
160  The following passage appears to be a quotation from Vasubandhu’s Vyåkhyåyukti (VY), 

although it is possible that both texts quote from a common source. The translations of the 
two passages are similar, but there are significant textual variants. The most important of 
these are noted when they occur. Vasubandhu uses the argument in this passage to respond 
to an objection in which the Íråvaka argues that “The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teach-
ing, because it contradicts the generally accepted (prasiddha) teachings of the Buddha” (VY 
203). Vasubandhu initially responds by pointing out that the Íråvakayåna itself contains 
contradictory teachings. The Íråvaka then argues that there are no contradictions, because 
only some of these passages contain the Buddha’s definitive (n¥tårtha) teaching. Vasubandhu 
responds by asking why it is not possible to say the same about the Mahåyåna: “In the 
Mahåyåna, why is there no definitive (n¥tårtha) [teaching] that is definitively grasped as 
not contradictory? Do the gods know the whole Mahåyåna? If not—if they do not know 
the whole [Mahåyåna]—how can they know that it has no definitive [teaching]? If some-
thing does not appear now, why can it not appear [later]? Similarly, the whole teaching of 
the Buddha does not appear in the Íråvakayåna.” Bhåviveka’s terminology contains echoes 
of Vasubandhu’s. He mentioned several paragraphs earlier, for example, that his objector 
“does not definitively grasp the meaning of Mahåyåna texts.” Otherwise Bhåviveka ignores 
Vasubandhu’s use of the concept of “definitive meaning” (n¥tårtha). His only concern is to 
show that the objector’s reason (“because it is not included in the S¨tråntas and so forth”) is 
inconclusive. This reason was first presented in verse 4.7.

161  Compare AN IV 166 (Uttara Sutta), quoted in VY (Skilling 2000: 340).
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addressed the noble Ónanda and said: ‘Can you memorize the dharmas I have taught?’ 
In response to this question, [Ónanda] said: ‘I would need to stay in the Blessed One’s 
presence for at least twenty years!’” In the same [s¨tra] it says: “I have memorized eighty 
thousand articles of Dharma (dharmaskandha) in the presence of the Blessed One; two 
[thousand] came from monks.”162 This means that he [Ónanda] did not memorize [every 
article] that the Blessed One had previously taught. It would not have been reasonable 
for [the Blessed One] to teach them to him, because the monks had already memorized 
them. It also would not have been reasonable to teach each small [article] again in a 
period of forty years.

Someone may say that the noble Ónanda understood everything [taught by the 
Blessed One].  If so, Íakra, the Lord of Gods, would not have said in the Uttara S¨tra 
that no monk had memorized that Dharma teaching. This should be understood to 
mean that Ónanda did not memorize everything. Therefore, the full teaching of the 
Buddha does not appear in the collection made by those who were taught by [Ónanda] 
and who collected [his teachings].163

In the Patali S¨tra,164 the Blessed One said, among other things: “Patali, when the 
assembly was few in number, where was the Dharma teaching (dharmaparyåya) called 
‘The Thoroughbred’s Fair Colt’ taught to the community of monks?”165 This is not 
extant as a s¨tra.

Moreover, in the Du˙khaskandha S¨tra,166 the Blessed One said to Mahånåma the 

162  Compare Theragåthå 1024: dvås¥tiµ buddhato gaˆhi dve sahassåni bhikkhuto (“I have learned 
eighty-two thousand from the Buddha and two thousand from a monk”). Bhåviveka fol-
lows a Sanskrit tradition that is attested in the Avadånaßataka (242), among other sources: 
bhagavato ‘ntikåd aß¥tir dharmaskandhasahasråˆy udg®h¥tåni. Lamotte (1988: 148-49) has a 
thorough discussion of the traditions connected with eighty thousand and eighty-four thou-
sand articles of Dharma. 

163  VY: “The compilers collected what [Ónanda] said. Therefore, the complete teaching of the 
Buddha does not appear today.”

164  VY refers to this s¨tra as the ’od sel gyi mdo. The quotation from this s¨tra refers to a text 
called rta cang shes bzhon bzangs kyi chos kyi rnam grangs, corresponding to TJ’s rta cang 
shes bzang po’i rte’u zhes bya ba’i chos kyi rnam grangs (“the Dharma teaching called ‘The 
Thoroughbred’s Fair Colt’”). A number of Pali suttas mention the qualities of a thorough-
bred (Tib. rta cang shes; Skt. åjåneya or aßvåjåneya; Pali åjañña or åjåniya), such as AN II 250-
51, 251-52; III 248; IV 188-90, 282-84.  But none mentions a text of this name.

165  VY reads: “Od sel, when I taught ‘The Thoroughbred’s Fair Colt’ to the assembly of monks, 
you (pl.) were few in number.”

166  Compare MN I 91-95 (C¨¬adukkhakkhandha Sutta): Ekam idåhaµ mahånåma samayaµ 
råjagahe viharåmi gijjhak¨†e pabbate. Tena kho pana samayena sambahulå nigaˆ†hå isigilipasse 
kå¬asilåyaµ ubbha††hakå honti åsanapa†ikkhittå, opakkamikå dukkhå tippå ka†ukå vedanå vedi-
yanti. Atha kho ‘haµ mahånåma såyanhasamayaµ pa†isallånå vu††hito yena isigilipassaµ kå¬asilå 
yena te nigaˆ†hå ten’ upasa∫kamiµ, upasa∫kamitvå te nigaˆ†he etad avocaµ: Kin nu tumhe åvuso 
nigaˆ†hå ubbha††hakå åsanapa†ikkhittå opakkamikå dukkhå tippå ka†ukå vedanå vediyathåti?  
PTS translation: “At one time, I, Mahånåma, was staying near Rajagaha on Mount Vulture 
Peak. Now at that time several Jains on the Black Rock on the slope of (Mount) Isigili 
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Íåkya: “At one time, after staying in Råjag®ha, I went along a mountain path to Suparßva 
Mountain. There I saw an ascetic (nirgrantha) with his head down;167 I said to him. . . .” 
This168 is not extant as a s¨tra. 

In the Mah¥ßåsaka S¨tra,169 the Blessed One said: “At one time, when I was staying 
in Råjag®ha, many heretics (t¥rthika) and wanderers (parirvråjaka) met me on the road 
leading to the mountain. When they had gathered around me, they thought of asking 
me. . . .”170 This is not extant as a s¨tra. 

In the Udåyi S¨tra171 it says: “There is a method (paryåya) by which I teach four feel-
ings.” This is not extant as a s¨tra.

In the Í¨nyatå S¨tra172 it says: “The noble Ónanda said: ‘At one time the Blessed 
One was staying in the market town of the Íåkyas. There I understood what the Blessed 
One meant when he said: “Now I have lived a great deal in emptiness.”’” This is not 
extant as a s¨tra. 

In the Udåyi S¨tra173 it says: “The Blessed One said: ‘Great king, I remember having 

came to be standing erect and refusing a seat; they were experiencing feelings that were 
acute, painful, sharp, severe. Then I, Mahånåma, having emerged from solitary meditation 
towards evening, approached the slopes of (Mount) Isigili, the Black Rock and those Jains; 
having approached, I spoke thus to those Jains: ‘Why do you, reverend Jains, standing erect 
and refusing a seat, experience feelings that are acute, painful, sharp, severe?’”

167  VY reads “with upraised arms” (Tib. lag pa bsgreng ba / Skt. ¨rdhvabåhu) rather than “with 
his head down” (mgo thur du pa stan pa).”

168  Bhåviveka uses the phrase that is translated zhes bya ba la sogs pa rgyas par ’byung ba to indicate 
that he is abbreviating the text of the s¨tra.

169  TJ reads sa pa’i mdo (Mah¥ S¨tra?). VY reads sa ston gyi mdo, for which the Sanskrit equivalent 
would be Mah¥ßåsaka S¨tra. This title is not attested in the S¨tra literature.

170  A comparable story is found in DN III 36ff. (Udumbarikå S¥hanåda Suttanta).
171  An Udåyi S¨tra is mentioned in the commentary on Koßa 2.44 and discussed at length in the 

Vyåkhyå. On the “methods” for the enumeration of feelings (vedanå), compare SN IV 224: 
Dve pi mayå ånanda vedanå vuttå pariyåyena // tisso pi mayå vedanå vuttå pariyåyena // pañca 
pi mayå vedanå vuttå pariyåyena // cha pi mayå vedanå vuttå pariyåyena // a††håraså pi mayå 
vedanå vuttå pariyåyena // chattiµså pi mayå vedanå vuttå pariyåyena // a††hasatam pi mayå 
vedanå vuttå pariyåyena. PTS translation: “There are two feelings, Ónanda, in my way of 
explaining. There are three feelings, Ónanda, in my way of explaining. There are also five, 
six, eighteen, thirty-six, there are one hundred and eight feelings in my way of explain-
ing, Ónanda.” The number four in Bhåviveka’s account of this quotation is puzzling. Koßa 
1.14 and commentary enumerate three and six feelings. The same system is followed in the 
Arthavinißcayas¨tra (Santani 1971: 126).

172  Compare MN III 104 (C¨¬asuññatå Sutta): Ekamidaµ bhante, samayaµ bhagavå sakkesu 
viharati. Någarakaµ nåma sakyånaµ nigamo. Tattha me, bhante, bhagavato sammukhå sutaµ 
sammukhå pa†iggahitaµ: Suññatåvihårenåhaµ, ånanda, etarahi bahulaµ viharåm¥ti. Kacci me 
taµ, bhante, sussutaµ suggah¥taµ sumanasikataµ s¨padhåritan ti. The Tibetan text of this 
s¨tra has been edited by Skilling 1994-97. Here the Tibetan text mistakenly attributes the 
words of this quotation to the Buddha.

173  TJ reads ‘char ba’i mdo (Udåyi S¨tra?). VY reads chu las skyes pa’i mdo.  Skilling notes a refer-
ence to MVY 6142, perhaps Jalaja S¨tra. It seems that VY is reading Udaja and TJ Udayi or 
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said at one time: ‘There are no ascetics (ßramaˆa) or brahmins who know everything 
and see everything. There have not been in the past, nor will there be in the future. 
This is impossible.’” This is not extant as a s¨tra.

In the P¨rˆa S¨tra174 it says: “The elder Ónanda said: ‘When I was a newcomer to 
the order, the monk and elder Maitråyaˆ¥putra, now known as the venerable P¨rˆa, 
gave a very profound Dharma talk.” This is not extant as a s¨tra.

In the Gupta S¨tra175 it says: “Var∑åkåra176 said: ‘At one time, the monk Gautama 
was staying in Nådikå177 in a brick residence,178 and so forth. There the Blessed One 
Gautama praised meditation (dhyåna) in every way.” This is not extant as a s¨tra.

In the Rampaka S¨tra,179 the Blessed One said to a group of five monks:  “Previously, 
when I had not yet gone forth and was still living at home, I thought and taught that 
living in a house is harmful.”180 This is not extant as a s¨tra.

In the Mahåparinirvåˆa S¨tra,181 it says: “The elder Ónanda said to the venera-
ble Aniruddha: ‘In the presence of the Blessed One, I heard directly and understood 
directly that the Blessed Ones,182 the Buddhas, attain (samåpanna) the fourth meditative 

Udaya. On the Udåyi S¨tra (’char ka’i mdo), see previous discussion of SN IV 224.
174  Compare SN III 105-6: Puˆˆo nåma åvuso åyasmå mantåniputto amhåkaµ navakånaµ 

sataµ bah¨pakåro hoti, so amhe iminå ovådena ovadati. Idañca pana me åyasmato puˆˆassa 
mantåniputtassadhammadesanaµ sutvå dhammo ahisametoti. PTS translation: “The venerable 
Ónanda thus spoke: ‘Puˆˆa, friends, the venerable son of Mantån¥, was very helpful to us 
when we were novices. With this instruction he instructed us.’” On the venerable P¨rˆa, 
see DPPN 222-23.

175  TJ reads sbas pa’i mdo (Gupta S¨tra). VY reads sa ’tsho’i mdo. Compare MN III 13 
(Gopakamoggallåna Sutta): Ekamidåhaµ bho ånanda, samayaµ so bhavaµ gotamo vesåliyaµ 
viharati mahåvane k¨†ågårasålåyaµ. Atha kho ahaµ bho ånanda, yena mahåvanaµ k¨†ågårasålå, 
yena so bhavaµ gotamo, tenupasa∫kamiµ. Tatra ca pana so bhavaµ gotamo anekapariyåyena 
jhånakathaµ kathesi. Jhåy¥ ceva so bhavaµ gotamo ahosi jhånas¥l¥ ca sabbañca pana so bhavaµ 
gotamo jhånaµ vaˆˆes¥ti. PTS translation: “At one time, good Ónanda, the revered Gotama 
was staying near Vesål¥ in the Great Wood in the hall of the Gabled House. Then I, good 
Ónanda, approached the revered Gotama in the Great Wood in the hall of the Gabled 
House. While he was there the revered Gotama in many a figure talked a talk on medi-
tation. A meditator was the revered Gotama and he was disposed to meditation; and the 
revered Gotama praised every (form of) meditation.”

176  TJ reads lo byed; VY reads dbyar tshul. Both are equivalents of the name Var∑åkåra (Pali 
Vassakåra).

177  The place names in this passage can be clarified by comparing the Pali Mahåparinibbåna 
Sutta (DN II 91) with the Sanskrit Mahåparinirvåˆa S¨tra (abbreviated MPS) II 162.

178  For “brick residence,” TJ reads gu ’dzi ka’i bsti gnas na; VY reads ’ol ma se can gyi nang na; the 
Sanskrit MPS reads kuñjikåvasatha; the Pali reads giñjakåvasatha.

179  TJ reads ram pa ka’i mdo; VY reads chu shing gi mdo. Compare MN I 160-219 (Ariyapariyesana 
Sutta), which starts in the hermitage of the brahmin Rammaka.

180  For “harmful,” TJ reads gnod pa and VY reads nyam nga. Both are equivalent to saµbådha.
181  MPS II 394-97 (sect. 42.14-17). The parallel passage in Pali is found in DN II 156.
182  Compare MPS III 396: saµmukhaµ me åyu∑mann aniruddha bhagavato ‘ntikåc chrutam 

saµmukham udg®h¥tam.
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state (dhyåna) and achieve immovable peace, then as Seers183 they enter parinirvåˆa.’” 
This is not extant as a s¨tra.

[In the Rå∑†rapåla S¨tra] the noble Rå∑†rapåla said:184 “Great king, the Blessed One 
who sees and understands correctly, the Tathågata, Arhant, Samyaksaµbuddha, spoke 
of four ways of becoming weary [with saµsåra]. . . .” The last of these is: “Great king, 
this world is a slave of insatiable desire.” This is not extant as a s¨tra.

In the Gati S¨tra it says: “Anåthapiˆ∂ada185 said: ‘In the presence of the Blessed One 
I heard directly and understood directly that, when a certain person creates a grove 
and dedicates it, after death he is reborn among the gods in heaven. . . .’”  This pas-
sage concludes by saying: “There is a statement of praise and there is a reason to praise 
generosity.”186 This is not extant as a s¨tra. 

Other s¨tras can be understood in the same way. In the Tu∑ˆ¥µbhåva S¨tra,187 it says: 
“As was said earlier in the Buddha’s teaching to Maudgalyåyana, you, Maudgalyåyana, 
should practice a noble silence; you should not be careless.” And in the Sthåtavya S¨tra188 
it says: “In this noble state you should not be careless.” The s¨tras that contain these 
statements are not extant. 

Also, many s¨tras that exist today, such as the Mahåparinirvåˆa S¨tra, contain vari-
ant readings. From this it is clear that these and many other s¨tras do not now appear 
as the Buddha’s extensive teaching in the Íråvakayåna.

[It also is clear that s¨tras] collected by the compilers of the root collection,189 who 
were Arhants such as Mahåkåßyapa, have now been lost, because there are different 

183  TJ reads mig dang ldan pa; VY reads spyan dang ldan pa.
184  Compare MN II 68 (Ra††hapåla Sutta): Atthi kho, mahåråja, tena bhagavatå jånatå passatå 

arahatå sammåsambuddhena cattåro dhammuddeså uddi††hå; ye ahaµ ñatvå ca disvå ca sutvå ca 
agårasmå anagåriyaµ pabbajito. Katame cattåro? . . . Úno loko atitto taˆhådåso ti kho, mahåråja, 
tena bhagavatå jånatå passatå arahatå sammåsambuddhena catuttho dhammuddeso uddi††ho; yaµ 
ahaµ ñatvå ca disvå ca sutvå ca agårasmå anagåriyaµ pabbajito. PTS translation: “There are, 
sire, four expoundings of dhamma expounded by the Lord who knows, who sees, perfected 
one, fully Self-Awakened One; because I have known and seen and heard these, I have 
gone forth into homelessness. What are the four?  . . . The fourth expounding of dhamma 
expounded by the Lord who knows, who sees, perfected one, fully Self-Awakened One is 
that: ‘the world lacks and is unsatisfied, a slave to craving.’”

185  On Anåthapiˆ∂ada (Pali Anåthapiˆ∂ika), see MN III 258-64.  TJ reads kun dga’ ra ba byas 
nas sngo bar byed pa; VY reads simply kun dga’ ra ba phul ba (“when someone gives a pleasure 
grove”).  See also AN V 185-89 and the story of Anåthapiˆ∂ada in the Íayanåsanavastu 
(Gnoli 1978: 11ff.).

186  The meaning of  this sentence is unclear.  VY reads yon bsngo ba byas pa’i rgyus. The reference 
to “dedication” may reflect the “dedication” mentioned at the beginning of the TJ version.

187  For references to the “noble silence” (åriyatuˆh¥bhåva) in Pali literature, see SN II 236, 273 
and MN I 161. TJ reads mi smra ba’i dngos po’i mdo; VY reads cang mi smra ba’i mdo.

188  TJ reads gnas par bya ba’i mdo; VY reads gnas pa’i mdo.
189  For “compilers of the root collection,” both TJ rtsa ba’i sdud par byed pa po and VY yang dag 

par bsdus pa’i gzhi po seem to be the equivalent of m¨lasaµg¥tikåraka.
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recensions of these s¨tras in the Ógamas of different schools (nikåya), and because 
s¨tras collected in different Ógamas contain different topics (padårtha).190 [We] also 
see other s¨tras that were not included [in these Ógamas] and do not contradict them, 
whose names are Garbhåvakrånti (mngal du ’jug pa),191 Nandin (or Nandaka / dga’ ba can), 
and Óyu˙paryanta (tshe’i mthar thug pa).192 If this is the case and even the compilers are 
confused, how can anyone be confident that these are the complete193 teaching of the 
Buddha? We hear that up to a hundred [texts] can come from hearing a single [text] 
passed on by a lineage of transmission.194

Furthermore, if the teachings in the Mahåyåna are different, why would the other 
compilers have collected them? If [teachings] are contradictory, they must have differ-
ent compilers. This is why the noble Såµmit¥yas do not accept s¨tras that deal with 
no-self such as the Paramårthaß¨nyatå [S¨tra].195 Schools such as the Mah¥ßåsakas do not 
accept [s¨tras] that deal with the intermediate realm (antaråbhava) such as the Saptabhava 
[S¨tra]. Similarly, in the Vinaya, according to the Våts¥putr¥yas, one is prohibited from 
eating such things as molasses at the wrong time, while, according to the Sarvåstivådins, 
it appears that one can eat and enjoy them.196 A s¨tra of these [Våts¥putr¥yas] extols the 
existence of the self, while the Sarvåstivådins reject it.

Similarly, some say that there is no self, while others say that there is a person. Some 
think that all conditioned states are momentary, while some think that they last for two 

190  The translation of this sentence follows VY, where the syntax is more clear.
191  The Garbhåvakrånti S¨tra has a complex textual history. A Garbhåvakrånti is quoted in the 

commentary on Koßa 1.35. Two independent versions of a s¨tra with this name are found 
in the Ratnak¨†a; another version is included in the M¨lasarvåstivåda Vinaya. J. W. de Jong 
(1977) has commented on the textual issues connected with this s¨tra.

192  The Óyu˙paryanta S¨tra is edited in Matsumura 1989. This s¨tra exists in Sanskrit and in 
Tibetan translation but not in Pali. There is no indication that it was part of a particular 
Ógama. Apparently such s¨tras circulated independently in Buddhist circles but were not 
part of specific canonical collections.

193  Follow VY; TJ reads “extensive.”
194  This sentence concludes Bhåviveka’s quotation of the VY. At the end of his version of this 

argument, Vasubandhu returns to the point about whether the Mahåyåna contains the 
Buddha’s definitive meaning (n¥tårtha): “Therefore one cannot definitively grasp (nges par 
gzung bar mi bya’o) that there is no definitive meaning in the Mahåyåna, simply because a 
s¨tra with definitive meaning does not now appear (or simply because one does not now see 
such a s¨tra).”

195  Vasubandhu quotes the objectionable passage in his discussion of the pudgala-våda at the end 
of the Abhidharmakoßabhå∑ya (Koßa: 468): iti hi bhik∑avo ‘sti karmåsti vipåka˙ kårakas tu nopa-
labhyate (“O monks, there is a karma and there is a result, but no agent is to be found.”)

196  Shayne Clarke has identified a passage that discusses this point in the M¨lasarvåstivåda 
Vinaya: “Then the Blessed One said to the monks: . . .whether it is the right time or not, or 
whether one is sick or not, one can enjoy molasses without having to repent”: de nas bcom ldan 
‘das kyis dge slong rnams la bka’ stsal pa / de lta bas na rjes su gnang ste / dus sam dus ma yin pa’am 
/ na ba’am mi na bas / bu ram la longs spyad par bya ste / ’di la ’gyod par ni mi bya’o // (sDe-ge 
’Dul ba, Ga, folio 16b).   
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moments, and others think that this earth lasts until the end of a kalpa. Some think 
that nirvåˆa is substantially real (dravyasat), while others think that it is only a name 
(nåmamåtra). Some think that there is an intermediate realm (antaråbhava), while others 
do not. Some think that the Blessed One’s understanding occurs in a single moment, 
while others think that it takes sixteen moments. Therefore, since the teachings of the 
separate schools (nikåya) contradict one another in these ways, they are different, and 
it is difficult to establish their authority (Tib. gtsug lag nyid / Skt. *ßåstratva). So [the 
opponent is arguing that] the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching simply because it 
was collected by different compilers.

the eternal tathÓgata197

Furthermore, the claim that Tathågata is eternal (nitya) means that the Tathågata’s 
understanding (abhisamaya) is eternal, and that the Tathågata is identical to this under-
standing. It does not mean, however, that [the Tathågata] does not change. Someone who 
wants to understand [this point] in more detail, should consult the La∫kåvatåra S¨tra. 
The word “eternal” can refer to something that functions as a continuum (santåna) but 
is dissolved at every moment, like a river that constantly flows or a fire that constantly 
burns. Thus [the teaching that the Buddha is eternal] does not contradict the statement 
that all conditioned states are impermanent (anitya).

Pervasion By the tathÓgatagarBha

To say that there is “pervasion by [the essence of] the Tathågata” means that [the 
Tathågata’s] knowledge encompasses198 all objects of cognition, not that he is omnipres-
ent like Vi∑ˆu. To say that [sentient beings] have the essence of the Tathågata means 
that emptiness (ß¨nyatå), signlessness (animitta), wishlessness (apraˆihita), and so forth, 
are present in the continuum199 of all sentient beings, but this [essence of the Tathågata] 
is not like an all-pervasive, eternal, inner soul (puru∑a). As it is said: “All dharmas are 
empty, signless, and wishless, and emptiness, signlessness, and wishlessness are the 
Tathågata.” Furthermore, the appropriating consciousness (ådånavijñåna) causes the 

197  Here Bhåviveka takes up the miscellaneous objections that were introduced after the dis-
cussion of the eighteen schools, just before verse 4.9. Bhåviveka refers to a discussion of the 
“eternal” (nitya) Tathågata in chapter 5 of the La∫kåvatåra S¨tra (“On the consequences 
of the eternal and non-eternal Tathågata”). The s¨tra explains why the Tathågata is nei-
ther eternal (nitya) nor non-eternal (anitya). On the concept of the eternal (nitya) Buddha in 
Bhåviveka’s own work and in other Mahåyåna sources, see Eckel 1992: 109-13.

198  “Pervade” and “encompass” represent the same term (Tib. khyab pa / Skt. vy-åp).
199  The Tibetan rgyud represents the Sanskrit santåna.
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ebb and flow200 of saµsåra. Since it flows like the stream of a great river, it clearly is 
active, but it is active as a continuum of moments. It is not like a self (åtman), so this does 
not contradict the seal of the Dharma that consists of no-self.

the Buddha does not attain comPlete nirvÓ n. a

 
[The Mahåyåna] says that the Buddha does not attain complete nirvåˆa,201 but he cer-
tainly has removed the obstacles that consist of defilements and the obstacles to knowl-
edge. For the sake of beings who need to be disciplined (vineyajana), he is born natu-
rally.202 For some he continues to burn, but wherever there is no one who needs to be 
disciplined he displays extinction (nirvåˆa).203 In some states of existence, he is like a fire 
without fuel. In others he displays the acts of a Buddha, including nirvåˆa, whenever he 
wishes. But he has not definitively attained complete nirvåˆa. This is because he made 
a vow (praˆidhåna) to carry the entire realm of sentient beings  to completion.204 Even 
though he has not attained nirvåˆa, he displays nirvåˆa so that those who need to be 
disciplined will feel disgust [with saµsåra]. There is either a literal (paryåya) nirvåˆa or 
a nirvåˆa that is located neither in saµsåra nor in peace (ßånti).205 This is why it says:

I do not attain nirvåˆa as an existing thing, as an action, or as a dis-

200  Other possibilities might be “rising and falling” or “starting and stopping.” The Tibetan 
’jug pa dang ldog pa might represent the Sanskrit pravartana and nivartana. Note, however, 
that ’jug pa is translated as “active” in the next sentence.

201  The word translated as “does not attain complete nirvåˆa” (Tib. mya ngan yongs mi ’da’ / 
Skt. na parinirvåti) is the verbal form of the word parinirvåˆa. Another translation might be 
“pass completely away” or “become completely extinct.”

202  Literally “his birth is attained through the nature of things” (Tib. chos nyid kyis thob pa’i skye 
ba / Skt. dharmatåpratilabdhajanma). On dharmatå-pratilambha as “natural,” see BHSD (s.v. 
dharmatå). The compound dharmatå-pratilabdha occurs twice in Haribhadra’s AAA (77, 162) 
in discussions of the gotra of Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas. Compare also the account of 
great Íråvakas after the prediction of the Tathågata in the next section of this chapter.

203  Literally “wherever there is no field of beings who need to be disciplined.” The meaning is 
clarified by a comparable passage in Haribhadra’s AAA (147): “If there is no one in a partic-
ular world system who needs to be disciplined by the display of a Buddha’s form, he displays 
cessation (nirv®tti) to benefit those who need to be disciplined by the display of nirvåˆa.” 
Here Bhåviveka’s words play on the contrast between the burning of a fire and nirvåˆa as 
the extinction of a flame.

204  The same terminology occurs in a slightly different form in the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra (11): “He 
carries out these great vows with ten completions. What are these ten? The completion of 
the realm of sentient beings. . .” (tåni ca mahåpraˆidhånåni daßabhir ni∑†håpadair abhinirharati 
/ katamair daßabhi˙ / yad uta sattvadhåtuni∑†hayå).

205  On the synonyms (paryåya) of nirvåˆa, see the Abhidharmasamuccaya (Tatia 1976: 74-75). 
On Bhåviveka’s understanding of aprati∑†hita-nirvåˆa (the nirvåˆa that is not located in 
saµsåra or nirvåˆa), see MHK 1.20-21 (Gokhale 1985: 98-99) and MHK 3.293-95 (Eckel 
1992: 173).
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tinctive characteristic. I attain nirvåˆa by transcending the distinction 
between subject and object.206

Therefore, [we] accept a nirvåˆa that is free from concepts, and [our view of] nirvåˆa 
does not contradict [the seal of the Dharma that consists of] peace.

the mahÓyÓ na Predicts the awakening of ÍrÓvakas and insults arhants

 
It is wrong [to say] that the prediction (vyåkaraˆa) of great Íråvakas is not the Buddha’s 
teaching. Predictions are made about the lineages (gotra) of Íråvakas. One lineage of 
sentient beings has sharp faculties (indriya) and the skill-in-means (upåyakaußalya) to 
achieve the welfare of others. They seek to achieve a distinctive, superior goal. Because 
they seek this excellent goal, they become excellent, like Bodhisattvas. Another lineage 
of sentient beings have dull faculties and seek their own welfare. Since they meditate on 
the selflessness of persons, their goal is inferior and they attain inferior distinction, like 
Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas. Some lineages of sentient beings seek a distinctive goal, 
but attain an inferior one. For example, the Pratyekabuddhas who live in isolation have 
collected the requisites (sambhåra) of awakening for a hundred eons (kalpa), but then, for 
some reason, turn back from great awakening.207 Some lineages of sentient beings have 
sharp faculties but seek to distinguish themselves in an inferior way, do not have skill-
in-means, and start to remove defilements. When the Tathågata sees that they are suit-
able208 for great awakening, he makes a prediction. Then they remove karma and defile-
ments and are born naturally.209 When they have collected the distinctive requisites of 

206  This verse is almost identical to La∫kåvatåra S¨tra 2.177 (2.179 in Suzuki’s translation): 
nåhaµ nirvåmi bhåvena kriyayå lak∑aˆena ca / vikalpahetuvijñåne niv®tte niv®tto hy aham //.  
Instead of “when the consciousness that causes concepts ceases (vikalpahetuvijñåne niv®tte)” 
in the third påda, Bhåviveka reads “when concepts of subject and object cease ( jñånajñeya-
vikalpe niv®tte).” In the La∫kåvatåra this verse is accompanied by an explanation: “Once 
again, Mahåmati, there are four kinds of nirvåˆa. What are the four? The nirvåˆa that 
is the absence of an entity (bhåvasvabhåvåbhåva), the nirvåˆa that is the absence of diver-
sity of characteristics (lak∑aˆavicitrabhåvåbhåva), the nirvåˆa that is the understanding of 
the absence of particular characteristics (svalak∑aˆabhåvåbhåvåvabodha), and the nirvåˆa 
that cuts off the stream of the particular and universal characteristics of the aggregates 
(skandhånåµ svasåmånyalak∑aˆasantatiprabandhavyuccheda). These four kinds of nirvåˆa are 
associated with the heretics (t¥rthika), not with my teaching. According to my teaching, O 
Mahåmati, nirvåˆa is the cessation (vyåv®tti) of the mental awareness (manovijñåna) that 
causes concepts (vikalpaka).” Lindtner (1992: 259) discusses this passage in an article on the 
relationship between the La∫kåvatåra S¨tra and early Madhyamaka. A more extensive dis-
cussion of heretical views of nirvåˆa can be found in La∫kåvatåra 3.69-78.

207  On the Pratyekabuddhas who live in isolation (lit. “like a rhinoceros”), see Koßa 3.94d and 
commentary.

208  Read skal pa (as in sabhåga or bhavya) rather than bskal pa.
208  On dharmatå-pratilabdha-janma, see note 202.
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great awakening, they achieve a distinctive awareness (adhigama), like great Íråvakas 
such as Íåriputra. This has been explained in the Daßadharmaka S¨tra.210 Or they 
remove the obstacles that consist of defilements, then remove the obstacles to knowl-
edge. When they have been completely purified in this way, they attain omniscience.

It is not reasonable to say that this [awareness] is like a sprout, which does not 
arise when its seed has been burned. We do not think that it arises like a sprout, in the 
same way that defilements arise.211 However, in order to remove the undefiled obstacles 
to knowledge, the Blessed Ones, the Buddhas, train [their students] by admonishing 
them. They start at a level of pure aspiration (adhimukti), then engage in a Bodhisattva 
practice that seems defiled; but it should be seen as a Bodhisattva practice that is not 
defiled.212

It is said that [a Bodhisattva] in the seventh stage (bh¨mi) neither has defilements 
nor does not have defilements. The explanation is that [this Bodhisattva] is undefiled 
in the sense that his defilements are not active, and is not undefiled in the sense that 
he has not fulfilled the desire to have a Tathågata’s knowledge ( jñåna).213 During the 
second immeasurable eon (asaµkhyeyakalpa) in the eighth perfect stage (bh¨mi), [the 
Bodhisattva] becomes absolutely perfect due to all the actions that arise from his 
practice. The moment he perfects the [final] activity that still has defilements, the 
Bodhisattva obtains a position in the profound and isolated Bodhisattva state (vihåra).214 
When he, like an Arhant who has achieved nirodhasamåpatti, abides in conviction with 
regard to dharmas that do not arise (anutpattikadharmak∑ånti),215 then, if the Buddhas, 

210  Otani no. 760/9; TaishØ no. 314; cited in the Bodhisaµbhåra attributed to Någårjuna (Lindtner 
1982: 239); also cited three times in the Íik∑åsamuccaya.

211  The meaning of these two sentences is unclear. Bhåviveka seems to be saying that nothing, 
including omniscience, can arise from the ultimate point of view.

212  On Bhåviveka’s understanding of the stages of the Bodhisattva path, see Eckel 1992: 172-88 
(on MHK 3.292-345) and accompanying notes. He divides the path into four stages: the 
first arising of the mind of awakening (prathamacittotpådika), the practice of the six per-
fections (∑a†påramitåcaryå), the irreversible stage (anivartan¥ya), and the stage that is one 
birth away from awakening (ekajåtipratibaddha). The first of these stages corresponds to the 
adhimukticaryå-bh¨mi (the stage for the practice of aspiration), the second corresponds to 
bh¨mis 1-7, the third to bh¨mis 8-9, and the fourth to bh¨mi 10.

213  Compare Bhåviveka’s description of nirvåˆa-without-foundation (aprati∑†hitanirvåˆa) in 
MHK 1.20-21 and 3.293-95 (as mentioned in note 205).

214  Compare Daßabh¨mika S¨tra (42): gambh¥raµ bodhisattvavihåram anupråpto bhavati . . . sarva-
vivekåbhimukh¥bh¨tam. 

215   Daßabh¨mika S¨tra (43): “O Jinaputra, I say to you and make it known that, unless the Buddhas, 
the Blessed Ones, cause a Bodhisattva to enter the gates of the accomplishment of omniscience, 
his whole body will come to an end, and he will pass away” (årocayåmi te bho jinaputra prati-
vedayåmi / te ced buddhå bhagavantas taµ bodhisattvam evaµ sarvajñajñånåbhinirhåramukhe∑u 
nåvatårayeyu˙ tadevåsya parinirvåˆam bhavet sarvasattvakåyapratißrabdhiß ca). On “conviction 
with regard to dharmas that do not arise” (anutpattikadharmak∑ånti), see the commentary on 
MHK 4.29.
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the Blessed Ones, do not cause him to arise [from nirodhasamåpatti], he passes away right 
there. These are the words of the [Daßabh¨mika] S¨tra. [A Bodhisattva who has] convic-
tion with regard to dharmas that do not arise has abandoned the obstacles that consist 
of defilements, becomes cool like an Arhant, and obtains the ten masteries (vaßitå),216 
which begin with mastery over life-span (åyu˙vaßitå) and are free from saµsåra. When 
he has these masteries, he intensively cultivates the four bases of power (®ddhipåda) and 
defeats the four Måras. Concerned only about the welfare of sentient beings, he abides 
in unlimited kindness. With a body like a wishing jewel (cintåmaˆi), a healing post,217 
or a wishing tree (kalpataru), he accomplishes whatever any sentient being desires, like 
mig dug can.218

This point is made in The Perfection of Wisdom:219 “Those gods who have not gener-
ated the mind of supreme awakening but who have sharp faculties, and so forth, should 
generate the mind of supreme awakening. Those [Arhants] who have entered a fixed 
state (samyaktvaniyåma)220 cannot generate the mind of supreme awakening. Why? 
Because they are confined by the stream of saµsåra. But I rejoice if a solitary practi-
tioner or someone who belongs to an inferior lineage generates the mind of supreme 
awakening.”221 Those who belong to the superior lineage are considered superior to 
those who are below them, even if they abandon defilements without any skill-in-means. 
Why? Their qualities (dharma) are more noble, transcendent, and excellent than the 
qualities of the Íråvakas and [Pratyekabuddhas], because they apprehend the dharma 
of omniscience. Therefore, it is reasonable [for the Buddha] to make a prediction about 
[the awakening of] Íråvakas and [Pratyekabuddhas].

Alternatively,

216  On Bhåviveka’s account of the ten vaßitås, see Eckel 1992: 178-84.
217  As in BCA 9.36, where the Buddha is compared to someone who consecrates a post. The post 

continues to cure snake bite even after the person is gone.
218  The meaning of the term mig dug can is unclear. A possible solution may lie in Avadånaßataka, 

ch. 51 (k®∑ˆasarpa˙), where a black snake known as d®∑†ivi∑a˙ (“one who has poison in his 
glance”) lives in a garden and protects a buried treasure. If so, mig dug can could be emended 
to mig gdug can, as in MVY 5223, which lists mig gdug pa as an equivalent of d®∑†ivißa. Another, 
less likely possibility might be a Bodhisattva or deity who has six eyes (mig drug can).

219  Compare A∑†a (17): yair devaputrair anuttaråyåµ samyaksaµbodhau cittaµ notpåditaµ tair 
utpåditavyam / ye tv avakråntå˙ samyaktvaniyåmaµ na te bhavyå anuttaråyåµ samyaksaµbodhau 
cittam utpådayitum / tat kasya heto˙ baddhas¥måno hi te saµsårasrotasa˙ / abhavyå hi te puna˙ 
puna˙ saµsaraˆåya anuttaråyåµ samyaksaµbodhau cittam utpådayitum / api tu khalu punas te∑åm 
apy anumode / sacet te ‘py anuttaråyåµ samyaksaµbodhau cittåny utpådayeran.  Translations of 
this passage are found in Conze 1973b and 1975.

220  The Tibetan translates this term incorrectly as skyon med pa la zhugs par gyur pa (“entered 
into a faultless state”). On the correct interpretation of this term, see Nattier 2003: 221.

221  Evidently the quotation ends at this point, although the Tibetan translation treats it as if it 
continues.  
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Through the power of compassion, a Tathågata displays any form that 
will discipline sentient beings.

A Bodhisattva in the eighth stage is free from defilements like an Arhant, but only he 
can use skill-in-means to manifest the five kinds of sense pleasure (kåmaguˆa) and con-
sult with Bodhisattvas. He displays many different kinds of seemingly defiled activities. 
He even renounces the world of four continents so that sentient beings will feel aversion 
[toward saµsåra].  This has been described by Vararuci in The Deeds of the Buddha:222

Although he is only one, he manifests many excellent deeds. Not be-
ing many, he is said to delight in himself. He accompanies those who are 
intoxicated but is not intoxicated or proud. He transcends desire but plays 
with those who are drunk with desire. He has burned desire with the fire 
of yogic knowledge, but he displays what seems to be the birth of desire.
His activities are like a dream or an illusion, and he plays with the longings 
of those who are intoxicated. He remains immovable and, among many, is 
just one. By good actions he has given up sleep, yet he seems to sleep.

Therefore, even though he has no desire, he compassionately displays the manifesta-
tion223 of defiled actions.

the mahÓyÓ na Pays homage to householders and exalts Bodhisattvas224

 
Some say that the Bodhisattva, in his last birth, took delight in love and fathered a 
child. According to them, [the Bodhisattva] was not a Buddha, because he violated 
moral precepts (du˙ß¥la), as it is said: “If someone has no perfection of moral conduct 
(ß¥lapåramitå), then, without the perfection of moral conduct, he can have no perfec-
tions at all. For someone who violates moral precepts has no generosity (dåna), patience 
(k∑ånti), fortitude (v¥rya), concentration (dhyåna), or wisdom (prajñå).” They conclude 
that [the Bodhisattva] had no perfection and cannot be a Buddha.

There are many other unreasonable claims.225 It is not reasonable to say that [a 

222  On the identity of Vararuci (here translated as ’bar ra ru ces) see note 149. With no other 
source for this quotation, the translation is quite conjectural. The passage as a whole reflects 
the rhetorical contrasts that characterize the supermundane Buddha in the Lokånuvartana 
S¨tra and parallel passages in the Mahåvastu (Harrison 1982).

223  Literally “a dance of manifestations” (sprul pa’i gar stabs).
224  The text reverses the order of these two points. It first responds to the Íråvakas’ claim that 

the Mahåyåna exalts the status of Bodhisattvas, then discusses the relationship between 
monks and householders.

225  This paragraph and the four paragraphs that follow quote arguments found in VY: 242-44. 
Here the objector argues that, if a Bodhisattva has eliminated defilements before his last 
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Bodhisattva] who is close to omniscience and in full possession of power226 enters his 
mother’s womb and is born, while the entire universe is illuminated by extraordinary 
radiance,227 yet [the Bodhisattva] has not mastered the powers of learning (ßruta), con-
centration (samådhi), and attainment (samåpatti) and has not abandoned defiled activi-
ties. It is not reasonable to say that defilements cause such [a Bodhisattva] to seek rebirth 
in the realm of desire (kåmadhåtu), enter the womb, and stay there. It is not reasonable 
to say that, not long after he was born, the Bodhisattva took seven steps without being 
supported by anyone, surveyed the four directions, and said, “This is my last birth!”228 
then, when he had grown up physically and his senses had matured, enjoyed the plea-
sures of love and was heedless.

It also is not reasonable that [the Bodhisattva], who naturally remembered many 
past lives, lived a holy life (brahmacaryå) under the Blessed One Kåßyapa,229 and prac-
ticed the path to awakening, could have arrived here, after living among the six kinds of 
gods in Tu∑ita, not known that he and others were subject to old age, sickness, and death, 
sought out the path to awakening from others who were heretics (t¥rthika), thought that 
the path lay in the practice of self-torment, and suffered the pain of asceticism.

There also are cases in which [a Bodhisattva] does not remember past lives. It 
is not reasonable for a text to say that [a Bodhisattva] collects the requisites of merit 
(puˆyasambhåra) for many eons and attains immense powers of recollection (sm®ti) and 
intellect (mati), then loses his memory when he enters the womb and is born.  Nor is it 
reasonable to claim that a Bodhisattva in his final birth generates meditation (dhyåna) 
and formless attainment (år¨pyasamåpatti), then falls back. If he does not fall back, it 
is not reasonable for him to seek to become pure by practicing austerities, to engage in 
sense pleasures and clings to the realm of sense desire, or that he overestimates rites and 
observances (ß¥lavrataparåmarßad®∑†i).

What if a Bodhisattva deliberately displays all [the actions] that have just been 
described as a means to discipline sentient beings? [The Bodhisattva] still does all these 

birth (as the Mahåyåna claims), it is impossible to explain a Bodhisattva’s defiled actions in 
his last birth. Bhåviveka responds by applying the same argument to the Íråvakas’ accounts 
of the Buddha. He concludes that these apparent lapses must be attributed to manifestations 
(nirmåˆa).

226  The phrase is: Tib. mthu phun sum tshogs pa / Skt. balasaµpanna. VY contains a longer 
expression that refers to a Bodhisattva’s power to pervade the whole world with a great 
light (’jig rten thams cad snang ba rgya chen pos khyab par gyur pa de lta bu’i mthu phun sum 
tshogs pa yin la).

227  Compare MN III 118-24 (Acchariyabbhutadhamma Sutta).
228  Bhåviveka’s account of the Bodhisattva’s birth is similar to the account found in the 

Saµghabhedavastu: bodhisattva˙ saptapadåni prakrånta˙ parig®h¥to na kenacit; caturdißaµ ca 
vyavalokayati; våcaµ ca bhå∑ate . . . mama paßcimaµ janma bhavi∑yati (Gnoli 1977: 44).

229  A reference to the story of  Jyotipåla (or Uttara) the brahmin boy who was ordained under 
the Buddha Kåßyapa. The Pali version of the story is found in MN II 45-54 (Gha†¥kåra 
Sutta). Jyotipåla and Uttara are discussed further in note 231.
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things as manifestations (nirmåˆa). In that case, it is not reasonable for him to take birth 
by chance (ågantuka). And, if that is not reasonable, one should not say that he devotes 
himself to desire and merit, or that he devotes himself to self-mortification.

Someone may say: If all this is a manifestation, why was the practice of austerities 
the result of karma?230 Why did [the Blessed One] say: “When I previously was the 
brahmin Uttara,231 I said about the perfectly awakened one Kåßyapa: ‘How can a bald 
ascetic be awakened? Awakening is very difficult to attain.’ As a result of these words, I 
practiced austerities for six years.”

Now these extremely murky arguments must be clarified. How can a faithful person 
be satisfied in the presence of someone who thinks like this?232 It is said that when the 
householder Anåthapiˆ∂ada heard the word “Buddha,” which he had not heard before, 
his hair stood on end, he felt great happiness and pleasure, and he wanted very much to 
see him.233 It also is said that the young brahmin Uttara insulted a Buddha, but became 
a Buddha himself in his third birth thereafter.234

The word “nirvåˆa” also is celebrated everywhere, and the conqueror of Måra’s 
hosts, the Tathågata, became victorious over the four Måras with the sound of a great 
bell.235 He completely defeated the Lord of Death and in so doing brought harm to his 
deadly enemy. After performing an action that made his body appear great and small in 
size, the Blessed One spoke as if his body were the same size as other men, as if he were 
under the power of the Lord of Death and were an ordinary person. He said: “Ónanda, 
this Jambudv¥pa is delightful. This ri’i lam gyi ri is delightful.236 Every desire and every 

230  VY begins with an shorter version of this sentence: “If all this is a manifestation, why does 
he perform difficult practices (gal te de thams cad sprul pa yin na ci’i phyir dka’ ba spyad pa na)?” 
This sentence refers to the results of karma mentioned at the end of the paragraph. This 
episode in a previous life of Íåkyamuni is discussed by Sally Mellick Cutler (1997: 73).

231  TJ reads bram ze bla ma zhe bya bar gyur pa’i dus na; VY reads bram ze’i khye’u bla ma’i gnas 
skabs na. In the Pali version of this story, the Buddha identifies himself as “Jotipåla (Skt. 
Jyotipåla) the brahmin boy.” The story is found in MN II 45-54 (Gha†¥kåra Sutta). In the 
Sanskrit version, preserved in the Gilgit manuscript of the Íayanåsanavastu (Gnoli 1978b: 
14ff.), he is identified as Uttara, as he is in the Vinayavastu (Hofinger 1982: 102ff.).  

232  This sentence is missing in VY.
233  This is a common account of Anåthapiˆ∂ada’s first encounter with the Buddha. Compare 

Íayanåsanavastu (Gnoli 1978b: 14): anåthapiˆ∂adasya g®hapater buddha ity aßrutap¨rvaµ 
gho∑aµ ßrutvå sarvaromak¨påny åh®∑†åni; sa åh®∑†aromak¨pas taµ g®hapatim idam avocat: ka 
e∑a g®hapate buddho nåma?

234  This sentence concludes the apparent quotation from VY that began with the sentence 
“There are many other unreasonable claims.”

235  In Traité 339-46, the four Måras are identified as the kleßa-måra, skandha-måra, m®tyu-måra, 
and devaputra-måra. The last is the anthropomorphic evil one. See also BHSD and DPPN 
(s.v. “Måra”).

236  This sentence is part of the narrative in the Mahåparinibbåna Sutta (DN II 128-29), as is the 
story of the Buddha’s request for water. The phrase ri’i lam gyi ri, however, is not found in 
the extant versions. The parallel passage in Sanskrit occurs in MPS II 264-68. A story about 
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variety of pleasant, beautiful, and agreeable thing is now at hand.” This statement is 
well known. [The Buddha] said that he was tired of painful sensations when he was sick, 
and he said that the monks should not stay in his presence. He also expressed displea-
sure when he said that Ónanda took too long fetching water. At this, about a thousand 
Arhants grew weak with grief and lamentation; their sighing darkened them; and they 
covered their faces. They emitted various sounds of distress, and they wept. A group of 
about a hundred thousand ordinary monks wept, and the endless community of monks 
discarded their . . . .237 A group of about a thousand laymen (upåsaka) and laywomen 
(upåsikå) threw away their upper garments and ornaments; their heads and bodies were 
covered with sweat; and their faces were wet with tears. They pulled their hair, threw 
away their topknots, wept pitifully, and wailed with miserable faces. A hundred thou-
sand gods threw away their ornaments, garlands, body ornaments, diadems, bracelets, 
garments, and head-ornaments. They lifted their arms and swung them like sticks, and 
they grieved at the thought that they had no protector. The wind of impermanence 
struck them like a wind that strikes the flickering flame of a lamp, and death left them 
in the belly of the crocodile of impermanence. All these statements contradict [the 
opponent’s argument].

If an individual abstains from violence and is generous, he acquires two benefits 
(sampad): the benefit of great wealth and the benefit of a long life.238 With regard to 
these [two benefits], the Blessed One has become pure by completely abandoning any 
kind of violence, and he has made a great offering by giving away a vast number of 
possessions, including external objects and parts of his own body (lit. things that are 
external and internal). But this accumulated karma does not seem to have resulted in a 
body that lived very long. If this [karma] had been accumulated for three innumerable 
[eons], it is unreasonable for it to have had no result in forty-five years.

Can this be due to the power of the Blessed One’s karma? If the Blessed One was 
completely fearless, it is not reasonable to say that he had anything to fear from his 
karma. The karma that results in a body that lives a long time—[a body] that is uninter-
rupted and immeasurably large and expansive—may be suppressed by some bad karma, 
so that it matures as the karma of a body with a short life. But only fools would say 
that [the Buddha’s good karma] was suppressed by other [karma] and matured with 

Ónanda’s search for milk is reported in the Vimalak¥rtinirdeßa S¨tra, where the story is part 
of Vimalak¥rti’s critique of the Íråvakas’ literal-mindedness. Lamotte’s translation (1976: 
80-84) gives extensive references to the canonical sources.  

237  The meaning of this sentence is unclear. There are various references to lamentation at the 
parinirvåˆa of the Buddha, as in DN II 158 and MPS III 404, but they do not correspond to 
the description here. Apparently Bhåviveka is working with a different tradition.

238  Compare Suvarˆaprabhåsa (4): uktaµ caiva bhagavatå dvau het¨ ca pratyayau d¥rghåyu∑katåyåm 
/ katamau dvau pråˆåtipåtaviramaˆaµ bhojanapradånaµ ca. (“The Blessed One said that there 
are two causes and conditions for a long life. What are these two? Refraining from violence 
to living beings and making donations of food.”)
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only [a short life]. The body of the Blessed One was as unbreakable as a diamond239 
and abandoned all unwholesome qualities (akußaladharma), but it did become ill. When 
Maudgalyåyana made a request of J¥vaka, he [J¥vaka] said “melted butter. . . .”240 It was 
not reasonable for the Omniscient One to make a request of J¥vaka. It also is well known 
that elder Båkula241 said to his co-ascetics (sabrahmacårin): “Venerable Ones, it has been 
more than eighty years since I was ordained, and I do not remember having even the 
slightest headache.” There also is the well known lion’s roar (siµhanåda): “By giving 
a sick person this myrobalan fruit as medicine, his appearance has become such and 
such.” If giving just one myrobalan fruit to a sick man had this kind of result, how much 
more could be said of the Blessed One’s fulfillment of the perfection of generosity. This 
also is a contradiction.

All of these [episodes] are the manifestations (nirmåˆa) of the Blessed One for the 
sake of sentient beings. Thus the predictions (vyåkaraˆa) apply to himself, manifested 
as a Íråvaka, or the predictions apply to Bodhisattvas who take on the appearance of 
Íråvakas and bear the names Íåriputra and so forth. As it is said:

To attract some and retain others, the perfect Buddhas taught one vehicle 
(ekayåna) to those who are uncertain.242

 
Others are liberated by removing any connection with the traces (våsanå). This only 
applies to the Tathågata, not the Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas, because they have unde-
filed ignorance (akli∑†åvidyå). On this point it is said: “Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas 
attain the non-conceptual knowledge of a Tathågata when they become free from traces 
by removing obstacles to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa). With this non-conceptual aware-
ness and without effort, they continue to bring about the welfare of sentient beings as 
long as there is saµsåra, through the power of their previous vows (praˆidhåna).” This 

239  The commentary on Koßa 7.34 lists vajrasåråsthi (bones as hard as a diamond) as one of the 
benefits (sampad) of the Form Body.

240  This is another example of Bhåviveka’s use of an ellipsis to abbreviate a quotation. According 
to the DPPN, J¥vaka was a well-known physician. When the Buddha was sick, J¥vaka said 
that he should be rubbed with fat and given fragrant lotuses. J¥vaka forgot to say that the 
Buddha also should be given a bath, but the Buddha was able to read his mind and took 
the necessary bath. Perhaps that aspect of the story is reflected here by the mention of the 
“Omniscient One.”

241  On Båkula, see MN III 125-28 (Bakkula Sutta) and Mahåkarmavibha∫ga (ed. Lévi, p. 76), 
also the story of Våkula in Hofinger 227-29. According to the DPPN, the Buddha declared 
Bakkula (Båkula or Vakkula) to be the foremost in good health. (See also AN I 25 and Mil 
215ff.)

242  MSA 11.54: åkar∑aˆårtham eke∑åm anyasaµdhåraˆåya ca / deßitåniyatånåµ hi saµbuddhair 
ekayånatå. The same verse is quoted in AAA 331. Compare also MS 10.31. These sources 
explain that the word “some” refers to Íråvakas and “others” to Bodhisattvas. “Uncertain” 
(aniyata) means that they are uncertain in their lineage (gotra).
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means that the prediction (vyåkaraˆa) of the Íråvakas and [Pratyekabuddhas] is appro-
priate and reasonable, since they are eternal, possess the essence of the Tathågata, and 
do not attain parinirvåˆa.

The Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥ka S¨tra points out throughout the text: “There is one vehi-
cle, not two or three.”243 The Ak∑ayamatinirdeßa S¨tra says: “The letter (vyañjana) teaches 
how a vehicle is defined; the meaning (artha) is the one approach (naya) to the knowl-
edge ( jñåna) that enters the indivisible Dharma realm (dharmadhåtu).”244 Likewise, it 
says in the Sågaramati S¨tra245 and others: “All vehicles are included in one vehicle.” It 
also says in the Sumatidårikå246 that the difference between a Íråvaka and a Bodhisattva 
is like the difference between a mustard seed and Mount Meru, between a firefly and 
the sun, between a fox and a lion, between a castor oil plant and a sandalwood tree. 
These are statements of fact; they do not insult or praise anyone. If someone says that a 
wishing jewel (cintåmaˆi) is more radiant than a glass bead, is this an insult to the glass 
bead or praise for the wishing jewel? Deluded people might compare the great ocean to 
the water in a cow’s hoofprint, but to say that the water in a cow’s hoofprint is the ocean 
would be ridiculous. Here the followers of the Íråvakayåna and Pratyekabuddhayåna 
are deficient in purpose (artha) and in action (kriyå). They neglect the welfare of others, 
discipline themselves, focus on peace, and rely on a small seed of liberation. It is not 
an insult to say that they attain pure knowledge (anåsravajñåna) that is as large as the 
space eaten by a worm inside a mustard seed. Bodhisattvas have accumulated whole-
some roots for ten million hundred thousand immeasurable eons (asamkhyeyakalpa), and 
they sympathize with the suffering of others. In order to liberate all sentient beings, 
with faithful minds, they have achieved pure knowledge as large as the entire realm of 
space. It is not flattery to say that they possess such infinite power. As it is said:

Even a small seed produces a large result, so the infinite cause of a 
Buddha produces an infinite result.247

Someone may say that the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching, because it accepts 

243  Saddharmapuˆ∂ar¥ka S¨tra 31 (ch. 2, vs. 54): ekaµ hi yånaµ dvit¥yaµ na vidyate.
244  Tibetan text in Braarvig 1993: vol. 1, p. 115, with English translation in vol. 2, pp. 441-42.  

Braarvig’s text follows a different word order in the second part of the sentence: “the mean-
ing is the knowledge that enters the one approach to the indivisible Dharma realm” (chos kyi 
dbyings dbyed med cing tshul gcig pa la ’jug pa shes pa’o).

245  Órya Sågaramatiparip®cchå S¨tra, Otani no. 819. The Sågaramatiparivarta is included in the 
Mahåsaµnipåta S¨tra (Braarvig 1993, vol. 2, p. xxvii).

246  Órya Sumatidårikå S¨tra, Otani no. 760/30 (no. 30 of the Ratnak¨†a collection), translated 
in Chang 1983: 256-61. Bhåviveka is summarizing a passage from the Órya Aßokadattå-
vyåkaraˆa S¨tra, Otani no. 760/32 (no. 32 of the Ratnak¨†a collection), translated in Chang 
1983: 115-33.

247  Någårjuna, Ratnåval¥ 3.11.
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that [monks] pay homage to householders. Lokeßvara248 and other Bodhisattvas are not 
householders, because they have removed all attachment, have taken the pråtimok∑a vow, 
and are bound by their Bodhisattva discipline until they sit on the throne of awakening 
(bodhimaˆ∂a). Furthermore, they show the form of a householder, and so forth, as mani-
festations (nirmåˆa). Since they do this to ripen sentient beings, it is right to pay them 
homage, even though they are not householders. For example, the Sage manifested 
himself as a cakravartin king to discipline King Kapphiˆa,249 but he was not a house-
holder, and it was right to pay him homage. When he was in the form of a great king, 
the Blessed One wore ornaments. Some say that he had no arrows, but he took a bow 
and arrow, and strung the bow. All of the great Íråvakas assumed the forms of ministers 
and wore a variety of ornaments that are not permitted for renunciants (parivrajaka). 
In Íråvast¥, when the time came to discipline a brahmin named rgyu can,250 the Blessed 
One wore the crown of the four-faced form of Brahmå. To discipline a brahmin woman 
of the Vasi∑†ha lineage (gotra), also in Íråvast¥, the Blessed One assumed the form of a 
brahmin and held the corpse of a woman, saying: “This is my wife.” To discipline danc-
ers in Kosala, the Blessed One assumed the form of a dancer and beat a clay drum. To 
discipline Pañcaßikha the Gandharva,251 the Blessed One assumed the common form of 
a Gandharva, took a stringed instrument, and strummed it. So, even if the Blessed One 
and the Íråvakas assumed the form, behavior, and mode of speech of vulgar household-
ers, such as potters, blacksmiths, wrestlers, and hunters, all of which contradict the life 
of a renunciant and are prohibited in the Vinaya, they still were worthy of homage. As 
it is said:

Even though he is adorned by ornaments, he practices the Dharma;
he is calm, tamed, controlled, and practices the religious life.

248  Presumably ’jig rten dbang phyug is another name for Avalokiteßvara.  
249  On the story of King Kapphiˆa, see Avadånaßataka 219-23. In Haribhadra’s AAA, cited in 

Inagaki 1987: 359, King Kapphiˆa is described as having “intense greed, anger, stupidity, 
and arrogance” and being as difficult to discipline as Órya Sundarananda, A∫gulimåla, and 
Uruvilvå Kåßyapa (Pali, Uruvela Kassapa).

250  The Tibetan reads bram ze rgyu can zhes bya ba (“a brahmin named rgyu can”). A possible 
equivalent for rgyu can is Hetuka. A monk by this name is mentioned in the Bhai∑ajyavastu 
(Hofinger 278-82). In his previous life as a brahmin, he was converted by the Buddha 
Vipaßyin. The word rgyu could also be a misreading for g.yo or sgyu. MVY (2487-89) lists 
g.yo can and sgyu can as equivalents in a series of words that mean “tricky” or “deceitful.”

251  According to DPPN, Pañcaßikha the Gandharva (Pali, Pañcasikha the Gandhabba) was a 
favorite of the Buddha and played a role in several Pali suttas. A version of his story is found 
in the Mahågovind¥ya S¨tra of the Mahåvastu (vol. 3, pp. 197-224), but the story of his con-
version is not mentioned. A story like the one mentioned here is found in the commentary 
on Íatapañcaßatka 62 (Bailey 80-81): the Buddha adopts the art of a musician to tame the 
pride of a Gandharva king named Supriya. Both Pañcaßikha and Supriya figure in a story 
about an encounter with the Buddha in Avadånaßataka 43-45.
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He has given up harm toward all sentient beings; he is a true brahmin, an 
ascetic, and a monk.252

Someone may say that only a householder should pay homage to someone who 
has the form of a householder, and a renunciant should not. But if someone deserves 
homage for the excellence of his virtues, then a renunciant should pay him homage. It 
is not [wrong] to show signs of homage to a person who has excellent virtues, but it is 
extremely blameworthy to pay homage to a person who has no virtue. As it is said:

Those who have been ordained but are uncertain in every respect, who wear 
saffron robes but do not abandon mental faults, who carry alms bowls but are 
not vessels of virtues are neither householders nor monks, no matter what they 
imagine. The Sugata said that failed monks are like a cloud without rain, a 
well without water, a failed harvest, a seed without a sprout, and a picture 
of a lamp; they neither are nor are not [monks].

Why would anyone be proud of merely wearing the signs [of renunciation]? There is a 
big difference between Bodhisattvas and the Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas who wear 
the signs of renunciation and have perfect moral conduct. It is as if one group were rich 
and the other poor. [Bodhisattvas] generate the mind of awakening (bodhicitta), then 
accumulate the wholesome roots (kußalam¨la) of the six perfections (påramitå). They 
are like great caravan leaders (sårthavåha) whose great vehicles carry the Mahåyåna 
and who share their riches with many people. They are not like the Íråvakas, who by 
comparison seem poor and lazy, to say nothing of others who merely wear the signs 
[of renunciation]. This is why renunciants who are poor in virtue should definitely pay 
homage to virtuous householders.

It also is generally accepted in the texts of most of the eighteen schools (nikåya) that 
[monks] should pay homage to Bodhisattvas.253

For instance, it says in the Vidyådharapi†aka of the Siddhårthika Mahåsåµghikas: 

“If a monk [seeks] pure, supreme, perfect awakening, has faith in Maitreya, 
and pays homage to him, he has paid homage to and worshipped me, the 
supreme, perfectly awakened Buddha. Those for whom I am the teacher and 
the supreme focus of worship should pay homage to the Bodhisattva Maitreya 

252  Udånavarga XXXIII.2 (Bernhard 1965-68: 460).
253  The following seventeen quotations are discussed in Skilling 1997. On the Vidyådharapi†aka 

of the Siddhårthika Mahåsåµghikas (the source of the first quotation) and its affinities with 
divisions in other canonical collections, see Skilling 1992: 114-15. Candrak¥rti’s response 
to the problem of monks paying homage to Bodhisattvas is discussed in Sørensen 1986: 
44-47.
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and worship him. All four groups—monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen—
should pay homage to the crown prince Maitreya.” When one thousand two 
hundred and fifty Arhants heard the Blessed One’s words, they exclaimed at 
once with a single voice: “Let each of us pay homage to all Bodhisattvas who 
have been consecrated crown prince. Let us also pay homage to those [Bo-
dhisattvas] who reside in lha sbas dang lam sbas.”254

It says in the Bodhisattvapi†aka of the P¨rvaßaila Órya Mahåsåµghikas, who also are 
said to be located in las kyi yul ’khor:255

Then crown prince Mañjußr¥ said to elder Subh¨ti: “Elder Subh¨ti, do you 
know, understand, or see the 84,000 preoccupations256 of sentient beings 
which the Blessed One knows? Can you teach in accordance with them?” 
[Subh¨ti] replied:  “Mañjußr¥, I cannot.” [Mañjußr¥ said:] “Elder, it is possible 
to enter and remain in a concentration in which one sees all sentient beings 
and sees the 84,000 preoccupations of sentient beings. When one has under-
stood them, it is possible to teach the Dharma in an appropriate way. Can you 
enter this concentration?” [Subh¨ti] replied: “Mañjußr¥, I cannot.” Then elder 
Subh¨ti said to crown prince Mañjußr¥:  “Mañjußr¥, is there any Bodhisattva 
who knows the 84,000 preoccupations of sentient beings and can expound 
the Dharma in accordance with them?” Mañjußr¥ replied: “Elder Subh¨ti, 
please ask the Blessed One; the Blessed One will explain.” The elder Subh¨ti 
then asked the Blessed One: “O Blessed One, is there anyone who can really 
understand the 84,000 preoccupations of sentient beings and expound the 
Dharma in accordance with them?” The Blessed One replied: “Subh¨ti, there 

254  The meaning of lha sbas dang lam sbas is unclear.  Perhaps these are place names corresponding 
to the Sanskrit *devagupta and *mårgagupta.

255  The following quotation has close affinities with a comparable passage in the Brahma-
viße∑acintiparip®cchå S¨tra (TØhoku no. 160, Ba, folios 23a-100b; T 586, 15.44a and 15.50c-
51a). The parallel passage begins in folio 73a, line 6. The Brahmaviße∑acintiparip®cchå has the 
same two interlocutors (Subh¨ti and Mañjußr¥) and reproduces many of the same narrative 
elements, but it expands the story considerably and addresses different questions (includ-
ing the Bodhisattva’s ability to teach the Dharma while maintaining a noble silence). The 
parallel between these two passages has important implications for the textual relationship 
between the Mahåsåµghikas and the Mahåyåna. The history of the Bodhisattvapi†aka (either 
as a single text or as a canonical collection) is complex. For a discussion of the problems, see 
Pagel 1995: 5-6. Unfortunately the meaning of the phrase las kyi yul ’khor is unclear. A pos-
sible Sanskrit equivalent might be *karma-rå∑†ra.

256  Koßa 1.26cd and commentary explain that 80,000 dharma-skandhas are prescribed as anti-
dotes to 80,000 preoccupations or practices (carita) of sentient beings. The number 84,000 is 
attested in other sources, including s¨tras and ßåstras of the Mahåyåna. For a full discussion, 
see Lamotte 1988: 148-49.
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is a concentration called ‘all dharmas have the same nature.’257 Any Bodhisat-
tvas who obtain this concentration will correctly understand the 84,000 
preoccupations of sentient beings and expound the Dharma in accordance 
with them. But Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas cannot do this, no matter 
how much they understand.” Then elder Subh¨ti said to the Blessed One: “O 
Blessed One, Bodhisattvas behave wonderfully. O Blessed One, Bodhisattvas 
are extraordinary. The range of Bodhisattvas is beyond the range of Íråvakas 
and Pratyekabuddhas. Bodhisattvas have powers that Íråvakas and Pratyeka-
buddhas do not have. O Blessed One, this is why one should pay homage to 
Bodhisattvas.”

It says in the Bodhisattvapi†aka of the Aparaßaila Órya Mahåsaµghikas:258 

Then the elder Mahåkåßyapa asked the Blessed One: “O Blessed One, of what 
is this a vision?” The Blessed One replied: “Mahåkåßyapa, it is the color of 
the Bodhisattva Jålin¥prabha. His retinue has a golden color, and his follow-
ers have a single aspiration: they aspire to omniscience. Among them, Írå-
vakas and Pratyekabuddhas are not even mentioned, but only Buddhas with 
a great congregation of Bodhisattvas.” Then the elder Mahåkåßyapa said to 
the Blessed One: “O Blessed One, the Bodhisattvas are marvelous. O Blessed 
One, the Bodhisattvas are wonderful. O Blessed One, Bodhisattvas can do 
things that are not possible for Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas. Bodhisattvas 
have powers that Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas do not have. O Blessed One, 
this is why one should pay homage to Bodhisattvas.”

It says in the Vaipulyapi†aka of the Bhadrayån¥ya Mahåsåµghikas who live in the 
city of dpal yon can:259

He asked the Blessed One: “O yogin, having obtained the powers (bala), super-
knowledges (abhijñå) and faculties (indriya), you are the sun among sages (muni). 
With Samantabhadra and others, you have dwelt in the tenth stage (bh¨mi). 
The Dharma is permanent among the doctrines of the triple world. It surpasses 
all [other] doctrines and is beyond the range of Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas. 
O Preacher of Dharma, please teach this Dharma to sentient beings.”

257  Sarvadharmasvabhåvasamatåvipañcita is another name for the Samådhiråja S¨tra (TØhoku 
no. 127).

258  Like the preceding quotation from the Bodhisattvapi†aka of the P¨rvaßailas, this quotation also 
has parallels in the Brahmaviße∑acintiparip®cchå S¨tra (TØhoku no. 160, Ba, folios 53a-53b).

259  The identity of the city dpal yon can is unclear. A possibility might be Ír¥dhånya(ka†aka). The 
meaning of the following verses also is unclear.
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 Then the venerable Mahå-Maudgalyåyana said to the Blessed One: “For 
those who [see] the Buddha as Protector, the sight of Dharma, O Blessed 
One, is very far away. Even for the Bodhisattvas, it has not become a personal 
possession. O Blessed One, this is why we pay sincere homage to powerful 
Bodhisattvas. Let us bow down and pay them homage.”

It says in the Jåtakapi†aka of the Haimavata Mahåsåµghikas:

“Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas cannot fathom the secrets of the Bodhisatt-
vas’ body, speech, and mind. Ónanda, the Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas can-
not understand even five hundred of the Bodhisattvas’ births. Íråvakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas cannot [understand] the inconceivable deeds of Avalokiteß-
vara. Ónanda, if sentient beings just remember his name, all of them will be 
free from any kind of fear.”260

 After [the Blessed One] had spoken, the venerable Ónanda said to the 
Blessed One: “O Blessed One, he is a hero, he is fearless, and he is the essence 
of compassion. I bow before the great sage Avalokiteßvara.”

 
It says in the S¨trapi†aka of the Órya Mahåsåµghikas:

Mahåkåßyapa said: “Protector of the World, when you sought a medicine for 
all sentient beings, you removed your eye and offered it as a gift. Homage to 
the one who is worthy of homage! Homage to the succession of births of the 
Protector, the great Sage, of whose deeds and exploits in former lives we have 
heard.261 O Sage, I joyfully praise your [deeds] when you were in Tu∑ita, when 
you were born in the Íåkya clan and became a perfect Buddha.”

The preceding [quotations] come from [the Mahåsåµghikas]:

Six are rooted in the Mahåsåµghikas: peaceful Lokottaras and Siddhårthas, 
those who live on the two Mountains, Bhadrayånas and Haimavatas.262

 
The Dvådasasahassabuddhavaµsa of the Órya Sthavira Abhayagirivåsins says:263

260  Compare the Praˆidhånasaptati (Lindtner 1984b).
261  The last part of this sentence is unclear.
262  Skilling (1997: 611) cites a similar Sanskrit verse from the Ír¥ghanåcårasaµgraha†¥kå: vådinaß 

cårthasiddhårthå˙ ßailadvayanivåsina˙ / bhådråyanå haimavatå˙ ∑a∂bhedå m¨lasåµghikå˙.
263  The title of this text follows Skilling’s tentative reconstruction (1993a: 170).
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As a son of the Buddhas, a Bodhisattva should be respected by the entire 
world. His wisdom is as boundless as his moral conduct and liberative 
wisdom. He wears great armor as his protection, and he has attained in-
conceivable power. He has completed the ten perfections and realized the 
qualities of a Buddha. As a shrine for the whole world, the whole world 
should respect him. In wisdom, moral conduct, and concentration, no 
Saµgha is his equal. The whole world should pay homage to him. Apart 
from the omniscient Buddhas, everyone in the world, including the gods, 
should pay homage to him.

It says in the Mahåpråtihårya S¨tra of the Prajñaptivådin Bahußrut¥yas:

Then, when the venerable Íåriputra saw the Blessed One perform the great 
miracle at Íråvast¥, his mind was infused with deep faith. He put his hands 
together to pay homage to the Blessed One, and he praised him with these 
verses: “You have overcome all faults together with their traces; you have 
defeated all heretics without exception. With this miracle, you have delighted 
the minds of gods as far as Akani∑†ha. As many salutations to the great Hero 
as there are particles of dust in the world! I pay homage to the Great Seer 
from the moment when he first generated the mind of awakening. Homage to 
anyone who generates the mind of awakening! Homage to the fully awakened 
Buddha! Homage to the one who turns the wheel of the Dharma! Homage to 
those who have become cool!”

It says in the Mahåpråtihårya S¨tra of the Órya Caitikas:

Then, when the venerable P¨rˆa saw the Blessed One perform the great 
miracle at Íråvast¥, his mind was filled with faith, and he said: “Blessed One, 
as a Bodhisattva you performed 100,000 miracles. Homage to you! Hom-
age also to those births as Bodhisattvas that were the foundation for these 
100,000 miracles! Homage to you, Protector, when you go away! Homage to 
you, Protector, when you remain! Homage to you, Protector, whenever your 
body moves! In all their modes of behavior, all the Buddha’s actions are medi-
cine for all sentient beings. Homage to you who are worthy of homage!”

It says in the Mahåpråtihårya S¨tra of the Órya Gokulika Mahåcaitikas:

Then, when the venerable Kumårakåßyapa saw him perform the great miracle 
at Íråvast¥, his mind was filled with faith. He put the palms of his hands 
together to pay homage to the Blessed One, and he praised the Blessed One 
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in these verses: “Descending from Tu∑ita Heaven, you entered the womb and 
were born. When you were born, you displayed miracles. You who are worthy 
of homage were honored by all. Homage to you, Great Hero and supreme 
Caravan Leader. O Sage without impurity, expert in the way, you have left 
birth behind and will not be reborn. Having crossed beyond, you have es-
caped the wilderness. Homage to the Bodhisattva who displays miracles!”
 Mahåkåßyapa said: “O Hero, I prostrate myself at your feet and pay homage 
to you who have no fear. O Protector, I pay homage to your birth! Homage to 
unsurpassed, perfect awakening and to the wheel of Dharma. Homage to the 
Sage who achieved nirvåˆa, to all former births, to all enshrined relics, and to 
all protectors!”

It says in the Påramitåmårga of the Órya Kåßyap¥yas:

Noble Íåriputra said: “O Sage, from the time when you first aspired to awak-
ening, from that time on, I bow my head to you and pay homage, O Best of 
Men! You lead beings to happiness. You have attained awakening and become 
omniscient. Folding my hands and bowing my head, I praise you with many 
hundreds of salutations! When you gave your own flesh to someone who was 
eager to have it, you were worthy of praise. You are the Blessed One, an object 
of worship! With the great insight of the six superknowledges, you are the 
greatest of the great conquerors. Homage to you and worship!”

It says in the Buddhavacana of the Órya Tåmraßå†¥yas:

Venerable Revata said: “Great Hero, I pay homage to all your deeds! You are 
worthy of homage in the three realms. I pay homage to your former births!”

According to the Órya Kaurukulla Såµmit¥yas:264

Venerable Ónanda said: “After illuminating Tu∑ita Heaven with beautiful light,265 
the Bodhisattva arrived here. Homage to Íåkyamuni! Born as a prince in the 
Íåkya clan and adorned with ornaments, he was mindful and aware. Homage to 
Íåkyamuni! When he sat in the shade of the rose-apple tree and the sun began to 
set, the shadow did not leave the incomparable one. Homage to Íåkyamuni!”

264  Translated by Skilling (1997).
265  On the radiance that accompanied the Bodhisattva’s descent from Tu∑ita Heaven, see MN 

III 120; Lalitavistara 28; and Traité 1343.
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It says in the A∑†avarg¥ya of the Órya Mah¥ßåsakas:

Venerable Subh¨ti said: “When he had fully collected the requisites, he was 
born in the clan of Íåkya kings. He is worshipped by groups of gods and men. 
Homage to the one who is worthy of homage! Seated at the foot of the Bodhi 
Tree, he defeated Måra and his hosts, and became omniscient. Homage to the 
one who then was worthy of homage! In the garden of the sages in Våråˆas¥, 
he understood the deathless state and set the wheel of the deathless [Dharma] 
in motion. Homage to the one who is worthy of homage!”

It says in the Buddhavacana of the Órya Vibhajyavådins:

Kålodåyin said: “To heal all beings, you sacrificed your head, along with its 
precious crown. Homage to you who are the best of all!”

It says in the Dharmapada of the Órya Dharmaguptakas:

When D¥paµkara predicted my [future awakening], I attained the eighth 
stage and the ten masteries.266 When they heard this prediction directly 
from the Lord of the World, the world with its gods reverently paid hom-
age to me. When the Buddha stepped with his feet on the locks of my 
hair, the world with its gods paid homage to me as one who is worthy of 
homage. Apart from the brothers who dwell on the two stages267 and the 
omniscient Buddha, no one here is worthy of homage. It is said that there 
is none [like him] in this world.

It says in the Adbhutadharma of the Órya Sarvåstivådins:

Venerable Ónanda said: “When the Blessed One was a Bodhisattva, he 
descended from Tu∑ita Heaven and entered his mother’s womb, mindful 
and fully aware. O Blessed One, I consider this to be an extraordinary and 
marvelous quality.268 About this, it is said: ‘I pay homage to the one who 
descended from Tu∑ita Heaven and entered his mother’s womb, mindful and 
aware.’ When the Blessed One was born as a Bodhisattva, he illuminated the 

266  On Bhåviveka’s account of the ten masteries (vaßitå) acquired by a Bodhisattva in the eighth 
and ninth stages of the path, see Eckel 1992: 179-84.

267  The meaning of the phrase spun zla sa gnyis gnas pa is unclear. Perhaps it is a reference to 
Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas.

268  Compare MN III 123 (Acchariyabbhutadhamma Sutta): sato sampajåno Bodhisatto Tusitå kåyå 
cavitvå måtu kucchiµ okkami, idaµ p’ ahaµ Bhagavato acchariyaµ abbhutadhammaµ dhåremi.
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universe that consists of a great trichiliocosm with his radiance. O Blessed 
One, I consider this to be an extraordinary and marvelous quality of the 
Bodhisattva. About this, it is said: ‘When he was born, he illuminated the 
trichiliocosm with his radiance. Homage to the Blessed One who is like ten 
million suns.’ As soon as the Blessed One was born as a Bodhisattva, he took 
seven steps. This too, O Blessed One, I consider to be an extraordinary and 
marvelous quality of a Bodhisattva. About this, it is said: ‘As soon as you were 
born, you took seven steps, standing on lotus flowers. You came playfully like 
a bull. Homage to Gautama!’”

Thus it is established, according to the authoritative texts of the eighteen schools, 
that one should pay homage to Bodhisattvas from the first generation of the mind of 
awakening and thereafter. It is reasonable, therefore, to include the Mahåyåna in the 
eighteen schools.

Should renunciants pay homage to all householders who have generated the mind 
of awakening? Yes, they should pay homage to anyone who is said to have entered a 
[Bodhisattva] stage and received a prediction, even if he is an animal, like a rabbit or 
a king of geese.269 This is even more true of a human being. It is said that a monk 
should pay homage to two [kinds of people]: the Buddha and senior monks. In this 
context, [a monk] should pay homage to a Buddha in two respects: as the requisites of 
merit (puˆyasambhåra) and as the achievement of the requisites of knowledge ( jñåna-
sambhåra). The root of both of these [requisites] is the mind of awakening. In the Órya 
Ak∑ayamatinirdeßa S¨tra it says:270 “A Tathågata’s moral conduct (ß¥la), concentration 
(samådhi), wisdom (prajñå), liberation (vimok∑a), view of the knowledge of liberation 
(vimok∑ajñånadarßana), and so forth, as well as [the perfections] that begin with gener-
osity, all have the mind of awakening as their root. This is why they are imperishable 
(ak∑aya).” Likewise it is said:271

If the merit of the mind of awakening took material form, it would fill the 
realm of space, and there would be more left over.

Even when someone has no realization of reality but still has the solid mind of awaken-
ing that is its foundation, one should pay homage. In the first stage (bh¨mi), realiza-
tion (abhisamaya) is conviction about oral teaching (gho∑ånugak∑ånti). In the sixth it is 

269  A reference to the Íaßa and Haµsa Jåtakas.
270  The Tibetan text is edited in Braarvig 1993: vol. 1, p. 21; the English translation is found in 

vol. 2, p. 80.
271  The V¥radattaparip®cchå, quoted in Bhåvanåkrama 1 (Tucci 1956-58: 192): bodhicittåd vai yat 

puˆyaµ tac ca r¨pi bhaved yadi / åkåßadhåtuµ saµp¨rya bh¨yaß cottaritam bhavet.
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conforming (anulomik¥-); and in the eighth it is conviction about dharmas that do not 
arise (anutpattikadharmak∑ånti).272 With this realization, [a Bodhisattva] shakes, illu-
minates, and travels to as many as a hundred world-systems with his power,273 lives as 
long as a hundred eons, enters into the past and future, and so on. Since none of these 
inconceivable [abilities] is shared by Íråvakas, there is no Bodhisattva, from the first 
arising of the mind of awakening, to whom one should not pay homage. How can this 
be contradicted? One should pay homage to a Bodhisattva in the same way that one 
pays homage to a Buddha, because they belong to the same continuum, just as one pays 
homage to the sapling of a fig tree and to the son of a Cakravartin, as if both were fully 
grown.

A Buddha comes from a Bodhisattva; the Dharma comes from a perfect 
Buddha; and the noble Saµgha comes from the Dharma. From this we 
have the three jewels. Someone who hates a Bodhisattva hates the three 
jewels. Someone who rejects the three jewels is not a monk and has not 
taken a vow.274 

Måt®ce†a and other hymn-writers for the most part praise the greatness of the 
Blessed One by referring to his previous deeds. For example:275

O Hero, only you know the essence of the jewel of the mind, which is the 
seed of perfect awakening. Others are far away from it. Should I praise 
you first or the great compassion that long held you in saµsåra, even 
though you knew its faults?

Also, in the Buddhånusm®tibhåvanå,276 it is said that one should recollect the virtues 
(guˆa) of the previous deeds (p¨rvayoga) of the Tathågata.277 The previous deeds begin 
with the first arising of the mind [of awakening], and that is the Bodhisattva prac-
tice (bodhisattvacaryå). If someone recollects the Tathågata by recollecting his previous 
deeds, how can this be homage to a Buddha, rather than to a Bodhisattva? In some 
s¨tras of the Mahåyåna, Bodhisattvas address Íråvakas with terms of respect such as 

272  On the three forms of k∑ånti, see note 150.
273  Compare Bhåviveka’s account of the mastery of power (®ddhivaßitå) in MHK 3.313ff.
274  “Someone who has taken a vow” represents the Tibetan sdom pa; the most common Sanskrit 

equivalent is saµvara.
275  Íatapañcaßatka 19 (samyaksambodhib¥jasya cittaratnasya tasya te / tvam eva v¥ra sårajño d¨re tasy-

etaro jana˙ //) and 59 (kiµ nu prathamato vande tvåµ mahåkaruˆåm uta / yayaivam api do∑ajñas 
tvaµ saµsåre dh®taß ciram //). Quoted from Bailey 48 and 78.

276  Perhaps Órya Buddhånusm®ti, Otani no. 945. Mahåvastu I 163 refers to a “Dharma teaching” 
(dharmaparyåya) called Buddhånusm®ti.

277  On the term p¨rvayoga see BHSD.
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“honorable one” (bhadanta) and pay them homage, and Íråvakas use terms such as “son 
of good family” (kulaputra) [to address Bodhisattvas]. This follows social conventions 
(lokasaµv®ti).

Thus Arhants should pay homage to [Bodhisattvas] who have attained conviction 
(k∑ånti), who have attained concentrations (samådhi) such as the heroic (ß¨raµgama),  
and who are able to display Buddha-manifestations. If Bodhisattvas displays manifesta-
tions of the Buddha, they do not consider homage to be directed to themselves, as was 
the case with Upagupta, when he spoke to Måra and Måra manifested himself as the 
Buddha.278 Someone who seeks a distinctive attainment should not speak these nasty 
words. They begin with hatred and lead to bad rebirths. Instead he should see the pro-
found teaching of the Mahåyåna.

It is said that the merits that produce the marks (lak∑aˆa) of the Tathågata are equal 
to the grains of sand in seventy-two Ganges rivers and also are equal to the merits that 
produce the marks of the noble Avalokiteßvara. This is said in the Ratnak¨†a S¨tra,279 
which extols Bodhisattvas with the simile of the waxing moon, because from these 
[Bodhisattvas] the noble [Buddha] arises, because they pass beyond, because their gen-
eration of the mind of awakening makes them the primary preceptors (kalyåˆamitra), 
and [because] the seed of awakening is referred to as going-forth (pravrajyå).

the vows of Bodhisattvas like gaganagañja are just words

 
Furthermore, the vows (praˆidhåna) of [Bodhisattvas] like Gaganagañja280 are not just 
words, because [we] see that they have a result. Why do [we] not see [this result] now?  
When there is a result in the continuum of someone who has few wholesome roots 
(kußalam¨la), it may be diminished, or it may be seen incorrectly, just as [some beings] 
see the Ganges as dry, as pus, or as fire.281 For example, many hundreds of thousands 
of hungry ghosts may be standing on the bank of the Ganges, but because of their own 
lack of good fortune, they see the Ganges as if it were totally dry, as pus, or as fire. In 
a similar way, a shower of wealth comes from the Bodhisattva vow (praˆidhåna), but it 

278  The story of Upagupta and Måra is found in the Aßokåvadåna (Strong 1983: 185-98). Upagupta 
asks Måra to show him the form of the Buddha. Måra agrees, but only if Upagupta promises 
not to pay  homage to him. When Måra does as Upagupta asks, Upagupta is so overwhelmed 
by the sight that he pays homage anyway. Upagupta explains that he bows to the form of the 
Buddha, not to Måra himself. For further discussion of the story, see Strong 1992: ch. 5.

279  When Bhåviveka refers to the Ratnak¨†a, he has in mind the Kåßyapaparivarta. The compari-
son of the Bodhisattva to a waxing moon is found in Staël-Holstein 129: tad yathåpi nåma 
kåßyapa navacandro namask®yate så ceva p¨rˆacandro na tathå namask®yate / evam eva kåßyapa 
ye mama ßraddadhaµti te balavaµtataraµ bodhisattvaµ namaskartavya / na tathågata˙ tat kasya 
heto bodhisattvanirjåtå hi tathågatå˙ tatredam ucyate. Compare also Traité 246-55.

280  On the Bodhisattva Gaganagañja, see note 113.
281  Vasubandhu uses the same comparison in Viµßatikå 3.
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does not fall on sentient beings who have not accumulated wholesome roots. Either it 
does not fall at all, or it falls like a thunderbolt and so forth. It is as if the rising sun were 
sending a thousand rays of light in a cloudless sky, but people whose previous karma 
has made them blind cannot see even a single ray. It is as if a heap of jewels were falling 
from the sky, but people who have little merit because of a deficiency in their previous 
karma cannot enjoy any of them.

Someone may say that a Bodhisattva vow has no power, regardless of one’s previ-
ous karma. But it does have power, because its benefit to others arises from a complex 
of causes. For example, a sprout grows from a complex of causes, consisting of earth, 
water, fire, wind, and space, but if one of these conditions is missing, [the sprout] does 
not grow. Similarly, [Bodhisattvas] cultivate a great deal of renunciation, freedom from 
avarice, and lack of desire; they seek equanimity and perfect generosity; they do not 
hope for any reward and generate no desire for any result; and they are equally generous 
to all sentient beings. By doing so, they gain a result (vipåka) that consists of a shower 
of wealth, and they make [this result] manifest, but this does not happen if even one of 
the conditions is missing. Therefore, the vows of [Bodhisattvas] such as Gaganagañja 
definitely have results.

ÍÓ kyamuni is a manifestation

 
It also is reasonable that Íåkyamuni is a manifestation (nirmåˆa), because [this manifes-
tation] arises from the Enjoyment Body (sambhogakåya), which is based on the Dharma 
Body (dharmakåya) and located in Akani∑†ha. Someone may ask: If the Dharma Body and 
Enjoyment Body are non-conceptual, what do the Manifestation Bodies (nirmåˆakåya) 
arise from, since these [bodies] are non-conceptual? The answer is that the Blessed 
One made this vow while he was a Bodhisattva: “When I have attained the non-con-
ceptual Dharma nature, even though I make no conceptual effort, may I engage in any 
action, form, or voice that will discipline sentient beings.” From the root Tathågata 
Body (m¨latathågatakåya), by the force of this vow, comes the means to benefit sen-
tient beings, beginning with [the actions of] staying in Tu∑ita and ending with nirvåˆa. 
Without the Manifestation Body, it is impossible to discipline the sentient beings who 
need to be disciplined by displaying a billion births in Jambudv¥pa, entrance [into a 
mother’s womb], birth, being taught the arts, living in the harem, going forth, defeat-
ing Måra, awakening, turning the wheel of Dharma, and achieving parinirvåˆa.282

Even in the texts of the different schools (nikåya), there are accounts of the Buddha’s 
manifestations. For example, to discipline someone who was attached to hunting, [the 
Buddha] manifested the form of a hunter, and to discipline king “Lotus-Person” (padma 
skyes bu), he manifested the form of an old man. When Aniruddha was asked what he 

282  For another list of the Buddha’s deeds, see MHK 3.268 and commentary (Eckel 1992: 160).
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saw with his clairvoyance (divyacak∑u )̇, he said: “I see the Tathågata’s manifestations and 
innumerable sentient beings in the intermediate state.”283 These manifestations disci-
pline sentient beings and are active as manifestations. Íåkyamuni’s manifestations act 
in the same way and are not false like an illusion (måyå). While the Tathågata Vairocana 
remains in a pure abode (Tib. gnas gtsang ma / Skt. *ßuddhåvåsa), his sustaining power 
(adhi∑†håna) displays Buddha-manifestations, but these Buddha-manifestations are not 
different from the Buddha, because they have the same basis (åßraya), like rays that come 
from the sun or people whose actions are derived from a king. Even though there are 
many manifestations, we do not think that there are many Tathågatas, because there is 
only one action.284 Therefore, this does not contradict the claim that it is impossible285 for 
many Buddhas to appear in a single universe (lokadhåtu). This statement refers to the uni-
verse that consists of a great trichiliocosm (trisåhasramahåsåhasra), not to all universes.286 
The Dharmaguptakas recite the following:

Homage to the Buddhas, the Buddhas’ Íråvakas, and the bodies of the 
illustrious perfect Buddhas, to the place where the perfect Buddha was 
born, where he realized awakening, where he turned the wheel of Dhar-
ma, where he attained nirvåˆa without outflows. I pay homage also to the 
place where the Tathågata stood, walked, and sat, and to the place where 
he lay down like a lion. The best of bipeds who dwells in the eastern 
and northern directions, the Conqueror named “Hard to Approach” 
(du∑prasaha)287 spoke these verses. One who praises the Tathågatas with 
these four verses will not go to a bad rebirth for ten billion eons. 

Furthermore, when the elder Maudgalyåyana did not have the power (®ddhi) to lift 

283  Aniruddha, a first cousin of the Buddha, was known as “foremost among those who have 
clairvoyance” (aggo dibbacakkhukånam), as in AN I 23. His clairvoyance is the key to the 
story about him in the Vimalak¥rtinirdeßa S¨tra (Lamotte 1976: 65-68). For a more extensive 
account of his life, see DPPN s.v. “Anuruddha.”

284  The Tibetan term mdzad pa (honorific for byed pa) is normally used to refer to a Buddha’s 
actions, but here it might refer to the Buddha as a single agent.

285  Literally “out of place” (Tib. gnas med) and “irrelevant” (Tib. skabs med ). On the impossibility 
of many Buddhas in a single universe, see MN III 109 and Koßa 3.95-96.

286  On the different universes (lokadhåtu) in Buddhist cosmology, see Lamotte 1976: 275-84.
287  In the sDe-dge and Peking, this Buddha is called brten dka’ (“Hard to Rely”), but the MVY 

lists no Buddha by this name. A more likely possibility is Du∑prasaha (bzod par dka’ ba, MVY 
6574). Lamotte (1976: 111) explains that Du∑prasaha (“Hard to Approach”) is a contem-
porary of Íåkyamuni and lives in the Mar¥ci universe, sixty-one great chiliocosms away 
from this universe. As a Buddha who lives at the same time as Íåkyamuni, Du∑prasaha fits 
the context well. One way to accommodate this change would be to emend the text from 
brten to bzod, but the next paragraph shows that the correct reading is bsten in the sense of 
“approach.” For further discussion of the Buddha Du∑prasaha, see Nattier 1991: 23.
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a sash worn by the elder Íåriputra, the Blessed One said: “Maudgalyåyana, you have not 
lost your power; the monk Íåriputra can use the power of his wisdom (prajñåbala) to 
tie the end of his sash to the throne of the Tathågata Hard to Approach and approach 
him.”288 It should be understood that the stories of the goldsmith and the carpenter 
show the universe with and without Buddhas.289

It also is said:290

The perfect Buddhas of the past and future, along with the Buddha of the 
present—all of whom who remove sorrow—paid respects to the Dharma 
in the past, do so in the present, and will do so in the future. This is the 
nature of the perfect Buddhas.

Therefore, those who think that there is only one Tathågata in all universes do not understand 
the meaning of the teaching. It is said that there are many past Buddhas, such as D¥paµkara 
and Ratnaßikhin,291 and there will be many in the future such as Siµha and Pu∑ya.292 This 
point also is repeated in the s¨tras of the Ógama. How so? “How many Tathågatas have there 
been in the past? As many as there are grains of sand in the Ganges. How many will there be 
in the future? As many as there are grains of sand in the Ganges and so forth.” Therefore, it 
is reasonable that many [Buddhas] arise in many world systems, not just one.

the Buddha is always in concentration

It is said: “Even though the Tathågata is always in concentration (samåhita), he sees, 

288  A version of this story is found in the Bhai∑ajyavastu (Hofinger 181-83). Xuanzang also tells 
this story in the account of his visit to Íråvast¥. The Buddha asks Maudgalyåyana to summon 
Íåriputra to an assembly. Íåriputra asks him to wait. Maudgalyåyana threatens to use his 
power to transport both of them into the Buddha’s presence. Íåriputra takes off his sash, 
throws it on the ground, and challenges Maudgalyåyana to lift it. When Maudgalyåyana 
cannot, he returns to the assembly, only to find that Íåriputra has arrived before him. The 
story is used to illustrate the superiority of Íåriputra’s wisdom over Maudgalyåyana’s super-
natural power.

289  The meaning of this sentence is unclear.
290  Udånavarga 21.11-12: ye cåbhyat¥tå˙ saµbuddhå. . . . For other equivalents, see Skilling 1997: 

613. Skilling’s references are taken from Bernhard 1965-68. A similar verse is quoted in 
the pudgalavinißcaya section of the Koßabhå∑ya (Vyåkhyå 1204): ye cåbhyat¥tå˙ saµbuddhå ye 
ca buddhå anågatå˙ / yaß ca etarhi saµbuddhå bahunåµ ßokanåßanå˙. A corresponding verse is 
found in Mahåvastu III 327.

291  Ratnaßikhin is mentioned as a Buddha of the past in the Lalitavistara, Divyåvadåna, and so 
forth. See BHSD, s.v. “Ratnaßikhin.”

292  Edgerton (BHSD, s.v. “Maitreya”) mentions several different lists of future Buddhas. The 
Mahåvastu contains a short list in which Siµha is listed as the first Buddha after Maitreya 
and Pu∑ya as the last.
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because he sees in the past, present, and future.”293 This means that [the Buddha] acts 
in conformity with the world. He is in concentration, but he acts by the power of his 
previous vow. He performs all these actions, but he does not act in a conceptual way. He 
is like a gardener who sends water into various small furrows: after he has released the 
water in the desired directions, he sits still and does nothing. Therefore, it is not true 
that this [claim about the Buddha’s concentration] is not the Buddha’s teaching.

mahÓyÓ na sÚtras teach useless mantras

Some say that the s¨tras of the Mahåyåna are praised for their many benefits, but these 
results generally come later and have few benefits in this life. These people are deficient 
in faith (ßraddhå) and aspiration (adhyåßaya); they also reject what is wholesome and prac-
tice what is not. They are overcome by the power of evil habits in this life. When their 
faith diminishes and they give up their aspiration, it is as difficult for them to see their 
own benefit as it is to see the stars when the sun rises and sends out myriads of rays.

Some give up the true Dharma, slander the noble ones, and harm the three jewels. 
While they may have accumulated many wholesome roots, it is as if they were cov-
ered with dust, and they stay on the path of the three evil destinies (apåya). How can 
these people gain any benefit? Others fear even the slightest evil and practice noth-
ing but virtue. They exert themselves in the practice of ten tasks: copying texts of 
the Mahåyåna, memorizing them, reading them, reciting them from memory, think-
ing about them, meditating on them, listening to them, donating them, promulgating 
them, and worshipping them. Since they are not overwhelmed by contrary tendencies, 
why should they not gain the benefit that has just been described? They are like people 
who base their practice on the three kinds of ßåstras294 and are certain to attain an 
immortal place (am®tapada) where they are free from the afflictions of birth, old age, 
sickness, and death.

If this is the case, [the Mahåyåna] is not like [Vedånta],295 for someone who bases 
his practice on the Tripi†aka’s teaching of the thirty-seven auxiliaries to awaken-

293  On the claim that the Buddha is always in concentration, see Kathåvatthu bk. 18, sec. 2 (not 
exact) and Bareau 1955: 60, where this point is the twelfth thesis of the Mahåsåµghikas. On 
the significance of this point in Bhåviveka’s theory of the Buddha, see Eckel 1992: Part II.

294  The BBh (68) explains that a Bodhisattva should study the bodhisattva-pi†aka, the ßråvaka-
pi†aka, three additional ßåstras, and several different varieties of arts and crafts. The three 
additional ßåstras are logic (hetu), grammar (ßabda), and medicine (cikitsaka).

295  The text simply says that “there is no similarity.” The context does not make clear what 
is dissimilar to what. The most likely possibility is that the Mahåyåna is not similar to 
Vedånta, since this section of the chapter has been a response to the Íråvakas’ argument in 
verse 4.7 that “the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching, because it is not included in the 
S¨tråntas and so forth, like the Vedånta view.”
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ing (bodhipåk∑ikadharma),296 will realize awakening and have no difficulty destroying 
defilements.

Some might say: In the Mahåyåna it says that that dhåraˆ¥s, mantras, and vidyås 
have many benefits, even though their syllables and meanings are unintelligible.297 
These teachings mislead foolish people, like the opponents’ Vedas. Without practice 
(bhåvanå), it is impossible to destroy even the slightest fault (do∑a). When someone has 
accumulated defilements and the roots of these [defilements] are still present, how can 
that person destroy evil (påpa)? A dhåraˆ¥ cannot destroy evil, because it does not coun-
teract its cause, like violence (hiµså). Similarly, a mantra cannot destroy evil, because it 
is a foreign language, like the languages of the barbarians (mleccha). 

To those who think that the dhåraˆ¥s of the Mahåyåna are merely combinations 
of syllables, we reply as follows: First of all, a dhåraˆ¥ is a form of practice (bhåvanå).298 
As it is said in the Anantamukhanirhåradhåraˆ¥:299 “A Bodhisattva who practices this 
dhåraˆ¥ does not conceptualize conditioned or unconditioned dharmas. He does not 
grasp them, does not settle in them, does not adhere to them, and does not refer to 
them. He practices the recollection of the Buddha (buddhånusm®ti) alone.” Likewise, 
in the Sågaranågaråjaparip®cchå S¨tra it says:300 “Någaråja, that which is imperishable 
(ak∑aya) in all teachings is the dhåraˆ¥ called ak∑ayakaraˆ∂å.301 It is the source of four 

296  The thirty-seven bodhipåk∑ika-dharmas often serve as a standard outline of the path. For a 
comprehensive account of this system, see Gethin 2001.

297  Bhåviveka’s explanation of the use of mantras has been discussed in Braarvig 1994 and 
Kapstein 2001: 233-55. 

298  In his account of the dhåraˆ¥-mukhas (Traité 1854-69), Lamotte cites a passage from the BBh 
on the four kinds of Bodhisattva dhåraˆ¥s (dharmadhåraˆ¥, arthadhåraˆ¥, mantradhåraˆ¥, and 
bodhisattvak∑åntilåbhåya dhåraˆ¥). While the subject matter is similar, Bhåviveka’s account of 
dhåraˆ¥s does not show any direct relationship with the BBh. 

299  Chapter 9 of the Anantamukhanirhåradhåraˆ¥ introduces the dhåraˆ¥ from which the text 
gets it name, beginning tad yathå ane ane. Chapter 10 then explains it significance. Here 
Bhåviveka seems to be paraphrasing the opening lines of chapter 10. The full version reads 
as follows: “O Íåriputra, a Bodhisattva-Mahåsattva who holds onto this dhåraˆ¥ does not 
take pride in any conditioned or unconditioned dharmas. He does not apprehend them, 
disparage them, overlook them, receive them, or make effort toward them. He does not 
treat them as things to be obtained, avoided, practiced, or nourished. He does not see them 
as things to do, accomplish, or strive for. He does not see them as things not to [strive for]. 
He does not see dharmas arise. He does not see them cease. He does not see dharmas in the 
past. He does not see dharmas in the future. He does not see dharmas in the present. He 
does not see them increasing or diminishing. He does not collect them. He does not lose 
them. He is not conscious of them. In this way he practices the recollection of the Buddha 
(buddhånusm®ti) alone.” The Tibetan translation has been edited by Inagaki (1987: 153).

300  Bhåviveka is paraphrasing a passage that is found in the Peking (Otani no. 820), Pu, folio 
147aff. The Sågaranågaråjaparip®cchå S¨tra is quoted twice in the S¨trasamuccaya (Lindtner 
1982a: 177) and frequently in the Íik∑åsamuccaya.

301  On the concept of the “imperishable” (ak∑aya) in Mahåyåna literature, see Braarvig 1993, 
vol. 2. The term ak∑ayakaraˆ∂å means “imperishable basket” or “basket of imperishables.” 
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imperishables, namely, analytical knowledge (pratisaµvid), knowledge ( jñåna), wisdom 
(prajñå), and eloquence (pratibhåna). In a similar way, it is the source of four unfath-
omables (duravagåha) and four grounds of self-confidence (vaißåradya), which glow with 
insatiable energy, and are limitless, invisible, unreliable, inexpressible, and impossible 
to subdue.302 It also is the source of four treasures: the essences, penetrations (nirvedha), 
radiances (avabhåsa), and powers (bala). A Bodhisattva who enters this ak∑ayakaraˆ∂å 
dhåraˆ¥ knows the entrance into all syllable-methods, names, terms (saµketa), and dharma 
terms. For all dharmas are pure from the beginning.”303  Similarly: “A Bodhisattva who 
is established in this dhåraˆ¥ seeks awakening from these syllables and enters it in the 
following way. The syllables (ak∑ara) are power (bala); their arrangement is the body; 
the head-view304 that leads into the door of Dharma is the forehead; and wisdom is the 
eye.” The root of this and similar practices is wisdom. When wisdom is present, there 
cannot be any delusion, and desire or hatred cannot exist when they have no source. 
Therefore, when [an opponent] says [that a dhåraˆ¥ cannot remove evil] because it does 
not counteract its cause, the point is not accepted. 

[The opponent’s] point can also be contradicted with a counter-argument 
(pratitarka).305 A dhåraˆ¥ can destroy evil, because it is a form of practice, like the medi-
tation on impure states (aßubhabhåvanå), which counteracts the cause [of evil].

Similarly, mantras are able to produce whatever one wants, because they have great 
power, like a wishing tree. As a combination of hidden (gupta) syllables that reveal the 
secret of the Tathågata’s knowledge, they remain in the continuum of someone who has 
engaged in this practice (bhåvanå). 

In general, vidyås also show how to destroy defilements with syllables (ak∑ara) and 
meanings (artha) that convey the six perfections, the noble truths, and the auxiliaries 
to awakening (bodhipåk∑ikadharma). For example: “ßamaya ßamaya dånte ßånte dharmaråja 

Ak∑ayakaraˆ∂o (sic) is listed in MVY 603 as the name of a samådhi. In MVY 750, ak∑ayakaraˆ∂å 
is listed as the name of a dhåraˆ¥.

302  Unfortunately these epithets, beginning with “glow with invincible energy,” do not appear 
in the text of the s¨tra. It is unclear whether they are adjectives that modify “grounds of 
self-confidence” or are meant to be categories in their own right.

303  The construction of the first part of this sentence is unclear, and the parallel passage in the 
s¨tra is not much help: klu’i bdag po sems can gyi brda’i rjes su jug pa’am / chos kyi brda’i rjes su 
’jug pa’i yi ge gang yin pa de dag thams cad ni mi zad pa’i za ma tog kyi gzungs kyi rjes su ’jug pa’i 
tshul gyis byang chub sems dpas yi ge de dang de rnams kyis tshul kyi dgongs pa rab tu shes te / ’di 
lta ste / chos thams cad bzod ma nas dag pa na chos thams cad kyi rang bzhin la slu bar mi byed do 
(Pu, folio 149a / 2-3).

304  Kapstein (2001: 248) suggests that this term (mgo bo blta ba ni) refers to an elevated form of 
vision.

305  Bhåviveka has just pointed out a flaw in the opponent’s argument: “A dhåraˆ¥ cannot destroy 
evil, because it does not counteract its cause, like violence.” Now he goes on the offensive 
and states an argument of his own to prove that a dhåraˆ¥ can destroy evil. 
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bhå∑ite mahe mahåvidyå sarvårthasådhana.”306 Similarly, “tåre” comes from the highest 
Dharma (agradharma), “tuttåre” comes from the original Dharma (Tib. dang po’i chos / 
Skt. ådidharma), and “ture” comes from the inexpressible Dharma (anabhilåpyadharma).307 
These [vidyås] show understanding (abhisamaya). Since they are free from ignorance 
(avidyå) about the self, they can generate knowledge (vidyå) in others. Therefore, if some-
one relies on them, they can destroy evil along with its foundation,308 because they have 
power, like kindness (maitr¥). The words of a vidyå [destroy evil] even for those who do 
not understand the meaning, because they may be spoken in a supermundane (lokottara) 
language, and because they may be spoken in the language of Devas, Någas, Yak∑as, and 
so forth. These [vidyås] definitely show the Dharma nature (dharmatå), so [the Dharma 
nature] is accessible to those who obtain a samayavidyå and a dhåraˆ¥. As it is said in the 
Guhyamati S¨tra: “Here the four noble truths are ‘¥ne m¥ne dapphe da∂apphe’ [in the lan-
guage] of the four great divine kings (caturmahåråjikå devå )̇.”309 How can anyone compare 
vidyås that convey a mundane meaning, such as those of Cåmuˆ∂å, who spreads irresist-
ible defilements, with ultimate (paramårtha) vidyås, such as those of Tårå?310 Therefore, 
the example is not accepted, because it lacks the point to be proved.311

It is possible to say: dhåraˆ¥s, mantras and vidyås can remove evil along with its 
causes, when they are recited, pondered, and put into practice, like the Tathågata’s 
teaching. This is because they are consistent with the path, like the teaching of the 
S¨tråntas and so forth. 

306  The text of the sDe-dge reads: ßamaya ßamaya dante ßånte dharmaråja bha∑ite mahe mahåv¥dya 
sarvårthasådhana. Braarvig (1997: 36) corrects the spelling to: ßamaya ßamaya dånte ßånte 
dharmaråja bhå∑ite mahe mahåvidyå sarvasådhana.

307  The term “highest Dharma” (agradharma) occurs several times in the AAA. See Conze 
1973a, s.v. agradharma. The other two terms are hypothetical reconstructions. Braarvig 
(1997: 36) notes that these syllables belong to the ten-syllable mantra of Tårå: oµ tåre tuttåre 
ture svåhå. Braarvig points out that this passage gives the earliest known reference to the 
Tårå mantra (assuming that this text was written by the sixth-century Bhåviveka). Tårå and 
Cåmuˆ∂å are discussed later in this paragraph. For a more general discussion of the cult of 
Tårå, see Beyer 1973.  

308  Lit. “why can they not destroy. . . ?”
309  The Tibetan transcribes these syllables as ene, mene, dampo, and dadampo. Braarvig (1997: 34) 

identifies the mantra as ¥ne m¥ne dapphe da∂apphe. Bernhard (1967) has noted that the words 
of this mantra may have a Dravidian origin and refer to the four noble truths.

310  Bhåviveka is comparing two female deities, one of whom is useful in removing defilements 
while the other is not. (Camuˆ∂a should be emended to Cåmuˆ∂å.) The description of 
Cåmuˆ∂å, however, is unclear. The phrase bzod par dka’ ba’i nyon mongs pa bdo bas ’khrigs pa 
could mean someone who is “sticky with increasing hard to bear (or resist) defilements,” but 
’khrigs pa also could have a sexual reference.

311  The opponent has not actually formulated a syllogism about the effectiveness of vidyås. It 
seems that Bhåviveka is suggesting his own example, namely vidyås associated with Tårå.  
This example would not support the opponent’s sådhya-dharma, which is “do not destroy 
evil.”
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even great evil can Be uProoted

Furthermore, it is not unreasonable to say that one can uproot even great evil (påpa).  
In the statement “karmas are not destroyed for hundreds of eons,”312 the words “kalpa-
ßatair” (“hundreds of eons”) and the second “api” indicate that [karmas] are destroyed.  
How? This is accomplished by restraint, by applying antidotes (pratipak∑a), by confess-
ing (deßanå) evil, and by strength of reliance (åßrayabala). As it is said:313 “Maitreya, a 
Bodhisattva-Mahåsattva who possesses four qualities (dharma) can overcome even evil 
that has already been committed and accumulated. What are these four? They are: (1) 
the habit of criticism (vid¨∑aˆa) which multiplies regrets about unwholesome (akußala) 
karmas that already have been committed, (2) the habit that serves as an antidote 
(pratipak∑a) adds wholesome karmas that greatly outnumber the unwholesome karmas 
that already have been committed, (3) the strength of turning away (pratyåpatti) means 
that one restrains oneself and promises not to commit [evil], and (4) the strength of reli-
ance (åßraya) means that one takes refuge in the Buddha, Dharma, and Saµgha and does 
not relinquish the mind of awakening. With these four qualities, a Bodhisattva removes 
all remaining evil and does not experience any result.”

In the Karmåvaraˆavißuddhi S¨tra it says:314 “When the right time and condi-
tions are present (såmagr¥µ pråpya kålaµ ca).” This means that, if the power of a seed  
is unimpaired, it produces a sprout when the right time and conditions are present: 
namely,  earth, water, fire, wind, and space. But if a seed is burned, rotten, or damaged, 
it will not produce a sprout, even if the right conditions are present. The same is true if 
any of the conditions are missing. Similarly, when sentient beings have been helpful or 

312  Bhåviveka is referring to a verse that occurs in the Avadåna literature and is quoted in the 
Bodhicaryåvatårapañjikå (220): na praˆaßyanti karmåˆi kalpako†ißatair api / såmagr¥µ pråpya 
kålaµ ca phalanti khalu dehinåm (“Karmas are not destroyed for hundreds of ko†is of eons; 
when the right time and right conditions are present, they bear fruit for sentient beings”).  
The verse itself is commonly cited in the Avadånaßataka in passages that comment on the 
inevitability of karmic retribution. Bhåviveka’s version of the quotation omits the word ko†i. 
Bhåviveka also seems to read nåpi for na pra and indicates that the double use of the particle 
api has the force of a double negative. A few lines below, he apparently quotes another por-
tion of the verse and identifies the source as the Karmåvaraˆavißuddhi S¨tra.

313 Compare Caturdharmaka S¨tra: catubhir maitreya dharmai˙ samanvågato bodhisattvo mahåsat-
tva˙ k®topacitaµ påpam abhibhavati / katamaiß catubhi˙ / yad uta vid¨∑aˆåsamudåcåreˆa prati-
pak∑asamudåcåreˆa pratyåpattibalena åßrayabalena ca / tatra vid¨∑aˆåsamudåcåro ‘kußalaµ karmå-
dhyåcarati tatraiva tatraiva ca vipratisårabahulo bhavati / tatra pratipak∑asamudåcåra˙ k®tvåpy 
akußalaµ karma kußale karmaˆy atyarthåbhiyogaµ gata˙ / pratyåpattibalaµ saµvarasamådånåd 
akaraˆasaµvaralåbha˙ / tatråßrayabalaµ buddhadharmasaµghaßaraˆågamanam anuts®∑†abodhi-
cittatå ca / subalavatsaµnißrayeˆa na ßakyate påpenåbhibhavitum / ebhir maitreya catubhir 
dharmai˙ samanvågato bodhisattvo mahåsattva˙ k®topacitaµ påpam abhibhavat¥ti (quoted in 
Íik∑åsamuccaya 89-90).

314  Órya Karmåvaraˆavißuddhi S¨tra, Otani no. 885; T 1494.
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harmful and the power of their wholesome or unwholesome karma is unimpaired, [this 
karma] will produce the appropriate effect, when the conditions of level (gati), place 
(vi∑aya), and body are present, and when the appointed time has arrived for [karma] that 
is to be experienced in this life (d®∑†adharmavedan¥ya), to be experienced in the next life 
(upapadyavedan¥ya), and to be experienced in a subsequent life (aparaparyåyavedan¥ya).315 
But when wholesome [karma] is impaired by wrong views (mithyåd®∑†i) and malevo-
lence, or when unwholesome [karma] is weakened by antidotes (pratipak∑a) such as 
curses (ßåpa), restraints (saµvara), and confessions (deßanå),316 how can wholesome or 
unwholesome seeds have any result when their power has been impaired, even when the 
right conditions are present?

If the right conditions are not present and the timing has changed, why is it impos-
sible [for a great evil] to be uprooted? As it is said: “The evil that this upholder of the 
true Dharma is definitely going to experience (niyatavedan¥ya) will be experienced in 
this life.” It also says: “Furthermore, any karma that leads to bad rebirth may here be 
just a headache.”317

[Objection:]318 If [a great evil] only results in a headache, in what sense has it been 
uprooted?

[Reply:] When the results of unwholesome karmas are completely fulfilled by expe-
riencing the sufferings of hell, and those karmas no longer cause even the slightest 
experience of the sufferings of hell, then they have been completely uprooted. Here, if 
[unwholesome karma] produces something like a headache, there certainly has been a 
result.319

[Objection:] If unwholesome karma can be completely eliminated, why do [s¨tras] 
say: “with the exception of the result of previous karma”?320

Reply: This statement refers to the experience of results in the continua (santåna) 
of people who are blind, one-eyed, lame, maimed, mute, or deaf, because the results of 
actions that are in the process of maturation cannot be totally eliminated. Something 

315  These three forms of karma (trikarmåkåra) are listed in MVY 2308-10. Bhåviveka reverses 
the order of the second and third items on the list.  For a more complete discussion, see Koßa 
4.50ff. The MVY calls the third form of karma lan grangs gzhan la myong bar ’gyur ba, rather 
than the rnam grangs gzhan of our text. 

316  These antidotes do not seem to constitute a standard list, at least in MVY and related dic-
tionaries. Perhaps dmod pa is a promise never to do something evil, while sdom pa is a promise 
definitely to do something good, and ’chags pa is what you do when you fail.

317  Lit. “just a hot head” (mgo bo tsha ba tsam).  
318  The logical structure of this passage is difficult to follow. I have attempted to identify the 

objections and responses, but obscurities remain.
319  Lit. “how can there be no result at all?”
320  Skilling (1992: 148) refers to the phrase “with the exception of the result of previous karma 

(varjayitvå pauråˆaµ karmavipåkam)” as the “escape clause” that limits the effect of man-
tras and other forms of protection. He notes that the phrase occurs widely in Buddhist 
literature.
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that has been performed by a thought that is still in its causal state may be succeeded by 
another distinctive thought and be completely eliminated,321 as in case of A∫gulimåla, 
Ajåtaßatru, who killed his father,322 Aßoka, and so forth.

If Ajåtaßatru and the one who was determined to kill his mother323 generated other, 
virtuous intentions, why were they reborn in Av¥ci without eliminating their karma?

Reply: It is taught that they were reborn in Av¥ci and so forth in order to generate 
confidence in the law of karma (lit. karma and result), but their karma was completely 
eliminated. They were born there [in Av¥ci] and then were liberated, like a silk ball that 
falls down and rises up.324 They were not touched by the flames of hell. In this way, evil 
can be uprooted without denying the law of karma.

Scholars of the Mahåyåna think that karmas can only be uprooted when there is 
application of an antidote; they will not be eliminated unless they are overpowered by 
an antidote. Just as it is seen that even a small evil brings a result (vipåka) for someone 

321  The syntax of this sentence is unclear. It would help the parallelism in the sentence to 
read rgyur gyur pa’i sems pa for rgyur gyur pa’i sems pas. Then one thought could “attain” 
or be succeeded by another. Left as it is, it seems best to assume that the implied object of 
mngon par ’dus byas pa is evil karma, since that is what needs to be eliminated. Bhåviveka 
is clearly describing the mechanism of conversion, as the examples in the next sentence 
demonstrate.

322  The Tibetan reads “Ajåtaßatru, Svaka, and pig-killer” as if they were separate names (ma skyes 
dgra dang / sva ka dang / phag gsod pa dang). A possible way to make sense of the names “Svaka 
and pig-killer” is to emend the text from phag gsod pa (pig-killer) to pha gsod pa (father-killer) 
and interpret sva ka (the equivalent of the Sanskrit “own”) as modifying pha gsod pa (“father-
killer”). DPPN explains that Ajåtaßatru (Pali Ajåtasattu) was encouraged by Devadatta to 
seize the throne from his father, king Bimbisåra. When Bimbisåra learned of the plot, he 
abdicated the throne, but Ajåtaßatru was not satisfied until Bimbisåra was killed.

323  A reference to A∫gulimåla. When the king of Kosala sent a detachment of men to seize 
A∫gulimåla, A∫gulimåla’s mother attempted to warn him. A∫gulimåla was determined to 
kill his mother and collect her fingers. The Buddha intervened and prevented the murder.  
See DPPN, s.v. “A∫gulimåla.” 

324  The comparison in this passage is unclear. A similar point is made in Sthiramati’s Mahåyåna-
s¨trålaµkåra-v®tti-bhå∑ya on MSA 3.8: “It is as if, because of the power of their lineage, they 
experience the suffering of a hell-being only as great as being bound by a silk ball, like King 
Ajåtaßatru” (de yang dper na rgyal po ma skyes dgra lta bu tshams med pa lnga byas kyang rigs kyi 
mthus sems can dmyal ba’i sdug bsngal dar gyi pho long bsdams pa tsam zhig myong ba lta bu’o). The 
problem lies not only in the term dar gyi pho long (silk ball or flower), for which the avail-
able dictionaries offer no decisive Sanskrit equivalent, but also in the action attributed to it. 
The Tibetan text of TJ reads brdabs pa las ’phar ba (“fall down and rise up”); the Tibetan of 
Sthiramati’s bhå∑ya reads bsdams pa (“bound”). A solution may lie in the ’Jig rten mgon po 
Bka’ ’bum as cited in “The Online Tibetan to English Dictionary and Translation Tool” 
(www.thdl.org/reference/translation-tool.html): “Because of this karma, someone who 
comes to Av¥ci is only struck by a silk ball” (las des mnar med du song ba dar gyi pho long gdabs 
pa tsam yin). If this reference is to be trusted, the “fall down and  rise up” of the TJ can be 
interpreted as an act of striking, and the term bsdams pa of Sthiramati’s bhå∑ya as a copyist’s 
error. Tsong kha pa quotes this passage in the Lam rim chen mo (Cutler 2000: 256).
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who lacks skill-in-means (upåyakaußalya), as in the case of Mahåmaudgalyåyana325 and 
so forth. Even though they have collected great wholesome roots, it is as if their mental 
flaws have turned them to dust, like the monk who was the attendant (vaiyav®tyakara) of 
the Tathågata Sarvåbhibh¨.326 In the past, this [monk] was the first to honor the great 
Arhants, but he subsequently was overcome by strong desire. He stole the property of 
the community and, with a spiteful mind, abused it with angry words. As a result he was 
born as a filth-eating worm in a place that is very hard to escape, and not even a fraction 
of his wholesome roots remained. In the Avadåna it says: “Bodhisattvas and others have 
the power of skill-in-means to eliminate a great heap of evil and do not fail to obtain a 
small wholesome root.” It also says in a s¨tra:327 “O monks, it is like this: If a man pours 
an ounce of salt into a small amount of water, the water becomes undrinkable. But if 
another man pours an ounce of salt into a large amount of water, it cannot be tasted, and 
the water does not become undrinkable. Why? O monks, it is because there is so much 
water. O monks, in a similar way, an individual who commits a sin remains [secure] in 
the second respect.” Thus it is said:

If someone pours an ounce of salt into a large pond, the water is not un-
drinkable. But, if someone pours an ounce of salt into a handful of water, 
the handful of water is undrinkable. Similarly, if someone collects a lot 
of merit and commit a little poison of evil, the result is insignificant and 
does not lead to a bad rebirth. But if someone does not collect even a little 
good and collects a lot of evil, just a little evil will lead this defiled person 
to a lower rebirth.

In other words, this person is like someone who has eaten unwholesome food.
[Objection:] If all karmas are eliminated by the first production of the mind [of 

awakening], why did the perfectly awakened Buddha have karmic results (vipåka) such 
as being wounded by the thorn of an acacia tree,328 [being accused of] the murder of 

325  Because of his previous resentment against his parents, Mahåmaudgalyåyana was not able 
to prevent his own death (Hofinger 200-1). DPPN notes that Moggallåna’s death resulted 
from a plot by the Nigaˆ†has.

326  Sarvåbhibh¨ is mentioned in a list of previous Buddhas in Mahåvastu III 240ff.
327  Compare AN III 99 (Loˆaphala Sutta), where the Buddha uses the salt comparison to explain 

why a small evil action can have a large effect on an ordinary person, while a much greater 
evil action has little effect on someone who has developed good qualities. La Vallée Poussin 
discusses this and similar comparisons in a note on his translation of Koßa 6.34ab. He con-
siders the larger issue of differences in karmic retribution in a note on Koßa 4.50. 

328  Bhåviveka’s account of the unfortunate effects of the Buddha’s previous karma is related to 
the “ten karmic connections” in part three of the Upåyakaußalya S¨tra, although he does 
not reproduce the list in exactly the same order. Tatz’s translation of this s¨tra contains the 
full list. For a discussion of the relationship between this list and its traditional sources, see 
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Sundar¥kå, being slandered by a mad woman, returning with an empty begging bowl, 
teaching the Dharma by [eating] barley for three months, being insulted by the angry 
Bhåradvåja, becoming sick, [being injured by] a rock thrown by Devadatta, and so 
forth?

[Reply:] All these [karmic results] are displayed with skill-in-means in order to 
discipline sentient beings. The Blessed One does not have even the slightest bit of 
karma. As it says in the Upåyakaußalya S¨tra329 and the Lokottaraparivarta:330 “O son 
of good family (kulaputra), one should understand that the Tathågata’s teachings of 
the ten karmic results are skill-in-means and have a hidden meaning (abhisaµdhi).331 
These [karmic results] are impossible.332 As long as a Bodhisattva has unwholesome 
roots, even as small as the tip of a hair, it is impossible for him to approach the Bodhi 
Tree. A Tathågata has all the wholesome roots and has abandoned all the unwholesome 
roots. How can a Tathågata who has removed any connection with traces (våsanå) pos-
sibly have any bad karmic obstacle? Most sentient beings waste karmic results, how-
ever, and the Tathågata teaches [that he has] karmic results in order to teach karmic 
results to those who have no confidence in karmic results. He teaches: ‘If even I, a 
king of Dharma, have a karmic result, why shouldn’t you have a karmic result?’ But the 
Tathågata does not have the slightest karmic obstacle. A skilled doctor who is not sick 
may prescribe [medicine] for himself as if he were sick, and by prescribing bitter and hot 
[medicine], he may completely cure the sick people who follow his advice. As the king 
of physicians, the Tathågata cures all ailments in the same way. Even though he has no 
[karmic] obstacles, he teaches karma by saying: ‘This is the result of my karma.’” When 
s¨tras like the Upåyakaußalya say, “When sentient beings are terrified by karma, they 
purify their body, speech and mind,” are they not like liberators, for they sustain the 
mind by freeing it from ignorance and so forth?

Others see someone on the verge of committing a heinous crime (ånantarya), know 
that this action will cause suffering for a long time, and kill that person out of compas-
sion.333 They certainly know that they will be born in hell, but they adopt a wholesome 

Cutler 1997: 63-82; Skilling 2006; and Xing 2005: 106ff. Lamotte has a helpful discussion 
of traditional interpretations of the illness and other difficulties suffered by the Buddha’s 
physical body (1976: 294-98).

329  The Upåyakaußalya S¨tra is translated in Chang 1983 and in Tatz 1994. The passage quoted 
by Bhåviveka is translated by Tatz on pages 71-72.

330  Ichigo (Gómez and Silk 239) identifies the Lokottaraparivarta as Otani no. 761/26 (number 26 
of the Buddhåvataµsaka). It is more likely that Bhåviveka is referring to the Lokånuvartanå 
(see Harrison 1982).

331  “Hidden meaning” represents the Tibetan word ldem dgongs. See the catvåro ‘bhisaµdhaya˙ 
(ldem por dgongs pa bzhi’i ming la) in MVY 1671-75.

332  Literally “out of place” and “irrelevant,” a stock expression of impossibility.
333  The account of a Bodhisattva who kills out of compassion immediately follows the pas-

sage just quoted from the Upåyakaußalya S¨tra (Tatz 73-74). This paragraph occurs in an 
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or indeterminate (avyåk®ta) motivation (citta)334 and kill in order to protect [others].  
They accept their own rebirth in hell, but their wholesome [motivation] is sustained by 
wholesome thoughts like: “This is great suffering, but it will not last long.” This [moti-
vation] is wholesome, because it is like a thought that is free from desire and so forth.

Objection: Even if a killer is sustained by [a thought] that is free from desire and 
so forth, this [killing] is contemptible and denies the distinction between abusive and 
friendly words.335 

Reply:  In s¨tras such as the Udåyi and the Kimpa,336 the Blessed One does not pro-
hibit abusive words. For example, he calls Devadatta a fool and Mara evil.337 It is possible 
to say: A Bodhisattva who commits murder out of compassion, cannot be reproached 
for this action, because it is not generated by hatred, like the Tathågata’s own words.

In many s¨tras of the Mahåyåna, such as the Ratnaketu338 and the Candraprad¥pa,339 
it says that even a very great evil can be uprooted. In a s¨tra belonging to other schools 
(nikåya), it says:340 “In the future, monks will, if they wish, pay homage to and travel to 
shrines (caitya), thinking: ‘Here the Tathågata was born; here the Tathågata was per-
fectly awakened; here the Tathågata set the wheel of the Dharma in motion; and here 
the Tathågata attained parinirvåˆa.’ They will be born among the gods in heaven as 
if they were giving up a heavy burden, even if they die immediately. Others, with the 
exception of those who are in their final birth, will not be left out,341 even if they have 
committed a heinous crime.”

Furthermore, in the Vinaya of your own view (darßana), the teachings about rising 
from moral failure (åpattikarma) contradict [your argument]. For it says: “There are 

identical form in VY, but it plays a different role in the text. Vasubandhu uses it to support 
his argument in favor of the Buddha’s manifestations (nirmåˆa).

334  Lit. “they are firm in a thought that is wholesome or indeterminate” (dge ba’am lung du ma 
bstan pa’i sems la gnas par byas nas).

335  TJ reads gshe ba (Skt. adhik∑epa) dang mdza’ ba (Skt. priya) dbye ba la sogs pa. Compare VY rtsub 
po’am mdza bo dang dbye bar byed pa (VY 245).

336  The identity of these s¨tras is unclear.
337  See Traité 1661ff.
338  As in the Mahåsannipåtaratnaketudhåraˆ¥ S¨tra (Dutt 1984: 39): yaß cåsya d®∑†adharma-

såµparåyika˙ kåyavå∫manodu˙khapratisaµvedan¥yo du∑k®tånåµ vå∫mana˙karmaˆåµ phala-
vipåka˙ saparik∑ayaµ gacchati.

339  Candraprad¥pa is another name for the Samådhiråja S¨tra. 
340  Compare MPS III 388: ågami∑yanti bhik∑avo mamåtyayåt caityaparicårakåß caityavandakås ta 

evaµ vak∑yanti / iha bhagavåñ jåta˙ / iha bhagavån anuttaråµ samyaksaµbodhim abhisaµbuddha˙ 
/ iha bhagavatå triparivartaµ dvådaßåkåraµ dharmyaµ dharmacakraµ pravartitam / iha bhaga-
vån anupådhiße∑e nirvåˆadhåtau parinirv®ta˙ / atråntarå ye kecit prasannacittå mamåntike kålaµ 
kari∑yanti te sarve svargopagå ye kecit sopådiße∑å˙. While the sense of the passage is the same, 
Bhåviveka’s quotation differs in significant details. The parallel passage in Pali is found in 
DN II 140-41.

341  The term is bsal zhing [cing P] bor ba med do.
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two kinds of people who die with no moral failure: those who do not send forth342 any 
moral failure, and those who, according to the Dharma, confess any moral failures that 
may occur.” There is a reason [for this]. We see that someone who has powerful skill-
in-means (upåya) can diminish evil and eventually eliminate it completely, as if he were 
putting salt in water or butter in fire. Someone who knows this skill-in-means has a 
powerful antidote and can completely eliminate all the evil that has accumulated for a 
thousand incalculable eons, just as a blazing fire immediately removes darkness from a 
very dark place. For someone who lacks skill-in-means, the good also can be eliminated, 
like darkness without the light of the sun. But if [good] is accumulated every day, it will 
certainly grow and not be lost, like the honey collected by honey bees or like the shape 
of the waxing moon. Whether karma is damaged or not depends on causes; it is not 
established by nature. Therefore, it is established that one can minimize and uproot 
even terrible evil by personally repenting it, criticizing it, confessing it, announcing it, 
and vowing not to do it again.

the vaiPulya has a different teaching

[The opponent] claims that the Vaipulya has a different teaching, but the word 
[Vaipulya] refers literally to something that is extensive.343 The Mahåyåna is far more 
extensive than the Íråvakayåna. If you think that the Vaipulya is something other 
[than the Mahåyåna], this is nothing but words. We think that the entire teaching of 
the Mahåyåna is called “Vaipulya,” because its texts (grantha) and its meaning (artha) 
are extensive. The Blessed One did not make a clear distinction by saying: “This is 
Vaipulya, and that is not.” Therefore, when [we] say that the Mahåyåna is the Buddha’s 
teaching, and you respond with hatred, your response is not authoritative (pramåˆa) for 
us. In this way, it is established that the Mahåyåna is the Vaipulya.

the mahÓyÓ na is not mentioned in the dream of king kr.  kin

Objection: When the Blessed One Kåßyapa was asked about King K®kin’s dreams, he 
said: “The Tathågata Íåkyamuni will appear when human beings live a hundred years, 
and his teaching will be divided into eighteen schools (nikåya).” The Mahåyåna is not 
mentioned in this division of the teaching. 

Reply: The Mahåyåna has to do with the inclinations of those who aspire to 

342  The word for “send forth” is ’byin pa, the same word that has been translated as “uproot.” It 
would make sense to say that this first group of people “uproot” their åpatti, but it would not 
fit the point of the argument.

343  On the role of the vaipulya-a∫ga (“extensive part”) in the various accounts of the Buddhist 
canon, see note 114. The grammatical analysis of this sentence and much of the rest of this 
passage is unclear. The Peking repeats a line by dittography.
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something profound and vast, while the teaching in the eighteen schools is common, 
like the teaching in ßåstras that make no distinction in birth, age, color, country, and 
time.

Furthermore, there is definitely a distinction between the Íråvakayåna, Pratyeka-
buddhayåna, and Mahåyåna in the teachings of all Buddhas. But there also is a distinction 
about particular teachings that belong only to Íåkyamuni and not to others.344 Tathågatas 
such as Krakucchanda345 distinguished different vehicles, but Kåßyapa did not. So [this] 
does not [prove] that the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching.

Soon after the Blessed One’s parinirvåˆa, the Íråvakas and others became attached 
to the teachings that had been made to each one of them, and they became divided. 
Their compilers collected [these teachings] accordingly. Since there was no suitable 
vessel for the Mahåyåna at that time, none of them collected it. [The Mahåyåna] was 
collected [instead] by Någas and so forth, who delighted in the Sugata, and it was taken 
to the world of the Någas and so forth.346 Then the noble Någårjuna, whom the Blessed 
One had predicted would be a suitable vessel [for the Mahåyåna], collected it from them 
and spread it widely in the human world.

The teaching of the Mahåyåna is consistent with the attainment of the knowledge 
of all modes (sarvåkårajñatå) and does not belong to Måra, so it is not right to reject or 
refute the Mahåyåna. If one is capable of analysis,347 one should rationally investigate it.

[This topic] has been adequately discussed. We now return to the point at hand.348

344  A literal translation would read: “Furthermore, in the teaching of all Buddhas, there definitely 
is a distinction of the Íråvakayåna, Pratyekabuddhayåna, and Mahåyåna. And a distinction 
of particular teachings belongs only to Íåkyamuni, but not to another. And Tathågatas such 
as Krakucchanda made a distinction between different vehicles, and Kåßyapa did not teach 
[it]. Therefore. . . .” The logical connection between clauses is unclear. It is not obvious what 
it means to say that the distinction of vehicles is present in the teaching of all the Buddhas, 
but Kåßyapa did not teach it.

345  MVY 90 lists log pa dang sel as the name of Krakucchanda. Edgerton (BHSD s.v. “Kraku-
cchanda”) notes that the more common equivalent for Krakucchanda is ’ khor ba ‘jig (“Destroyer 
of Saµsåra”). According to Edgerton, Krakucchanda (also known as Krakutsanda and, in 
Pali, Kakusaµdha) is often listed as the third Buddha before Íåkyamuni. The two interven-
ing Buddhas between Krakucchanda and Íåkyamuni are Kanakamuni and Kåßyapa.

346  On traditional accounts of the transmission of Mahåyåna s¨tras, see Lamotte 1954.
347  Lit. “capable of analysis with the mind” (blos dpyod par nus pa), an echo of MHK 3.22 (vicarya-

månas tu dhiyå).
348  Bhåviveka has just completed his response to the first argument in verse 4.7 (“The Mahåyåna 

is not the Buddha’s teaching, because it is not included in the S¨trantas and so forth, like the 
Vedånta view”). He also has responded to the “Miscellaneous Objections” that immediately 
preceded verse 4.9. After this long prose digression, he now returns to the second argument 
in verse 4.7:

  The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching,
  because it teaches a different path,
  like the Vedånta view.
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4.36  The reason is unaccepted, because the eightfold path to omniscience is 
taught in the Mahåyåna.

The majority of Mahåyåna s¨tras,349 such as the Prajñåpåramitå, the Bodhisattvapi†aka, 
the Ak∑ayamati, the Sågaramati, the Gaganagañja, the Dhåraˆ¥ßvararåjå, the Ratnac¨∂a, 
and the Sågaraparip®cchå, teach that this eightfold path is the cause of perfect awakening, 
and they do not teach a different path. Therefore, the reason, “because the Mahåyåna 
teaches a different path,” is unaccepted.

Objection: Doesn’t [the Mahåyåna] have a different teaching about bathing on the 
banks of [rivers] such as the Ganges, fasting, and so forth?

Reply: This is true. It teaches that evil and so forth are removed by the power of a 
Bodhisattva vow, when people bathe in four rivers, the Ganges, the Sindhu, the Pak∑u, 
and the S¥tå,350 drink from them, immerse themselves in them, and so forth. But the 
power to remove evil does not reside in the water. In the Anavatapta S¨tra351 it says: 
“The Någa king Anavatapta gained power over karma and rebirth and was born in a 
great lake called Panasa. He vowed that if any sentient beings bathe in the rivers that 
flow from his lake, drink from them, and immerse themselves in them, these [actions] 
would bring about their awakening. He said that he would eventually take all of them 
to Buddhahood.” It is not a contradiction for them to become Buddhas with the help 
of a spiritual friend (kalyånamitra). Fasting and so forth are taught in order to make a 
vidyå effective by purifying the body of the person who practices the vidyå. They are not 
taught out of a desire for liberation. There is no reason for these [practices] to be a dif-
ferent path. Therefore [the opponent] cannot avoid the fault of an unaccepted reason.

Objection: Even if this is true, the teaching of the Mahåyåna about these paths 
is useless. [According to the Mahåyåna], the knowledge of suffering does not lead to 
nirvåˆa, so [the Mahåyåna] contradicts the vision of the four noble truths.

Reply: In this case, you first should examine the following statement by the Teacher: 
“Purification is the equality (samatå) of the four noble truths.” What is equality? The 
emptiness of all dharmas, because they have a single taste, which is absence. The empti-
ness of the four noble truths is analyzed as follows:352

349  In addition to the Prajñåpåramitå S¨tra, which is widely available in its various versions, the 
s¨tras in Bhåviveka’s list can be consulted in the following sources: Bodhisattvapi†aka (Pagel 
1995); Ak∑ayamatinirdeßa S¨tra (Braarvig 1993); Sågaramatiparip®cchå S¨tra (Otani no. 819); 
Gaganagañjaparip®cchå S¨tra (Otani no. 815); Dhåraˆ¥ßvararåjå S¨tra, identified by Takasaki 
(1966a: 146) as the Tathågatamahåkaruˆå S¨tra (Otani no. 814); Ratnac¨∂aparip®cchå S¨tra 
(Otani no. 760/47); and Sågaranågaråjaparip®cchå S¨tra (Otani nos. 820-22).

350  On these four rivers see note 41.
351  Órya Anavataptanågaråjaparip®cchå S¨tra, Otani no. 824.
352  In the next verse, the opponent claims that suffering must arise because of traditional state-

ments about the arising and ceasing of suffering, Bhåviveka responds in verses 4.37-38ab 
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4.37  If someone thinks that suffering arises, because suffering is said to arise 
and cease, why not hold that, if it arises, it must be empty of the identity 
of suffering?

[We] have denied that anything arises from itself, from something else, from both, or 
from no cause at all, so how can the truth of suffering apply to [suffering] that does not 
arise? The thesis is the following: “Why not hold that the five aggregates (skandha), 
which someone sees as arising or originating from causes and conditions, are empty of 
the identity [of suffering]”?

The reason and example are:

4.38ab  Because it is conditioned, like illusion or like the pure aggregates.

“If suffering arises and ceases, it is empty of the identity [of suffering]” should be sup-
plied. Therefore, since [suffering] has this identity [namely, to be empty of the identity 
of suffering], 

4.38cd What do you think is the truth of suffering, and what is right vision?353

[Suffering] is a truth (satya) in the sense that it is free from error (avitatha), but it does 
not have even a trace of the identity (svabhåva) of suffering. It is free from error in the 
sense that this [no identity] is its identity.354 This is the truth of suffering. Right vision 
is to see this correctly, because it too is free from error.

Furthermore,

4.39ab  A painful feeling is suffering, but why are birth and so forth suffering?

People want to be free from a painful feelings as soon as they arise, but why are other 

with the following syllogism: “If suffering arises and ceases, it is empty of the identity [of 
suffering], because it is conditioned, like illusion (måyå) or like the pure aggregates.” The 
commentary restates the syllogism in a slightly different form: “The five aggregates are 
empty of the identity of suffering, because they are conditioned, like illusion or like the 
pure aggregates.”

353  On Bhåviveka’s understanding of samyag-darßana (right vision), compare his commentary on 
MMK 24.14: To see the non-arising and so forth of entities that are ultimately illusory is to 
see the noble truths” (Eckel 1980: 276).

354  The sDe-dge adds “in the sense that it is empty of identity” (’di ngo bo nyid stong pa nyid 
kyis). This addition is not necessary to make sense of the passage. The Peking version can 
be understood as an example of the standard, paradoxical use of the word svabhåva (here 
translated as “identity”): It is the identity of things to have no identity (ni˙svabhåva) or to be 
empty of identity (svabhåvaß¨nya).
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feelings that are not like this, such as birth, old age, sickness, death, and sorrow, 
suffering?

4.39cd  If impermanence is suffering,355 then the cause [of suffering] and the 
path [to the cessation of suffering] also are suffering.

Whatever is impermanent is suffering, so it follows that the origin [of suffering] and the 
path [to the cessation of suffering] also are suffering. If this is the case, there are only 
two truths: suffering and cessation.

4.40ab  If [birth and so forth] are suffering because they are the causes [of suf-
fering], then the origin [of suffering] also is suffering.

Someone may think that birth and so forth are suffering because they are the causes 
of painful feelings, and because it is possible to attribute the effect to the cause. If so, 
if the cause of painful feelings is suffering, it follows that the ignorance, thirst, and 
karma that are said to be the origin [of suffering] also are suffering, since they also are 
the cause of painful feelings. If this is the case, there are only three truths: suffering, 
cessation, and the path.

Furthermore,

4.40cd  And if suffering is only a word, how can a cognition of suffering be 
knowledge of this [truth of suffering]?

Nominal (prajñapti), only a word (våkya), relative (saµv®ti), and metaphorical (upacåra) 
[are synonyms]. To be only a word is to be nothing more than a way of speaking. If birth 
and so forth do not have the identity of suffering, but are called suffering by the conven-
tional application of a word, then the knowledge that birth and so forth are suffering is 
metaphorical. If [this knowledge that birth is suffering] is not correct, however, it is not 
consistent with the truth.

It is possible to prove by means of argument that the knowledge of the four noble 
truths is not true (yathårtha).

4.41  [We] do not think that any knowledge that has suffering as its object is 
really true, because it is knowledge that a certain thing is suffering, like 
the cognition that something like a stab wound is suffering.

355  The words vinåßas tasya in the first påda could be emended to something like vinåßataß ca to 
be consistent with mi rtag phyir na in the Tibetan.
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When knowledge of the form “this is suffering” arises, it is not really (tattvata˙) true, 
because it is knowledge that something has a painful aspect (åkåra),356 like the unpleasant 
and painful cognitions experienced by the inhabitants of hell or by those who enter a 
battlefield and are pierced, slashed, and struck by arrows, spears, and swords.357

When the truth of suffering has been negated in this way, one should start to negate 
the truth of the origin [of suffering].

4.42  The cause [of suffering] cannot be the origin [of suffering] because it is the 
cause of suffering, like a sword blow and so forth, or because it is a mental 
phenomenon, like the path.358

The ignorance, thirst, and karma that are considered the cause (hetu) of suffering cannot 
be called the origin (samudåya) [of suffering],359 because they are the cause of suffering, 
just as a sword blow and so forth are the cause of suffering, or because the origin [of 
suffering] is a mental phenomenon (caitta), like the eightfold path, which is not the cause 
of suffering.360 

Likewise,

4.43  [We] do not think that a cognition that has the cause of suffering as its 
object is true, because it is a cognition of the form (åkåra) of suffering 
and so forth, like a different cognition of a cause of suffering.

A cognition that has the cause of suffering as its object is not true, because it is a cogni-
tion of the form, “Suffering arises from a painful cause,” like the cognition that some-
thing like a sword blow is a cause of suffering.

Now that the origin [of suffering] has been negated in this way, [the next verse] 
negates the truth of cessation.

4.44ab If there is no arising, there is no cessation, because of the negation 
stated earlier.

356  Bhåviveka may have in mind the argument that any cognition of an object is ultimately false, 
as in the appendix to Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 72).

357  The sDe-dge makes better sense of this passage than the Peking.
358  The Tibetan of the verse reads: “The cause cannot be the cause of suffering because it is the 

origin.” The reason for this reversal is made clear in the commentary.
359  There is a redundant expression in the Tibetan of this sentence that seems best omitted in 

English.
360  The Tibetan translator reversed the reason (hetu) and the point to be proved (sådhya) in the 

verse in order to make sense of these two examples (d®∑†ånta).
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Earlier in this text [we] negated all arising and then proved that if something does not 
arise, it does not cease. If there is nothing [to cease], there ultimately cannot be any ces-
sation, and there cannot be any way for the truth [of cessation] to be correct.  

Therefore,

4.44cd  Something that arises can cease, but something that does not arise can-
not [cease], like a flower in the sky.

Arising can be the cause of cessation conventionally (saµv®tyå), just as one observes 
that a lamp arises from the combination of a vessel, oil, and a wick, and ceases when 
these conditions are absent. But if something does not arise, like a flower in the sky, it 
certainly cannot cease. How can something that does not arise ever cease?

Furthermore,

4.45  When we do not think that there is anything to arise or cease, how can 
you, as a scholar, claim that the other [i.e. cessation] is true?

When something arises and ceases, it is possible to speak of its cessation. One uses the 
word “cessation” when something comes to an end. But we have already proved that 
whatever arises does not arise. How can you, who are so proud of your wisdom, claim 
that [cessation] is really true (satya)?

If you think that something that does not arise really (tattvata˙) ceases, the follow-
ing inference can be constructed to negate that [position] as well.

4.46 The cessation of something that has not arisen is ultimately not cessa-
tion, because it is the cessation of something that has not arisen, like 
cessation that is not due to discernment.

Cessation that is not due to discernment, which is present when [its conditions] cease, is 
not real (satya), because everything that is compounded (saµsk®ta) is momentary, even if 
it is not realized (såk∑åtk®ta) through wisdom.361 Cessation that is due to discernment is a 
cessation that is attained through discernment by wisdom. This is real in the sense that 
it causes one to be free from [defilements], because it is preceded by wisdom. Neither of 
these [two forms of cessation] has the nature of something that arises (utpannasvabhåva), 
so their cessation is imagined. It is reasonable that the cessation that is due to discern-
ment is not ultimate, like the cessation that is not due to discernment.

361  “Cessation that is not due to discernment” (apratisaµkhyånirodha), as defined in Koßa 1.6 and 
elsewhere, is a complete cessation of arising attained not through wisdom but through an 
absence of the conditions that cause arising.
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Now that the truth of cessation has been negated in this way, [the next verse] negates 
the truth of the path.

4.47  If there cannot be any cessation, where does your path lead? And if [the 
path] does not arise, how can it be a path, and whom does it cause to at-
tain this [cessation]?

If [you] think that the path causes someone to attain cessation, then, if this is what [you] 
think, and cessation is impossible,362 what is being sought and what is being attained 
when [you] use the word “path”? And if the path does not arise in its own right, who is a 
practitioner (yogin) and what truth of cessation does [a practitioner] attain, when neither 
[a practitioner nor cessation] arises?

This is proved by the following argument:

4.48 The path does not cause anyone to attain liberation (apavarga), because 
it is conditioned, like another [path], or because it has cessation as its 
object, like another cognition of cessation.

[The prefix] apa [in the word apavarga] refers to something that is lower, namely, 
thoughts that are based on the realms of desire, form, and formlessness. Because it 
removes (v®j) [these thoughts], apavarga is liberation (mok∑a). The path does not cause 
someone to attain this [liberation],363 because it is conditioned, like the path to heaven 
that is called “the ten virtues” (daßakußala). Or [the path does not cause someone to 
attain liberation], because it has cessation [as an object] to be realized (såk∑åtk®tya), that 
is, because the path of practice (bhåvanåmårga) objectifies cessation and thus has cessa-
tion as an object, like a cognition of the cessation that is not due to discernment.

To negate the eightfold path in detail, [we] say:

4.49  [Right] vision of the four noble truths should be considered false, because it 
has universals as its object or because it is conditioned, like a false cognition.

Right vision (samyagd®∑†i) is knowing that suffering is suffering,364 that origin is origin, and 
that cessation is cessation. Here vision of the four noble truths is the subject. Its inferred 
property is to be false. “Because it has universals (såmånya), such as impermanence, 

362  Interpret sambhava as “possible” even though the Tibetan translates it as svabhåva.
363  It is often necessary to translate sentences of the form B ni A yin te as “A is B,” assuming that 

the subject and predicate are often reversed in Sanskrit. Here the change in order is justified 
by the fact that the path is the subject of the syllogism in the verse. The practice cannot be 
generalized, however, since it often is necessary to follow the Tibetan word order.

364  Literally to know the sufferingness (du˙khatva) of suffering.
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no-self, and emptiness, as its object (ålambana) or because it is conditioned by causes and 
conditions” are the reasons. “Like a false cognition” is the example.

4.50  Ultimately it is not reasonable for the truth of the path to be true, be-
cause right thinking, right effort, and so forth are false.

Right thinking, right effort, right livelihood, right action, right mindfulness, and right 
concentration are relative (såµv®ta), but ultimately they are false, because they have 
universals as their objects or because they are conditioned, like a false cognition. This 
is the way to prove that the truth of the path is not ultimately true.

Then how should the path be truly understood?

4.51  It is not reasonable to practice it in this way, but it is reasonable [to prac-
tice it] by not seeing the four noble truths, because the actual state of the 
thing that is seen is always to be unseen.

According to the Mahåyåna, it is not reasonable to practice the path as you who are 
attached to real things explain it in the Íråvakayåna, because of the sequence of analy-
sis of the [eight] aspects [of the path] beginning with right vision. This is because the 
practice of not seeing the four noble truths is reasonable. Why? The thing that is to be 
seen is not established as having the identity of the four noble truths.365 To be “unseen” 
is to be an absence (abhåvasvabhåva). This is always the case. That is, the actual state of 
things is always like this.

The next verse takes up the opponent’s idea and presents it as an objection.

4.52  Someone may say: “An idiot cannot be liberated, because he does not see 
the truth, like a fool, and the same is true of you.”

“The adherents of the Mahåyåna hate the vision of the four noble truths and cannot 
be liberated, because they do not see the truth, like a fool.” The adherents of the 
Íråvakayåna make this claim because they want to hurt us.

To respond to them [we] say:

4.53  If there is no suffering and no one who suffers, who wants liberation from 

365  The construction of the Tibetan translation makes it difficult to give a better translation of 
this sentence. Perhaps “the four noble truths” (sdug bsngal la sogs pa) can be taken as a gloss 
of “the thing that is to be seen” (d®ßyasya). If so, the sentence could be translated as follows: 
“The thing that is to be seen, namely the four noble truths, does not have an established 
identity.” Note that the commentary turns d®ßyasya (sg.) into a plural (rnams kyi’o). 
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what? People speak of liberation erroneously,366 like a product of illusion.

Since suffering does not arise, because of the argument stated earlier, the one who 
suffers from this suffering also does not arise. Who then thinks that someone escapes 
from the bondage of saµsåra, when neither [saµsåra nor bondage] arise? Those who 
are bound by the bondage of false concepts, which depend on causes and conditions 
and are deceptive in nature, speak of liberation erroneously, like a product of illusion.  
Ultimately, however, there is neither bondage nor liberation.

Likewise,

4.54  [We] think that liberation is the complete no-vision of the four noble 
truths, so the example is impossible and the reason is unaccepted.

The position of the Mahåyåna stated here is that liberation is the complete no-vision 
of the four noble truths. The no-vision of these [truths] is beyond the reach of the 
Íråvakas and others who see nothing but dharmas. Therefore, the example, “like the 
awakening of a student,” stated in the objection is impossible.367 Similarly, the Teacher’s 
omniscient insight is produced by the excellence (atißaya) of his practice of the path 
rather than by the excellence of his faculties.368 Therefore, as far as we are concerned, 
the reason, “[because of] the excellence of his faculties,”369 is unaccepted.

The reason, “[because the Mahåyåna] teaches a different path,”370 also is unac-
cepted. Why?

4.55  This very same path, beginning with right vision, is taught in the Mahå-
yåna, so the reason is unaccepted.

From a relative point of view (saµv®tyå) one should practice the eightfold path liter-
ally, but when one understands reality (tattva), one should practice it as no-vision and 
so forth. So a distinctive practice is taught in the Mahåyåna, but not a different path. 
Therefore, the reason, “because [the Mahåyåna] teaches a different path,” is unaccepted. 
This is why,

366  The Tibetan translation of the verse and commentary  reads ’khrul pa’i dbang gis, putting the 
reading of bhråntyåvedhån in question. It might be better to read åveßa for åvedha.

367  This example is found in verse 4.3.
368  Bhåviveka here takes up the Íråvaka’s claim in verse 4.4 that the Buddha’s omniscience 

comes from the “excellence” (atißaya) of his faculties (indriya). Read phul du byung ba (D) 
to correspond to the word atißaya in verse 4.4. The translation of verse 4.4 uses another 
Tibetan equivalent of atißaya: khyad ’phags.

369  This reason is found in verse 4.4.
370  This reason is found in verse 4.7.
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The Buddhas’ teaching is based on two truths: ordinary relative truth 
and ultimate truth.371

The Blessed One seeks the welfare of the world, so he does not always favor reality. For 
sentient beings whose minds are unstable, he teaches an antidote that leads to freedom 
from defilements. Its meaning is not true, but ultimately it is consistent with purifica-
tion. What kind [of teaching is this]? It is like the following statements: “O monks, 
if you perceive a woman as a mother, then think of her as a mother; likewise, if you 
perceive a woman as a sister or daughter, then think of her as a daughter.” “There are 
spontaneously born (upapåduka) beings.”372 “A single person arises in the world.”373  “All 
sentient beings live by food.”374 “I am old and weak.”375

A concept (vikalpa) can be beneficial or harmful, just as dirt—such as earth, ashes, 
or cow dung—can remove some impurities—such as smoke, oil, and mud—and increase 
others. It is beneficial to think of one’s teacher’s wife as a mother or a sister. This false 
concept about the [teacher’s] wife removes desire for her.376 It is said:

For a wise person to be free from impurity, an impurity can provide puri-
fication. In this way, the relative (saµv®ti) is best to free one from things 
in a relative sense.377

Furthermore, the Tathågata uses various manifestations (nirmåˆa) to make correct 
teaching known in the world. Accordingly,

4.56  Everything that is well spoken (s¨kta) in the Vedånta is taught by the 
Buddha. Therefore, either the example is deficient or one should analyze 
its ambiguity.378

371  MMK 24.8.
372  See commentary on Koßa 3.8cd. For references, see La Vallée Poussin’s translation.
373  Quoted in Koßabhå∑ya (468): eka˙ pudgalo loka utpadyamåna utpadyate. See also AN I 22: eka-

puggalo bhikkhave loke uppajjamåno.
374  DN III 211 (Saµg¥ti Sutta): sabbe sattå åhåra††hitikå.
375  The likely Skt. is v®ddho ‘ham.
376  The last part of this sentence could also be translated: “To imagine falsely that she is [your] 

wife leads to an undesirable [result].” This translation duplicates the parallel construction 
of the previous sentence, in which a beneficial result is contrasted with a non-beneficial 
result.

377  This verse contains a number of obscurities that might be cleared up by locating the Sanskrit.  
The word gos, for example, can be taken as the instrumental of the noun ’go ba (“stain”) or 
as the perfect of the verb ’go ba (“to stain”).  If it is taken as a verb, the first part of the verse 
means that one is first stained and then purified. 

378  Bhåviveka is referring to the example in verse 4.7: “like the Vedånta view.” The term “well 
spoken” (s¨kta) is an allusion to the conventional term for a Vedic hymn. Gombrich (1990) 
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Earlier [the opponent] said: “The Mahåyåna is not the teaching of the Buddha, like the 
Vedånta view.” The claim that the Vedånta is an example must be accepted,379 so [the 
argument suffers] the fault of an unaccepted example.

Objection: This is not the case. The parts of the Vedas that contain faulty teachings 
about killing, stealing, and so forth are the example.

Reply: This is not a fault, because the Mahåyåna does not have such teachings.  The 
Mahåyåna does not contradict the teachings of the three ßåstras,380 and it has no teach-
ing that contradicts the Dharma nature (dharmatå), as has previously been established. 
The [parts of the] Vedas that are well spoken and do not contradict the teaching of the 
Buddha should be accepted, and those that are not well spoken should not be accepted. 
When one analyzes this ambiguity, [the part of the Veda] that is reasonable according 
to this [analysis] should be accepted, and [the part] that is not reasonable should not be 
accepted. 

[The next verse] responds to the claim that the Mahåyåna is like a nihilistic view, 
because it denies cause and effect.381

4.57  If [we] practice wisdom in a way that excludes the concepts of being and 
non-being, to whom and for what reason do [you] attribute the view that 
denies cause and effect?

If we avoided the position of being (bhåva) and accepted the position of non-being 
(abhåva), then [our position] would be nihilism (nåstikatva), and there would be no 
substance to the claim that we avoid the extremes of being and non-being and estab-
lish a middle [way]. If we know this [middle way] directly (svasaµvedya), by practicing 
wisdom without any concepts of being and non-being, how can [you] assert that we 
are nihilists?382 When [we] avoid the extremes of being and non-being, what false view 
(d®∑†yabhiniveßa) or thing (bhåva) can there be [for us] to grasp? If [we] avoid the extremes 

speculates that early Buddhist poems were called s¨kta, a term that became sutta in Pali and 
was re-Sanskritized as s¨tra.

379  Bhåviveka means that it must be accepted for the argument to be valid.
380  Presumably hetu-ßåstra (logic), ßabda-ßåstra (grammar), and cikitsaka-ßåstra (medicine), as 

mentioned earlier in the text.
381  This argument is found in verse 4.8ab:

  The Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching,
  because it improperly denies cause and effect,
  like a nihilistic view (nåstikadarßana).

382  The commentary explains the sentence “[our] practice of wisdom avoids the concepts of 
being and non-being” with another sentence that is virtually identical.  To avoid redun-
dancy, it has been omitted.
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of improper reification (samåropa) and improper denial (apavåda), then ultimately [we] 
do not hold a view that denies cause and effect.

From a relative point of view (saµv®tyå),

4.58  The reason is unaccepted, because [we] do not deny the connection be-
tween cause and effect as it is understood  in the world.

We reject the following false views (mithyåd®∑†i): “This word does not exist, the other 
world does not exist, and there are no results from good and evil karma.” We also do 
not deny the following claims as they are accepted in the world: “This world exists, and 
good and evil actions bring results,” and “[people] acquire the karmic results that they 
have accumulated.” Therefore, the reason [for the claim that] we deny cause and effect 
is unaccepted.  It is said:

In brief, the view of non-being (nåstitåd®∑†i) is the false view that karmas 
have no result, no merit, and no bad rebirth. In brief, the view of being 
(astitåd®∑†i) is the right view that karmas have a result and merit brings 
a good rebirth.383 A nihilist (nåstika) goes to a bad rebirth; the opposite 
(astika) goes to a good rebirth. Those who avoid both [extremes] and rely 
on non-duality are liberated.384

Therefore, we hold a doctrine of non-duality (advayavåda) and are not nihilists. The 
proof of this has been given in The Root [Verses] on the Middle Way (m¨lamadhyamaka).

One should investigate whether the claim that Mådhyamikas (madhyamavådin) are like 
nihilists (nåstika) is made from a conventional (vyavahåra) point of view or from the point 
of view of reality (tattvadarßana). In the first case, a nihilist is attached to the improper 
denial (apavåda) of cause and effect conventionally; he casts off all that is wholesome and 
enters every unwholesome path. In this way, he violates correct conventional truth. We 
[Mådhyamikas] do not enter any unwholesome path, because we do not deny that there is 
a connection between cause and effect, as long as it is understood merely as illusion (måyå) 
or a mirage. We think that aggregates are reborn from defiled aggregates, so we accept 
that aggregates arise in the present and future from other aggregates that precede them. 
Therefore, because we think that [the connection between cause and effect] is like an illu-
sion or a dream, we are not like nihilists from a conventional point of view.

383  Ratnåval¥ 1.43-44: samåsån nåstitåd®∑†i˙ phalaµ nåst¥ti karmåˆåm / apuˆyåpåyik¥ cai∑å 
mithyåd®∑†i˙ sm®tå // samåsåd astitåd®∑†i˙ phalaµ cåst¥ti karmåˆåm / puˆyå sugatini∑yandå 
saµyagd®∑†ir iti sm®tå //.

384  Ratnåval¥ 1.57: nåstiko durgatiµ yåti sugatiµ yåty astika˙ / yathåbh¨taparijñånån mok∑am 
advayanißrita˙ //. For 1.57c, Bhåviveka reads “those who avoid both,” corresponding to 
something like tathå dvayaparihårån. For Sanskrit and Tibetan texts, see Hahn 1982.
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[We] also are not [nihilists] from the point of view of reality. The nihilists’ non-
being (abhåva) generates a cognition (vijñåna) that has non-being as its object (vi∑aya) 
and denies all things. Because of this false cognition, they are stained by the impurity 
of immorality (du˙ß¥la) and do not relieve suffering. According to our vision of reality, 
[we] understand the emptiness of such things as material form, which previously gave 
rise to cognitions that objects such as material form were true. As a result, [we] rule 
out the idea that things such as material form are true. [We] also do not engage in a 
cognition of non-being (abhåva), which is a cognition that arises from an object. The 
cognition, “The objects that consist of such things as material form do not exist,” is not 
the ultimate ultimate (yathåparamårthaparamårtha), because it is a cognition, like the 
cognition that [such things as material form] exist. This is the refutation [of the claim 
that we are like nihilists].

Furthermore, when [we] negate the arising of a cognition of an apparent object, 
there is an opportunity for a cognition of the non-existence of that [apparent object].  
[But], because [the object] that is negated has no identity, [we] understand that [the 
cognition of the non-exstence of this object] is false. Thus [we] also rule out the cogni-
tion of non-existence. The cognition of non-existence does not arise when one resides 
in the practice of wisdom that cannot be removed;385 it also does not [arise] in isolation. 
So the Mådhyamikas do not even share the word “non-existence” with the nihilists. 
According to [our] teaching, [the word “non-existence”] is merely a denial of existence, 
not an assertion of non-existence. So [nihilists and Mådhyamikas] are as different as a 
mustard seed and Mt. Meru. As it is said,

[We] deny existence and do not maintain non-existence. Why should the 
statement “it is not blue” imply “it is white”?386

Therefore, both of these views (d®∑†i) are painful to scholars who seek the pleasure of 
peace by removing all conceptual diversity (prapañca). Why? It is appropriate conven-
tionally to do certain things to attain wholesome, unwholesome, and indeterminate 
[qualities], which relate to [the realms of] form and no-form (ar¨påvacåra) and beyond 
(lokottara).387 But if wholesome and unwholesome qualities exist ultimately in their own 

385  Negi lists apahåra (“removal” or “theft”) as one of the Sanskrit equivalents of ’phrog pa.  
Because of the parallel between the two sentences, perhaps *anapahåra is equivalent to the 
sadasatkalpanåpo∂ha of 4.57.

386  According to Avalokitavrata, the commentator on Bhåviveka’s Prajñåprad¥pa, this verse 
comes from a lost work of Någårjuna called the Lokapar¥k∑å (’jig rten brtag pa). See Lindtner 
1982a: 14.

387  Koßa 2.66 and commentary divide the mind (citta) into three categories: wholesome (kußala), 
unwholesome (akußala), and indeterminate (avyåk®ta). The “indeterminate” occurs in two 
forms: defiled (niv®ta) and undefiled (aniv®ta). The Koßa then associates these categories of 
mind with the three realms (kåma, r¨pa, and ar¨pa) and also with a state that it refers to as 
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right, it is useless to try to generate or not to generate them. If they truly exist, like a 
real pot or cloth, the pleasurable ones would not cease to be pleasurable, and the pain-
ful ones would not cease to be painful. They also would be attached to particular living 
beings, according to their caste ( jåti), age, size, and posture (¥ryåpatha), like paint on a 
wall. On the other hand, if wholesome and unwholesome qualities are absences (abhåva-
svabhåva), it is equally useless to try to generate or not generate them, either in the three 
realms (dhåtu) or beyond (lokottara). If there is no being (sattva), conventional usage is 
annihilated, as if one were arguing that a rabbit’s horn is sharp.

Concerning those whose wisdom-eye has been damaged by the disease (timira) of 
false views (kud®∑†i), it is said,

Those who have inferior intelligence see existence and non-existence, and 
they do not see the blessed cessation of things as objects of vision.388

It also is said in a s¨tra:

Since there is no reason to assert existence, to claim that there is exis-
tence and non-existence is to hold wrong views. But when people see 
this world as neither existing nor not existing, thoughts cease and they 
understand no-self.

Similarly,

O Kåßyapa, existence is one extreme, and non-existence is another. The 
middle between these two extremes is formless, invisible, unattainable, with-
out appearance, unknowable even by a superior person, not a basis, and not a 
support. The middle path is correct penetrative insight into dharmas.389

Similarly,

“pure” (anåsrava). The commentary explains that the “pure” state corresponds to the stages 
of “instruction” (ßaik∑a) and “no-instruction” (aßaik∑a). According to the commentary on this 
verse, unwholesome states of mind belong only to the realm of desire. Later in this para-
graph, Bhåviveka speaks of generating wholesome and unwholesome qualities in the three 
realms, not just in the realms of form and no form. It is likely that this sentence was intended 
to refer not just to the realms of form and no-form, but also to the realm of desire.

388  MMK 5.8: astitvaµ ye tu paßyanti nåstitvaµ cålpabuddhaya˙ / bhåvånåµ te na paßyanti 
dra∑†avyopaßamaµ ßivam.

389  Kåßyapaparivarta 60 (Staël-Holstein 90), quoted (in a more extensive version) in Prasannapadå 
270: ast¥ti kåßyapa ayam eko ‘nto nåst¥ti kåßyapa ayam eko ‘nta˙ / yad enayor dvayor antayor 
madhyaµ tad ar¨pyam anidarßanam aprati∑†ham anåbhåsam aniketam avijñaptikam iyam ucyate 
kåßyapa madhyamå pratipad dharmåˆåµ bh¨tapratyavek∑eti.
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O Kåtyåyana, what do they grasp, who seek to be truly superior in this 
world? The dharmas, which are based on existence and non-existence, do 
not exist and do not not exist.390

Similarly,

O Ónanda, to say “it exists” falls into the extreme of permanence; to say 
“it does not exist” falls into nihilism. Avoiding these two extremes and 
accomplishing the middle path, the Tathågata teaches the Dharma. That 
is: “When this exists, that arises,” and so forth.391

The Mahåyåna is based on the middle path; its followers hold the doctrine of the middle 
and are not nihilists. Therefore, the example is not established and is not concomitant 
with the point to be proved. 

It is not reasonable to argue that “the Mahåyåna is not the Buddha’s teaching 
because it contradicts perception.”392 Why?

4.59  The object of perception that ordinary people grasp is relative. The reply 
to this [objection] is the same as before, so this contradiction is not a con-
tradiction.

If [an opponent] wants to generate a contradiction with perception, it is reasonable to 
respond by asking what is meant by “perception.” Ultimately the senses are unconscious, 
because conditioned states (saµskåra) are inanimate; and sense consciousness has no power 
to apprehend objects, because it is momentary. However, so-called “visual consciousness” 
arises in a relative sense (saµv®tyå), by depending on the eye and material form. Its object 
is relative. What ordinary people grasp is called perception. But the vision of reality ulti-
mately is no vision, as has already been established in [verses] such as the following:

Material form ultimately is not apprehended by visual consciousness, 
because it is a combination, like sound, or because it consists of gross 
elements.393

390  Compare MMK 15.7: kåtyåyanåvavåde cåst¥ti nåst¥ti cobhayam / prati∑iddhaµ bhagavatå 
bhåvåbhåvavibhåvinå //.

391  Compare SN II 15 (Nidåna Saµyutta).
392  In verse 4.59, Bhåviveka responds to the argument in verse 4.9, where the opponent pointed 

out two separate flaws in the doctrine of no-arising (ajåtivåda): If a cognition has an object, 
then the denial of external objects contradicts perception, and if a cognition is aware of 
itself, then the claim that cognition does not arise contradicts common sense. 

393  MHK 3.40.
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[The next verse] explains why [our position] is not contradicted by common sense.

4.60 Common sense does not contradict the analysis of a sage,394 as is true 
with the claim that dharmas have no self and are momentary.

If our claim that all dharmas ultimately do not arise is contradicted by common sense, 
then the claim made by the other side that all dharmas have no self and are momentary 
also is contradicted by common sense. If [the opponent] says that this [claim] is not 
contradicted by common sense, why should our claim that dharmas do not arise be 
contradicted by common sense?

[The next verse] shows by inference that [our position] is not contradicted by 
common sense.

4.61  Ordinary people do not have as their object the reality of material form, 
because they do not develop inner wisdom, just as [they do not have as 
their object] emptiness of the self and so forth.

Ordinary people do not have as their object the ultimate reality of material form, because 
they do not develop inner wisdom. “Inner” (adhyåtma) means with reference to the self, 
that is, with reference to the [five] bodily senses plus the mind. To “develop” means to 
practice. Ordinary people who do not develop inner wisdom do not have [the reality of 
material form] as their object, just as [they do not have] the emptiness of the self and 
so forth [as their objects]. Ordinary people are proud, self-deluded, and attached to 
themselves. They are habitually attached to the idea of a real self (satkåyad®∑†i), and they 
are influenced by the concept of a self (åtmagraha). How can they have any cognition in 
which the object is the emptiness of the self and so forth?

Similarly,

4.62 Ordinary people do not have an ultimate cognition of the reality of ma-
terial form, because they are blinded by the impediment of ignorance, 
just as [they do not have a cognition] in which nirvåˆa is the object.

The thesis is “ordinary people do not have an ultimate cognition of the reality of mate-
rial form.” The reason is “because they are blinded by the impediment of ignorance.”  
Ignorance consists of a lack of knowledge about action and its effects, the [four] truths 
and the [three] jewels. This is an impediment because it causes blindness. To be blinded 
by this is to be blinded by the impediment of ignorance, that is, to be blinded by the 

394  Lit. “analyis according to the approach of a sage” (vidvann¥tivicåre), an unusual use of the 
word n¥ti.
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impediment of the ignorance that has this nature. “Just as [they do not have a cogni-
tion] in which nirvåˆa is the object” is the example. Just as ordinary people do not have 
a cognition in which nirvåˆa is the object, they also do not have a cognition in which 
the reality of material form is the object. Because [ordinary people] are blinded by the 
impediment of ignorance, [our position] is not contradicted by common sense.

4.63 Because of the qualification “in reality things do not arise,” perception 
and common sense do not contradict it. So where is the contradiction?

This answers the previous [objection]. [Our] thesis contains the qualification (viße∑aˆa) 
“in reality” (tattvata˙) and is not contradicted by perception and common sense.395 [Our 
opponents] habitually accuse [us] of unreal faults and repeatedly claim that [our posi-
tions] are contradicted, but we are not contradicted, for the reasons396 that have just 
been stated. This is the intention [of the verse].397

[The next verse] answers the objection that begins “it would ultimately be correct 
to have sex with a woman who is forbidden.”398

4.64 Since there ultimately is no female identity, when dharmas are as peaceful 
as space, how can [you] think that this example contradicts anything?

A woman is someone who conceives a child. But ultimately there is no agent, action, 
or goal. So, when dharmas are like space, where all action is excluded, there can be no 
[woman]. If there is no [woman], why do [you] think that this example proves anything?

Thus,

4.65 If [you] want to refute [us], [you] have to prove that there can be sex with 
a woman who is permissible for sex, just as [you have to prove] that there 
is a woman who is permissible for sex, a man to have sex with her, and the 
action of having sex with her.399

395  The commentary reads mngon sum du grags pa rather than mngon sum dang grags pa, as in the 
verse. It is clear from the argument of the preceding verses and from the use of the dual in 
the verse that the compound should be taken as a dvandva.

396  The term sun ’byin pa (d¨∑aˆa) refers to Bhåviveka’s answer to the opponent’s attempted 
refutation.

397  The Tib. zhes bya ba’i bsams bas so / Skt. ity abipråya˙ indicates that Bhåviveka has just para-
phrased the meaning of the verse. 

398  Verse 4.64 responds to the opponent’s objection in verses 4.10-11: “If he says that he does 
not contradict perception and common sense, because he uses the qualification “In reality 
things do not arise,” then this faulty argument would be correct: “It is ultimately correct to 
have sex with a woman who is forbidden, because she is a woman, like another [woman].” 

399  Bhåviveka is engaging in some amusing word-play on the terminology of the MMK. The 
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A woman who is permissible for sex (gamyå) is one with whom one is allowed to have 
sex. To have sex with her is to approach and unite with her. The man who has sex with 
her is her lover. It is generally accepted (lokaprasiddha) that these three [categories] exist. 
If you want to refute us by saying, “It is ultimately correct to have sex with a woman who 
is forbidden,” what kind of proof (sådhana) do you have?

4.66 It is true that this [assertion] contradicts common sense, but [we] do not 
accept that this applies to this qualification. So this fake [inference] is 
incapable of contradicting our thesis.

It is true that the statement, “it is correct to have sex with a woman who is forbidden, 
because she is a woman, like another woman,” contradicts common sense.  But this does 
not apply to [a thesis] that contains the qualification “ultimately,” because ultimately 
there is no woman at all. Therefore your fake inference is incapable, or powerless, to 
prove that we contradict common sense.

[The next verse] responds to [the objection] that begins: “If [he says that] the vision 
of the [four noble] truths is not true, then that is not true.”400

4.67 Scholars know reality as free from conceptual diversity, directly known, 
free from the stain of concepts, not one, not many, and peaceful.401

It is free from conceptual diversity (ni∑prapañca) because it cannot be explained in 
words.  It is directly known (svasaµvedya) because it is understood by perceptual cogni-
tion (pratyak∑ajñåna). Therefore it also is free from conceptual defilements, in the form 
of discrimination (nir¨paˆa) or memory (anusm®ti).402 It is not many because all dharmas 
have the flavor only of absence (abhåvasvabhåva). It is not one because an absence is 
nothing at all. It is peaceful because it is free from arising, cessation, going, coming, and 
so forth. A reality (tattva) of this kind is ultimate (paramårtha). Sages have exceptional 
knowledge. [Their] knowledge comes either from the Tathågata or from his teaching. 
We do not have any truth that is different from the [four] noble truths, as long as they 

word for having sex is the word for “going” (gamana), the topic of MMK chapter 2. Verse 
4.65ab echoes MMK 2.25cd: “Therefore there is no goer, nothing to be gone to, and no act 
of going” (tasmåd gatiß ca gantå ca gantavyaµ ca na vidyate).

400  Bhåviveka turns next to the argument in verse 4.12: “If [he says that] the vision of the [four 
noble] truths is not true, then that is not true. Otherwise, the teaching of Yonåka Deva would 
be true, and that is not acceptable.”

401  An echo of the opening verse in the MMK: “I praise the perfect Buddha, the best of teach-
ers, who taught dependent origination as no cessation, no arising, no destruction, no per-
manence, not one, not many, not coming, not going, the blessed pacification of conceptual 
diversity” (Prasannapadå 11).

402  On this definition of concepts (vikalpa), see the note on verse 5.14.
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are properly defined. But Íråvakas and Pratyekabuddhas understand only the individual 
truths of suffering and so forth. The Tathågata understands the equality (samatå) of 
the four noble truths, and this is exceptional. As is said in The Perfection of Wisdom, 
“[Nirvåˆa] is not the nirvåˆa of suffering, origin, cessation, and the path. I say that 
nirvåˆa is the equality (samatå) of these four noble truths.”

4.68 So it is not reasonable for the teaching of Yonåka Deva to be reality, 
because they say that this god comes from the first god, Brahmå.

Out of devotion (bhakti) to Yonåka Deva, they say: “The god called Brahmå is the first 
god, Yonåka Deva is created by the power of Brahmå, and [Brahmå] teaches that it is 
correct to kill cows and so forth.” Brahmå is habitually attached to the view of his own 
excellence and thinks: “I create living beings.” He does not understand reality (tattva). 
Since Yonåka Deva follows his [i.e. Brahmå’s]403 view, how can he understand reality? 
Therefore, the teaching about reality, as defined in the Mahåyåna, is not like the teach-
ing of Yonåka Deva.

From a relative point of view (saµv®tyå),404

4.69 [We] think that the existence of the sense media that begin with material 
form is knowable. If you are arguing that these [sense media] exist in a 
general sense, we agree.

We think that these [sense media] are knowable by visual consciousness and so forth. If 
you are arguing that the sense media that begin with material form [exist] in general, 
without qualifications such as “actually” (vastuta˙) or “truly” (satyata˙), then we agree. 
In other words, you are proving something that [we] accept.

But if you accept the qualification,

4.70  If you argue that the sense media, beginning with form, exist and are 

403  A reference to the Brahmajåla Sutta, DN I 7-19.
404  Verse 4.69 responds to the opponent’s syllogism in 4.13: “The external sense media exist, 

because a cognition arises with their image, just as the mind exists (cittåstitvam).” The 
Tibetan translator has read astitvam as if it were åbhåsatvam (snang ba nyid) and interpreted 
the verse as follows: “We think that the imageness of the sense media, beginning with 
material form, is the object of cognition.” This makes sense of Bhåviveka’s use of the phrase 
“object of cognition” (buddhivi∑aya), but it is not consistent with the objection that provokes 
the verse. This substitution continues in the translation of the commentary, which simply 
analyzes the compound r¨pådyåyatanåbhåsatvam: “Material-form-and-so-forth-sense-
media-image is the image of the sense media that begin with material form. The abstract 
state of this (tadbhåva) is material-form-and-so-forth-sense-media-image-ness.” This expla-
nation is redundant in English and has been omitted.
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derived from the gross elements and so forth, there is no example, and 
[the argument] is contradicted by a counter-argument.

[If you argue that] the sense media, beginning with form, exist and are derived from 
the gross elements and so forth, because they are real things (vastutvåt), because they 
are objects of knowledge ( jñeyatvåt), and because they are objects of speech (våcyatvåt), 
there is no example, because everything is included in the point to be proved.

Others may say: It is possible to use an example of something that is different, so 
the point can be proved through the possession of the contrary property (vaidharmyåt). 
Whatever is not a derivative of the gross elements [and so forth] does not exist, like the 
horn of a rabbit, a flower that grows in the sky, and so forth.

We refute this argument with a counter-argument:

4.71  [We] think that the sense media, beginning with material form, are not 
defined as gross elements or as derivatives of the gross elements, because 
they cause the birth of a cognition of the appearance of their own identi-
ties, like the mind.

The sense media that begin with material form are the subject. “Not defined as gross 
elements or as derivatives of gross elements” is the inferred property. Their own ident-
ites (svåtman) are color and shape in the case of material form, to have human origin or 
not to have human origin in the case of sound,405 and to be pleasant or unpleasant in the 
case of odor. A cognition of the appearance (nirbhåsa) of identity (svåtman) is a cognition 
of the distinctive form (åkåraviße∑a) of such an identity. To say that a cognition of the 
appearance of an identity is born is to say that a cognition of the appearance of an iden-
tity arises.406 To say that the sense media, beginning with material form, cause the birth 
of a cognition of the appearance of an identity is to say that they give rise to the birth of 
the cognition of the appearance of an identity.  Because it is the nature of these [sense 
media] to cause the birth of a cognition of the appearance of an identity, [the verse] says 
“because they cause the birth of a cognition of the appearance of their own identities.” 
Anything that causes the birth of a cognition of the appearance of an identity is not 
defined as a gross element or a derivative of the gross elements. For example, they are 
like the sense medium mind (manas). Ultimately [the opponent’s argument] is refuted 

405  Bhåviveka mentions the same categories in the commentary on MHK 3.44. For an explanation 
of the term upåtta see Koßa 1.10 and commentary.

406  In this sentence and the one that follows, Bhåviveka paraphrases the words “cause the birth 
of a cognition of the appearance of their own identities.” Apparently this passage uses a 
close synonym for the word “birth,” since both words are translated by the Tibetan bskyed 
pa. The next sentence seems to use a synonym of the word “cause” (both translated by the 
Tibetan rgyu).
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by a [counter-] argument in which the position, reason, and example are faultless. 
[The opponent] said: If [you] take the world as the subject of the claim “The triple 

world is mind-only,” there is no reason, and there is no example.407 [We] first [respond] 
to this [objection] from the relative point of view (saµv®tyå):

4.72ab  It is generally accepted that mind and mental phenomena have the na-
ture of mind and mental phenomena.

And ultimately,

4.72cd  Practitioners have no position, so they have no reason or example.

The ultimate is not accessible to words, so we do not hold a position of existence, non-
existence, or both. Therefore, in reality (tattvata˙) we have no position.408 With no 
position, how can a practitioner (yogin) who understands the ultimate have any reason 
or example?

Someone may say: This is not the case. If the relative (saµv®ti) is not authoritative 
(pramåˆa) because it is known by mundane (lokasådhåraˆa) knowledge, and if the ulti-
mate (paramårtha), as understood by a practitioner, is beyond words, how is it possible, 
for you to state an inference to refute a point that your opponent imagines, and for your 
inference (anumåna) to prove its point?

Reply: For us there are two kinds of ultimate.409 The first is effortless (anabhi-
saµskåra), supermundane (lokottara), pure (anåsrava), and free from conceptual diver-
sity (ni∑prapañca). The second is accessible to effort; it is called “purified mundane 

407  Bhåviveka is referring to the opponent’s objection in verse 4.14.
408  This sentence echoes Någårjuna’s statement in Vigrahavyåvartan¥ 29: “I have no thesis” 

(nåsti ca mama pratijñå). In verses 22 and 23, Någårjuna explains that his statements can still 
have practical effect, even though they are empty of identity. The two sides of Någårjuna’s 
argument are reflected in Bhåviveka’s use of the two truths to explain his logical procedure.  
This point is discussed at greater length in the Part 1 of this book.

409  Bhåviveka is repeating a distinction that he introduced in the commentary on the syllo-
gism in verse 3.26: “There are two kinds of ultimate: The first is effortless, supermundane 
(lokottara), free from impurity, and free from conceptual diversity (ni∑prapañca). The second 
is accessible to effort, consistent with the requisites of merit and knowledge, accessible to 
conceptual diversity (saprapañca) and is called ‘purified mundane (laukika) knowledge’”: (don 
dam pa ni rnam pa gnyis te / de la gcig ni mngon par ’du byed pa med par ’jug pa ’jig rten las ’das pa 
zag pa med pa spros pa med pa’o // gnyis pa ni mngon par ’du byed pa dang bcas par ’jug pa bsod nams 
dang ye shes kyi tshogs kyi rjes su mthun pa dag pa ’jig rten pa’i ye shes zhes bya ba spros pa dang bcas 
pa ste). The Tibetan is quoted from Iida 1980: 86; the translation is mine. The distinction 
between two kinds of ultimate played an important role in eighth-century Madhyamaka, in 
the works of authors such as Jñånagarbha and Íåntarak∑ita, and it was elaborated further in 
Tibet. See Eckel 1987: 112-13 for further discussion of this point. 
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knowledge” (ßuddhalaukikajñåna); it is impure (såsrava); and it is subject to conceptual 
diversity (saprapañca). Because this [second] ultimate is used as the qualifier (viße∑a) in 
[our] assertions, [our] points are proved.

Furthermore,

4.73  [We] reject the claim that “mind-only” is meant to deny the existence of 
external objects, so how can there be a problem with [our] position?

Some argue that the statement, “O son of the Conqueror, all of this triple world is 
mind-only,”410 is meant to deny external objects (båhyårtha). But, according to us, it is 
meant to deny that there is an agent or a knower, and so forth. We reject the claim that 
[this statement] is meant to deny external objects, so how can our position be unac-
cepted? We accept the existence of external sense media.

Therefore the opponent’s objection as formulated at the beginning [of this chapter] 
is incorrect. Accordingly,

4.74ab  One does not calm the mind without using words.

Even someone who is not an excellent debater (vådin) can follow tradition and reason to 
express a correct argument. Now that we have stated our reply, if it does not please you, 
set partiality aside and

4.74cd  Let scholars understand which words have substance and which do not.

From long practice, the evil-minded become attached to their own position and do not 
trust anyone else, even someone who says something that is true and good. Those who 
are wise and honest411 and who understand the meaning of debate should analyze which 
words have substance and which do not, and they should speak accordingly. Now it is 
best to say no more. Let our words stand as a means of protection. In this rational way, 
scholars will amuse themselves by analyzing whether your words or ours have substance 
or not.

Adherents of the Mahåyåna are superior, because their intentions are compassion-
ate, even if their conduct is deficient. Adherents of the Íråvakayåna cannot compare, 
even if they conduct themselves well, because their intentions are inferior. Even if a 

410  Bhåviveka’s interpretation of this quotation from the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra is discussed in 
more detail in verses 5.28-29 and in the accompanying notes. In chapter 5 and in the text 
of the s¨tra, “son of the Conqueror” appears in the plural and refers to the congregation of 
Bodhisattvas to whom the s¨tra is addressed. 

411  The phrase yid gtod kyang / rung mi gtod kyang / rung la gzu bor gnas pa is unclear.
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radiant jewel sits in excrement, it is better than a piece of shiny glass in a golden bowl. 
Even if someone who rides the good vehicle is stained by karma and defilements, no 
followers of the other vehicle can surpass him, just as the sun, even when it is covered 
by clouds, cannot be surpassed by a firefly in a cloudless sky.

This has been “The Introduction to Reality According to the Íråvakas,” the fourth 
chapter of The Flame of Reason, the commentary on The Heart of the Middle Way.
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Now, here begins the fifth chapter, the introduction to the analysis of reality accord-
ing to the Yogåcåras.1

introduction

5.1  Other scholars, who are proud of their own approach, say that the Yogå-
cåras have given the correct explanation of the introduction to the am-
brosia of reality.2

1   The term yogåcåra can be used in a generic sense to refer to a “practitioner of discipline.” 
Bhåviveka frequently refers to the Bodhisattva path as a form of yoga (“discipline”) and to the 
Bodhisattva as a yogin (“practitioner of discipline”), as in the commentary on MHK 3.292. 
In this respect, he follows the terminology of the Perfection of Wisdom literature as found, 
for example, in Ratnaguˆasaµcayagåthå 10.9; 22.10, 13; and 26.3. The Bodhisattva practice 
is referred to as yoga in other Madhyamaka works, such as Óryadeva’s Catu˙ßataka, whose 
long title in the Tibetan bsTan-’gyur is Bodhisattva-yogacaryå-ßåstra-catu˙ßataka-kårikå (“A 
Text on the Practice of the Bodhisattva Discipline in Four Hundred Verses”). The title of 
Óryadeva’s text is discussed in Lang 1986 and Ruegg 1981: 52-53. For examples of this usage 
in the work of Candrak¥rti, see May 1959: 229. In this chapter of the Tarkajvålå, however, 
Bhåviveka uses the term yogåcåra to refer not just to a generic “practitioner of discipline” 
but to the adherent of a rival Mahåyåna tradition, just as he uses the term Íråvaka to refer 
to the member of a rival non-Mahåyåna tradition. The commentary on verse 5.1 identifies 
the Yogåcåras as “Asa∫ga, Vasubandhu, and so forth.” It is likely that Bhåviveka’s use of the 
term yogåcåra in this chapter comes from the title of the Yogåcårabh¨mi, the text that defines 
this rival tradition’s scholarly identity. For further discussion of this point, see Part 1 of this 
book. 

2   Verse 5.1 uses a number of different technical terms that play a key role in Bhåviveka’s 
argument.

  In the commentary on 5.1, Bhåviveka explains that the word “scholar” (dh¥ra) refers to 
a “Mahåyåna master (åcårya).” The Tibetan translators give the term an ironic twist when 
they translate it as mkhas par rlom (“those who consider themselves scholars”). For further 
discussion of the term dh¥ra, see the note on the introduction to verse 4.3. 

  Verse 5.1 introduces the argument with the Yogåcåras as a dispute about the correct 
“approach” (n¥ti or naya). In verse 5.7, Bhåviveka specifies that this approach has to do 
with the Perfection of Wisdom. Haribhadra makes a similar point when he refers to the 
Abhisamayålaµkåra as a clarification of the “approach” (naya) of the Perfection of Wisdom 
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The noble Någårjuna, whose awakening was predicted3 by the Tathågata and who 

(AAA: 1). The word “approach” is used again in relation to the Yogåcåras in verses 5.46, 88, 
and 99. On the significance of this term as a device to classify the differences between dif-
ferent philosophical views, see Part 1 of this book.

  At the beginning of the MHK, Bhåviveka explains that the purpose of the text is to 
“introduce the ambrosia of reality (tattvåm®tåvatåråya)” (verse 1.4). Here in verse 5.1, 
the Yogåcåras claim that they give the correct “introduction to the ambrosia of reality.” 
Bhåviveka uses the term “ambrosia” (am®ta) to refer to both the subject and the object of a 
cognition of reality. In MHK 1.14 he explains that “the ambrosia of reality” is “the ambrosia 
that consists of the understanding of reality as object” (tattvårthådhigamåm®ta). In 3.354 he 
refers not to the ambrosia of reality, but to the “ambrosia of wisdom” (prajñåm®ta). This 
usage is consistent with his understanding of the term “ultimate” (paramårtha) as refer-
ring not just to an object of cognition, but to cognition itself. Compare also MHK 3.136 
(“When a scholar understands that things do not have the self that is imagined in our own 
and in others’ doctrinal systems, he drinks the ambrosia of the knowledge of reality”; MMK 
18.11 (where the term refers to the Buddhas’ teaching); Lokåt¥tastava 23 and Acintyastava 
56 (Lindtner 1982a: 58-59, 136-37). In a note on “Perfumed Am®ta and the Sacred Meal,” 
Lamotte (1976: 307-14) distinguishes Buddhist views of ambrosia from their Hindu coun-
terparts by pointing out in particular that Buddhist am®ta comes from above rather than 
being churned up from below.

  The Tibetan translation interprets avatåra (“introduction”) as “lead, guide, or insert” 
(gzud bya ba’i phyir in verse 1.4 and commentary) or “enter” (‘jug pa in verse 5.1 and com-
mentary). It also indicates that one is led “into ambrosia” (bdud rstir or bdud rtsi la). This 
usage reflects the beginning of Vasubandhu’s commentary on MAV 1.6 (quoted in MHK 
5.4), where Vasubandhu explains that his verse gives “the means to enter the definition [of 
reality] as absence” (asallak∑aˆånupraveßopåya).

  It is likely, however, that Bhåviveka is using the term avatåra to refer not only to an “intro-
duction” or “entrance” into ambrosia but also to a “crossing down” or “descent” (ava-t®) of 
ambrosia, reflecting the Hindu concept of the “descent” or “incarnation” of God. As V. V. 
Gokhale (1972: 40-45) has shown in his discussion of MHK chapter 2, Bhåviveka makes 
rich use of imagery drawn from Hindu tradition, often with ironic intent. To interpret the 
word avatåra here as “descent” would be consistent with Bhåviveka’s representation of the 
Bodhisattva path as an ascent of the “mountain of wisdom” (prajñåmeru in MHK 3.296) or 
the “palace of reality” (tattvapråsåda in MHK 3.12) followed by the “descent” of compas-
sion toward the beings who suffer below, as in MHK 3.296: “[The Bodhisattva] climbs the 
mountain of wisdom and is free from grief but looks with compassion on ordinary people 
who suffer and are burned by grief.” To help suffering beings, this Bodhisattva “sends forth 
rivers with the lovely water of pure merit from the mountain of the perfections” (MHK 
3.303). Understood in this way, the avatåra of the title would represent the “descent” of a 
river of compassion from the mountain of wisdom. But this descent does not leave readers or 
practitioners standing metaphorically at the bottom of the mountain: it gives them the abil-
ity to climb and “enter” the “ambrosia of reality” that is “as clear as the autumn sky” (MHK 
3.300). Bhåviveka pictures his work as a “descent” of ambrosia, consisting of the knowledge 
of reality, which then allows Bodhisattvas to “ascend” and “enter” the knowledge of real-
ity for themselves. For further discussion of Bhåviveka’s use of such spatial metaphors, see 
Eckel 1992: chs. 1-2, and Part 1 of this book.

3   In the commentary on Madhyamakåvatåra 6.3, Candrak¥rti cites two scriptural sources for 
the “prediction” (vyåkaraˆa) of Någårjuna. A passage in the La∫kåvatåra S¨tra predicts that 
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attained the [first] stage (bh¨mi) [of the Bodhisattva path], properly understood the 
approach (n¥ti) of the Mahåyåna. Other Mahåyåna masters, beginning with Asa∫ga 
and Vasubandhu, have misinterpreted it. Without shame or embarrassment, they think 
that they understand it correctly, even though they misunderstand its meaning. Proud 
of their own knowledge, they say: “We alone have given the correct introduction to the 
ambrosia of reality, while the Mådhyamikas (madhyamavådin) have not.”

yogÓcÓ ra oBjection

Reality is defined as follows:4

he will appear in the south, in Vidarbha, destroy the extremes of being and non-being, teach 
the Mahåyåna, attain the first stage of the Bodhisattva path, and enter the Pure Land. A 
passage in the Órya Daßasahasramahåmegha S¨tra predicts that four hundred years after the 
Buddha’s nirvåˆa, the Buddha’s disciple Ónanda will be born as a monk named Någa and 
provide an extensive version of the Buddha’s teaching. The s¨tra goes on to say that this 
monk will eventually become a Buddha named Jñånåkaraprabha in a world system called 
Suvißuddhaprabhåbh¨mi. In his translation of Madhyamakåvatåra 6.3, La Vallée Poussin 
notes that the Lankåvatåra prediction is missing in the first Chinese translation of the text. 
Other references to a prediction about Någårjuna are found in MRP 8 and in the prose 
passage that precedes MHK 4.36 in the Tarkajvålå. Bu-ston cites the prediction from the 
La∫kåvatåra Sutra along with a similar prediction in the Mañjußr¥m¨la Tantra (Obermiller 
1932b: vol. 2, p. 111).

4   Bhåviveka divides the Yogåcåra definition of the ultimate (paramårtha) into two parts: 
the ultimate as object and the ultimate as subject (or as cognition itself). This distinction 
is common in Bhåviveka’s works (as in his use of the term “ambrosia”). Bhåviveka’s most 
thorough explanation of the term paramårtha is found in the commentary on MHK 3.26 
(Iida 1980: 82-83; Eckel 1992: 117, 217), where he explains that the compound parama-artha 
(“ultimate-object”) can be interpreted three ways. As a karmadhåraya it means “ultimate 
object”; as a tatpuru∑a it means “the object of the ultimate [cognition]”; and as a bahuvr¥hi 
it means “[the cognition] whose object is ultimate.” Bhåviveka explains that he uses the 
term “ultimately” (paramårthata˙) in the third of these three ways. The distinction between 
“reality” (tattva) and the “awareness” (bodha) of reality also frames his discussion of the con-
cept of the Buddha in MHK 3.266ff. The distinction was developed further by Jñånagarbha 
and later Tibetan authors (Eckel 1987: 71-72, 112-13).

  Akira Saito (1998) has noted that Bhåviveka’s analysis of the term paramårtha is simi-
lar to MAV 3.11ab (arthapråptipratipattyå hi paramårthas tridhå mata˙). The commentary 
explains: “The paramårtha that is an object (artha) is Thusness, the object of an ultimate 
cognition. The paramårtha that is an attainment (pråpti) is nirvåˆa, the ultimate object (or 
goal). The paramårtha that is an understanding (pratipatti) is the path (mårga) whose object 
(or goal) is ultimate.”

  The Yogåcåra definition of the ultimate in verse 5.2 follows the form of MAV 1.13ab: 
“Emptiness is defined as the absence of duality and as the existence of this absence” (dvayå-
bhåvo hy abhåvasya bhåva˙ ß¨nyasya lak∑aˆam). Vasubandhu’s commentary explains the 
verse as follows: “Emptiness is defined as the absence (abhåva) of the duality of subject and 
object and as the existence (bhåva) of that absence. This means that emptiness is defined as 
the existence of an absence (abhåvasvabhåva).” Vasubandhu’s explanation continues in the 
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5.2  [The Yogåcåras] think that the ultimate is the object of cognitions of ex-
istence and [absence], because it is the existence of the absence of duality 
or because it is the absence of duality. This is their opinion.

commentary on 1.13cd: “And this existence of an absence (abhåvasvabhåva) is ‘neither exis-
tence (bhåva) nor absence (abhåva).’ Why is it not existence? Because it is the absence of 
duality. Why is not an absence? Because it is the existence of the absence of duality. This is 
the definition of emptiness.”

  The formula “existence of an absence” (abhåvabhåva) defies easy translation. The key to 
the formula, of course, lies in the symmetry of the two terms: “absence” (abhåva) is the nega-
tion of “existence” (bhåva). To follow the middle path is to avoid falling into either of these 
two extremes. To say that ultimate reality is only an “absence” (abhåva) would involve the 
extreme of improper denial (apavåda); to say that the ultimate is only an “existence” (bhåva) 
would involve the extreme of improper reification (samåropa).

  The symmetry of these words might be preserved by translating abhåva as “absence” and 
bhåva as “presence.” Other possibilities might be “nonentity” and “entity” or “nonexistence” 
and “existence.” To say “entity of nonentity,” however, gains nothing in clarity, and abhåva 
has a more specific meaning in Indian epistemology than a general concept of nonexistence. 
In Bhåviveka’s intellectual setting, the word refers to the absence of a particular thing in a 
particular place, like the absence of a pot on a table. According to some schools of Indian 
thought, an absence can function as an object of cognition in its own right. Even if a school 
denies this possibility, it still has to offer its own theory of how the cognition of an absence 
can be constructed out of the cognition of existing entities. To say that ultimate reality can 
be cognized as an absence seems obscure, but it is consistent with accepted Sanskrit termi-
nology. For a thorough discussion of the concept of “absence” in Indian epistemology, see 
Matilal 1968: 52ff.

  Assuming that abhåva is translated as “absence,” what should be done with the term 
bhåva? Bhåva can refer to the “presence” of an object like a pot on a table; it can refer to the 
“existence” or “reality” of the object; or it can refer to the object itself as a real “entity.” In 
Bhåviveka’s text these meanings blend into one another. It is plausible to translate abhåvasya 
bhåva in 5.3 as “presence of an absence.” But as the argument develops, Bhåviveka treats the 
word bhåva as referring to an “existing thing” or “real entity.” To preserve the possibility of 
this semantic shift from “presence” through “existence” to “entity,” I have chosen to use the 
word “existence,” the middle term on the spectrum. An attentive reader should watch for 
places where the word “existence” seems closer in meaning to “presence” and other places 
where it comes closer to naming a real “entity.” When Bhåviveka uses the word to refer to 
an “entity,” he is preparing to accuse the Yogåcåras of falling into the extreme of “improper 
reification” (samåropa), the extreme that the doctrine of emptiness is meant most explicitly 
to avoid.

  In the commentary on 5.2, Bhåviveka explains dvayåbhåvasya sadbhåva (“the existence of 
the absence of duality”) as “the constant existence and the absence of the duality of subject 
and object).” It is likely that the phrase “constant existence” (Tib. rtag tu yod pa nyid) rep-
resents the Sanskrit sadåbhåva, corresponding to the sadbhåva of the verse, but it also calls 
to mind the Nyåya-Vaiße∑ika concept of “constant” or “absolute” (atyanta) absence, as in 
Annaµbha††a’s Tarkasaµgraha, section 9. The concept of constant or absolute absence is 
mentioned in the Vaiße∑ika S¨tras of Kaˆåda. On this type of absence, see Potter 1977: 146 
and 219.
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Duality is [the duality] of subject and object, like [the duality] of visual cognition 
(cak∑urvijñåna) and material form (r¨pa). Absence (abhåva) is the absence of this dual-
ity. The existence of this absence (abhåvasya sadbhåva) is the constant existence of the 
absence of the duality of subject and object. [The existence of this absence] is the object 
(vi∑aya) of a cognition (buddhi) of existence, because it is the existence of the absence of 
duality, and it is the object of a cognition of absence, because it is the absence of dual-
ity. We Yogåcåras think that the ultimate (paramårtha) is like this. This is the intention 
(abhipråya) [of the verse]. “This is their opinion” (kila) means that the author himself 
does not agree, because subsequent analysis will show that the ultimate cannot be estab-
lished in this way.

According to these [Yogåcåras], the ultimate has the following synonyms:5

5.3  [The ultimate] is the existence of an absence, no-self, thusness, the ac-
tual state of things, and the object of non-conceptual cognition. It also is 
the realization of this object.

Here the existence of absence (abhåvabhåva) is the existence of the absence of the imag-
ined duality of subject and object. No-self (nairåtmya) is the absence of self in persons 
(pudgala) and dharmas. Thusness is a lack of distortion (aviparyåsatva). The actual state 
of things (tathåsthiti) is the way things always are. The object of non-conceptual cog-
nition (nirvikalpamatigråhya) is the non-duality (advaya) that is free from all concepts 
and therefore is the object of non-conceptual cognition. These are [synonyms of] the 
ultimate.

[The ultimate] also is the realization (adhigama) of this object, as follows:6

5   A comparable list of the “synonyms” (paryåya) of the ultimate is found in MAV 1.14: “In 
brief, the synonyms of emptiness are thusness, reality-limit, signlessness, the ultimate, and 
the Dharma essence” (tathatå bh¨tako†iß cånimittaµ paramårthatå / dharmadhåtuß ca paryåyå˙ 
ß¨nyatåyå˙ samåsata˙). Compare Bodhicittavivaraˆa 71 (Lindtner 1982a: 207).

6   Bhåviveka introduces the ultimate (paramårtha) as cognition, or as consciousness (vijñåna) 
itself, by quoting the last påda of verse 5.3 (“it also is the realization of this object”). Verse 
5.4 then quotes MAV 1.6. Vasubandhu explains the verse as follows: “From apprehension of 
ideation-only (vijñaptimåtra), comes no-apprehension of objects (artha). From no-apprehen-
sion of objects, comes no-apprehension of ideation-only.” Bhåviveka follows Vasubandhu 
with only small changes in terminology: “From apprehension of mind-only (cittamåtra), 
comes no-apprehension of objects (vi∑aya). . . . From no-apprehension of objects, comes no-
apprehension of the six forms of consciousness that constitute the subject.”

  Since the topic of this verse is consciousness, Bhåviveka uses his commentary to intro-
duce the Yogåcåra concept of store-consciousness (ålayavijñåna). As Paul Hoornaert points 
out in his translation of this chapter, Bhåviveka’s account of the store-consciousness follows 
the structure of the Triµßikå but expands and elaborates it in distinctive ways. Bhåviveka 
begins with a list of the major features of the store-consciousness, then gives an account of 
the three transformations (pariˆåma) of consciousness (following Triµßikå 1-19 and 26-30). 
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5.4  From apprehension comes no-apprehension; from no-apprehension 
comes no-apprehension.

Here the so-called store-consciousness (ålayavijñåna) has existed from time imme-
morial (anådikålåt)7 and contains the traces (våsanå) of discursive ideas (prapañca) that 
also have existed from time immemorial. It embraces (pari-grah) object (ålambana) and 
image (åkåra) indiscriminately (aparicchinna).8 It is continuous and immeasurable. With 
its arising and ceasing come many states of rebirth ( jåti). It acquires endless, distinctive 
potentialities (ßaktiviße∑a),9 and it has the ability to generate the six forms of conscious-
ness, in connection with the aspect [of consciousness] that experiences (darßanabhåga) 
innumerable objects, such as blue and so forth. The defiled mind (kli∑†amanas)10 imag-
ines that this [store-consciousness] is a self (åtman), free from arising and cessation. 
[This store consciousness] contains the seeds of all realms (dhåtu), levels (gati), and cir-
cumstances (yoni) [of rebirth], because of the presence of meritorious, unmeritorious, 

Aspects of Bhåviveka’s terminology can also be traced to other Yogåcåra works, particularly 
Asa∫ga’s Mahåyånasaµgraha (MS). Useful explanation of the three transformations can 
be found in the commentaries on the Triµßikå, including Sthiramati’s Triµßikåbhå∑ya and 
Xuanzang’s Vijñaptimåtratåsiddhi (Siddhi). Schmithausen’s study of the ålaya-vijñåna (1987) 
provides an authoritative guide to these sources.

7   Bhåviveka begins with a formula that echoes the first line of Asa∫ga’s account of the store-
consciousness in MS chapter 1. Asa∫ga himself begins by quoting a well-known verse from 
the Mahåyånåbhidharma S¨tra, in which the store-consciousness is described as a “begin-
ningless” container of the seeds of rebirth. Bhåviveka quotes the s¨tra directly in the com-
mentary on verse 5.46 below. It also is quoted in the Triµßikåbhå∑ya (37) and Siddhi (159). For 
other occurrences of this quotation, see also Eckel 1985: 55.

8   The claim that the store consciousness embraces (pari-grah) object (ålambana) and image 
(åkåra) indiscriminately (aparicchinna) derives from Triµßikå 3ab, “[The store consciousness] 
has an indistinct (asaµviditaka = aparicchinna) awareness (vijñapti) of appropriation (upådi) 
and location (sthåna).” Sthiramati introduces this verse by saying: “If the store conscious-
ness is distinguished (vyatirikta) from the active consciousnesses, then one should state its 
object (ålambana) or its form (åkåra), since there can be no consciousness without an object 
or form. We do not think that this [store consciousness] has no object or form. But its 
object and form are not discriminated (aparicchinna). Why? Because the store consciousness 
proceeds in two ways, internally as the awareness (vijñapti) of appropriation (upådåna) and 
externally as the awareness of a container (bhåjana) whose form is indistinct. Here inter-
nal appropriation consists of the traces of attachment (abhiniveßa) to imagined identity, the 
sense organs with their support (adhi∑†håna), and the mental constituents of personality.” 
Schmithausen (1987: 104-8) gives a thorough account of the problems involved in the inter-
pretation of this passage, including the problem of Sthiramati’s own inconsistencies. See 
also Siddhi 124-42.

9   Bhåviveka discusses the view that store consciousness acquires potentialities (ßakti) that lead 
to the perception of objects in verses 5.22cd, 39, and 42.

10   The defiled mind (kli∑†amanas) is discussed in Triµßikå 6 as part of the category of cogita-
tion (manana), the second transformation (pariˆåma) of consciousness. Bhåviveka discusses 
it more fully in his account of cogitation below. 
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and neutral seeds.11 It is associated with three transformations:12 maturation (vipåka), 
cogitation (manana), and ideation (vijñapti).

In this [store consciousness], things that arise are connected (ål¥yante) as results.13 
It also is called the “appropriating consciousness” (ådånavijñåna). It is associated with 
contact, mental activity, feeling, thinking, and ideas, all of which are neutral. It is 
not an object of ordinary knowledge in the form “This belongs to that” or “This is 
there,” so it is indistinct (asaµvidita). It is of two kinds: initiating (åk∑epa) and resulting 
(phalåbhinirv®tti). “Initiating” is initiated by consciousness, and “resulting” is brought 
about as a result of the maturation (vipåka) [of karmic influences]. The stream of the 
store-consciousness flows like the stream of a river, which is made up of different bits 
of water. As long as there is saµsåra, it is accompanied by meritorious (puˆya), unmeri-
torious (apuˆya), and neutral (åniñjya) traces (våsanå). In accordance with the traces of 

11   Sthiramati discusses the process by which store consciousness produces different levels of 
rebirth in his commentary on Triµßikå 19. The levels are caused by meritorious (puˆya), 
unmeritorious (apuˆya), and neutral (aneñjya) seeds. Bhåviveka discusses karmic traces in the 
same terms just a few lines later.

12   The three transformations (pariˆåma) of consciousness are introduced in Triµßikå 1d-2ab: 
“Consciousness has three transformations: maturation, the one called cogitation, and ide-
ation concerning objects.”

13   Bhåviveka’s account of “maturation” (vipåka), the first transformation, begins with the first 
of Asa∫ga’s two explanations of ålaya as “connection” in MS 1:13-14. Asa∫ga says: “Why is 
this called store-consciousness (ålayavijñåna)? Because in it all arising, defiled dharmas are 
connected (ål¥yante) as results, and in them it is connected as cause.” Sthiramati develops 
this point in the commentary on Triµßikå 2cd: “It is ålaya because it is the location (sthåna) 
of the seeds of all defiled dharmas. Ólaya and sthåna are synonyms. Or all dharmas are tied 
(ål¥yante) or connected (upanibadhyante) here as effects (kåryabhåvena). Or the ålaya can be 
tied or connected with all dharmas as cause.” This account of the term ålaya corresponds to 
the first definition in Siddhi 96. On the diversity of explanations in other Yogåcåra sources, 
see Schmithausen 1987: 273-76.

  Bhåviveka follows the order of Asa∫ga’s text by moving from ålaya-vijñåna to ådåna-
vijñåna (“appropriating consciousness”). Compare MS 1:14-15: “It is called appropriating 
consciousness. The scriptural source is the Sandhinirmocana S¨tra: ‘The appropriating con-
sciousness is profound and subtle; like a flood, it flows with all seeds. I did not reveal it to 
fools, lest they imagine it to be a self.’ Why is it called appropriating consciousness? Because 
it is the cause of material sense organs and the place for the appropriation of all bodies.” For 
further discussion of this category, see Schmithausen 1987: 49ff.

  Bhåviveka’s account of “maturation” goes on to consider Triµßikå 3-5a: “It has an indis-
tinct (asaµviditaka) awareness (vijñapti) of appropriation (upådi) and location (sthåna), and it 
is always associated with contact, mental activity, feeling, thinking, and ideas. The feeling 
(vedanå) in it is neutral (upek∑å). It is unobstructed (aniv®ta) and indeterminate (avyåk®ta). 
The same is true for contact (sparßa) and so forth. It flows (vartate) like the flood of a river 
(srotasaughavat). It ceases (vyåv®tti) when one is an Arhant.” Bhåviveka’s elaboration of the 
Triµßikå is reflected in Sthiramati’s commentary on these verses and on verse 19, where 
Sthiramati (following Vasubandhu) explains the mechanism for the maturation of karma. 
On maturation as the first transformation of consciousness, see also Siddhi 97-224. 
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karma and with the traces of the duality of subject and object that are present in it, it 
produces the appropriate maturation, such as the bodies of gods and human beings. 
The stream of appropriating consciousness comes to an end when one attains the status 
of an Arhant, because [at that time] all the seeds of defilements are eliminated. This is 
called maturation (vipåka) and is the first transformation (pariˆåma).

[The store consciousness] also is called ålaya-vijñåna because sentient beings 
cling (ål¥yante) to it as a self.14 That is, they perceive it as being their selves and things 
that belong to their selves. It always is accompanied by the four defilements (kleßa)—
delusion about the self (åtmamoha), false view of the self (åtmad®∑†i), pride in the self 
(åtmamåna), and love of the self (åtmasneha)—and by contact, mental activity, and so 
forth, which arise at the same level (bh¨mi). But an Arhant has no defiled mind, because 
he has removed all defilements. This is called cogitation (manana) and is the second 
transformation.

It also is called store-consciousness because it contains the potential [to produce] 
all the active consciousnesses (prav®ttivijñåna) and is associated with mental phenomena 
(caitta) such as desire (chanda) and conviction (adhimok∑a).15 It also is called the root con-

14   Bhåviveka’s explanation of the term ålaya as “clinging” corresponds to the third explana-
tion  in Siddhi 96. Here his account of “cogitation” (manana), the second transformation of 
consciousness, follows Triµßikå 5b-8a: “(5bcd) Based on this (tadåßritya) [store-conscious-
ness], there occurs (pravartate) the consciousness that is called mind (manas). It has this 
[store-consciousness] as its object (ålambana), and it consists of cogitation (mananåtmaka). 
(6) It is always acompanied by the four defilements (kleßa), which are obstructed (niv®ta) but 
indeterminate (avyåk®ta)—namely false view of the self, delusion about the self, pride in the 
self, and love of the self—which arise at the same level. . . . (7bcd) But it is not [accompanied 
by them] when one is an Arhant, in the attainment of cessation (nirodhasamåpatti), or on 
the supermundane path (lokottaramårga). (8a) This is the second transformation.” On the 
second transformation of consciousness, see also Siddhi 225-88.

15   Bhåviveka’s account of the term ålaya as the container of the potentiality for active conscious-
ness corresponds to the second explanation of the term in MS 1:13, ålaya-vijñåna as cause. 
His explanation of “ideation” (vijñapti), the third transformation of consciousness, follows 
Triµßikå 8b-9 and 15-19: “(8bcd) The third [transformation of consciousness] is the appre-
hension (upalabdhi) of the six kinds of objects (vi∑aya). It is wholesome (kußala), unwholesome, 
and neither. (9) It is associated with pervasive (sarvatraga), specific (viniyukta), and beneficial 
mental phenomena (caitta), also with defilements (kleßa), secondary defilements (upakleßa), 
and three kinds of feeling (vedanå). . . . (15) The five [sense consciousnesses] arise in the 
root consciousness (m¨lavijñåna), according to their conditions, either simultaneously or 
not, like waves in water. (16) Mental consciousness (manovijñåna) coincides (sambh¨ti) [with 
it] except among unconscious (asaµjñika) [gods], in two forms of attainment (samåpatti), in 
sleep (middha), and in a fainting spell (m¨rchana), where one becomes unconscious (acittaka). 
(17) This transformation of consciousness is conceptual (vikalpa). Nothing that is concep-
tualized (vikalpyate) by it exists. Therefore everything is ideation-only (vijñaptimatra). (18) 
The [store] consciousness is the seed of everything. It is transformed in certain ways, and, 
through a process of mutual influence, certain concepts (vikalpa) arise. (19) When the previ-
ous result (vipåka) is exhausted (k∑¥ˆa), the karmic trace (våsanå), along with the trace of the 
grasping of subject and object, produces another result (vipåka).” On ideation as the third 
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sciousness (m¨lavijñåna). When conditions such as the eye, material form, light, space, 
and mental activity coincide, the six forms of active consciousness arise from it. The 
store-consciousness is like an ocean in which waves are stirred up by the movements 
of such things as the wind and crocodiles. It is neither identical to active consciousness 
nor different from it, like the ocean and the waves. For [the gods] who are unconscious 
(åsaµjñika) or for those who have attained a state of unconsciousness (asaµjñisamåpatti) 
in the attainment of cessation (nirodhasamåpatti), in sleep, in drunkenness, or in a faint-
ing spell, there is no reason for any apprehension of objects. This third transformation 
is called ideation (vijñapti).

According to the Yogåcåra, the mind (citta) is transformed and appears in the 
form (åkåra) of the self-image (svåbhåsa), or subject (gråhaka), and the object-image 
(vi∑ayåbhåsa), or object (gråhya). There are no external objects (båhyårtha). Therefore, 
from the apprehension of mind-only (cittamåtra), comes no-apprehension of objects 
(vi∑aya). If there are no objects (gråhya), there also can be no subject (gråhaka). Therefore, 
from no-apprehension of objects, comes no-apprehension of the six forms of conscious-
ness that constitute the subject.

As long as one does not take one’s stand in the store-consciousness,16 which is the 
true nature of the mind (svacittadharmatå) and is called “ideation,” but takes one’s stand 
instead in apprehension, one does not eliminate the seeds of grasping, does not remove 
the seeds of the perception of marks (nimitta), and, as a result, does not abandon the 
two [kinds of] traces (våsanå). But when one no longer apprehends objects (ålambana) 
such as material form as different from the mind, one stands in the true nature of 
the mind (svacittadharmatå). With this change of basis (åßrayaparåv®tti), all obstacles 
(åvaraˆa) are removed. A person then controls all dharmas and attains non-conceptual-
ity (nirvikalpadharmatå).

No one attains ideation-only (vijñaptimåtra), or the insight ( jñåna) of the Tathågatas 
in which there is no concept of any object, without understanding the three identities.17 

transformation of consciousness, see Siddhi 289-415.
16   The last paragraph in Bhåviveka’s commentary on verse 5.4 follows the account of the 

“change of basis” (åßrayaparåv®tti) in Triµßikå 26-30. “(26) As long as consciousness does 
not stand in ideation-only, the propensity for two kinds of grasping does not cease. . . . 
(28) But when consciousness does not apprehend objects, it stands in consciousness-only, 
because that [consciousness] is not grasped [as a subject] if there is no object. (29) This no-
apprehension, in which there is no subject, is supermundane insight. The change of basis 
is of two kinds depending on the obstacles that are removed. (30) This is the pure element 
that is inconceivable, virtuous, permanent, and pleasurable. It is the liberation body and also 
the [body] called Dharma that belongs to a Great Sage.” On the much-discussed parallel 
between Triµßikå 28 and La∫kåvatåra S¨tra 169.3ff., see Schmithausen 1992: 392-97.

17   The commentary on the three identities in verse 5.5 returns to the account of the three 
identities in Triµßikå 20-25: “(20) Anything that is conceptualized by any concept is imag-
ined identity and does not exist. (21) But the concept (vikalpa) itself is dependent [identity] 
and arises from causes. Absolute [identity] is the constant absence of the former in the latter. 
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For this reason, it is said:

5.5  Those who see reality see absolute identity when they do not apprehend 
imagined [identity] and do not grasp dependent [identity].

The three identities—imagined (parikalpita), dependent (paratantra), and absolute 
(parini∑panna)—are included in the store-consciousness.

Of these [three identities], imagined identity (parikalpitasvabhåva) consists of any-
thing—from material form to awakening—that is conceptualized (vikalpyate) by any 
concept (vikalpa) that distinguishes between subject and object. [Imagined things] do 
not exist in this way [as they are imagined], because they are imagined (kalpita) by 
improper reification (samåropa).

The imagination of what is unreal (abh¨taparikalpa),18 consists of mind (citta) and 
mental phenomena (caitta) in the triple world (traidhåtuka), and is divided into the cat-
egories that begin with the wholesome (kußala). It is dependent (paratantra) identity 
because it arises from (utpadyate) and is controlled (paratantryate) by something else. 
Or it is dependent (paratantra) because it has control over the arising of other things. It 
also is dependent identity because it is the basis (åßraya) on which imagined [identity] is 
imagined and absolute [identity] is achieved.

Absolute identity (parini∑pannasvabhåva) is the absence (rahitatå) of imagined subject 

(22) It is said that [absolute identity] is neither different from that [dependent identity] nor 
identical to it, just as impermanence and so forth [are neither different from nor identical 
to conditioned states]. If one is not seen, the other is not seen. (23) All dharmas are said to 
be empty (ni˙svabhåva) in three ways, corresponding to the three identities. (24) The first is 
empty of characteristic (lak∑aˆa). The next is empty with respect to self-existence. The last 
is emptiness (ni˙svabhåvatå), (25) because it is the ultimate reality (paramårtha) of dharmas. 
It is Thusness, because it is always thus. It also is ideation-only (vijñaptimåtra).” Bhåviveka 
quotes Triµßikå 20-21 in his commentary on verse 5.10. Compare also the final verse of the 
Trisvabhåvanirdeßa, MAV 1.5, AM 135, and parallel passages in the Sandhinirmocana S¨tra. 

18  Bhåviveka introduces “dependent identity” (paratantrasvabhåva) as “the imagination of what 
is unreal” (abh¨taparikalpa), as in MAV 1.1. Sthiramati’s commentary on Triµßikå 21 defines 
“the imagination of what is unreal” as “mind (citta) and mental phenomena (caitta) in the 
triple world (traidhåtuka),” quoting MAV 1.8cd for support. Sthiramati goes on to explain 
that the imagination is “divided into categories that are wholesome, unwholesome, and 
indeterminate.” His explanation of the term “dependent” (paratantra) corresponds to the 
first of Bhåviveka’s definitions: “Dependent [identity] arises (utpadyate) and is controlled 
(paratantryate) by other causes (hetu) and conditions (pratyaya). In other words, it cannot be 
anything in its own right without causes and conditions that are different from itself.”

  On the “no-apprehension” (anupalambha) of imagined identity, see also MSA 9.78: 
“Nonexistence (avidyamånatå) is the supreme existence, and complete no-apprehension is 
considered the supreme apprehension.” The commentary explains: “The nonexistence of 
imagined identity is the supreme existence of absolute identity, and the complete no-appre-
hension of imagined identity is the supreme apprehension of absolute identity.”
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and object in dependent identity. This [absolute identity] is neither identical to nor differ-
ent from dependent [identity]. If it were different, the Dharma nature (dharmatå) would 
be different. If it were identical, [the Dharma nature] would be defiled (saµkleßåtmaka) 
and could not be the cause of purification (vyavadåna).

[Question:] If there are three identities (svabhåva), in what way are they empty 
(ni˙svabhåva)?

[Reply:] Imagined [identity] is empty of characteristic (lak∑aˆani˙svabhåva)—that 
is, it is empty of any characteristic of its own (svalak∑aˆaß¨nya)—so it should not be 
apprehended. Dependent [identity] is empty of arising (utpattini˙svabhåva)—that is, it 
does not arise by itself (svåtmanå)—so it should not be grasped. Absolute [identity] is the 
ultimate reality (paramårtha) of imagined dharmas, and it is emptiness (ni˙svabhåvatå). 
[Absolute identity] is the object (artha) or sphere of activity (gocara) of the ultimate 
(parama), or the knowledge of the noble ones (åryajñåna). It is empty in the sense that 
it is the emptiness that constitutes the ultimate (paramårthani˙svabhåvatå). Those who 
see reality (tattvadarßin), or who know the ultimate (paramårtha), see absolute identity 
as the equality (samatå) of subject and object. This is because supermundane insight 
(alaukikajñåna) arises without any concepts.

For Íråvakas, the change of basis (åßrayaparåv®tti) is defined as the liberation body 
(vimuktikåya), because they free themselves from passions (åsrava) and remove the 
obstacles that consist of defilements (kleßåvaraˆa). For Tathågatas, it is the Dharma 
Body, because they are free from all the traces (våsanå) of karma and of subject and 
object and have removed all obstacles to knowledge ( jñeyåvaraˆa).
 Objection: If imagined identity is the object (vi∑aya) of mundane knowledge and 
absolute identity is realized directly (pratyåtmavedya) as the object (vi∑aya) of a Sage’s 
(muni) supermundane knowledge, what kind of knowledge has dependent identity as its 
object, and how does one know that it exists?

Reply:19

19   Verse 5.6 also appears in the Prajñåprad¥pa and receives extensive commentary from 
Bhåviveka’s commentator Avalokitavrata (Eckel 1985: 52). It is likely that Bhåviveka had 
in mind Yogåcåra arguments like the one made by Asa∫ga in the Tattvårtha chapter of the 
Bodhisattvabh¨mi (31): “If the aggregates exist, the designation (prajñapti) ‘person’ is possi-
ble. If they do not exist, the designation ‘person’ is not possible, in the absence of a real thing 
(nirvastuka). Similarly, if the dharmas of the aggregates exist as real things (vastumåtra), it is 
possible to designate the dharmas of the aggregates metaphorically. If they do not exist, it is 
not possible to designate them metaphorically. In that case, the designation would not refer 
to a real thing, and there cannot be any designation without some basis (adhi∑†håna). Some 
people who hear the difficult and profound Mahåyåna s¨tras that deal with emptiness and 
convey a hidden meaning (åbhipråyika) do not discern the correct meaning. They develop 
false concepts, have unreasonable views (d®∑†i) based only on logic (tarka), and say: ‘All this 
reality is nothing but a designation. Whoever sees in this way sees correctly.’ For these 
people there is no real thing to serve as the basis of designation. If so, there could not be any 
designation at all. How can reality be nothing but a designation? By saying this, they deny 
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5.6  [We] think that dependent identity exists, because designations have 
causes, because otherwise neither would not exist, and because one ap-
prehends defilements.

It is possible to infer that dependent identity exists, because designations (prajñapti) 
about the existence of mind and mental phenomena appear to have erroneous causes 
(nimitta). [We] also think that dependent identity exists, because otherwise—if depen-
dent identity did not exist—it would follow that imagined and absolute [identity], or 
designations and their causes, would not exist, because both depend on dependent 
[identity], and because, if dependent identity did not exist, one would not apprehend any 
defilements. Defilements are apprehended, because they depend on mind and mental 
phenomena, and because their removal is liberation.

[Dependent identity] is the object (vi∑aya) of supermundane (alaukika), non-concep-
tual (nirvikalpa) knowledge and is perceived (d®∑†a) when absolute identity is perceived 
(såk∑åtk®ta). This is because dependent [identity] is realized by pure, mundane, subse-
quent knowledge (p®∑†alabdhaßuddhalaukikajñåna).

5.7  This approach to the Perfection of Wisdom is [the means] to attain om-
niscience, and the one that concentrates on the negation of arising and 
cessation is not.20

(apavåda) both designation and reality. Someone who denies designation and reality should 
be known as the worst kind nihilist (nåstika). Those who are wise and practice a religious life 
should not speak or share living quarters with this kind of nihilist. [Such a nihilist] causes 
himself to fall, and those who agree with his false views fall as well.” Bhåviveka discusses 
this argument in more detail in verses 5.82-84 below.

  Hoornaert points out that the word “both” in the reason “because both depend on depen-
dent [identity]” allows several different interpretations. Two interpretations are given here: 
“both” imagined and absolute identity and “both” designations and their cause. Bhåviveka 
refutes the second interpretation explicitly in verse 5.84 below. The first is refuted implic-
itly by his critique of the three identities. A third possibility is that “both” refers to defile-
ment and purification, as in Bhåviveka’s parallel argument in the Prajñåprad¥pa (Eckel 1985: 
54-56). Bhåviveka outlines his own view of defilement and purification in verse 5.81 below. 
On this argument compare MAV 1.21 (“If it were not defiled, no beings would be liberated. 
If it were not purified, effort would be in vain.”) A fourth possibility is that the word “both” 
refers to the duality of subject and object (Eckel 1985: 53).

  As Bhåviveka presents the Yogåcåra position, arguments for the existence of dependent 
identity lead directly to an attack on unnamed “nihilists” (nåstika). In verse 5.7, Bhåviveka 
shows that he understands this attack to be directed against the Mådhyamikas.

20  In verse 5.7, the Yogåcåras make an exclusive claim for the validity of their own position. 
A comparable claim can be found in verses 27-29 of Dignåga’s Prajñåpåramitåpiˆ∂årtha 
(“Epitome of the Perfection of Wisdom”): “The teaching in the Perfection of Wisdom is 
based on three [identities]: imagined, dependent, and absolute. The words ‘do not exist’ 
rule out everything that is imagined. Examples such as illusion (måyå) teach dependent 
[identity]. The fourfold purification teaches absolute [identity]. The Buddha has no other 
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When [the Perfection of Wisdom Sutra] says,21 “When he thus by means of these dharmas 
softens the dharmas, fulfills, and clarifies, and perfects them, then [he realizes that] 
there is no self and nothing that belongs to the self,” it means that the store-conscious-
ness evolves through concepts of a self and of something that belongs to the self, as 
well as through the absence of habitual attachment (abhiniveßa) to such things. When it 
says, “mind is no mind,” it means that there is neither subject nor object. When it says, 
“No-mind is inconceivable,” it is referring to ideation-only (vijñaptimåtratå). When it 
says, “Thus material form is a cognitive sign (nimitta), and everything up to awaken-
ing is a cognitive sign,” it is referring to imagined identity, because it mentions names 
(nåman) and conventions (saµketa), and it is referring to dependent identity, because it 
mentions dharmas that are repudiated, received, and perceived, in addition to the aux-
iliaries of awakening (bodhipåk∑ikadharma). Words such as “thusness” (tathatå), “reality 
limit” (bh¨tako†i), “isolation” (vivekatå),  “result” (phala), and “omniscience” (sarvajñatva) 
refer to absolute identity. This approach to the Perfection of Wisdom, which we pres-
ent, is the means (upåya) to attain omniscience. The one that concentrates on the nega-
tion of arising and cessation—which belongs to the Mådhyamikas (madhyamavådin)—is 
tantamount to nihilism (nåstikad®∑†i) and is not the means to attain omniscience.

This is the statement of the Yogåcåras’ objection (p¨rvapak∑a).

BhÓviveka’s resPonse:

5.8  In response, we say: All the Tathågatas’ teachings are authoritative for us, 
because they are the authoritative teaching of a reliable person. Clearly 
a good person understands.22

teaching in the Perfection of Wisdom.”
  Verse 5.7 clearly shows that Bhåviveka thought the dispute between Yogåcåra and 

Madhyamaka was provoked by the Yogåcåra interpretation of the Perfection of Wisdom. 
For more discussion of this point, see Part 1 of this book.

21   A Sanskrit version of Bhåviveka’s first quotation from the Perfection of Wisdom S¨tra is found 
in Kimura 1971: 160-59: evaµ dharmeˆa dharmån abhi∑yandayan pari∑yandayan parip¨rayan 
parispharan pratyavek∑ate niråtmakå hy ete sarvadharmå åtmåtm¥yavigata˙. The Tibetan 
version in the Tarkajvålå differs somewhat from Kimura’s Sanskrit. “He realizes that” is 
supplied on the basis of the Sanskrit; otherwise the translation follows the Tibetan. For a 
translation of Kimura’s Sanskrit, see Conze 1975: 205. The next two quotations (cittaµ tad 
acittam and yad acittaµ tad acintyam) appear widely in the text of the s¨tra.

22   Verse 5.8 echoes the opening verse of Dignåga’s Pramåˆasamuccaya: “To the one who is 
the personification of authority (pramåˆabh¨ta), who seeks the welfare of the world, the 
teacher, the Sugata, the protector, I pay homage.” Hattori explains: “Unlike his predeces-
sors, Dignåga does not accept the unconditional authority of tradition. According to him, 
the words of the Buddha must be subjected to critical test before they are accepted as valid. 
This critical attitude he inherited from the Buddha, who used to exhort His disciples not 
to accept any of His words merely out of reverence but to examine them carefully, just as 
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All the teachings of the Buddhas (sugata) are authoritative (pramåˆa) for us, because 

people examine the purity of gold by burning it in fire, cutting it, and testing it with a 
touchstone” (Hattori 1968: 73).

  According to Dignåga, there are only two reliable epistemological authorities or means 
of knowledge (pramåˆa): perception (pratyak∑a) and inference (anumåna). Dignåga con-
siders ågama (tradition) or ßabda (verbal testimony) to be a form of verbal knowledge and 
treats it as part of anumåna: “Verbal testimony is not a different pramåˆa from anumåna” 
(Pramåˆasamuccaya 5.1).

  Here Bhåviveka seems to differ from Dignåga by treating the teaching of a Buddha as 
a praµåˆa. To say that a Buddha’s teaching is “authoritative” (pramåˆa) and that a Buddha 
is a “reliable person” (åpta) follows the definition of ßabda-pramåˆa in Nyåya S¨tra 2.1.52: 
“Verbal testimony (ßabda) makes possible the comprehension of an object, because the teach-
ing of someone who is reliable has force.” In Tarkasaµgraha 59, Annaµbha††a defines ßabda 
as “the teaching of someone who is reliable (åptavåkya).”

  But the appearance of this verse is somewhat deceiving. Bhåviveka follows Dignåga more 
closely than the verse suggests. In MHK 9.16-17, a M¥måµsaka objects to the Buddha’s 
authority by saying: “The Buddha’s teachings are not authoritative (pramåˆa), because they 
are created, like those of someone else; and the Buddha is not omniscient, because he is a 
human being, like someone else. The Buddha’s teachings are not authoritative, because they 
criticize the three Vedas, like the view of a Jain ascetic.”

  In MHK 9.19-20ab, Bhåviveka responds by saying that the authority of the Buddha’s 
teaching can only be established by rational analysis (yukti): “If tradition (ågama) is tradi-
tion because its transmission (sampradåya) is unbroken, then everything has to be tradition. 
Why not hold onto the truth (tattva)? A statement is tradition if it can stand up to rational  
analysis.”

  Bhåviveka often cites traditional sources for his views, and he clearly expects his view 
of reality to be consistent with tradition, but in the end, he believes that tradition can only 
be correctly understood when it is examined by reason. For an example of Bhåviveka’s use 
of ågama and yukti together, see 5.113 below, where Bhåviveka describes “reality” (tattva) 
as “consistent with reason and tradition” (yuktyågamopeta). Shotaro Iida has discussed 
Bhåviveka’s approach to tradition and inference in Iida 1966.

  In 5.8-9 and elsewhere in the MHK and TJ, Bhåviveka uses the verbs prati-pad and 
prati-i to combine a sense of motion along a path with a sense of understanding. As Franklin 
Edgerton points out in his definition of pratipatti (BHSD), these two meanings sometimes 
come together to mean “behavior, practice, or performance.” In MHK 4.3 the verb prati-i 
has both mårga (“path”) and bodhi (“awakening”) as its objects: “The Buddhas’ great awaken-
ing is arrived at (prat¥yate) by someone who has followed (prat¥ta) the path that begins with 
right views.” In 5.107, prati-pad has tattva (“reality”) as its object: “Reality is not understood 
(pratipadyate) as an object of inference.” In MHK 9.93 a deficiency in understanding (pra-
tipad) is associated with an inability to lead others on the right path: “Because [the Hindu 
gods] are deficient in understanding (pratipad), they cannot lead anyone to peace. They are 
like someone who has fallen off a cliff and leads others along the same path.” Compare also 
MHK 2.1, where the Buddhist ascetic “practices the right path” (pratir¨påµ pratipadaµ 
pratipanno), and MHK 2.11 where the same ascetic worships the Buddha with “the flow-
ers of understanding” (pratipatpu∑pa). The combination of motion with understanding is a 
common feature of Sanskrit verbs to “go,” as in the common words abhisamaya and adhigati 
(to “arrive at” or “understand”). The Tibetan translators use sgrub par byed (“complete,” 
“accomplish,” or “achieve”) for pratipadyate in 5.8 and sgrub tu gzhug pa (“enter into comple-
tion”) for pratipatti in 5.9.
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those who taught them have seen reality (tattvadarßin). Those who have good disposi-
tions understand this and do not go astray.

5.9  But the opponent, whose mind is confused and misled by other tradi-
tions, does not.23 For this reason, one should follow a rational approach 
so that he will understand.

Other traditions (ågama) are traditions that differ from this tradition. To be confused 
by them is to doubt whether this [tradition] is correct. To be misled is to wander into 
another doctrinal systems (siddhånta) and, without relying on this one, to be misled 
about whether it is correct. Those who have minds such as this have minds that are con-
fused and misled by other traditions. These opponents state refutations and claim vic-
tory. They do not understand that this is authoritative (pramåˆa). Therefore, a debater 
(vådin) should follow a rational (yuktiman) approach (naya), which has faultless theses 
(pak∑a), reasons (hetu), and examples (d®∑†ånta) and ends by avoiding the refutations 
(do∑asthåna) of the opponents, so that they will understand.

the ultimate as an oBject of cognition

The superimposition (kalpanåpravacana) and improper denial (apavåda) that you stated 
earlier cannot stand up to reason.24

23   This verse is a continuation of 5.8: “Clearly a good person understands, but the opponent 
does not.” The phrase “confused and misled by other traditions” appears again in the com-
mentary on 5.108, where Bhåviveka explains that “other traditions” consist of “363 doc-
trines.” These are discussed in Part 1 of this book.

  At the end of the commentary on 5.9, Bhåviveka gives a summary of his logical method. 
Generally it involves two separate components: a criticism of the opponent’s syllogisms 
(with their “theses, reasons, and examples”) and a defence of the syllogisms that support 
his own position. For further commentary on Bhåviveka’s logical method, see Part 1 of 
this book and Lindtner 1986: 62: “In order to silence the opponent for good we should give 
a hetud®∑†åntåbhidhåna and a paroktado∑aparihåra.” When Bhåviveka says that he ends by 
avoiding the opponents’ refutations, he means that he is not mentioning all the details of his 
method, since he has already done this in MHK 3.26ff.

24   Once Bhåviveka has said that he intends to follow a “rational” (yuktiman) approach, he turns 
to the substance of the Yogåcåra position. Verses 5.10-11 respond to the Yogåcåra claim 
(stated in the first påda of 5.2) that the ultimate (paramårtha) is “the existence of the absence 
of duality (dvayåbhåvasya sadbhåva).” Bhåviveka argues that the two parts of the definition 
are contradictory: if the ultimate is an absence (abhåva), it cannot exist (bhåva), and if it exists 
(bhåva), it cannot be an absence (abhåva). This argument, like the one that follows, has the 
form of a prasa∫ga: Bhåviveka takes the opponent’s assertion and reduces it to an absurd 
conclusion.

  The term kalpanå (translated as “superimposition”) in the introduction to 5.10 should be 
taken as a synonym of samåropa (“improper reification”), one of the two extremes avoided by 
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5.10  The existence of the absence of duality is clearly unreasonable, because it 
is contradictory. You should not imagine that this [absence] exists unless 
the absence of a flower in the sky25 also exists.

First, if the absence (abhåva) of duality exists (bhåva), how can it be an absence? If it is 
an absence (abhåva), it cannot exist (bhåva). The existence of the absence of duality is 
unreasonable, because it is a contradiction in terms. If [you] say that this absence exists 
because it is always present in the form of the absence of duality, then the absence of 
a flower in the sky also must exist. You should not imagine that the absence of duality 
exists, unless you think that the absence of a flower in the sky exists.

[Objection:] If you think this, our approach is:26

 
Anything that is conceptualized by any conceptual thought is imagined identity 
and does not exist. But conceptual thought is dependent [identity] and arises from 
causes. Absolute [identity] is the constant absence of the former in the latter. 

Absolute identity is the constant absence of the former, which is imagined identity, or the 
imagined [duality of] subject and object, in the latter, which is dependent identity. With 
respect to imagined and dependent [identities], it is an absence (abhåva). With respect to 
absolute [identity], it exists (bhåva). In this case, there is no difference between absence 
and existence: the two are indistinguishable. For this reason, there is no contradiction.

Assuming that this is the opponents’ intention, [we] reply:

5.11  If [the opponents] think there is no difference between reality (tattva) 
and the absence of imagined [identity], this is not an answer, because 
there is the same [contradiction] when the definition is applied to the 
thing that is being defined.

the middle path. The other extreme is apavåda (“improper denial”). Bhåviveka argues that 
the Yogåcåra definition of ultimate reality as “existence” (sadbhåva) and “absence” (abhåva) 
falls into both extremes. To say that ultimate reality exists “superimposes” reality on some-
thing that is ultimately unreal, and to say that it is an absence “denies” the reality of some-
thing that is conventionally real. On apavåda as a denial of external objects, see verse 5.19 
below.

25   A “flower in the sky” (khapu∑pa), like the hair of a tortoise or the son of a barren woman, is 
a common example of something that does not exist.

26   To explain the Yogåcåra position in the commentary on 5.10, Bhåviveka quotes Triµßikå 
20-21: yena yena vikalpena yad yad vastu vikalpyate / parikalpita evåsau svabhåvo na sa vidyate 
// paratantrasvabhåvas tu vikalpaµ pratyayodbhavam / ni∑pannas tasya p¨rveˆa sadå rahitatå tu 
yå. A portion of Triµßikå 20 was quoted earlier in the commentary on verse 5.5. Hoornaert 
follows Yamaguchi in pointing out that the terminology of the Yogåcåra objection (particu-
larly the claim that absence and existence are indistinguishable) is similar to verses 18-21 of 
the Trisvabhåvanirdeßa (La Vallée Poussin 1932-33b: 155).
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Even if there is no difference between absolute [identity] and the absence of imag-
ined and dependent [identities], there is the same contradiction. When the definition 
is applied to the thing that is being defined—that is, when reality is defined as the 
existence of the absence of duality—the absence of duality cannot be an absence if it 
exists, and it cannot exist if it is an absence. For this reason, the opponents’ answer is 
unsatisfactory.

Furthermore,27

5.12  If [the opponent] thinks the nature of [reality] does not cease to be [an 
absence], then it cannot exist, if it does not cease to be [an absence].

If the opponents say that it is the nature (bhåva) or identity (svabhåva) of reality not to 
cease to be the absence of duality—in other words, if it is simply the absence of duality—
then [we] say: Do not imagine that it exists, if it does not cease to be [an absence].

Therefore,28

5.13  If so, the Buddhas’29 knowledge would have an absence as its object, and 
this [object] would not be the selflessness of dharmas, because the cogni-
tion of an absence has a cognitive mark (nimitta).

According to the doctrinal approach (siddhåntanaya) of the Mahåyåna, the Buddhas’ 
knowledge is considered free from the extremes of existence and absence. It is a contra-
diction of tradition if you think that it has an absence as its object (ålambana).

[Objection:] It is not a contradiction. Why? You also think that selflessness (nair-
åtmya) is the selflessness of imagined dharmas, and [this selflessness] is an object.

27   After he has pointed out the contradiction between “existence” (bhåva) and “absence” 
(abhåva), Bhåviveka considers the possibility that the ultimate is simply an absence. This 
possibility corresponds to the second påda of verse 5.2: “or because it is the absence of dual-
ity” (abhåvåd vå dvayasya ca). The interpretation of verse 5.12 turns on a change in the mean-
ing of the term bhåva. In verses 5.10-11, Bhåviveka has treated bhåva as meaning “existence” 
or “existing entity.” Here he treats it as a synonym of svabhåva or svar¨pa (“nature” or “iden-
tity”). To say that reality (tattva) is abhåvasya bhåva means, according to this interpretation, 
that it has the identity of being an absence. This line of interpretation corresponds to the 
first part of MAV 1.13, as explained by Vasubandhu’s commentary: “The absence (abhåva) 
of the duality of subject and object and the existence (bhåva) of that absence is the definition 
(lak∑aˆa) of emptiness. This means that emptiness is defined as having the identity of an 
absence (abhåvasvabhåva).”

28   In verses 5.13-14, Bhåviveka takes up the claim in 5.2c, that the ultimate is the “object of 
a cognition of existence and so forth” (sadådibuddhivi∑aya), and in 5.3c, that the ultimate is 
“the object of a non-conceptual cognition” (nirvikalpamatigråhya). On the meaning of the 
terms gråhya, vi∑aya, and ålambana, see the notes on verse 5.4.

29   The commentary on verse 5.13 treats tattvadarßin (“one who sees reality”) as buddha.
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[Reply: We] think that the selflessness of dharmas is free from all cognitive marks. 
If something is an absence and functions as the object of a cognition of an absence, it 
cannot be the selflessness of dharmas. The word “self” refers to identity (svabhåva), and 
selflessness means that there is no identity (ni˙svabhåva), whether it is the identity of 
something that exists (bhåvasvabhåva) or the identity of an absence (abhåvasvabhåva).

The opponents think that concepts (vikalpa) are called bondage, and freedom from 
concepts is liberation.

5.14ab  If [the opponents] think that a cognition whose object (ålambana) is an 
absence has no concept,

If [the opponents] say: All dharmas have the same taste, which is [the taste of] absence 
(abhåvasvabhåva). A cognition whose object (ålambana) is an absence (abhåva) would be 
conceptual if it had a concept of anything, but it has no concept, so it is correct.

The Master30 replies:

5.14cd  then a non-conceptual cognition of material form31 must be correct.

If non-conceptual cognitions are correct, then mundane (laukika) cognitions that arise 
from causes such as material form and are free from the concepts that consist of dis-
crimination (nir¨paˆa) and memory (anusmaraˆa)32 must also be taken as correct.

Objection: The only truly correct cognition (buddhi) is one that is free from the 
concept of subject and object. Even a non-conceptual cognition of material form is 
false, because it has the image (åbhåsa) of an object (gråhya), like the cognition of a 
double moon.33

30   On Bhåviveka’s use of the word “master” (Tib. slob dpon / Skt. åcårya) to refer to the author 
of the verses, see the discussion of Bhåviveka as author in Part 1 of this book.

31   “Material form” is used to translate the term r¨pa, the object of visual perception. Koßa 1.10 
explains that r¨pa is characterized by color (varˆa) and shape (saµsthåna). The word “form” 
will be reserved to translate the word åkåra, the mental representation of an object.

32   According to the Sarvåstivåda, there are three kinds of concepts (vikalpa): concepts about 
the thing itself (svabhåva), concepts that consists of discrimination (abhinir¨paˆa), and con-
cepts that consists of memory (anusmaraˆa). A non-conceptual perceptual cognition is con-
sidered free from the last two kinds of concept, but not free from the first. On this aspect of 
the Sarvåstivåda theory of perception, see Koßa 1.33ab and Cox 1988: 36-37.

33   In the introduction to verse 5.15, the opponent presents the first formal syllogism of the 
chapter:

  Even a non-conceptual cognition of material form is false,
  because it has an image (åbhåsa) of an object (gråhya),
  like the cognition of a double moon.
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Reply: 

5.15  If [the opponent] thinks that a cognition of material form is incorrect 
because it has the image of an object, the reason is mistaken, and the 
thesis fails.

Mistaken (vyabhicårin) means contradicted (viruddha). A cognition of material form 
cannot have any other nature than to have the image of an object. To infer that “having 
the image of an object” (gråhyåbhåsatå) excludes “correctness” is contradicted, because 
it proves the opposite of the nature of the subject. Here the thesis is that a cognition 
of material form is false. But how can a cognition of material form be false in this con-
text? Perception (pratyak∑a), tradition (ågama), and common sense (lokaprasiddha) all 
contradict the falsehood of a cognition of material form. For this reason, the inference 
is contradicted.

The same fault applies to the claim that “those who see reality only see absolute 
identity.”

5.16  If the Teacher’s awakening has [absolute] identity as its object (ålambana), 
it must be a conceptual cognition, it must have an object, and it must not 
be non-conceptual.34

If the Teacher’s awakening, or the Tathågata’s knowledge ( jñåna), has [absolute] identity 
as its object—that is, if it has as its object the absolute identity that is known directly 

 The subject of the thesis is literally “a non-conceptual cognition of material form and so 
forth” (r¨pådidhi˙). In his discussion of the syllogism, Bhåviveka abbreviates it to “a non-
conceptual cognition of material form.” For the sake of simplicity, this abbreviation is fol-
lowed here as well.

  In verse 5.15 and in the following commentary, Bhåviveka argues that the reason (hetu) 
in this syllogism is “contradicted” (viruddha) because it proves the opposite of the subject 
(dharmin) of the thesis. If a cognition is genuinely a cognition of material form, it must be 
correct. To infer otherwise would contradict the nature of the subject. Bhåviveka presents 
his own position about the cognition of external objects in verses 5.34-36.

34   Verse 5.16 applies the “same fault” to the opponent’s thesis: “Those who see reality only 
see absolute identity.” This thesis was part of the Yogåcåra objection in verse 5.5 and was 
expanded in the commentary that followed. The fault is that the inference is “contradicted” 
in one or both of the senses mentioned in the commentary on verse 5.15. To infer that the 
Buddha’s vision of reality (or “the Teacher’s awakening” in the text of verse 5.16) sees abso-
lute identity (or “has absolute [identity] as its object”) is contradicted by the nature of the 
subject, because the Buddha’s vision cannot have an object or see anything at all. To say that 
a Buddha sees absolute identity as an object is also contradicted by several points of tradition 
that both Bhåviveka and the opponent accept. Verse 5.16 is quoted in the commentary on 
verse 5.81, and the point of the verse is discussed at length in verses 5.85-113.
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by the Tathågata and is not accessible to words—it must be conceptual. But awakening 
is not considered conceptual. If it has [absolute identity] as its object, it must have an 
object, and it is impossible to argue that it has no object. But awakening is not considered 
to have an object. And if [awakening] conceives of reality as emptiness (ni˙svabhåvatå), it 
must not be a non-conceptual cognition. This is the construction [of the verse].

the ultimate as consciousness

The next verse responds to the thesis: “It is like this: the three worlds are mind-only 
(cittamåtra), and external objects (båhyårtha) do not exist.”35

5.17  It is not true that apprehending mind-only implies that one does not 
grasp material form and so forth. This thesis is contradicted by a point 
that has already been accepted and also by common sense.

It is contradicted by a point that has already been accepted, because it contradicts the 
traditional statement, “the arising of visual consciousness depends on the eye and mate-
rial form.” It also is contradicted by common sense, because it is contradicted by the 
ordinary view that visual consciousness does not arise unless it has material form as an 
object (artha).

Objection: [We] observe that consciousness arises even without objects (artha) such 
as material form, because it arises with the image (åbhasa) of such [objects], just as the 
cognition of material form arises in a dream.36

35   In the introduction to verse 5.17 Bhåviveka moves from the ultimate as an object of cognition 
to the ultimate as cognition itself. This leads inevitably to the Yogåcåra doctrine of “mind-
only” (cittamåtra). The discussion of mind-only began in verse 5.4 with the quotation of 
MAV 1.6: “From apprehension comes no-apprehension; from no-apprehension comes no-
apprehension.” Vasubandhu’s commentary expands this verse as follows: “From apprehen-
sion of consciousness-only (vijñaptimåtra) comes no-apprehension of objects (artha); from 
no-apprehension of objects (artha) comes no-apprehension of consciousness-only. This is 
the way to enter the non-existence (asallak∑aˆa) of the object and subject (gråhyagråhaka).”

  Bhåviveka traces the docrine of mind-only to the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra (32): “The three 
worlds are mind-only (cittamåtram idaµ yad idaµ traidhåtukam).” He discusses this quota-
tion at greater length in the commentary on verse 5.28.

  The traditional statement (ågama), “The arising of visual consciousness depends on the 
eye and material forms” (cak∑u˙ prat¥tya r¨påˆi cotpadyate cak∑urvijñånam), is quoted in chap-
ter 9 of the Koßa (465). A similar quotation is found a few lines earlier (cak∑urvijñånaµ sarvaµ 
tac cak∑u˙ prat¥tya r¨påˆi ca). In his translation, La Vallée Poussin identifies the source of the 
second quotation as the Saµyukta S¨tra. While this source represents a Vaibhå∑ika point of 
view, the quotation lends itself naturally to a Sautråntika interpretation.

36  When Bhåviveka challenges the Yogåcara thesis that there are no external objects (båhyårtha), 
the objector is required to give a syllogism to support it. The syllogism takes the following 
form:
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Reply: To refute this point, [we] say:

5.18  It is not reasonable to say that consciousness (vijñåna) of material form 
and so forth has no object, because it arises with the image of such [an 
object] (tathåbhåsodayåd), like the cognition of material form and so forth 
in a dream.

The opponents’ inference is unsatisfactory.
Why?

5.19  [We] think that dream-consciousness and so forth have dharmas as their 
objects (ålambana), so [the opponent’s inference] has a deficient example 
and improperly denies objects (vi∑aya).37

When the mind’s eye is stained from time immemorial by the traces of subject and 
object, it sees in dreams. It sees [objects] such as material form, and it does not not 
see. Dream-consciousness and so forth have objects (ålambana), because they repeat 

  A cognition of material form and so forth has no object (vinå arthena),
  because it arises with that kind of image (tathåbhåsodayåt),
  like the cognition of material form and so forth in a dream.

 The source of this argument is the first verse of the Viµßatikå. With commentary, this 
verse reads: “In the Mahåyåna, the three worlds are defined as ideation-only (vijñaptimåtra), 
because a s¨tra says: ‘O Jinaputra, the three worlds are mind-only.’ Mind (citta), the mental 
organ (manas), consciousness (vijñåna), and ideation (vijñapti) are synonyms. Here ‘mind’ is 
intended to include its associations. ‘Only’ is a negation of objects (artha). [Verse 1:] This 
is ideation-only, because it has the image of unreal objects (asadarthåvabhåsanåt), like the 
vision of unreal networks of hair and so forth, when someone has an eye disease.”

  The first verse of the Viµßatikå helps clarify an important point in Bhåviveka’s argu-
ment: when he says “that kind of image” (tathåbhåsa), he means “an image of unreal objects” 
(asadarthåvabhåsana). To find the source of Bhåviveka’s example of the dream, we need to 
look only as far as Viµßatikå 3, where the example is used to respond to an opponent’s objec-
tion to Viµßatikå 1. Compare also Viµßatikå 16a: “Perceptual cognition is like a dream and 
so forth.”

  The opponent’s syllogism is valid only if it has an example that is accepted by the other 
party to the argument (who in this case is Bhåviveka). Bhåviveka criticizes the example by 
claiming that dreams are based on real, external objects and therefore do not illustrate the 
point that sense cognitions lack external objects. This means that the opponent’s inference 
is “deficient” (ny¨na) with regard to the example. In other words, it lacks the “inferred prop-
erty.” Sthiramati criticizes an argument like Bhåviveka’s in MAVT (25-26).

37   In verse 5.19d, Lindtner reads vastuno ‘py apavåditå (“an improper denial of real things”) 
rather than vi∑aye cåpavåditå (“an improper denial of objects”). This reading is consis-
tent with the terminology of verse 5.56, but the Tibetan translation of verse 5.19 and its 
commentary require the word vi∑aya.
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[objects] that have been seen previously, like memory. The traces of things that were 
seen in previous lives cause a variety of material forms to appear in dreams, with differ-
ent colors and shapes, even for those who are blind and have lost the use of their eyes. 
Objects are not absent even in such cognitions. For it is said, “O Bhadrapåla, a blind 
man sees material form in a dream with his mind’s eye; he does not see with physical 
eyes.” The mind’s eye has a dharma as its object (ålambana), so dream-consciousness 
and so forth have objects. Your argument, therefore, has a deficient example. It also 
improperly denies (apa-vad) objects (vi∑aya) when it rejects real objects (artha) such as 
material form.

You may say: Consciousness (vijñåna) arises with two images: the image of itself 
(svåbhåsa) and [the image of] an external object (båhyavi∑aya), which is the object-image 
(vi∑ayåbhåsa) of consciousness. When consciousness is transformed into the form (åkåra) 
of the external object, it serves as the object (vi∑aya) for the image of itself (svåbhåsa).38

Reply:

5.20  If [the opponent] thinks that the object-image (vi∑ayåbhåsa) is the object 
(ålambana) of the mind (citta), how is the mind itself different from the 
object-image?

We see how consciousness (vijñåna) itself might arise with the image of objects such as 
material form, but we do not see how there can be another, self-image that is different from 
the object-image. If consciousness is different from the object-image, explain what it is.

38   Verse 5.20 gives another Yogåcåra syllogism to explain how the mind can take on the image 
of an object (vi∑ayåbhåsa) and still continue to be itself. Bhåviveka responds in verse 5.21 and 
continues the discussion through the end of verse 5.26.

  The nature of consciousness is two-fold: it has a self-image (svåbhåsa) and an   
 object-image (vi∑ayåbhåsa),

  because it continues to be itself while it also appears as something else,
  like a piece of crystal.

 This formulation of the Yogåcåra position about the two “images” (åbhåsa) of consciousness 
follows Dignåga’s explanation in the commentary on PS 1.9a: “Consciousness arises with 
two images: the image of itself and the image of the object (dvyåbhåsaµ hi jñånam utpadyate 
svåbhåsaµ vi∑ayåbhåsaµ ca), discussed in Hattori 1968: 28 and 101. Dignåga takes up the 
same point in AP 6abc, but not in the same words: “The material form that is the internal 
object of cognition but appears as if it were external is the object (yad antarjñeyar¨paµ 
tu bahirvad avabhåsate / so ‘rthaµ).” The Sanskrit text of this verse is quoted by Tola and 
Dragonetti in AP: 107.

  The example of the crystal does not appear in Dignåga, but it fits his point nicely. In 
Sandhinirmocana 6.8-9, dependent identity (paratantrasvabhåva) is compared to a crystal and 
imagined identity (parikalpitasvabhåva) to the crystal’s color. Sthiramati mentions the same 
comparison (MVT: 21) but rejects it as inappropriate.
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[Objection:] It can be explained as follows: The nature of consciousness is two-fold: 
it has a self-image and an object-image, because it continues to be itself while it also 
arises as something else, like a crystal. A crystal naturally is clear, but it can appear 
blue if something that has a blue color is placed nearby. Similarly, the mind has its own 
image, but when it evolves into the form (åkåra) of an object, it also takes on the image 
(åbhåsa) of the object.

[Reply:] The point to be proved is incompatible with the example. Why?39

5.21  [We] do not think that the mind has a double image like a crystal, be-
cause it arises in the form of the other [i.e. the object]. The moment 
(k∑aˆa) of crystal that arises when [an object] is placed nearby is not the 
same as the moment from which it arises.

It is true that a crystal loses its natural clarity and becomes blue when something blue 
is placed nearby. But the previous moment of clear crystal ceases; it does not change 
into blue.

5.22ab  [We] think that, when one [moment of crystal] ceases, another arises, 
so it is wrong to think that one is the other.

The moment of clear crystal ceases and the [moment of] blue [crystal] arises because  
something [blue] is placed nearby.40 To think that [the blue moment] is clear is wrong.

39   Bhåviveka argues that the example of a crystal does not support the point to be inferred 
(sådhyadharma). Bhåviveka admits that a crystal can appear clear at one moment and blue at 
another, but he does not admit that it has “a double nature.” In verses 5.21-22ab, he argues 
that the clear moment of crystal ceases as the blue moment arises. For a similar argument 
about the momentariness (k∑aˆikatva) of a crystal, see Mimaki 1976: 91.

40   The commentary on verse 5.22ab carries the argument against the “double nature” of con-
sciousness further by scrutinizing the Yogåcåra example of the crystal. The first argument 
has to do with the “self-image” (svåbhåsa) of consciousness: Bhåviveka says that a crystal 
may appear “exactly as it did before” (lit. “with precisely its former nature”) when there is 
no colored object nearby, but consciousness cannot be grasped or objectified (gråhya) in 
the same way. Even when the “aspect of the object” (vijñeyåkåra) is removed, consciousness 
cannot be grasped as an object in its own right. This argument is consistent with a common 
Madhyamaka criticism of the self-reflexive aspect of consciousness: consciousness cannot 
grasp itself, just as a sword cannot cut itself and fire cannot burn itself. Compare, for exam-
ple, Candrak¥rti’s Madhyamakåvatåra 6.72. For a similar argument against “self-cognition” 
in later Madhyamaka literature, see Eckel 1987: 72-75. Compare also MHK 5.93.

  The second argument in the paragraph has to do with the “object-image” (vi∑ayåbhåsa) of 
consciousness. Bhåviveka argues that a crystal only seems colored because a colored object 
has been placed nearby. If consciousness assumes the image of an object, it cannot be due 
simply to the evolution of consciousness itself. Otherwise consciousness would become the 
object, and the object would become consciousness.
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[The mind] does not have a double nature. Why? A crystal appears exactly as it did 
before when no [colored object] is placed nearby. But, while the crystal can be [grasped] 
when there is no [colored object] nearby, consciousness can never be grasped when 
it lacks the form of the object (vijñeyåkåra). And even if consciousness (vijñåna) does 
not experience its own self-image (svåbhåsa), it is unreasonable for it to appear as an 
object-image (vi∑ayåbhåsa) through the influence of the object-form (vijñeyåkåra). In the 
example, it is possible for a crystal to take on the appearance of [a colored object] when 
[the crystal] is next to it and is colored by it. But the crystal does not become the thing 
that is nearby, and the thing that is nearby does not become the crystal. If they did, the 
crystal would be identical to the colored object, and the colored object would be identi-
cal to the crystal. Similarly, consciousness may, in certain conditions, take on the image 
of a nearby object, but there is no way for consciousness to become material form and 
material form to become consciousness. If there were, earth would become conscious 
and consciousness would become as unconscious as earth. This is why it is unreasonable 
for consciousness to have two images like a crystal, because [the example] contradicts 
the claim that [consciousness] is both the subject and the object.

Objection: To produce a result that is consistent with itself, the image of the object 
(vi∑ayåbhåsa) gradually (krameˆa) transfers potential (ßakti) into the continuum of con-
sciousness. Sometimes it remains merely the potential of the form of that [object]. At 
other times, when the potential comes to fruition, consciousness takes on the image 
of the object. It is impossible to say whether consciousness is identical to or different 
from these two—namely, the potential (ßakti) and the image of the object (vi∑ayåbhåsa). 
Consciousness appears as both the potential and the object.

Reply:41

5.22cd  [Consciousness] does not have a double image, because it is not differ-
ent from its potential, just as [it is not different from] the object-image.

Here the position is that consciousness does not have a double image. The reason is 
“because it is not different from its potential (ßakti).” The example is “just as [it is not 

41   In verse 5.22cd, Bhåviveka takes up the idea that the object-image is a “transfer of poten-
tial” (ßaktyarpaˆa). In doing so, he follows the terminology of AP 7b and commentary: 
“Alternatively, it is not a contradiction to say that by a transfer of potential, the object-
image gradually causes a potential to reside in consciousness. [This potential causes] an 
effect to arise in a form that is consistent with [the object-image] itself” (atha vå ßaktyarpaˆåt 
krameˆåpi so ‘rthåvabhåsa˙ svånur¨pakåryotpattaye ßaktiµ vijñånåcåråµ karot¥ty avirodha˙). 
The Sanskrit of this pasage is quoted in Kamalaß¥la’s Tattvasaµgrahapañjikå: vol. 2, p. 710. 
Dignåga goes on to explain in AP 7cd and 8 that the senses are not physical organs but 
potentials to perceive objects: the potential and the object-image are mutually dependent 
and have been so from time immemorial. On the theory of “potential” or “seed” in earlier 
sources, see Jaini 1959: 236-49. See also MHK 5.41-42, and 98 below.
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different from] consciousness itself as object-image.” [The opponent] may say that the 
self-image of consciousness is different [from the object-image], but when it arises, con-
sciousness arises only with the image of the object. This is because the object-form 
(vi∑ayåkåra) appears distinct and because the object-image is not erroneous. When [the 
object-image] ceases, it implants (arpaˆa) a potential in the continuum of consciousness, 
and this [potential] has the ability to generate the object-image of consciousness. When 
this ceases and comes to fruition, [another] object-image of consciousness arises. But no 
potential is implanted to generate the self-image of consciousness. Why imagine that 
the self-image appears as the object-image of consciousness?

Objection: Consciousness has two images, because [these two images] are accom-
panying factors (sahakåra), like material form and its reflection.42 When something 
occurs together with something else, it is its accompanying factor. That is, it occurs 
at the same time. When an accompanying factor occurs, the thing that it accompanies 
also occurs, just as a reflection occurs at the same time as the material form [of which 
it is a reflection]. Here, the self-image (svåbhåsa) [of consciousness] is like the material 
form, and the object-image (vi∑ayåbhåsa) is like the reflection.

Reply:

5.23  [We] do not think that the mind has images of itself and something else 
like a reflection, because its accompanying factor (sahakåra) is an imita-
tion (anukåra).43 Thus [the mind] does not have a double image.

[The mind] may contain an accompanying factor (sahakåra) that is an imitation (anukåra), 

42   The introduction to verse 5.23 states another formal syllogism to support the claim that 
consciousness has two images:

  Consciousness has two images,
  because [these two images] are accompanying factors (sahakåra),
  like material form and its reflection. 

 On the term sahakåra (“accompanying factor”), see the commentary on AP 7cd: “If internal 
form (antarjñeyar¨pa) is the only object (ålambanapratyaya), in what way does the arising 
of visual consciousness depend on the eye? The senses and the potential of the senses are 
accompanying factors (sahakårin). [We] infer from their results that the senses are poten-
tials. They do not, however, evolve from the elements.”

43   The commentary seems to interpret anukåra as “unreal resemblance” or “imitation.” For an 
example of this use of the term, see Våkyapad¥ya 1.6 and 88. It would be more consistent with 
Bhåviveka’s earlier argument about the sequence of moments in the appearance of a crystal, 
however, to interpret anukåra as “subsequent factor,” suggesting that by the time the reflec-
tion arises in a mirror the moment of “material form” that caused it has already ceased. If 
so, a better translation of the verse would be: “[We] do not think that the mind has images 
of itself and something else like a reflection, because the accompanying factor (sahakåra) is 
[actually] a subsequent factor (anukåra).”
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but this does not prove that it has a double image, because a reflection is not a real thing, 
and a cognition of it is erroneous.

Objection: Consciousness definitely has a double image, because it is both a means 
of knowledge (pramåˆa) and a result (phala).44 A means of knowledge is the means by 

44   In the introduction to verse 5.24, the opponent formulates another argument for the double 
image (dvyåbhåsa) of consciousness:

  Consciousness definitely has a double image,
  because it is both a means of knowledge (pramåˆa) and a result (phala).

 This time the argument is based on the distinction between the means of knowledge 
(pramåˆa) and the result (phala). The opponent says that a single act of knowing must have 
two distinguishable images in order to contain both of these components. In verses 5.25-26, 
Bhåviveka gives a different explanation. He argues that an act of knowing ( jñåna) func-
tions as the means of knowledge while it is in the process of arising ( jayamåna) and bearing 
(bibhrat) the image of the object (vi∑ayåbhatå). The cessation (nirv®tti) of this act of knowing 
then constitutes the result.

  The source of the opponent’s argument seems to be Dignåga, although the argument 
does not represent Dignåga’s primary position, and Bhåviveka seems to develop it in ways 
that Dignåga does not anticipate. In PS 1.8cd, Dignåga equates the pramåˆa (means of 
knowledge) with the pramåˆa-phala (result of knowledge): “The means of knowledge is the 
result, because it is understood to include the act [of knowledge] (savyåpåraprat¥tatvåt).” In 
the commentary on this verse, Dignåga says: “Here we do not admit, as the realists do, that 
the result of knowledge (pramåˆaphala) differs from the means of knowledge (pramåˆa).” 
This passage is found in Hattori 1968: 28 and 97. The position presented by Bhåviveka is 
closer to Dignåga’s alternative position in PS 1.9a, but it is not identical: “Or self-cognition 
is here the result” (svasaµvitti˙ phalaµ våtra). The commentary explains: “A cognition arises 
with a double image, the self-image and the object-image. Of these two images, self-cogni-
tion is the result (phala).”

  Here the objector says that the “means of knowledge” is “the self-image of conscious-
ness” (svåbhåsavijñåna). Clearly this does not follow Dignåga’s position in PS 1.9a that self-
cognition (svasaµvitti) is the result of knowledge, but it is based on the same distinction. 

  The objector goes on to say that the “means of knowledge” is “the means by which an 
inference occurs.” This is not the phrase that we would expect. It would be more consis-
tent with the context to say that the “means of knowledge” is the means by which knowl-
edge occurs (anena pram¥yate) rather than the means by which an inference occurs (anena 
anum¥yate). Yamaguchi emends the text by adding the word “perception” (pratyak∑a), to read 
“the means by which perception and inference occur.” It is possible that the text is corrupt. 

  This argument about the means and result of knowledge corresponds to the second of 
three arguments for the doctrine of mind-only in chapter 4 of the MRP (Lindtner 1986b: 
193; 1986c: 248-50). Several sentences in the objection and reply are repeated verbatim. The 
last sentence of the objection (“. . . it cannot be both the means of knowledge and the result”) 
raises a textual question about the relationship between the TJ and the MRP. The text of 
TJ ends the objection with ’thad par dka’o (“it cannot be”). This is omitted in the MRP but 
is essential to the meaning of the objection. The objector is arguing that it is impossible to 
have both pramåˆa and phala if consciousness appears only as “object-aspect” (as Bhåviveka 
has just been arguing in the preceding section of TJ). The MRP does not have the advantage 
of the preceding section of the TJ to make the meaning clear. It is possible that this crucial 
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which an inference occurs, and it is the self-image of consciousness. The result (phala) 
is the knowledge of the object, and it is the object-image. If consciousness only occurs 
as the object-image, it cannot be both the means of knowledge and the result.

[Reply:]

5.24  If [the opponent] thinks that [the mind] has a double image because it 
has a means of knowledge (pramåˆa) and a result (phala), [we] do not 
agree, because they are established another way.

[We] do not agree, because the means and result of knowledge are established another 
way—that is, without a double image. What is the other way to establish the means and 
result of knowledge?

5.25  [We] think that the means of knowledge (pramåˆa) is the cognition that 
knows the object of knowledge (prameya), when [this cognition] is arising 
( jayamåna) and bearing the image of the object.45

At the time when a cognition is in the process of arising, bearing the form (åkåra) 
that is called consciousness as object-image, it causes the cognition of the object-form. 
Therefore, [we] think that the means of knowledge is this cognition while it is arising.

5.26ab  [We] think that the conclusion (nirv®tti) of this [cognition] is the result 
(phala), because [the object] has been seen when this conclusion occurs.

When the cognition has concluded (nirv®tta), the object has been seen, so the conclu-
sion of the cognition is the result.46 Therefore, [we] think that the means of knowledge 

element of the sentence has been omitted by an author who misunderstood the meaning of 
the passage, or it could have been lost in the textual transmission of the MRP itself.

45   The translation of verse 5.25 follows the Tibetan of the verse and commentary. The 
Sanskrit of the verse would be more easily translated: “[We] think that the means of knowl-
edge (pramåˆa) is the object of knowledge (prameya) that is known (pram¥yate) by a cogni-
tion ( jñåna) at the time when [that cognition] arises ( jayamåna) and bears the image of the 
object.” It seems unlikely, however, that Bhåviveka is arguing that the prameya constitutes 
the pramåˆa.

46   The Tibetan translator of verse 5.26ab translates nirv®tti (“conclusion”) in two different 
ways: as skyes pa (the past form of the verb skye ba, to “be born or arise”) and as grub pa (the 
past form of the verb ’grub pa, to “be accomplished, established, or fulfilled”). Bhåviveka 
clearly means that a moment of cognition achieves its result (phala) when that moment of 
cognition has finished and has accomplished its effect.

  In the commentary, the Tibetan translation (shes pa des mngon par grub pa) suggests that 
the result of the cognition is the conclusion (or accomplishment) [of the object] by the cog-
nition rather than the conclusion of the cognition itself. To support the translation offered 
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and the result are both related to the cognition of the object-image, just as an axe, by 
being raised and lowered on a tree, causes an act of cutting and two pieces to be cut.47

5.26cd  This is because [the conclusion of a cognition] is the apprehension as 
such of an inexpressible particular (anirdeßyasvar¨pa).

Perceptual cognition (pratyak∑ajñåna) apprehends only the particular characteristic of 
a thing (vastusvalak∑aˆamåtra) and is free from discrimination (nir¨paˆa) and memory 
(anusmaraˆa).48 Material form and so forth are inexpressible (anirdeßyasvar¨pa) in that 
they cannot be described as being blue and so forth.49 They are apprehended as such, 
that is, they are directly realized (svasaµvedya), without being [expressible]. Therefore, 
because the means of knowledge and the result belong only to a single cognition of an 
object-image (vi∑ayåbhåsa), the reason is unaccepted,50 and there is no reason to think 
that consciousness has a double image.

[The next verse] refutes another of the opponents’ ideas.

5.27  If [the opponents] want to say that external objects (båhyårtha) have the 
nature of mind (cittasvabhåva), because they are objects of cognition, like 
an immediately preceding [condition] (samanantara). . . .51

here, des can be emended to de’i. The commentary on verse 5.26 is quoted in MRP (193-94). 
Variants are not significant.

47   The axe in Bhåviveka’s example corresponds to the means of knowledge (pramåˆa) and the cut 
pieces correspond to the result (phala). According to Hattori (1968: 99), the Nyåya commen-
tator Våtsyåyana defines pramåt®, pramåˆa, prameya, and pramiti in such a way that pramiti 
(the cognition itself) is considered the pramåˆa-phala. Kumårila compares the pramåˆa to 
an axe and the pramåˆa-phala to the cutting (chidå) of a tree. Kumårila argues that this dis-
tinction between means and result is a matter of common knowledge (Ílokavårttika 4.74-75). 
Bhåviveka’s position comes closest to Kumårila’s.

48   On the Sarvåstivåda view of perceptual cognition as free from discrimination (nir¨paˆa) and 
memory (anusmaraˆa), see note 32 on the commentary on verse 5.14cd.

49   Bhåviveka’s explanation of 5.26cd shows some similarity to Dignåga’s definition of per-
ception. According to Dignåga (PS 1.2-3), perception has the particular (svalak∑aˆa) as its 
object, in contrast to inference (anumåna), whose object is the universal (såmånya). He also 
considers perception to be free from conceptual construction (kalpanåpo∂ha). Conceptual 
construction has to do with the real or potential connection of particulars with words (PS 
1.3d). In PS chapter 5, Dignåga says: “The object of the senses (indriyagocara) is a material 
form that is inexpressible (anirdeßya) and directly realized (svasaµvedya).” Dignåga’s com-
mentary does not explain the meaning of svasaµvedya, but it is reasonable to assume that he 
means the particular is understood in and of itself, without reference to any other thing. In 
the commentary that follows verse 5.26cd, Bhåviveka explains the term by relating it to the 
term “inexpressible”: to know something as it is is to know it as inexpressible.

50   When Bhåviveka says that “the reason is unaccepted,” he is referring to the reason (“because 
it has a means of knowledge and a result”) in 5.24.

51   Verse 5.27 takes up another argument for mind-only. This time “external objects” (båhyårtha) 
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Here the subject is external objects. The property to be proved is “have the nature of 
mind.” The reason is “because they are objects of cognition.” The example is “like an 
immediately preceding condition (samanantarapratyaya).” The term “immediately pre-
ceding condition” refers to similar mind and mental phenomena that have just ceased 
and serve as the condition for the arising of mind and mental phenomena that are dif-
ferent from themselves. If [the opponents] say that an external object has the nature of 
mind, because it is an object of cognition, like this [immediately preceding condition], 
which has the nature of mind because it is an object of cognition,

5.28ab  the reason is inconclusive with regard to individual mental phenomena.

First, the fact that an external object is an object of cognition may mean that an exter-
nal object has the nature of mind, like an immediately preceding condition, or it may 
mean that it does not have the nature of mind, like individual mental phenomena, such 
as feeling (vedanå), which do not have the nature of mind. In this respect the reason is 
inconclusive.

Or [the opponents] may think that this [thesis that external objects have the nature 

function as the subject.

  External objects have the nature of mind (cittasvabhåva),
  because they are objects of cognition (vijñånavi∑ayatvena),
  like an immediately preceding [condition] (yathå samanantara˙).

 This is the third of three arguments for mind-only in MRP (Lindtner 1986b: 193). The 
Sanskrit speaks of “external object” in the singular, but the intention is to speak of all exter-
nal objects, not just one. This is more accurately expressed in English by using the plural.

  An “immediately preceding condition” (samanantarapratyaya) is defined in the commen-
tary on Koßa 2.64a as “previous mind and mental phenomena which have already arisen and 
are not separated by other mind and mental phenomena” (samanantarapratyaya˙ p¨rvakåß 
cittacaittå anyair avyavahitå˙). This means that an immediately preceding condition can be 
either the mind itself (citta) or a mental phenomenon (caitta). If it is the mind, the opponent’s 
example is valid. If it is a mental phenomenon, considered individually, as an entity in its 
own right, the example does not hold, since mental phenomena have the nature of mental 
phenomena, not the nature of mind. Bhåviveka makes this point in verse 5.28ab, where 
he says that the example is “inconclusive” (vyabhicårin) with respect to individual mental 
phenomena.

  Following Yamaguchi, Hoornaert explains that this verse should be read in rela-
tion to the argument in verse 5.45-49, where Bhåviveka takes the position that the word 
“mind” (citta) refers to a collection (sam¨ha) of mental phenomena, beginning with feelings 
(vedanådi). Bhåviveka’s position about the nature of mind is identified with the Sautråntikas. 
For a discussion of the sources of this position, see Cox 1988: 42. Here, in verses 5.27-28ab, 
Bhåviveka is arguing that the opponents contradict their own position about the difference 
between mind and mental phenomena, not the position that he holds himself.
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of mind] is established by the traditional statement: “It is like this: the three worlds are 
mind-only.” But this [argument] is unreasonable, because [the opponents] do not fully 
understand the meaning of the tradition. Why?52

5.28cd  Because the traditional teaching of mind-only is meant to deny that 
there is an agent (kart®) and a subject of experience (bhokt®).

Buddhas and Bodhisattvas teach mind-only to deny the agent and subject of experi-
ence that others, namely heretics (t¥rthika), imagine to be different from consciousness. 
[This teaching] is not meant to deny external objects. Why? In the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra 
it says: 

In the sixth Bodhisattva stage, a Bodhisattva thoroughly considers dependent 
origination and thinks: “The mass of suffering arises from the twelve items 
that begin with ignorance, it has no agent or subject of experience, and it 
reproduces itself as the tree of suffering.”

52   In verse 5.28cd and commentary, Bhåviveka gives his own interpretation of the concept 
of “mind-only” in the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra. He argues that the term is not meant to deny 
the existence of external objects, but to deny that there is any “agent” (kart®) or “subject 
of experience” (bhokt®). He makes a similar point in response to the Íråvakas’ objections in 
4.70-73. In strictly logical terms, Bhåviveka’s interpretation of the s¨tra should be read as 
part of his response to the opponent’s syllogism in verse 5.27: “External objects have the 
nature of mind, because. . . .” In the introduction to verse 5.28cd, the opponent argues that 
the quotation from the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra supports the thesis in this syllogism.

  Bhåviveka’s quotations from the Daßabh¨mika S¨tra occur in identical form in the MRP 
(Lindtner 1986b: 192), and in a similar form in Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 64). Apparently 
Bhåviveka is paraphrasing the s¨tra rather than quoting directly, since his quotations do not 
correspond directly to the Sanskrit text of the s¨tra as edited by Rahder and re-edited by 
Vaidya.

  The parts of the quotation can be assembled from Vaidya’s edition (32-33). “A Bodhisattva 
thoroughly considers dependent origination” (prat¥tyasamutpådaµ pratyavek∑ate ‘nulomapra-
tilomam) “and thinks” (tasyaivaµ bhavati): “the mass of suffering reproduces itself as the 
tree of suffering with no agent or subject of experience” (du˙khaskandho du˙khav®k∑o ‘bhi-
nirvartate kårakavedakarahito).” “The three worlds are mind-only” (cittamåtram idaµ yad 
idaµ traidhåtukam). The short form of the quotation is also found in the introduction to 
Vasubandhu’s Viµßatikåv®tti: cittamåtraµ bho jinaputrå yad uta traidhåtukam.

  The most significant difference between this passage and the same passage in the MRP 
is the reference in the MRP to “provisional meaning” (neyårtha), a concept that does not 
play a significant role in the Prajñåprad¥pa or Tarkajvålå. The Bhåviveka who is known to 
us in these texts does not think of the Yogåcåra understanding of mind-only as a position 
to be “interpreted” or “led to” (neya) another meaning: he thinks of it as mud to be avoided 
(as in verse 5.54 below). Compare Madhyamakåvatåra 6.84-87, where Candrak¥rti follows 
Bhåviveka’s interpretation of the Daßabh¨mika but argues that other scriptural passages on 
mind-only should be treated as having “provisional meaning” (neyårtha).
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With this in mind, it says:

O sons of the Conqueror, the three worlds are mind-only. They are created 
by the mind. They are crafted by the mind. There is no agent or subject of 
experience other than the mind.

This quotation does not establish the non-existence of external objects.
[Objection:] But it says in The Perfection of Wisdom:53

O Maitreya, a Bodhisattva should classify material form in three ways: as 
imagined (parikalpita) material form, as conceptualized (vikalpita) material 
form, and as material form that is the Dharma nature (dharmatå). What is 
imagined material form? Imagined material form is the concept (parikalpanå) 
of the identity of material form that is based on the name, idea, designation, 
or conventional term “material form.” This does not really exist. What is 
conceptualized material form? It is what the name, idea, designation, or con-
ventional term “material form” refer to, and it is based on conceptual thought 
(vikalpa). This is real, because the conceptual thought on which it is based is 
real, but it is not self-existent. What is the material form that is the Dharma 
nature (dharmatå)? It is the constant emptiness of imagined material form in 
conceptualized material form, the selflessness of dharmas, the reality-limit 
(bh¨tako†i), and so forth. It does not exist, and it does not not exist, because it 
is empty of conceptualized objects, and because conceptual thought exists.

[Reply:]

5.29  And, if [the opponent] argues that consciousness is empty of conceptual-
ized objects, this does not rule out objects, because there is an object that 
is not conceptualized.54

53   In his quotation from the Perfection of Wisdom S¨tra, Bhåviveka again seems to be paraphras-
ing the text rather than quoting directly. With the exception of the last sentence, the Sanskrit 
of Bhåviveka’s quotation can be pieced together from Iida 1968: 237-38: tr¥bhir maitreya 
åkårair bodhisattvena r¨paprabhedaprajñaptir anugantavyå. yad uta idaµ parikalpitaµ r¨pam, 
idaµ vikalpitaµ r¨pam, idaµ dharmatår¨pam iti. katamat parikalpitaµ r¨pam? r¨pam iti nåma-
saµjñåsaµketaprajñaptivyavahåran nißritya r¨pasvabhåvatayå parikalpanå idaµ parikalpitaµ 
r¨pam. idam adravyam. katamad vikalpitaµ r¨pam? vikalpaprat¥tya abhilåpanatå tatra idaµ 
nåma-saµjñåsaµketaprajñaptivyavahåro r¨pam iti idaµ vikalpitaµ r¨pam. . . . idaµ vikalpitaµ 
sadravyaµ na tu svatantrav®ttitaµ. katamad dharmatår¨pam? yat tena parikalpitar¨pena tasya 
vikalpitar¨pasya nityaµ ni˙svabhåvatå dharmanairåtmyaµ bh¨tako†ir idaµ dharmatår¨pam. tan 
naiva adravyaµ na sadravyam. . . .

54   Hoornaert questions whether Bhåviveka would actually accept the reason in verse 5.29 
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Consciousness may be empty of objects that are conceptualized (vikalpitårtha), but the 
material form that is the Dharma nature and is directly perceived by the Tathågata exists. 
Therefore, there is an object that is not conceptualized, an object that is not expressed in 
words. If this object exists, consciousness cannot be completely empty of objects.

Furthermore,

5.30ab  It it is uncertain whether dream-consciousness has [an object] that is 
not conceptualized.

When [the opponent argues that] “The three realms are mind-only, because [con-
sciousness] is empty of objects such as material form, like dream-consciousness and so 
forth,” the reason is inconclusive.55 Even in a dream there may be part of the cognition 

(“because there is an object that is not conceptualized”) and suggests that the reason should 
be identified only as the opponent’s position. Bhåviveka is certainly using terminology 
drawn from the opponent’s interpretation of the “Maitreya Chapter,” but there is no reason 
to think that Bhåviveka intends this to affirm the ultimate existence of objects. As he indi-
cates in his commentary on verse 5.15, he accepts the cognition of material form conven-
tionally. Even the ultimate (paramårtha) can be understood as an object conventionally.

  lCang skya Rol pa’i rdo rje seems to have understood the point correctly when he said: 
“The meaning of this scriptural passage is to prove that cognition has the image of empti-
ness as an improperly reified (= Skt. samåropita) object, not to prove that cognition has the 
image of no object. Thus there exists an object that has the form that is the nature of things 
and is directly known by the Tathågata. Therefore, since it is not a negation of objects that 
are not improperly reified, omniscient consciousness is not empty of objects different from 
itself. To explain this, [Bhåviveka] says: [in verse 5.29] ‘And, if [the opponent] argues that 
consciousness is empty of conceptualized objects, this does not rule out objects, because 
there is an object that is not conceptualized.’”

  lCang-skya explains: “I do not think that this passage means that the object just 
described, namely the material form that is the nature of things and is directly known by 
the Tathågata, truly exists (Tib. bden par yod) and exists as an entity that is not improperly 
reified. For this teacher accepts external objects, but does not accept true objects. The state-
ment in the commentary that ‘the form that is the Dharma nature exists’ asserts that there 
is an object that is different from cognition. It does not assert that the Dharma nature is 
an external object or accept that it truly [exists]. And the statement in the commentary, ‘an 
object exists that is not expressed in words,’ means that there is an object whose nature is 
improperly reified. It should not be taken to refer to an inexpressible entity as held by the 
idealists.” This explanation is found in lCang skya Rol pa’i rdo rje 1970: 341-42. The text is 
translated in Lopez 1987: 313. The translation given here is my own.

55   The logical function of verse 5.29 becomes clear when Bhåviveka gives the opponent’s syl-
logism in the commentary on verse 5.30ab.

  The three worlds are mind-only,
  because consciousness is empty of objects (artha) such as form,
  like dream-consciousness and so forth.

 This syllogism restates the thesis in verse 5.27 (“external objects have the nature of mind”), 
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that is not conceptualized. Thus [the example] “like dream-consciousness and so forth” 
can mean either that consciousness is empty of an object that is conceptualized, such 
as the “person” (pudgala), or that it is not empty of an object that is not conceptualized, 
namely, the object whose part is cognized.

5.30cd  If [the opponent] thinks that [dream-consciousness] has no object, this 
is not [true] because the example is not accepted.

 
[The opponent] cites dream [-consciousness] as the example for [the argument that 
the three realms are mind-only] “because [consciousness] is empty of conceptualized 
objects.” But this [example] only rules out conceptualized objects; it does not rule out 
the remaining objects that are not conceptualized. Thus [the example] does not prove 
mind-only. It is wrong to think that [dream-consciousness] has no object (ålambana), 
because [we] accept that the example has partial possession of [the property] to be 
inferred. Dream-consciousness does have an object (ålambana), because it grasps as an 
object (artha) the material form that is the Dharma nature. In other words, a dream 
cannot function as an accurate example to show the unreality [of objects].
 Objection:56

with a new reason, based on the quotation from the “Maitreya Chapter”: “because con-
sciousness is empty of conceptualized objects (vikalpitårtha).” Bhåviveka responds to this 
new syllogism by attacking the example (“like dream-consciousness”). He says that some 
dream objects may be unreal, but some are not. (On Bhåviveka’s understanding of the 
origin of dream-objects, see the commentary on verse 5.19.) This means that the reason is 
inconclusive.

  The opponent’s syllogism corresponds to the first of three arguments in favor of mind-
only in the MRP. It is not clear why the author of the MRP moved this argument to the 
top of the list. Since verses 5.18-19 discussed the example of dreams, it is possible that the 
author of the MRP wanted to group all the arguments about dream-consciousness together 
to expand the point in 5.18-19.

56   In verse 5.31 Bhåviveka turns to a discussion of Yogåcåra arguments against the existence 
of external objects. The objector begins with a prasa∫ga (reductio ad absurdum): If there 
were objects (vi∑aya) of cognition, they would have to be either single atoms or collections 
(sam¨ha) of atoms, and neither option is acceptable. The objector then goes on in verses 
5.32-33 to formulate separate syllogisms in support of these two assertions.

  The material form of a single atom is not the object of a cognition of form,
  because it does not have the appearance of that [object] (atadåbhatayå),
  like the material form of the eye.
  
  The form of many atoms is not the object of the mind,
  Because it is not a real thing (adravyatvåt),
  like a double moon (dvicandravat).

 These arguments can be understood as a further defence of the reason in the syllogism in 
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5.31  If there is an object (vi∑aya) of cognition (dh¥), it is either a single [atom] 
or a collection (sam¨ha), but when these are examined rationally, neither 
is reasonable.

verses 5.29-30:

  The three worlds are mind-only,
  because consciousness is empty of objects (artha) such as form,
  like dream-consciousness and so forth.

 Bhåviveka has attacked the example by saying that dream-consciousness is based in part 
on real objects. The opponent responds by saying that if consciousness were not empty of 
objects (or if it actually had real objects), this would lead to unacceptable consequences. 
Bhåviveka starts by attacking the Yogåcåra syllogisms in verses 5.32-33, then he gives his 
own account of the existence of external objects.

  The Yogåcåra arguments in 5.32-33 have roots in Viµßatikå 11: “Why should it be 
understood that the Blessed One’s teaching about the existence (astitva) of external objects 
(r¨pådyåyatana) was delivered with a hidden meaning (abhipråya) and was intended to mean 
that the particular objects (vi∑aya) of ideas of material form do not exist? [Verse 11:] ‘The 
object is not a single thing, it is not many atoms, and it is not a collection (saµhata), because 
no atom can be established.’ What does this mean? The external object (r¨pådyåyatana) 
that serves as the particular object of ideas of form might be a single thing, like the form 
of a composite whole (avayavin) as imagined by the Vaiße∑ikas, it might be many atoms, 
or it might be a collection of atoms. In the first case, a single thing cannot be the object 
(vi∑aya), because the form of the whole is not grasped as different from the parts. It cannot 
be many [atoms], because the atoms are not grasped individually. And a collection cannot be 
an object, because no atom can be individually established.”

  A more immediate source for the arguments in verses 5.32-33 can be found in the open-
ing verses of Dignåga’s AP: “Those who think that the object (ålambana) of sense cogni-
tion is an external object (båhyårtha) think either that it is an atom, because that [atom] 
is the cause [of the cognition], or that it is a collection [of atoms], because the cognition 
has the appearance of that [collection]. Of these [two options], first, [verse 1]: ‘If an atom 
(gråhyåµßa) were the cause of a sense cognition, it could not be its object (vi∑aya), because 
it does not have the appearance of that [object], like the eye (ak∑avat). An object (vi∑aya) is 
defined as [the thing] whose actual identity (Tib. rang gi ngo bo nyid / Skt. svar¨pa) is grasped 
by a cognition, when [a cognition] arises with the aspect (åkåra) of that [thing]. Atoms may 
be the cause of that [cognition], but they do not have the appearance of these [objects], like 
the sense organs. Therefore, atoms are not the object (ålambana). A cognition may have the 
appearance of a collection (’dus pa), but [verse 2a]: ‘[The object] that appears as that [collec-
tion] must be something else [other than a collection].’ An object (artha) can be considered 
an object (ålambana) if it produces the appearance (åbhåsåkåra) of itself and is the condition 
(pratyaya) for the production of that [appearance]. But a collection does not function in this 
way, [verse 2b:], ‘because it is not a real thing, like a double moon.’ A person whose senses 
are damaged may see a double moon. But, while there may be the appearance (åbhåsa) of this 
[double moon], it is not the object (vi∑aya). A collection is not an object (ålambana), because it 
is not a real thing; that is, it is an illusion (måyå). [Verse 2cd:] ‘Thus neither kind of external 
object can be an object (vi∑aya) of the mind.’ Because something is missing [in both cases], 
no external object (artha), whether it is called an atom or a collection (tshogs pa), can be an 
object (ålambana).”
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The opponents say: Those who say that an external object (båhyårtha) exists can con-
ceive of an object (vi∑aya) of cognition in two ways. They can think that a single atom 
(paramåˆu) is the object (vi∑aya) or that a collection (sam¨ha) of atoms is the object 
(vi∑aya). Neither [option] is reasonable or satisfactory, because both lead to contradic-
tion when they are examined rationally. Why? To explain, [the opponents] say:

5.32  Of these [two options], the material form of a single atom is not the object 
(gocara) of a cognition of material form, because it does not have the appear-
ance of that [object], just as the material form of the eye is not the object.

Here, an atom (aˆu) is the most subtle unit of material form. The word “single” means 
“alone.” The material form of a single atom is the subject. “Not the object of a cogni-
tion of material form” is its property. The combination of the subject and the property 
is the thesis. “Because it does not have the appearance of that [object]” is the reason. 
This reason is explained as follows: “the appearance of that” means “the appearance of 
the object (vi∑ayasvar¨pa).” To say that [an atom] does not have that appearance means 
that it does not appear in a cognition of that [object]. In other words, it is not the object. 
“Just as the material form of the eye is not the object” is the example. The word “eye” 
refers to the five senses. [The sense organs] are objects and have subtle color and shape, 
but they do not appear as that [object]. Thus an atom is not the object of a cognition of 
material form, just as [sense organs] are not objects of a cognition of material form.

5.33  Similarly, [the opponents] think that the material form of many atoms 
is not the object (gocara) of the mind (citta), because it is not a real thing 
(adravyatvåt), like a double moon.

[The opponents] think that the material form of many atoms, or a collection (sam¨ha) 
[of atoms], is not the object of the mind. Why? Because it is not a real thing (adravya-
tvåt). This is because only the material form of a single atom is considered a real thing, 
and collections, like an army or a forest, are not real things. They may appear to be the 
objects of the mind, but they are not. They are like the double moon that is mistakenly 
perceived by someone who suffers from an eye disease.

Reply:57

57   In verses 5.34-38, Bhåviveka argues that the object of perceptual cognition is a “combina-
tion” (Skt. saµcita / Tib. bsags pa) of atoms rather than a “collection” (Skt. sam¨ha / Tib. 
’dus pa). (The Tibetan ’dus pa can also translate the Sanskrit saµhata, as in Triµßikå 11, and 
saµghåta.) Bhåviveka explains this distinction in the commentary on verse 5.38: “What is 
the difference between a combination (saµcita) and a collection (sam¨ha)? Homogeneous 
[sajåt¥ya, lit. in the same continuum] atoms that are located in the same place are called a 
combination. A collection is a collection of such things as elephants and horses or haridru 
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and khadira trees that are referred to by the terms ‘army’ or ‘forest.’ They are not in the same 
continuum and are [located] in different places.”

  Bhåviveka’s distinction between a combination and a collection is similar to a position 
attributed to the Vaibhå∑ika author Sa∫ghabhadra (4th-5th centuries). Collett Cox (1988: 
74) explains that Sa∫ghabhadra responded to criticism from the Sautråntika author Ír¥låta 
(330-410) by arguing that atoms form a combination (saµcita) rather than a collection 
(saµghåta), and that this combination makes direct perception possible. For an account of 
this Vaibhå∑ika position, see the commentary on Koßa 1.10cd: “Sometimes a visual cogni-
tion of that [form] is caused by a single substance (dravya), when it is limited to that form 
(prakåra). Sometimes it is caused by many [substances], when it is not limited, as, for exam-
ple, when one sees, from a distance, a multicolored army (senåvy¨ha) or a heap (sam¨ha) 
of jewels. The same is true of auditory cognitions and so forth. . . . Objection: In that 
case, the object (vi∑aya) of the five kinds of sense cognition is a whole (såmånya), because 
the object (ålambana) is a composition (samasta), and the object (vi∑aya) is not a particular 
(svalak∑aˆa). [Reply:] This is wrong, because [we] think that [sense cognitions] have par-
ticulars (svalak∑aˆa) as their objects (vi∑aya) in the sense that the particulars are cognizable 
supports (åyatana) rather than substances (dravya).”

  The distinction between a combination and a collection appears in the commentary on 
Koßa 1.35d: “Which dhåtus are combined (saµcita) and which are not combined? The ten 
that have material form are combined. The dhåtus that consist of the five senses and their 
five objects (vi∑aya) are combined. The rest are not combined, because they are collections 
(saµghåta) of atoms.”

  Bhåviveka’s position can be traced elsewhere in Buddhist philosophy, as, for example, in 
Hattori’s discussion (1968: 119) of PS 2: “Thus, when the atoms, which are represented in 
a cognition, are homogeneous ones, there appears in the cognition as the totality of their 
representations the form of an object, as in the case of the ‘cognition of blue.’ But when 
the collection of heterogeneous atoms is taken to be the object, the form that appears in 
a cognition is not the sum total of representations of atoms but is the product of kalpanå: 
as, for instance, the ‘cognition of a jar.’” According to Hattori, this view is discussed in the 
Dvådaßåra-Nayacakra of Mallavådin and is ascribed to Vågbha†a and Íubhagupta. Matilal 
(1986: 368) points out that Íubhagupta’s position is discussed in Tattvasaµgraha 1971-78: 
“When there is a succession of similar moments, there is the illusion of continuity, so also, 
when one grasps [atoms] that are homogeneous (sajåt¥ya) and not separated [in space], there 
is the illusion of a gross form (sth¨la).”

  Sthiramati (510-70) discusses and rejects the distinction between a combination and 
a collection in his commentary on Triµßikå 1: “Why do [we] think that consciousness 
(vijñåna) arises with an object-form (arthåkåra) without any external object (båhyårtha)? An 
external object (båhyårtha) can be considered the ålambana-pratyaya of consciousness if it 
produces a cognition of its own appearance (svåbhåsavijñånajanakatvena), not if it is merely 
a cause, because that would lead to the conclusion (read prasa∫ga rather than aprasa∫ga) that 
any individual samanantara-pratyaya [is an ålambana]. [Some say that] the five kinds of sense 
cognition have combinations as their objects, because they have the form of that [combi-
nation]. But a combination (saµcita) is nothing more than a collection (saµhati) of parts, 
because there is no cognition of the form of the combination (saµcitåkåra) apart from the 
whole (tadavayavån apohya). Therefore, cognition arises with the aspect of a combination 
(saµcitåkåra), without any external object (båhyårtha). And combined (saµcita) atoms are not 
the object (ålambana) of that [cognition], because these atoms do not have the form of that 
[object] (atadåkåratvåt). For atoms that are in a combined state (saµcitåvasthåyåm) have no 
additional factor (åtmåtißaya) other than what they have when they are in an uncombined 
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5.34  If the opponent argues that the material form of uncombined [atoms] is 
not an object of the mind, he proves something that we already accept.

If the opponents argue that the material form of uncombined or single atoms is not an 
object of the mind, we agree and the opponents’ position proves something that we 
already accept.

 5.35 If [the opponents are arguing about] the material form of a combination 
(saµcita), [we] do not accept the reason, because a cognition arises with 
the appearance of that [combination] when [atoms] are combined with 
the material forms of others.58

state. Someone else thinks: individual atoms are not perceptible (at¥ndriya) if they are not 
connected with others (anyanirapek∑ya), but many [atoms] that are connected to one another 
(parasparåpek∑yå) are perceptible (indriyagråhya). But these [individual atoms] have no addi-
tional factor when they are connected, other than what they have when they are uncon-
nected, so they either are perceptible individually or they are not perceptible at all. If atoms 
are the object (vi∑aya) of cognition when they are connected to one another (parasparåpek∑a), 
there can be no distinction between the cognitions of a pot and a wall (ku∂ya), because atoms 
do not have the form (atadåkåratvåt) of that [pot or wall]. And a cognition with one image 
(anyåbhåsa) cannot have an object (vi∑aya) that has another form (anyåkåra), because that 
would lead to an unacceptable conclusion (atiprasa∫gåt).”

   Dharmak¥rti takes up the point in Pramåˆavårttika 2.194-96: “[Objection:] If [the 
object of the senses] is a combination (saµcita) or a collection (samudåya), it must be a whole 
(såmånya), and a sense cognition of it must be a cognition of a whole (såmånyabuddhi) and 
must be accompanied by a concept. [Reply:] The atoms that arise from connections with 
other atoms are called combinations (saµcita) and also are the cause (nimitta) of the arising 
of cognition. The particular characteristics (viße∑a) of these atoms do not exist without the 
other atoms. Since the cognition is not limited to a single [atom], it is said to have a whole as 
its object (såmånyagocara).”

58   In 5.35, Bhåviveka states his own position about the existence of external objects: from the 
relative point of view (saµv®tyå), a combination (saµcita) of homogeneous (sajåt¥ya) atoms 
functions as the object (vi∑aya) of cognition.

  In the commentary on 5.35, when Bhåviveka says “[we] think that atoms are real (dravya) 
as collections (Skt. saµghåta / Tib. ’dus pa) of eight things (a∑†adravyaka),” he is echo-
ing a position reported in Koßa 2.22ab: “An atom (paramåˆu) is composed of eight things 
(a∑†adravyaka). [Comm.] Here ‘atom’ means the most subtle collection (saµghåta) of material 
form.” The eight things are the four gross elements (mahåbh¨ta), plus material form, smell, 
taste, and tangibility. Bhåviveka does not attempt to change the term saµghåta (“collec-
tion”) to conform to his use of the term saµcita (“combination”). Perhaps he intends to con-
clude this stage in his argument by saying that a pot, which he earlier called a combination 
(saµcita), finally is nothing more than a collection (saµghåta). It seems more likely, however, 
that he is simply following the inconsistent usage of his own sources.

  The term “homogeneous” (Tib. rigs mthun pa / Skt tulyajåt¥ya) in the commentary on 
5.35 is used in 5.62 to mean “of the same genus or type.” On this use of the term jåti, see 
PS 1.3d (nåmajåtyådiyojanå), PS 5.2ff., and Våkyapad¥ya, ch. 3 ( jåtisamuddeßa). The Nyåya 
tradition developed a distinction between two types of “universal” (såmånya): the jåti and 
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If [the opponent] takes the material form of a combination of homogeneous (tulyajåt¥ya) 
atoms as the subject, and gives “not a real thing (adravyatva)” as the reason, one of us 
does not accept (anyataråsiddha) the reason. Why? [We] accept that [a combination of 
homogeneous atoms] is the object (vi∑aya) when [atoms] are combined or associated with 
the material forms of other, homogeneous atoms. A cognition arises with the appear-
ance (åbhåsa) of that [combination], that is, with the form (åkåra) of a combination of 
atoms. We think that a combination of similar atoms, such as a pot, is real (dravya) in 
a relative sense (såµv®ta). This also is true of atoms themselves, because [we] think 
that atoms are real (dravya) as collections (Skt. saµghåta / Tib. ’dus pa) of eight things 
(a∑†adravyaka). Pots and so forth are real in a similar way, even though they are collec-
tions. [We] do not accept that [atoms] are real by themselves.

5.36  [We] think that this [combination] is the object (ålambana), because it 
causes a cognition that has the image of that [combination], like [an ob-
ject of] passion. Therefore, the thesis is refuted by inference.59

[We] think that the material form of a combination of homogeneous atoms is the object 
(ålambana). Why? A combination of atoms is the cause of a cognition that has the appear-
ance of that combination. If it causes the cognition of the appearance of [the object], 
this combination is the object (ålambana). For example, desire is defined as desire for an 
object (vi∑aya), and this desire is directed toward an object (ålambana), such as a woman, 
that is a combination of [aggregates] such as material form. Therefore, your thesis, 

the upådhi. Matilal calls the jåti a “real universal” and the upådhi a “nominal universal.” 
He explains that the word jåti comes close to the meaning of “natural kind” (Matilal 1986: 
402). 

59   Verse 5.36 applies Bhåviveka’s position about external objects to the concept of the ålambana 
(“object”). According to Dignåga the object (ålambana) has to fulfill two conditions: it has 
to be the cause of a cognition, and it has to possess the same form (åkåra) that appears in 
the cognition. Here Bhåviveka focuses on the first of these two conditions and says that 
his “combination” is capable of causing a cognition. Compare Dignåga’s commentary on 
AP 1: “[An object] (vi∑aya) is defined as [the thing] whose actual identity (Tib. rang gi ngo 
bo nyid / Skt. svar¨pa) a cognition grasps, if [the cognition] arises with the form (åkåra) of 
that [thing].” Compare also Sthiramati’s commentary on Triµßikå 1: “An external object 
(båhyårtha) is considered the ålambana-pratyaya of consciousness if it produces a cognition 
of its own image (svåbhåsavijñånajanakatvena).” Both sources are discussed at more length in 
the note on verse 5.31.

  Bhåviveka concludes his discussion of external objects in verse 5.36 with a reference to 
tradition (ågama): “The location and objects of the five forms of consciousness are combina-
tions.” Dignåga quotes a similar line in the commentary on PS 1.4cd, as does Sthiramati in 
the commentary on Triµßikå 1: “the five kinds of sense cognition have combinations as their 
objects” (saµcitålambanå˙ pañcavijñånakåyå˙). In the Prajñåprad¥pa, Bhåviveka quotes Koßa 
1.35d (saµcitå daßa r¨pina˙) to make the same point (Eckel 1985: 66). The word “location” 
(åßraya) in this quotation refers to the five sense organs, as in Koßa 1.9cd.
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“The form of a combination is not the object (ålambana),” is contradicted by inference. 
It also is contradicted by the traditional (ågama) statement, “The location and objects of 
the five forms of consciousness are combinations.”

Objection: A cognition arises without an object, because it arises from the seeds 
(b¥ja) of the appearance of consciousness itself (svåbhåsavijñåna), like mental cognition.

Reply:

5.37  If [you] argue that cognition has no object (ålambana) because it arises 
from its own seeds, like mental cognition, then surely your [cognition] 
must have an object, because [mental cognition] has a non-conceptual 
[object].60

Even in mental cognition, there is a part that has the appearance (åbhåsa) of the non-
conceptual object (artha) of [the cognition] itself, so your cognition must have an object 
(ålambana).

 Furthermore,

5.38  Or the inference that [cognition] has no object excludes the possibility 
that it can be a cognition. [And we] do not maintain the thesis that a col-
lection (sam¨ha) [is the object of cognition], so denying this [thesis] does 
not refute [us].61

60   Verse 5.37 returns to the argument that began with the syllogism in 5.29:

  The three worlds are mind-only,
  because consciousness is empty of objects such as material form,
  like dream-consciousness and so forth.

 Previous analysis of this syllogism focused on the reason: “consciousness is empty of 
objects.” In verses 5.31-36, the Yogåcåra objector defended this reason by using a prasa∫ga: 
“If consciousness were not empty of objects, then. . . .” Here the objector states an indepen-
dent syllogism in support of the same point:

  A cognition arises without any object,
  because it arises from the seeds of the appearance of consciousness itself,
  like mental cognition.
 
 Dignåga treats the object of cognition as a manifestation of the mind in AP 6, as discussed 

in the notes on verse 5.20 above. On the seeds of consciousness, see the notes on verse 5.41. 
To say that “the thesis fails, because it contradicts the nature of the subject” can be taken as 
a “contradiction in terms” (svavacanaviruddha).

61   The second half of verse 5.38 restates Bhåviveka’s response to the Yogåcåra prasa∫ga in verses 
5.31-36, using terminology that refers directly to the arguments in AP 1-2 and Triµßikå 1 
(discussed in the notes on verse 5.31). This shows that Bhåviveka considered the syllogism in 
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If a cognition is defined as something that cognizes an object (ålambana), then the 
inference that [a cognition] has no object rules out the possibility that this cognition 
is a cognition, because it proves that what you considered to be a cognition is not a 
cognition. Therefore, [your] thesis fails, because it contradicts the nature of the subject 
(dharmin).

You may say that a collection (sam¨ha) is not an object (ålambana), but we do not 
hold the thesis that a collection is an object. What kind of thesis do we hold? Our thesis 
is that a combination (saµcita) of atoms is an object. So, when you deny that a collec-
tion is an object, this does not harm us. What is the difference between a combination 
(saµcita) and a collection (sam¨ha)? Homogeneous [sajåt¥ya, lit. in the same continuum] 
atoms that are located in the same place are called a combination. A collection is a 
collection of such things as elephants and horses or haridru and khadira trees that are 
referred to by the terms “army” or “forest.” They are not in the same continuum and 
are located in different places.

[Objection:] In the treatise [entitled] The Investigation of the Object (Ólambanapar¥k∑å), 
I [Dignåga] have firmly established the following position:62

5.39abc  Even without external objects, the potential (ßakti) and the material 
form of the object (vi∑aya) cause each other,

the introduction to verse 5.37 to be an extension of the argument in 5.31-36. It also indicates 
that verse 5.38 marks the conclusion of the argument that began in verse 5.29.

62   In verse 5.39, Bhåviveka takes a Yogåcåra thesis like the one discussed in verses 5.37-38 
(“cognition arises without any object”) and makes it the subject of a prasa∫ga: If conscious-
ness evolves without external objects and has done so from time immemorial, how can there 
be any way for a yogin to develop supermundane (alaukika), non-conceptual (nirvikalpa) 
knowledge?

  The thesis comes from Dignåga and is found in AP 8bcd: “Thus the object and the 
potential cause each other and continue from time immemorial” (de ltar yul gyi ngo bo dang / 
nus pa phan tshan rgyu can dang / thog ma med dus ’jug pa yin). Bhåviveka includes the content 
of AP 8bc in his own verse and adds 8d (“they continue from time immemorial”) in the 
commentary.

  This verse could be interpreted as the final salvo in Bhåviveka’s attack on the argument 
that began in verse 5.29. The commentary on this verse suggests, however, that he is begin-
ning a new discussion of mind-only as a “means of entering” (praveßopåya) non-conceptuality. 
The terminology comes from Vasubandhu’s introduction to MAV 1.6 (“From apprehension 
comes no-apprehension”). Vasubandhu explains that this verse is meant to give “the means 
of entering the definition [of reality] as an absence” (asallak∑aˆånupraveßopåya). Similar ter-
minology is found in AM 135.

  Bhåviveka quoted MAV 1.6 in verse 5.4 and used it to introduce his argument against 
the concept of mind-only in verse 5.17. Up to this point, Bhåviveka has concentrated on the 
question of external objects. Here he asks whether it is possible for the doctrine of mind-
only to function as the Yogåcåra says it does, to free a person from conceptual thought and 
bring about liberation.
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and “they continue from time immemorial.”
[Reply:] The fourth part of the verse says:

5.39d  Then what do you think causes their cessation?

This point should be analyzed in the following way: If external objects (båhyårtha) exist, 
it is reasonable for there to be supermundane (alaukika) non-conceptual (nirvikalpa) 
insight ( jñåna) when a yogin who seeks to purify consciousness of the image of objects 
(vi∑aya) understands that objects are empty and brings both the subject and the object 
to an end. But if you say that there are no such objects, how can [a yogin] bring [the sub-
ject and the object] to an end by entering (praveßa) the absence of external objects and 
then [entering] the absence of subject and the object? There is no way for there to be 
supermundane, non-conceptual [insight]. If [you] say that objects (vi∑aya) do not exist, 
there is no way (upåya) for there to be a path of supermundane [insight]. If consciousness 
consists of potentials and the forms of objects (vi∑ayasvar¨pa) and continues from time 
immemorial, explain how it can ever come to an end.
 If you think:

5.40ab  Non-conceptual cognition should not be abandoned, because it is noble 
and because it is free from concepts.

[You] may think: The concepts of subject and object that cause the activity of saµsåra 
should be abandoned, but non-conceptual thought itself should not be abandoned, 
because it is noble and because it is free from concepts. That is, [non-conceptual 
thought] arises and does not cease.

Reply:

5.40cd  As long as [consciousness] arises and the seeds63 of [consciousness] are 
not destroyed, how can there there be any liberation?

If [you] think that saµsåra is due to the activity of the seeds of consciousness, and if 
[you] also think that liberation comes from the destruction of [the seeds of conscious-
ness], how can there be any liberation as long as consciousness arises, whether it has 
concepts or not. If you say that there is only the mind, you can have no liberation.
 [You] may think that when conceptual thought arises, there is bondage, and when 
non-conceptual thought arises, there is liberation. Why? For the following reason:

5.41  The image of the world (vißvåbhåsa) is born when an idea (saµjñå) be-

63   On the “seeds” (b¥ja) of consciousness, see the note on verse 5.41.
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comes active in a dualistic way, because that [idea], which has the image 
of the world, arises along with [the self-image of consciousness] from its 
own seeds.64

The image (åbhåsa) whose form (åkåra) is the world (vißva), or objects (vi∑aya) such as 
material form, is born when there is consciousness (vijñåna) of the duality of subject 
and object. What is the image of the world that has this form? It is the transformation 
(pariˆåma) of consciousness into the object-form (vi∑ayåkåra). This arises along with 
the self-image (svåbhåsa) of consciousness, from its own seeds—that is, from the image 
(åbhåsa) or form (åkåra) of the object (vi∑aya).

5.42ab  This [world] is dissolved (laya) through a transfer (arpaˆa) of potential-
ity (ßakti) with respect to itself and with respect to the other.65

This [verse] should be interpreted as follows: When the active consciousnesses 
(prav®ttivijñåna) cease or are dissolved, they enter the root consciousness (m¨lavijñåna), 
where they continue through a transfer of their own potentiality (svaßaktyarpaˆa).  This 
[world] is dissolved when it ceases with respect to itself—that is, with respect to the cog-
nition of the subjective part (svåµßa) [of consciousness]—and with respect to the other—
that is, with respect to consciousness that has the image of the object (vi∑ayåbhåsa).

[Reply:] This may be true on a naive level, but there is a problem.

64   The process described in this verse closely parallels Viµßatikå 9: “The Sage said that, when a 
vijñapti becomes active (pravartate) with a particular appearance (åbhåså) from one of its own 
particular seeds (svab¥ja), then they are two of its sense media (dvividhåyatanatvena).” The 
commentary explains: “When a vijñapti has the appearance of material form, it arises from 
its own seed (svab¥ja), after [the seed] has undergone a specific transformation. The Blessed 
One said that the seed is the eye-medium (cak∑uråyatana) and the appearance [as form] is the 
form-medium (r¨påyatana) of that vijñapti.”

  If we follow the structure of Viµßatikå 9, saµjñå (“idea”) is parallel to vijñapti and func-
tions as the logical subject of the verse. “World-appearance” (vißvåbhåsa) is parallel to 
“material-form-appearance” (r¨papratibhåsa) in the commentary on Viµßatikå 9. The trans-
lation then reads: “The world-image of an idea is born when [the idea] is active dualistically, 
because that [idea], which has the image of the world, arises as that from its own seeds.” The 
only remaining challenge is to identify the meaning of “that.” This problem is solved by the 
commentary, which explains that “that” is “the self-image (svåbhåsa) of consciousness.” 

  As the commentary on the next verse makes clear, the word “world” (vißva) is treated 
as a synonym of the five forms of active consciousness (prav®ttivijñåna). On this usage, see 
AM 46 and 48: “From what does the world (vißva) arise, and into what is it dissolved? [It 
arises] from its trace-seeds (våsanåb¥ja) located in the store-consciousness. . . . The world 
is known as the active forms of consciousness. Although it is not different from the store-
consciousness, it is dissolved into that [store-consciousness] again.”

65   The subject of verse 5.42 is the “world” (vißva) mentioned in 5.41. On the “transfer of poten-
tiality” (ßaktyarpaˆa), see AP 7b, as discussed in the commentary and notes on verse 5.22.
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5.42cd   Surely the word “consciousness” represents nothing more than a self.66

Those who hold the doctrine of a self also think that all potentialities are accumulated 
in a single self that gives rise to the world. You use the term “consciousness” decep-
tively67 to represent nothing more than a self, so you give up the doctrine of no-self.

Furthermore, your concept of liberation is no different from saµsåra. Why? A 
yogin who holds a doctrine of mind-only thinks of the mind in saµsåra and liberation 
in the following way:

5.43  When someone understands that a dualistic, illusory, fragmented, dis-
turbed, and selfless [mind] is non-dualistic, imperishable, true, immortal, 
and the ultimate state,

5.44 then [subject and object] are equally absent and concepts cease. There-
fore, liberation (mukti) is not different [from saµsåra], when it is under-
stood by non-conceptual cognition.

“Dualistic” refers to [a mind that] stands in the duality of subject and object. This 
[mind] is understood as illusory, fragmented, disturbed, and selfless. It is “illusory” in 
the sense that it is generated by false conceptuality. It is “fragmented” in the sense that 
it is subject to decline. It is “disturbed” in the sense that it is affected by the process of 
arising, ceasing, and so forth. It is “selfless” because the self that is imagined by heretics 
(t¥rthika) does not exist and because it is empty (ni˙svabhåva). “Non-dualistic” refers to a 
non-dualistic mind (citta) that stands in its own true nature, when cognitions of material 
form and so forth no longer appear as external to the mind. This [non-dualistic mind] 
is understood as imperishable, true, immortal, and the ultimate state. “Imperishable” 
means that it is not subject to decline. “True” means that it is not false. “Immortal” 
means that it is free from birth, death, and so forth. “The ultimate state” means that it 
is the final resting place. To “understand” is to understand dualistic and non-dualistic 
[mind] in this way.

“Then [subject and object] are equally absent” means that, from a non-dualistic 
point of view, subject and object are just as absent in the state of saµsåra as they are 
in the state of liberation. When it says “concepts cease,” it means that concepts cease 

66   Bhåviveka mentions the similarity betwen the Yogåcåra position and the doctrine of a self 
(åtmavåda) in his discussion of dependent identity in the Prajñåprad¥pa (Eckel 1985: 57-58). 
See also verse 5.50.

67   The word “deceptively” translates the Tibetan rgyu thabs kyis. In Prasannapadå 246.6-11, 
where the opponent accuses the Mådhyamika of giving a deceptive explanation of the 
Buddha’s teaching, rgyu thabs kyis is used to translate vyåjena (“deceptively”). Perhaps rgyu 
thabs was sgyu thabs at an earlier stage in the transmission of the text.
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because duality is equally absent. Someone who “understands by non-conceptual cog-
nition” is a yogin who understands absolute identity (parini∑pannasvabhåva) perceptually 
(pratyak∑ajñånena), that is, with a cognition that is not accessible to language and is not 
conceptual.

It is a mistake to say that for this [yogin] “liberation is not different” [from saµsåra]. 
If this [liberated cognition] is the same as the previous [cognition], which arises and has 
an object, liberated [cognition] is no different from the previous conceptual cognition, 
and there is no difference between bondage and liberation.

Furthermore,

5.45  To prove that there is mind-only, you have to accept that there is no dif-
ference between mind (citta) and mental phenomena (caitta), or you have 
to accept that there is not ideation-only (vijñaptimåtra).68

If you think that there is mind-only, then, to prove that there is nothing but mind, [you] 
have to accept that there is no difference between the mind and mental phenomena, which 
are distinguished by having different objects (ålambana) and forms (åkåra). Otherwise, 
if you think that mental phenomena are different from the mind, you no longer accept 
ideation-only (vijñaptimåtra), because there are many mental phenomena.

5.46  Or if [you] think that the word “mind” refers to the collection (sam¨ha) 
of feeling and so forth, [you] agree with [your] opponent and abandon 
your own approach.

If you accept that the term (prajñapti) “mind” refers to a collection [of mental phe-
nomena] that begin with feeling (vedanå), thinking (cetanå), contact (sparßa), and mental 
activity (manasikåra), like a bundle of reeds, a collection of such things as earth, water, 
fire, and wind, or the material form, smell, taste, and touch that make up something like 
a pot, then you agree with your opponent, the Mådhyamika (madhyamavådin), and aban-
don your own approach. This is because [your approach is to] accept that the five con-
sciousnesses only arise from the store-consciousness, with the appropriate conditions, 

68   Verse 5.45 seems to introduce a new argument against the doctrine of mind-only, but it is 
best read as an extension of the previous argument about the difference between saµsåra and 
liberation. If someone adopts the non-dualistic point of view expressed by the Yogåcåra, not 
only is there no difference between saµsåra and liberation, there is no difference between 
mind (citta) and the mental phenomena (caitta) that are different from mind.

  As Bhåviveka develops this argument, he makes clear his own view about the nature 
of the mind. In 5.46 and in the accompanying commentary, he says that the word “mind”  
refers to a collection (sam¨ha) of [mental phenomena], beginning with feeling (vedanådi). 
This position is clearly associated with the Sautråntikas. For a discussion of the Sautråntika 
sources, see Cox 1988: 42 and note 51. 
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and that mental phenomena are transformations [of the mind].69

[Objection:] If [the word] “mind” refers to the collection of feeling and so forth, 
then the mind is not substantially real (dravyasat) and there is no basis (åßraya) for defile-
ment (samkleßa) and purification (vyavadåna).70 Feeling and so forth are different, but it 
is possible for them to be the basis of defilement or purification if [the mind] is substan-
tially real in each of them, as is said in the following [s¨tra]:

An element that has no beginning contains all seeds. Because it exists, all 
states [of rebirth exist], as well as the attainment of nirvåˆa.

 Reply:

5.47  [You] may think that the mind is substantially real because there is de-
filement and purification, but this is not a refutation, because [we] accept 
that they come from the arising of mental phenomena in a certain way.

[We] think that when mental activities (manasikåra) are defiled by primary and second-
ary defilements and are connected to the mind, there is bondage, and when freedom 
from defilements and wisdom (prajñå) are connected to the mind, there is liberation. 
So mental phenomena are just words for various states of mind. [Mental phenomena] 
are substantially real (dravyasat) only in relation to the mind, and mind and mental phe-
nomena cannot exist apart from one another.

Therefore, since mental phenomena (vedanådi) arise in the form (åkåra) of bondage 
and liberation, [we] accept that [bondage and liberation] arise from collections and exist 
as collections of mind and mental phenomena. Your concept of the reality of the mind, 
therefore, does not refute us.

[Objection:] If the mind is a collection and not substantially real, how can it give 

69   This Yogåcåra position is found in Triµßikå 15: “The five consciousnesses arise in the root 
consciousness, with the appropriate conditions, either simultaneously or not, like waves in 
water” (pañcånåµ m¨lavijñåne yathåpratyayam udbhavam / vijñånånåµ saha na vå tara∫gånåµ 
yathå jale). In the commentary on Triµßikå 15, Sthiramati explains that “root consciousness” 
is another name for “store-consciousness.” Bhåviveka has already discussed these issues in 
his commentary on verse 5.4.  He quotes Triµßikå 15 directly in his commentary on verse 
5.49.

70  The objection that introduces verse 5.47 repeats the argument in verse 5.6: “Otherwise [if 
dependent identity did not exist], neither [defilement nor purification] would exist.” The 
opponent quotes a verse about a “beginningless element (dhåtu) that contains all seeds.” 
A different version of this verse, with the word dharma substituted for b¥ja, is quoted in 
MS (1:12), Triµßikåbhå∑ya (37), and Siddhi (159): anådikåliko dhåtu˙ sarvadharmasamåßraya˙ 
/ tasmin sati gati˙ sarvå nirvåˆådhigamo ‘pi vå. It also is quoted in the Prajñåprad¥pa (Eckel 
1985: 55). 
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rise to the stream of existence and also to the attainment of liberation?
Reply:

5.48  Just as a stream of leaves and flowers comes from a powerful lotus root, 
the different streams of [rebirth] come from the mind, even though it is 
not substantially real.

The word ßål¨ka refers to the root of a blue lotus. Even though the root is not connected 
to anything else, it has enough power to cover a large lake with a stream of leaves and 
flowers. In a similar way, the different streams of the saµsåra of sentient beings, with 
their realms (dhåtu) and levels (gati), come from the mind, even though it is not sub-
stantially real.

These different streams

5.49ab  do not arise if there is an antidote; but they do arise if there is a cause.

The antidote is the noble eightfold path. When that arises, the streams [of rebirth] do 
not arise. If the cause [of the streams of rebirth], namely the impurities (åsrava), is pres-
ent, they do arise.

Furthermore, you say: “The five [consciousnesses] arise in the root consciousness, 
with the appropriate conditions.” But, even without any root consciousness, [the five 
consciousnesses] do not arise when there is an antidote (pratipak∑a) that counteracts 
these conditions (pratyaya) in the collection that comprises the mind. They do arise, 
however, when there are conditions such as material form, light, space, and mental 
activity.

5.49cd  Here [we] do not accept the idea that diversity comes [from the mind], 
because [the mind] is not a real thing.

We do not accept that diversity—namely maturation, cogitation, and ideation—comes 
from the transformation of consciousness, as you think. Why? Because the mind is not 
a real thing. [We] do not think that particular states of mind71 justify this designation.

Furthermore,

71   Hoornaert follows Yamaguchi in pointing out that the term “particular states of mind 
(cittåvasthåviße∑a)” represents Bhåviveka’s own Sautråntika-based view of the mind. To say 
that these states of mind do not justify “this designation” means that the Yogåcåra catego-
ries cannot be justified on the basis of the Yogåcåras’ own position. On the three transfor-
mations of consciousness, see the commentary on verse 5.4.
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5.50  There is no liberation for someone who apprehends this [mind], but 
there is for someone for whom cognition ceases; he is not like someone 
who holds the doctrine of a self in either a relative or a real sense.72

To “apprehend this” is to think that there is only the appearance of the mind itself. “No 
liberation” means from the stream of rebirth. “Cognition ceases” means that cognition 
definitely ceases for someone who understands that things have no absolute identity and 
does not imagine a store-consciousness. This is why we say that the mind is a collection, 
rather than a real thing. [We] are not like someone who says that there is a self, in either 
a relative (saµv®tyå) or an ultimate (paramårthata˙) sense. In contrast, you have these 
problems when you say that there is mind-only. You say: “From apprehension comes 
no-apprehension; from no-appehension comes no-apprehension,” but we do not think 
that one should practice no-apprehension (anupalabdhi) indirectly. 

How [should one practice it]?73

5.51  “Material form and so forth are empty, because they do not arise in their 
own right, are not real things, and are destroyed, like an illusion.” By 
practicing in this way, one is free from attachment.

External objects such as material form only arise from the appearance of causes and 
conditions, and they are empty. Because they do not exist apart from the combination 
of causes and conditions, they do not arise in their own right; because they are collec-
tions, they are not real; and because they do not continue very long, they are destroyed. 
Illusion is the example. By practicing no-apprehension in this way, one becomes free 

72   In verse 5.50, Bhåviveka returns to the problem of the “apprehension” (upalabdhi or, in this 
case, ålambana in the verbal sense) of mind-only. (See the commentary on verses 5.4 and 17 
above.) The first påda of the verse presents Bhåviveka’s criticism of the Yogåcåra position: 
“There is no liberation for someone who apprehends this [mind].” The final three pådas 
present his own position: “but there is for someone for whom cognition ceases. . . .”

  The Yogåcåra verse that is quoted again at the end of the commentary on verse 5.50 
(“From apprehension comes no-apprehension”) is MAV 1.6. Bhåviveka quoted this verse in 
verse 5.4 and made it the focus of his criticism of the doctrine of mind-only beginning in 
verse 5.17.

73   In verses 5.51-54, Bhåviveka presents his own understanding of the “practice” (abhyåsa) of 
“no-apprehension” (anupalabdhi). It is worth noting that his presentation of the practice in 
verse 5.51 takes the form of a syllogism. For Bhåviveka “practice” involves logical analysis. 
Bhåviveka has discussed the practice (abhyåsa) of no-apprehension (anupalabdhi) earlier in 
the text. Compare MHK 3.292 (“When [a yogin] practices this [brahmacaryå] and dwells 
[in the brahmavihåras] with no-apprehension, what can his mind desire, hate, or be ignorant 
of?”) and 4.23-24, where he identifies the practice of no-apprehension as the distinguishing 
feature of the Mahåyåna.
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from attachment. But external objects are not completely non-existent.
Furthermore,

5.52  If material form and so forth are real, then, when someone understands 
them correctly, the apprehension of their unreality eliminates them. But 
what is accomplished if they are not real?

For example, when someone thinks that an illusion is a real man, then understands 
that this [real man] is an illusion and does not exist in his own right, it is possible to 
eliminate the cognition of the man. But it is not possible [to eliminate the cognition 
of] a rabbit’s horn that does not exist from the start. Similarly, if material form and so 
forth are real—that is, if one thinks, with a relative cognition (saµv®tijñåna), that form 
and so forth exist in their own right—then, someone who understands them correctly, 
as not existing in their own right, can understand that they are not real and decisively 
eliminate the error. What do you accomplish if you teach ordinary people, who do not 
yet understand reality, that material form and so forth do not exist as external objects 
from the start?
 Similarly,

5.53  If dualistic concepts belong only to the mind and mental phenomena, 
they ought to continue after material form and so forth are negated.

You think that concepts of the subject-object duality belong to mind and mental phe-
nomena, and you do not think that they are connected to external objects such as mate-
rial form. If so, dualistic concepts will not stop functioning when you negate external 
objects such as material form. Why? [Dualistic concepts] will continue, because there 
has been no change; they are just as independent of external objects such as material 
form afterwards as they were before.

Objection: To remove dualistic concepts that are not connected with external 
objects such as material form, we use another argument (paryåya) to show that external 
objects are defined as a part of consciousness. Then, when non-conceptual cognition 
arises, the subject and object aspects [of consciousness] are eliminated, and both the 
object and the cognition of that [object] cease.

Reply:

5.54  If you think that you adopt another argument to negate this one, it would 
be better to avoid the mud altogether than to wash it away.74

74   Bhåviveka also uses “the maxim of washing away mud” (pa∫kaprak∑ålananyåya) in the parallel 
passage in Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 70).
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If you sincerely think that external objects do not exist, why do you imagine that they 
are part of consciousness? If you think that you begin by defining them as part of 
consciousness, then use another argument, different from [the argument] that they are 
part of consciousness, to negate them, it would be better to avoid the mud altogether 
than to wash it away. The example provides an analogy. If a fool leaves a clean road and 
enters a muddy river, others would ask him, “Why did you leave the clean road and 
enter the mud?” If he says, “So that I can wash the mud away,” the others would say: 
“You fool! If you are determined to wash it away, you should avoid the mud from the 
very beginning.”

imagined identity

You say that imagined identity (parikalpitasvabhåva) is empty of characteristic (lak∑aˆa-
ni˙svabhåva).75 If [you] argue that imagined identity is empty of characteristic, because 
it is imagined, like the snake that is imagined in place of a rope, [we] reply:

5.55  [We] do not accept [the argument] that imagined [identity] does not exist, 
because it is imagined, like the snake. [The reason] is inconclusive with 
regard to the rope, and [the thesis] is contradicted by common sense.

[The reason] is inconclusive in the following way: either imagined identity does not 

75   From verse 5.55 to the end of the chapter, Bhåviveka discusses the Yogåcåra system of 
“three identities” (trisvabhåva), beginning with “imagined identity” (parikalpitasvabhåva). 
The structure of the argument follows Bhåviveka’s critique of the Yogåcåra in Prajñåprad¥pa 
chapter 25 but includes several important new elements, not the least of which is his discus-
sion of Dignåga’s apoha theory and the concept of universals (såmånya) in verses 5.60-66.

  Bhåviveka’s argument begins with a Yogåcåra syllogism that is intended to sup-
port the claim that “imagined identity” (parikalpitasvabhåva) is “empty of characteristic” 
(lak∑aˆani˙svabhåva). This claim comes from the Yogåcåra position explained in the com-
mentary on verse 5.5 and based on the emptiness of the three identities as explained in 
Triµßikå 23-25 and other sources. (See the notes on verse 5.5.) The Yogåcåra syllogism takes 
the following form:

  Imagined identity is empty of characteristic,
  because it is imagined,
  like the snake that is imagined in place of a rope.

 Bhåviveka points out two faults in this syllogism. First, the reason is “inconclusive” (anai-
kåntika) because, according to his analysis, it can be used to prove either that something 
exists or that it does not exist. Second, the thesis is “contradicted by common sense” (loka-
viruddha) because it is generally accepted that at least one variety of imagined identity exists, 
namely a rope. For a Yogåcåra analysis of the example of the snake and the rope, see MS 2: 
163.
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exist, because it is imagined, like the snake; or it exists, because it is an object of con-
ceptual thought, like the rope. To say that the rope also does not exist is contradicted 
by common sense, because there is general agreement that a rope exists, made by hands 
and human effort from water, fiber, and other materials.

To further strengthen this point, [we] say:

5.56ab  [Imagined identity] is not completely illusory, because [we] see that this 
[example] has more than one part.

Imagined identity is not completely illusory, as the opponents think. Why? Because 
[we] observe that the example, “like the perception that a rope is a snake,” has more 
than one part. First someone thinks that a rope is a snake, then, after investigating its 
accuracy, realizes that it is a rope and not a snake. When the correct cognition of the 
rope arises, the snake part [of the cognition] is eliminated, and the rope part is seen. 
There are thus two parts in the example, an illusory part and a correct part, and it is 
not exclusively [an example of] illusion. This means that imagined identity, which is the 
topic under discussion, is not exclusively illusory.

If you think that imagined identity is completely illusory, there is another big 
fault:76

76   In verse 5.56cd Bhåviveka returns to an argument mentioned briefly in verse 5.19: If the 
opponent denies that “imagined” (kalpita) things have any reality at all, he engages in an 
“improper denial” (apavåda) of relative truth (saµv®tisatya). In verse 5.95, Bhåviveka argues 
that the Yogåcåra understanding of “absolute identity” (parini∑pannasvabhåva) consti-
tutes an “improper reification” (samåropa). On the relationship of samåropa and apavåda in 
Bhåviveka’s thought, see Part 1 of this book, also Eckel 1985: 25-54 and the sources quoted 
in the notes on verses 5.10-11.

  The commentary on verse 5.56cd states a possible Yogåcåra response: We may deny the 
reality of imagined objects, but we do not deny the reality of “real things (vastu) that are not 
accessible to words (Tib. sgra ji bzhin / Skt. yathåruta) and are directly known (svasaµvedya).” 
This response recalls Dignåga’s definition of the object of perception in PS 1.5cd: “The 
object of the senses is a material form that is directly known and inexpressible (svasaµvedyam 
anirdeßyaµ r¨pam indriyagocara˙).” Bhåviveka responds by saying that this “inexpressible 
object” is not consistent with the understanding that relative truth is expressible in words.

  The connection between relative truth (saµv®tisatya) and language has strong tradi-
tional roots. The Questions of King Milinda, for example, discuss the name “Någasena” in a 
way that mirrors Bhåviveka’s understanding of relative truth. The monk Någasena explains 
that his name is a “denomination” (sankhå), a “designation” (samaññå), a “conceptual term” 
(paññatti), “conventional usage” (vohåra), and a “mere name” (nåmamattam). Later in the 
same passage he calls it a “conventional term” (sammuti). The terms “conventional usage” 
(Pali vohåra, Skt. vyavahåra) and “conventional term” (Pali sammuti, Skt. saµv®ti) are widely 
used in Mahåyåna literature to name conventional or relative truth. For a Madhyamaka 
example, see Prasannapadå 493: “All conventional usage, such as words and the objects of 
words, as well as knowledge and the objects of knowledge, is called ordinary relative truth” 
(sarva evåbhidhånåbhidheyajñånajñeyådivyavahåro ‘ße∑o lokasaµv®tisatyam ity ucyate).
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5.56cd  By negating all objects, you make an improper denial of real things.

If you affirm the existence of something that is not accessible to words and is only 
known directly, you contradict the definition of relative truth (saµv®tisatya). In the text 
(s¨tra), it says that it is impossible to understand the ultimate without a dharma that is 
relative.

Objection: External objects (båhyavi∑aya) do not exist, but defilements (saµkleßa) 
come from concepts (kalpanå) of the cognitive marks (nimitta) of objects (artha) based 
on names and conventions.77

Reply:

5.57ab   It is not true that defilements come from the application of words to 
objects, even when [these objects] do not exist.

Why?

5.57cd   Because [we] observe that animals have defilements even though they 
are not conscious of language.

[We] observe that animals, such as deer and birds, have many defilements, such as desire, 
hatred, and ignorance, even though they are not conscious of the various components of 
language. Therefore, [we] know that external objects such as material form, on which 
defilements are based, must exist.

Objection: When a cognition of material form arises, it also has a concept that the 
object (vi∑aya) actually exists. Its arising depends on words that refer to material form, 
and it does not arise without such reference. Thus [objects] such as material form are 
empty. “Material form” and so forth are merely words.78

  Bhåviveka’s quotation from the “text” (s¨tra) seems to be a reference to MMK 24.10: 
“It is impossible to teach the ultimate without relying on conventional usage” (vyavahåram 
anåßritya paramårtho na deßyate). This verse is widely quoted and echoed in Madhyamaka lit-
erature, as in MHK 3.12: “It is impossible to climb the tower of the palace of reality without 
the steps of correct relative [truth].” Jacques May (1959: 229) lists other examples.

77   In the introduction to verse 5.57, the opponent responds to Bhåviveka’s argument by return-
ing to the status of external objects. The opponent argues that defilements (saµkleßa) come 
from the application of words to external objects, even though there are no external objects 
to which words refer. Bhåviveka responds by giving a counter-example: Animals have defile-
ments (and presumably are conscious of objects) even though they are not conscious of 
language.

78   The logic of the text unfolds in verses 5.58-59 as it did when the opponent made an assertion 
about mind-only in verse 5.17. When Bhåviveka has contradicted the opponent’s assertion, 
the opponent is forced to support it with a formal syllogism. The syllogism is stated in the 
introduction to verse 5.58 and defined more clearly in the verse itself:
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Reply:

5.58  It will not do to imagine that material form is empty of the identity of 
material form, because the cognition of material form depends on the 
words that refer to material form.

Why? [We] observe that animals cognize such things as food without being conscious 
of language.

Furthermore,

5.59  Material form itself is the object of a cognition in which there is an im-
age of a thing that is distinguished from non-material-form, and since 
this material form exists, it cannot be empty.

It is unreasonable for “material form” to be merely a word and for material form to be 
completely empty. Why? Material form itself is the object (gocara) of a cognition in 
which there is an image of a thing that is distinguished from non-material-form. Here 
“non-material-form” (ar¨pa) is something different from material form, such as sound, 
smell, taste, and touch. To be different from material form is to be something that is 
not material form, namely, an object of one of the other senses. [These objects] are 
received (upåtta), not received, and so forth. To be distinguished is to be distinguished 
from whatever is not material form, that is, to have different defining characteristics 
(lak∑aˆa). The thing (vastu) [that is distinguished from non-material-form] is an object 
of the sense of sight, that is, something with color and shape. The “image” (åbha) of that 
[object] is an image in which there is a form (åkåra) of that [object]. “Cognition” (mati) is 
cognition of that image. The “object” (gocara) is material form. Material form is called 

  Material form is empty of the identity of material form (r¨pasvabhåvaß¨nyam),
  Because a cognition of material form depends on words that refer to material   

 form.

 This is another way of saying that material form as such does not exist, because knowledge 
of material form only comes as a result of language. To attack the reason in this syllogism, 
Bhåviveka attempts to show that “cognitions of material form” and “words for material 
form” do not imply the nonexistence of material form as an external object.

  Bhåviveka begins with the counter-example cited earlier: Animals know food even when 
they are not conscious of language. He then goes on to explain how a “cognition of material 
form” (r¨padh¥) can have a real object, or can be “a cognition in which there is an image of a 
thing that is distinguished from non-material-form” (ar¨påtmavyavacchinnavastvåbhamati). 
Bhåviveka has already made his understanding of the nature of such objects clear in verses 
5.31-36. Here the discussion focuses on the second part of the opponent’s reason: How can 
“a word for material form” (r¨påbhilåpa) have a real object? Bhåviveka takes this question up 
in verse 5.60.
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an “object” (gocara) because it is accessible to the senses. This material form appears in 
perceptual cognition, is inexpressible, and is real in a relative sense (saµv®tyå). Since this 
exists, how can it be reasonable to say that [material form] is merely a word (abhilåpa) 
and completely empty?

Objection: Words refer to universals (såmånya). These [universals] are words, and 
they are empty of these [objects].79

Reply:

5.60 If words refer to universals, and universals are completely non-existent, 
then it is impossible for them to be empty of the objects to which they 
refer.80

79   In the introduction to verse 5.60, the opponent claims that “the object to which words refer” 
(abhilåpya) is a universal (såmånya), and universals do not exist. The commentary on this 
verse identifies the opponent’s position with Dignåga’s view of universals as “exclusion-by-
the-other” (anyåpoha). The concept of universals then occupies Bhåviveka’s attention until 
verse 5.68.

  The Tibetan translators consistently translate anyåpoha as “exclusion by the other,” 
although this is only one of several interpretations of the word in Indian tradition. Ratnak¥rti 
presents three alternatives: “This is excluded from the other (idam anyasmåd apohyate), the 
other is excluded from this (asmåd vånyad apohyate), or the other is excluded in this (asmin 
vånyad apohyate)” (Kajiyama 1966: 122). “Exclusion by the other” corresponds to the first of 
Ratnak¥rti’s alternatives. Another set of possibilities is found in Íåntarak∑ita’s Tattvasaµgraha 
verses 1007-11. In the commentary on 1007-9ab and again on 1011, Kamalaß¥la explains that 
the term anyåpoha refers primarily (mukhya) to “the object-image” (arthapratibimbaka) that 
is “excluded from other appearances” (pratibhåsåntaråd . . . apohyate). In the case of the word 
“cow,” this means that the idea “cow” is excluded by the idea of other things, like horses, 
that are “non-cow.” It is not “cow” that excludes “non-cow,” but “non-cow” that excludes 
“cow.” Bhåviveka follows this interpretation in verse 5.66 below, where he treats anyåpoha as 
a property of the “other” (i.e., of the “non-cow”) rather than of the thing (i.e., the “cow”) 
itself. The Tibetan translation of anyåpoha as “exclusion by the other” is clearly not the 
translators’ innovation. It is Bhåviveka’s own interpretation of the term, an interpretation 
that was shared by subsequent thinkers. For more extensive discussion of Dignåga’s theory 
of apoha, see Matilal 1986: 379-425; Hayes 1988; Hattori 2000; and Dunne 1999: 132-64.

80   Bhåviveka opens his argument with a prasa∫ga: If words refer only to universals, and univer-
sals do not exist, then words refer to nothing at all, and the opponent literally has nothing 
to talk about. This is true in the case of the word “emptiness” (ß¨nyatva), since “emptiness” 
is a universal.

  Bhåviveka’s argument will be familiar to readers of Någårjuna’s Vigrahavyåvartan¥. In 
that text, Någårjuna’s opponent argues that if everything is empty, as Någårjuna claims, 
then words have no meaning and Någårjuna’s own arguments have no effect. Någårjuna 
responds by saying that, while his words do not ultimately refer to real things, they can have 
as much conventional (or relative) effect on their listeners as a magician’s trick has on its 
audience. Like Någårjuna, Bhåviveka is speaking about the “relative” (såµv®ta) meaning of 
words, not about their ultimate meaning. (He made this clear in the commentary on verse 
5.35, when he said that the cognition of material form as a “combination of similar atoms” 
is true in only a relative sense.) From the relative point of view, Bhåviveka is comfortable 
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According to you, words refer to universals (såmånya), and universals are like the uni-
versal “cow,” which is the exclusion of cow by other things, such as horses, that are not 
cows. [You also think that] universals, which are [defined as] exclusion-by-the-other 
(anyåpoha), do not exist and are not real things (vastu). If [universals] are not real things, 
what do words refer to? If they do not refer to anything, it is impossible to say that these 
[universals] are empty of the objects to which they refer.

Objection: Then what kind of universals do words refer to?81

Reply:

5.61  A word refers to a thing that possesses a universal, because this [thing] 
causes a cognition in which there is an image of this [thing]. Since this 
[thing] exists, it is reasonable for a word to refer to it.

A word refers to a thing (vastu) that possesses a universal (såmånyavat). To possess a 
universal is to possess a universal such as material-formness (r¨patva) that is indepen-
dent of attributes (viße∑a) such as blue. This [thing that possesses the universal material-

trading places with Någårjuna’s opponent and accusing Dignåga of the same mistake that 
Någårjuna’s opponent attributed to Någårjuna himself. This is because Bhåviveka is con-
vinced that Dignåga engages in an “improper denial” (apavåda) of relative truth when he 
denies that words refer to real objects in a relative sense.

81   In the introduction to verse 5.61, the opponent challenges Bhåviveka to present his own 
theory about the meaning of words. This challenge is posed as a question about universals: 
What kind of universals do words refer to? Bhåviveka responds by defining the object as 
“a thing that possesses a universal” (såmånyavadvastu). His answer takes the form of a syl-
logism that would be translated literally as follows:

  A thing (vastu) that possesses a universal (såmånyavat) is the referent of a word,
  because it causes a cognition in which there is an image of this [thing].

 Bhåviveka argues that this “thing that possesses a universal,” is the referent, because this 
thing is capable of producing a cognition of itself. It is grammatically possible that the 
reason, “because it is the cause of a cognition in which there is an image of that” (tadåbha-
matihetuta˙), means that the cognition contains an image of the universal. But the word 
“that” in this compound has been used previously to refer to the subject of the sentence. 
Here the subject is the “thing” (vastu) itself. Compare, for example, verse 5.36: “this [com-
bination] is the object (ålambana), because it causes a cognition that has the image of that 
[combination] (tadåbhamatihetuta˙).” The terminology reflects the argument in AP 1-2 and 
in Sthiramati’s commentary on Triµßikå 1, as discussed in the note on verse 5.31.

   Bhåviveka’s position is similar to that of the Naiyåyikas and Vaiße∑ikas, who argue that 
it is possible to perceive an object in a determinate way (savikalpaka) so that the particular 
and universal are conjoined. It also is similar to a position rejected in PS 5.4, where Dignåga 
says that words cannot refer to “the one that possesses that” (tadvat). In other words, they 
cannot refer to “the thing that possesses a universal.” See Hayes 1988: 255; Hattori 2000: 
143-46.
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formness] can be blue, long, and so on. Why [does a word refer to a thing that possesses 
a universal]? Because this [thing] causes a cognition in which there is an image of this 
[thing]. Since this [thing] exists—that is, since a material form that possesses a univer-
sal exists—why could a word not to refer to it? It is reasonable for a word to refer to it.

[Objection:] If a universal (såmånya) is not exclusion-by-the-other (anyåpoha), what 
is it?82

Reply:

5.62  It is clear that a universal is emptiness of that which is dissimilar (vijåt¥yena 
ß¨nyatvam), because it is the cause of the occurrence of a similar cogni-

82   In the introduction to verse 5.62, the opponent continues to interrogate Bhåviveka’s under-
standing of universals. Bhåviveka responds by defining a universal as “emptiness of that 
which is dissimilar” (vijåt¥yena ß¨nyatvam).

  What is Bhåviveka trying to accomplish with this new definition? One possible answer is 
suggested by the symmetry of his argument. Bhåviveka explains that the meaning of a word 
has two aspects, a negative one in which a thing is distinguished from what it is not, and a 
positive one in which it is identified as what it is. He argues that both of these aspects are 
present in the same cognition. In the commentary on verses 5.62-63, he says that a universal 
is both “emptiness of what is dissimilar” and the “thing itself” (bhåvasvabhåva). In other 
words, the universal “cowness” is identical to the cow itself. Jñånagarbha uses the same 
approach when he says that “the negation of the real arising of a thing (i.e., its emptiness) 
is not different from the thing itself (bhåvasvabhåva)” (Eckel 1987: 76). This way of under-
standing the relationship between emptiness and the “thing” that is empty is consistent 
with the concept of absence (abhåva) in Buddhist logic more generally. Against an opponent 
who argues that an absence can be an object of knowledge, Mok∑åkaragupta says that the 
absence of pot is established “by the mere perception that cognizes the locus where there is 
no pot” (translation adapted from Kajiyama 1966: 78).

  In the commentary on verse 5.62, the Tibetan translation uses the word ’dus pa (Skt. 
sam¨ha, translated as “collection”) to refer to the “thing” that possesses the universal. In 
the commentary on verse 5.38, Bhåviveka made a careful distinction between ’dus pa (Skt. 
sam¨ha) and bsags pa (Skt. saµcita, translated as “combination”). There he explained that the 
word “combination” (Skt. saµcita / Tib. bsags pa) refers to “homogeneous (sajåt¥ya) atoms that 
are located in the same place” and “collection” (Skt. sam¨ha / Tib. ’dus pa) to “the collections 
of such things as elephants and horses or haridru and khadira trees that are referred to by 
the terms ‘army’ or ‘forest.’” Bhåviveka made it clear that he thought “combinations” could 
function as objects of perception, but “collections” could not. Perhaps we should understand 
the commentary on verse 5.62 to mean that Bhåviveka is deliberately including “collections” 
in the category of objects that can possess universals. It also is possible, however, that he 
is using the word “collection” as a synonym of “combination” in verse 5.38. The commen-
tary on verse 5.35 includes a quotation that blurs the distinction between the two terms. 
Bhåviveka may be allowing the word “collection” to function here the way “combination” 
did in verses 5.31-38. It is more likely, however, that Bhåviveka considers the “collection of 
dewlap and so forth” that constitutes a cow to be a broader category than the “combination 
of homogeneous atoms” that constitutes an object of perception. In other words, it is pos-
sible for the universals “army” and “forest” to be applied to “collections” of different enti-
ties, even when they are not “homogeneous (sajåt¥ya) atoms located in the same place.”
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tion (tulyadh¥v®ttihetu) and because it is the similarity (såmånya) in simi-
lar things (tulyajåt¥ya).

A universal is like the universal “cow,” which is emptiness of that which is dissimilar 
(vijåt¥yena ß¨nyatvam), such as a horse. Why? Because it is the cause of the occurrence 
of a similar cognition of a cow. And, because [a universal] is the thing itself (bhåva-
svabhåva), it is the similarity, or similar form, in similar things—that is, in collections 
of particulars such as dewlap, tail, hump, hoof, and horn, or in particulars that are dis-
tinguished as being blue, yellow, and so forth. For the Mådhyamikas (madhyamavådin), 
it is clear that this is a universal.

If emptiness of what is not a cow—that is, of a horse—were considered a property 
of the collection of dewlap and so forth, one could grasp a cow without grasping the 
dewlap and so forth. This would mean, for example, that one could perceive that some-
thing is a pot without perceiving its material form and so forth. But, according to the 
Mådhyamikas, a universal is the cow itself as empty of that which is dissimilar, such as 
a horse.

5.63  A universal is not grasped unless its locus its grasped, because it is 
grasped when that locus is grasped, like a number. This is why the thing 
that possesses it can be conceptualized and designated by words. [We] do 
not think that [a universal] is different [from the thing itself].83

“Emptiness of what is dissimilar” refers to the cowness (gotva) that is the emptiness of 
what is dissimilar, such as a horse, and it also is the possession of a dewlap and so forth. 
This is not grasped unless its locus (åßraya), which is the collection of dewlap and so 
forth, is grasped. How [is it grasped]? It is grasped when its locus is grasped. Why? A 
universal such as cowness is grasped when [its] locus is grasped. What is the example? It 
is like a number. In the case of numbers such as one and two, one grasps the existence 
of one, two, or more pots only when one grasps the pots. The numbers one and so forth 
are not different from the things themselves. They are not grasped unless the things 
are grasped. The same is true here as well. [The universal] cowness is grasped when the 
collection of dewlap and so forth is grasped. Since the thing that is designated by the 

83   In verse 5.63, Bhåviveka gives a syllogism to explain how a universal is “grasped” (gråhya). The 
process is similar to the cognition of an absence (abhåva) as explained in Mok∑åkaragupta’s 
Tarkabhå∑å. (See the note on verse 5.62.)

  [A universal] is not grasped without grasping its locus (åßraya),
  because it is grasped when that [locus] is grasped,
  like a number.
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universal is an object (vi∑aya) of cognition, it can be conceptualized (kalpya). And, since 
words can be applied to anything that can definitely be grasped by the mind, [we] think 
that it can be designated by words (våcya). “Cowness” is not different from the dewlap 
and so forth. Then what is it? It is not different from the thing itself (bhåvasvabhåva).

Furthermore:

5.64 [A universal] is one, because it is undivided; it occurs in many places, be-
cause it is not a substance; and it is not destroyed when those [substances] 
are destroyed. Therefore, it is wrong not to think that it can be cognized 
in another [substance].84

“Emptiness of what is dissimilar” is one (eka), because it is undivided, that is, because it 
is common to many individual instances (åkåra). It occurs in many places (anekav®tti), 
because it is not a substance (dravya), that is, because it is included in all substances. It 
is not destroyed when substances are destroyed, because it is found in all substances in 
the past, present, and future. Therefore, it is wrong not to think that it can be cognized 
in another substance when the substance [in which it occurs] is destroyed. Why? [We] 
definitely think that it can be cognized elsewhere.

[Objection:] If it is one, how can the same universal occur in many places?
Reply:

5.65  Not-blue and not-blue-lotus have a different form, so they are not mutu-

84   In verses 5.64-65, Bhåviveka explains that his definition of a universal as “emptiness of 
what is dissimilar” successfully accounts for the three fundamental properties of a uni-
versal (known as the jåtidharmå˙): it is one (eka), it is permanent (nitya), and it belongs to 
every member of a class. On Dignåga’s account of these three properties, see Hayes 1988: 
299-300. Note that dravya here means “substance” in the Nyåya-Vaiße∑ika sense, not “real 
thing” in the general Madhyamaka sense.

  A verse from Bhart®hari (Våkyapad¥ya 3.14.8) on “relating to the same thing” 
(såmånådhikaraˆya) is quoted in the Pramåˆasamuccayav®tti on PS 5.2: “Two words for the 
same substance are accepted as relating to the same thing” (såmånådhikaraˆyasya prasiddhir 
dravyaßabdayo˙). See also Hattori 2000: 106. On the discussion of “blue” and “blue lotus” in 
verse 5.65, compare PS 5.15.

  Hoornaert points out that bhinnar¨pa (“different form”) in verse 5.65 differs signifi-
cantly from med pa’i dngos po (“absence”) in the Tibetan translation. I follow the Sanskrit 
and interpret bhinnar¨pa as a reference to the difference between “quality” (guˆa) and “sub-
stance” (dravya) mentioned in the commentary.

  In the commentary on verse 5.65, when Bhåviveka says that “universals such as material 
form exclude what is not material form, because they are the causes of cognitions in which 
there are images of things,” he is referring to the reason in the syllogism in verse 5.61. Since 
the universal and its locus are grasped simultaneously, each is the cause of the cognition 
of the object. With this statement, he brings the account of his theory of universals to an 
end.
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ally exclusive. They can relate to the same thing, because they can occur 
in the same object.

“Not-blue” means white and so forth. “Not-blue-lotus” means white lotus and so forth. 
“Blueness” is grasped as the absence of what is not blue, such as white, and “blue-lotus-
ness” as the absence of what is not a blue lotus, such as a white lotus. The same is true 
here as well. “Material-formness” is grasped as the absence of what is not material form, 
such as sound, and “cowness” is grasped as the absence of what is not a cow, such as a 
horse. Blue does not exclude blue-lotus, and blue-lotus does not exclude blue. As quality 
(guˆa) and substance (dravya), they are not mutually exclusive in location, so they can 
relate to the same thing. To relate to the same thing is to have a common locus. When 
blue is present in such things as clouds and collyrium, and blue-lotus is present with 
[the color] red and so forth, the two do not relate to the same thing. But when blue and 
blue-lotus do occur in the same place, they can occur in the same object. Therefore, 
[we] think that universals such as material form exclude what is not material form, 
because they are the causes of cognitions that have the image of a thing. This [argu-
ment] establishes that a universal is emptiness of what is dissimilar.

A universal cannot be exclusion-by-the-other (anyåpoha). Why?85

5.66 Exclusion by one thing (anyåpoha) cannot be the universal of another, be-

85   After presenting his own theory, Bhåviveka responds to Dignåga’s concept of universals as 
anyåpoha or “exclusion-by-the-other.” First he argues that “exclusion-by-the-other” is not 
a property of the thing whose universal it is supposed to designate: it actually is a property 
of the “other.” In other words, the universal “cowness” is a property of horses rather than 
cows.

  Exclusion by one thing (anyåpoha) cannot be the universal of another,
  because it is a property of the former,
  like particulars (viße∑a).
 
 If Dignåga responds by saying that “cowness” is a property of cows, he has to specify 

what kind of “thing” a cow actually is, and his position becomes indistinguishable from 
Bhåviveka’s.

  The second argument, found in verse 5.66, extends the first:

  Exclusion by one thing (anyåpoha) is not a specific cognition (dh¥bheda) of another,
  because an absence cannot have particulars.

 According to the view of absences in Buddhist logic (as explained, for example, in 
Mok∑åkaragupta’s Tarkabhå∑å mentioned in the note on verse 5.62), an absence only involves 
the specific cognition of the locus where the absence occurs. The absence is not cognized 
in and of itself. To cognize “cowness” as a horse’s exclusion of cows may involve a specific 
cognition of the characteristics of a horse, but it lacks any specific cognition of the charac-
teristics of a cow.
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cause it is a property of the former, like particulars. This [exclusion-by-
the-other] is not a specific cognition of such things as a dewlap, because 
an absence cannot have particulars.

Exclusion by one thing [or exclusion-by-the-other] is an act of differentiation in which 
something that is other performs the act of exclusion. For example, horses and so forth, 
which are other [than a cow], exclude “cowness.” This [act of exclusion] cannot be the 
the universal of another [that is, of the cow]. Why? Because it is a property of the 
former [that is, of horses and so forth]. What is the example? Like particulars (viße∑a). 
For example, the particulars of a cow, such as horns, which are other [than the par-
ticulars of a horse], exclude the particulars of a horse, such as a mane, but they are not 
the universal of those [other particulars]. Similarly, while horses and so forth are not 
cows, are other [than cows], and exclude cowness, they cannot be the universal “cow-
ness.” This exclusion-by-the-other is not a specific cognition of such things as dewlap, 
tail, hump, and hoof. Why? Because the exclusion of something is an absence, and an 
absence cannot have particulars.

Because this [exclusion-by-the-other] is an absence,

5.67ab   If this [exclusion-by-the-other] is grasped without grasping the thing 
itself, it is wrong to think that it is this [thing itself] that is conceptual-
ized and designated by words.86

If [you] say that a universal, which is exclusion-by-the-other, is the thing itself (bhåva-
svabhåva) and do not say that it is an absence (abhåva), then it is reasonable for this [thing 
itself] to be conceptualized (kalpya) by the mind and designated (våcya) by words. But if 
you think that exclusion-by-the-other is grasped without grasping the thing itself, and 
also that it is an act of exclusion carried out by something other than the thing itself, 

86   In the introduction to verse 5.61, the opponent asked Bhåviveka to explain what he thinks 
words refer to. In verse 5.63, Bhåviveka said that the “locus” (åßraya) of the universal is 
conceptualized (kalpya) and designated by words (våcya). Here in verse 5.67, he argues that, 
if “exclusion-by-the-other” is not the thing itself, then the thing itself is not what is concep-
tualized and designated by words.

  In the second half of the verse, Bhåviveka considers the possibility that “exclusion-by-
the-other,” while different from the thing itself, makes it possible for the thing itself to be 
conceptualized and designated. He responds to this suggestion by saying that it would then 
be the thing itself that is conceptualized and designated, rather than the universal, which is 
“exclusion-by-the-other.”  The only way to solve this problem is to assert, as Bhåviveka does 
in verse 5.63,  that the universal is not different from the thing itself.

  When Bhåviveka says “the thesis in your inference is not accepted,” he has in mind an 
inference in which Dignåga argues that it is “exclusion-by-the-other” that is conceptualized 
and designated, because. . . .” This inference is never explicitly stated in the commentary, 
although this clearly is Dignåga’s point.
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then it is wrong to think that it is this [thing itself] that is conceptualized and desig-
nated. It is difficult to prove these two points.

Someone may say that the thing itself is conceptualized and designated by means 
of exclusion-by-the-other.

In reply [we] say:

5.67cd   If this [exclusion-by-the-other] causes something else to be designated, 
then it is not this [exclusion-by-the-other] that is designated and [con-
ceptualized].

If exclusion-by-the-other causes the thing that has the universal (såmånyavadvastu) to 
be simultaneously grasped, then it is the thing itself that is conceptualized and des-
ignated; it is not the universal, or exclusion-by-the-other, that is conceptualized and 
designated. For this reason, the thesis in your inference is not accepted.

Furthermore,

5.68 If the thing itself is different from that [exclusion-by-the-other], then it 
is not inexpressible. For this reason, this statement of the Yogåcåra ap-
proach is not reasonable.87

If exclusion-by-the-other is different from the thing itself, then, as different from the 
thing itself, one can have a different idea of it and give it a different name. If so, exclu-
sion-by-the-other cannot be inexpressible. Therefore, when we have rationally investi-
gated this statement of the Yogåcåra approach—namely the idea that exclusion-by-the-
other (anyåpoha) is a universal (såmånya)—we find that it is not established. So the points 

87   Bhåviveka seems to be arguing that, if the thing itself is designated by means of a universal 
or “exclusion-by-the-other” and also is different from that universal, then it cannot be con-
sidered inexpressible (anabhilåpya), as it is in PS 5.42 (rang bzhin ’ga’ yang brjod mi bya). 

  The commentary on the first half of this verse puzzled Hoornaert and Yamaguchi, as 
it should. It is one of the rare cases where the Tibetan text of the commentary seems to 
misunderstand the verse. As we have it, the commentary says that it is unreasonable for 
“exclusion-by-the-other” to be inexpressible. This argument would not concern Dignåga, 
since he thinks that “exclusion-by-the-other” is expressible; it is just the “thing itself” that 
is inexpressible. The commentary is so clear in this misunderstanding that it is difficult to 
attribute the error to a copyist. Perhaps the misunderstanding belongs to the translators, 
or perhaps this passage suggests that the commentary belongs to someone other than the 
author who wrote the verses.

  The final sentence in the commentary makes clever use of the word “imagined” (kalpita) 
to point out that the idea of “imagined identity” in the Yogåcåra system is wrong. Perhaps 
the author is aware of the distinction found in Candrak¥rti (on MA 6.26) and in Jñånagarbha 
(Eckel 1987: 123) between two kinds of incorrect relative truth: one that consists of false 
cognition and another that is “imagined” in a doctrinal system.
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that the Yogårcåras imagine in their doctrinal system (siddhånta) are not reasonable, 
that is, they are not consistent with reason.

dePendent identity

Objection: Our approach is not unreasonable, because it does not contradict reason. 
Why? We think that things are empty (ni˙svabhåva), because they are empty of the 
identity (åtman) attributed by words (abhilåpa).88 The identity attributed by words does 
not arise, and because it does not arise, it does not cease. Anything that is referred to 
by words (abhilåpavadvastu) does not exist at all in the way that it is described, because 
it is a mere convention (saµketamåtra). If the object (gocara) of a word were a real thing, 
then the word “fire” would burn the mouth. So [we] accept the existence of dependent 
[things], because “imagined things do not exist, but dependent [things] do exist.”

88   Verses 5.69-70 open the discussion of “dependent identity” (paratantrasvabhåva), the second 
of the three identities. In verse 5.6, Bhåviveka gave a Yogåcåra argument for the existence of 
dependent identity: 

  Dependent identity exists,
  because designations (prajñapti) have causes,
  because otherwise neither [imagined nor absolute identity] would exist,
  and because one apprehends defilements.

 We would normally expect Bhåviveka to build his discussion of dependent identity around 
these three reasons. These reasons are discussed, however, in Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 
52-59). Rather than repeat these arguments, Bhåviveka starts with a Yogåcåra syllogism 
about the emptiness of dependent identity:

  Things are empty,
  because they are empty of the identity attributed by words.

 According to lCang-skya, this reason presupposes “ultimately existing things” as its subject 
(Lopez 1987: 302; Tibetan in Lopez 1982: 331), yielding the following syllogism:

  Ultimately existing things are empty,
  because they are empty of the identity attributed by words.

 The last sentence in Bhåviveka’s introduction of the Yogåcåra position (in the commentary 
that precedes verses 5.69-70) ties this argument to a quotation from La∫kåvatåra S¨tra 2.189 
that asserts the existence of dependent identity: “Imagined things do not exist, but depen-
dent [things] do exist” (nåsti vai kalpito bhåva˙ paratantraß ca vidyate). Other occurrences of 
this verse are noted in Lindtner 1982a: 155.

  At the end of verse 5.70, the objector says that a dharma is not a “thing” (vastu). This 
means that a dharma (which lCang-skya identifies as an “ultimately existing entity”) is not 
the “thing” (vastu) that serves as the referent of a word (abhilåpya in verses 5.60, 61, 68 and 
våcya in verses 5.61, 63, 67) in Bhåviveka’s discussion of imagined identity.
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Reply:

5.69-70  [The opponents] raise many objections, such as the following: Things 
are empty, because they are empty of the identity (åtman) attributed by 
words, and, because these [things] do not arise in that way, they do not 
arise or cease. Anything that is referred to by a word does not exist in 
the way it is described, so dharmas are not things [that can be referred 
to by words].

5.71  If [the opponents] are saying that dependent [identity] exists in a relative 
sense, they are proving something that [we] accept. If [they are saying that it 
exists] in a real sense, there is no example and the reason is contradicted.89

If [the opponents] are arguing that everything is relative (saµv®ti), they are proving 
something that [we] accept (siddhasådhana), because we also think that everything [is 
real] from the point of view of relative truth (saµv®tisatyanayena). If they are arguing 
[that things exist] ultimately (paramårthena), there is no example for the argument that 
dependent [identity] exists ultimately, because this also is empty (ni˙svabhåva). And the 
reason, “because they are empty of the identity attributed [to them] by words,” is con-
tradicted. The argument that [things] are empty of the identity attributed [to them] by 
words proves that things exist that can be referred to by words and thus are not empty. 
In other words, [the reason] proves that the subject (dharmin) is the opposite [of what is 
intended].

Objection: According to us, dependent identity  is empty of arising (utpatti-
ni˙svabhåva), because it does not arise from itself, like an illusion (måyå). And, because it 
is empty in this way, the reason [in the preceding argument] is not contradicted.90

89   Verse 5.71 discusses the existence of dependent identity by asking the basic Madhyamaka 
question: Does it exist conventionally or ultimately? If the Yogåcåras say that it exists con-
ventionally, there is no disagreement. If they say that it exists ultimately, there are problems. 
To say that the syllogism has no example means that the opponent cannot point to any-
thing that “ultimately exists” and also is “empty.” (For Mådhyamikas, “emptiness” means 
precisely the lack of “ultimate existence.”) To say that the reason (“because they are empty 
of the identity attributed by words”) is “contradicted” means that the reason implies that 
things exist in a way that cannot be expressed by words. For Mådhyamikas, this means that 
they are not empty.

90   Verse 5.72 is introduced by another Yogåcåra syllogism:

  Dependent identity is empty of arising (utpattini˙svabhåva),
  because it does not arise from itself (sadbh¨ta),
  like an illusion (måyå).

 This argument follows a syllogism in Sthiramati’s commentary on Triµßikå 24-25ab: “This 
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Reply:

5.72  If [the opponents say that dependent identity] is empty of arising because 
it does not arise from itself, this does not contradict [the Madhyamaka 
doctrine of] no arising, cessation, and so forth.

It simply confirms our position. According to us, things that arise from homogeneous 
(sajåt¥ya) causes and conditions do not arise in their own right (svåtmana˙), so they are 
empty of identity (svabhåvaß¨nya) and neither arise nor cease.

This approach also is consistent with tradition. Why?91

5.73ab  The Sage said that whatever arises from conditions does not arise.

[dependent identity] does not have any nature (bhåva) of its own (read svayaµ for nvayaµ), 
because it arises from other conditions [or conditions other than itself], like an illusion 
(måyå). It is said to be empty of arising (utpattini˙svabhåva) because it does not arise as it 
appears (yathå prakhyåti).”

  Sthiramati’s syllogism makes it possible to give a more precise translation of the ambigu-
ous word sadbh¨ta in Bhåviveka’s version of the Yogåcåra syllogism. The word could be 
translated simply as “real.” If so, the reason would mean “because it does not really arise.” 
This would be consistent with Bhåviveka’s view that dependent identity does not ultimately 
arise at all. According to Hoornaert’s account of the Yogåcåra position, however, it is more 
accurate to translate sadbh¨ta as meaning “from itself as a pre-existing entity.” In other 
words, to say that something does not arise sadbh¨ta (as in Bhåviveka’s verse) is equivalent 
to saying that it does not arise from itself (as in Sthiramati). Bhåviveka uses the ambiguity 
in the meaning of sadbh¨ta to steer the Yogåcåra position (dependent identity does not arise 
from itself) toward the Madhyamaka position (dependent nature does not arise as anything 
in its own right).

  When Bhåviveka says that the Yogåcåra argument “cannot negate [the Madhyamaka 
doctrine of] no arising and no cessation,” he is using the terminology of verse 5.7, where 
the Yogåcåra opponent said that the Madhyamaka position is wrong to “concentrate on the 
negation of arising and cessation.”

  Lindtner reads nånutpådanirodhådiprati∑edhasamarthanam (“not capable of negating no 
arising, cessation, and so forth”), while Hoornaert reads nan¨tpådanirodhådiprati∑edhasam-
arthanam (“certainly capable of negating arising, cessation, and so forth”).  Hoornaert’s 
reading is more consistent with the Tibetan translation of the verse: skye ’gag la sogs ’gal 
sgrub yin (“proves the contradiction of arising, cessation, and so forth”). Lindtner’s is more 
consistent with the commentary.

91   After Bhåviveka has made his argument against the existence of dependent identity, he uses 
verse 5.73 to claim that his own approach is more consistent with the authority of tradition 
(ågama). The commentary on verse 5.73 alludes to the Anavataptahradåpasaµkramaˆa S¨tra: 
ya˙ pratyayair jåyati sa hy ajåto // na tasya utpådu sabhåvato ‘sti // ya˙ pratyayådh¥nu sa ß¨nya 
ukto // ya˙ ß¨nyatåµ jånåti so ‘pramatta˙ //. On the source of this quotation, see Lindtner 
1982a: 131. Compare the Anavataptahrada cited in Prasannapadå 239, 491, 500, 504; see also 
Madhyamakåvatåra 229. For other references, see Lamotte 1976: lxiv.
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For what reason?

5.73cd   Because he denies that it ultimately arises with its own identity.

The Sage said that whatever arises from conditions ultimately does not arise, because 
no such thing can be found (upalabhya) apart from a combination of causes and condi-
tions. As is said [in the Anavataptahradåpasaµkramaˆa S¨tra], “Anything that is born 
from conditions is not born and does not arise in its own right. Anything that depends 
on conditions is said to be empty. Anyone who knows emptiness is a prudent person.”

Furthermore,

5.74  Since dharmas are not real, it is not contradictory, in a relative sense, for 
them to be the particular and universal objects of different cognitions 
and words.92

It is precisely because dharmas are not real that it is consistent, in a relative sense, for 
them to be the particular objects (svalak∑aˆagocara) of different cognitions, such as 
“blue” and “material form,” and the universal objects (såmånyalak∑aˆagocara) of differ-
ent words, such as “pot” and “cloth.” If they were real things, they would have only one 
nature, like space and so forth, and they could not be the objects of different cognitions 
and different words. This clearly is not the case.

On this point another tradition (ågama) is accepted by both parties.93 What is it?

5.75  Any name that is used to designate a dharma is not found in it. This is the 
nature of dharmas.

“Any name” means the different names and syllables that refer to particulars and uni-
versals. “A dharma” means the material form and so forth that are designated [by a 
name]. “Is not found in it” means that a name is not found in a dharma because dharmas 
are not verbal in nature (anak∑arasvabhåva). Words from different dialects or with dif-
ferent etymologies can refer (abhi-lap) to the same object in different ways. For example, 
water can be called pån¥ya, ap, salila, and n¥ra. If its nature were such that it could be 

92   Verse 5.74 summarizes Bhåviveka’s understanding of the two truths. According to his posi-
tion, dharmas are ultimately unreal (abh¨ta), but they can still function from a relative point 
of view (saµv®tyå) as the particular (sva) objects (gocara) of cognitions (dh¥) and as the uni-
versal (såmånya) objects (gocara) of words (ßabda). The first of these two points was explained 
in verses 5.34-38, the second in verses 5.62-68.

93   Verse 5.75 contains another appeal to the authority of tradition. This verse from the Bhava-
saµkrånti S¨tra is quoted in Asa∫ga’s Bodhisattvabh¨mi (33). Bhåviveka also quotes the verse 
in Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 56).
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designated by only a single word, it would be impossible to apply any other words to 
it, and no [other] words could designate it. But this is not the case. “This is the nature 
of dharmas” means that the ultimate nature (paramårthatå) of dharmas is inexpressible 
(anabhilåpya). From the relative point of view (saµv®tyå), one applies names and con-
ventional terms in order to recognize [things]. With these [names], one can develop 
the discrete cognition (parijñåna) that something is a cow rather than a horse or a man, 
based on the particular qualities (viße∑a) of a thing. The thing itself is the object of 
cognition. Why? Those who are deaf and dumb are not aware of syllables and words, 
but they cognize such things as pots. [Animals] such as cows also recognize their own 
young by smell and sight. This is why objects are completely empty of names, and their 
actual identities cannot be expressed. On this we both agree.

5.76  If [you think that dependent identity] arises from conditions, because it 
is dependent, then it is as unreal as an illusion, and [you] confirm [our] 
position.94

[You] may think that the identity of dependent identity exists only as an identity that 
arises from a combination of conditions and, because it arises dependently, is not ulti-
mate. In reply [we] say: If you think that [dependent identity] arises dependently, it is 
as unreal as an illusion. How, then, can it have any identity? You simply confirm our 
position.

For the reason that has already been stated,95

94   Verse 5.76 returns to the reason in the syllogism that introduced verse 5.72, arguing again 
that the Yogåcåra position fails to distinguish itself from the Madhyamaka.

95   In verse 5.77, Bhåviveka takes up another aspect of the account of dependent identity in 
verse 5.5: “Those who see reality see absolute identity when they do not apprehend imagined 
[identity] and do not grasp dependent [identity].” The claim that imagined identity is not 
“apprehended” and dependent identity is not “grasped” echoes the terminology of Triµßikå 
28: “But when consciousness does not apprehend an object, it stands in consciousness-
only, because that [consciousness] is not grasped [as a subject] if there is no object” (yadå 
tv ålambanaµ jñånaµ [for Lévi’s vijñånam] naivopalabhate tadå / sthitaµ vijñånamåtratve 
gråhyåbhåve tadagrahåt). 

  Bhåviveka’s introductory line (“For the reason that has already been stated”) refers to 
the Yogåcåra claim that dependent identity “does not arise by itself.” Bhåviveka says that it 
is possible not to “grasp” dependent identity only if dependent identity “does not arise in 
its own right” (svabhåvåjåti). In other words, it is possible only if dependent identity is ulti-
mately empty.

  Bhåviveka’s reference to “false appearance” (mithyåkhyåna) in 5.77cd is echoed in the ter-
minology of Sthiramati’s commentary on Triµßikå 24-25ab: “This [dependent identity]. . . is 
said to be empty of arising (utpattini˙svabhåva) because it does not arise as it appears (yathå 
prakhyåti).” Bhåviveka argues that if something arises ultimately (paramårthena), it cannot 
have a false appearance.

  This verse is a reminder that Bhåviveka’s argument against the Yogåcåra concept of 
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5.77ab  [We] think that dependent [identity] is not grasped, because it does not 
arise with any identity of its own.

Why?

5.77cd  If something arises ultimately, it cannot have a false appearance.

You say that dependent [identity] is not grasped, because it has no subject and object. 
But, if [dependent identity] arises with an identity of its own, it cannot have a false 
appearance. It has a false appearance precisely because it does not arise with any identity 
of its own.

Furthermore:

5.78  If dharmas exist as they appear, that is, if they are what they appear to be, 
how can they be illusory?96

Things appear as objects of the senses, because they depend on causes and conditions. 
If dharmas exist as they appear—that is, if they are what they appear to be—how can 
they be illusory? An illusion may appear to be a man and so forth, but it is not grasped 
that way, because such an illusion is empty of the identity of being a man. Thus it is 
unreasonable to think that dependent identity exists.

It seems very reasonable to say: “because these [things] do not arise in that way, 
they do not arise or cease.”97

dependent identity has two sides. If the Yogåcåra opponent says that dependent identity 
arises in only a relative sense (saµv®tyå), he repeats the position of the Madhyamaka. If the 
opponent says that dependent identity arises ultimately (paramårthena), he runs into prob-
lems like the one pointed out in verse 5.77. 

96   Verse 5.78 extends the argument of verse 5.77 to the example (“like illusion”) in the Yogåcåra 
syllogism in verse 5.72: If things arise ultimately, they must arise “as they appear” and cannot 
be illusory.

97   The introduction to verse 5.79 refers to the Yogåcåra objection in verse 5.69. Bhåviveka is 
being ironic when he says that, after all the intervening discussion, the Yogåcåra assertion 
seems quite reasonable. He means, of course, that it is reasonable only when understood 
from the Madhyamaka perspective.

  The subject of this verse 5.79 (bhåvas) is carried down from verse 5.69, the first verse on 
dependent identity. What does it means to say that “things” (bhåva) are not “things” (vastu)? 
lCang-skya suggests that the word bhåva in verse 5.69 refers to “ultimately existing things.” 
Verse 5.79 can be interpreted as meaning that “ultimately existing things are not ultimately 
things.” But lCang-skya is interpreting the Yogacåra objection, and the sentence makes 
little sense. Here the speaker is Bhåviveka himself. It is likely that Bhåviveka is reverting 
to the logical form that serves him well in his commentary on the MMK: he is assuming 
“things” conventionally in order to negate them ultimately. The commentary confirms this 
interpretation when it says that “things” arise from causes and conditions but do not “really” 
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5.79  [Things] do not arise or cease, are not things, and are empty, because 
they do not arise from themselves and because they are not substantially 
real (dravyasat). 

Things (bhåva) arise from homogeneous causes and conditions, but they do not arise 
from themselves (sadbh¨tena), because there is not even the slightest identity to be found 
apart from a combination of causes and conditions at the moment when it is in a state 
of continuation. Therefore, because they do not arise from themselves, they do not 
arise or cease, they are not things (vastu), and they are empty. Nevertheless, the image 
(åbhåsa) of these things as objects (ålambana) is manifested from homogeneous causes 
and conditions and is a collection (sam¨ha) of eight substances: earth, water, fire, wind, 
form, smell, taste, and touch. But, like an army or forest, they are not substantially real 
(dravyasat). It should be understood, therefore, that they do not arise or cease, are not 
things, and are empty. This is the meaning [of the verse].

Objection: If you [Mådhyamikas] think that things do not exist, you rule out the 
designation (prajñapti) of dharmas.

Reply:

5.80ab  [We] agree about awareness-only (vijñaptimåtra), so [we] do not deny 
the possibility of designation (prajñapti).98

Both of us agree that awareness-only is free from concepts of  “I” and “mine.” Desig-
nations (prajñapti) refer to external and internal dharmas. [These dharmas] are not sub-
stantially real but are generated by action (karma) that is produced by the consciousness 

arise. In other words, relative things ultimately are not things. 
  On the claim that an “object” is “manifested from homogeneous causes and conditions 

and is a “collection (Tib. ’dus pa / Skt. sam¨ha) of eight substances: earth, water, fire, wind, 
form, smell, taste, and touch,” see the commentary on verses 5.31 and 36 and the notes on 
verse 5.62.

98   Verse 5.80 takes up the first part of the argument for the existence of dependent identity in 
verse 5.6:

  Dependent identity exists,
  because designations (prajñapti) have causes.

 See the notes on verse 5.6 for a discussion of the Yogåcåra sources of this argument. For a 
more extensive discussion of the argument itself, see Avalokitavrata’s commentary (Eckel 
1985: 52-54). Bhåviveka also is responding to the continuation of the Yogåcåra account of 
the three identities in the commentary on verse 5.5 and in Triµßikå 25. When imagined 
identity is not apprehended and dependent identity is not grasped, there is a vision of abso-
lute identity as the “equality” (samatå) of subject and object. In Trimßikå 25, this is referred 
to as “ideation-only” (vijñaptimåtratå).
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(vijñåna) of external objects.99 So there is no fault in our position.
[The fault is] in your position.

5.80cd  If what is removed and what does the removing are real, what do you 
think recognizes [suffering]?100

If what is removed—namely, suffering and so forth–and what does the removing—
namely, the combination of conditioned states (saµskåra) that practices the cultivation 
of the path—exist as part of consciousness—that is, as a part of dependent [identity]—
then, as things in their own right, they cannot become anything else, and their basis 
cannot change. So, if you think that the recognition of suffering is the condition for 
supermundane [cognition] and has dependent identity, what do you think [recognizes] 
this [suffering]? If there is no change from a mundane to a supermundane state, where 
and how can [recognition] arise? This is the way to interpret [the verse].

Objection: If nothing is substantially real, as you think, how can there be 
liberation?

Reply:

5.81  Liberation comes from the cessation of concepts and is possible only if 
[things] are not substantially real. If [things] are substantially real, they 
cannot arise, so no other possibility can be maintained.101

99   On Bhåviveka’s statement that “external objects are generated by action (karma) that is pro-
duced by consciousness,” compare the position in verse 5.48.

100   The reference to the “removal” (prahåˆa or håni) of “suffering and so forth” in verse 5.80cd 
and commentary picks up the third reason in verse 5.6:

  Dependent identity exists,
  because one apprehends defilements.

 The commentary explains: “If dependent identity did not exist, one would not apprehend 
any defilements; but they are apprehended, because defilements depend on mind and 
mental phenomena, and the removal of [defilements] is liberation.” On the “change of basis” 
(åßrayaparåv®tti) mentioned in the commentary on verse 5.80cd, see the commentary on 
verse 5.5 and Triµßikå 29.

  The Sanskrit text of verse 5.80cd reads “aversion (nirvidå) and so forth” rather than “rec-
ognition (parijñåna) and so forth,” as in the commentary. “Recognition and so forth” are the 
four actions that are performed in relation to the four noble truths: a person “recognizes” 
(parijñåna) suffering, “removes” (prahåˆa) the arising of suffering, “realizes” (såk∑åtkaraˆa) 
the cessation of suffering, and “practices” (bhåvanå) the path. These four actions are dis-
cussed by Någårjuna in MMK 24.26-27. Bhåviveka follows the argument of those verses.

101  Verse 5.81 discusses the Yogåcåra concept of liberation found in the commentary on verse 
5.5 and in Triµßikå 30: “This is the pure element that is inconceivable, virtuous, permanent, 
and pleasurable. It is the liberation body and also the [body] called Dharma that belongs to 
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If things are not substantially real, it is possible for liberation to come from the arising 
of noble, non-conceptual, supermundane knowledge, after there has been mundane, 
conceptual knowledge. If [things] are substantially real and do not change, [liberation] 
is not possible. Liberation can come from the absence of concepts if things are not 
substantially real. Even if [things] are substantially real in some way [i.e., in a relative 
sense], they do not arise in their own right, so it is still possible for liberation to come 
from the absence of concepts. Why imagine that the cognition (upalambhajñåna) of 
absolute identity exists any other way? [We] do not think [that there is any other way of 
cognizing absolute identity], because [we] have already said [in verse 5.16],

If the Teacher’s awakening has [absolute] identity as its object (ålambana), it 
must be a conceptual cognition, it must have an object, and it must not be 
non-conceptual. 

When we point out the faults in his approach, the opponent  is deeply wounded and 
responds in anger.

5.82   If nothing is real, there cannot be any designation. Someone who holds this 
view is a nihilist, with whom one should not speak or share living quarters.

5.83ab  This person falls into a bad rebirth and takes others with him.102

According to us, the Yogåcåras, external objects do not exist, but consciousness-only 
does exist. External objects are grasped as aspects of the transformation of conscious-
ness, and absolute identity is known directly by the Tathågata. But in the doctrine 
(våda) of the Madhyamaka, there is an improper denial (apavåda) of ordinary dharmas 
even from the relative point of view (saµv®tyåpi), because [ordinary dharmas] are said to 
be illusory. And [for the Mådhyamika] nothing exists ultimately either, because neither 
consciousness nor what is known by consciousness exist. If [the Mådhyamika] improp-
erly denies (apa-vad) that anything is real, he cannot make any designation (prajñapti) 
of dharmas. Without this, he is just like a nihilist (nåstika). No one should speak to him 

a Great Sage.”
  Bhåviveka’s response to the Yogåcåra objection is similar to Någårjuna’s inversion of 

the objector’s argument in MMK 24.1 and 20. The objector says: “If everything is empty, 
then nothing arises and nothing ceases, and there cannot be four noble truths.” Någårjuna 
replies: “If everything is not empty, then nothing arises and nothing ceases, and there 
cannot be four noble truths.”

102  Verses 5.82-83 allude to Asa∫ga’s comments about the treatment of nihilists (nåstika) in the 
Tattvårtha chapter of the Bodhisattvabh¨mi. As this passage shows, Bhåviveka took Asa∫ga’s 
comments to be directed against the Madhyamaka. Asa∫ga’s comments are translated and 
discussed in Part 1 of this book.
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or share living quarters with him. This is why the Blessed One said: “O monks, hence-
forth, you should not rely on, associate with, or accompany the worldly ones (lokåyatika) 
who confidently pronounce various mantras.” You [the Mådhyamikas] are evil and will 
certainly be reborn in a place that people seek to avoid. By rejecting the true Dharma, 
you will go to a bad rebirth, and by persuading others to be attached to false views, 
which are like deadly crocodiles, you will cause them to fall as well.103

[Reply:] The Master says:

5.83cd  These angry words are like vomit: they show undigested pride.104

Your angry words show pride just as vomit shows undigested food. Here anger is com-
pared to vomit, your words are compared to the act of vomiting, and pride is compared to 
undigested food. Someone who vomits shows undigested food. When you express your 
anger, you show your pride in exactly the same way. But you do not refute our view.

Why are [we] certain that these angry words show pride just as vomit shows undi-
gested food, and that the Madhyamaka does not suffer the same fault?

5.84 [We] think that dharmas are illusory, because they have no real identity, 
because they delude foolish people, and because they come into exis-
tence after not existing.105

103   The commentary on 5.83ab echoes section 13 of the Kåßyapaparivarta: “O Kåßyapa, there 
are four bad friends and bad companions for a Bodhisattva. A Bodhisattva should avoid 
them. What are these four? A monk who follows the Íråvakayåna and acts for his own ben-
efit, one who follows the Pratyekabuddhayåna and has little purpose and little left to do, a 
worldly one (lokåyatika) who confidently pronounces various mantras. . . .”

104  Bhåviveka mentions the pride (abhimåna) of Yogåcåra “scholars” in verse 5.1. In the opening 
verses of the Abhisamayålaµkåråloka, Haribhadra says that Vasubandhu “takes great pride 
in his knowledge and in his clever position about the distinction between existence and 
absence” (AAA 1).

  Bhåviveka also refers to vomit (udgåra) in MHK 3.116: “Those who seek their own ben-
efit and analyze things as they are do not rely on vomit-like words that reek with the illness 
of false views (kud®∑†yåmayadurgandhasaktodgårå giras).”

105  Bhåviveka concludes his discussion of dependent identity with a syllogism to establish the 
certainty of his own position:

  Dharmas are illusory,
  because they do not have real identity,
  because they cause foolish people to be deluded,
  and because they come into existence after not existing.

 The thesis is meant to show that the Madhyamaka position gives a proper and “certain” 
(niyata) explanation of the example in the Yogåcåra syllogism in verse 5.72.
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We never said that things are completely non-existent. We think that dharmas arise in 
a relative sense from homogeneous causes and conditions, like illusion. This is because 
they do not have real identity, because they mislead foolish people, and because they 
come into existence after not existing. Why would there not be designations (prajñapti)? 
There are designations, so the problem you pointed out does not apply to us. We think 
that dharmas are empty from the ultimate point of view. We also avoid the second 
extreme, which is non-existence. How can our [position] be compared to a doctrine of 
nihilism? For this reason, your angry words are like vomit.

aBsolute identity

If you think that the Dharma nature (dharmatattva) is as non-conceptual as space, this 
is unreasonable.106 Why?

5.85  It is not reasonable for [the Dharma nature] to be a non-conceptual en-
tity like space, because [space] permits a variety of concepts.

Space may have no concepts, but a variety of concepts, such as “blue,” “broad,” “pure,” 
and “impure,” can still be applied to it. If the Dharma nature were like this, it would be 
the object of a variety of concepts, such as “pure” and “impure,” and it would no longer 
be non-conceptual.

Furthermore, if you think that absolute identity is inexpressible, [we] respond:

5.86 If [absolute identity] arises, it cannot be inexpressible, because of the 
refutation previously stated. If it were an inexpressible [entity], it would 

106  In verse 5.85, Bhåviveka begins his discussion of absolute identity (parini∑pannasvabhåva). 
Verses 5.85-92 discuss absolute identity as an object of cognition; verses 5.93ff. then discuss 
it as cognition itself. This distinction reflects the structure of the Yogåcåra objection (where 
verses 5.2-3 discuss the ultimate as object and 5.4 discusses it as cognition); it also reflects 
Bhåviveka’s response in 5.10-16 and 5.17-54. Bhåviveka uses the same distinction in his cri-
tique of absolute identity in Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 70-75) and elsewhere in his work. 
For other examples, see the note on verse 5.2.

  The objector’s position, “the nature of things (dharmatattva) is non-conceptual (nirvi-
kalpa), like space (åkåßa),” reflects a common Yogåcåra comparison. See, for example, MAV 
1.17: “The purity [of emptiness] is thought to be similar to the purity of water, gold, and 
space.” 

  In the commentary on verse 5.6, the Yogåcåra objector speaks obliquely of absolute 
identity as the “object” of non-conceptual knowledge: “[Dependent identity] is the object 
of supermundane, non-conceptual knowledge and is perceived when absolute identity is 
perceived. This is because dependent [identity] is realized by pure, ordinary, subsequent 
knowledge.”
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be relative, and you should not confuse it with reality.107

If absolute identity arises, it cannot be inexpressible. This has already been refuted by 
[the verses] that begin with the following:

A word refers to a thing that possesses a universal, because this [thing] causes 
a cognition in which there is an image of this [thing]. Since this [thing] exists, 
it is reasonable for a word to refer to it.108 

If it were completely inexpressible, it would be relative (saµv®ti), and something that is 
relative should not be confused with reality.
 Furthermore,

5.87  If [you] think that the vision of reality is [vision] of this [absolute iden-
tity], because there is no other reality, why not think that the vision of 
reality is [vision] of a pot, because there is not a second pot?109

If [you] think that the vision of reality (tattvadarßana) or of ultimate emptiness 
(paramårthaß¨nyatå) is [vision] of this ultimate, because there is no other or second ulti-
mate reality, why not think that the vision of ultimate reality is [vision] of a pot, because 
there is no other or second pot?

Objection: Although the Dharma essence (dharmadhåtu) is non-conceptual and 
inexpressible, [we] think that it is purified in the same way that water, gold, and space 
are purified. If this is pure, the mind also is [pure].

[Reply:] To refute this we say:

5.88 Do not [say] that [the Dharma essence] is defiled and purified just to hide 
a weakness in [your] approach, because gold and so forth are affected by 
conditions.110

107  The “inexpressibility” (anabhilåpyatå) of Thusness is discussed in chapter 4 of Asa∫ga’s 
Bodhisattvabh¨mi (Tattvårtha chapter). Note particularly pp. 32-33, where the text quotes 
and comments on the verse from the Bhavasaµkrånti S¨tra that Bhåviveka quotes in verse 
5.75. The commentary on verse 5.86 refers to the argument that began in verse 5.61, where 
Bhåviveka gave his own account of the objects of words from a relative point of view. 
Compare Bhåviveka’s position in this verse to MHK 3.282: “Words such as ‘Buddha’ are 
used metaphorically in a way that corresponds to [the Buddha’s] progress, but ultimately 
[the Buddha] is considered inexpressible because he cannot be conceptualized in any way.”

108   Verse 5.61.
109  Verse 5.5 said: “Those who see reality see absolute identity.” Hoornaert locates the source of 

the language in verse 5.87 in Sandhinirmocana S¨tra 4.10.
110   On the defilement and purification of the Dharma essence, see the notes on verse 5.85. 
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When water is conditioned by dirt, gold by corrosion, and space by clouds, they appear 
stained. When these conditions are not present, they appear pure. First they are stained, 
then they are pure. If the Dharma essence is similar, it must be pure at one moment 
and stained at another. [You] have said [that the Dharma essence is defiled and purified] 
simply to hide a weakness in your approach. The Dharma essence is neither defiled nor 
purified, and gold and so forth are affected by conditions, so the examples of gold and 
so forth do not prove [your] definition of the Dharma essence.

[This argument about the Dharma essence] is reasonable.

5.89 The Dharma nature (dharmatå) is like space; it is always pure, but it appears 
stained or unstained according to the impurity or purity of the eyes.111

Someone with an eye disease (taimirika) sees space completely obscured by a network of 
unreal hairs, bees, and flies. But when he applies an ointment that removes the disease, 
his eyes are purified, and he sees space without any hairs, bees, or flies. Whether space 
is seen as pure or impure depends on the condition of the eyes, not on [the condition of] 
space. Similarly, the Dharma nature is naturally pure, but fools whose minds’ eyes are 
impure see it as stained. Noble ones, on the other hand, whose minds’ eyes have been 
purified by applying the ointment of the view of emptiness (ß¨nyatådarßana), understand 
that it is unstained. Whether the Dharma nature is seen as pure or impure depends on 
the condition of the mind, not on [the condition of] the Dharma nature.

Therefore [we] say:

“Dharma nature” (dharmatattva and dharmatå) and “Dharma essence” (dharmadhåtu) are 
synonyms.

111  Hoornaert takes verse 5.89 as a Yogåcåra attempt to justify the claim that was made in the 
introduction to verse 5.88: the Dharma essence is purified in the way that space or gold is 
purified. He then interprets verse 5.90 as Bhåviveka’s response. This interpretation is per-
mitted by the grammatical structure of the Tibetan, but it seems unlikely. Verses 5.89-90 
make the same point, namely that purity and impurity are in the eye of the beholder, and the 
commentary on verse 5.89 uses a common Madhyamaka example to make the same point.

  The example of the person with diseased eyes (taimirika) is cited often in Madhyamaka 
literature to show how the correct vision of reality (tattvadarßana) is no vision at all. Bhåviveka 
concludes his critical discussion of the conventional categories of reality in MHK 3.251-52 
with the example of diseased eyes: “Someone who removes an eye disease and whose eyes 
are clear and pure, does not see spots, hairs, flies, or a double image of the moon. Similarly, 
someone who removes the eye disease of defilements and objects of cognition and has the 
clear eye of true knowledge does not see anything at all.” In MHK 3.280, Bhåviveka attri-
butes this perfected vision to Bodhisattvas in the tenth stage of the Bodhisattva path: “Great 
beings see [the Buddha] like space, without seeing.” For further discussion of this example in 
Bhåviveka’s thought, see Eckel 1992: 129-52. For other examples of timira and the taimirika 
in Madhyamaka literature, see La Vallée Poussin 1933c: 30; May 1959: 187; and Scherrer-
Schaub 1991: 168. Compare also verse 5.101 below.
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5.90ab  The cognitive error that consists of impurity and so forth is a property 
of the subject, not the object.

When space appears pure or impure, the cognitive error is a property of the subject, 
which is a composite cognition associated with the body and sensory awareness, rather 
than a property of the object of cognition, which is space and so forth. Similarly, the 
impurity and purity of the Dharma essence is a property of the subject, which has either 
false cognition or true cognition. It is not a property of the Dharma essence, which is 
the object of cognition. So it is unreasonable for you to say that [the Dharma essence] 
is pure and impure.

Furthermore,

5.90cd  [We] think that [a cognition] that has this [Dharma essence] as its ob-
ject (ålambana) is not pure, and reality cannot be treated as an object.112

It is unreasonable for a cognition that has the Dharma essence as its object to be pure, 
because [we] do not accept that a cognition is non-conceptual if it has this as its object. 
[We] do not think that the Dharma essence, or reality, can be treated as an object, 
because it cannot ultimately be apprehended as “Dharma essence.”

Furthermore,

5.91  If reality is substantially real, there is a flood of faults as before. [We] 
also do not think that a cognition of that [reality] is supermundane and 
non-conceptual, because it would cease.113

112  In verse 5.90cd, Bhåviveka rejects the possibility that the ultimate can be an “object” (ålam-
bana) of cognition, as he did in verses 5.13-16. The same point is discussed in Prajñåprad¥pa 
25: “Knowledge in which something is apprehended (sopalambhajñåna) cannot be called non-
conceptual, because it has an image (åbhåsa) of an object (vi∑aya), even when there is no con-
cept of [the object’s] identity, as in the case of visual cognition” (Eckel 1985: 72).

113   In verse 5.91ab, the subject of the sentence is the “reality” (tattva) that “could not be treated 
as an object” in the previous verse. Bhåviveka says that, if this “reality” is treated as some-
thing “substantially real” (dravyasat), problems ensue. To illustrate these problems, he quotes 
verse 5.47: “[You] may think that the mind is substantially real. . . ,” where the subject is not 
reality as “object” but the mind itself. In other words, reality as “object” can be treated with 
the same arguments that were earlier applied to claims about the reality of the mind.

  In verse 5.91cd, the subject shifts to a syllogism about supermundane cognition:

  The cognition of that [reality] cannot be supermundane and non-conceptual,
  because it would cease.

 Bhåviveka uses a syllogism about the Buddha’s awareness to make a point about its object 
(or lack thereof), as he did in verse 5.16. The terminology of the verse recalls the objection 
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If [you] think that the Dharma essence is substantially real, then the faults mentioned 
earlier apply here as well:

[You] may think that the mind is substantially real because there is defilement 
and purification, but this is not a refutation, because [we] accept that they 
come from the arising of mental phenomena in a certain way. 

[You] may say that non-conceptual apprehension (upalabdhi) of the Dharma nature 
arises when there is a supermundane cognition (lokottarajñåna), but [we] do not think 
that such [a cognition] can actually arise, because it would cease as soon as it arises. 
[You] would need to explain why this supermundane cognition does not cease.

Furthermore,

5.92ab   Cognition is diseased as long as it imitates objects.114

What is wrong with this?

5.92cd   It imitates objects as long as knowledge arises.

This means that even supermundane cognition is diseased if it has absolute identity as 
its object (ålambana), because it imitates the knowledge of an object. Why is this reason-
able? A diseased mind that imitates the form (åkåra) of an object is subject to saµsåra. 
But when one knows that the nature of objects ( jñeya) is not absolute, there is no object, 
and one is not subject to saµsåra, so [we] think that this [no-object] is the Dharma 
nature  (dharmatattva).

You think that a Self Existent One’s awareness occurs in a single moment, but this 
is impossible.115

that preceded verse 5.6: “Absolute identity is realized directly and is the object of a Sage’s 
supermundane knowledge.”

114   Verse 5.92 echoes Bhåviveka’s definition of reality in MHK 3.266: “No object of knowledge 
( jñeya) exists at all, so those who know reality say that ultimate (atulya) reality is [the object] 
about which not even a non-conceptual cognition arises.” To take “no-object” (anålambana) 
as the referent of “this” in the last sentence of the commentary is speculative, but it makes 
sense grammatically and is consistent with Bhåviveka’s strategy of equating true awakening 
(bodha) with no-awakening (abodha), true seeing (darßana) with no-seeing (adarßana), and so 
forth, in MHK chs. 3 and 4.

115   Verse 5.93 marks the transition from discussion of the Dharma essence as the object (vi∑aya 
or ålambana) of cognition to the discussion of absolute identity as cognition itself. For other 
examples of this sequence of analysis, see the notes on verses 5.2 and 85.

  Svayaµbh¨-jñåna (the Self-Existent One’s awareness) is a synonym of buddha-jñåna (the 
Buddha’s awareness) in A∑†a 37 and 191.

  The idea that a Buddha’s awareness consists of a single moment (ekak∑ana) of cognition 
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5.93  Omniscience cannot occur in a single moment, because a cognition can-
not act on itself, like a sword-blade,116 and because there cannot be any 
self-cognition.

While there are many different objects of knowledge, there is only one Dharma nature, 
so it is possible for the Omniscient One to know it in a single moment without any 
distinction But a moment of omniscient cognition cannot know different objects in a 
single moment. This is because a cognition cannot exist in such a way that it acts on 
itself, since that would be a contradiction. For example, a sword-blade cannot cut itself. 
Therefore, if a moment of knowledge ultimately exists, it needs a second moment of 
knowledge to cognize the first moment of knowledge.

[Objection:] If the Dharma nature does not exist at all, then it is impossible for 
the nature of things (bhåvasvabhåva) to be definitively grasped. If [you] deny even self-
cognition, [you] cannot establish that omniscience occurs in a single moment.

[Reply:] It can be established according to our position. How?

is recognized as an option in the bhå∑ya on Koßa 6.26. In the Nikåyabheda section of the 4th 
chapter of the Tarkajvålå, Bhåviveka associates this idea with the Ekavyåvahårikas: “Some 
[Mahåsåµghikas] make the conventional claim (vyavahåra), ‘The Blessed Ones, the Buddhas 
comprehend all dharmas with a single thought and realize all dharmas with a single moment 
of wisdom,’ and thus are called Ekavyåvahårikas.” See Bareau 1955: 270. The locus classicus 
for the study of this concept in Mahåyåna literature is chapter 7 of the Abhisamayålaµkåra. 
For a summary of recent work on this chapter, see Naughton 1991: 1-166.

  Bhåviveka frequently refers to the Buddha’s awakening as “a single moment of aware-
ness” (ekak∑aˆajñåna). For examples, see the commentary on MHK 1.6, 3.268, 3.273, and 
4.23. Bhåviveka gives his own interpretation of the “single moment” in verse 5.102 below. 
For other occurrences of the concept in Madhyamaka literature, along with a discussion of 
its implications, see Scherrer-Schaub 1991: 176.

  The argument in verse 5.93 deals with the last point in the Yogåcåra objection in verse 
5.7: “This approach to the Perfection of Wisdom is [the means] to attain omniscience, and 
the one that concentrates on the negation of arising and cessation is not.”

  Omniscience cannot occur in a single moment,
  because a cognition cannot act on itself and because there cannot be any self-cognition,
  like a sword-blade.

 The word order in the Sanskrit (repeated in the Tibetan translation) suggests that the argu-
ment contains two separate reasons: “because a cognition cannot act on itself” and “because 
there cannot be any self-cognition.” But the commentary compresses both into a single 
reason: “Because a cognition cannot exist in such a way that it acts on itself, since that would 
be a contradiction.” It seems likely that Bhåviveka intended the first reason (“because a cog-
nition cannot act on itself”) to serve as justification for the second (“because there cannot 
be any self-cognition”).

116   On the comparison of the sword-blade, see the notes on verse 5.22.
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5.94  [The Dharma nature] is grasped by the noble ones’ non-conceptual knowl-
edge, because it does not arise, since its arising can be negated as before, and 
because it is not substantially real. It also is completely inexpressible.117

[The Dharma nature] is grasped by the noble ones’ non-conceptual knowledge. In 
other words, it is grasped by the discipline of no-grasping. This is because it does not 
arise, since its arising can be negated as explained before, in the chapter on “The Quest 
for the Knowledge of Reality,” and because it is not substantially real, since it arises 
in a relative sense (saµv®tyå) from homogeneous (sajåt¥ya) causes and conditions. It 
also is completely inexpressible, because it is empty. This nature (svabhåva) is ultimate 
(påramårthika).

117  The structure of verse 5.94 is awkward in English because of the sequence of reasons, but 
Bhåviveka’s meaning is clear. The subject of the verse is the Dharma nature (dharmatå), or 
the nature of things (bhåvasvabhåva), carried down from the commentary that states the 
opponent’s objection. The predicate is “grasped by the noble ones’ non-conceptual knowl-
edge.” Bhåviveka gives two reasons for his assertion: “because it does not arise” (ajåta) and 
“because it is not substantially real” (adravyasat). He supports the first of these reasons 
(“because it does not arise”) with a secondary reason (“since its arising can be negated as 
before”).

  The commentary explains that the previous “negation of arising” occurred in the chapter 
on “The Quest for the Knowledge of Reality,” the third chapter of the MHK. Bhåviveka’s 
explicit discussion of non-arising in that chapter begins in verses 3.137-38: “This expand-
ing network of concepts is based on the idea that things arise and forcibly confuse simple 
people. When scholars see things correctly with the lamp of knowledge, they negate arising, 
pacify these [concepts], and lay all verbal diversity (prapañca) to rest.” The argument is sum-
marized in MHK 3.247: “Nothing [arises] from itself, from something else, from both, or 
from no cause at all; nothing exists or does not exist; and there is no other possibility.” The 
form of the argument follows the first chapter of Någårjuna’s MMK.

  Bhåviveka argues that the Buddha’s awakening (bodha) ultimately is no-awakening 
(abodha), as, for example, in verses 5.102 and 106 of this chapter and in his discussion of the 
epithets of the Buddha in 3.267-72. The same can be said of anything when it is viewed from 
the ultimate perspective, especially concepts and activities that are significantly related to 
the path toward Buddhahood. In MHK 3.290, Bhåviveka says that advanced Bodhisattvas 
worship the Buddhas “with the discipline of no-worship” (anupåsanayogena). In the com-
mentary on 3.292, a Bodhisattva practices “recollection” (anusm®ti) by means of “no-recol-
lection” and “reflection” (manaskåra) by means of “no-reflection.” He frequently reminds 
the reader that the “vision of reality” (tattvadarßana), which is the goal of the text, in the 
end is simply “no-vision” (adarßana), as in verses 3.280-81: “Heroic beings see him the way 
they see space, without seeing. They have no concepts and make no effort, and their eyes 
are clear. They pay homage to the Blessed One without any homage, reflection, or words, 
and they also are worthy of sincere homage.” “No-vision” is discussed in the commentary 
on verse 5.89. All of these negative modes of practice are based on the practice of “no-
apprehension” (anupalambha), as discussed in verses 4.20cd-21 and 5.51.

  Bhåviveka’s claim that the knowledge of the noble ones is only possible if things do not 
arise and are not substantially real is similar to the idea expressed in verse 5.81 that libera-
tion is possible only if [things] are not substantially real.
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Furthermore, according to you,

5.95  If the ultimate identity is the existence of the absence of existence, how 
can you be free from improper reification and denial?118

Someone who seeks to be free from the two extremes of improper reification (samåropa) 
and denial (apavåda) has to avoid the extremes of existence (bhåva) and absence (abhåva). 
But you think that the absolute (parini∑panna), or ultimate (paramårtha) identity, is both 
existence and absence. If it exists, [you] are not free from the extreme of improper 
reification, and if it is absent, [you] are not free from the extreme of improper denial. If 
[liberation] is to avoid such extremes, how can you be free?

According to us,

5.96  There is no existence, because in reality nothing arises. There is no ab-
sence, because there is no existence. [We] think that reality is non-dual, 
because it avoids both existence and absence.

There is no existence, because ultimately nothing arises. There is no absence, because 
there is no existence. If there were existence, then, by contrast, there could also be 
absence. But because there is no existence, there can be no absence. [We] think that 
reality (tattva) avoids both existence and absence, and is non-dual in this way, so this 
non-duality does not contradict reason.

Your position leads to another great fault.

5.97  The Teacher is not free from all objects if he objectifies Thusness, and 
awakening is not [an understanding of] equality if the image of reality is 
differentiated.119

118   In verse 5.95, Bhåviveka returns to his argument against the Yogåcåra definition of the ulti-
mate (paramårtha) as “the object of a cognition of existence and absence” (sadådibuddhivi∑aya). 
This definition was presented in verse 5.2; Bhåviveka criticized it in verses 5.10-16. Here, in 
verse 5.96, he goes beyond criticism to give his own understanding of the ultimate.

119   The argument in verse 5.97 repeats verse 5.16 on the “objectification” (ålambana) of 
Thusness. Compare also Eckel 1985: 72-73. The quotation that begins “The Buddha has 
the characteristics of space” comes from the Órya Sarvabuddhavi∑ayajñånålokålaµkåra S¨tra. 
See Eckel 1985: 73.

   On the concept of “equality” (samatå), compare the commentary on verse 5.5, where the 
Yogåcåra objector says: “Those who see reality, or know the ultimate, see absolute identity 
as the equality of subject and object. This is because supermundane knowledge arises with-
out any concepts.” In MHK 3.269-70, Bhåviveka defines a sambuddha (“Perfectly Awakened 
One”) as one who understands the equality (samatå) of all dharmas, along with the equality 
of self and other, by not understanding equality.
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If the Teacher, or the Blessed One, the Buddha, objectifies “absolute identity” or 
“Thusness,” he is not be free from all objects, because he objectifies Thusness. This 
contradicts traditions (ågama) such as:

The Buddha has the characteristics of space, and space has no characteristics. 
Homage to you who are free from [the duality of] defining and being defined 
and who have no object.

The Teacher’s awakening is not [an understanding of] equality. Why? Because it distin-
guishes between “absolute nature” and the knowledge in which it appears. If this duality 
is present, how can the understanding of this duality be [an understanding of] equality?

Furthermore,

5.98  How can there possibly be a cognition that objectifies Thusness without 
coming from an implanted potentiality? It would be like the cognition 
of a flower in the sky, which also is impossible without an implanted 
potentiality.120

You are well known for thinking that the store-consciousness has no beginning and that 
active consciousnesses (prav®ttivijñåna), such as visual [cognition], transfer their potenti-
ality to the store-consciousness when they arise and cease. These potentialities develop in 
various ways into objects, the senses, and consciousness, and they are active in the store 
consciousness as long as there is saµsåra. So, for an ordinary person who does not see 
reality, no cognition of Thusness can ever arise. And if none can arise, none can cease. 
If none ceases, there is nothing to implant a potentiality that can become a cognition of 
Thusness through the evolution of a potentiality implanted in the store-consciousness. 
If no potentiality is implanted and there is no cause for a cognition of Thusness, how can 
such a cognition ever arise? For example, if there has never been any potentiality for the 
cognition of a flower in the sky, then no such potentiality can be implanted in the store-
consciousness, and there cannot subsequently be any sight of a flower in the sky.

Furthermore,

5.99ab  You have said that reality is neither identical nor different only to con-
ceal your own approach.121

120  On the transfer of potentiality (ßaktyarpaˆa) in the store consciousness, see verses 5.22-23, 
and 41-42. The Tibetan translation of the commentary on this verse indicates that the verbs 
for “transfer” (Tib. ’jog par byed / Skt. arpaˆa) and “implanted” (Tib. bzhag pa / Skt. åhita) 
are used interchangeably.

121   The argument in verse 5.99 refers to a claim made by the Yogåcåra objector in the com-
mentary on verse 5.6: “When dependent identity is free from imagined subject and object, it 
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You think that both absolute identity and dependent identity exist, and you also have 
said that they are neither identical nor different. But this is only to conceal your own 
approach. Absolute identity, which [you] call reality, is not free from identity and 
difference.

According to the Madhyamaka approach,

5.99cd  [Reality] is not a real thing and is not apprehended, so for us [reality] 
can be what [you] have said.

It is precisely because [reality] is not a real thing (dravya) that it cannot be apprehended 
in its own right. So for us [reality] can be what [you] have said—that is, neither identical 
nor different.

According to our position, the example of space and so forth also is reasonable.122 How?

5.100 [Reality] is like space because does not arise, has no particulars, and 
is unstained. It also is completely inexpressible, because it cannot be 
grasped by the mind in any way.

Ultimate reality (paramårthatattva) is like space in the following way. If something 
arises, it can be apprehended with respect to its particular aspects. But something 
that does not arise has no particulars, because it does not arise. It also is not stained, 
because it is not stained by any conceptual diversity (prapañcavikalpa). For these reasons, 

is absolute identity. This [absolute identity] is neither identical to nor different from depen-
dent [identity]. If it were different, the Dharma nature would be diverse. If it were identical, 
[the Dharma nature] would be defiled and could not be the cause of purification.”

  The commentary on verse 5.99 turns on an ambiguity in the Sanskrit of the first line. 
Depending on the division of the words, the first line can mean: “You said that reality is nei-
ther identical nor different in order to conceal your own approach” (naikatvånyatvam uktaµ 
vas tattvaµ svanayaguptita˙). Or it can mean: “Your reality is not free from identity and 
difference . . . in order to conceal your own approach” (naikatvånyatvamuktaµ vas tattvaµ 
svanayaguptita˙). The Tibetan translator chooses the second option. The commentary, 
however, makes use of both interpretations and reads the first as a reason for the second. 
Bhåviveka clearly intended to put both readings into play, not only in the commentary on 
5.99ab but in 5.99cd, where the uktam (“said”) of 5.99ab is echoed by the uditam (“said”) at 
the verse’s end.

  Hoornaert points out that Bhåviveka’s own view of identity and difference is present in 
MHK 3.11 (vigataikatvanånåtve tattve gagananirmale) and 4.67 (nånåtvaikatvarahitaµ ßåntaµ 
tattvaµ vidur budhå˙).

122  In verse 5.100, Bhåviveka returns to the Yogåcåra example that opened the section on abso-
lute identity: “If [you] think that the Dharma nature is as non-conceptual as space, this is 
unreasonable. Why? [Verse 5.85:] It is not reasonable for [the Dharma nature] to be a non-
conceptual entity like space.” After criticizing the Yogåcåra understanding of this example, 
Bhåviveka offers his own interpretation.
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[ultimate reality] is like space. It also is completely inexpressible. It can be completely 
inexpressible, because words are applied to things that are grasped by the mind, but this 
[ultimate reality] is not grasped by the mind.

[Objection:] If [ultimate reality] does not arise in any way, how can it be called [the 
object] of a supermundane [cognition] and so forth?123

Reply:

5.101 [We] think that a cognition in which the eye disease of arising is gone is 
supermundane (lokottara), because it is intended to rescue (uttåraˆa) from 
the world (loka) or because it goes beyond (atikrama) the world (loka).

Arising (utpåda) is [like] an eye disease (timira). A cognition that does not [arise] is one 
in which the eye disease of arising is gone. [We] think that this [cognition] is supermun-
dane. Why? Because it is intended to rescue from the world or because it goes beyond 
the world. As it is said: “[A cognition] is supermundane if it goes beyond the movement 
and agitation of the world.”
 Furthermore,

5.102 [A supermundane cognition] is non-conceptual, has no object, and has 
no mark, because it understands the equality of self and other in a single 
moment with no understanding.124

This [supermundane] cognition is non-conceptual, because, if it does not arise, it must 
be free from all concepts. It has no object, because it does not objectify anything. It has 
no mark, because it does not grasp the mark of any object. This cognition understands 

123   In the introduction to verse 5.6, the Yogåcåra objector said: “Absolute identity is realized 
directly and is the object of a Sage’s supermundane knowledge.”

124  In verse 5.102, Bhåviveka responds to the problems he pointed out in the Yogåcåra position 
in verses 5.93-97. On the relationship between “no objects” (nirålamba) and the Buddha’s 
understanding of “equality,” see 5.97. On its occurrence in a single moment (sak®t) see 5.93. 
Bhåviveka’s account of “supermundane cognition” (lokottaramati) should be compared to his 
account of the ultimate Buddha in 3.267-79. In 3.269-70, Bhåviveka defines the sambuddha 
(“the Perfectly Awakened One”) as one who understands the equality of dharmas and of self 
and other, through the means of no understanding. In the commentary on 3.273 he identi-
fies the Buddha’s awareness as “the understanding of the equality of all dharmas in a single 
moment.” To say that this moment of cognition has to do with “self and other” (svånya-
dharmatayå), and that self and other are subject and object, responds to the Yogåcåra claim, 
in the commentary on 5.6, that absolute identity constitutes the equality of self and object. 
It also corrects the error attributed to the Yogåcåra in 5.93, where Bhåviveka argues that 
a real cognition cannot simultaneously cognize itself and its object. Here supermundane 
cognition can cognize both at once because it and they are of the same nature (dharmatå): 
they do not arise at all.
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(budh) the equality (samatå) of self, or cognition ( jñåna), and other, or object ( jñeya), in a 
single moment with the approach of no understanding (abodhanayena). According to us, 
awakening occurs in a single moment of understanding.

To investigate the object of supermundane knowledge [we] say:

5.103 The non-arising of dharmas is called the selflessness of dharmas. There 
cannot be any sign of conceptual defilements with regard to this [object], 
as [explained] previously.125

The non-arising of dharmas is called the selflessness of dharmas. There cannot be any 
conceptual defilements with regard to this [object], as [explained] previously in the 
chapter on “Seeking the Knowledge of Reality.” Concepts are like defilements. A sign 
is a mark. These [signs] are completely impossible with regard to this [object].

Objection: When it says in a s¨tra that “the ultimate cannot be analyzed (atarkya) 
and is not an object of logical reasoning (tarkagocara),” it means that [the ultimate] is an 
object (vi∑aya) of perception (pratyak∑a).126 You contradict tradition when you say that 

125  Compare MHK 3.245-46: “Like an illusion, it does not exist; so in reality it is not seen. It 
cannot be analyzed (apratarkya), discriminated (avijñeya), defined (anir¨pya), or compared 
(anidarßana). It has no marks (nirnimitta), no appearance (niråbhåsa), no concepts (nirvika-
lpa), and no syllables (nirak∑ara). It must be understood by the mind of someone who sees. 
In other words, it is seen by no-seeing.” Here Bhåviveka gives his interpretation of the term 
“cannot be analyzed” (apratarkya) in MHK 3.245c.

126   The introduction to verse 5.104 begins with a scriptural quotation about the use of “logi-
cal reasoning” (tarka) to gain knowledge about the ultimate. The same quotation appears 
in Prajñåprad¥pa 25 (Eckel 1985: 73) with the reading brtag mi nus pa (“incapable of being 
analyzed”) rather than rtag tu med pa (“eternally nonexistent”). It also appears in the MRP 
(Lindtner 1981: 169). The reading of the Prajñåprad¥pa is correct, as it is in a similar quota-
tion from an unidentified s¨tra in Prasannapadå 498: “Not long after his perfect awaken-
ing, the Blessed One thought: ‘I have attained the Dharma that is profound and appears 
to be profound; it cannot be analyzed (Tib. brtag par bya ba ma yin / Skt. atarkya) and is 
inaccessible to logical reasoning (Tib. rtog ge’i spyod yul ma yin pa / Skt. atarkåvacara); it is 
subtle and can be known only by a scholar.’” La Vallée Poussin cites parallel passages in 
Mahåvastu 3.314, the beginning of Lalitavistara 25, MN 1.167, SN 1.136, Mahåvagga 1.5.2. 
Compare also La∫kåvatåra 2.122 and 10.28: “I teach one nature, which is free from logical 
ideas (tarkavijñapti). It is accessible (gocara) to the noble ones, divine (divya), and free from a 
duality of natures.”

  This traditional teaching about the limits of tarka poses a problem for the author who 
chooses to call his commentary The Flame of Reason. As explained in Part 1 of this book, 
Bhåviveka does not shrink from the challenge. Verses 5.104-10 give his response.

  The Yogåcåra objector poses the problem by constructing a syllogism and attributing it 
to Bhåviveka:

  [Reality] is an object of logical reasoning,
  because it is said to be ultimately unknowable,
  like heaven and so forth.
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[reality] is an object of logical reasoning, because it is said to be ultimately unknowable, 
like heaven and so forth.

[The next two verses] refute the opponents’ objection. If the opponents think:

5.104 The Dharma nature of dharmas cannot be known by logical reasoning, 
because reality is not an object of logical reasoning and is not known by 
inference.

[We] reply:

5.105 Buddhas use faultless inference in a way that is consistent with tradition 
to completely reject many different concepts of imagined things.127

Here, the Blessed One uses faultless inferential knowledge in a way that is consistent 
with tradition to completely reject a multitude of different concepts about things that 
are imagined in Buddhist and non-Buddhist systems.

5.106 Then, without seeing, they see all objects of knowledge just as they are, 
with non-conceptual knowledge and with minds like space.128

They attain the name [Buddha] and so forth. [Their] minds are empty in the sense 
that they do not grasp the five kinds of objects: past, future, present, unspecifiable, and 
uncompounded. This [awareness] is a single moment of non-conceptual (nirvikalpa), 
perceptual (pratyak∑a) knowledge ( jñåna). The word “see” is a metaphor (upacåra): [they 
see] by the discipline of no-seeing (adarßanayogena).

5.107 It is impossible to understand reality as an object of inference, but infer-

 The objector then claims that the thesis (“reality is an object of logical reasoning”) is con-
tradicted by tradition.

127  Later Mådhyamikas made a point of distinguishing two kinds of “incorrect relative truth” 
(mithyåsaµv®tisatya): perceptual errors, such as the vision of the moon reflected in water, 
and the “imagined” (kalpita) errors of other philosophical systems, such as the Såµkhya 
doctrine of the three guˆas. See Eckel 1987: 75 and notes 39-40.

128  In the commentary on MHK 3.246cd (“Someone who sees [the Dharma Body] and under-
stands it with wisdom sees it without seeing”), Bhåviveka says that “seeing” is a metaphor 
(upacåra) for “no-seeing” (mthong ba med pa nyid mthong ba’o zhes nye bar gdags te, sDe-dge 
Dza, folio 116b). He uses similar language in the commentary on MHK 3.261 (“For the wise, 
non-conceptual cognition arises through the discipline of no-arising”): “Since no object of 
cognition either exists or does not exist, there is no arising even of a cognition that has no 
apprehension. The no-arising of this cognition is referred to metaphorically as arising (skye 
ba med pa gang yin pa de nyid skye ba zhes nye bar gdags te: sDe-dge Dza, folio 121a).
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ence rules out the opposite of the knowledge of reality.

Inferential knowledge can rule out concepts that are opposed to the conceptual knowl-
edge of reality, but reality (tattva) cannot be understood as an object of inference.

Objection: How does inference rule out the opposite [of the knowledge of reality]?
Reply:

5.108 Differences in other traditions (ågama) cause differences of understand-
ing; even when there are no differences in tradition, what other method 
is capable of investigating [these differences]?129

Other traditions are traditions that differ from one another. Their differences, which 
consist of 363 doctrines, give rise to differences of understanding. Those who seek agree-
ment have no way to investigate [these differences] other than by inference (anumåna), 
which consists of theses, reasons, and examples. Why? Because

5.109 [We] do not admit that an assertion alone can rule out its opposite. How 
can there be non-conceptual cognition without negating its opposite?

An assertion by itself is incapable of negating any concepts. There can be no non-
conceptual cognition without removing its opposite, which is conceptuality. So anyone 
who makes an assertion has to state a reason and an example. A point is proved by a 
complete, valid inference.

5.110 The Sage who saw reality taught two truths, because the understanding 
of reality depends on conventional usage.130

129  Compare MHK 9.19-20: “If tradition (ågama) is defined as an unbroken transmission, then 
everything is tradition, and it is necessary to determine which is true. If a teaching can 
withstand logical analysis, it is tradition; then one should investigate its meaning.” On the 
tradition of “363 doctrines” see Part 1 of this book.

130  This verse echoes MMK 24.10: “It is impossible to teach the ultimate without relying on 
conventional usage, and it is impossible to attain nirvåˆa without understanding the ulti-
mate.” The same line is quoted in 5.56 above.

  In the commentary on MHK 3.26, Bhåviveka distinguishes between two kinds of ulti-
mate: “The first is effortless, supermundane (lokottara), free from impurity, and free from 
discursive ideas (ni∑prapañca). The second is accessible to effort, consistent with the pre-
requisites of merit and knowledge, pure, and accessible to discursive ideas, in the sense that 
it can be referred to as mundane knowledge (laukikajñåna).” In the commentary on verse 
5.110, Bhåviveka marks the passage from the “mundane” ultimate to the “supermundane” 
ultimate. This distinction is discussed in Jñånagarbha’s Commentary (Eckel 1987: 71).
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The inference that negates concepts depends on what is called correct relative truth 
(tathyasaµv®tisatya). By relying on conventional truth (vyavahårasatya), one gradu-
ally (krameˆa) understands the non-conceptual and inexpressible (avåcya) ultimate 
(paramårtha). As it is said, “It is impossible to understand the ultimate without relying 
on a relative dharma.”

Having established the Madhyamaka approach to reality, [we] point out the faults 
in the Yogåcåra [approach to] reality.

5.111 A cognition that has Thusness as its object (ålambana) is false, because it 
has an object (sålambanatvåt), like dream-cognition and so forth. More-
over, its object cannot be reality.131

“A cognition that has reality as its object” is the subject. Falsehood is the inferred prop-
erty. The combination of subject and property is the thesis. “Because it has an object” 
is the reason: whatever has an object is invariably false. “Like dream-cognition” is the 
example. Because it is false, its object cannot be called reality. This is because [the 
object of a false cognition] also is false.

Furthermore,

5.112 The greatest of Sages taught a Dharma that is ungraspable, inexpress-
ible, and not subject to cognitive activity. It must also be negated in the 
same way.132

131  The syllogism in verse 5.111 takes the following form:

  A cognition that has thusness as its object is false,
  because it has an object,
  like a dream cognition.

 Similar arguments appear in 5.16 and 90.
132  Compare MHK 1.1-3: “I pay sincere homage to the Teacher who spoke the truth. Out of 

compassion, he used syllables to teach the reality that is free from syllables, not accessible 
to logical reasoning, not capable of discrimination, . . . beyond definition, not capable of 
representation, directly known, without beginning and end, blessed, non-conceptual, with-
out image, without cognitive marks, . . . and not subject to cognitive activity (dh¥pracåra-
vivarjita).” The definition of ultimate truth as “[that] concerning which there is no cogni-
tive activity” (yatra jñånasyåpy apracåra˙), echoes the Ak∑ayamatinirdeßa S¨tra and is quoted 
widely in Madhyamaka literature. The terminology figures prominently in Bhåviveka’s 
definitions of reality in MHK 3.10-11 and 366. He quotes the s¨tra itself in his commen-
tary on MMK 18.7ab. For other examples of this quotation in Madhyamaka sources, see 
Prasannapadå 374; Lindtner 1982a: 149; and Eckel 1987: 74.

  It is not clear what Bhåviveka means by “If so, it must be negated.” Hoornaert interprets 
“it” as the Yogåcåra doctrine. In this context, it is more likely that Bhåviveka is referring to 
any verbal expression of ultimate reality.
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It cannot be grasped, because it is not an object of cognition, and it cannot be expressed, 
because that would contradict statements like the following: “The Dharma cannot 
be grasped and cannot be expressed” and “Ultimate truth is not subject to cognitive 
activity.”

Having completed this chapter, let [me] mention the points that have now been 
abandoned.

5.113 Now, [we] said earlier that reality is consistent with reason and scripture. 
This has now been investigated rationally and remains unharmed.

The Yogåcåra conception of reality has been examined and cannot withstand analysis.

5.114 Some get caught in the jungle of the aggregates and others sink in the 
ocean of consciousness, but the sons of the Conqueror amuse themselves 
without falling into the abyss of even correct extremes.133

In the chapter on “Seeking the Knowledge of Reality” reason and scripture were used 
to explain reality as follows:

Since no object of cognition is established in any way, reality is that of which 
not even a non-conceptual cognition arises. Those who know reality, know 
that it is incomparable.134

The text in which this verse is included [shows] that [our explanation of reality] remains 
unshaken by the arguments of Buddhist and non-Buddhist logicians.

133   The fact that 5.114 does not appear in the Sanskrit text of MHK and has no direct commen-
tary suggests that it is a scribal addition. Hoornaert reports Ejima’s opinion that it serves as 
an apt summary of chapters 4 and 5, in which the Íråvakas are trapped in the jungle of the 
aggregates and the Yogåcåras drown in the ocean of consciousness. If so, it makes a fitting 
conclusion to the chapter.

134  A quotation of MHK 3.266.
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Bhåviveka’s Verses on the Heart of the Middle Way (Madhyamakah®dayakarikå˙), with the 
commentary known as The Flame of Reason (Tarkajvålå), were originally written in 
Sanskrit. According to the colophon in the Tibetan translation, they were translated 
by D¥paµkaraßr¥jñåna (also known as Atißa) and Tshul khrims rgyal ba. This transla-
tion is likely to have been made in the twelfth century. Between the twelfth century 
and the present day, the Sanskrit text of the commentary has been lost. The Sanskrit 
text of the verses survives in a single palm-leaf manuscript. This manuscript was identi-
fied by Rahula Samkrtyayana in Zha-la monastery in Tibet. Samkrtyayana’s handritten 
copy was left in the custody of Prof. V. V. Gokhale, who made a preliminary study of 
its early chapters (Gokhale 1961-62 and 1993). Prof. Gokhale’s students took up the 
task of editing and translating subsequent chapters. Among these early studies were 
unpublished editions of chapter 4 by Robert A. F. Thurman and chapter 5 by Shotaro 
Iida. More recent editions of the Sanskrit text have been based on photographs of the 
manuscript. These photographs are now held in Beijing and have been published by Dr. 
Jiang Zhongxin in Papers in Honour of Dr. Ji Xianlin on the Occasion of His 80th Birthday 
(Jiang Xi Ren Ming Press, 1991). The edition presented here is based on a compari-
son of  Christian Lindtner’s edition, published in his Madhyamakah®dayam of Bhavya, 
Adyar Library Series 123 (Chennai: Adyar Library and Research Centre, 2001), with 
Thurman’s edition of chapter 4 and the recent edition of chapter 5 by Paul Hoornaert 
(Hoornaert 1999-2003). (Full information about the fascicles of Hoornaert’s edition 
can be found in the Bibliography under “Bhåviveka.”) Lindtner and Hoornaert do not 
always agree in their readings. When I have chosen to differ, I have given their readings 
in notes, marked as “L” (for Lindtner) or “H” (for Hoornaert). I have kept my emenda-
tions to a minimum and based them largely on the evidence of the commentary or the 
requirements of the sense of the argument.

This edition of the Sanskrit verses is accompanied by an edition of the Tibetan 
translation of the verses and commentary. This edition is based on three published 
versions of the Tibetan bsTan-’gyur: The Tibetan Tripi†aka: Peking Edition, edited by 
Daisetz T. Suzuki (Tokyo-Kyoto: Tibetan Tripi†aka Research Institute, 1957), folios 
Dza 157b-253b; the sDe-dge Tibetan Tripi†aka bsTan-˙gyur preserved at the Faculty of 
Letters, University of Tokyo (Tokyo: 1977), folios Dza 144b-227a; and The Golden bsTan-

a no t e on t h e edi t ion
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’gyur, published in digital form by the Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center, beginning 
at folio Dza 104b. My procedure has been to follow the wording and text-divisions 
of the sDe-dge version and adopt the readings of the Peking or Golden bsTan-’gyur 
only when they offer a clear improvement on the text of the sDe-dge. Anyone who has 
compared these texts knows that they differ quite frequently in the spelling of common 
words, but in other respects the texts of these three versions are remarkably uniform. 
Occasionally one will offer a reading that changes the interpretation of a passage, but 
their main value is to serve as checks on one another. When one version is difficult to 
read, because there is a smudge in the ink or the carving of the wood blocks is unclear, 
other versions can be used to fill the gap. Together they offer a clear and accurate 
account of what might be called the “canonical” version of the translation. Whether this 
is an accurate version of the Sanskrit original is another matter. The job of a transla-
tor is to look behind the Tibetan translation to the lost Sanskrit in the hope of recon-
structing its original form. From the few places where Bhåviveka quotes texts that have 
survived in Sanskrit, and from the Sanskrit original of his own verses, we can see many 
places where the Tibetan translation needs correction. These are discussed in the notes 
to the translation. No doubt there are many more.

In laying out the Tibetan, I have attempted to reproduce the paragraph divisions 
and section headings of the English translation. These are not found in the original 
Tibetan and are only intended to facilitate comparison of the translation with the 
Sanskrit and Tibetan originals.

The edition contains a number of editorial marks that require some explanation. 
To make it possible to refer easily to the Tibetan originals, I have included the folio 
numbers of the different versions in backets. The Peking version is identified as P, the 
sDe-dge as D, and the Golden bsTan-’gyur as G. The mark “[D145a],” for example, indi-
cates the beginning of folio 145a in the sDe-dge version. 

Textual variants also are listed in brackets. For example, “gzhag [bzhag PG]” indi-
cates that the Peking and Golden bsTan-’gyur versions read “bzhag” for “gzhag.” When 
one of the versions adds a syllable that is not found in another version, it is listed as “[P 
add bzhag].” When a version omits a syllable, it is listed as “[P om. bzhag].” When one 
version substitutes a word or phrase for more than one word in another version, the 
phrase for which the substitution is made is set off with asterisks. For example, “*bya 
ba’o* [bya’o P]” indicates that P reads “bya’o” for “bya ba’o.”

Finally it should be noted that a portion of the commentary on chapter 4 appears as 
a separate text in the canon under the title sDe pa tha dad par byed pa dang rnam par bshad 
pa (Skt. Nikåyabhedavibha∫gavyåkhyåna), TØhoku no. 4139, Su, folios 147a-154b. Textual 
variants from this version are identified as DN (for sDe-dge Nikåyabheda).
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de nas da ni nyan thos kyi de kho na nyid rnam par gtan la dbab pa’i skabs kyis [kyi D] 
/ theg pa chen po sangs rgyas kyi gsung [gsungs P] nyid du sgrub [bsgrub PG] pa’i phyir 
rab tu byed pa bzhi pa rtsom par byed de / [D145a]

introduction

de ltar rnam par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa’i bla na med pa’i chos ye shes zab mos nyams su 
myong ba’i de kho na nyid ni /

4.1 durvigåhåm imåµ n¥tiµ boddhuµ durbalaßaktaya˙ /
 asthånatråsasaµrabdhå˙ pråhur h¥nådhimuktaya˙ //

rtogs par dka’ ba’i lugs ’di la // rtogs pa’i nus pa chung [G105a] gyur pa //
gnas min skrag pa’i dman mos dag // yang dang yang du rtsod par rtsom //

shes [zhes G] bya’i [bya ba’i PG] sgrib pa spang ba’i thabs yongs su shes pa med pas ’di la 
’jug par *gyur pa’i* [’gyur ba’i D] nus pa chung ba nyid kyis ji ltar bstan pa’i de kho na 
nyid [D add kyang, G add kyi] shes pa tshol ba’i lugs [lug PG] ’di rtogs par dka’ ste / ’dis 
phyin par byed pa’am / thob [theb P] par byed pas theg pa ste / theg pa chen po’i lam 
ni lugs zhes bya ba la de rtogs pa’i nus pa med pa’o // ci’i phyir zhe na / dad pa dang / 
brtson ’grus dang / dran pa dang / ting nge ’dzin dang / shes rab kyi stobs rnams nyams 
par gyur pa’i phyir ro // dmigs pa med pa’i lta ba ’jigs [’jig G] par bya [lta P] ba’i gnas ma 
yin la / chad lta ’di ni ’jigs par bya ba’i gnas yin no zhes nam mkha’ ’jigs shing skrag pa 
bzhin du gyur pa na / ’jigs pa med pa gang la [D om.] yang ma mthong zhing dngos por 
’dzin pa’i gdon gyis zin pa’i dbang gis sems ’khrug par gyur pa rnams / me khyer gyi 
’od kyis nyi ma rjes su dpog pa dang / ba lang gi rmig [DG add rjes kyi] rjes su zhugs nas 
rgya mtsho chen po rjes su dpog par [P158a] byed pa [par P] ltar nyan thos kyi theg pa pa 
[D om.] rnams zab cing rgya che ba la mos pa dang bral bas theg pa chen po ’di ni sangs 
rgyas kyis [kyi PG] gsungs pa ma yin no snyam sems shing dpog par byed pas

ch a P t e r 4:  a na ly s i s  of r e a l i t y

ac c or di ng t o t h e Ír Óva k a s
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the ÍrÓvakas’ oBjection

 
’di la rigs [rig PG] pa yod pa ma yin par sgrub [bsgrub D] pa’i phyir smras pa /

4.2 nirvikalpadhiya˙ ßåstu˙ ßar¥raµ nåßraya˙ kila /
 ßar¥ratvåc char¥raµ hi yathå gopasya ne∑yate //

ston pa’i rnam par mi rtog blo // sku la brten pa ma yin te // [G105b]
lus can yin phyir ba rdzi yi // lus la ji lta ba bzhin zer //

rdo rje lta bu’i ting nge ’dzin gyis rjes thogs la sems kyi skad cig bcu drug gis rnam par 
grol ba’i lam thob pa’i ye shes kyi skad cig ni sangs rgyas zhes bya ba’i sgras bstan te / 
sde pa thams cad kyi ’dod pa kun dang yang mi ’gal lo // yang rnam par mi rtog pa nyid 
ni sangs rgyas nyid du [ni PG] rigs [rig P] par ’jug pa yin te / [D145b] ’phags pa’i bden pa 
bzhi la dmigs pa’i phyir / rang sangs rgyas la sogs pa’i blo bzhin no // rnam par mi rtog 
pa’i blo ni rnam par mi rtog pa yin na yang / rten gyi sku mtshan dang dpe byad dang 
ldan pa yang sangs rgyas nyid yin par brjod pa de ni rigs [rig PG] pa ma yin pa’o zhes 
zer ba’i phyogs la ci’i phyir lus can yin pa’i phyir te / gang dang gang lus can yin pa de 
dang de ni rnam par mi rtog [rtogs DPG] pa’i sangs rgyas kyi rten ma yin no // dpe ci 
yod / ji ltar ba lang rdzi la sogs pa’i lus bzhin no // ’dis ni sangs rgyas ye shes kyi skad 
cig ma nyid yin par sems shing / theg pa chen po las rab tu grags pa’i sku gsum du rnam 
par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa ni mi ’grub par bstan [ston PG] te / de ltar gzhan dag ’dod cing 
sgrogs pa’i gzhan gyi las [la PG] dang [nga D] smra ba’i tshig tsam yang bdag la sdig pa 
sogs par ma gyur cig ces bsams nas slob dpon bdag nyid kyis ’dod pa ma yin pas zer zhes 
bya ba’i sgra bstan pa yin no //

gal te theg pa [G106a] chen po pa ’di skad du /

rtag pa’i sku dang de bzhin chos tsam dang //
rkyen rtogs pa dang skye med rtogs pa dang //
thams cad rtogs [rtog PG] pa bde gshegs byang chub ste //
rnam pa lngar [sngar P] ni theg pa mchog las [P158b] bstan //

zhes [ces PG] brjod na / de dag ni lam gzhan dang gzhan gyis rtogs [rtog PG] pa yin pas des 
[de PG] na de [des PG] dag ni gsung rab kyi lugs la mkhas pa ma yin pa de’i phyir ’di ltar

4.3 samyagd®∑†yådimårgeˆa prat¥tena prat¥yate /
 saµbuddhånåµ mahåbodhir bodhitvåc chi∑yabodhivat //

yang dag lta sogs lam gyis ni // rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas byang chub cher //
’dren byed yang dag rab rtogs byed // byang chub yin phyir slob ma’i bzhin //
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yang dag pa’i lta ba dang / yang dag pa’i rtog pa dang / yang dag pa’i ngag pa dang / yang 
dag pa’i las kyi mtha’ dang / yang dag pa’i ’tsho ba dang / yang dag pa’i rtsol ba dang / 
yang dag pa’i dran pa dang / yang dag pa’i ting nge ’dzin gyi mtshan nyid kyi ’phags pa’i 
lam yan lag brgyad ni rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas thob par byed pa yin no zhes bya ba ni 
lung gi rigs [rig G] pa yin te / des na sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams kyi byang chub 
kyang lam ’dis rab tu rtogs shing nyams su myong ba ’thob po // chos thams cad la rab tu 
[D146a] ’byed pas rtogs pa ni byang chub yin te / de’i ngo bo ni byang chub nyid yin no // 
byang chub nyid yin pa de’i phyir gang dang gang byang chub yin pa de dang de ni lam 
’di dag nyid kyis [kyi PG] mngon par rtogs par ’gyur gyi gzhan gyis ma yin te / nyan thos 
kyi byang chub bzhin no // [G106b] ji ltar nyan thos kyi byang chub yang dag pa’i lta ba la 
sogs pa’i lam gyis rtogs pa ltar sangs rgyas kyi byang chub kyang de bzhin no //

gal te yang lam thun mong ma yin na nyan thos rnams kyi phyogs gcig pa dang / 
gzhan gyi rkyen gyis shes par ’gyur la bcom ldan ’das rnams kyi ni gzhan la rag ma las 
shing rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid yin pa ji ltar srid ce [zhe PG] na /

4.4 indriyåtißayåc chåstu˙ sarvajñajñånasaµbhava˙ /
 mårgåbhede yathåbh¥∑†å˙ kasyacit pratisaµvida˙ //

ston pa’i dbang po khyad ’phags pas // kun mkhyen ye shes srid pa yin //
lam gcig na yang ’dod pa bzhin // ’ga’ yi [yis DPG] so so yang dag rig //

bcom ldan ’das kyi dad pa la sogs pa’i dbang po ni shin tu rno ba yin la / nyan thos rnams 
kyi ni rtul [brtul PG] ba yin / rang sangs rgyas [P159a] rnams kyi ni ’bring po yin te / des 
na bcom ldan ’das ni rang byung thams cad mkhyen pa nyid *kyi ye shes* [kyis PG] yin 
gyi / nyan thos la sogs pa rnams kyi [DG add ni] ma yin no // ji ltar lam gcig pa nyid yin 
na yang nyan thos rnams nyid [PG om.] la dbang po’i bye brag mthong ste /

shå ri’i bu yi [PG om.] shes rab la // de bzhin gshegs pa’i ma gtogs pa //
sems can kun gyi shes rab kyis // bcu drug char yang mi phod do //

zhes bya ba dang / rdzu ’phul dang ldan pa’i mchog ni *maud gal* [mau dgal P] gyi bu 
chen po’o // lha’i mig dang ldan pa rnams kyi mchog ni ma ’gags pa’o // thos pas ’dzin pa 
rnams kyi mchog ni kun dga’ bo’o // chos smra ba rnams kyi mchog ni gang po’o zhes 
bya ba la sogs pa dang / [G107a]

rang sangs rgyas kyi rnam pa lnga ste / ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na smras pa /
rang sangs rgyas kyi sa dag ni // rnam pa lnga ste rigs dang lam //
gzhan yang kun nas ’byung ba dang // gnas dang de bzhin spyod pa’o //
rigs kyi mtshan nyid gsum nyid de // rang bzhin gyis ni ’byung ba nyid //
dang po nyid nas ’dod chags chung // snying rje chung ba’i rigs can pa //
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khyad ’phags nga rgyal la spyod pa // des na [D146b] de ni ’du ’dzi dang //
sems can don dang bya ba la // yid mi ’jug ste de phyir ’di //
slob dpon med par ’dod pa yin // gnyis pa gzhan med kho na yis //
byang chub pa yin lam dag kyang // de yis gsum du rig par bya //
’ga’ zhig bskal pa brgyar sangs rgyas // ’byung ba rnams la legs mchod cing //
rang rgyal byang chub phyir brtsams nas // smin par byed do gzhan dag ni //
sangs rgyas mnyes byas de ’byed kyi // cha mthun bskyed pa rdzogs byed do //
gzhan ni sangs rgyas ’byung la ’bras // ’thob byed dgra bcom mngon mi byed //
kun nas ’byung ba rgyu dag ni // gsum po de dag nyid dag gis //
sangs rgyas med par dgra bcom nyid // slob dpon med par thob dang ldan //
[P159b] dang po kun ’byung rang sangs rgyas // bse ru lta bur ’dod pa yin //
lhag ma dag ni kun ’byung ba // rkyen gyi rang rgyal nyid yin no //
dang po gcig pur gnas pa ste // zab mo la ni rtog pa yi //
mos pa dang ldan lhag ma gnyis // tshogs dang lhan cig gnas pa yin //
lus la [G107b] sogs pa legs bsdams nas // de ni [na PG] bsod snyoms dag la ’jug //
dman pa rjes su gzung [bzung PG] ba’i phyir // de ni gcig tu rab zhi ldan //

de ltar shes pa la khyad par yod kyang lam la tha dad pa med pa de bzhin du bcom ldan 
’das kyi yang blta bar bya’o //

’on te yang theg pa chen po pa dag na re sgrib pa ni gnyis te / ’dod chags la sogs pa 
nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa dang / gzugs la sogs pa shes bya’i sgrib pa dag go // de la lam 
’dis ni nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa tsam spong gi shes bya’i sgrib pa spong ba ni ma yin te 
/ ji skad du /

’jig rten sna tshogs gang de ’dod min gyi //
skyes bu’i kun rtog ’dod chags ’dod pa yin //
’jig rten sna tshogs de bzhin gnas kyang ni //
’on kyang brtan [bstan DPG] rnams ’di la ’dun pa ’dul //

zhes bya ba dang / de bzhin du /

kun rtog las ni ’dod [G add pa] skye bas // ’dod pa’i rtsa bar shes kyis te //
khyod ni kun rtog ma byed dang // des na nga [khyod DPG] la ’byung mi ’gyur //

zhes bya bas brtags pa tsam dang bral ba ni nyon mongs [D147a] pa dang bral ba yin no 
// nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa thog ma med pa’i dus nas goms par byas pa’i nyon mongs pa’i 
bag chags ni nyan thos la sogs pa la ni ’jug cing yod pa nyid yin la / stong nyid kyi lta ba 
yun ring du goms par byas pas nyon mongs pa’i dra ba’i dri ma ma lus pa bag chags dang 
bcas pa rtsa ba nas spangs pa ni bcom ldan ’das [G108a] yin te / des na [ni G] ’di ni shes 
bya’i sgrib pa spong ba’i thabs kyi [kyis PG] khyad par du bstan pa yin no zhes zer na
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de ni ma yin te / gang gi phyir /

4.5 etenaiva ca mårgeˆa jñeyåvaraˆasaµk∑aya˙ /
 caitasatve sati v®te˙ kleßåv®tivad i∑yate //

shes bya’i sgrib pa zad byed pa // de yang lam ’di nyid kyis yin //
sems las byung ba’i sgrib [P160a] yin phyir // nyon mongs sgrib pa ji bzhin ’dod //

shes bya’i sgrib pa zad byed pa / zhes bya ba ni chos can no // de yang lam ’di nyid kyis 
[kyi PG] yin zhes bya ba ni de’i chos rab tu sgrub pa’o // chos dang chos can bsdoms pa 
ni phyogs so // sgrib pa ni bkag pa dang g.yogs pa zhes bya ba’i tha tshig ste / phyi rol 
gyi sgrib pa dang chos mtshungs pas ma nges pa nyid spang ba’i phyir gtan tshigs khyad 
par can dgod pa ni / sems las byung ba’i sgrib yin phyir // zhes bya ba’i *nyon mongs 
pa’i* [PG om.] sgrib pa bzhin zhes bya ba ni dpe’o // sgrib pa nyid du mtshungs pa’i phyir 
lam gyis [gyi PG] nyon mongs pa [PG om.] spong bar nus pa bzhin du shes bya’i sgrib pa 
yang spong bar nus so snyam du bsams pa yin no // 

gal te nyan thos kyi theg pa’i gzhung gis lam ’di nyid kyis thams cad mkhyen pa 
nyid thob par ’dod kyi / theg pa chen po’i [po P] gzhung gis ni ma yin no zhe na / de ni 
rigs [rig PG] pa ma yin te / ’di ltar /

4.6 mahåyåne ‘py ayaµ mårga˙ sarvavittvåptaye mune˙ /
 yånåntaratvåt pratyekabuddhayåne yathe∑yate //

theg chen du yang lam ’di yis // kun rig thub pa ’thob byed de //
theg pa gzhan nyid yin pa’i phyir // rang rgyal theg pa bzhin du ’dod //

theg pa gsum po thams cad du yang lam ’di nyid kho na byang chub gsum ’thob pa’i 
rgyu yin [G108b] gyi gzhan ’ga’ zhig ’di pas lhag pa’i byang chub kyi lam ni yod pa ma 
yin no zhes bya ba ni tshig gi lhag ma’o //

yang na mang du smras pas ci dgos te / theg pa chen po sangs rgyas kyi gsung nyid 
dang mi ’gal bar gyur na lta ba [PG om.] de la dmigs pa’i phyogs dang lhan cig tu lam ma 
[D147b] yin zhes dpyad par rigs [rig PG] par gyur na de ni sangs rgyas kyi gsung nyid du 
rigs [rig P] pa ma yin te / rigs [rig PG] pa dang ’gal ba’i phyir ro // ji lta [ltar G] zhe na /

4.7  na buddhoktir mahåyånaµ s¨tråntådåv asaµgrahåt /
  mårgåntaropadeßåd vå yathå vedåntadarßanam //

mdo sde sogs su ma bsdus dang // lam gzhan nye bar ston phyir yang //
theg chen sangs rgyas gsung [gsungs PG] ma yin // rig byed mtha’ yi lta ba bzhin //
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theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyis [kyi PG] gsungs pa ma yin te / ci’i phyir zhe na / mdo 
sde dang / *mngon pa dang / ’dul ba* [’dul ba dang / mngon pa D] rnams su ma bsdus 
[P160b] pa nyid kyi phyir ro // gang cung zhig sangs rgyas kyis [kyi PG] gsungs pa de 
thams cad ni mdo sde dang / mngon pa dang / ’dul ba rnams la snang na / theg pa chen 
po ni ming tsam yang mdo sde dang / mngon pa dang / ’dul ba rnams la mi dmigs te / 
de’i phyir na sangs rgyas kyi bka’ ma yin te / rig byed kyi mtha’i lta ba bzhin no // rig 
byed kyi mtha’ la [P add la] nges pa ni rig byed kyi [DG om.] mtha’ pa ste / de yang ’di 
ltar gang gå la sogs pa’i ’bab stegs su bkrus pa dang / smyung bar gnas pa dang / khams 
gsum pa’i gsang sngags la sogs pa bzlas pas sdig pa dag cing grol ba thob par smra ba’o 
/ [G109a] theg pa chen po pa yang gang gå dang / sin dhu dang / pa k∑u dang / s¥ ta [ß¥ 
ta D] zhes bya ba’i chu klung bzhi’i chu la bkrus pa dang ’thungs pa dang der gnas pa’i 
rim gyis gzungs sngags dang / gsang sngags klags pa dang / bzlas brjod la sogs pa byas 
pas sdig pa zad cing bsod nams nye bar ’phel ba la sogs pa’i lam gzhan nye bar bstan pa’i 
phyir rig byed kyi mtha’ pa’i [’i P] lta ba dang ’dra ba nyid de / de’i phyir na theg pa chen 
po ni sangs rgyas kyi bka’ ma yin no zhes bya’o //

4.8ab phalahetvapavådåd vå yathå nåstikadarßanam /

chad par lta ba de bzhin du // rgyu dang ’bras bu skur ’debs pas //

de’i phyir yang ste / bdag nyid thams cad thams cad du stong pa nyid du khas len pa’i 
phyir las dang / ’bras bu dang / bden pa dang / dkon mchog rnams kyang med pas / las 
kyang med / bya ba yang med [PG om.] / ’bras bu yang med do zhes ’bras bu dang bcas 
pa’i rgyu la skur pa btab [D148a] par gyur pas ’jig rten ’di tsam pa’i lta ba dang / theg pa 
chen po pa’i grub pa’i mtha’ mtshungs par ’gyur te / chad par lta ba po yang med / ’di 
ltar ’jig rten ’di yang med / ’jig rten pha rol yang med / legs par spyad pa dang nyes par 
spyad pa’i las rnams kyi ’bras bu rnam par smin pa yang med do zhes bya ba [P161a] la 
sogs par mngon par zhen to //

gal te ’di kun [G109b] stong pa na // skye ba med cing ’gag med pas //
’phags pa’i bden pa bzhi po rnams // dngos po med par thal bar ’gyur //

zhes bya ba la sogs pa dbu ma’i rab tu byed pa’i don yang ’dir sbyar bar bya’o //
gzhan yang /

4.8cd a∑†ådaßanikåyåntarbhåvåbhåvån na nißcitam //

sde pa bco brgyad khongs su yang // gtogs pa med pas ma yin nges //

theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa ma yin te / sde pa bco brgyad kyi khongs su 
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ma gtogs pa’i phyir rig byed mtha’ pa’i lta ba bzhin no zhes bya ba ni tshad ma nye bar dgod 
pa yin no //

yang sde bco brgyad po de dag ni gang yin pa de dag gi bye brag ni ji ltar byung zhe 
na / bdag gi bla ma gcig nas gcig tu brgyud pa las ’di ltar rjes su thos te //

a sarvÓ stivÓ da account

sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das yongs su mya ngan las ’das nas lo brgya [D add bcu] drug cu 
[D om.] lon pa na grong khyer me tog gis rgyas pa zhes bya bar / rgyal po dha rma a sho 
ka zhes bya ba rgyal srid byed pa’i tshe / rtsod pa’i chos ’ga’ zhig byung ba’i dbang gis 
/ dge ’dun gyi dbyen chen por gyur to // des re zhig dang por sde pa gnyis su chad nas 
gnas te / dge ’dun phal chen pa dang gnas brtan pa’o //

de la dge ’dun phal chen pa’i sde [DN add pa] yang rim gyis dbye [bye DNG] bar gyur 
pa na / rnam pa brgyad du gnas te / *’di lta ste* [DN om.] / dge ’dun phal chen sde pa dang 
/ tha snyad gcig pa dang / ’jig rten las ’das par smra ba dang / mang du thos pa pa [DN 
om.] dang / btags par smra ba dang / mchod rten pa dang / shar gyi ri bo pa [DN om.] 
dang / nub kyi [G110a] ri bo pa’o //

gnas brtan pa yang rim gyis dbye [bye GDN] bar gyur pa na / rnam pa bcur gyur te / 
’di lta ste / gnas brtan pa nyid la / gangs ri ba zhes kyang brjod pa dang / thams cad yod 
par smra ba [DN add pa] nyid la rnam par phye ste smra ba dang / rgyur [D148b] smra 
ba dang / kha cig mu run ta ka [GDN add pa] zhes kyang zer ba dang / gnas ma’i bu dang 
/ chos mchog pa dang / bzang po’i lam pa dang [DN om.] / kun gyis [gyi PG] bkur ba la 
kha cig [DN add ni] a pan ta ka pa [P161b] yang [zhes kyang DN] zer / kha cig ni ku ru ku 
la pa zhes [Dn147b] kyang zer ba dang / mang ston pa dang / chos sbas pa dang / char 
[chos DN] *bzangs ’bebs pa* [bzang ’beb ba PG, bzang ’bebs pa DN] zhes bya ba la kha cig 
ni [na P] ’od srungs pa zhes zer ba dang / bla ma pa [DN om.] la kha cig ni ’pho bar smra 
ba zhes zer ba ste / sde pa bco brgyad kyi dbye ba [DN add ni] de dag go //

de la dge ’dun yang yin la phal *che ba* [chen po yang DN] yin pas dge ’dun phal chen 
te / de nye bar ston par byed pa ni dge ’dun phal chen pa’o // kha cig ni sangs rgyas bcom 
ldan ’das rnams kyis chos thams cad thugs gcig gis [DN om.] rnam par mkhyen cing skad 
cig gcig dang ldan pa’i shes rab kyi [kyis P] yongs su mkhyen to zhes tha snyad ’dogs te / 
des na tha [P om.] snyad gcig pa zhes bya’o // ’jig rten thams cad kyi [kyis PGDN] [DN add 
chos thams cad] ’jig rten pa las sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams ’das par gyur pas [par 
PG] de bzhin gshegs pa la ’jig rten pa’i chos [ches PG] mi mnga’o zhes *smras pas* [smra 
ba DN] ni ’jig rten las ’das par smra ba’o [ba pa’o DN] // mang du thos pa’i slob dpon gyi 
[gyis DN] [G110b] rjes su ston par byed pas na mang du thos par smra ba’o // ’dus byas 
rnams phan tshun btags [brtags DN] pa nyid kyis [kyi PG] sdug bsngal ba yin no zhes 
smra ba’i phyir btags par smra ba’o // mchod rten can gyi ri la gnas bcas pa nyid ni [G 
add shar gyi ri la gnas pa nyid ni] mchod rten pa’o // shar gyi ri dang nub kyi ri la gnas 
pa nyid ni shar gyi ri bo pa [PG om.] dang / nub kyi ri bo pa’o //
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gnas brtan ’phags pa’i rigs yin par ston pa ni gnas brtan pa’o // de nyid la gangs [PG 
add kyi] ri ba zhes kyang zer te / gangs kyi ri la brten nas gnas pa’i phyir ro // gang cung 
zhig ’das pa dang / ma ’ongs pa dang / da ltar byung ba thams cad yod do zhes smra ba’i 
phyir thams cad yod par smra ba’o // de dag nyid las ’ga’ zhig ni yod de [do PG] / ’das 
pa’i las ’bras bu ma byung [phyung GDN] ba gang yin pa’o // la la ni med de / gang ’bras 
bu myong zin pa dang / ma ’ongs pa dag go zhes rnam par phye nas smra bar byed pa’i 
phyir de nyid la rnam par phye ste smra ba zhes bya’o // de dag [D149a] nyid las gang 
cung zhig byung ba dang ’byung ba dang ’byung bar ’gyur ba de thams cad ni rgyu 
dang [P162a] bcas pa’o zhes smra bas rgyur smra ba’o // de rnams nyid las [la DN] kha cig 
mu run ta’i ri la gnas pa’i phyir mu run ta ka pa [P om.] zhes bya’o // gnas pa’i [DN148a] 
rigs nyid kyi bud med ni gnas ma yin la de las [la PG] skyes pa’i bu ni gnas ma’i bu ste 
/ de’i rigs yin par ston pa ni gnas ma’i bu’o // slob [G111a] dpon chos mchog gi [gis D] 
rjes su ston par byed pa ni chos mchog pa’o // bzang po’i *lam pa’i* [la ba’i P] slob ma ni 
bzang po’i lam pa’o // kun gyis [gyi PG] bkur ba’i slob dpon gyi lugs ston par byed pa 
ni kun gyis bkur ba’o [ba pa’o DN] // de nyid las a pan ta’i grong khyer du yang dag par 
bsdu ba byas [bya bas DN] pa’i phyir a pan ta ka pa’o // kha cig [DN add ni] ku ru ku la’i ri 
la gnas pa’i phyir ku ru ku la pa’o // sa su’i skad kyi dbyings las rjes su ston du bsgyur te 
/ skye bo’i tshogs chen po la yang srid [stid PG] par mi ’byung bar rjes su *ston par byed 
pa ni mang* [PG om.] ston pa’o // slob dpon chos sbas kyi [kyis DN] yin par smra ba ni 
chos sbas pa’o // rab tu bsngags pa’i dam [dmigs DN] pa’i chos kyi char ’bebs par byed pas 
na char bzangs ’bebs pa’o // de nyid slob dpon ’od srungs [srung PG] kyi [gi PG] yin par 
smra ba [bas DN] ni ’od srungs pa’o // de bzhin du bla ma pa’i yin par smra ba ni bla ma 
pa’o // de nyid las kha cig na re ’jig rten ’di nas ’jig rten pha rol tu [du D] gang zag ’pho 
bar ’gyur ro zhes smra ba ni ’pho bar smra ba’o //

de rnams las sngar bstan pa’i dge ’dun phal chen la sogs pa brgyad pa [DDN om.] 
dang / phyis bstan pa’i [DN add phyir] gnas brtan pa dang / thams cad yod par smra ba 
dang / *mang ston* [thams cad D] pa dang / chos mchog pa dang / ’od srungs pa rnams 
ni bdag med par smra ba yin te / mu stegs pa’i ’dod pas btags [brtags DN] pa’i bdag dang 
bdag gi dag ni stong pa yin pa dang / chos thams cad ni bdag med pa yin [G111b] par 
smra ba’o [ba yin no PDN] // lhag ma gnas ma’i bu la sogs pa sde pa lnga ni [lnga’i D] 
gang zag tu smra ba yin te / gang zag ni phung po dag las de nyid dang gzhan du brjod 
du med pa dang rnam par shes pa drug gis shes par bya ba ’khor bar [D149b] gyur pa 
[P162b] yongs su gsal bar gyur pa yin no zhes zer ro // de dag ni sde pa bco brgyad kyi 
dbye ba yin no //

a mahÓ sÓ m.  ghika account

gzhan nyid kyis smra ba ni gzhi ni snga ma bzhin du brjod par bya’o // rtsa ba’i dbye ba 
ni gsum ste / ’di ltar gnas brtan pa dang / dge ’dun phal [DN148b] chen pa dang / rnam 
par phye ste smra ba’o // de la gnas brtan pa yang rnam pa gnyis te / thams cad yod par 
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smra ba dang / gnas ma [ma’i DN] bu’i sde pa zhes bya’o // yang thams cad yod par smra 
ba yang rnam pa gnyis te / thams cad yod par smra ba dang / mdo sde smra ba zhes bya’o 
// gnas ma [ma’i DN] bu yang rnam pa bzhi ste / mang pos bkur ba [pa P] dang / chos 
mchog pa dang / bzang po’i lam pa dang / grong khyer drug pa zhes bya ste / de ltar 
na gnas brtan pa ni rnam pa drug tu gnas so // yang dge ’dun phal chen sde ni rnam pa 
brgyad de / dge ’dun phal chen pa dang / shar gyi ri bo pa dang / nub kyi ri bo pa dang 
/ rgyal po’i [po DN] ri pa dang / gangs ri pa dang / mchod rten pa dang / don [brten DN] 
grub pa dang / ba lang gnas pa zhes bya ba ste / de ltar [DN add na] de dag ni dge ’dun 
phal chen gyi [pa’i DN] dbye ba yin no // rnam par phye ste smra ba yang rnam pa bzhi 
ste / sa ston pa dang / ’od srungs [G112a] pa dang / chos sbas pa dang / gos dmar po [pa 
PDN] zhes *bya ba’o* [bya’o DN] // de ltar ’di dag ni ’phags pa’i sde rnams rnam par dbye 
[DN add ba] nas rnam pa bco brgyad du gyur pa’o //

a sÓ m.  mat¥ya account

yang gzhan dag ni ’di skad smra ste / bcom ldan ’das yongs su mya ngan las ’das pa nas 
bzung nas lo brgya sum cu rtsa bdun log [lon DN] pa na / rgyal po dga’ bo dang pad ma 
chen po zhes bya bas [DP om.] grong khyer *på †a la* [pa ta li DN] *pu tra’i* [ba’i P] nang 
du sdud [DN add par byed] pa la sogs pa’i ’phags pa la ni yang len pa med *pa na* [par PG 
DN] bsil ba’i dngos po thob par gyur pa na / ’phags pa ’od srungs chen po dang / ’phags 
pa spu chen po dang / gtong ba chen po dang / bla ma dang / re ba [pa D] ta la sogs pa 
so so yang dag par rig pa thob pa’i dgra bcom pa’i dge ’dun de ltar bzhugs pa na [ni PG] 
bdud sdig [DN add to] can bzang po thams cad kyi mi mthun pa’i phyogs su gyur pa dge 
slong [P163a] gi cha byad ’dzin pas rdzu ’phrul sna tshogs bstan nas / gzhi lngas [ltas PG] 
dge ’dun gyi dbyen chen po bskyed de gnas brtan klu zhes [D150a] bya ba dang / yid 
brtan pa zhes bya ba mang du thos pa dag gis gzhi lnga bsngags [sngags PG] par byed 
/ rjes su ston par byed cing de gzhan la lan gdab [gdag DN] pa dang / mi shes pa dang / 
yid gnyis dang / yongs su brtag [brtags DN] pa dang / bdag nyid gso bar byed pa ni lam 
yin te / ’di ni sangs rgyas kyi bstan pa yin [DN add no] zhes zer ro // *des na* [de na PG, 
de nas DN] sde pa gnyis su chad nas gnas te / gnas brtan pa dang / [G112b] dge ’dun phal 
chen sde zhes bya’o // de ltar lo drug cu rtsa gsum gyi bar du dge ’dun bye nas ’khrug 
long gis [gi PG] gnas so // de nas lo brgya phrag gnyis pa ’das pa’i rjes la gnas brtan gnas 
ma’i bus bstan pa yang dag par bsdus so // des yang dag par bsdus pa na dge ’dun phal 
chen yang rnam pa gnyis su byung bar gyur to [te PGDN] // tha snyad gcig [DPG om.] pa 
dang ba lang gnas pa zhes *bya ba’o* [bya’o DN] //

de la tha snyad gcig [DPG om.] pa rnams kyi dam tshig gi rtsa ba ni / sangs rgyas 
bcom ldan ’das rnams ni ’jig rten las ’das pa ste / de bzhin gshegs pa la ’jig rten gyi chos 
ni mi mnga’o // de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyis [kyi PG] chos kyi ’khor lo bskor ba’i 
rjes su gsung ni mi ’jug go // de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad kyi gsung ni snying po la 
mngon par mos pa’o // de bzhin gshegs pa la gnas der gzugs nye bar len pa ni mi mnga’o 
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// byang chub sems dpa’i dus na nur nur po dang mer mer po dang ltar ltar pos ’jug pa 
ma yin te / glang po cher gyur nas yum gyi sku [dku DN] nas zhugs nas rang nyid nges 
par ’byun ba yin gyi byang chub sems dpa’ rnams la ’dod pa’i ’du shes ni mi ’byung ngo 
// ngan ’gro rnams su bdag nyid kyi ’dod pas skye ba blangs te / sems can yongs su smin 
par byed do // ye shes gcig gis bden pa bzhi rnams yongs su shes so // rnam par shes pa 
drug po rnams [dag DN] ni ’dod chags dang bcas pa dang / ’dod [G113a] chags dang bral 
ba yang yin no // [P163b] mig gis ni gzugs rnams mthong ngo // dgra bcom pa rnams 
kyang gzhan dag gis bstan pa sgrub par byed do // mi shes pa dang yid gnyis dang yongs 
su brtag [rtag PG, brtags DN] pa dang sdug bsngal spong ba’i [D150b] lam yang yod do 
// mnyam par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa’i tshe ngag ’jug *par byed* [DN om.] pa yang yod do 
// mi gtsang ba *spang ba* [spangs pa DN] yang yod do // yang dag par sdom pa mngon 
[sngon PG] du byas pa nyid kyis kun tu sbyor ba thams cad rab tu spangs par brjod 
[DN149b] par bya’o // de bzhin gshegs pa rnams la ’jig rten pa’i yang dag pa’i [par DN] lta 
ba ni mi mnga’o // sems ni rang bzhin gyis ’od gsal ba yin pas bag la nyal ba rnams sems 
dang mtshungs par ldan zhe’am / mi ldan zhes brjod par mi bya’o // bag la nyal yang 
gzhan la kun nas ldang ba yang gzhan yin no // ’das pa dang ma ’ongs pa ni med do // 
rgyun tu zhugs pa ni bsam gtan thob pa yin no [na PG] zhes bya ba [DN add ste] de lta 
bu rnams ni tha snyad gcig pa rnams kyi dam tshig yin no //

yang ba lang gnas pa rnams kyi dbye ba ni mang du thos pa dang btags par smra 
ba pa zhes *bya ba’o* [bya’o DN] // de la mang du thos pa rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig 
ni nges par ’byun ba’i lam la ni rnam par dpyod pa med do // sdug bsngal gyi bden pa 
dang / kun rdzob kyi bden pa dang / ’phags pa’i bden pa ni bden pa’o // ’du byed kyi sdug 
bsngal rnams [G113b] mthong bas yang dag par skyon med pa la ’jug gi / sdug bsngal gyi 
sdug bsngal dang / ’gyur ba’i sdug bsngal mthong bas [pas D] ni ma yin no // dge ’dun 
ni ’jig rten las ’das pa’o // dgra bcom pa rnams la yang gzhan gyis [gyi DN] nye bar bstan 
pa sgrub pa yod do // yang dag par bsgrags pa’i lam yang yod do // mnyam par gzhag 
[bzhag PG] pa la yang dag [DN add par] ’jug pa yang yod do zhes bya ba rnams ni mang 
du thos pa rnams kyi dam tshig go //

yang btags par smra ba rnams ni [kyi DN] phung po med pa’i sdug bsngal yang yod 
do // yongs su ma rdzogs pa’i skye mched kyang yod do // ’du byed rnams ni phan tshun 
btags [brtags DN] pa yin no // yang [P164a] sdug bsngal ni don dam par ro // sems las 
byung ba ni lam ma yin no // dus ma yin par ’chi ba ni med do // skyes bu byed pa yang 
med do // sdug bsngal thams cad ni las las byung ba yin no zhes bya ba de lta bu ni btags 
par smra ba rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig yin no //

yang ba lang gnas pa rnams kyi bye brag las gnas brtan mchod rten pa [D151a] zhes 
bya [DN add ba] ste / de ni lha chen po zhes bya ba’i kun tu rgyu zhig rab tu byung nas 
mchod rten can gyi ri la gnas pa yin te / yang de ni dge ’dun phal chen pa’i gzhi ’dod 
[’don DN] par gyur pa ni [na DN] mchod rten pa zhes bya ba’i sde par rnam par gzhag 
[bzhag PGDN] ste /

de dag ni dge ’dun phal chen pa rnams kyi sde pa drug tu bzhag pa yin no //
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yang gnas brtan pa yang rnam pa [DN150b] gnyis te / sngar gyi gnas brtan pa dang 
gangs [G 114a] ri *la gnas* [DNG om.] pa zhes bya’o [bya ba’o DN] // sngar gyi gnas brtan 
pa’i rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni dgra bcom pa rnams la gzhan gyis ston cing sgrub [bsgrub 
DN] pa ni med do // de bzhin du gzhi lnga po yang med do // gang zag ni yod do // srid 
pa bar ma ni yod do // dgra bcom pa yongs su mya ngan las ’das pa ni yod do // ’das pa 
dang ma ’ongs pa yang yod do // mya ngan las ’das pa’i don ni yod do zhes bya ba dag 
[DN om.] ni gnas brtan pa’i rtsa ba’i dam tshig go //

de la gangs ri ba’i [pa’i PG] rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni byang chub sems dpa’ rnams ni so 
so’i skye bo ma yin zhes bya’o // phyi rol pa la yang mngon par shes pa lnga ni yod do // 
phung po las gang zag ni gzhan yin par brjod par bya ste / mya ngan las ’das par ’gyur 
ba na / gang du phung po ’gags pa na gang zag ni gnas pa’i phyir ro // mnyam par gzhag 
[bzhag PG] pa la ngag ’jug pa ni yod do // lam gyi sdug bsngal ni [DN om.] spong ngo  
zhes bya ba de dag ni gangs ri ba’i [pa’i PG] dam tshig *yin no* [DN go] //

yang dang po’i gnas brtan pa yang rnam pa gnyis su ’gyur te / thams cad yod par 
smra ba dang / gnas ma’i bu [bu’i DN] zhes *bya ba’o* [bya’o DN] // de la thams cad yod 
par smra ba’i rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni gnyis [P164b] kyis thams cad bsdus te / ’dus byas 
dang / ’dus ma byas so // de skad smras pas cir ’gyur / gang zag ni med ces bya ba ste / 
ji skad du /

 bdag med *pa yi* [pa’i G] lus ’di ’byung ba na /
 byed pa med cing rig pa po yang med /
 ji ltar ’khor [G114b] ba’i chu klung ’jug *gyur pa* [’gyur ba DN] //
 nyan pa’i mchog khyod de ni bstan gyis nyon

zhes [ces G] gsungs pa lta bu’o // de dag ni thams cad yod par smra ba’i rtsa ba’i dam 
tshig go //

yang de dag gi rtsa ba’i dam [D151b] tshig ni ming [mi PG] dang gzugs kyi [kyis DN] 
thams cad bsdus so // ’das pa dang ma ’ongs pa ni yod do // rgyun tu zhugs pa ni mi 
nyams pa’i chos can yin par brjod par bya’o // ’dus byas rnams kyi *‘dus byas kyi* [DN 
om.] mtshan nyid ni gsum yin no // ’phags pa’i bden pa bzhi ni rim gyis rtog [rtogs DN] 
par ’gyur ro // stong pa nyid dang / smon pa med pa dang / mtshan ma med pa dag gis 
skyon med pa la ’jug par ’gyur ro // skad cig ma bco lngas ni rgyun tu zhugs pa’i ’bras 
bu la zhugs pa yin no // rgyun tu zhugs pa’i [pa ni DN] bsam gtan thob pa yin no // dgra 
bcom [DN150b] pa yang nyams pa srid do // so so [so’i DN] skye bo la yang ’dod pa’i ’dod 
chags sam gnod sems spong ba yod do // phyi rol pa la yang mngon par shes pa lnga yod 
do // lha rnams la yang tshangs par spyod pa la gnas pa yod do // mdo sde thams cad ni 
drang ba’i don yin no // skyon med pa la ’jug par ’gyur ba ni ’dod pa’i khams nas so // 
[DN add ’dod pa’i] ’jig rten pa’i yang dag pa’i lta ba ni yod do // rnam par shes pa’i tshogs 
lnga ni ’dod chags dang bcas pa yang ma yin / ’dod chags dang bral ba yang ma yin no 
zhes bya ba ’di dag ni thams cad yod par smra ba’i dam tshig go //
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yang thams cad yod par smra ba’i bye brag ni rnam par phye ste smra ba yin no // 
yang rnam par phye ste [G115a] smra ba’i bye brag pa ni mang ston pa dang / chos sbas 
pa dang / gos dmar pa dang / ’od srungs pa zhes bya ba’o //

de la mang ston pa rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni ’das pa dang ma ’ongs pa ni med 
do // da ltar byung ba’i [P165a] ’dus byas nyid ni yod do // sdug bsngal mthong bas bden 
pa bzhi char mthong bar ’gyur ro // bag la nyal yang gzhan yin la mngon du rgyu yang 
gzhan yin no // srid pa bar ma ni med do // lha’i gnas na yang tshangs par spyod pa ni 
yod do // dgra bcom pa yang bsod nams gsog [bsog DN] go // rnam par shes pa’i tshogs 
lnga la yang ’dod chags dang bcas pa dang ’dod chags dang bral ba yod do // gang zag ni 
mgo la sogs pa lus dang mnyam po yin no // rgyun du zhugs pa ni bsam gtan thob pa’o 
// so so [so’i DN] skye bos [D152a] kyang *‘dod pa’i* [DN om.] ’dod chags sam / gnod sems 
spong ngo // sangs rgyas ni dge ’dun gyi khongs su gtogs pa’o // dge ’dun ni bras bu chen 
po ’byung bar byed kyi sangs rgyas ni de lta ma yin no // sangs rgyas dang nyan thos kyi 
rnam par grol ba ni gcig go // gang zag ni mi mthong ngo // sems dang sems las byung 
ba ’ba zhig ni skye ba’i chos cung zad tsam yang ’jig rten ’di nas [na PG] ’jig rten pha rol 
tu ’pho ba ni med pa nyid do // ’dus byas thams cad ni skad cig ma’o // ’du byed rgyas 
par gyur pa las ni skye ba yin no // ’du byed rnams gnas [G115b] pa ni med do // sems ji 
lta ba de ltar las yin gyi / lus dang ngag gi las ni med do // nyams par mi ’gyur ba’i chos 
med do // mchod rten mchod pa la ni ’bras bu med do // da ltar byung ba rtag tu pa ni 
bag la nyal ba yin [DN151a] no // ’dus byas mthong bas skyon med pa la ’jug par ’gyur ro 
zhes bya ba ’di dag ni mang ston pa rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig yin no //

yang chos sbas pa rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni sangs rgyas ni dge ’dun gyi khams 
[khongs DN] su gtogs pa ma yin no // sangs rgyas las [la D] ’bras bu chen po ’byung ba 
de ltar [dag DN] dge ’dun las ni ma yin no // lha’i gnas na yang tshangs par spyod pa ni 
yod do // ’jig rten pa’i chos ni yod do zhes bya ba de dag ni chos sbas pa rnams kyi [DN 
add rtsa ba’i] dam tshig yin no //

de la ’od srungs pa rnams kyi dam tshig ni rnam [P165b] par smin pa rnam par smin 
pa’i chos rnams yang [kyang DN] ’byung bar ’gyur ba’i chos ni yod do // spangs la yongs 
su ma shes pa yang [DN om.] yod do zhes bya ba dang / chos sbas pa’i thams cad kyang 
’dod de de dag ni ’od srungs pa’i dam tshig yin no //

gos dmar po [pa DN] rnams kyi dam tshig ni gang zag [DN add ni] med do zhes bya 
ba’o //

yang thams cad yod par smra ba rnams kyi bye brag slob dpon bla ma’i gzhung ston 
par byed pa’i ’pho ba *bar smra ba* [D P om.] rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni phung po 
lnga ni ’jig rten ’di nas ’jig rten pha rol tu ’pho ba’o // lam ma gtogs [rtogs DN] par phung 
po ’gag pa med do // rtsa [G116a] ba’i ltung ba dang bcas pa’i phung po ni yod do // gang 
zag ni don dam par mi dmigs so // kun kyang [D152b] mi rtag [rtog D] go zhes bya ba de 
dag ni ’pho ba’i [ba pa’i DG] dam tshig yin te / rnam pa bdun po de lta bu dag tu thams 
cad yod par smra ba’i [bar DN] dam tshig dag gnas so //

yang gnas ma’i bu’i dam tshig ni nye bar blang ba [ba’i DPG] nye bar len pa dang 
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ldan pa ni btags pa’o // chos gang yang ’jig rten ’di nas ’jig rten pha rol tu ’pho ba med 
do // gang zag ni phung po lnga nye bar blangs nas ’pho bar ’gyur ro // ’dus byas ni skad 
cig ma dang skad cig ma ma yin pa yang yod do // gang zag ni nye bar blangs pa’i phung 
po nyid dang gcig pa ’am / gcig pa ma yin par brjod par mi bya’o // mya ngan las ’das pa 
ni chos thams cad dang gcig pa nyid dam tha dad pa nyid du mi brjod do // mya ngan 
las ’das pa ni yod pa nyid dam / med pa nyid du mi brjod do // rnam par shes pa’i tshogs 
lnga ni ’dod chags dang bcas pa yang ma yin / ’dod chags dang bral ba yang ma yin no 
zhes bya ba ni gnas ma [ma’i DN] bu pa rnams kyi dam tshig go //

yang gnas ma [ma’i DN] bu yang rnam pa gnyis te / [DN151b] ri chen po pa [DN om.] 
dang / mang pos bkur ba pa’o // de yang mang pos bkur ba pa rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam 
tshig ni ’byung bar ’gyur ba dang / ’byung ba dang / ’gag par ’gyur ba dang / ’gag pa 
dang / skye bar ’gyur ba dang / skye ba dang / ’chi bar ’gyur ba dang / ’chi ba dang / byed 
bar ’gyur ba dang / byed pa dang / chad par ’gyur [P166a] ba dang / *chad pa dang /* [G 
om.] ’gro bar ’gyur ba dang / ’gro [G116b] ba dang / *rnam par shes par ’gyur ba dang /* 
[G om.] rnam par shes pa ni yod do zhes bya ba de lta bu ni mang pos bkur ba pa rnams 
kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig *yin no* [go DN] //

yang ri chen po pa yang rnam pa gnyis te / chos mchog pa dang / lam bzangs pa 
zhes bya’o [bya ba’o DN] // chos mchog pa rnams kyi rtsa ba’i dam tshig ni skye la ma 
rig pa dang / skye ba dang ’gag pa la ma rig pa dang ’gag pa’o // lam bzangs pa’i yang de 
bzhin no //

grong khyer drug pa la kha cig na re [G add ni] ri chen po pa’i bye brag yin zer / gzhan 
dag gis smra ba ni mang pos bkur ba *pa dag gis* [pa’i DN] bye brag yin par ’dod de /

de ltar de rnams ni gnas ma’i bu’i sde pa rnam pa [D153a] bzhir gnas pa yin no //
gang de dag ni slob dpon dag gi rjes su *’brangs pa’i* [’brang ba’i D] rim gyis rnam 

pa bco brgyad du gyur pa yin te / de dag ni rtsa ba’i rtog pa dag yin no // gzhan nang 
gses kyi dbye ba ni mang du yod pas brjod par bya’o // ji [ci DN] lta [ltar PG] zhe na /

thams cad yod par smra ba rnams kyi ’dod gzhung gi bye brag kyang dbye ba rnam 
pa bzhi ste / dngos po dang / mtshan nyid dang / gnas skabs dang / gzhan gzhan du 
*gyur pa* [’gyur ba DN] nyid kyi bye brag gis so //

de la dang po dngos po gzhan nyid du gyur pa ni btsun pa chos skyob kyi ste / de ni 
chos rnams dus kyi [kyis DN] ’jug [’jig DPG] par gyur pa na dngos po gzhan du gyur pa 
[DN om.] nyid ni yin gyi rdzas gzhan du gyur pa nyid ni ma yin te / gser gyi snod bcom 
nas gzhan du byas pa ni [na DN] dbyibs gzhan du gyur pa [DN add nyid] yin gyi / rdzas 
gzhan du gyur pa ni ma yin [G117a] *pa bzhin* [DN om.] no // ji ltar ’o ma las [la DN] zhor 
gyur ba na ro dang nus pa dang / smin pa gzhan du gyur pa las kha dog ni ma yin pa de 
bzhin du chos rnams kyang ’das pa’i dus nas da ltar gyi dus su byung ba na ’das pa’i dus 
kyi dngos po nyams pa yin gyis [gyi DN] rdzas ni ma yin no // de bzhin du da ltar gyi 
dus nas ma ’ongs par ’byung [’gyur DN] ba na yang da ltar gyi dngos po nyams pa yin 
gyi rdzas kyi dngos po ni ma yin [DN add no] zhes zer ro //

mtshan nyid gzhan du gyur [P166b] pa ni btsun pa dbyangs sgrog gi [gis PG] te [ste 
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DN] / de na re chos rnams dus kyi [kyis DDN] ’jug par gyur pa na [ni DN] ’das pa’i mtshan 
nyid dang ldan pa ni ma ’ongs pa dang da ltar gyi mtshan nyid dag [DN om.] dang mi 
ldan pa yang ma [DPDN om.] yin la ma ’ongs pa yang ma yin [’ongs DN] pa’i mtshan nyid 
dang ldan pa na [ni DN] ’das pa dang da ltar [DN add gyi] dag gi [DN om.] dang mi ldan 
pa ni ma yin te [no DN] / dper na skyes bu bud med gcig [cig G] la chags par gyur pa na 
lhag ma rnams la yang [DN om.] chags pa dang bral ba ni ma yin *pa bzhin* [DN om.] no 
zher zer ro //

gnas skabs [DN add su] gzhan du gyur pa ni btsun pa dbyig bshes kyi [kyis P] te / de 
ni chos rnams dus kyi [kyis DPDN] ’jug par gyur pa na gzhan dang gzhan du rjod par 
byed pa ni gnas skabs gzhan du gyur pa yin gyi [gyis P] rdzas gzhan du gyur pa ni ma 
yin te / dper na sdong po [bu DN] [D153b] gcig bu bgrang ba’i tshe na [ni DN]gcig ces 
brjod par bya [gyur pa DN] la / grangs brgyar gtogs pa’i tshe na [ni DN] brgya zhes bya / 
grangs stong du bgrang ba’i tshe ni stong zhes bya ba dang ’dra’o zhes zer ro //

gzhan gzhan [G117b] du gyur pa ni btsun pa sangs rgyas lha’i ste / de ni chos rnams 
dus kyi [kyis DPGDN] ’jug par gyur [GDN add pa] na sngon dang phyi ma la ltos nas 
gzhan dang gzhan du brjod par bya ste / dper na bud med gcig la ma zhes kyang brjod 
bu mo zhes kyang brjod pa bzhin [yin DN] no //

bzhi po de dag ji lta ba bzhin du thams cad yod do [DN om.] zhes [ces DN] bya [smra DN] 
ba’i phyir [G add thams cad yod do zhes bya ba’i phyir] thams cad yod par smra ba’o //

de bzhin du kha cig ni [DN om.] rkyen bdun te / rgyu dang dmigs pa dang de ma 
thag dang / bdag po dang las dang zas dang rten zhes *bya ba’o* [bya’o GDN] // de bzhin 
du la la ni rtogs pa’i sems bzhi ste / bden pa so so ba’o // gzhan rnams ni chos shes pa 
dang rjes su shes pa brgyad yin te / so sor rtogs [rtog DN] pa’i ye shes ni ma yin no zhes 
zer gzhan rnams ni bcu gnyis su ’dod do // de las kyang gzhan pa rnams ni bcu drug tu 
’dod do // de bzhin du sems med pa’i gnyid la ni [na PG] sems ma yin no // mtshungs par 
ldan pa lhag ma rnams la ni yod do //

’du shes dang tshor ba ’gog pa la ’du [P167a] shes dang tshor ba bkag [’gog DN] pa ni 
yod do // lhag ma rnams la ni mtshungs par ldan pa yod do // ji ltar yid gnyis [DN om.] 
kyis [kyi P] [DN152b] skyo bar gyur pa ni spyod pa med pa’i bsam gtan la snyoms par ’jug 
la / dga’ bas skyo bar gyur pa ni / dga’ ba med pa’i bsam gtan la snyoms par ’jug // de 
[DN om.] bzhin du ’du shes [DN add pa] dang tshor bas skyo bar gyur pa ni ’du shes dang 
[G118a] tshor ba ’gog pa la snyoms par ’jug la /

de bzhin du kha cig na re sems kyis yul gyi khyad par thob pa ni mya ngan las ’das pa [DN 
add thob pa] yin no zhes zer ro // la la na re phung po med par gyur pa [par DN] mya ngan las 
’das pa yin gyi dngos po’i don ni ma yin no [DN om.] zhes zer / kha cig na re rang bzhin gyis 
lung du bstan du med pa ni mya ngan las ’das pa yin no zhes brjod do //

de bzhin du la la na re tshad med pa rnams ni byang chub kyi yan lag yin no yang 
zer [DN add ro] / kha cig na re ’bras bu che [D154a] ba ni gsum ste / gzhan gyi sems ni 
[kyi DN] ’bras bu dang ’bras bu che ba dang / tshad med pa’i [D add che ba’i] ’bras bu zhes 
bya’o [bya ba’o DN] // de bzhin du nyon mongs pa’i dbang gis ’gro bar ’gro ba na [ni PG] 
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grogs su gyur pa ni las yin no // de bzhin du de spangs par gyur pa ni ’gro ba de dag tu 
’gro bar mi ’gyur ro // yang la la na re sngar byas pa’i las rnams kyi dbang gis dang po 
[por PGDN] ’gro bar ’dod do // kha cig ni re [P om.] ji ltar goms pa’i las rnams kyi [kyis 
DN] yin par ’dod do // la la na re ni [DN om.] rnam pa lnga [lngas DN] goms pas [PG pa] 
te snga ma bzhi dang rkyen gyi [gyis PG] khyad par goms pas so // kha cig na re ’das pa’i 
nye bar len pa las me ’bar ro zhes zer [PG om.] [DN add ro] // kha cig na re da ltar gyi las 
so zhes zer ro [PG om.] //

kha cig na re sgrib pa lnga po rnams las gang yang rung ba la mi mthun par sems 
pa las so zhes zer // kha cig ni gzugs kyi khams ni *kha dog* [khams DN] bzhi par  ’dod 
do // gzhan dag [DN om.] ni kha dog gcig par ’dod do //

de bzhin du gzhan [G118b] dag ni gang zag [DN add ni] yod de [do DN] de yang 
phung po las gzhan yin no zhes zer / phung po tsam yang ma yin te / phung po *nye 
bar len pa’i* [DN om.] nye bar [P167b] blangs pa dang ldan par btags [brtags DN] pa’o // 
nye bar len pa med pa ni mya ngan las ’das pa yin pas so // ’di ltar ’phags pa’i bden pa 
bzhi la [las DN] rim gyis brtags [btags PG] nas mngon par rtogs par ’gyur te / bar ma dor 
mi mthun pa’i sems ’byung ba ni [DN om.] med do // sdug [DN153a] bsngal la dmigs pa’i 
byang chub kyi yan lag gis skyon med par ’jug go // ’dod par gtogs pa’i ’du byed mi rtag 
par yid la byed pa la brten pa’i sems bcu gsum gyis rgyun tu zhugs pa’i ’bras bu thob 
par ’gyur te / chos de la gnas pa las nyams pa ni [DN om.] med do // de bzhin du zhugs 
pa yang ngo // dgra bcom pa la yang nyams pa’i chos yod do // srid pa bar ma do yang 
yod do // ’das pa dang ma ’ongs pa yang yod do // gcig tu dge ba’i chos kyi don mya ngan 
las ’das pa ni yod do // phung po ’gags [dgag DN] pa ni dus las rnam par grol ba yin no // 
lha la yang tshangs par spyod pa la gnas pa yod do // ’dod pa’i khams nas [D154b] skyon 
med *pa la ’jug* [D om.] par ’gyur ro // so so’i skye bos kyang ’dod pa’i ’dod chags dang 
gnod sems spong ngo // rnam par shes pa’i tshogs lnga ni ’dod chags dang bcas pa ’am 
bral ba [DN add yang] ma yin te / rnam par rtog pa med pa’i phyir ro // drug pa ni ’dod 
chags dang bcas pa dang [G119a] / ’dod chags dang bral ba yang yin no // dgra bcom pa 
ni zag pa dang bcas pa’i gzugs dang / sems kyis [kyi DPG] zag pa dang bcas pa dang / zag 
pa med pa la [las DN] dmigs pa yin no // sems kyis [kyi DPG] yul gzhan du phyin pa ni 
ma yin gyi / ’di na gnas bzhin du thag ring po na gnas pa la dmigs par byed do // gzugs 
med pa’i *khams la ni* [khams la P, khams na DN] gzugs med do // dgra bcom pa la yang 
nyams pa’i chos yod do // dus ma yin par ’chi ba yod do // skyed bu’i [bus PG] byed pa 
yod do // ’jig rten pa’i yang dag pa’i lta ba yod do // phyi rol pa la yang mngon par shes 
pa lnga yod do // dgra bcom pa la gzhan gyis bstan cing sgrub [bsgrub DN] pa med do // 
mi [P168a] shes pa med do // yid gnyis med do // gzhan gyi la *yongs su brtag* [brtags 
PG] pa med do // ngag ’jug pa’i smra ba med de / dbang po dang / stobs dang / byang 
chub kyi yan lag bskyed pa’i phyir ro //

bcom ldan ’das kyi nyan thos rnams byang gi sgra mi snyan dang / bdud ris dang 
’du shes med pa’i sems can du skye ba ni med do // rgyun tu zhugs pas bsam gtan 
rnams thob pa ma yin no // mdo sde thams cad ni nges pa’i don yin no // mtshungs par 
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[DN153b] mi ldan pa’i bag la nyal dang sems las byung ba’i bag la nyal yang yod do // ’dus 
byas ni skad cig ma dang skad cig ma ma yin pa yang yod do // ’gag par ’gyur ba’i nye 
bar len pa las me ’bar bar ’gyur ro //

sems gcig gcig [G119b] ’chi zhing skye bo [ba PG] mi shes pa’i gzhi las ’chi ba’i mthar 
thug pa’i [gi DN] bar du’o // ’chi ba’i rkyen byed pa’i sems gcig po de nyid yang dag par 
zhi bar bya’o // tshad med pa rnams ni byang chub kyi yan lag ma yin no // snyoms par ’jug 
pa drug cu rtsa bdun grub par byas nas snyoms par ’jug pa bcu dgu dang / dbang po dang / 
stobs dang / byang chub kyi yan lag [D155a] rnams byang chub sems dpas yang dag par spyod 
par byed do // kun tu sbyor ba rnams ma gtogs pa nyid ni bar chad med pa’i lam gyis [gyi PG] 
spong [spang PGDN] bar bya ba rnams so // ’gro ba dang bcas pa’i lam ni nges par gnyis yin 
no // dge sbyong gi ’bras bu ni rim gyis thob pa ma yin no // ’jig rten pa’i lam gyis kyang lan 
cig phyir ’ong ba’i ’bras bu dang / phyir mi ’ong ba’i ’bras bu mngon du byed do // ’khor ba 
gzhan du ’gyur ba yang yod do // chos cung zhig kyan ’jig rten ’di nas ’jig rten pha rol tu ’gro 
ba med do // phung po nye bar blangs nas sems can ni ’pho bar ’gyur ro // gzugs kyi khams 
ni kha dog bzhi [DN add pa] yin no // de bzhin du srid pa bar ma ni kha dog bcu ’am nya lcibs 
[phyis DN] kyi mdog ’dra ba’o // de bzhin du srid pa bar [P168b] ma ni zhag lnga ’am bdun du 
gnas pa’o [’am DDN] / yun ring por yang ngo // de bzhin du las ni nam yang med par mi ’gyur 
ro // nyams par mi ’gyur ro // phrog [’phrogs DN] par mi ’gyur ro // las kyi rnam par smin pa 
nyams par [su myong bar DN] ’gyur ba ni med do // srid pa ji srid kyi bar du rigs [G120a] kyi 
ngo bo dang / lhan cig tu gnas so // sngar nye bar bsags pa dang phyis nye bar bsags pa’i las 
kyi rkyen [DN add nye bar] rnyed par gyur nas ’gro ba rnams su ’gro bar byed do // nges pa’i 
las ni [nas DN] bzlog par mi nus so //

byang chub sems dpa’ ni skyes bu’i gzugs kyis lhums su zhugs pa yin no [D om.] // 
yum gyi sku [dku D] nas glang po [DN154a] cher gyur nas zhugs pa ni ma yin te / de ni 
de’i rmi lam gyi rnam rtog yin no // nur nur po dang / mer mer po dang / ltar ltar po 
[po’i DN] ngo bor yang ’gyur ro // skye gnas nas skyes [DN om.] na yang sgrib pa med 
pa’i rnam par grol ba’i nus pa can du ’gyur ro // sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams kyi 
ye shes ni longs spyod la ’jug par ’gyur ro // so so’i skye bo nyid kyang sems rtse [PGDN 
om.] gcig gis ’gog go // sems rtse [PGDN om.] gcig gis sgrib pa thams cad spong ngo [DN 
om.] // sems gcig gis thams cad mkhyen pa’i sgrib pa med pa’i rnam par thar pa yang rab 
tu ’thob po // sems gcig gis zhugs pa’i chos rnams ’gag [D155b] par byed cing [cig PG]  
’bras bu la gnas pa rnams skyed par byed do // 

rkyen bzhi [gzhi PG] nyid kyis rkyen thams cad bsdus so // sdug bsngal gyis [gyi PG] 
spang bar bya ba’i kun nas ldang ba la gnas pa ni mtshams med pa dag byed pa yin gyi / 
gzhan gyis ni ma yin no // mthong bas [bar PG] spang [spong D] bar bya ba’i bag la nyal 
bzhis bsdus [sdus PG] pas thams cad bsdus pa [DN add ste] des dge ba’i rtsa ba thams cad 
gcod par byed kyi / bsgoms [bsgom DN] pas spang bar bya ba [bas DN] ni ma yin no // 
bsgom pa’i rang bzhin [G120b] thams cad la [’jig rten DN] ji srid gnas kyi bar du gzhan 
gyis gnod par byed pa’i ’bad pas gnod par mi ’gyur gyi / bdag nyid kyi tshe zad pas dus 
byed par ’gyur ro // dgra bcom pa [P169a] thams cad ni bral bas ’chi bar ’gyur gyi / ’pho 
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bas ni ’chi ba med de ji skad du lus dang bral bas dus byed par ’gyur te / dgra bcom pa ni 
lus tha ma dang bral bas ’bral ba’i phyir ro zhes [DN add bya bar] gsungs pa lta bu ste / lus 
ni ’dir dbang po’i lus la bya bar bzhed do // ’byung bar ’gyur ba dang / ’byung ba dang / 
’gag par ’gyur ba dang / ’gag pa dang / skye bar ’gyur ba dang / skyes [skye DN] pa dang 
/ ’chi bar ’gyur ba dang / ’chi ba dang / byed par ’gyur ba dang / byed pa dang / chad par 
gyur ba dang / chad pa dang / ’gro bar ’gyur ba dang / ’gro ba dang / rnam par shes par 
’gyur ba dang / rnam par shes pa’o // phung po gsum gyi [gyis DN] sems can [DN om.] 
thams cad bsdus kyis [kyi PDN] chos thams cad ni ma yin no // tshor ba thams cad ni las 
[DN154b] las byung ba yin no // sngar byas pa’i bsgom pas spang bar bya ba’i las thams 
cad ni las kyi rnam par smin par ’gyur ro zhes bya ba’i bar te [rnams so DN] /

de lta bu’i sde pa’i dbye ba dag la sde pa gcig gi [gis G] khongs su theg pa chen po ’di 
gtogs par gyur na yang sangs rgyas kyi gsung yin par rtog [rtogs D] par bya na theg pa 
chen po ni sde pa gcig gcig gi gsung rab kyi nang du yang ma bstan pas theg pa chen po 
’di sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa ma yin no // [G121a] ’di’i phyir yang ’di ni sde pa bco brgyad 
kyi khongs su gtogs pa ma yin te / bcom ldan ’das yongs [D156a] su mya ngan las ’das pa’i 
dus nyid ni rtsa ba’i yang dag par sdud par byed pas ma bsdus pa’i phyir dang / phyis bye 
bar gyur pa na yang sdud par *byed pa* [P om.] rnams kyis ma bsdus pa’i phyir ro //

miscellaneous oBjections

 
de bzhin gshegs pa rtag pa nyid du ston par byed pas ’dus byas thams cad mi rtag pa zhes 
bya ba dang ’gal ba’i yang phyir ro // de bzhin gshegs pa’i snying pos khyab pa nyid dang 
/ len pa’i rnam par shes pa ston par byed pas bdag tu ’dzin pa ma spangs pa’i yang phyir 
ro // [P169b] sangs rgyas mya ngan yongs mi ’da’ / zhes ston par byed pas de la zhi ba nyid 
med par bstan pas chos kyi phyag rgya gsum dang ’gal ba’i phyir dang / nyan thos chen 
po rnams lung bstan pa dang / dgra bcom pa rnams la shin tu smod [mod PG] pa dang / 
khyim pa la phyag bya ba ston pa dang / de bzhin gshegs pa las khyad par du byang chub 
sems dpa’ la bsngags par byed pa’i phyir dang / nam mkha’ mdzod la sogs pa’i byang chub 
sems dpa’i smon lam rnams kyang tshig tsam yin pa’i phyir dang / shå kya thub pa sprul 
pa yin par smra bas bstan pa thams cad kyang log pa yin pa’i phyir dang / rtag tu mnyam 
par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa yin zhes bya bar yang mi rigs pa’i phyir dang / mdo sde mang 
po las ’bras bu med pa’i bsngags pa ston pa’i phyir te / shin tu sdig pa chen po yang rtsa 
[G121b] ba nas ’byin par *smra bas* [smras ba P] las la [P om.] ’bras bu med par ston pa’i 
phyir dang / shin tu rgyas pa yang gzhan nyid ston pa dang / kri ki’i rmi lam gyi dbye ba 
yang ma bstan pas de’i phyir theg pa chen po ’di sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa ma yin te / 
’di ni nges par bdud kyis [kyi PG] skye bo blo gros ngan pa dang / rmongs pa rnams bslu 
bar bya ba’i phyir sna tshogs pa mang po brtsams pa ma yin no //

theg pa chen po’i lta ba ’di mngon sum la sogs pa dang shin tu ’gal bar ston pa /
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4.9 r¨pådyålambanå buddhi˙ svasaµvedyåpi vidyate //
 yata˙ pratyak∑abådhåpi jåyate ‘jåtivådina˙ //

 
gzugs la sogs pa dmigs pa’i blo // rang rig nyid du yod pas kyang //
mngon sum gnod pa gang yin des // skye med smra ba de la [D156b] yod 
[gnod DPG] //

gzugs la sogs pa’i yul rnams la dmigs pa ’di la yod pas de ni gzugs la sogs pa la dmigs 
pa’i blo’o // yul la rnam par shes pa rnams te / de ni dngos po’i ngo bo ji lta ba bzhin du 
rab tu rnam par shes pa’i mtshan nyid can yin pa’i phyir ro // rang gi rgyud kyis nyams 
su myong bar bya ba yin pas rang rig go // kyang zhes bya ba’i sgra ni ’gro ba ma lus pa 
yang yang dag par rig pas so // blo de ni yul dang bcas [P170a] pa yin pa’i phyir la ma 
skyes pa nyid du btags pa la ni rigs pa med pa’i phyir mngon sum gyis kyang gnod la / 
’jig rten gyi yang dag par rig pa bkag pas na / grags pas gnod pa yang skye ba med par 
smra ba la yod do //

4.10 tattvato hi na bhåvånåµ janmety evaµ viße∑aˆåt /
 na pratyak∑aprat¥tibhyåµ bådhå saµbhavat¥ti cet //

srid pa rnams ni de nyid du [G122a] // skye med ces bya’i khyad par gyis //
mngon sum dang ni grags pa dang // gnod pa ’di la med ce na //

gal te dbu ma pa dag smra ba //

mig med gzugs la yod ma yin // bar dang gnyi ga la mi gnas //
gang du de ni gnas gyur pa // yod pa ma yin med pa min //

zhes bya ba [pa PG] la sogs pas shes pa dmigs su med pa ’i phyir mngon sum yang ’byung 
ba yod pa ma yin la / ’jig rten ni mi shes pa’i rab rib kyis bsgribs pa’i phyir ’jig rten gyi 
grags pa dang / mngon sum gyi gnod pa yang bdag gis [gi PG] don dam pa nyid [PG add 
la] mi ’byung ngo zhe na /
 de nyid bzhad gad yin par lan gdab par bya ba’i phyir /

4.11 agamyå paramårthena gamyå str¥tvåd yathetarå //
 ity evam api vaktu˙ syån nirdo∑aµ do∑avad vaca˙ //

bgrod min la yang yang dag tu // bgrod par bya ste bud med phyir //
bud med gzhan bzhin zer ba yi // skyon bcas tshig kyang skyon med ’gyur //

bud med gang bgrod par bya ba ma yin par ’dod pa de yang don dam par bgrod par bya 
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ba yin te zhes bya ba ni bsgrub par *bya ba’o* [bya’o P] // gtan tshigs ci yod / bud med yin 
pa’i phyir ro // gang dang gang bud med yin pa de ni bgrod par bya ba yin te / ji lta [ltar 
PG] zhe na / bud med gzhan bzhin te / rang gi chung ma bzhin zhes bya ba’ i tha tshig 
go // ’jig rten pa’i dang lung dag dang ’gal ba’i phyir ro zhe na / don dam par [D157a] zhes 
khyad par du byas pa’i phyir skyon med do // ’di ni rigs [rig PG] pa dang ’gal ba yang yin 
te / ji ltar gdung ba’i dbang gis bud med la ’jug par gyur pa na bgrod par bya ba dang / 
bgrod par bya ba ma yin pa dag gis [G122b] gdung ba zhi bar byed par mnyam pa nyid 
do zhes de skad du smra ba de dag ni blo gros ngan pas smra ba ste / de la yang skyon 
med par ’gyur la de bzhin du dngos po thams cad la skur ba [P170b] ’debs pa khyod kyi 
tshig kyang de dang ’dra’o //

skyon chen po gzhan yang yod de /

4.12 satyad®∑†ir na cet tattvaµ tattvåbhåva˙ prasajyate /
 yonåkadevadeßyaµ vå tattvaµ tac ca na h¥∑yate //

bden pa mthong ba de nyid min // de nyid med par thal bar ’gyur //
nam mkha’i lha yis [yi PG] bstan pa ltar // de nyid yin par mi ’dod do //

theg pa chen po la yang sdug bsngal dang / kun ’byung ba dang / ’gog pa dang / lam ma 
yin la / sdug bsngal la sogs pa shes pas kyang yongs su mya ngan las mi ’da’o zhes ston 
pa’i tshig yod par grags te / bden pa mthong ba de kho na nyid ma yin na de ma yin pa’i 
de kho na nyid gzhan gang yin zhes brjod do // theg pa chen po las bstan pa’i de kho na 
nyid yod do zhe na / de ni rigs pa ma yin te / bden pa mthong ba las gzhan yin pa’i phyir 
nam mkha’i lhas bstan pa bzhin no // de dag ni ’di lta bu’i de kho na nyid ston te / gser 
gyi snod du gser gyi khab kyis [kyi PG] grog ma phug nas bsad [gsad D] na ’khor ba las 
grol bar ’gyur la / de gsod pa po yang thar pa’i sa bon bsags par ’dod pa dang / ba lang la 
sogs pa bsad pa dang skyed [bskyed PG] par byed pa la nyal po byas pas mtho ris la sogs 
pa’i rgyu yin no zhes bya ba la sogs pa’o //

gzhan yang khams gsum pa ’di ni sems tsam mo zhes bya ba’i mdo’i don [G123a] 
yang gzhan du btags nas phyi rol gyi skye mched la sogs pa dgag pa’i phyir ston par byed 
pa yang rigs pa ’dis na mi rigs te /

4.13 båhyåyatanasadbhåvas tannirbhåsodayåd dhiya˙ /
 prat¥yate prat¥taµ vaß cittåstitvaµ yathåpriyam //

phyi rol skye mched yod pa las // der snang ba yi blo ’byung bas //
yod par rigs te sems nyid ni // yod la dga’ bas ji bzhin gyis //

phyi’i skye mched ni chos can no // de rnams kyi chos yod par gyur pa ni de’i chos su 
gtogs pa’o // phyi’i skye [D157b] mched de rnams kyi snang ba ni dmigs pa’i rnam pa’i 
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rang gi ngo bo’i khyad par ro // de snang ba ’byung ba ni der snang bas ’byung ba’o // 
snang ba ’byung ba de gang la zhe na / blo la ste / dbang po drug gi rnam par shes pa’o 
// yul med par rnam par shes pa ’byung ba mi ’grub pas / khyod rang gi gzhung la rab 
tu grags pa’i sems yod par ’dod pa la dga’ [P171a] ba ji ltar skye ba de dper byas nas de 
bzhin du phyi’i skye mched yod par ’dod pa la yang dga’ ba nyid du gyis shig ces bya 
ba’i don to //

4.14 atha cetostitå ne∑†å cittamåtraµ na vo jagat /
 jagatpak∑¥kriyåyåµ ca het¨dåharaˆe na va˙ //

gal te sems yod mi ’dod na // khod kyi ’gro ba sems tsam min //
’gro ba phyogs su bya ba dang // gtan tshigs sgrub pa khyod la med //

yang sems tsam du nye bar dmigs na ni phyi’i skye mched la sogs pa nye bar dmigs par 
[pas PG] mi ’gyur la / phyi’i skye mched la sogs pa ma dmigs na yang sems tsam du yang 
dmigs par mi ’gyur bar ’dod na ni khams gsum pa ’di dag ni sems [G123b] tsam mo zhes 
bya ba’i lung yang nyams par ’gyur ro // gzhan yang ’gro ba sems tsam mo zhes ba ’di la 
gtan tshigs ni gang yin / ’di la dpe ni gang yod / gtan tshigs dang dpe skyon med pa ’di 
la yod pa ma yin pas ’di dam bca’ ba tsam du zad de / dam bca’ ba tsam gyis ni ’dod pa’i 
don gang yang grub ba [pha D] yod pa ma yin no zhes bya ba ni nyan thos kyi theg pa 
pas nye bar sbyar ba’i phyogs snga ma yin no //

BhÓviveka’s resPonse

4.15 tatra pråguktan¥tyå tu svan¥tivipadaµ para˙ /
  yad am®∑yann upådik∑at tan na yuktam it¥∑yate //

de la sngar smras rigs pa ni // rang gi phyogs nyams dogs pas gzhan //
mi ’dod gyur pa gang smra ba // de ni rigs [rig P] pa ma yin no //

de la zhes bya ba ni phyogs phyi ma nye bar dgod pa’i tha tshig go // sa la sogs pa ni 
’byung ba rang gi ngo bor mi ’gyur te zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i sngar gyi rigs [rig PG] pa 
dang / rang gi sde snod gsum gyi lugs nyams par dogs pas gzhan te nyan thos kyi theg 
pa pa’o // mi ’dod gyur pa ni mi bzod par gyur pa’o // gang smra ba ste / skyon nye bar 
ston par gyur pa’o // de ni rigs pa ma yin zhes bya ba ni ’chad par ’gyur ba’i lan dag gis 
skyon dang bcas par ston pa yin no zhes bya ba’i [D158a] bsam pas so //

phyogs snga mas don gyis tshad mas ’di smras so // ston pa ni rnam par mi rtog 
[rtogs PG] pa’i blo mnga’ ba ste / ’phags pa’i bden pa bzhi la dmigs pa’i phyir / rang sangs 
rgyas la sogs pa’i blo bzhin no [P171b] zhes bya ba [G124a] ’di’i lan /
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4.16 nirvikalpå mati˙ ßåstur nairåtmyålambanå matå /
 yathå pudgalanairåtmyavi∑ayå buddhir ity ata˙ //

ston pa rnam par mi rtog blo // bdag med pa la dmigs par ’dod //
yul can gyi ni blo yin [min D] phyir // gang zag bdag med pa bzhin no //

zhes smras so // bcom ldan ’das kyis gang zag la bdag med pa yongs su mkhyen pas gang 
zag gi rnam par rtog pa mi ’jug pa de bzhin du chos la bdag med pa yongs su mkhyen 
pas kyang chos la yang rnam par rtog pa ’jug par ni mi ’gyur ro // chos dang *gang zag* 
[zag gang P] las ma gtogs pa gzhan ni cung zhig kyang med na gang la rnam par rtog 
par byed pas rnam par mi rtog pa nyams par ’gyur /

4.17ab  sådhanaµ bådhyate tasya viruddhåvyabhicåriˆå /

[Tibetan missing]

de lta na sgrub par byed pa’i tshig ’dis ni sngar smras pa’i sgrub par byed pa la gnod pa 
yin te / de dang ’gal ba na [ni PG] yang zhugs pa’i phyir ro //

4.17cd  pråyogikådibuddh¥nåm utpådo yan ni∑idhyate /

sbyor las byung sogs blo dag ni // ’byung ba gal te ’gog byed na //

’jig rten las ’das pa’i rnam par mi rtog pa’i rjes las thob par sbyor ba las byung ba’i blo 
rnams la / dag pa’i ’jig rten pa’i ye shes brjod pa ni dbu ma pas kyang ’byung bar ’dod 
pa nyid yin te / gang bcom ldan ’das kyis [kyi PG] lo bzhi bcur chos bstan pa la sogs pa’i 
bya ba la sogs pa sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa gang yin pa de / bdag cag gi lta ba las med 
par rnam par brtags nas / sbyor ba las byung ba la sogs pa’i blo de rnams ’byung ba la 
gzhan dag gis ’gog par byed pa ni mi rigs te [G124b] / skyon ma yin pa la sgro ’dogs pa’i 
phyir ro //

’on te ’jig rten las ’das pa’i blo’i dbang du byas nas / rnam par rtog pa dang bcas pa 
nyid du bsgrub pa de ni mi rigs par rigs pa nyid kyis bdag gis bsgrub par bya ba nyid de 
’dir rigs pa ni ’di yin no //

4.18 jñeyasya sarvathåsiddher yas tatrånudayo dhiya˙ /
 so ‘yaµ bodhyo ’bhisaµbodhau jñeyatattvåviparyayåt //

shes bya kun tu ma grub pas // blo gang gang gi rjes ’byung ba //
de ni rtog med mngon [sngon DPG] byang chub // shes bya de nyid ma log phyir //
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phung po dang / khams dang / skye mched kyi mtshan nyid [D158b] can gyi shes bya 
rnams ngo bo med pa nyid du bdag gis [gi PG] sngar bsgrubs so // thams cad du rang 
rang gi ngo bo grub pa med pas [par PG] *shes bya med pa’i* [G om.] [P172a] shes pa yang 
ji ltar ’byung bar ’gyur / gang nyid la de’i rjes su blo ’byung bar ’gyur ba [pa P] de yang 
rtog pa med pa nyid ni *mngon par byang chub pa’o zhes byas nas* [D om.] mngon par 
byang chub pa nyid du ’dod de / yongs su ma sgrub pa’i ngo bo nyid kyi shes bya’i de kho 
na nyid phyin ci ma log par rtogs pa’i phyir ro // de’i yongs su grub pa ni skad cig ma 
dang / sgyu ma dang / rmi lam dang ’dra ba’i phyir phyin ci ma log pa ga la yod /

4.19 så svabhåvavikalpådirahitåbhimatå mati˙ /
 tadåßrayani∑edhaß cet sådhyam eva prasådhyate //

de yi ngo bo rnam rtog sogs // bral ba’i blos ni mngon ’dod pas //
de yi rten ni ’gog byed na // grub pa nyid ni rab sgrub byed //

gang yang rtog pa med par mngon par byang chub pa gang yin pa de [PG add nyid] ni 
rang gi dngos po dang gzhan gyi dngos po nges par rtogs par byed pa na de’i rjes su 
dran pa’i rnam par rtog [rtogs PG] pa dang bral ba mngon [G125a] sum gyi mtshan nyid 
can ni ston pa nyid yin par ’dod do // gal te de la shå kya thub pa zhes bya ba’i mtshan 
nyid can gyi sprul pa’i sku [sku’i D] rten *nyid ni* [nyi PG] ma yin no zhes rab tu sgrub 
par byed na grub [sgrub PG] pa *la sgrub pa* [G om.] yin te / ’og min na bzhugs pa’i longs 
spyod rdzogs pa’i sku la rten [brten D] pa yin pa’i phyir ro //

gal te de lta bu yin na zhi ba dang / stong pa dang / gnyis su med pa la sogs par ston 
par byed pa ji ltar yin zhe na / brjod par bya ste /

4.20ab kalpanåµ ca samåropya tacchåntatvådideßanå /

de ni zhi nyid sogs bstan pa // rtog pa rnam kyi [kyis D] sgro btags pa’o //

dag pa dang rang bzhin gyis ’od gsal ba dang / dbul ba dang / nad nye bar *zhi bar* [P 
om.] byed pa la sogs par bstan pa ni yid bzhin nor bu bzhin du rang gi rnam par rtog 
pas sbyar ba yin no //

yang gal te gsung rab las rab tu grags pa’i yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa’i lam [las PG] 
rnams kyis [kyi PG] / yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub thob par bstan to zhe na //

bden te lam ’di nyid mi dmigs pa’i tshul gyis goms par byas pas yang dag par rdzogs 
pa’i byang chub ’thob kyi / dngos po la mngon par zhen pas ni ma yin no // mi dmigs 
[P172b] par bsgom [D159a] pa de gang yin zhe na //

4.20cd  samyagd®∑†yådimårgaµ ca bhavaty abhyasyato yadå //
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[Tibetan missing]

4.21  adarßanam asaµkalpo vågavyåh®tir1 akriyå /
  anåj¥vo ‘samårambho ‘saµpramo∑o ‘sthitis tathå //

mthong ba med pa rtog med pa // brjod pa med pa byed med pa //
’tsho ba med pa rtsom med pa // de bzhin dga’ med gnas med pa //

chos thams cad rang gi ngo bo yongs su grub pa med pas mthong ba med pa nyid ni 
yang dag pa’i lta ba’o // ’das pa dang / ma ’ongs [G125b] pa dag gi sems dag ni nyams 
shing ma skyes pa’i phyir dang / da ltar byung ba la yang gnas pa med pas rtog pa med ni 
yang dag pa’i rtog pa’o // gnas dang / byed pa dang / rtsol ba rnams re re la’am / ’dus par 
gyur pa la ’am / yi ge so so yang dag nye bar mi dmigs pas ngag brjod pa med pa ni yang 
dag pa’i ngag go // lus dang / dbang po dang / blo’i tshogs dag bdag med pa yin pa’i phyir 
dang / de’i dge ba’i las byed par sems dpa’ [pa D] ni byung ma thag tu ’jig pa’i phyir las 
nye bar len ba ni don dam par ’byung bar mi ’gyur bas bya ba med pa ni yang dag pa’i las 
kyi mtha’o // thog ma med pa’i dus nas goms par byas pa’i zang zing la mngon par zhen 
pa ’phel bar byas pa’i lus kyi bza’ ba dang / bgo ba la sogs pa lus ’phel bar byed pa la dbu 
ba’i gong bu dang / chu bur dang / smig rgyu dang / chu shing gi sdong po dang / sgyu 
ma dang ’dra bar gang gis gang zhig la phan ’dogs par byed ces phung po dag la yongs 
su btags pa nyid na ’tsho ba med pa nyid ni yang dag pa’i ’tsho ba’o // lus ni rtsva dang / 
shing dang ’dra bar bem [bems D] po sems pa med pa byed pa med pa yin la / sems kyang 
sgyu ma dang ’dra bas de dag gis yang dag par brtsams pa yang skad cig ma yin no zhes 
de kho na nyid du na yang dag pa’i rtsom pa med na yang tha snyad du dge ba’i chos la 
mngon par sbyor ba ni yang dag [G126a] pa’i rtsol ba’o zhes tha snyad du byed do // don 
dam par na dbang po rnams kyi rnam par shes pa rnams kyis [kyi PG] nyams su myong 
ba ci yang med pas de’i rjes las skyes pa’i yid kyi rnam par shes pas kyang ci zhig la rjes 
su brtag par bya ste / brtag par [P173a] bya ba’i nyams su myong ba ni med pas ci zhig 
dran nas dran [D159b] pa [D om.] zhes bya / ’on kyang mi brjed [brjod P] pa nyid la kun 
rdzob tu yang dag pa’i dran pa zhes gdags so // sems ’das pa ni nyams par gyur pa yin / 
ma ’ongs pa ni ma skyes pa yin / da ltar byung ba yang ’gag pa nyid la mngon du phyogs 
pa’i phyir sems skad cig tsam yang mnyam par gnas pa ni yod pa ma yin no // dmigs pa 
yang rim pa ’di nyid kyis dmigs par mi ’gyur bas sems gnas pa med pa nyid la tha snyad 
du yang dag pa’i ting nge ’dzin zhes ’dogs so //

gang gi tshe byang chub sems dpa’ [dpas PG] ’di nyid shin tu goms par byas na /

4.22 tadånenaiva mårgeˆa buddhabodhir matå hi na˙ /
 siddhasådhanado∑o ‘to bhåvanå vå par¥k∑yatåm //

1  L vågavyåk®tir.
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de tshe lam ni de nyid kyis // sangs rgyas byang chub ’dod phyir bdag //
grub pa sgrub pa’i skyon yang yin // bsgom nyid la yang brtag par bya //

yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa’i lam gyis byang chub ’thob po zhes bya ba ni grub pa sgrub pa 
yin te / gzhan dag khas mi len pa nyid la yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa lam ’di dag nges par 
bzung nas bdag gis brjod par bya ba yin [D add gyi] / gang la ma goms par byed pa de dag la 
ni *’dir rigs* [’di rig PG] pas brtag par bya ba ni [DPG add ma] yin no // [G126b]

ci lam de dang ldan na rigs [rig PG] pa dang ldan pa’i bsgom pa yin nam / ’on te ma 
yin / ji ltar na ’di rigs pa dang ldan par ’gyur zhe na /

gang gi tshe rjes su dpag pa’i rjes su ’brang [’brangs PG] nas lung dang mi ’gal bar 
gyur pas de kho na nyid gang [G om.] la dmigs pa [par PG] na’o //

gal te khyod kyi [kyis PG] rjes su dpag pa’i rjes su ’brangs na ni lung dang ’gal bar 
’gyur ro zhe na /

smras pa /

4.23 yad ågamenåvidhuram anumånånusåriˆåm /
  tat tattvaµ bhåvanå cåsya tathaivåbhimatå satåm //

ji ltar lung dang mi ’gal bar // rjes su dpag pa’i rjes *’brang ba* [’brangs pa PG] //
’di ltar de nyid bsgom pa ste // de ni de bzhin mkhas pas ’dod //

de nyid shes pa ’tshol ba la ’jug pa zhi ba dang / stong pa dang / gnyis su med pa dang 
gzhan la rag ma las pa dang / mi dmigs pa la sogs pa’i mtshan nyid can lung dang / rigs 
[rig PG] pa dang mi ’gal bar bstan pa ni de kho na nyid do [P173b] zhes bdag gis bsgrubs 
pa zin pa ni de nyid do // bsgom pa’i rigs pa yang brjod ma thag pa nyid do // ’di’i lung 
ni 

’jam dpal gang yang chos thams cad mi mnyam pa med pa dang / [D160a] gnyis su 
med pa dang / gnyis su byar med par mthong ba ’di ni yang dag pa’i lta ba’o // ’jam dpal 
gang gis chos thams cad rtog [rtogs PG] pa med pa dang rnam par rtog pa *med pa* [PG 
om.] dang / kun tu rtog pa med par mthong ba med pa’i sbyor bas mthong ba de ni yang 
dag pa’i rtog pa’o // gang gis [G127a] chos thams cad brjod pa med par mthong bas brjod 
pa med pa mnyam pa nyid du shin tu rig [rigs PG] pa nyid ni yang dag pa’i ngag go // 
gang gis [gi PG] chos thams cad bya ba dang byed pa med par mthong ba ’di ni byed pa 
po mi dmigs pa’i phyir yang dag pa’i las kyi mtha’o // gang gis [gi PG] chos thams cad 
’phel ba yang ma yin // ’grib pa yang ma yin pa de ni ’tsho ba med pa mnyam pa nyid la 
rab tu gnas pa’i phyir yang dag pa’i ’tsho ba’o // gang gis [gi PG] chos thams cad slong 
bar mi byed / rtsom par [pa PG] mi byed / pha rol gnon pa’i sbyor ba yang mi byed pa 
’di ni yang dag pa’i rtsol ba’o // gang gis chos thams cad la dran par bya ba’i lam gyis 
dben pa’i phyir dran pa byung ba med pa ni yang dag pa’i dran pa’o // ’jam dpal gang gis 
chos thams cad rang bzhin gyis mnyam par gzhag [bzhag PG] par [pa PG] mthong ba de 
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ni rtsom pa’i rnam par g.yeng ba mi dmigs pa’i phyir yang dag pa’i ting nge ’dzin ste / 
’phags pa’i lam yan lag brgyad ni de lta bur blta bar bya’o // de ltar lam yang dag par rjes 
su mthong ba de ni rgal ba dang / pha rol tu phyin pa dang / thang la phyin pa dang / 
zhi ba thob pa dang / ’jigs pa med pa thob pa dang / nyon mongs pa med pa dang / dgra 
bcom pa dang / dge sbyong dang / tshangs pa yin no zhes smra’o zhes bya ba la sogs [G 

add pa chos thams cad la ‘jug par bstan pa’i mdo] las ’byung ngo //
[P174a] de bzhin du shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa [G127b] las kyang dben pa dang 

/ ’dod chags dang bral ba dang / ’gog pa la brten pa’i yang dag pa’i lta ba mi dmigs pa’i 
tshul gyis sgom par byed do [de G] zhes ’byung ngo //

de ltar na mthong ba med pa’i rnam par sgom [bsgom PG] pa ’di [D160b] ni lam 
gzhan yin par brjod [P om.] *par bya’o zhe na brjod par* [PG om.] mi bya’o // lam ’di nyid 
kyis ’grub par brjod par bya ste / ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na / smras pa / thar pa’i mi mthun par 
gyur pa mi dge ba’i chos lta ba log pa la sogs pa spong bar byed pa’i gnyen por yang dag 
pa’i lta ba la sogs pa dngos po ji lta ba bzhin du sgom par byed de / ’phags pa blo gros mi 
zad pa ’i mdo las ji skad du / yang dag pa’i lta ba gang zhe na / ’phags pa ’jig rten las ’das 
pa’i ’phags pa’i bdag dang / sems can dang / srog dang / g.yo [gso DG] ba dang / skyes 
bu dang / gang zag dang / chad pa dang / rtag pa dang / srid pa dang / srid pa ma yin 
pa’i dang / dge ba dang / mi dge ba dang / lung du [PG add ma] bstan pa dang / ’khor 
ba dang / mya ngan las ’das par lta [blta PG] bas kun nas ma *bslangs pa* [bslang ba PG] 
gang yin pa de ni yang dag pa’i lta ba’o // de la yang dag pa’i rtog pa gang zhe na / gang 
’dod chags dang / zhe sdang dang / gti mug gi kun tu rtog pa mngon du ’byung ba dag 
gis kun tu rtog par mi byed cing / gang tshul khrims dang / ting nge ’dzin dang / shes 
rab dang / rnam par grol ba dang / rnam par grol ba’i ye shes mthong ba’i phung pos 
kun nas bslang ba’i kun tu rtog pa dag gis kun tu rtog pa ni yang [G128a] dag pa’i rtog 
pa’o zhes bya ba la sogs pa gsungs te / de’i phyir na dngos por ’dzin pa la mngon par 
zhen pa rab tu spang ba’i phyir mthong ba med pa la sogs pa’i bsgom pa goms par bya’o 
// de ltar byas na chos thams cad kyi de kho na nyid mngon par rtogs pa’i rang byung gi 
phyin ci ma log pa skad cig gcig gis bag chags dang bcas pa’i rgyun rab tu spong ngo // 
shes [P174b] bya’i dngos po dang rab tu ’brel pa ni bag chags yin no [na PG] // shes bya 
mi dmigs par ’gyur [gyur PG] na gang la brten nas bag chags ’byung bar ’gyur zhes bya 
ba ’di ni theg pa chen po la go rim yin no //

ji ltar bstan pa’i lam ’di nyid mthong [mthar DPG] gyis bsgom [bsgoms PG] pa las de 
kho na nyid thob par ’gyur par bstan pa /

4.24ab  sa buddho yena tad buddham anyathå måt®modakam /

gang gis de rtogs de sangs rgyas // gzhan ni ma yi la du mtshungs //

ji skad bstan pa nyid [D161a] kyi [kyis D] lung rigs [rig PG] pa dang ldan pa’i bsgom pa 
gang gis de kho na nyid rtogs par gyur pa de ni sangs rgyas zhes brjod par rigs te / ye 
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shes phyin ci ma log pa dang ldan pa’i phyir ro // rigs [rig PG] pa dang ’gal ba’i lung tsam 
gyi [gyis PG] rjes su *’brang ba’i* [’brangs pa’i P] de kho na nyid du bsgrub pa ni brtag 
mi bzod pa’i phyir bem [bems D] po’i blo dang ldan pa rnams la mas byin pa’i la du bzhin 
du [te PG] / bud med ’ga’ zhig gis bu byis pa chung ngu la sman zhu ba’i dus ’das kyi bar 
du brid pa’i phyir bu ram gyis bskus pa’i rde’u dag ’di la du yin gyis [gyi PG] zo zhig ces 
byas nas byin la / de yang ma ’di ni [G128b] [G add ‘di ni] bdag la nam yang log par byed 
pa ma yin no snyam nas drag tu so btab cing bca’ bar brtsams pa dang so dag kyang chag 
par ’gyur ro // de bzhin du la la dag sman pa’i rgyal pos nye bar bstan pa’i sman phyin 
ci ma log pa nye bar spyod pa ltar / bde bar gshegs pa’i bstan pa brda dang bcas pa dang 
/ dgongs pa dang bcas pa dag ji lta bzhin du ma rtogs [rtog PG] nas / thub pas ni ’di ltar 
bstan pa yin no zhes sgra ji lta ba bzhin du bzung nas / mngon par zhen pa brtan [bstan 
PG] par byed pa de dag ni mas byin pa’i la du za ba’i khye’u bzhin du mkhas pa rnams 
kyis [kyi PG] bzhag gang du bya ba yin no // des na lung gi rjes su ’brang ba tsam du mi 
bya’i / rigs [rig PG] pas rjes su dpag par bya’o //

de la rigs pa ni ’di yin te / ’phags pa nyan thos rnams ni chos tsam mthong ba’i mngon 
par rtog [rtogs D] pa can yin la / rten cing ’brel par ’byung ba yongs su shes pa ni rang 
sangs rgyas rnams so // [P175a] de dag ni ji ltar bstan pa’i lam gyi dngos po dag bsgom pas 
yin la / bcom ldan ’das kyis ni mi dmigs pa la snyoms par zhugs pas byang chub rtogs pa 
yin no // de yang dngos por ’dzin pa rtsa ba nas ma spangs kyi bar du ma yin pas de lta bas 
na [ni PG] mi dmigs par bsgoms [bsgom PG] pas ni yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub 
kyi rgyur gyur pa / khyad par du ’phags pa’i lam yin gyi / nyi tshe ba ni ma yin no //

4.24cd na buddhoktir mahåyånam ity atråpy e∑a nirˆaya˙ //

theg chen sangs rgyas gsung min zhes // [D161b] zer ba ’di [G129a] yang gtan 
la dbab //

nges par skyed [bskyed PG] pas khrid nas don rtogs par byed pa ni gtan la dbab pa’o // de 
gang yin zhe na / rigs pa’i rjes su ’brang ba’i lung dang mi ’gal ba’i phyir theg pa chen po ni 
sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa yin no // rjes su dpag pa dang ’gal ba de ni sangs rgyas kyis [kyi 
PG] gsungs pa ma yin te / dper na chad par lta ba bzhin no // theg pa chen po ni rigs pas 
gnod pa ma yin te / rigs pa ni ’og nas bstan par bya’o // de lta bas na theg pa chen po ni [PG 
om.] sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa kho na yin te rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa bzhin no //

gzhan yang /

4.25  buddhabodhyåptaye cåyaµ nålaµ mårga˙ purodita˙ /
  du˙khådyåkårato bodhåt pratyekajinamårgavat //

sngar bstan pa yi lam ’di yis // sangs rgyas byang chub thob mi nus //
sdug bsngal rnam pa rtogs byed phyir // rang sangs rgyas kyi theg pa bzhin //
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mthong ba med par sgom [bsgom PG] par byed pa la sogs pa ma gtogs pa zhes bya ba 
ni tshig gi lhag ma’o // sdug bsngal la sogs pa’i rnam pa ni sdug bsngal gyi rnam pa ste 
/ mi rtag pa sdug bsngal ba stong pa bdag med pa zhes bya ba sdug bsngal gyi rnam pa 
bzhi’o // de bzhin du kun ’byung ba dang / ’gog pa dang / lam rnams kyi rnam pa rnams 
kyang mdo las bstan pa bzhin du so sor rtogs par bya’o // yang na sdug bsngal ba [PG 
om.] dang / kun ’byung ba dang / ’gog pa dang / lam rnams dang / yongs su shes par 
bya ba dang / rab tu spang ba dang / mngon du bya ba dang / bsgom par bya ba rnams 
dang  [G129b] / yongs su shes pa dang / rab tu spangs pa dang / mngon du byas pa dang 
/ bsgom [bsgoms D] zhes bya ba rnam pa bcu gnyis rtogs pa yin te / rang sangs rgyas 
kyi lam bzhin te / [P175b] bcom ldan ’das kyis ni sdug bsngal la sogs pa’i rnam pa rnams 
mi dmigs par mnyam pa nyid du rtogs so zhes bsams pa’o //

4.26  anumånena bådhaivaµ parapak∑asya jåyate /
  d®∑†åntåsaµbhavo våpi tadvadv®tter niråk®ti˙ //

rjes su dpag pas gnod pa yang // gzhan gyi phyogs la ’byung bar ’gyur //
dpe ni ma grub pa nyid kyang // de la zhugs pa bzlog par dka’ //

gang dag gis de dag tu lam [lan G] ’di dag nyid kyis shes bya’i sgrib pa zad par byed do 
zhes zer ba ’di yang bsgom pa khyad par can [D162a] med par shes bya’i sgrib pa spong 
ba mi srid do // bcom ldan ’das kyang lam ’dis shes bya’i sgrib pa zad par mdzad pa ma 
yin te / bsgom pa’i khyad par gzhan gyis spangs pa’i phyir ro // gal te yang lam ’di la 
shes bya’i sgrib pa spong ba’i nus pa yod par gyur na ni nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas 
rnams kyis kyang sgrib pa gnyis zad par byas nas bag chags kyi mtshams sbyor ba dang 
bcas par spong bar ’gyur ba [PG om.] zhig na de lta bu ni mi srid do // de lta bas na theg 
pa chen po las bstan pa’i lam bsgom pa’i khyad par kho nas shes bya’i sgrib pa rab tu 
spong ba yin no //

gzhan yang /

4.27 nånutpådak∑ayajñåne yathårthe paramårthata˙ /
 bhråntivat savikalpatvåt tadbodha˙ kasya tattvata˙ //

mi skye zad par shes pa ni // ji bzhin don gyi don dam min //
’khrul bzhin rnam rtog bcas pa’i phyir // de rtogs [rtog PG] ji ltar de nyid yin //

sdug bsngal la chos [G130a] shes pa’i bzod pa dang / sdug bsngal la chos shes pa dang / 
sdug bsngal la rjes su shes pa’i bzod pa dang sdug bsngal rjes su shes pa dang / de bzhin 
du kun ’byung ba dang / ’gog pa dang / lam rnams la chos dang / rjes su shes pa’i bzod 
pa dang / shes pa zhes bya ba sems kyi skad cig ma bcu drug gi mthar phyin pas phung 
po mi skye bar shes pa dang / nyon mongs pa zad par shes pa ’byung bar bcom ldan ’das 
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kyis bstan pa ni zad pa dang mi skye ba shes pa’i byang chub po zhes gzhan gyis [gyi 
PG] ’dod pa de rjes su mthun pa ma yin pas dgag par bya ba’i phyir smras pa / de dag ni 
don dam par ji lta ba bzhin du ma yin no // [P176a] gtan tshigs ci yod ce na / rnam par 
rtog pa dang bcas pa’i phyir ’khrul pa dang bcas pa’i shes pa bzhin no // ’dis ni zad pa 
dang mi skye ba shes pa de dag ’khrul pa’i shes pa dang ’dra ba’i phyir dang / phyin ci 
log la dmigs pa’i phyir yongs su shes pa gang zhig rigs [rig PG] pa dang ldan pa yin zhes 
bstan to //

4.28ab  hetuyånåntaratvåkhya etenaiva gatottara˙ /

theg pa gzhan nyid rgyu yin zhes // zer ba de’i lan yang btab //

nyan thos kyi theg par bstan pa’i lam ni yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub kyi rgyu 
ma yin te / bsgom pa dang bral bas des ni shes bya’i sgrib pa spong bar mi nus pa’i phyir 
rang sangs rgyas kyi theg par bstan pa’i [D162b] lam bzhin no zhes bya bar ’brel to //

4.28cd  kathaµ cåv®tisadbhåvåd arhann arhati nirv®tim //

ji ltar sgrib pa yod bzhin [G130b] du // dgra bcom mya ngan ’da’ bar rigs //

sgrib pa yang gnyis te / nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa dang / shes bya’i sgrib pa zhes bya’o // 
nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa yang rnam pa gnyis te / ’ching bar byed pa dang / bag chags 
kyi ngo bo’o // yang shes bya ba’i sgrib pa ni ’ching bar byed pa’i bdag nyid kho na’o // 
de la nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas dag gis ni nyon mongs pa’i ’ching ba tsam spangs 
kyi nyon mongs pa’i bag chags kyang ma yin la / shes bya’i sgrib pa gnyi ga’i ngo bo nyid 
kyang ma yin pas de’i phyir dgra bcom pa ni mya ngan las ’das pa zhes bya ba ma yin te 
/ sgrib pa yod pa’i phyir rgyun du zhugs pa la sogs pa bzhin no // des na nyan thos dang 
rang sangs rgyas dag kyang bag chags kyi dri ma dag par byas te / byang chub kyi tshogs 
yongs su rdzogs par byas nas sangs rgyas su ’gyur ro zhes bya ba ’di grub pa yin no //

de lta na yang mi shes pa yang rnam pa gnyis te / nyon mongs pa can *dang / nyon 
mongs pa can* [PG om.] ma yin pa’o // de la nyon mongs pa can ni bdag tu nga rgyal ba 
dang / bdag [rtag D] tu rmongs pa dang / bdag la chags pa la sogs pa’o // nyon mongs pa 
can ma yin pa de ni bag chags kyi ngo bo ste / ji skad du mchog ’dod kyis sangs rgyas kyi 
mdzad pa bstan pa las / [P176b]

ma rig [rigs P] ’di ni rnam gnyis te // ’jig rten pa yi ’phags par shes //
jig rten pas ni ’du byed skyed [bskyed PG] // ring du gyur pa ’phags pa yi //
slob ma ’gog la gnas [G131a] pa la // gang tshe yid ni bzhag gyur pa //
de tshe ’di yi [’di’i PG] nyer len med // srid par ’jug pa yang mi ’gyur //
de ni ’gog bral la gnas pa // ma rig pa yis [yi PG] ’phags de rmongs //
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rnam shes nyer len dang bral ba // grol ba yin zhes rjod [brjod G] par byed //
rmongs ’di grol ba ga la yin // yang dag tu na kun la rmongs //
chos kyi skye mched phug dag tu // ’di yi rnam shes rab tu sbas //
yang srid ’jug pa’ang ma yin la // mthar thug sangs pa’ang ’di ma yin //
sangs rgyas chos kyi [D163a] sku nyid du // gyur na ’di bzod mya ngan ’das //
sangs rgyas chos kyi sku ’di ni // mya ngan ’das yin de nyid ni //
sangs rgyas kho nas [na P] mngon par mkhyen // de phyir byin gyis brlabs nas 
bzhugs //

zhes bstan pa lta bu’o //
de la nyon mongs pa can gyi mi shes pa ni ’phags pa nyan thos rnams kyis [kyi PG] 

lhag ma ma lus par rab tu spangs te / gang zag la bdag med pa rtogs pa’i phyir ro // nyon 
mongs pa can ma yin pa ni grol ba la sgrib par byed pa ma yin par [pas PG] yod bzhin du 
yang ’dir zad pa dang / mi skye ba shes pa thob par ’gyur zhes bya’o //

4.29 kli∑†åvidyåprahåˆåc cet tanmuktir buddhavan matå /
 tad asat tadasadbhåvån mukhyanirmåˆabuddhayo˙ //

ma rig nyon mongs can spangs pas // de ni grol ’gyur sangs rgyas bzhin //
de ni mi bden med pa’i phyir // dngos dang sprul pa’i sangs rgyas la //

byang chub sems dpar gyur pa nyid nas sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das des sgra’i rjes su ’jug 
pa’i [G131b] lugs su ’byung ba skye ba med pa’i chos la bzod pa rtogs pas nyon mongs pa 
can gyi mi shes pa spangs par gyur pa yin gyi / gtso bo chos kyi sku dang / sprul pa’i 
sku dag gis ni yang nyon mongs pa can gyi mi shes pa spong bar mi srid pas sangs rgyas 
kyi dang / de’i thar pa ni ’dra bar rigs pa ma yin no //

gzhan yang theg pa chen po’i lugs ’di la ni kun rdzob tu bcom ldan ’das kyis lam 
bsgom pa dang mngon par [P177a] rtogs pa bstan pa yin gyi don dam par ni ma yin no 
zhes bstan par /

4.30 na tattvato mahåyåne mårga˙ saµbuddhabodhaye /
 savikalpanimittatvåt såk∑ållaukikamårgavat //

yang dag tu na theg chen gyi // lam gyis sangs rgyas byang chub dag //
sgrub min rtog bcas mtshan bcas min // ’jig rten pa yi lam bzhin no //

’jig rten ’di dang ’jig rten pha rol ni yod do zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i rnam par rtog pa dang 
/ mtshan ma dang ldan pa’i phyir lam ni byang chub kyi rgyu ma [P om.] yin te / lha 
dang mi’i ’gro bar ’jug par byed pa’i dge ba’i las byed pa’i lam bzhin no //
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4.31 atha syåd yady abh¨to ‘yaµ mårga˙ kleßak∑ayo ‘py asan /
 abh¨tatvåd yathå sthåˆau narajñånån na tatk∑aya˙ //

[Tibetan missing]

gal te yang lam goms par byed pa ni nyon mongs pa zad par bya ba’i don du yin na gang 
gi tshe de nyid mi bden par gyur nas gang gis nyon mongs pa zad par byed / sdong dum 
la mi yin par nyams su myong bar gyur pas the tshom med par byed pa ni ma yin no 
zhes bya ba [D163b] ni gzhan gyi bsam pa smras pa yin no // de ltar na ji lta ba bzhin ma 
yin pa’i lam gyis nyon mongs pa zad par byed pa yang med de [do PG] / yang dag pa ma 
yin pa’i phyir sdong dum la mir shes pas [par PG] de dang mi ’bral [G132a] bas
 rang gi bsam pa smras pa /

4.32 rajjvåµ sarpa iti bhrånter yathå trastasya kasyacit /
 latåkularajjujñånaµ pratipak∑o ‘pi jåyate //

ji srid ’ga’ zhig skrag pa yis // thag pa la ni sbrul zhes ’khrul //
’khri shing bsdogs par shes pa ni // gnyen po’i phyogs kyi shes par ’byung //

’khrul par gyur pas dang por ni thag pa la sbrul [sprul D] yin gyi / thag pa yin par mi 
[ma PG] shes par ’gyur la / yang de nyid la ’di’i ’khri shing bsgril ba yin gyi / thag pa 
yang ma yin pa la yang ma yin no zhes yang dag pa ma yin pa’i ’khri shing bsdogs par 
shes pas kyang sbrul du ’khrul pa’i gnyen por gyur pa de bzhin du gzugs la sogs pa la 
dang po ni ’khrul pas lta ba ngan pa rtog [rtogs D] pa ngan pas zhen pa ’byung la / yang 
[PG add dag] de dag la ’khrul pa nyid shes pas yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa’i gnyen po’i 
lta ba skyes pa na de dag gnyi ga yang dngos por ’dzin pas yang dag pa ma yin par shes 
kyis [kyi PG] / mthong ba med pa ni yang dag pa [P177b] nyid yin te / dngos po med pa’i 
ngo bo nyid las gzhan med pa’i phyir ro //

de yang ji skad du de bzhin gshegs pa’i mdzod kyi mdo las / ’od srungs ’di lta ste / skyes 
bu ’ga’ zhig mi [ma PG] bden pa’i the tshom gyi dug gis gdungs par gyur cing bdag gis 
dug zos so bdag gis dug zos so zhes zer zhing du bar byed brang rdung bar byed pa de 
la sman pa thabs la mkhas pas yang dag pa ma yin pa’i dug ’byin pa ltar byas pas des 
de’i the tshom gyi dug gi [gis PG] ’du shes de ldog [G132b] par ’gyur te / des de yongs su 
gdung ba las grol bar ’gyur ro // ’od srungs de ji snyam du sems / de la sman pa gang gis 
yang dag pa ma yin pa’i dug gzhan ’byin pa ltar ma byas na skyes bu de ’tsho bar ’gyur 
ram gsol pa / bcom ldan ’das ma lags so // ji ltar yang dag pa ma lags pa’i dug gis som nyis 
gdungs par gyur pa la de bzhin du yang dag pa ma lags pa’i dug gzhan gsal bar bgyi’o 
// bcom ldan ’das [D164a] kyis bka’ stsal pa / ’od srungs de bzhin du byis pa so so’i [so 
PG] skye bo rnams nyon mongs pas nyon mongs par gyur pa rnams la yang dag pa ma 
yin pa’i tshul gyis chos ston par mdzad do // gsol pa bcom ldan ’das ni bden pa gsung ba 
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ma lags sam / de bzhin gshegs pa ji ltar na bden pa ma lags pa gsung ba mdzad / bcom 
ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa / ’od srungs de ji snyam du sems / khyod bden pas rnam par 
grol lam / bden pa ma yin pas yin / gsol pa bdag ni bden pa ma lags pas grol gyi / bden 
pas ni ma lags so // de ci’i slad du zhe na / bcom ldan ’das mi bden pa zhes bya ba ni ’dod 
chags dang / zhe sdang dang / gti mug dag go // bcom ldan ’das gal te ’dod chags bden 
pa zhig tu ’gyur na ni *mi sdug* [mu stegs P] pas kyang ’dod chags dang bral [G133a] bar 
mi ’gyur ro // bcom ldan ’das gal te zhe sdang yang dag pa zhig tu gyur na ni byams pas 
kyang [P178a] zhe sdang dang ’bral bar mi ’gyur ro // bcom ldan ’das gal te gti mug yang 
dag pa zhig tu gyur na ni rten cing ’brel par ’byung bas kyang gti mug dang ’bral [bral 
PG] bar mi ’gyur ro // bcom ldan ’das gang gi slad du / ’dod chags dang / zhe sdang dang 
/ gti mug yang dag pa ma lags pa de’i slad du mi sdug pa dang / byams pa dang / rten 
cing ’brel bar ’byung ba bsgoms pas ’bral bar ’gyur ba lags so // bcom ldan ’das nyon 
mongs pa thams cad kyang yang dag pa ma lags pas na yang dag pa ma lags pa’i yongs su 
shes pas yongs su spong bar ’gyur ro // bcom ldan ’das de la nyon mongs pa gang gang 
gis yang dag par spong bar ’gyur ba de gnyi ga yang yang dag pa ma lags pa bden pa ma 
lags pa’i slad du yang dag pa ma lags pa’i nyon mongs pa yang dag pa ma lags pa’i yongs 
su shes pas ’bral bar ’gyur ro zhes bya ba la sogs pa gsungs pa yin no //

4.33ab   hetu˙ savyabhicåro ‘to vådatyågaß ca vådina˙ /

des na gtan tshigs ma nges bcas // [D164b] rgol ba’i smra ba spangs pa yin //

gang dag yang dag pa ma yin pa’i phyir sdong dum la mir shes pa bzhin no zhes zer ba’i 
yang dag pa ma yin pas yang dag pa ma yin pa’i ’khrul pa spong par ’gyur ro zhes bya ba 
la / yang dag pa ma yin pa nyid kyis ci thag pa la ’khri shing bsdogs par shes pa sbrul du 
’khrul pa spong bar ’gyur ba nyid yin nam / ’on te yang dag pa ma yin pa nyid [G133b] 
kyis sdong dum la mir ’khrul pa bral bar mi ’gyur ba zhes bya ba ni gtan tshigs ma nges 
pa yin no // gang yang gzhan gyis [gyi PG] khas blangs pa’i yang dag pa’i lam gyis yang 
dag pa’i nyon mongs pa bsags pa zad par ’gyur ro zhes bya ba de yang dpe ’dis yang dag 
pa ma yin pas [pa’i DPG] ’di gnyis bral ba byed pas nyan thos kyi theg par *smra ba* 
[smras pa PG] de spong ba yin no //
 gzhan yang /

4.33cd saµkleßapratipak∑atvam etena vihitottaram //

kun nas nyon mongs gnyen po’i phyir // ’dis ni lan yang btab par byas //

yang [P178b] gal te gzhan dag na re lam ni yang dag pa yin te / kun nas nyon mongs pa’i 
gnyen po yin pa’i phyir mun pa’i gnyen po’i snang ba bzhin no zer na / de [PG add la] 
yang yang dag pa ma yin pa’i kun nas nyon mongs pa yang dag pa ma yin pa’i gnyen pos 
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[po’i PG] spong bar byed do zhes bya ba thag pa dang sbrul dang ’khri shing bsdogs pa’i 
dpe ’di dag nyid kyis lan btab pa yin par rig par bya’o // gtan tshigs ma [PG om.] nges pa 
nyid du rgol ba yang spangs pa yin no //

’dir theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyi [kyis PG] gsung ma yin no zhes sngar bdag 
cag gis bsgrubs [bsgrub PG] zin pas de’i phyir na lung med pa’i theg pa chen por bstan pa 
ni rigs pa ma yin te / tshad ma’i rtog ge skom po yin pa’i phyir ro zhes zer ba’i lan gtab 
par bya ba’i phyir phyogs snga ma dang gnyen po’i phyogs kyi dbye ba brjod pa /

4.34 mahåyånaµ ca no bauddhaµ nairåtmyådiprakåßanåt /
 ratnatritayamåhåtmyaprathanåc chi∑yayånavat //

theg chen sangs rgyas gsung yin te // bdag med la sogs ston pa dang // [G134a]
dkon mchog gsum gyi bdag nyid che // ston phyir slob ma’i theg pa bzhin //

’bras bu dang bcas pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa drug ces bya ba’i lam dang / de ston par byed 
pa’i gtsug lag kyang theg [D165a] pa chen po zhes bya ste / ’di ni chos can no // de sangs 
rgyas kyi gsungs pa’i gsung yin pas sangs rgyas kyi zhes bya ba ni chos yin par bsgrub 
par bya’o // chos can dang chos bsdoms pa ni phyogs so // mu stegs byed gzhan dag gis 
bdag la sogs par btags pa dag las ’das pas bdag med pa ste / bdag med pa’i ngo bo ni bdag 
med pa nyid do // gang dag la bdag med pa la sogs pa ste / stong pa dang mi rtag pa la 
sogs pa yod pa de ni bdag med pa la sogs so // de rnams ston par byed pa ni bdag med pa 
la sogs pa ston pa’o // rnyed par dka’ ba’i don dang dga’ bar byed pa’i don gyis na dkon 
mchog ste / sangs rgyas dang [PG om.] / chos dang / dge ’dun no // dkon mchog rnams 
ni gsum yin pas dkon mchog gsum [P179a] mo // de che ba’i bdag nyid kyi [kyis PG] ngo 
bo nyid ni che ba’i bdag nyid de dkon mchog gsum gyi bdag nyid che’o // de ston par 
byed pa ni dkon mchog gsum gyi che ba’i bdag nyid sgrogs pa’o // gang dang gang bdag 
med pa la sogs pa rnams ston pa dang / dkon mchog gsum gyi che ba’i bdag nyid sgrogs 
pa de ni sangs rgyas kyi gsung yin te / dper na slob ma’i theg pa bzhin no // slob [G134b] 
ma’i theg pa dang ’dra bas slob ma’i theg pa bzhin te / des na theg pa chen po ni sangs 
rgyas kyis gsungs pa yin no //

ma yin te / sde snod gsum po nyid [D add theg pa gsum] thob pa’i rgyu yin gyi theg 
pa chen po yang bdag cag la ma grags la / de sangs rgyas kyi gsung yin par yang ma grub 
pas phyogs gnyis ka la ma grub pa’i skyon yod pa’i phyir ro zhe na / 

nyon mongs pa can ma yin pa’i mi shes pa rang byung phyin ci ma log par skad cig 
ma gcig gis chos thams cad mngon par rtogs pa’i ye shes kyis rab tu spangs shing mi 
dmigs pa la goms par byas [byams PG] pas shin tu bral bar gyur pa ni theg pa gzhan 
nyid du ’di [’dis PG] sangs rgyas kyis [kyi PG] gsungs pa yin pas gnyi ga la ma grub pa 
ma yin no //

4.35ab  pratitarkeˆa bådhato hetoß ca syåd asiddhatå /
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phyir rgol tshad mas [la P, ma G] [D165b] gnod pa’i phyir // de’i gtan tshigs ma 
grub nyid //

gang dag gis [gi PG] phyogs snga mar / theg chen sangs rgyas gsungs ma yin // mdo sde 
sogs su ma bsdus phyir // rig [rigs PG] byed mtha’ pa’i lta ba bzhin // zhes gang smras 
pa’i tshad ma de la yang lan btab pa’i phyir gang gis ’di la gnod par ’gyur ba bsgrub cing 
brjod par bya’o // gang gis mdo sde la sogs par ma bsdus pa’i phyir zhes bya ba’i gtan 
tshigs de ni ma grub pa nyid de / ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na /

4.35cd  mahåyånoktasatyådisaµgrahåd vinayådi∑u //

theg pa chen por bstan pa’i bden pa la sogs pa ni ’dul ba la sogs pa’i nang du 
bsdus pa’i phyir te /

gang ’di ltar sdug bsngal dang / kun ’byung ba [G135a] dang / ’gog pa dang / lam gyi 
bden pa dang / dbang po dang / stobs dang / byang chub kyi [P179b] yan lag dang / lam 
dang / stobs bcu dang mi ’jigs pa dang / so so yang dag par rig pa dang / sangs rgyas kyi 
chos ma ’dres pa la sogs pa theg pa chen por bstan pa de dag nyid ’dul ba dang / mdo 
sde dang / chos mngon pa rnams su yi ge de dang / tshig de dag dang gsal byed de dag 
nyid kyis bstan te / de rnams bsgoms [bsgom PG] pas nyon mongs pa spong bar kun 
kyang mtshungs so // khyad par ni theg pa chen po mi dmigs pa’i tshul gyis shes bya’i 
sgrib pa spangs pa ni bcom ldan ’das ’ba’ zhig yin no // ’dis ni ’dul ba la sogs par bstan 
pa’i bden pa la sogs par ni theg pa chen po thams cad du bstan pa yin pas mdo sde la 
sogs pa dang theg pa chen po phan tshun bsdus pa yin te / don gyis na mdo sde la sogs 
pa’i nang du theg pa chen po bsdus pa yin pas gzhan gyi [gyis PG] gtan tshigs ma grub 
par ston to //

yang ’dir ’phags pa’i bden pa la sogs pa kha cig dang theg pa chen po ldan du zin 
kyang sde pa tha dad kyi gtsug lag mang pos phyogs snga mar bdag cag gis [gi PG] bkod 
pa gang yin pa de dag dang ’gal lo zhe na /

brjod par bya ste / phyin ci log la mngon par zhen pa’i bag chags kyi blo bsgos [sgos 
PG] pa khyod kyis theg pa chen po’i gtsug lag gi don nges par ma bzung bar smra bar 
byed pa [G135b] de la bdag gis [D166a] brjod par bya’o //

theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyis [kyi PG] gsungs pa [gsung ba PG] nyid yin te / 
chos kyi phyag rgya dang mi ’gal ba’i phyir dang / gang ’phags pa’i bden pa’i mdo sde la 
yang ’jug / nyon mongs pa ’dul ba yang yang dag par mthong / rten cing ’brel par ’byung 
ba’i chos nyid dang yang mi ’gal ba nyid ni sangs rgyas kyi gsung yin no zhes bya ba de 
thams cad theg pa chen po la grub [’grub PG] pa’i phyir ro //

yang na sde pa bco brgyad po rnams kun gyi yang rang rang gi mdo sde la sogs pa la 
’jug pa yin gyi / phan tshun ni ’gal ba cher yod pa yin no // theg pa chen po yang  gzhan 
la phan pa’i dbang du byas pa’i zab pa [P180a] dang rgya che ba’i tshul gyis nyan thos kyi 
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mdo sde la sogs pa’i sde snod la ’ga’ zhig mi ’jug tu zin kyang / theg pa chen po’i mdo sde 
la yang ’jug / byang chub sems dpa’i bslab pa’i gnas bdun brgya [bcu D] la yang snang / 
stong pa nyid du bstan pa’i chos nyid dang yang mi ’gal ba’i phyir ro // de ltar na chos 
kyi phyag rgya dang ’gal ba med do //

’di’i phyir yang theg pa chen po sangs rgyas kyis [kyi PG] gsungs pa yin te / rtsa ba’i 
sdud par byed pa po kun tu bzang po dang / ’jam dpal dang / gsang ba’i bdag po dang 
/ byams pa la sogs pa rnams kyis bsdus pa’i phyir ro // bdag cag gi rtsa ba’i sdud [bsdus 
PG] par byed pa nyan thos ni ma yin te / theg pa chen po’i gsung rab ni de dag gi yul ma 
yin pa’i phyir ro // [G136a]

ji skad du / shing sha pa’i tshal gyi mdo las / kun dga’ bo shing sha pa’i tshal ’di la ’dab ma 
ji snyed yod pa bas lhag par mang po’i chos ngas rtogs par gyur na yang khyed la ni ngas 
ma bstan te / de snyed nyid kyis don bya ba byas pa’i phyir de dag nyid kyis ni khyed skyo 
bar yang mi ’gyur / ’dod chags dang bral bar yang mi ’gyur ro zhes bya ba dang /

de bzhin du /

bla ma kun dga’ pa ta li // sdug bsngal phung po sa pa dang //
’char byed stong pa ’char ba dang // gang po sbas [spangs DPG] pa ram pa dang //
mya ngan ’das dang yul ’khor skyong // zhes bya gzhan yang ’gro ba’i [D166b] mdo //
rtsa ba’i sdud par ma tshang bas // rgyas pa min par rtogs par bya //

’di ltar bla ma’i mdo sder lha’i dbang po brgya byin gyis smras pa / btsun pa bla ma 
bcom ldan ’das kyi nyan thos ji snyed cig ’dzam bu’i gling na rab tu gnas pa thams cad 
kyi sems la bltas na chos kyi rnam grangs ’di ’dzin par byed pa ni btsun pa bla ma khyod 
ma gtogs pa dge slong gcig kyang med kyi [kyis PG] / btsun pa bla ma chos [khyod D] 
kyi rnam grangs ’di ni bcom ldan ’das kyis gsungs pa’i chos kyi rnam grangs yin gyi 
[gyis PG] / khyod kyis *zung [P180b] shig* [gzung zhig P] ces bya ba ste / ’di’i rjes su 
dpags nas gzhan dag kyang de’i dus na med par shes par bya’o // gang yang bcom ldan 
’das mya ngan las ’das nas ring po ma lon pa dang / ’phags pa kun dga’ bo [G136b] yang 
yod bzhin du sangs rgyas kyi gsung rab rab tu shes pa dang shes par gyur pa med na da 
ltar lta ga la yod /

gzhan yang [PG om.] kun dga’ bo’i mdo las / bcom ldan ’das bgres [bsgres P] par gyur 
pa’i gnas skabs na / ’phags pa kun dga’ bo la bsnyen bkur bar bka’ stsal te / ngas bstan 
pa’i chos rnams kyang ’dzin par nus so zhes bya ba nas des gsol pa / bdag lo nyi shu lhag 
tsam zhig bcom ldan ’das kyi thad du gnas par bgyi lags so zhes bya ba dang / de nyid 
las chos kyi phung po stong phrag brgyad bcu [cu P] zhig // bcom ldan ’das kyi thad nas 
bdag gis bzung [gzung PG] ngo [bas so D] // gnyis ni dge slong dag las so zhes bya ba ste 
/ ’dis ni ’di ltar rtogs par bya ste / gang bcom ldan ’das kyis sngar bstan pa de dag des [de 
P] ma bzung [gzung PG] ba nyid yin la / de nyid de la yang bstan to zhes bya ba yang mi 
rigs te / gang dge slong dag la bzung [gzung PG] bas so // lo bzhi bcu’i bar gyi dus de 
srid cig chos nyung zad cig bstan par yang mi rigs so //
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gal te ’phags pa kun dga’ bos thams cad rtogs par ’gyur ro zhe na / de lta na ni bla 
ma’i mdo las / lha’i dbang po brgya byin gyis chos kyi rnam grangs ’di ’dzin par byed pa’i 
dge slong ni gcig kyang med do zhes smra bar mi ’gyur ro // de lta bas na [D167a] kun 
dga’ bos thams cad bzung [gzung PG] ba ma yin no // de’i phyir des bstan cing yang dag 
par sdud [bsdus D] pas yang dag par bsdus pa [G137a] der ni sangs rgyas kyi bka’ rgyas 
par mthong ba ma yin no //

pa ta li’i mdo las / bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa / pa ta li gang gi [gis PG] tshe 
’khor nyung zad dang lhags par gyur pa de’i tshe / gang nas dge slong gi dge ’dun la rta 
cang shes bzang po’i rte’u zhes bya ba’i chos kyi rnam grangs bstan te zhes bya ba la sogs 
pa ’byung [P181a] ste / mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //

gzhan yang sdug bsngal gyi phung po [po’i PG] mdo las / bcom ldan ’das kyis shå kya 
ming chen las brtsams nas / nga dus gcig gi tshe na rgyal po’i khab na gnas pa las / ri’i 
lam nas nga ri ngos bzangs [bzang P] la gshegs pa na / der ngas gcer bu pa mgo thur 
[’thur PG] du pa stan pa ngas mthong ste / de la ngas ’di skad ces smras so zhes bya ba la 
sogs pa rgyas par ’byung ba’i mdo sde de lta bu yang ma mthong ngo //

sa *ston gyi* [DPG pa’i] mdo las / bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa / dus gcig na nga 
rgyal po’i khab na bzhugs pa’i tshe ri la ’gro ba’i lam du gzhan mu stegs byed kun tu rgyu 
mang po zhig nga’i thad du lhags so // lhags nas nga la don ’di dag ’dri bar sems so zhes 
bya ba la sogs pa rgyas par ’byung ba’i mdo sde de yang ma mthong ngo //

yang ’char byed kyi mdo las / rnam grangs kyang yod de / gang ngas tshor ba bzhi 
bstan pa’o zhes bya ba’i mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //

stong pa nyid kyi mdo las kyang / ’phags pa kun dga’ bo la bka’ [G137b] stsal pa / bcom 
ldan ’das shå kya rnams kyi tshong dus na bzhugs so // der bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal 
pa’i don kun shes te zhes bya ba nas / kun dga’ bo nga ni stong pa nyid la mang du gnas 
so zhes bya ba la sogs pa ’byung ste / mdo de yang ma mthong ngo // 

’char ba’i mdo las / bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa / rgyal po chen po / ngas dran 
te dus gcig tu thams cad shes pa dang thams cad mthong ba’i dge sbyong ngam bram ze 
’ga’ yang ma byung ’byung bar mi ’gyur [D167b] / de ltar mi ’byung ste / de ni gnas ma 
yin no zhes bya ba ste / mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //

gang po’i mdo las / gnas brtan kun dga’ bos smras pa / tshe dang ldan pa gang po zhes 
bya ba dge slong gnas brtan byams ma zhes bya ba’i bu sngon gsar bur gyur pa na ’di lta 
bur zab pa zab pa’i ngo bo’i chos kyi gtam brjod pa dang ldan pa na [ni PG] zhes bya ba 
rgyas par ’byung ba’i mdo sde de yang [P181b] ma mthong ngo //

sbas pa’i mdo [PG om.] las / lo byed kyis smras pa / dge slong gau ta ma ni ta ka na 
bzhugs pa’i dus gcig na gu ’dzi ka’i bsti gnas su zhes bya ba rgyas par ’byung ba na der ji 
skad du / bcom ldan ’das gau ta mas thams cad la bsam gtan bsngags par mdzad do zhes 
bya ba la sogs pa’i mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //

ram pa ka’i mdo las der bcom ldan ’das kyis dge slong lnga sde las brtsams te bka’ 
[G138a] stsal pa / nga sngon rab tu ma byung zhing khyim par gyur pa na ’di ltar bsams 
shing bslabs te / khyim na gnas pa ni gnod pa dang bcas par gyur pa’o zhes rgyas par 
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’byung ba’i mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //
yongs su mya ngan las ’das pa chen po’i mdo las / gnas brtan kun dga’ bos tshe dang ldan 

pa ma ’gags pa la smras pa / ngas bcom ldan ’das kyi thad nas mngon sum du thos shing 
mngon sum du gzung ba yin te / sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams ni bsam gtan bzhi 
pa la snyoms par zhugs shing g.yo ba med pa’i zhi ba rtogs nas mig dang ldan pa yongs 
su mya ngan las ’da’o zhes ’byung ba’i [ba PG] mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //

phags pa yul ’khor skyong gis smras pa / rgyal po chen po bcom ldan ’das kyis yang 
dag par mkhyen cing gzigs nas de bzin gshegs pa dgra bcom pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i 
sangs rgyas kyis skyo bar ’gyur ba’i lam bzhi po ’di gsungs te / ji srid smra bar gyur pa 
ste / rgyal po chen po ’jig rten ’di ni ngoms pa med pa sred [srid P] pa’i khol po’o zhes 
bya ba’i bar du ste mdo de yang ma mthong ngo //

‘gro ba’i mdo las kyang / mgon med zas sbyin gyis smras pa / bdag gis bcom ldan 
’das kyi thad nas mngon sum du thos [D168a] shing mngon sum du bzung ste / kun dga’ 
ra ba byas nas sngo bar byed pa’i sems can yang yod de / lus zhi gnas shi ba’i ’og tu bde 
’gro mtho [G138b] ris kyi ’jig rten du lha rnams kyi nang du skye bar ’gyur ro zhes bya 
ba rgyas par [P182a] ’byung ba [PG om.] nas sa phan yon ston cing sbyin rabs brjod pa’i 
rgyus [rgyu DG] skye ba yang yod do zhes bya ba’i bar du byung ba’i mdo de yang ma 
mthong ngo //

de bzhin du mdo gzhan dag kyang shes par bya ste / mi smra ba’i dngos po’i mdo las / 
mau dgal gyi bu la sangs rgyas kyi gsung gis sngar bka’ stsal pa bzhin du mau dgal gyi 
bu khyod kyis ’phags pa’i mi smra ba sgoms shig // bag med par ma byed cig ces bya ba 
dang / gnas par bya ba’i mdo las / ’phags pa’i gnas pa ’di la bag med par ma byed cig // ces 
bya ba ’byung ba’i mdo de dag kyang ma mthong ngo //

yongs su mya ngan las ’das pa chen po la sogs pa’i mdo da ltar yod pa’i mdo mang po 
rnams kyang mdo tha dad kyi nang nas tshig so sor ’byung ngo // de lta bas na de dag 
dang gzhan yang mdo mang po dag nyan thos kyi theg pa la da ltar sangs rgyas kyis 
gsungs pa rgyas par mi snang ba yin pas shes par bya’o //

gang yang rtsa ba’i sdud par byed pa po ’od srungs chen po la sogs pa dgra bcom pas 
byas pa de ni da [’di D] ltar nyams te / sde pa tha dad kyi lung las tshig gi mdo rnams 
rnam par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa tha dad pa’i phyir ro // lung gi tshig de dag gi khyad par 
bsdus pa’i mdo de dag gi tshig gi don bsdus pa rnams kyang / yang tha dad du ’don pa’i 
phyir dang / mdo gzhan yang ma gtogs shing mi ’gal ba mngal du ’jug pa dang / dga’ 
[G139a] ba can dang / tshe’i mthar thug pa zhes bya ba’i ming can rnams nye bar mthong 
ste / de ltar na sdud par byed pa yang ’chol bar gyur pas de lta bu dag la sangs rgyas kyi 
bka’ rgyas par gzhugs [bzhugs PG] par ji ltar yid ches par nus / gcig nas gcig tu brgyud 
pa las thos pa gcig las ’phros pa yang brgya’i bar du yang yod do zhes thos so //

gzhan yang theg pa chen po la yang / gsung rab gzhan nyid yin na tha dad kyi sdud 
par byed pas ga la sdud par ’gyur te / phan tshun [D168b] ’gal bas [ba PG] na sdud par 
byed pa tha dad pa yin pa’i phyir ro // [P182b] gang gi phyir ’di ltar don dam par stong pa 
nyid la sogs pa bdag med pa dang ldan pa’i mdo ni ’phags pa mang pos bkur ba rnams 
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[rnam P] khas mi len te / bar ma do’i srid pa srid pa bdun pa dang ldan pa la sogs pa ni 
sa ston sde pa la sogs pa khas mi len to // de bzhin du ’dul ba las kyang / gnas ma bu pa 
[D om.] rnams kyi las ni dus ma yin par bu ram bza’ ba la sogs pa bkag go // thams cad 
yod par smra ba rnams kyi las ni bza’ zhing longs spyod par snang ngo // de dag gi mdo 
las ni bdag yod pa nyid du rjes su bsngags so // thams cad yod par smra ba rnams kyis 
ni spong ngo //

de bzhin du kha cig ni bdag med par smra ba’o // kha cig ni gang zag tu smra ba’o // 
kha cig ni ’dus byas thams cad skad cig mar ’dod do // la la ni skad cig ma gnyis su ’dod 
do // la la ni sa ’di bskal pa’i mthar gnas [G139b] par ’dod do // la la ni mya ngan las ’das 
pa rdzas su yod par ’dod do // kha cig ni ming tsam du’o // kha cig ni srid pa bar ma ’dod 
do // gzhan dag ni mi ’dod do // kha cig ni bcom ldan ’das kyis mngon par rtogs pa skad 
cig ma gcig tu ’dod do // gzhan dag ni skad cig ma bcu drug nyid du ’dod de / de ltar na 
snga ma bzhin du ’gal bar gyur pas sde pa tha dad kyi gsung rab rnams sna tshogs su 
gyur pas na gtsug lag nyid kyang re zhig bsgrub par dka’ [bka’ PG] bas sdud par byed pa 
tha dad kyis [PG add ma] bsdus pas theg pa chen po sangs rgyas kyis bka’ ma yin no //

the eternal tathÓgata

gzhan yang gang dag de bzhin gshegs pa ni mngon par rtogs pa ji lta ba bzhin yin gyi 
de las gzhan du ma yin pas mngon par rtogs pa rtag pa yin pa’i phyir de bzhin gshegs 
pa rtag pa zhes bstan gyi mi ’gyur ba ni ma yin no // khyad par du shes par ’dod na lang 
kar gshegs pa’i mdo las blta bar bya’o // rgyun gyi rjes su ’jug pa skad cig gis ’jig pa’i ngo 
bo la yang rtag pa zhes [P183a] bya ba’i sgra yod de / ji ltar chu klung ni rtag tu ’bab po 
// me ni rtag tu ’bar ro zhes bya ba ste / de ltar [D169a] na ’dus byas thams cad mi rtag 
go zhes bya ba dang mi ’gal lo //

Pervasion By the tathÓgatagarBha

de bzhin gshegs pa ni khyab pa’o zhes bya ba ni ye shes kyi shes bya ma lus pa la khyab 
pas yin gyi / khyab ’jug dang ’dra bar thams cad du gnas pa nyid ni ma yin no // de 
bzhin gshegs pa’i snying po can zhes bya ba yang stong pa nyid dang / mtshan ma med 
pa dang [G140a] / smon pa med pa la sogs pa rnams sems can thams cad kyi rgyud la 
yod pa’i phyir yin gyi / nang gi byed pa’i skyes bu rtag pa thams cad du khyab pa lta bu 
ni ma yin te / ji skad du / chos thams cad ni stong pa nyid dang / mtshan ma med pa 
dang / smon pa med pa’i ngo bo / gang stong pa nyid dang / mtshan ma med pa dang / 
smon pa med pa de ni de bzhin gshegs pa’o zhes bya ba la sogs pa ’byung bas so // len 
pa’i rnam par shes pa yang ’khor bar ’jug pa dang ldog pa’i rgyur gyur pa / chu bo chen 
po’i rgyun bzhin du ’bab pas ’jug tu zin kyang / skad cig ma nyid kyi rgyun gyis [gyi PG] 
’jug pa yin gyi / bdag dang ’dra bar ni ma yin pa’i phyir bdag med pa’i chos kyi phyag 
rgya dang mi ’gal lo //
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the Buddha does not attain comPlete nirvÓ na

sangs rgyas mya ngan yongs mi ’da’ / zhes bya ba dang / nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa dang 
/ shes bya’i sgrib pa spangs su zin kyang gdul ba’i skye bo la ltos [bltos PG] nas chos nyid 
kyis thob pa’i skye bas [ba PG] kha cig tu ni ’bar ba [bar PG] mdzad pa [la PG] / yang 
gang dag tu gdul ba’i skye bo’i zhing med par gyur pa de dag tu ni mya ngan las ’das 
par yang ston te / ’gro ba gzhan dag tu shing med pa’i me bzhin no // yang gzhan dag 
tu ji ltar bzhed pas sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa dang / mya ngan las ’das pa yang ston pa 
yin gyi / gtan du yongs su mya ngan las ’da’ ba ni ma yin te / sems can gyi khams ma 
lus pa mthar thug par bsgrub [P183b] par bya’o [G140b] zhes smon lam btab pa yod pa’i 
phyir ro // mya ngan las ’das pa yang mya ngan las ’da’ ba bstan pas ’dul ba rnams skyo 
ba skyed [bskyed PG] pa’i phyir ro // rnam grangs kyi mya ngan las ’das pa yang yod pa’i 
phyir ram / ’khor ba dang zhi ba la mi gnas pa’i mya [D169b] ngan las ’das pa yang yod 
pa’i phyir te /

dngos pos mya ngan nga mi ’da’ // mdzad pa nyid dang mtshan gyis min //
shes dang shes bya’i rnam rtog las // ’das pas nga ni mya ngan ’da’ //

zhes bya bas rnam par rtog pa spangs pa’i mya ngan las ’das pa khas blangs pa’i phyir 
mya ngan las ’das pa zhi ba dang ’gal ba yang ma yin no //

the mahÓyÓ na Predicts the awakening of ÍrÓvakas and insults arhants

nyan thos chen po rnams lung bstan pa yang sangs rgyas kyi bka’ ma yin pa ma yin te 
/ nyan thos gang dag gi rigs [rig PG] la dgongs nas lung bstan pa yin te / sems can gyi 
rigs gang dbang po rno ba gang yin pa de lta bus gzhan gyi [gyis PG] don rab tu sgrub 
pa’i thabs la mkhas pa bla na med pa’i ’bras bu khyad par can thob par ’dod pas ’bras bu’i 
mchog ’dod pa nyid kyis mchog nyid du gyur pa yang yod de / byang chub sems dpa’ 
bzhin no // sems can gyi rigs gang dbang po rtul [brtul PG] ba bdag gi don sgrub pa 
byed pas gang zag la bdag med pa tsam goms par byas pas ’bras bu dman pa nyid kyis 
dman pa’i khyad par nyid thob par gyur pa yang yod de / nyan thos dang / rang sangs 
rgyas bzhin no [G141a] // sems can gyi rigs gang dag khyad par can la ’dod pa bskyed 
pa na yang ’bras bu dman pa thob pa yang yod de / ji ltar rang sangs rgyas bse ru ltar 
spyod pa dag gis byang chub kyi tshogs bskal pa brgya’i bar du bsags nas rkyen ’ga’ zhig 
gis byang chub chen po las phyir log par ’gyur ba lta bu’o // sems can gyi rigs gang dag 
dbang po rnon po dang ldan du zin na yang dman pa’i khyad par ’dod cing thabs la mi 
mkhas par gyur pas dang por nyon mongs pa spong bar byed [P184a] pa la gang gi [gis 
PG] tshe byang chub chen po’i bskal pa yod par mthong ba na de bzhin gshegs pas lung 
nod par mdzad de [do PG] / de de’i rjes la las dang nyon mongs pa spangs na yang chos 
nyid kyis thob pa’i skye bas byang chub chen po’i tshogs khyad par can nyid bsags nas 
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khyad par can gyi rtogs pa thob par ’gyur te / nyan thos chen po shå ri’i bu la sogs pa 
bzhin te / de dag ni chos bcu pa’i mdo las bstan to // yang na sngar nyon mongs pa’i sgrib 
pa spang bar byas nas phyis shes bya’i [D170a] sgrib pa spong bas yongs su sbyang ba 
byas nas / thams cad mkhyen pa nyid du ’gro bar ’gyur ro //

gang yang sa bon mes tshig pa la myu gu ’byung bar mi ’gyur ba bzhin no zhes zer 
ba yang mi rigs te / bdag cag kyang yang de nyon mongs pa’i skye ba’i myu gus yang 
’byung bar mi ’dod do // de lta na yang nyon [G141b] mongs pa med pa’i shes bya’i sgrib 
pa spang ba’i phyir sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams kyis bskul ba na rab tu sbyor bar 
byed de / des dang por ni lhag pa’i bsam pa dag pa’i sa nas nye bar bzung nas byang chub 
sems dpa’i spyod pa nyon mongs pa can ltar spyod na yang kun nas nyon mongs pa med 
pa’i byang chub sems dpa’i spyod pa yin par blta bar bya’o //

 gang ’di skad du sa bdun pa ni nyon mongs pa dang bcas pa yang ma yin / nyon 
mongs pa *med pa* [G om.] yang ma yin zhes zer ba ni nyon mongs pa’i kun tu rgyu ba 
med pas nyon mongs pa dang bcas pa yang ma yin la / de bzhin gshegs pa’i ye shes ’dod 
pa’i bsam pa rdzogs par ma gyur pas nyon mongs pa med pa yang ma yin zhes brjod par 
bya’o // bskal pa grangs med pa gnyis pas yongs su rdzogs pa’i sa brgyad pa la ni sbyor ba 
las byung ba’i spyod pa thams cad nas thams cad du yongs su rdzogs par ’gyur ro // nyon 
mongs pa dang bcas pa’i spyod pa yongs su rdzogs ma thag nyid du byang chub sems 
dpa’ des byang [P184b] chub sems dpa’i gnas pa zab mo dben pa la gnas pa thob par ’gyur 
ro // de ni ’gog pa la snyoms par zhugs pa’i dgra bcom pa bzhin du gang gi tshe skye ba 
med pa’i chos la bzod pa la gnas pa de’i tshe de la sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das rnams kyis 
[kyi P] bslang bar ma mdzad na de nyid du mya ngan las ’da’ bar ’gyur ro zhes bya ba ni 
mdo’i tshig yin no // skye ba med pa’i [G142a] chos la bzod pa de’i nyon mongs pa’i sgrib 
pa spangs pa ni dgra bcom pa dang ’dra bas bsil bar gyur cing / ’khor bar ’jug pa dang 
bral ba’i tshe la dbang ba la [D om.] sogs pa dbang bcu rab tu thob pa de la dbang bar 
gyur cing / rdzu ’phrul gyi rkang pa bzhi shin tu goms pas bdud bzhi las [D170b] rnam 
par rgyal zhing sems can gyi don la ro gcig par gyur pa sgrib pa med pa’i byams pa la 
gnas pa yid bzhin gyi nor bu dang / sman gyi sdong bu dang / dpag bsam gyi shing [PG 
om.] ljon pa dang ’dra ba’i lus kyis [G add gang dang gang ’dra ba’i lus kyis] gang dang 
gang sems can la mngon par bsgrub pa de dang de sems can gyi rgyud [rgyu PG] la 
bsams pa bzhin du ’bras bu rtsol [stsol PG] bar ’gyur te mig dug can bzhin no //

shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa las kyang / don ’di nyid bstan te / lha’i bu gzhan [gang 
PG] dag bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub tu sems ma bskyed pa / 
dbang po rnon po la sogs pa de dag ni bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub 
tu sems bskyed par bya’o // gang dag yang dag pa’i skyon med pa la zhugs par gyur pa de 
dag ni bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub tu sems bskyed pa’i nus pa yod 
pa ma yin no // de ci’i phyir zhe na / des ’khor bar ’jug pa’i mtshams bcad pa’i phyir ro 
// gang yang bse ru dang dman pa’i rigs kyi ’bras bu can dag kyang bla na med pa yang 
[G142b] dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub tu sems skyed par byed na / de dag la yang rjes 
su yi rang ngo // gang yang khyad par can gyi rigs dag thabs la mi mkhas pa nyid kyis 
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nyon mongs pa spangs [P185a] par gyur na yang dman pa las khyad par can gyis rtogs 
par ’gyur te / de ci’i phyir zhe na / nyan thos la sogs pa’i chos las khyad par du ’phags 
shing ’jig rten las shin tu ’das shing khyad par ’phags pa’i mchog // rnam pa thams cad 
mkhyen pa’i chos la dmigs par byed pas so // de ltar na nyan thos la sogs pa lung bstan 
pa mi rigs pa ma yin no //

yang na /

gzugs ni gang dang gang rnams kyis // lus can rnams ni ’dul gyur pa //
snying rje’i dbang gis de dang der // de bzhin gshegs pa ston par mdzad //

gang gi phyir sa brgyad pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ kho na nyon mongs pa dang bral ba 
dgra bcom pa dang ’dra na yang thabs kyis ’dod pa’i yon tan lnga mngon par sprul nas 
byang chub sems dpa’ rnams dang gros su mdzad de / rgya che zhing rnam par mang 
ba’i nyon mongs pa [D171a] can lta bu’i spyod pa yang ston par mdzad de / sems can 
rnams skyo ba skyed [bskyed PG] pa’i phyir gling bzhi pa dag kyang *yongs su* [PG om.] 
gtong ste / ji [ci PG] skad du ’bar ra ru ces sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa las /

bdag nyid gcig las mang po nyid // mchog tu legs par mdzad pas sprul //
tha dad ma gyur bden dngos las // [G143a] bdag dang lhan cig *dga’ bo* [dga’o 
D] zhes //
myos pa rnams dang lhan cig de // rgyags shing myos pas myos ma dang //
’dod pa’i rgyags pa las brgal [rgal D] kyang // ’dod pas myos pa [ma DG] rnams 
dang brtse [rtse D] //
rnal ’byor ye shes me yis ni // ’dod pa’i ’dod chags bsregs gyur kyang //
de yi [yis D] sems la ’dod pa ni // ’byung ba lta bu nyid du ston /
de ltar de ni spyod pa dang bcas rmi lam sgyu ma ltar //
myos pa’i dbang gyur de dag ’dun phyir rtse [brtse PG] ba nyid du byed //
mi g.yo brtan pa’i sems can sems can kun gyi sems can gcig //
legs par spyad [spyod P] pas gnyid spangs gnyid ces bya ba’i [P185b] gnyid kyis 
log //

ces ’byung bas / de lta bas na ’dod chags dang bral bar gyur na yang snying rje’i dbang 
gis nyon mongs pa’i spyod pa sprul pa’i gar stabs ston par mdzad do //

the mahÓyÓ na Pays homage to householders and exalts Bodhisattvas

gang dag byang chub sems dpa’ srid pa tha ma pa la gnas pa ni ’dod pa la dga’ ba bstan 
par gyur nas [na P] sras kyang bltam [bltams D] par gyur to zhes zer ba de dag gis ltar 
na ni sangs rgyas nyid kyang med de / tshul khrims ’chal par gyur pas so // tshul khrims 
kyi pha rol tu phyin pa med par gyur na ni tshul khrims kyi pha rol tu phyin pa med pas 
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pha rol tu phyin pa thams cad kyang med de / gang gi phyir tshul khrims ’chal pa la [PG 
om.] ni sbyin pa med do // bzod pa yang med do // brtson ’grus kyang med do // bsam 
gtan kyang med do // shes rab kyang med do zhes gsungs pa ste / de ltar na pha [G143b] 
rol tu phyin pa med pas sangs rgyas kyang med par thal bar ’gyur ro //

gzhan yang mi rigs pa mang du yod de / thams cad mkhyen pa nyid dang nye bar 
gyur cing mthu phun sum tshogs par gyur pa gang gis yum gyi lhums su ’jug cing 
’byung ba de dag gi tshe ’jig rten thams cad du snang ba rgya chen pos gsal [D171b] bar 
gyur na yang thos pa dang / ting nge ’dzin dang / snyoms par ’jug pa la dbang thob pa 
ma yin zhing nyon mongs pa’i kun tu rgyu thams cad ma spangs pa yang mi rigs so // 
de ltar gyur na yang nyon mongs pa’i dbang gis ’dod pa’i khams su skye ba bzhes shing 
lhums su ’jug pa dang / de na [nas PG] gnas pa yang rigs pa ma yin no // bltams nas ring 
po ma lon pa na byang chub sems dpa’ sus kyang ma brten par gom [goms G] pa bdun du 
gshegs pa dang / phyogs bzhir gzigs nas bdag gi skye ba tha ma ’di yin no zhes gsungs 
pa yang brjod par mdzad pa [D om.] de phyis sku rgyas par gyur cing dbang po yang 
yongs su smin pa na ’dod pa’i dga’ ba la longs [long P] spyod cing bag med par gyur to 
zhes bya ba yang mi rigs so //

rang bzhin gyis [P186a] skye ba du ma rjes su dran pas / bcom ldan ’das ’od srungs 
las tshangs par spyod [sbyad PG] par byas [byos D] shing / byang chub kyi lam goms par 
byas nas dga’ ldan du lha’i rigs drug la bos nas ’dir byon pa dang / bdag dang / gzhan 
gyi rga [dga’ D] ba dang / na ba dang / ’chi ba’i chos kyi de nyid mi mkhyen pa dang / 
[G144a] mu stegs byed gzhan las byang chub kyi lam btsal ba byas pa dang / bdag nyid 
gdung ba la rjes su sbyor bas gnas pa la lam gyi ’du shes byas nas dka’ thub kyi sdug 
bsngal gyis gdung bar byed pa yang mi rigs so //

yang skye ba dran pa yang ma yin te / bskal pa [P om.] mi nyung bar bsod nams kyi 
tshogs bsags pa dang ldan zhing / dran pa dang blo dang stobs chen po yang thob nas 
/ lhums su zhugs pa dran pa bsnyel zhing [cing PG] ’khrungs pa tsam gyis de lta bu’i 
gsung brjod pa yang mi rigs so // byang chub sems dpa’ srid pa tha ma pa ni bsam gtan 
dang gzugs med pa’i snyoms par ’jug pa bskyed nas nyams par gyur pa’o zhes bya ba 
yang mi rigs pa ’am nyams par ma gyur na yang dka’ thub spyad pas dag par ’gyur bar 
’dod cing / ’dod pa na spyod cing tshul khrims dang brtul zhugs mchog tu [D172a] ’dzin 
pa’i lta ba mchog tu ’dzin pa yang mi rigs so //

gal te yang byang chub sems dpa’ ni blo sngon du btang nas sems can gdul ba’i thabs 
[thams P] kyi bye brag bzung ba’i don gyis ji skad smras pa de dag thams cad bstan pa 
yin no zhe na / de lta bu thams cad ni sprul pa nyid kyis kyang mdzad par spyod do // de 
lta bas na glo bur du skye ba yongs su ’dzin pa [PG om.] yang mi rigs la ’dod pa’i [G144b] 
bsod nams kyi mtha’ la sbyor ba dang / bdag nyid dub pa’i mtha’ la sbyor ba yang mi 
rigs pas brjod par mi bya’o //

gal te ’di dag thams cad sprul pa yin na [P186b] dka’ ba’i spyod [spyad PG] pa spyod 
pa’i dus na las kyi ’bras bu yin te / nga sngon bram ze bla ma zhes bya bar gyur pa’i dus 
su yang dag par rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas ’od srungs la dge sbyong mgo reg la byang chub 
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ga [P om.] la yod / byang chub ni shin tu dka’ bas bsgrub [sgrub PG] par bya ba yin no 
zhes ngag tu brjod pa’i las de’i rnam par smin pas ngas lo drug tu dka’ ba spyad pa yin 
no zhes ci’i phyir gsungs par [gsung bar PG] gyur ce na /

da ni de ltar shin tu mun par gyur pa’i rigs dag bsal bar bya’o // ji ltar na de lta bu’i 
dgongs pa can dag la drang thad du dad par gyur nas spro bar byed / gang khyim bdag 
mgon med zas sbyin gyis sangs rgyas zhes bya ba’i sgra snga na ma thos pa thos [thob 
P] pa na ba spu thams cad langs par gyur cing mchog tu dga’ ba dang bde ba skyes te / 
shin tu mthong bar ’dod par ’gyur to zhes bya ba dang / yang bram ze bla mas [ma PG] 
sangs rgyas la skur pa btab pa yang gzhan du ma yin la skye ba gsum pa la sangs rgyas 
su gyur to zhes bya ba dang /

mya ngan las ’da’ ba’i sgra yang kun tu sgrogs shing bdud kyi dgra’i [sgra’i PG] rgyal 
po de bzhin gshegs pas dril chen gyi sgras bdud bzhi las rgyal bar gyur cing / ’chi bdag 
kyang shin tu pham par byas na / ci zhig byed na mthar [G145a] byed pa’i dgra’ [sgra PG] 
bo’i gnod pa dang ’brel par gyur / yang bcom ldan ’das de sku che chung [thung DPG] 
ngu ni [na DPG] du ’jug pa’i phrin las ci zhig mdzad nas mi rnams kyi che [tshe PG] tshad 
tsam du yang ’di [DP add ma] gyur cing ’chi bdag gi dbang du gyur pa dang / so so’i [so 
PG] skye bo bzhin du gsung bar yang mdzad de / kun dga’ bo ’jam bu’i gling ’di ni dga’ 
bar bya’o // [D172b] ri’i lam gyi ri ’di ni dga’ bar bya ba’o // ’dod pa thams cad dang / yid 
du ’ong ba dang / mdzes pa dang / yid dang ’thad pa’i dngos po sna tshogs kyang byung 
bar gyur pa de dag thams cad kyang thad du ’gyur ba’o zhes gsung bsgrags pa dang / dge 
slon dag nga’i mdun [P187a] du ma ’dug cig ces snyung ba na *tshor bar* [tshe rabs PG] 
nyen pa’i thugs skyo ba’i tshig gsung ba dang / kun dga’ bo la chu blangs pa na [la PG] 
ni ring du ’gor ro zhes ma dgyes par gyur bas [par PG] gsung ba dang / mya ngan dang / 
smre sngags ’don pa dag gis nyams par gyur cing non nas / kha rlangs kyi ngu bas mun 
par gyur cing / gdong g.yogs par gyur pa’i dgra bcom pa stong snyed kyi bu dag smre 
sngags sna tshogs ’don cing ngu ba dang / so so skye bo’i dge slong gi tshogs brgya stong 
snyed du ngu ba dang bcas pa dang / kun nas mtha’ yas pa’i dge slong gi dge ’dun las 
lung [lus D] ’bor ba dang / dge bsnyen dang dge bsnyen ma’i tshogs stong phrag snyed 
kyis [kyi PG] stod g.yogs dang rgyan rnams ’bor bar byed cing / mgo dang lus rngul 
gyis [gyi PG] g.yogs [g.yog P] par gyur cing mchi mas gdong gi pad ma [G145b] bangs 
par gyur pa dang / skra ’bal ba dang spyi gtsug tu rdebs [brdebs PG] shing snying rje 
rje ltar ngu bar byed cing bzhin mi sdug pas smre ba dang / lha’i bu brgya stong rgyan 
dang / phreng ba dang / lus kyi rgyan dang / cod pan dang / gdub ’khor dang / gos dang 
/ mgo rgyan dag skyur bar byed cing / lag pa dbyug pa ltar sgreng [bsgreng PG] ba kun 
tu g.yob par byed pas / bdag nyid la mgon skyabs med par sems shing mya ngan byed pa 
dang / shin tu g.yo ba’i mar me’i rtse mo la rlung gi shugs kyis brgyab [rgyab PG] pa ltar 
mi rtag pa ’i rlung gi shugs kyis brgyab [rgyab P] pa’i tshe’i mtha’ mi rtag pa nyid kyi chu 
srin gyi ltor zhugs pa ni gang ’di skad bstan pa dang ’gal ba yin te /

skyes bu gang zag ’ga’ zhig srog bcod [gcod G] pa rab tu spangs nas / gang gi tshe 
sbyin pa sbyin par byed pa de’i tshe phun sum tshogs pa gnyis ’dzin pa yin te / longs 
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[long PG] spyod chen po phun sum tshogs pa sgrub [bsgrub PG] pa dang / tshe ring ba 
phun sum tshogs pa sgrub [bsgrub P] pa’o // ’dir bcom ldan ’das ni thams cad du srog 
gcod pa las shin tu log cing spangs [D173a] par [P187b] gyur pas dag par byas nas phyi 
dang nang gi bdag nyid kyi dngos po grangs med pa yongs su btang bas mchod sbyin 
chen po rtsom pa mdzad pa’i sku tshe ring po’i las bsags pa’i rnam par smin par cung 
zhig kyang mthong bar ma gyur pa de gang du zad par gyur / grangs med pa gsum du 
bsags pa las lo bzhi bcu rtsa lngas ’bras bu ’byung [byung PG] bar ma gyur pa yang mi 
rigs so //

bcom ldan ’das kyi [kyis PG] [G146a] phrin las kyi dbang gis yin no zhe na / bcom 
ldan ’das ni ’jigs [’jig PG] pa thams cad las grol bar gyur pa yin na phrin [’phrin PG] las 
kyi dbang gis ’jigs pa mnga’ ba’o zhes bya ba ’di mi rigs so // rgyun mi ’chad par yangs 
shing rgya che ba tshad med pa’i sku tshe ring bar ’jug pa’i las rnams mi dge ba’i las ’ga’ 
zhig gis zil gyis mnan nas sku tshe thung ba’i las kyi rjes su rnam par smin par ’gyur ro 
zhes bya ba ni gzhan dag zil gyis [PG om.] mnan nas de dag [PG om.] gcig pu smin par 
’gyur zhes bya ba ’di lta bu ni shin tu rmongs par gyur pa rnams kyis gzung bar bya ba 
yin no // rdo rje ltar mi phyed par gyur pa’i bcom ldan ’das kyi sku / mi dge ba’i chos 
thams cad spangs par gyur pa la snyun mnga’ bar gyur nas maud ’gal gyi bu ’tsho byed 
la rmed du btang ba na / des gnas brtan zhun mar ro zhes bya ba’i bar gyis thams cad 
mkhyen pas ’tsho byed la rmed par byed pa yang rigs pa ma yin no // ’di ltar yang grags 
te / gnas brtan ba [PG om.] ku las tshangs pa mtshungs par [pa PG] spyod pa rnams la 
smras pa / tshe dang ldan pa dag bdag gis bsnyen par rdzogs nas lo brgyad cu lhag gcig 
lon na mgo na ba tsam yang nam yang byung bar ma dran te zhes smras pa dang / de ni 
sman ’a ru ra gcig nad pa la sbyin pa byas pas rnam pa de lta bur gyur to zhes seng ge’i 
sgra bsgrags par gyur to // nad pa la ’a ru ra gcig tsam byin pa’i rnam par smin pa yang 
de dang ’dra na / bcom ldan ’das sbyin pa’i [G146b] pha [P188a] rol tu phyin pa yongs su 
rdzogs par gyur lta smos kyang ci dgos te ’gal lo //

de lta bas na ’di dag thams cad ni sems can gyi don gyi ched du bcom ldan ’das kyi 
sprul pa yin [D173b] te / de ltar na bdag nyid nyan thos su sprul pa lung bstan pa yin pa 
’am / nyan thos kyi cha byad ’dzin pa ßå ri’i bu la sogs pa’i ming gis brjod pa’i byang chub 
sems dpa’ rnams lung bstan pa yin te / ji skad du /

gcig ni nges par bzhugs pa dang // gzhan dag nges par gzung ba’i phyir //
rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas rnams kyis ni // ma nges rnams la theg gcig bstan //

ces ’byung ba bzhin no // yang gzhan dag ni bag chags kyi mtshams sbyor ba dang bcas 
par spangs pas grol ba ni de bzhin gshegs pa gcig pu yin gyi / nyan thos dang rang sangs 
rgyas rnams ni ma yin te / de dag la nyon mongs pa can ma yin pa’i mi shes pa yod pa’i 
phyir ro // de la nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas rnams kyis kyang shes bya’i sgrib pa 
spangs pas bag chags dang bral bar gyur nas / de bzhin gshegs pa’i mi rtog pa’i ye shes 
thob par ’gyur te / de dag gi [gis PG] ye shes rnam par mi rtog pa des ’bad pa med na 
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yang sngon mngon par bsgrubs pa’i smon lam gyi [gyis P] mthus ’khor ba’i mtha’i bar 
du sems can la phan pa bsgrub cing gnas so zhes zer ro [to PG] // rtag pa nyid dang de 
bzhin gshegs pa’i snying po can [D add yin pa] nyid dang / yongs su mya ngan las mi ’da’ 
ba’i phyir nyan thos [G147a] la sogs pa lung bstan pa nyid ni yang ’tsham zhing rigs pa 
yin no zhes rjod par byed do //

theg pa ni [PG om.] gcig ste gnyis dang gsum du med do zhes bya ba la sogs pa ma 
lus pa’i lung du dam pa’i chos padma dkar po’i mdo ston par byed do // ’di lta ste / yi ge 
zhes bya ba ni gang ji ltar theg pa rnam par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa ston par byed pa yin no 
// don zhes bya ba ni gang chos kyi dbyings dbyer med pa la ’jug pa’i ye shes kyi tshul 
[P188b] gcig pu’o zhes blo gros mi zad [bzad PG] pas bstan pa’i mdo las byung [’byung PG] 
ngo // de bzhin du theg pa thams cad theg pa gcig tu ’du bar ’gyur ro zhes blo gros rgya 
mtsho’i mdo la sogs pa rnams las kyang ’don par byed do // yang theg pa chen po ’ga’ las 
kyang dgra bcom pa rnams la dmod pa’i byed pa ni med de / gang yang bu mo blo gros 
bzang mo’i mdo las [D174a] / yungs kar dang / ri rab dang / me khyer dang / nyi ma dang 
/ wa dang / seng ge dang / e raˆ∂a [ran da PG] dang / tsandan [tsan dan PG] bzhin du 
nyan thos dang / byang chub sems dpa’i khyad par bstan pa de yang rang gi ngo bo ji lta 
ba bzhin du gnas pa tsam smras pa byas pa yin gyi / gang la yang smad [dmad PG] pa ’am 
bstod par byas pa med de / gang yang nor bu mching bu’i ’od bas ni yid bzhin gyi nor 
bu rin po che ’od shin tu chen por ’byung ba yin no zhes zer na / ci des nor bu mching 
bu la smad [dmad PG] pa ’am / yid bzhin gyi nor bu la bstod pa yin nam / yang rmongs 
pa gang dag rgya mtsho chen [G147b] po dang ba lang gi rmig rjes kyi chu snyoms par 
byed cing / ba lang gi rmig rjes kyi chu la ’di ni rgya mtsho chen po yin no zhes smra 
bar byed na ci de bzhad gang du bya ba ma yin nam / de la nyan thos dang / rang sangs 
rgyas kyi theg pa pa dag ni don nyung ba dang / bya ba nyung ba dang / gzhan la phan 
pa la rgyab kyis phyogs pa bdag nyid dul ba dang / zhi ba la mngon par sbyor ba dang 
thar pa’i sa bon cung zhig la brten nas yungs kar gyi nang srin bus zos pa’i nam mkha’i 
tshad tsam gyi [gyis PG] zag pa med pa’i ye shes thob pa de rnams su zhig gis smad 
[dmad PG] pa yin / byang chub sems dpa’ rnams ni bskal pa bye ba brgya stong dpag tu 
med pa rnams su dge ba’i rtsa ba nye bar bsags pa / gzhan sdug bsngal bas sdug bsngal 
bar gyur pa sems can ma lus pa grol bar bya ba’i phyir dad pa dang ldan pa’i blo can nam 
mkha’i khams ma lus pa dang mnyam pa’i zag pa med pa’i ye shes [P189a] kun nas sgrub 
pa’i phyir brtson pa dang ldan pa rnams ni bdag nyid mthu chen po mtha’ med pa dang 
ldan par gyur pa de rnams ni su zhig gis bstod pa yin te / ji skad du /

kun kyang sa bon chung ngu las // ’bras bu shin tu yangs pa ’byung //
sangs rgyas rgyu ni dpag med las // ’bras bu dpag med bsam ci dgos //

zhes kyang ’byung ngo //
khyim pa la phyag byed pa ’byung bas theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa 

ma yin no [na PG] zhes bya ba yang ’jig rten dbang phyug la sogs pa’i byang chub sems 
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[G148a] dpa’ rnams ni khyim pa ma yin te / [D174b] chags pa thams cad yongs su spangs 
pa dang / so sor [so PG] thar pa’i sdom [sdoms PG] pa yang dag par blangs pa dang / 
byang chub sems dpa’i sdom pas byang chub kyi snying po la gnas kyi bar du bsdams 
pa’i phyir ro // gang yang de dag khyim pa la sogs pa’i gzugs su gnas pa ni sprul pa ston 
pa yin te / de dag ni [gis PG] sems can yongs su smin par bya ba’i phyir yin pas de dag ni 
khyim pa yang ma yin la phyag mi bya bar gyur pa yang ma yin te / ji ltar rgyal po ka 
pi na gdul bar bya ba’i phyir thub pas ’khor los sgyur bar sprul na yang khyim pa yang 
ma yin zhing phyag mi bya ba yang ma yin par yang ’dod pa bzhin te / gang gi phyir 
der ’khor los sgyur ba’i gzugs su bcom ldan ’das rgyan rnams kyang bzung zhing / de 
na re khyod kyis [kyi PG] mda’ ’phongs dang zhes zer ba na mda’ dang bcas pa’i gzhu 
blangs nas bkang ba dang / ’khor de’i [der PG] nyan thos chen po thams cad kyang blon 
po’i gzugs ’dzin par gyur cing rgyan rnam pa sna tshogs rab tu byung ba la ma gnang 
ba thogs par gyur pa nyid dang / mnyan yod de nyid du bram ze rgyu can zhes bya ba 
’dul ba’i dus su bcom ldan ’das tshangs pa’i gzugs zhal bzhi pa ral pa’i cod pan ’chang ba 
zhig tu gyur te zhes kyang ’byung ba dang / ’ba’ [ba PG] shi ta’i rigs [P189b] kyi bram ze 
mo gdul ba’i phyir mnyan yod de nyid du bcom ldan ’das kyis bram ze’i gzugs su mdzad 
nas bud med shi ba’i ro gcig bzung ste / ’di ni bdag gi [G148b] chung ma’o zhes gsungs 
pa dang / ko sa lar gar mkhan gdul ba’i don du bcom ldan ’das gar mkhan gyi gzugs su 
mdzad nas rdza rnga brdungs so zhes ’byung ba dang / rtse lnga’i dri za gdul ba’i phyir 
bcom ldan ’das kyis dri za’i gzugs tha ma la pa bzung nas pi wang blangs shing *brdung 
ba* [brdungs pa P] dang / de bzhin du rab tu byung ba dang ’gal ba ’dul ba las bkag pa / 
gzhan dang gzhan rdza mkhan gyi gzugs dang / lcags mgar gyi gzugs dang / stobs ’gyed 
pa’i gzugs dang / rngon pa gzugs mi sdug pa la sogs pa khyim pa tha ma la pa’i gzugs 
dang / spyod pa dang / smra ba ltar mdzad na yang bcom ldan ’das dang nyan thos de 
dag ni phyag mi bya bar ’os [D175a] pa ma yin te / ji skad du /

rgyan gyis brgyan par gyur kyang chos spyod de //
zhi dang dul dang yang dag sdom tshangs spyod //
sems can kun la chad pa spangs pa ni //
de de bram ze dge sbyong de dge slong //

zhes gsungs pa lta bu’o //
gal te khyim pa’i gzugs la ni khyim pa kho nas phyag bya ba yin gyi [gyis PG] / rab 

tu byung ba ni ma yin no zhe na / yon tan gtso bor gyur pa’i phyir phyag bya bar ’os pa 
yin pas rab tu byung ba rnams kyis kyang phyag bya ba kho na ste / yon tan gtso bor 
gyur pa la phyag bya’i rtags la ni ma yin te / yon tan dang bral bar gyur pa’i rtags ni shin 
tu smad [dmad PG] pa yin te / ji skad du /

gang dag rab tu byung yang dngos po kun las nges ma byung //
gang dag ngur smrig bgos kyang sems kyi [G149a] skyon ma spangs //
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gang dag lhung bzed thogs kyang yon tan snod ma gyur //
rtogs ’dzin byed kyang khyim pa ma yin dge slong min //
char pa [P add med pa] med pa’i sprin bzhin chu med khron pa bzhin du dang // 
[P190a] lo rtog nyams pa bzhin du [dang PG] myu gu mi ’byung sa bon bzhin //
dge slong nyams pa’i dge slong de ’dra bde gshegs gsungs [gsung PG] //
ri mo’i mar me bzhin du de ni yod min med ma yin //

zhes bya bas gang dag rtags blangs pa tsam gyis dregs par ci’i phyir bya ste / rab tu 
byung ba’i rtags blangs pa’i don tshul khrims kyi phung po yongs su rdzogs par gyur 
pa’i nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas rnams kyang byang chub sems dpa’ rnams dang / 
shin tu dbul por gyur pa dang / nor chen po dang ldan pa bzhin du khyad par shin tu 
che ste / de dag ni byang chub kyi sems bskyed pa nas bzung nas pha rol tu phyin pa 
drug gi dge ba’i rtse ba bsags pas legs par bsdams [gdams PG] pa dang / theg pa chen po’i 
gzhir gyur pa’i bzhon pa chen po can gyi ded dpon chen po bzhin du skye bo’i tshogs 
mang po dang thun mong [mongs P] du gyur pa’i nor can ni skyes bu dbul po le lo can 
lta bu’i nyan thos rnams dang yang mtshungs pa ma yin na rtags tsam dang ldan pa’i 
rmongs pa gzhan dag dang lta smos kyang ci dgos / de lta bas na yon tan dang ldan pa’i 
khyim pa rnams ni yon tan gyis dbul bar gyur pa’i rab tu byung ba dag gis [gi PG] phyag 
bya ba kho na yin te /

sde pa bco brgyad [G149b] phal chen gyi gzhung las kyang / byang chub sems 
[D175b] dpa’ la phyag bya bar rab tu grags te /

ci ltar dge ’dun [slong P] phal chen sde’i nang tshan don grub pa rnams rig pa ’dzin 
pa’i sde snod ’don pa na

dge slong dag nga’i bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub ni 
byams pa ’di la dad pas gang byams pa la mngon par phyag byed pa de [des 
PG] ni bla na med pa yang dag par rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas nga la phyag byas 
pa dang mchod pa byas par ’gyur ro // nga gang dag gi ston pa yin pa dang / 
gang dag gi mchod gnas bla na med pa yin pa de dag gis ni byang chub sems 
dpa’ byams pa ’di la yang phyag bya ba dang mchod pa bya ba yang [P190b] 
yin no // dge slong dang / dge slong ma dang / dge bsnyen dang / dge bsnyen 
ma dang / ’khor bzhi po thams cad kyis kyang rgyal tshab byams pa ’di la 
yang phyag bya’o zhes bya ba’i bcom ldan ’das kyi [kyis PG] bka’ thos nas dgra 
bcom pa stong nyis brgya lnga bcus dus gcig dang dbyangs gcig gis ’di skad 
ces / rgyal tshab du dbang bskur ba’i byang chub sems dpa’ thams cad la bdag 
cag so so nas phyag bgyi’o // lha sbas dang lam sbas na gnas pa de dag la yang 
phyag bgyi’o

zhes bya ba dang /
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de nas ’jam dpal gzhon nur gyur pas gnas brtan rab ’byor la ’di skad ces smras 
so // gnas brtan rab ’byor gang de bzhin gshegs pas sems can gyi spyod pa br-
gyad khri bzhi stong zhig mkhyen pa de khyod kyis shes [G150a] sam [PG add 
ma] / rtogs sam / mthong ngam / de dag dang mthun par gtam rjod [brjod 
PG] par byed nus sam / smras pa / ’jam dpal de ni ma yin no // *smras pa* [PG 
om.] / gnas brtan ting nge ’dzin gang la snyoms par zhugs shing gnas na sems 
can thams cad lta ba dang / sems can gyi spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong lta 
bar byed pa dang / shes par gyur nas ji ltar ’os pa bzhin du chos ston par ’gyur 
ba’i ting nge ’dzin de la khyod mnyam par ’jog nus sam / smras pa / ’jam dpal 
de ni ma yin no // de nas yang gnas brtan rab ’byor gyis ’jam dpal gzhon nur 
gyur pa la ’di skad ces smras so // ’jam dpal yang byang chub sems dpa’ ’ga’ 
zhig sems can gyi spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong shes pa dang / sems can 
gyi spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong dang [D176a] rjes su mthun par chos ston 
par byed pa ’ga’ zhig yod dam / ’jam dpal gyis smras pa / gnas brtan rab ’byor 
bcom ldan ’das la [pa P] zhus shig // bcom ldan ’das kyis ston par ’gyur ro // 
de nas gnas brtan rab ’byor gyis bcom ldan [P191a] ’das la ’di skad ces gsol to 
// bcom ldan ’das sems can gyi spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong yang dag par 
’tshal zhing / sems can gyi spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong dang mthun par 
chos ston par bgyid pa ’ga’ zhig mchis lags sam / bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal 
pa / rab ’byor chos thams cad ngo bo nyid kyis mnyam par rgyas pa zhes bya 
ba’i ting nge ’dzin yod de / byang chub sems dpa’ gang dag gis [G150b] ting 
nge ’dzin de thob par gyur pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ de thams cad ni sems 
can gyi spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong yang dag par shes shing sems can gyi 
spyod pa brgyad khri bzhi stong dang mthun par chos ston par yang byed / 
nyan thos dang / rang sangs rgyas kyis ma yin pa thams cad kyang shes par 
gyur pa yang yod do // de nas gnas brtan rab ’byor gyis bcom ldan ’das la ’di 
skad ces gsol to // bcom ldan ’das byang chub sems dpa’ rnams ni ngo mtshar 
du bgyi ba lags so // bcom ldan ’das byang chub sems dpa’ rnams ni rmad du 
byung ba’o // nyan thos dang / rang sangs rgyas rnams kyi yul ma lags pa 
gang lags pa de ni byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi yul lags so // nyan thos 
dang / rang sangs rgyas rnams la ma mchis pa’i rdzu ’phrul byang chub sems 
dpa’ rnams la mchis te / bcom ldan ’das de’i slad du / byang chub sems dpa’ 
rnams la phyag bgyi’o zhes

’phags pa dge ’dun phal chen sde’i shar gyi ri bo la gnas pa gang dag la las kyi yul ’khor 
na gnas pa zhes kyang bya ba rnams kyi byang chub sems dpa’i sde snod las byung [’byung 
PG] ngo //

de nas bcom ldan ’das la gnas brtan ’od srungs chen pos ’di skad ces gsol to // 
bcom ldan ’das ’di lta bu ci’i snga ltas lags / bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa / 
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[P191b] ’od srungs chen po ’di ni byang chub sems dpa’ dra [D176b] ba can gyi 
’od kha dog gcig pa ste / de’i ’khor yang ’di ltar [G151a] gser gyi kha dog tu 
’gyur ro // de’i ’khor rnams kyi mos pa yang gcig tu ’gyur te / ’di ltar thams 
cad mkhyen pa nyid la mos par ’gyur ro // der nyan thos dang / rang sangs 
rgyas ni ming yang med par ’gyur gyi / byang chub sems dpa’i [dpa’ PG] dge 
’dun chen po dang ldan pa’i sangs rgyas su ’gyur ro // de nas bcom ldan ’das 
la gnas brtan ’od srungs chen pos ’di skad ces gsol to // bcom ldan ’das byang 
chub sems dpa’ rnams ni ngo mtshar du bgyi’o // bcom ldan ’das byang chub 
sems dpa’ rnams ni rmad du byung ba’o // bcom ldan ’das nyan thos dang / 
rang sangs rgyas rnams kyi yul ma lags pa gang lags pa de ni byang chub sems 
dpa’ rnams kyi yul lags so // nyan thos dang / rang sangs rgyas la ma mchis 
pa’i rdzu ’phrul gang lags pa de ni byang chub sems dpa’ rnams la mchis te / 
bcom ldan ’das de’i slad du byang chub sems dpa’ rnams la phyag bgyi’o

zhes bya ba / ’phags pa dge ’dun phal chen sde’i nub kyi ri bo la gnas pa rnams kyi byang 
chub sems dpa’i sde snod las ’don to //

stobs dang mngon shes dbang thob pa // thub pa nyi ma rnal ’byor pa // kun 
tu bzang la sogs pa ni // sa bcu po la gnas bcas nas // khams gsum smra ba’i 
rtag gyur pa // smra ba thams cad pham mdzad pa // gang dag nyan thos rang 
sangs rgyas // rnams kyi spyod yul ma yin pa // chos de sems can rnams la ni 
// chos [G151b] gsung ldan pa ston par mdzad // ces bcom ldan ’das la gsol pa 
dang / tshe dang ldan pa maudgal gyi bu chen pos / bcom ldan ’das la ’di skad 
ces gsol to // sangs rgyas skyob pa gang rnams kyi // chos lta bcom ldan shin 
tu ring // byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi yang // [P192a] bdag gir gyur la ma 
lags so // bcom ldan de slad bdag cag ni // byang chub sems dpa’ rdzu ’phrul 
che // kun la thal sbyor dngos kun gyis // legs par btud nas phyag bgyi’o //

zhes dge ’dun phal chen sde pa’i pa bzang po’i lam pa pho brang dpal yon can na gnas pa 
rnams [D177a] kyi [kyis PG] shin tu rgyas pa’i sde snod las ’don to //

byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi sku’i gsang ba gang dag yin pa dang / gsung 
gi gsang ba gang dag yin pa dang / thugs kyi gsang ba gang dag yin pa de dag 
la nyan thos dang / rang sangs rgyas rnams kyi ye shes ’jug pa ma yin no // 
kun dga’ bo byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyi skye ba lnga brgya tsam yang 
nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas rnams kyis [kyi PG] yongs su shes par mi nus 
so // gang yang spyan ras gzigs dbang phyug gi spyod pa bsam gyis mi khyab 
pa dag kyang nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas rnams la med de / kun dga’ 
bo gang [dang PG] ming ’dzin pa tsam zhig byed pa’i sems can de thams cad 
kyang ’jigs pa [PG add de] thams cad dang bral bar ’gyur ro // de skad ces bka’ 
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stsal pa dang / tshe dang ldan pa kun dga’ bos bcom ldan ’das la ’di skad ces 
gsol to // bcom ldan ’das ’di dpa’ [G152a] bo ni // mi ’jigs snying rje’i bdag nyid 
can // spyan ras gzigs kyi dbang phyug ni // thub pa che la rab tu ’dud //

ces dge ’dun phal chen sde’i gangs kyi ri la gnas pa rnams kyi [kyis PG] skyes pa rab kyi 
sde snod las ’don to //

’od srungs chen pos gsol pa // ’gro ba’i mgon khyod gang gi tshe // sems can 
kun la sman bzhed nas // spyan ni phyung nas sbyin mdzad pa // de tshe’i 
phyag ’os de phyag bgyid // gang gi ’phrin las rtogs brjod pa // sku tshe 
snga ma’i thos gyur gang // mgon po thub pa chen po yi // skyes pa’i rabs la 
phyag bgyi’o // gang tshe dga’ [P192b] ldan gtsor gyur dang // ßå kya’i rigs su 
’khrungs pa dang // gang tshe khyod ni rdzogs sangs rgyas // thub pa khyod 
kyi de dag ’dud //

ces ’phags pa dge ’dun phal chen gyi mdo sde’i sde snod las ’don te /

’jig rten ’das pa zhi ba dang // don grub pa dang ri gnyis gnas //
bzang po’i lam pa gangs ri pa // dge ’dun phal chen rtsa ba’i drug //

de rnams kyi yin no //

sangs rgyas sras po byang chub sems // ’jig rten kun gyis phyag bgyi’o //
shes rab dpag tu med pa dang // tshul khrims shes rab rnam grol dag [bdag PG] //
go cha chen po’i go bgos nas // bsam gyis mi khyab dbang thob cing //
pha rol [D177b] phyin bcu rdzogs gyur nas // sangs rgyas chos rnams mngon 
gyur pa // ’jig rten kun gyi mchod rten la // ’jig rten kun gyis [gyi PG] phyag 
bgyi’o // shes rab tshul khrims ting ’dzin gyi [gyis PG] // de [G152b] dang 
mnyam pa’i dge ’dun med // ’jig rten kun gyis phyag bgyis pa // sangs rgyas 
kun mkhyen ma gtogs [rtogs PG] pa’i // lha dang bcas pa’i ’jig rten ni // ’gas 
kyang phyag mi bya ba min //

zhes ’phags pa gnas brtan pa ’jigs med ri la gnas pa rnams kyi sangs rgyas kyi rigs khri 
nyis stong las ’don to //

de nas tshe dang ldan pa shå ri’i bus mnyan yod du cho ’phrul chen po bstan 
pa mthong bas / bcom ldan ’das la sems shin tu dang bar gyur nas / bcom ldan 
’das de ga la ba de logs su thal mo sbyar bas phyag ’tshal te tshigs su bcad pas 
mngon par bstod pa / bag chags bcas pa’i skyon las rgyal // mu stegs ma lus 
kun las rgyal // cho ’phrul bstan pas lha rnams kyi // ’jig rten ’og min mthar 
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thugs [thug DG] mdzes // ’jig rten phra rab rdul snyed kyis // dpa’ bo che la 
phyag ’tshal lo // byang chub sems bskyed las brtsams nas // drang srong che 
la bdag phyag ’tshal // [P193a] byang chub kyi sems bskyed par mdzad pa de 
la yang phyag ’tshal lo // mngon par rdzogs par sangs rgyas de la yang phyag 
’tshal lo // chos kyi ’khor lo bskor bar mdzad pa de la yang phyag bgyid do // 
bsil bar gyur pa la [P om.] yang phyag ’tshal lo //

zhes btags [rtag PG] par smra ba’i mang du thos pa pa rnams kyi cho ’phrul chen po’i mdo 
las ’don to //

de nas tshe dang ldan pa gang pos mnyan yod du cho ’phrul chen po bstan 
pa de mthong bas / bcom ldan ’das la sems shin tu dad [G153a] par gyur nas 
’di skad ces gsol to // mgon po khyod ni byang chub sems dpar gyur pas cho 
’phrul brgya stong mdzad pa de la yang phyag ’tshal lo // byang chub sems 
dpar gyur pa’i skye ba rnams cho ’phrul brgya stong gi ’byung gnas su gyur 
pa la yang phyag ’tshal lo // mgon po khyod gshegs pa na yang phyag ’tshal lo 
// mgon po khyod bzhugs pa na yang phyag ’tshal lo // mgon po ’khyod sku 
g.yo ba na yang phyag ’tshal lo // spyod lam dag ni thams cad du // sangs [D178a] 
rgyas mdzad pa thams cad kyis // sems can kun la sman mdzad pa // phyag ’os 
phyag bgyi khyod phyag ’tshal //

zhes ’phags pa mchod rten pa’i cho ’phrul chen po’i mdo las ’don to //

de nas tshe dang ldan pa ’od srungs gzhon nus mnyan yod du cho ’phrul chen 
po bstan pa de [PG om.] mthong nas sems shin tu dang bar gyur pas / bcom 
ldan ’das la thal mo sbyar bas phyag ’tshal nas / tshigs su bcad pas bcom ldan 
’das la bstod pa / dga’ ldan gnas nas ’pho ba dang // lhums su ’jug par mdzad 
pa dang // bltams dang bltams par gyur pa na // cho ’phrul dag ni ston mdzad 
pa // phyag ’os kun gyis phyag bgyis pa // dpa’ chen khyod la phyag ’tshal lo //
zag med drang srong gyur pa yi // lam mkhan ded dpon mchog gyur dang //
skye ba [P193b] spangs pa yang srid med // rgal nas dgon pa las sgrol ba // 
cho ’phrul bcas pa [pa’i PG] ston mdzad pa // byang chub sems [G153b] dpa’ la 
phyag ’tshal //
 ’od srungs chen pos gsol pa // dpa’ bo zhabs ni brkyang mdzad cing // da 
ltar ’jigs [’jig DPG] med phyag ’tshal lo // mgon khyod bltams pa la phyag 
’tshal // bla med rdzogs par byang chub dang // chos kyi ’khor lo la phyag 
’tshal // thub pa mya ngan ’das pa dang // skyes pa’i rabs ni thams cad dang // 
sku gdung bzhugs pa thams cad de // mgon po kun la phyag ’tshal lo //
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zhes ’phags pa ba lang gnas chen po mchod rten pa rnams kyi cho ’phrul chen po’i mdo las 
’don to //

phags pa shå ri’i bus gsol pa / gang nas bzung ste thub pa khyod // byang chub 
tu ni sems bskyed pa // de nas bzung ste spyi bos bdag // mi mchog khyod la 
phyag ’tshal lo // sems can bde don kun ’dren pa // byang chub brnyes pa’i kun 
mkhyen la // lag gnyis spyi bor thal sbyar nas // brgya phrag mang por bdag 
phyag ’tshal // gang tshe don ’dod pa la don // nyid kyi sha yang stsol mdzad 
pa // de tshe nyid du phyag ’os ni // kun gtso mchod gnas mnga’ bdag gyur //
mngon shes drug po mngon shes che // rkyen rgyal gtso bo rnams kyis kyang //
de tshe gtso bor gyur pa khyod // [D178b] phyag dang mchod pa byas pa yin //

zhes ’phags pa ’od srungs pa’i pha rol tu phyin pa’i lam las ’don par byed do //

tshe dang ldan pa *re ba tas* [re ba tis PG] gsol pa / dpa’ chen khyod kyi spyod 
pa ni // thams cad la yang bdag phyag ’tshal // khams gsum phyag ’os phyag 
bygis pa’i // skyes pa’i rabs la bdag [G154a] phyag ’tshal //

zhes ’phags pa gos dmar po’i sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa las ’don par byed do //

tshe dang ldan pa kun dga’ bos gsol pa / ‘od zer mdzes pa’i kha dog gis // dga’ 
ldan gnas ni [P194a] snang mdzad nas // byang chub sems dpa’ ’dir gshegs pa // 
shå kya thub la bdag phyag ’tshal // shåk rigs gzhon nur ’khrungs pa la // gang 
’di rgyan gyis brgyan pa’i gtso // dran dang shes bzhin gyis bltams [bsdams 
DPG] pa’i // shå kya thub la phyag ’tshal lo // gang zhig ’dzam [dzam P] bu’i grib 
ma la // bzhugs tshe nyi ma yol gyur kyang // mnyam med grib mas ma btang ba 
// shå kya thub la phyag ’tshal lo //

zhes ’phags pa mang pos bkur ba ku ru ku la’i gnas pa rnams kyis ’don par byed do //

tshe dang ldan pa rab ’byor gyis gsol pa / tshogs ni yongs su rdzogs pa las // 
shå kya’i rgyal rigs ’khrungs pa la // lha mi’i tshogs kyis [kyi PG] mchod gyur 
pa // phyag ’os de la’ang phyag bgyi’o // byang chub shing gi rtsar bzhugs nas 
// sder bcas bdud las rgyal bcas te // gang tshe kun mkhyen nyid gyur pa // de’i 
tshe phyag ’os de [des P] phyag bgyi // *bå rå ˆa s¥’i* [bå ra na si’i PG] drang srong 
tshal // bdud rtsi’i go ’phang mkhyen gyur nas // bdud rtsi’i ’khor lo bskor 
mdzad pa / de’i tshe phyag ’os de phyag bgyi //

zhes ’phags pa sa ston pa rnams kyis [kyi PG] tshoms brgyad pa las ’don par byed do [de P] //
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tshe dang ldan pa nag po ’char kas gsol ba [pa PG] / sems can kun la sman slad 
du // spyi gtsug nor [G154b] ldan pa yi dbu // gang tshe khyod kyis [kyi PG] 
sngon btang ba // de tshe’i gtso bo de phyag bgyi //

zhes ’phags pa rnam par phye ste smra ba rnams kyis [kyi PG] sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa 
las ’don par byed do //

gang tshe mar me mdzad kyis ni // nga ni lung bstan gyur de tshe // sa brgyad 
pa ni ngas thob cing // dbang bcu dag kyang thob gyur la // ’jig rten mgon 
gyis [D179a] mngon sum du // nga lung bstan par gyur thos nas // lha dang 
bcas pa’i ’jig rten gyis // gus bcas nga la phyag kyang bgyis // nga yi ral pa’i 
phung po la [las PG] // sangs rgyas [P194b] zhabs kyis [kyi PG] mnan mdzad de 
// lha dang bcas pa’i ’jig rten gyis // phyag ’os ’di la phyag gyis shig // spun zla 
sa gnyis gnas pa dang // sangs rgyas kun mkhyen ma gtogs pa // ’di la phyag 
byed rigs min pa // ’jig rten ’di na ’ga’ med gsungs [gsung PG] //

zhes ’phags pa chos sbas pa rnams kyis [kyi PG] chos kyi rkang pa las ’don par byed do //

tshe dang ldan pa kun dga’ bos gsol pa / gang bcom ldan ’das byang chub sems 
dpar gyur pas dga’ ldan gyi gnas nas ’phos nas dran pa dang shes bzhin dang 
ldan bzhin du yum gyi lhums su zhugs pa de yang bcom ldan ’das bdag gis 
ngo mtshar rmad du byung ba’i chos su ’dzin lags so // de la ’di skad ces bya 
ste / gang zhig dga’ ldan gnas ’phos nas // dran ldan shes bzhin ldan par ni //
yum gyi lhums su gshegs pa dang // lhums gnas de la bdag phyag [G155a] 
’tshal // gang gi tshe bcom ldan ’das byang chub sems dpa’ bltams par gyur pa 
na stong gsum gyi stong chen po’i ’jig rten ’od kyis gsal bar mdzad pa dang 
ldan pa de yang bcom ldan ’das bdag gis byang chub sems dpa’i ngo mtshar 
rmad du byung ba’i chos su ’dzin lags so // de la ’di skad ces bya ste / gang 
yang bltams tshe stong gsum ’di // ’od kyis gsal bar mdzad dang ldan // nyi ma 
bye ba mtshungs pa yi // bcom ldan ’das la phyag ’tshal lo // gang yang bcom 
ldan ’das byang chub sems dpa’ bltams ma thag tu gom pa bdun du gshegs pa 
’di yang bdag gis byang chub sems dpa’i ngo mtshar rmad du byung ba’i chos 
su ’dzin to // de la ’di skad ces bya ste / bltams ma thag tu gom pa bdun // pad 
ma la ni gnas pa dang // *ban glang* [ba lang PG] rol pa ltar gshegs pa // gau 
ta ma la phyag ’tshal //

zhes ’phags pa thams cad yod par smra ba’i chos [P195a] rmad du byung ba las ’don to //
de ltar na sde pa bco brgyad kyi gzhung las dang [D179b] po sems bskyed pa la sogs 

pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ rnams la phyag bya bar grub pas theg pa chen po sde pa bco 
brgyad kyi khongs su gtogs pa yin par rig [rigs PG] par bya’o //
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ci yang byang chub tu sems bskyed pa tsam gyi khyim pa kun la yang [PG om.] rab 
tu byung bas phyag bya ba yin nam zhe na / ma [PG om.] yin par brjod par bya ste / gang 
dag sa la zhugs pa dang / lung bstan pa [G155b] thob pa yin par thos pa de dag ni gang 
dag ri bong dang ngang pa’i rgyal po la sogs pa dud ’gror gyur pa la yang phyag bya ba 
yin na mi la sogs par gyur pa la lta smos kyang ci dgos // gang yang dge slong gis phyag 
bya ba ni gnyis te / sangs rgyas dang dge slong rgan pa’o zhes bya ba de la yang sangs 
rgyas kyi ni gnyis la phyag bya ba yin te / bsod nams kyi tshogs kyi bdag nyid kyi yon 
tan dang ye shes kyi tshogs kyi [kyis PG] bdag nyid kyis rtogs pa’o // gang de dag gnyi 
ga’i rtsa ba ni byang chub kyi sems yin te / ’phags pa blo gros mi zad pas bstan pa’i mdo las / 
de bzhin gshegs pa’i tshul khrims dang / ting nge ’dzin dang / shes rab dang / rnam par 
grol ba dang / rnam par grol ba’i ye shes mthong ba la sogs pa dang / sbyin pa la sogs pa 
de rnams ni byang chub kyi sems kyi rtsa ba las byung ba yin te / de’i phyir de dag ni 
mi zad pa yin no zhes gsungs so // de bzhin du /

byang chub kyi sems [P add kyi sems] bsod nams gang // gal te de ni gzugs 
can gyur // nam mkha’i khams ni kun bkang [gang PG] ste // de ni de bas lhag 
par ’gyur //

zhes bya ba la sogs pa yang ’byung ngo //
de kho na nyid rtogs [rtog PG] pa med du zin kyang de’i rten byang chub gyi sems 

brtan par yod na phyag bya ba kho na yin no // mngon par rtogs pa yang sa dang po la 
ni sgra’i rjes su ’gro ba’i [P195b] bzod pa’o // drug pa la ni rjes su mthun pa’o // brgyad 
pa la ni skye ba med pa’i chos la bzod pa zhes bya ba’o // [G156a] mngon par rtogs [rtog 
PG] pa’i mthu ni ’jig rten gyi khams brgya snyed rdzu ’phrul gyis g.yo ba dang / snang 
ba dang [dag P] / gshegs pa dang / bskal ba brgyar gnas pa dang / sngon gyi mtha’ dang 
/ phyi ma’i mtha’ la ’jug pa la sogs pa bsam gyis mi khyab [D180a] pa thams cad du nyan 
thos la sogs pa dang thun mong ma yin pa yin pas dang po sems bskyed pa la sogs pa’i 
byang chub sems dpa’ gang la [PG om.] yang phyag mi bya ba ma yin no zhes bya ba 
dang ’gal ba ci yod / sangs rgyas la phyag byed pa de bzhin du byang chub sems dpa’ la 
yang phyag bya ste / rgyud tha dad pa ma yin pa’i phyir nya gro’i myu gu dang / chen 
por gyur pa lta bu ’am / ’khor los sgyur ba’i bu la phyag byed pa bzhin no // 

byang chub sems dpa’ las sangs rgyas // rdzogs sangs rgyas las chos yin te //
chos las ’phags pa’i tshogs ’byung ngo // de las dkon mchog gsum ’byung 
[’gyur P] phyir //
byang chub sems dpa’ la gang sdang // de ni dkon mchog gsum la sdang //
dkon mchog gsum po gang spang [spong PG] ba // dge slong med cing sdom 
pa med //

ma khol [gol DPG] la sogs pa bstod pa byed pa phal cher gyis kyang / bcom ldan ’das 
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kyi sku che snga ma rnams kyi mdzad spyod la mngon par bstod pa /

yang dag rdzogs pa’i byang chub rgyu // sems ni rin chen de nyid kyang //
dpa’ bo khyod kyis snying por mkhyen // de las gzhan [G156b] pas ring bar gyur //
dang por khyod la phyag bgyi ’am // ’on te gang gis [gi PG] ’khor bar khyod //
skyon mkhyen yun ring de lta bur // bzhugs mdzad thugs rje che la bgyi //

zhes bya ba la sogs pa ’byung ba dang / sangs rgyas rjes su dran pa bsgom pa las kyang de 
bzhin gshegs pa’i sngon gyi sbyor ba’i yon tan rjes su dran pa las gsungs te / sngon gyi 
sbyor ba yang sems dang po [P196a] bskyed pa nas bzung ste / byang chub sems dpa’i 
spyod pa’o // gal te yang sngon gyi sbyor ba rjes su dran pas de bzhin gshegs pa rjes su 
dran par ’gyur ba yin na / sangs rgyas la phyag bya ba yin zhing byang chub sems dpa’ la 
phyag bya ba ma yin par ji ltar ’gyur / gang yang theg pa chen mdo [P om.] sde kha cig 
las / byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyis [kyi PG] nyan thos rnams la btsun pa zhes bya ba 
gus pa’i tshig gis spyod par byed cing phyag byas pa dang / nyan thos rnams kyis kyang 
de dag la rigs kyi bu zhes bya ba’i tshig gis gtam rjod par byed pa ni ’jig rten gyi kun 
rdzob nye bar bzung [D180b] ba yin no //

’di ltar bzod pa rtogs par gyur cing / dpa’ bar ’gro ba’i ting nge ’dzin la sogs pa thob 
pa sangs rgyas kyi sprul pa ston par mdzad pa de dag ni dgra bcom pa la sogs pa rnams 
kyis kyang phyag bya ba yin no // gal te de dag nyan thos la sogs pa’i phyag bya ba’i gnas 
ma yin na ni / de dag gis sangs rgyas kyi sprul pa yang ston par mi ’gyur la / de dag gi 
[gis D] [G157a] phyag bya ba yang bdag gir byed par mi ’gyur te / ’phags pa nyer [nye PG] 
sbas kyis bdud la smras nas sangs rgyas kyi sprul pa byas pa lta bu’o // khyad par rtogs 
par ’dod pas ni theg pa chen po’i gsung rab zab mo rnams blta bar bya ba’i phyir rab tu 
sdang ba rtsom dang ’brel ba’i ngan ’gro ’gro ba’i rgyu tshig ngan pa mang po smra bar 
bya ba ma yin no //

gang yang gang ga’i [gå P] klung bdun cu rtsa gnyis kyi bye ma snyed kyi de bzhin 
gshegs pa rnams kyi mtshan bzung ba’i bsod nams dang / ’phags pa spyan ras gzigs 
dbang phyug gi mtshan bzung ba’i bsod nams mnyam par gsungs pa dang / gang yang 
dkon mchog brtsegs pa’i mdo las / zla ba ches pa dang nya ba’i dpes byang chub sems dpa’ 
la khyad par du bsngags par ’byung ba yang de las ’phags pa ’byung zhing ster ba yin 
[P196b] pa’i phyir dang / phar gyur pa’i phyir dang / byang chub tu sems bskyed pa la 
sogs pas dang po’i dge ba’i bshes gnyen du gyur pa’i phyir dang / byang chub kyi sa bon 
rab tu ’byung ba yin pa’i dbang du byas nas bstan pa yin no //

the vows of Bodhisattvas like gaganagañja are just words

nam mkha’ mdzod kyi smon lam la sogs pa yang tshig [tshigs P] tsam ma yin te ’bras bu 
mthong ba’i phyir ro // da ltar ci’i phyir mthong bar ma gyur ce na / dge ba’i rtsa bas [ba 
PG] dbul bar gyur pa’i rgyud la ’bras bu yod bzhin du yang bar du nyams par ’gyur ba 
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’am / phyin ci log tu mthong ba yin te / gang gå’i chu klung skams pa ’am [G157b] / rnag 
gam / me mar mur du mthong ba bzhin te / ji ltar chu bo gang gå’i ’gram na yi dvags 
brgya stong mang po gnas pa rnams bdag nyid la skal pa med par gyur pa’i dbang gis 
gang gå’i chu klung yongs su skams pa ’am / rnag gam me mar mur du ’bar ba mthong 
ba bzhin no // de bzhin du byang chub sems dpa’i smon lam las yongs su byung ba’i 
[D181a] nor gyi char phab par gyur kyang dge ba’i rtsa ba ma bsags pa’i sems can gyi 
khams rnams la ’bab par mi ’gyur te / nam mkha’ nyid du med par ’gyur ba ’am thog 
[thogs PG] la sogs pa’i ngo bor gyur nas ’bab par ’gyur te / ji ltar chu ’dzin dang bral bar 
gyur pa’i nam mkha’i dkyil du ’od zer stong ’gyed pa’i nyi ma shar par gyur kyang dmus 
long gis sngon gyi [gyis PG] las kyi dbang gis ’od zer gcig tsam yang mthong bar mi 
’gyur ba bzhin no // de bzhin du nam mkha’i dkyil nas rin po che’i phung po ’bab par 
gyur kyang skye bo bsod nams chung ba dag gi sngon gyi las kyi [P om.] nyes pas cung 
zad cig kyang de’i nye bar longs spyod par ’gyur ba ma yin no //

gal te rang gi *las kyi* [D om.] mthu nyid kyis ’byor pa dang rgud pa dag tu ’gyur 
ba yin na ni de lta na ni byang chub sems dpa’i [P197a] smon lam dag la nus pa med par 
gyur pa yin no zhe na / gzhan la phan pa ’byung ba ni tshogs pa las byung [’byung PG] 
ba yin pa’i phyir nus pa med pa ma yin te / ji ltar sa dang / chu dang / me dang / rlung 
dang / nam mkha’ rnams tshogs pa las myu gu ’byung gi / *rkyen gcig* [rten cig PG] ma 
tshang na yang ’byung bar [G158a] mi ’gyur ro // de bzhin du gtong ba dang / ser sna 
spangs pa dang / ’dod pa med pa mang du goms pa dang / mnyam pa’i sems dang / ’dod 
pa la sbyin pa rdzogs par byed pa dang / lan du phan ’dogs pa la re ba med pa dang / ’bras 
bu la ’dod pa mi skyed [bskyed PG] pa dang / sems can thams cad dang thun mong du 
byas pa’i sbyin pa [PG om.] pas ni nor gyi char pa ’bab pa la sogs pa thob par ’gyur ba’i 
’bras bu rnam par smin par yongs su ’dzin cing gsal bar byed pa yin gyi [gyis PG] / de las 
rkyen gang yang rung ba zhig ma tshang na ’byung bar mi ’gyur ro // de lta bas na nam 
mkha’ mzod la sogs pa’i smon lam ni ’bras bu dang bcas pa kho na yin no //

ÍÓ kyamuni is a manifestation

ßå kya thub pa yang sprul pa kho na yin par rigs te / ’og min gyi spyod yul can chos kyi 
sku la brten pa’i longs spyod rdzogs pa’i sku las rab tu byung ba yin pa’i phyir ro // gal 
te chos dang longs spyod rdzogs pa’i sku dag ni rnam par rtog pa mi mnga’ ba yin la de 
dag la rnam par rtog pa mi mnga’ na yang sprul pa’i sku ga las ’byung bar ’gyur [D181b] 
te / ma yin no zhe na / brjod par bya ste / ’di na bcom ldan ’das byang chub sems dpar 
gyur pa na smon lam btab pa yin te / bdag gis rnam par mi rtog pa’i chos nyid thob nas 
spyod pa gang dag dang skad kyi rnam pa gang dag [P om.] gis sems can rnams ’dul bar 
’gyur ba’i spyod pa de dag dang / cha byad [byas PG] de lta bu dang / skad kyi rnam pa 
de dag gis rnam par rtog pa’i rtsol ba [G158b] med bzhin du yang ’jug par [P197b] gyur 
cig ces bya ba’i sngon gyi smon lam gyi shugs kyis / rtsa ba’i de bzhin gshegs pa’i sku las 
dga’ ldan gyi gnas na bzhugs pa la sogs pa nas mya ngan las ’das pa’i bar gyi sems can la 
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phan pa’i thabs su gyur pa *rnams ’jug* [rnam ’jig PG] par ’gyur ba yin te / sprul pa’i sku 
med par ni dzam bu’i gling bye ba phrag brgya rnams su ’pho ba dang / ’jug pa dang / 
bltams pa dang / bzo’i gnas bslab pa bstan pa dang /  btsun mo’i ’khor na gnas pa dang / 
mngon par ’byung  ba dang / bdud ’dul ba dang / mngon par byang chub pa dang / chos 
kyi ’khor lo bskor ba dang / yongs su mya ngan las ’das par ston pas ’dul ba’i sems can 
rnams ’dul par nus pa ma yin no //

sde pa tha dad kyi gzhung las kyang / sangs rgyas kyi sprul pa ston pa yod de / ji ltar 
phyin ci log tu mngon par zhen pa’i rngon pa gdul ba’i phyir rngon pa’i gzugs su sprul 
pa dang / mi dbang padma skyes bu [bus D] gdul ba’i phyir rgan po’i gzugs su sprul pa 
dang / lha’i mig gis ci zhig mthong zhes dris pa na ’phags pa ma ’gags pas smras pa / de 
bzhin gshegs pa’i sprul pa dang / srid pa bar ma’i sems can grangs med pa dag mthong 
ngo zhes bya ba ni ji ltar sprul pa de dag gis sems can rnams ’dul bar ’gyur ba de ltar 
sprul nas ’jug pa yin no // de bzhin du / ßå kya thub pa’i sprul pa yang ’jug pa yin la / 
yang dag pa ji lta ba bzhin ma yin pa’i sgyu ma dang [G159a] ’dra ba yang ma yin zhing 
/ gnas gtsang ma na gnas pa’i de bzhin gshegs pa rnam par snang mdzad kyi [kyis PG] 
byin *gyi rlabs* [gyis brlabs PG] kyis bstan pa yang [PG add ma] yin la / sprul pa’i sangs 
rgyas de rnams tha dad pa’i sangs rgyas kyang ma yin te / rten gcig [D182a] pa’i phyir nyi 
ma’i dkyil ’khor las rab tu bkye ba’i ’od zer lta bu ’am / mi’i bdag po la brten pa’i [P198a] 
bya ba byed pa’i skyes bu mang po bzhin du sprul pa rnams mang po nyid yin na yang 
mdzad pa gcig pa’i phyir de bzhin gshegs pa ni mang po nyid ma yin par ’dod de / des na 
’jig rten gyi khams gcig tu sangs rgyas mang po ’byung ba ni gnas med cing skabs med 
do zhes bya ba dang yang mi ’gal te / stong gsum gyi stong chen po’i ’jig rten gyi khams 
gyi dbang du byas nas bstan pa yin gyi / ’jig rten gyi khams thams cad du ni ma yin pas 
so // ji ltar chos sbas pa rnams kyang //

sangs rgyas rnams la phyag ’tshal lo // sangs rgyas rnams kyi nyan thos dang //
rdzogs pa’i sangs rgyas grags ldan pa’i // sku kun la yang de bzhin te //
rdzogs sangs gang du bltams pa dang // gang du byang chub la reg dang //
chos kyi ’khor lo bskor ba dang // gang du zag med mya ngan ’das //
gang du gnas dang ’chag pa dang // de bzhin gshegs pa bzhugs pa dang //
seng ge lta bur gzims [gzim P] bshams pa’i //  gnas de la ni bdag phyag ’tshal //
rkang gnyis dam pa shar dang ni [G159b] // byang gyi phyogs na bzhugs pa yi //
rgyal ba brten dka’ zhes bya ba // des ni tshigs bcad ’di gsungs te //
gang gis tshigs bcad ’di bzhi yis // de bzhin gshegs pa la stod [bstod PG] byed pa //
bskal pa bye ba stong rnams su // ngan ’gror ’gro bar mi ’gyur ro //

zhes ’don par byed do //
yang gnas brtan shå ri’i bus bzhag pa’i skye [ska PG] rags gnas brtan maudgal gyi bus 

rdzu ’phrul gyis bteg par ma nus pa na bcom ldan ’das kyis bka’ stsal pa / maudgal gyi bu 
khyod ni rdzu ’phrul las nyams pa ma yin gyi / ’on kyang dge slong shå ri’i bus rang gi shes 
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rab kyi stobs bskyed pas / de bzhin gshegs pa [P om.] bsten [brten PG] par dka’ ba’i seng ge’i 
khri la skye [ska PG] rags kyi sna btags shing bsten [brten PG] pa yin no zhes [P198b] gsungs 
pa dang / gser mgar dang shing mkhan gyi gtam rgyud kyis sangs rgyas dang bcas pa dang / 
sangs rgyas med pa’i ’jig rten gyi khams [D182b] rnams nye bar bstan par shes par bya’o //

yang gsungs pa /

gang dag ’das pa’i rdzogs sangs rgyas // gang dag ma byon sangs rgyas dang //
gang yang da ltar rdzogs sangs rgyas // mya ngan sel mdzad mang po rnams //
kun kyang chos la rim gro yis // gnas par gyur cing gnas mdzad la //
da dung du yang gnas mdzad de // ’di ni rdzogs sangs chos nyid do //

zhes kyang ’byung bas / gang dag ’jig rten gyi khams thams cad na de bzhin gshegs pa 
ni [PG om.] gcig cig bzhugs so snyam sems pa de dag gis ni gsung rab kyi don mi shes pa 
yin te / [G160a] ji skad du mar me mdzad dang / rin chen gtsug tor can la sogs pa sangs 
rgyas mang po zhig ni ’das par gyur / seng ge dang / rgyal la sogs pa mang po zhig ni 
’byung bar ’gyur zhes kyang ’don pa dang lung gi mdo las kyang ’don par byed de / ji 
ltar zhe na / ’das pa’i de bzhin gshegs pa ji snyed cig ce na / gang gå’i klung gi bye ma 
snyed do // ma byon pa ji snyed cig ce na / gang gå’i klung gi bye ma snyed do zhes bya 
ba la sogs pa ’byung bas ’jig rten gyi khams mang po dag tu mang po ’byung bar rigs pa 
nyid yin gyi [gyis PG] gcig ni ma yin no //

the Buddha is always in concentration

de bzhin gshegs pa ni rtag tu mnyam par bzhag pa nyid yin na yang / dus gsum du gzigs 
pas gzigs par mdzad pa nyid do // zhes gsungs pa ni ’jig rten gyi rjes su mthun par zhugs 
pa yin te / mnyam par bzhag pa nyid na sngon gyi smon lam gyi shugs kyis mdzad pa 
’di dag thams cad ’jug par ’gyur ba yin gyi [gyis PG] / rnam par rtog pa mdzad pa ni ma 
yin te / chu’i yur ba rka sna tshogs su dang po bkye zhing / ’dod pa’i phyogs su btang 
[P199a] ba byas nas phyis bya ba med par sdod par byed pa’i chun pa’i skyes bu bzhin no 
zhes bya bas [ba PG] sangs rgyas kyi bka’ ma yin pa ma yin no //

mahÓyÓ na sÚtras teach useless mantras

gang yang theg pa chen po’i mdo sde las phan yon mang du ’byung bar bsngags par yang 
phal cher ni phyi ma’i ’bras bu yin la / gang dag mthong ba’i chos kyi phan yon kha cig 
’byung ba de yang dad pa [G160b] dang lhag pa’i bsam pa nyams pas dge ba spangs shing 
mi dge ba spyod par gyur pa dang / mthong ba’i chos nyid la sdig pa kun tu *spyod pa* 
[spong ba D] shin tu stobs [D183a] dang ldan par gyur pas gnod par gyur cing zil gyis 
mnan pas gang dag gi dad pa yang chung bar gyur la / lhag pa’i bsam pa yang spangs 
par gyur pas de dag gi phan yon yang nyi ma ’od zer brgya stong ’gyed pa shar bar gyur 
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pa na skar ma rnams mthong bar yang [PG om.] mi ’gyur ba bzhin no //
yang kha cig dam pa’i chos spangs pa dang / ’phags pa la skur ba btab pa dang / 

dkon mchog gsum la gnod par [pa PG] byas pa rnams kyis dge ba’i rtsa ba bzang po yang 
mang du bsags na yang thal bas bkab pa ltar gyur pas de rnams ni ngan song gsum gyi 
lam la gnas par gyur pa la phan yon yang ji ltar ga la ’byung bar ’gyur / gang dag sdig 
pa shin tu chung ba la yang ’jigs par lta [blta PG] zhing gcig tu dge ba’i phyogs la spyod 
par gyur pas theg pa chen po’i yi ge bri ba dang / ’dzin pa dang / klog pa dang / kha ton 
byed pa dang / sems pa dang / sgom pa dang / nyan pa dang / sbyin pa dang / rab tu 
ston pa dang / mchod pa zhes bya ba rnam pa bcu rab tu sgrub pas nan tan byed pa de 
ni gnyen po’i phyogs zil gyis non par mi ’gyur bas ji skad bstan pa’i phan yon rnams ci’i 
phyir ’byung bar mi ’gyur te / ji ltar gtsug lag rnam pa gsum la brten nas goms par byas 
pas / skye ba dang / rga ba dang / na ba dang / [G161a] ’chi ba’i gnod pa dang bral ba’i 
bdud [P199b] rtsi’i go ’phang ’thob [thob PG] pa nges pa bzhin no //

gal te de ni bden na ’dra ba nyid ma yin te / gang gi phyir sde snod gsum du byang 
chub kyi phyogs kyi chos sum cu rtsa bdun bstan pa rten [brten PG] du gyur pa de goms 
par byas pa las ni byang chub kyang rtogs par ’gyur zhing / nyon mongs pa zad pa yang 
rnyed dka’ ba ma yin no // 

theg pa chen po las yi ge dang don shes par mi rung ba’i gzungs sngags dang / gsang 
sngags dang / rig sngags la sogs pa phan yon mang po can byis [byas PG] pa’i skye bo 
slu bar byed pa bstan pa de rnams ni gzhan gyi rigs byed dang ’dra’o // bsgom pa med 
pa ni skyon phra rab tsam yang zad par byed nus pa ma yin te / nyon mongs pa bsags 
pa dang de’i rtsa ba yod na sdig pa zad pa ga la ’byung bar ’gyur / gzungs sngags kyis 
kyang sdig pa zhi bar byed pa ma yin [D183b] te / de’i rgyu [rgyud PG] dang mi ’gal ba 
nyid kyi phyir ’tshe ba la sogs pa bzhin no // de bzhin du gsang sngags kyis kyang sdig 
pa zad par byed pa ma yin te / skad gzhan gyis brjod pa’i phyir kla klo la sogs pa’i skad 
bzhin no zhes kyang smar bar nus so zhe na /

gang yang theg pa chen po’i gzungs sngags la sogs pa yi ge sbyar ba tsam du ’dod 
pa ’di la brjod par bya’o // re zhig gzungs sngags ni bsgom pa’i rnam pa nyid yin te / ji skad 
du sgo mtha’ yas [G161b] pa sgrub pa’i gzungs las / gzungs ’di sgom par byed pa’i byang chub 
sems dpa’ ni ’dus byas dang ’dus ma byas kyi chos rtog [rtogs DPG] par yang mi byed / len par 
yang mi byed / gnas par yang [PG om.] mi byed / mngon par zhen par mi byed /  tha snyad 
’dogs par yang mi byed / sangs rgyas rjes su dran pa ’ba’ zhig sgom par byed do zhes bya ba 
la sogs pa gsungs pa dang / de bzhin du klu’i rgyal po rgya mtshos zhus pa’i mdo las kyang / klu’i 
rgyal po [P200a] gang yang bstan pa thams cad ni mi zad pa ste / ’di ni mi zad pa’i za ma tog 
ces bya ba’i gzungs yin no // so so yang dag par rig [rigs PG] pa dang / ye shes dang / shes rab 
dang / spobs pa bzhi yang mi zad par rjes su ’byung ba dang / de bzhin du shin tu rtogs [rtog 
PG] par dka’ ba dang / ngoms pa med pa’i brtson ’grus ’bar ba dang / mthar thug pa med pa 
dang / mthong ba med pa dang / rton pa med pa dang / dmod pa med pa dang / ’jigs pa med 
pa bzhi po rnams dang / snying po dang / nges par ’byed pa dang / snang ba dang / stobs kyi 
gter bzhi ’byung ba dang / de bzhin du gang yi ge’i lugs dang / ming dang / brda dang / chos 
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kyi brda’i rjes su ’jug pa de dag thams cad kyang mi zad pa’i za ma tog gi gzungs ’di’i rjes su 
zhugs pa’i byang chub sems dpas shes te / ’di lta ste / chos thams cad ni gdod [G162a] ma nas 
dag pa’o zhes bya ba la sogs pa dang / de bzhin du gzungs sngags ’di la gnas pa’i byang chub 
sems dpa’ ni yi ge kho [D184a] na las byang chub tshol bar byed / rjes su ’jug par byed de / yi 
ge ni stobs so // dgod pa ni lus so // chos kyi sgo la ’dzud pa’i mgo bo blta ba ni dpral ba’o // 
shes rab ni mig go zhes bya ba la sogs pas [PG om.] bsgom [sgom PG] pa’i rtsa ba ni shes rab 
yin la / shes rab yod pa’i phyir gti mug med par ’gyur ro // rtsa ba med na ’dod chags dang zhe 
sdang ’byung bar mi ’gyur te / rtsa ba dang ’gal ba yod pa’i phyir ro // des na rtsa ba dang ’gal 
ba med pa’i phyir zhes bya ba’i don ma grub pa yin no //

phyir rgol ba’i rtog ges kyang bsgrub [sgrub PG] par bya ba la gnod pa nyid de / 
gzungs sngags kyis ni sdig pa zhi bar ’gyur ba nyid yin te / bsgom pa’i rnam pa yod pa 
nyid kyi phyir de’i rtsa ba dang ’gal bar gyur pa nyid kyi mi sdug pa la sogs pa [P200b] 
bsgom pa bzhin no //

de bzhin du gsang sngags kyang de bzhin gshegs pa’i ye shes kyi gsang ba ston par 
byed pa’i sbas pa’i yi ge sbyar ba ngo bos bsgom pa la rab tu ’jug pa rgyud la gnas pas ji 
ltar ’dod pa’i bsam pa yang dag par sgrub par nus pa yin te / mthu chen po’i bdag nyid 
yin pa’i phyir dpag bsam gyi shing bzhin no //

rig [rigs PG] sngags kyang phal cher pha rol tu phyin pa drug dang / ’phags pa’i bden 
pa dang / byang [G162b] chub kyi phyogs kyi chos ston par byed pa’i yi ge dang don gyis 
nyon mongs pa zad par byed pa ston par byed pa nyid yin te / ji ltar ßa ma ya ßa ma ya / 
*da nte ßå nte dha rma rå ja* [dha na te ßan te dar ma rå ja PG] / *bha ∑i te ma he ma hå 
b¥ dya* [bha ∑i te ma he ma dha bid dye PG] / *sa rbå rtha så dha na ni* [sa rba rtha så 
da ni na PG] / zhes bya ba lta bu dang / de bzhin du chos kyi mchog las byung ba ni tå 
re / dang po’i chos las byung ba ni tu ttå re / brjod du med pa’i chos las byung ba ni tu 
re zhes bya ba lta bu ni mngon par rtogs pa gsal bar byed pa ste / bdag ma rig pa dang 
bral bar gyur pas gzhan dag gi rig pa yang bskyed par nus pa yin na de bsten [sten PG] 
par gyur na ci’i phyir sdig pa gzhi [bzhi D] dang bcas pa zhi bar mi ’gyur te / de’i nus pa 
dang ldan pa’i phyir byams pa la sogs pa bzhin no // rig pa’i tshig gang dag gi don rtogs 
par ma gyur pa ni de dag ’jig rten las ’das pa’i skad kyis bstan pa’i phyir dang / lha dang 
/ klu dang / gnod sbyin la sogs pa’i skad kyis [D184b] bstan pa’i phyir ro // chos nyid 
ston par mi byed pa yang ma yin pas dam tshig rig pa dang / gzungs thob par gyur pa 
rnams kyi spyod yul yang yin te / ji skad du gsang ba blo gros kyi mdo las / gang ’di na sdug 
bsngal dang / kun ’byung ba dang / ’gog pa dang / lam zhes bya ba rnams la rgyal chen 
bzhi’i ris kyi lha rnams kyi [G om.] ni e ne dang / me ne dang / dam po dang [P201a] / 
da dam po zhes bya ba la sogs par brjod do zhes ’byung bas [ba P] ’jig rten pa’i don ston 
par byed pa bzod par dka’ ba’i [G163a] nyon mongs pa bdo bas ’khrigs pa tsa *mu ˆ∂a* 
[mun da PG] la sogs pa’i rig pa dag dang / sgrol ma la sogs pa’i don dam pa’i rig pa rnams 
’dra ba lta ga la yin / des na dpe ma grub pa yin te / bsgrub [sgrub PG] par bya ba’i chos 
dang mi ldan pa’i phyir ro //

’di skad brjod par yang nus te / gzungs sngags dang / gsang sngags dang / rig sngags 
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rnams de bzhin gshegs pa’i man ngag bzhin du ngag tu brjod pa dang / bsams pa dang 
/ bsgoms pas sdig pa rgyu dang bcas pa zhi bar byed pa yin te / lam dang rjes su mthun 
pa yin pa’i phyir mdo sde la sogs pa’i gsung rab bzhin no //

even great evil can Be uProoted

sdig pa shin tu chen po yang rtsa ba nas ’byin pa zhes bya ba yang mi rigs pa ma yin te 
/ ’di ltar / las rnams bskal pa brgyar yang ni / chud mi za ba’ang zhes bya ba’i [ba yi PG] 
bskal pa brgyar yang zhes bya ba dang / ’ang [gang D] gi sgra gnyis pas ni nyams par 
’gyur ba yang ston pa yin te / gang gis she [zhe PG] na / sdom par byed pa dang / gnyen 
po’i phyogs rnyed pa dang / sdig pa bshags pa dang / rten gyi stobs kyis rab tu ’thob pa 
yin te / ji skad du / byams pa chos bzhi dang ldan pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ sems dpa’ 
chen pos ni sdig pa byas shing bsags pa yang zil gyis gnon par ’gyur te / bzhi gang zhe 
na / ’di lta ste / rnam par sun ’byin pa kun tu spyod pa ni / mi dge ba’i las gang byas pa 
de la ’gyod pa rab tu mang ba yin no // gnyen po kun tu spyod pa [G163b] ni mi dge ba’i 
las gang byas pa de dag ches shin tu mang ba’i dge ba’i las la sbyor ba’o // phyir mi ldog 
pa’i stobs ni sdom pa blangs pas mi byed pa’i sdom pa thob pa’o // [P201b] rten gyi [gyis 
PG] [D185a] stobs kyis [P om.] ni sangs rgyas dang / chos dang / dge ’dun la skyabs su 
’gro zhing byang chub kyi sems mi ’dor ba ste / chos bzhi po ’di rnams dang ldan pa’i 
byang chub sems dpas ni sdig pa lhag [lhags P] ma ma lus par bral bar ’gyur zhing ’bras 
bu ’byung bar mi ’gyur ro zhes gsungs so //

las kyi sgrib pa rnam [rnams P] par dag pa’i mdo las / tshogs dang dus ni rnyed gyur 
nas / zhes bya ba ni ji ltar sa bon mthu ma nyams pa dang ldan pa la sa dang / chu dang 
/ me dang / rlung dang / nam mkha’i rkyen rnams tshogs na dus ji lta ba bzhin du myu 
gu mngon par sgrub par byed do // rkyen nye bar gnas su zin kyang sa bon tshig [tshigs 
P] gam rul lam snad [gnad PG] pa las kyang ma yin la / rkyen gang yang rung ba zhig 
ma tshang ba na [PG add yang] myu gu mngon par ’byung bar ’gyur ba ma yin no // de 
bzhin du dge ba dang / mi dge ba’i las mthu ma nyams pa dang / phan pa byed pa dang / 
gnod pa byed pa’i sems can gyi ’gro ba dang / yul dang / lus kyi rkyen rnyed nas mthong 
ba’i chos dang / rnam grangs gzhan dang / skyes nas mngon bar nges pa’i dus thob par 
gyur na gang yang rung ba [P om.] zhig gi [gis PG] ’bras bu mngon par sgrub par byed 
kyi / gang gi tshe dge ba yang lta ba log pa dang / gnod sems kyis [kyi PG] nyams par 
gyur pa ’am mi dge ba yang dmod pa dang / sdom pa dang / ’chags [G164a] pa la sogs 
pa’i gnyen pos stobs nyams par gyur pa de dag ni rkyen tshogs pa yod du zin kyang dge 
ba dang / mi dge ba’i sa bon gyi nus pa nyams gang las ’bras bu gang zhig ’byung bar 
’gyur /

rkyen tshogs pa med pas dus gang gzhan du gyur na / ji ltar na rtsa ba nas shin tu 
’byin pa yang ma yin te / ji skad du dam pa’i chos ’dzin par byed pa de’i myong bar nges 
pa’i sdig pa yang mthong ba’i chos la myong bar ’gyur ro zhes bya ba dang / gzhan yang 
gang yang ngan [P202a] ’gror ’gro ba’i las rnams de / ’dir ni mgo bo tsha ba tsam du ’gyur 
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/ zhes kyang ’byung ngo //
gal te mgo bo tsha ba tsam du ’gyur ba’i ’bras bu yod na rtsa ba nas phyung ba ji 

ltar yin zhe na /
sdig pa’i las rnams kyi ’bras bu ma lus par rdzogs pa dmyal ba’i sdug [D185b] bsngal 

nyams su myong bar ’gyur ba las gang dag gis dmyal ba’i sdug bsngal phra mo tsam 
yang nyams su myong bar ma gyur pa de nyid shin tu rtsa ba nas phyung ba ji ltar ma 
yin / mgo bo tsha ba la sogs pa ’di la ’byung bas ’bras bu ye med par ’byung ba yang ji 
ltar yin /

gal te sdig pa shin tu zad par ’gyur ba yin na / ci’i phyir sngon gyi las kyi rnam par 
smin pa [par PG] ni ma gtogs so zhes bstan ce na /

dmus long dang / mig gcig pa dang / zha bo dang / theng po dang / lkugs [lkug PG] 
pa dang / ’on pa la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid du gyur pa’i rgyud ’bras bu nye bar longs spyod 
pa las dgongs nas bstan [G164b] pa yin te / gang gi phyir rnam par smin pa’i gnas skabs 
kyi ngo bor gyur pa’i las rnams kyi ’bras bu ni yongs su zad par nus pa yod pa ma yin no 
// rgyur gyur pa’i sems pas mngon par ’dus byas pa ni sems pa’i khyad par gzhan thob 
pa na [ni PG] yongs su zad par ’gyur ba yin te / ji ltar sor mo’i phreng ba dang / ma skyes 
dgra dang / sva ka dang / pha [phag DPG] gsod pa dang / mya ngan med pa la sogs pa 
dag la brten pa bzhin no //

gal te ma skyes dgra dang / ma gsod pa dag la dge ba’i sems pa gzhan skyes pa yod 
bzhin du ci’i phyir las zad par ma gyur nas mnar med pa dag tu skyes she na /

de’i las dang ’bras bu yid ches pa bskyed pa’i phyir mnar med pa la sogs par skye ba 
bstan pa yin gyi / las rnams lhag [lhags G] ma ma lus par ma zad pa ni ma yin te / dar gyi 
pho long brdabs pa las ’phar ba bzhin du der skyes shing thar pa yin [P202b] la / dmyal 
ba’i me’i phreng ba la sogs pas kyang reg pa ma yin te / de ltar sdig pa shin tu rtsa ba nas 
’byin par yang grub la / las la ’bras bu med pa yang ma yin no //

theg pa chen po rig pa rnams ’di snyam du sems te / gnyen po thob par gyur na ni 
las rnams shin tu rtsa ba nas ’byin gyi [te PG] / gnyen pos zil gyis ma mnan pa ni nyams 
par mi ’gyur ro snyam ste / ji ltar thabs la mkhas pa dang mi ldan pa la ni sdig pa chung 
ngu yang rnam par smin par [G165a] ’gyur bar mthong ste / maud gal gyi bu chen po la 
sogs pa bzhin no // dge ba’i rtsa ba chen po bsags su zin na [D186a] yang yid kyi nyes pas 
thal ba bzhin du byed de / ji ltar de bzhin gshegs pa thams cad zil gyis gnon pa’i bstan 
pa la zhal lta [ta D] byed pa’i dge slong bzhin no // des ni sngon dgra bcom pa chen po 
rnams kyi bsnyen bkur dang por [po PG] byas pa las phyis ’dod pa mi bzad pas zil gyis 
mnan te / tshogs [chos PG] gyi dkor [dgor P] brkus shing sdang bar gyur pa’i yid kyis 
khros pa’i tshig dag gis kyang gshes [shes P] te / de las des mi gtsang ba za ba’i srin bu 
shin tu gdon par dka’ ba’i gnas su skyes shing dge ba’i rtsa ba yang cung zad tsam yang 
ma lus par gyur te [to PG] / rtogs pa brjod pa las kyang byang chub sems dpa’ la sogs pa 
thabs la mkhas pa’i stobs dang ldan pa rnams kyis ni mi dge ba’i phung po chen po yang 
shin tu zad par byed cing / dge ba’i rtsa ba chung ngu thob pa yang nyams par mi ’gyur 
ro zhes gsungs pa dang / mdo sde las kyang ji skad du / dge slong dag ’di lta ste / skyes bu 
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zhig gis chu nyung ngu zhig tu lan tshva srang gcig blugs na de ni btung du mi rung bar 
’gyur ro // de nas skyes bu gzhan zhig gis chu shin tu chen po’i nang du lan tshva srang 
gcig blugs na de ni shes par yang mi ’gyur na yang de btung du mi rung bar ga la ’gyur / 
de ci’i [P203a] phyir zhe na / dge slong dag chu [G165b] shin tu mang po’i phyir ro // dge 
slong dag de bzhin du gang ’di ltar skyes bu gang zag ’ga’ zhig sdig pa’i las byed pa *de 
dag* [P om.] de nyid phyogs gnyis po ’di la gnas pa yod pa yin no // de bzhin du /

rdzing chen nang du tshva ni srang gcig blugs //
ji ltar chu de btung du mi ’dod min //
khyor gang chu la tshva ni srang gcig blugs //
khyor gang chu de btung du ’dod mi ’gyur //
de bzhin gang gis bsod nams rgya chen bsags //  
mi de sdig pa’i dug ni chung gyur pas //  
gang phyir ngan ’gro dag tu ’khrid mi nus //  
sgo de nas ni ’bras bu ’ga’ zhig yin //  
gang dag bsod nams chung ngu ma bsags shing //
mi dge mang du yang yang bsags pa’i mi //  
the tshom med par shin tu chung bas kyang //  
nyon mongs de ni ’og tu ’khrid par byed // 

ces gsungs te / mi ’phrod pa’i zas cung [nyung PG] zad cig zos pa bzhin du’o [du PG] zhes 
bya’o [bya ba’o PG] // 

gal te de ltar sems dang po bskyed [D186b] pa nyid kyis kyang las thams cad zad par 
’gyur ba yin na / mngon par rdzogs par byang chub pa’i bcom ldan ’das la seng ldeng gi 
tshal pas zug pa dang / mdzes ma bsad pa dang / dregs mas skur pa [ba PG] btab pa dang 
/  lhung bzed ji ltar bkrus pa bzhin du phyir gshegs pa dang / zla ba gsum du nas kyis [kyi 
PG] chos ston mdzad pa dang / ba ra dva dza khros pas ngan du smra ba dang / bsnyung 
[snyung PG] bar gyur pa dang / *lha sbyin* [lhas byin PG] gyis rdo’i sgyogs ’phangs pa la 
sogs pa’i las kyi rnam par smin pa’i cha mnga’ bar gyur pa ji lta bu zhe na /

’di dag [G166a] thams cad ni thabs la mkhas pas sems can gdul bar mdzad pa’i phyir 
bstan pa yin gyi / bcom ldan ’das la ni ’phrin [phrin D] las kyi cha shin tu phra ba yang 
mi mnga’ ste / ji ltar thabs la mkhas pa’i mdo dang / ’jig rten las ’das pa’i le’u las / [P203b] 
rigs kyi bu de bzhin gshegs pas las kyi rnam par smin pa bcu bstan pa ’di dag ni thabs la 
mkhas pa dang ldem dgongs kyi bka’ yin par rtogs par bya’o // ’di ni gnas ma yin zhing 
skabs med de / ji srid skra’i rtse mos gzugs pa’i tshad kyis bstan pa tsam gyis [gyi PG] mi 
dge ba’i rtsa ba dang ldan par gyur pa’i byang chub sems dpa’ yang byang chub kyi shing 
drung du ’jug pa ni gnas ma yin par shes te / dge ba’i chos thams cad dang ldan par gyur 
pa’i de bzhin gshegs pa mi dge ba thams cad spangs par gyur pa / bag chags kyi mtshams 
sbyor ba dang bcas pa yang spangs pa’i de bzhin gshegs pa la las kyi sgrib pa’i skyon lta 
’byung bar ga la ’gyur / ’on kyang sems can phal cher las kyi rnam par smin pa chud 
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gson [son PG] pa dang / las kyi rnam par smin pa la yid mi ches pa de rnams la las kyi 
rnam par smin pa bstan par bya ba’i phyir de bzhin gshegs pas phrin las kyi rnam par 
smin pa bstan te /  chos kyi rgyal po nga la yang re zhig las kyi rnam par smin pa ’byung 
na / khyed rnams la lta las kyi rnam par smin [G166b] pa ci’i phyir mi ’byung zhes bstan 
pa yin gyi [gyis PG] / de bzhin gshegs pa la las kyi sgrib pa ni cung zhig kyang mi mnga’ 
ste / ’di ltar legs par bslabs pa’i sman pa bdag nyid la nad med bzhin du [D187a] yang na 
ba ltar bstan nas sman kha ba dang tsha ba dag bstan par byas pas de’i rjes su slob pa’i 
nad pa dag yongs su sos par byed pa de bzhin du de bzhin gshegs pa sman pa’i rgyal po 
gnod pa thams cad zhi bar mdzad pas kyang sgrib pa mi mnga’ na yang nga’i las ’di’i 
rnam [rnams P] par smin pa ni ’di’o zhes phrin las ston par mdzad de / ji ltar na sems can 
rnams las kyis ’jigs shing skrag par gyur na / lus dang ngag dang yid rnams yongs su 
dag par ’gyur // zhes kyang gsungs so // thabs la mkhas pa’i mdo la [P204a] sogs pa ’khor 
ba grol bar byed pa dang ’dra ba yang ma yin te / sems gti mug med pa la sogs pas kun 
nas bslang ba’i phyir ro //

gang gzhan dag mtshams med pa byed pa la mngon par phyogs pa mthong nas de 
ni las des yun ring du sdug bsngal bar ’gyur ro snyam nas snying rje’i dbang gis de gsod 
par byed pa ni bdag nyid dmyal bar skye bar nges par shes kyang de bskyab [skyab PG] 
pa’i phyir dge ba ’am / lung du ma bstan pa’i sems la gnas par byas nas gsod par byed de / 
bdag nyid dmyal bar skye ba ni ’dod kyi / ’di sdug bsnyal chen po dang yun ring du ldan 
par ma gyur cig ces bya ba de [G167a] lta bu dge ba’i sems kyis [kyi PG] kun nas bslang 
ba nyid ni dge ba yin te / gang gi phyir ma chags pa la sogs pa’i sems dang mtshungs par 
ldan pa’i phyir ro //  

gal te ma chags pa la sogs pas kun nas bslang ba’i srog gcod pa yang smad pa zhig 
yin na ni gshe ba dang mdza’ ba dbye ba la sogs pa yang bkag par ’gyur ba zhig na /

’di lta ste / bcom ldan ’das kyis ’char ka dang kim pa la sogs pa’i mdo las gshe ba ma 
bkag ste / ji skad du rmongs pa *lha sbyin* [lhas byin PG] zhes bya ba dang / bdud sdig can 
de zhes gsungs pas so // yang snying rje’i dbang gis byang chub sems dpa’ [dpas PG] srog 
gcod pa ni smad [dmad PG] par bya ba ma yin te / zhe sdang gi bsam pas bskyed pa ma yin 
pa’i phyir / de bzhin gshegs pas gsungs pa’i tshig bzhin no zhes kyang smra bar nus so //

rin chen tog dang zla ba’i sgron ma la sogs pa’i [pa PG] [D187b] theg pa chen po’i mdo 
sde mang po las kyang sdig pa shin tu chen po yang rtsa ba nas ’byin par bstan  la / [PG 
add mdo las] sde pa gzhan dag gi [gis PG] mdo las kyang *phyi ma’i* [kya sa’i P] dus na 
dge slong rnams bsam pa ji lta bus ’dir ni de bzhin gshegs pa bltams par [P204b] *’gyur 
ro* [gyur pa’o PG] // ’dir [’di PG] ni de bzhin gshegs pa mngon par byang chub pa’o // ’dir 
ni de bzhin gshegs pas chos kyi ’khor lo bskor bar gyur pa’o // ’dir ni de bzhin gshegs pas 
yongs su mya ngan las ’das par gyur to zhes [G167b] mchod rten rnams la phyag byed 
cing rgyu bar ’gyur ba de dag ni bar ma dor dus byas par gyur na yang khur lci ba bor 
ba bzhin du bde ’gro mtho ris kyi ’jig rten lha rnams kyi nang du skye bar ’gyur te / srid 
pa tha ma pa ma gtogs [rtogs PG] pa gzhan mtshams med pa byas pa yang bsal zhing 
[cing PG] bor ba med do // 
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gzhan yang khyod nyid kyi lta ba’i ’dul ba las ltung ba las ldang bar bstan pa dag 
dang yang ’gal te / de las ni gang zag rnam pa gnyis ni ltung ba med par dus byas par 
’gyur te / gang ltung ba ye mi ’byin pa dang ltung ba byung ba rnams chos ji lta ba [bu 
PG] bzhin du ’chags par byed pa’o zhes gsungs pas so // rigs [rig PG] pa yang yod de / 
gang dang gang cung zad zad par ’gyur ba de dang de ni rim gyis shin tu zad par ’gyur 
ba mthong ste / stobs dang ldan pa’i thabs rnyed par gyur pa’i phyir / dper na chu’i nang 
du bzhag pa’i lan tshva bzhin du ’am / me’i nang du bzhag pa’i mar sar bzhin no // gzhan 
yang de lta bas na gang thabs shes par gyur pa des ni bskal pa dpag tu med pa stong du 
bsags par gyur pa’i sdig pa yang lhag ma ma lus par zad par byed de / gnyen po’i phyogs 
stobs dang ldan pa’i phyir / legs par rab tu ’bar ba’i mar me byung ma thag tu shin tu 
mun nag du gyur pa’i gnas kyi mun pa’i sgrib pa med par ’gyur ba bzhin no // thabs dang 
bral bar gyur pa’i dge ba yang shin tu zad par ’gyur te / mtshan mo nyi ma’i [G168a]  
snang ba med pa bzhin no // yang gang dang gang nyin re zhing sogs pa yod pa de dang 
de ni ’phel bar ’gyur ba nyid yin gyi [gyis PG] nyams par mi ’gyur te / ji ltar sbrang rtsi 
byed pa’i sbrang ma’i [P205a] sbrang rtsi bzhin du ’am [’ang P] / yar gyi [D188a] ngo’i zla 
ba’i gzugs bzhin te / las kyis [kyi PG] nyams par ’gyur ba dang / nyams par mi ’gyur ba 
yang rgyu la ltos pa yin gyi / ngo bo nyid kyis [kyi PG] grub pa ni ma yin no // de lta 
bas na sdig pa shin tu mi bzad pa byas pa yang bdag nyid kyis ’gyod cing dmad pa dang 
/ bshags shing bsgrags pa dang / phyin cad bsdams [bsdam PG] pa byas pas bsrabs par 
’gyur zhing rtsa ba nas ’ byin par ’gyur ba ’di ni grub pa yin no //

the vaiPulya has a different teaching

gang yang shin tu rgyas pa yang gzhan nyid ston pa’i phyir zhes zer ba yang don gyi 
rjes su zhugs pa’i ming gis shin tu rgyas pa’i ngo bo nyid ni shin tu rgyas pa zhes bya 
ba yin pas theg pa chen po lhag par shin tu rgyas pa [P add zhes bya ba yin pas theg pa 
chen po lhag par shin tu rgyas pa] yin pa de bzhin du nyan thos kyi [kyis PG] theg pa la 
ni yod pa ma yin no // gal te khyod shin tu rgyas pa gzhan zhig ’dod na ni ming tsam 
du ’dod la rag go // bdag cag ni theg pa chen po’i gsung rab ma lus pa rnams ni gzhung 
dang don shin tu rgyas pa’i phyir shin tu rgyas pa zhes bya ba ’dod de / bcom ldan ’das 
kyis kyang ’di ni shin tu rgyas pa’o // ’di ni ma yin no zhes nges par dbye ba mdzad pa ni 
mi mnga’ bas theg pa chen [G168b] po ni sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa yin no zhes brjod 
pa la [PG om.] yid rab tu sdang bar gyur pa khyod kyis [kyi PG] gang smra ba de ni kho 
bo cag la tshad mar gyur pa ma yin pas des na theg pa chen po ’di ni shin tu rgyas pa 
nyid yin par grub po //

the mahÓyÓ na is not mentioned in the dream of king kr.  kin

gal te bcom ldan ’das ’od srungs la rgyal po *k® k¥s* [kri kis  G] rmi lam gsol pa na / bka’ 
stsal pa / skye dgu’i tshe lo brgya thub pa na de bzhin gshegs pa shå kya thub pa zhes 
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bya ba ’byung ba de’i bstan pa la sde pa bco brgyad du gyes par ’gyur ro zhes bstan pa’i 
dbye bar theg pa chen po ma bstan to zhe na /

theg pa chen po ni nges par zab cing rgya che [P205b] ba la mos pa’i sems can gyi 
bsam pa dang lhag pa’i bsam pa’i dbang du byas nas sde pa bco brgyad la thun mong du 
bstan pa yin te / gtsug lag gi gsung rab rnams las skye ba dang / na tshod dang / mdog 
dang / yul dang / dus tha dad pa med par bstan pa bzhin no //

yang na sangs rgyas thams cad kyi bstan pa la nyan thos kyi theg pa dang / rang 
sangs rgyas kyi [D188b] theg pa dang / theg pa chen po’i dbye ba ni yod pa kho na yin 
la / bstan pa tha dad kyi dbye ba ni shå kya thub pa kho na la yod kyi gzhan la ni ma 
yin zhing / log pa [par DPG] dang sel la sogs pa’i de bzhin gshegs pa rnams kyis kyang 
theg pa tha dad du dbye ba mdzad pa ni yod pa yin pas [PG add yang] ’od srungs kyis 
ma bstan pa yin no // de’i phyir na theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyi gsung ma [G169a] 
yin pa ma yin no //

bcom ldan ’das yongs su mya ngan las ’das nas ring po ma lon par nyan thos la sogs 
pa rang [PG add rang] la gsungs pa la yongs su zhen cing / de ched du byed pa’i sdud pa 
po yis ji ltar dbang ba bzhin du yang dag par bsdus pa na theg pa chen po’i gsung rab 
ni snod [gnod PG] du gyur pa su yang med pas gang gis kyang ma bsdus te / bde bar 
gshegs pa la mngon par dga’ ba’i klu la sogs pa rnams kyis yongs su bsdus nas klu’i ’jig 
rten *dang lha* [PG om.] la sogs par bzhugs su gsol ba las de’i snod du gyur pas sangs 
rgyas kyis [kyi PG] lung bstan pa ’phags pa klu sgrub kyis de dag nas bsdus nas mi’i ’jig 
rten du rab tu rgyas par mdzad pa yin no //

rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid thob par ’gyur ba dang / rjes su mthun pa’i theg 
pa chen po’i bstan pa ni bdud kyi spyod yul ma yin pas de’i phyir theg pa chen po ring 
du spong bar byed cing sun ’byin pa ni rigs pa ma yin no // blos dpyod par nus pa yod 
na rigs pa dang rigs pas de brtag par [P206a] gyis shig /

shin tu spros pas chog go // skabs su bab pa nyid kyi dbang du byas te /

4.36 sarvajñåptaye mårga˙ samyagd®∑†ipura˙sara˙ /
 yasmåd ukto mahåyåne tasmåd dhetor asiddhatå //

thams cad mkhyen pa nyid thob pa’i lam // yang dag lta ba sngon ’gro ba //
gang phyir theg chen las gsungs pa // de phyir gtan tshigs ma grub nyid //

shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa dang / byang chub sems dpa’i sde snod dang / blo gros mi zad 
[bzad P] pa dang / blo gros rgya mtsho dang / [G169b] nam mkha’ mdzod dang / gzungs kyi 
dbang phyug rgyal po dang / gtsug na rin chen dang / rgya mtshos zhus pa la sogs pa theg pa 
chen po’i mdo sde phal che ba las yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa lam ’di dag nyid yang 
dag par rdzogs pa’i byang chub kyi rgyur bstan gyi / lam gzhan nyid bstan pa ni med 
pas de’i phyir lam [D189a] gzhan nyid nye bar ston pa’i phyir zhes bya ba’i gtan tshigs 
kyi don ma grub pa nyid yin no //
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’dir gang gå la sogs pa’i ’bab stegs su khrus byas pa dang / smyung [snyung PG] bar 
gnas pa la sogs pa’am / gzhan bstan pa ma yin nam zhe na /

bden te gang gå dang / sin dhu dang / pa k∑u dang / s¥ ta [sh¥ ta D] zhes bya ba chu 
bo bzhi rnams kyi chu la bkrus pa dang / ’thungs pa dang / de’i nang du bzhugs [zhugs 
P] pa dang / de’i nang du gnas pa la sogs pa ni [D om.] byang chub sems dpa’i smon lam 
gi dbang gis gsungs pa yin gyi / chu la sdig pa la sogs pa zad par byed pa’i nus pa yod pa 
ma yin te / ’di ltar ma dros pa’i mdo las / klu’i rgyal po ma dros pas las dang [PG om.] skye 
ba la dbang thob pa yongs su bzung nas / pa na sa zhes bya ba’i mtshe’u chen po’i nang 
du skye ba blangs par gyur te / de’i smon lam ni gang srog chags gang dang [PG om.] 
gang dag gis bdag gi [gis PG] mtshe’u ’di las ’bab [’ba’ P] par gyur pa’i chu klung rnams la 
*khrus byas* [bkrus PG] pa dang / ’thungs pa dang / zhugs nas gnas par byed pa de rnams 
la / de dag nyid [P206b] de rnams kyi byang chub kyi rgyur gyur la / de dag thams cad 
kyang rim gyis bdag gis sangs rgyas nyid [G170a] la ’god par gyur cig ces gsungs pa yin 
pas / de dag nyid dge ba’i bshes gnyen gyis yongs su bzung nas sangs rgyas su ’gyur ba la 
’gal ba yod pa ma yin no //  smyung [snyung PG] ba la sogs pa yang rig sngags spyod pa’i 
lus la sogs pa yongs su sbyangs nas / rig sngags bsgrub par bya ba’i phyir gsungs pa yin 
gyi [gyis PG] grol bar ’dod pa’i phyir ni ma yin no // ci ltar de lam gzhan yin / des na gtan 
tshigs kyi don ma grub pa nyid kyi skyon bzlog par dka’ ba yin no //

de ltar ni bden na yang theg pa chen por lam de dag nyid bstan kyang ’bras bu med 
pa yin te / sdug bsngal shes pas mya ngan las mi ’da’ bas / sdug bsngal la sogs pa’i bden 
pa mthong ba dang ’gal ba la sogs pa yod pa’i phyir ro zhe na /

de lta na ni dang por khyod kyis ston pa’i bka’ ’di blta bar bya ba yin te / de yang 
gang ’phags pa’i bden pa bzhi’i mnyam pa nyid gang yin pa de rnam par byang ba yin 
no zhes gsungs [D189b] pa’o // yang mnyam pa nyid gang zhe na / chos thams cad stong 
pa nyid yin te / dngos po med pa’i ngo bo nyid du ro gcig pa’i phyir ro // sdug bsngal la 
sogs pa rnams kyi stong pa nyid dpyad pa ni ’di yin te /

4.37 du˙khotpattinirodhokter nåjåtaµ du˙kham i∑yate /
 jåtaµ du˙khasvabhåvena ß¨nyaµ tat kiµ na g®hyate //

sdug bsngal skye ba bkag bstan pas // ma skyes sdug bsngal yin mi ’dod //
skyes pa sdug bsngal ngo bo na // de stong ci’i [ci yi D] phyir khas [D om.] mi len //

bdag dang gzhan dang gnyi ga dang / rgyu med pa las skye ba [G170b] bkag pas ma skyes 
pa la sdug bsngal gyi bden pa ji ltar gzung [bzung PG] bar bya / rgyu dang rkyen las kun 
tu byung zhing [zhin PG] skyes par mthong ba’i phung po lnga po’i rnam [rnams PG] pa 
’di dag ngo bo nyid kyis stong pa yin no zhes ci’i phyir nges par gzung [P207a] bar mi 
bya zhes bya ba ’di lta bu ni phyogs yin no //

yang gtan tshigs dang dpe ni /
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4.38ab saµsk®tatvåd yathå måyå skandhå vånåsravå yathå /

’dus byas yin phyir sgyu ma ’am // zag med phung po ji bzhin no //

skye ba la sogs pa’i sdug bsngal ni ngo bo nyid kyis stong pa’o zhes bya ba ni tshig lhag 
ma’o // de lta bas na ’di dag ni ngo bo nyid kyis /

4.38cd du˙khasatyamati˙ kiµ te samyagdarßamatir matå //

khyod kyi sdug bsngal bden ’dod [G om.] pa // yang dag lta ba’i blos ’dod pa //

bslu ba med pa ni bden pa yin par rigs kyi sdug bsngal gyi ngo bo cung zhig yod pa ni 
ma yin no // ’di ni ngo bo *nyid stong pa* [PG om.] nyid kyis bslu ba med pa yin pas / ’di 
ni sdug bsngal gyi bden pa nyid do zhes yang dag par blta bar bya’o zhes bya ba’i [ba ni 
PG] blo gang la yod pa de ni yang dag lta ba’i blo yin na [PG om.] / de gang gi phyir bslu 
ba med pa yin par ’dod /

gzhan yang /

4.39ab du˙khå ca vedanå du˙khaµ jåtyåder du˙khatå katham /

tshor ba sdug bsngal sdug bsngal yin // skye sogs sdug bsngal nyid ci ltar //

gang skyes pa na bral bar ’dun pa ’byung ba’i nyams su myong ba’i sdug bsngal ’di ma 
yin pa nyams su myong ba gzhan skye ba dang / rga ba dang / na ba dang / ’chi ba dang 
/ mya ngan la sogs pa rnams ci’i phyir sdug bsngal yin /

4.39cd vinåßas tasya du˙khaµ ca du˙khatvaµ hetumårgayo˙ //

mi rtag phyir na sdug bsngal na // rgyu dang lam yang sdug bsngal nyid //

gang dang gang mi rtag pa de dang de sdug [G171a] bsngal yin na kun ’byung ba dang 
lam yang sdug bsngal nyid yin par thal bar ’gyur ro // de ltar na ni sdug bsngal dang ’gog 
pa zhes bya ba bden pa gnyis su ’gyur ro //

4.40ab hetutvataß ced syåd du˙khaµ du˙khaµ samudayo bhavet //

sdug bsngal rgyu yin phyir zhe na // kun ’byung sdug bsngal nyid du ’gyur //

gang gi phyir skye ba la sogs pa rnams [D190a] sdug bsngal nyams su myong ba’i rgyur 
gyur pa *rnams kyang sdug bsngal nyid yin par* [yin pas D] rgyu la ’bras bu nye bar 
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btags nas skye ba la sogs pa yang sdug bsngal nyid du ’dod do zhe na / gang dang gang 
[P207b] sdug bsngal nyams su myong ba’i rgyur gyur pa de dang de sdug bsngal zhes bya 
ba ni / ma rig pa dang / sred pa dang las rnams la kun ’byung zhes bya ba’i sdug bsngal 
nyams su myong ba’i rgyur gyur pa rnams kyang sdug bsngal nyid du thal bar ’gyur ro 
// de ltar gyur na ni sdug bsngal nyid dang / ’gag  [’gog PG] pa dang / lam zhes bya ba 
bden pa gsum du ’gyur ro //

gzhan yang /

4.40cd våkyatvåc cåpi du˙khasya tajjñånaµ du˙khadh¥˙ katham //

sdug bsngal nyid ni tshig tsam phyir // de shes ci [ji P] ltar sdug bsngal shes //

btags pa dang tshig tsam dang kun rdzob dang nye bar btags pa zhes bya ste / tshig tsam 
du nye bar btags pa nyid ni tshig tsam zhes bya ba’i tshig go // skye ba la sogs pa rnams 
ngo bo nyid kyis [kyi PG] sdug bsngal ma yin yang / tshig tsam du tha snyad kyis nye 
bar btags nas sdug bsngal zhes rjod [brjod PG] par byed na ni gang dang gang skye ba 
la sogs pa sdug bsngal shes pa [PG om.] de dang de yang nye bar btags pa ma [pa PG] yin 
gyi / yang dag pa [PG add pa] ma yin pas de bden pa nyid du ji [G171b] ltar ’gyur /

de lta bu’i sdug bsngal la sogs pa shes pa ni don ji lta ba bzhin ma yin par tshad mas 
kyang bsgrub par bya ste /

4.41 na du˙khavi∑ayaµ jñånaµ tattva†a˙ satyam i∑yate /
 du˙khatas tatparijñånåd yathå vedhådidu˙khadh¥˙ //

sdug bsngal yul can shes pa de // de nyid du na bden pa min //
sdug bsngal nyid du de shes phyir // phug sogs sdug bsngal blo bzhin no //

’di ni sdug bsngal lo zhes gang shes pa skye bar ’gyur ba de ni yang dag pa nyid du bden 
pa ma yin te / des sdug bsngal gyi rnam par yongs su shes pa’i phyir dper na dmyal 
ba pa [PG om.] ’am / gang g.yul du zhugs pa rnams mda’ dang / mdung dang / ral gyi 
rnon pos phug cing bcad pa dang / *bsnun pa* [sgyogs PG] la sogs pas gsnad par byas 
pa la sogs pa’i bde ba’i mi mthun par gyur pa’i sdug bsngal de lta bu dang ldan pa’i blo 
bzhin no //

de ltar sdug bsngal gyi bden pa bkag nas ’byung gyi bden pa dgag par brtsam par 
bya ste / [P208a]

4.42 hetur na du˙khahetutvåd yukta˙ samudayåtmaka˙ /
 yathå kha∂gåbhighåtådi caittatvåd våpi mårgavat //

rgyu ni sdug bsngal rgyu nyid du // mi rigs kun ’byung bdag nyid phyir //
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ral gris gshags [bshags PG] sogs bzhin [D190b] du ’am // sems ’byung yin 
phyir lam bzhin no //

ma rig pa dang / sred pa dang / las [lus PG] zhes bya ba gang rnams sdug bsngal gyi rgyur 
’dod pa de rnams ni ’di dag kun tu ’byung ba’i phyir kun ’byung yin na [no PG] zhes bya bar 
mi rigs te / sdug bsngal gyi rgyur gyur pa yin pa’i phyir / ral gris gshags [bshags G] pa la 
sogs pa sdug bsngal gyi rgyur gyur pa bzhin no // yang na kun ’byung yang sems las byung 
ba yin pa’i phyir / ’phags pa’i lam yan lag brgyad pa sdug bsngal ’byung ba’i rgyu ma [G172a] 
yin pa bzhin no //

de bzhin du /

4.43 na du˙khahetuvi∑ayå du˙khådyåkårabodhata˙ /
 matis tathyå matå yadvat tadanyå du˙khahetudh¥˙ //

sdug bsngal rgyu yi yul can gyi // blo de brdzun [rdzun PG] pa nyid du ’dod //
rgyu sogs rnam par rtog [rtogs PG] pa’i phyir // sdug bsngal rgyu yi blo can 
bzhin //

gang dang gang sdug bsngal gyi rgyu’i yul can gyi blo yin pa de dang de ni yang dag par 
bden pa ma yin te / sdug bsngal gyi rgyus sdug bsngal rab tu ’byung ba yin no zhes des 
rtogs pa’i phyir dper na ral gris gshags pa la sogs pa la ’di ni sdug bsngal gyi rgyu yin no 
zhes rtog pa’i blo bzhin no //

kun ’byung ba rab tu bkag nas ’gog pa’i bden pa dgag par bya ba’i phyir /

4.44ab ajåte na nirodho ‘sti pråguktaprati∑edhata˙ /

skye med ’gag pa yod min te // sngar smras pa yi dgag pa nyid //

ces bya ba smras te / sngar bstan bcos ’di nyid du skye ba thams cad re zhig bkag pas de’i 
phyir ma skyes pa la ’gag pa yang med par rab tu bsgrubs [bsgrub PG] pa yin te / de med 
na yang dag par ni ’gog pa nyid kyang yod pa ma yin na de bden pa’i don yin par lta ga 
la ’gyur / de lta bas na /

4.44cd jåter ni∑edhån nåjåte˙ khapu∑pasyeva yujyate //

skyes pa ’gags [’gag PG] na ma skyes la // nam mkha’i me tog bzhin mi rigs //

skyes pa nyid ni kun rdzob tu ’gag pa’i rgyur gyur pa yin te / kong bu dang snum dang 
[P208b] sdong bu la sogs pa tshogs pa las mar me ’byung la / rkyen dang bral bar gyur 
pa las ’gog par mthong ba bzhin no // yang na nam mkha’i me tog la sogs pa rnams ni 
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skye ba med pas ’gag pa yang med pa nyid du bstan pa yin te / de’i phyir na ma skyes pa la 
’gag pa yod par ga la ’gyur /

gzhan yang /

4.45 niruddhaß ca nirodha˙ syåt so ‘jåto janmanå yadå /  
 ne∑yate kiµ tadå vidvån tvam anyaµ satyato vada //  

gang tshe skye [G172b] bas de ma skyes // ’gog pa nyid kyis ’gog yin par /
mi ’dod de tshe mkhas pa khyod // ci zhig bden par yod pa smros //

skyes par [D191a] gyur pa’i dngos po’i ’gag par ’gyur ba la ’gag pa zhes bya ba yin pas 
dngos po nyams par ’gyur ba la [PG om.] ’gag pa zhes bya ba’i tshig tu brjod par gyur 
[’gyur PG] na / gang de skye ba nyid du ma skyes par bdag gis bsgrubs zin pa ste [de PG] 
/ kye mkhas par nga rgyal byed pa khyod de la ci zhig yang dag par bden pa nyid du yod 
pa de smra dgos so //

yang na skye ba med kyang de kho na nyid du ’gog pa khyod ’dod na de lta bu de 
’gegs par byed pa’i rjes su dpag par byed pa bya ba nyid de /

4.46 naivåjåtanirodho ‘pi nirodha˙ paramårthata˙ /
 anutpannanirodhatvåd aprasaµkhyånirodhavat //

ma skyes pa yi ’gog pa yang // yang dag tu na ’gog pa min //
ma skyes pa yi ’gog yin phyir // so sor brtags [rtags PG] min ’gog pa bzhin //

gang ’gog la mi ’bral ba de ni so sor brtags pa ma yin pa’i ’gog pa yin la / de ni bden pa 
ma yin te / shes rab kyis [kyi PG] mngon [sngon PG] du ma byas na yang ngo bo nyid kyis 
skad cig ma’i ’jig [’jigs D] pas ’jig pa’i ’dus byas thams cad kyi ’gog pa yod pas so // gang 
shes rab kyis [kyi PG] so sor brtags nas ’gog pa thob pa de dag [PG om.] ni so sor brtags 
pa’i ’gog pa ste / des ni ’bral bar byed pa yin pas yang dag pa yin te / shes rab sngon du 
song ba’i phyir ro // de dag gnyi ga yang skye ba med pa’i ngo bo nyid la ’gog pa yin par 
brtags [G173a] pa yin [D om.] de la ni so sor brtags [P209a] pa ma yin pa’i ’gog pa bzhin du 
so sor brtags pa’i ’gog pa yang don dam pa pa ma yin no zhes rig par bya ba yin no //

de ltar ’gog pa’i bden pa bkag nas lam gyi bden pa yang dgag par bya ba’i phyir /

4.47 nirodhåsambhavåd eva kiµ mårgo mårgate tava /
 ajåtaß ca kathaµ mårgas tasya kiµ pråpayi∑yati //

’gog pa ngo bo nyid med na // khyod kyi lam gyis ci zhig len //
ma skyes lam yang ji ltar yin // gang gis ci zhig thob par byed //
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’gog pa thob par byed pa’i rgyu ni lam yin par ’dod na gang gi tshe de ltar brtags [brtag 
D] par byas pa na ’gog pa’i ngo bo nyid kyang yod pa ma yin pa de’i tshe ci zhig tshol 
zhing thob par byed na lam zhes bya ba’i sgra rjod par byed / lam ’di yang rang gi ngo 
bor ma skyes pas ma skyes pa’i rnal ’byor gang gis ma skyes pa’i ’gog pa’i bden pa gang 
zhig ’thob par ’gyur /

tshad mas kyang ’di ltar bsgrub [bsgrubs PG] ste [te PG] /

4.48 nåpavargåptaye mårga˙ saµsk®tatvåt tadanyavat /
 nirodhålambanatvåd vå yathetaranirodhadh¥˙ //

lam gyi ngan grol thob min te // ’dus byas yin phyir gzhan bzhin nam //
’gog pa la ni dmigs pa’i phyir // de las gzhan pa’i ’gog pa bzhin //

ngan pa zhes bya ba ni smad [dmad PG] pa ste / ’dod pa dang / [D191b] gzugs dang / 
gzugs med pa’i khams la brten pa’i sems so // spangs pa’i phyir ngan grol te thar ba’o 
[pa’o PG] // de thob par ’gyur ba’i  rgyu ni lam ma yin te / ’dus byas yin pa’i phyir dge ba 
bcu zhes bya ba mtho ris kyi lam bzhin nam / ’gog pa mngon du bya ba’i phyir goms par 
byed pa’i lam ’di ni ’gog pa la dmigs par byed pa nyid yin pas ’gog pa la dmigs pa yin pa’i 
[G173b] phyir so sor brtags pa ma yin pa’i ’gog pa’i [G add ’gog  pa’i] blo bzhin no //

yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa’i lam rnams so sor dgag par bya ba’i phyir /

4.49 såmånyålambanatvåd vå saµsk®tatvåd athåpi vå /
 du˙khådidarßanaµ mithyå mithyåjñånavad i∑yatåm //

spyi la dmigs pa yin phyir ram // ’dus byas yin phyir de bzhin du //
sdug bsngal la sogs mthong ba brdzun // brdzun pa’i shes pa bzhin du ’dod //

ces bya ba [P209b] smras te / gang sdug bsngal yang sdug bsngal nyid du / kun ’byung 
yang kun ’byung nyid du / ’gog pa yang ’gog pa nyid du shes pa ni yang dag pa’i lta ba 
yin no // de la sdug bsngal la sogs pa mthong ba zhes bya ba ni chos can no // de’i chos 
brdzun pa nyid ni bsgrub par bya ba’o // mi rtag pa dang / bdag med pa dang / stong pa 
la sogs pa spyi la dmigs pa’i phyir ram / rgyu dang rkyen gyis mngon par ’dus byas pa’i 
phyir zhes bya ba ni gtan tshigs so // brdzun pa’i shes pa bzhin no zhes bya ba ni dpe 
yin no //

4.50 etena samyaksaµkalpavyåyåmådim®∑åtvata˙ /
 mårgasatyaµ na satyaµ te yujyate paramårthata˙ //

’dis ni yang dag rtog pa dang // rtsol ba sogs kyang brdzun nyid phyir //
lam gyi bden pa don dam du // mi bden par ni grub pa yin //
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yang dag pa’i [pa yi PG] rtog pa dang / yang dag pa’i [pa yi PG] rtsol ba dang / yang 
dag pa’i ’tsho [tsho PG] ba dang / yang dag pa’i las kyi mtha’ dang / yang dag pa’i dran 
pa dang / yang dag pa’i ting nge ’dzin la sogs pa ni kun rdzob yin gyi don dam par ni 
brdzun pa yin te / spyi la dmigs pa yin pa’i phyir ram / ’dus byas yin pa’i phyir phyin ci 
log gi rtog pa bzhin no // de ltar byas na lam gyi bden pa ni [G174a] don dam par bden 
pa ma yin no zhes bya bar grub pa’o [po PG] //

de ltar ji ltar byas na lam bden pa nyid du rigs [rig PG] pa yin /

4.51 bhåvanåtas tathåyuktå yuktå du˙khådyadarßanåt /
 d®ßyasyåd®ßyar¨peˆa sarvadå hi tathåsthite˙ //

des na bsgom de mi rigs la // sdug bsngal la sogs ma mthong rigs //
mthong ba rnams kyi ma mthong gzugs // thams cad du yang de bzhin gnas //

dngos po la mngon par zhen pa khyed kyi nyan thos kyi theg par lam bsgom pa ji ltar [lta ba 
D] bstan pa de bdag gis brtag pa’i rim [D192a] pa ’dis de dag yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa’i 
rnam pa des theg pa chen por rigs pa ma yin no // sdug bsngal la sogs pa rnams mthong ba 
med pa’i bsgom pa ni rigs [rig PG] pa yin pa’i phyir ro // ci ltar zhe na / mthong ba ste / sdug 
[P210a] bsngal la sogs pa’i rang gi ngo bo yongs su ma rdzogs pa rnams kyi’o // ma mthong 
gzugs zhes bya *ba ni* [ba’i P] dngos po med pa’i ngo bo nyid do // de ni thams cad du ste / 
dus kun tu de’i rnam [rnams P] pa de bzhin du rab tu gnas pa yin no [te PG] //

gzhan gyi bsam pa blangs nas phyogs snga ma nye bar ’god par byed pa ni /

4.52 athåpi drugdhabuddhe˙ syåt kasyacin na tu bålavat /
 na satyådarßanåd i∑†o mok∑o ‘pi bhavatåm iti //

gal te blo ngan ’ga’ zhig ni // bden pa mthong ba mi ’dod phyir //
khyod ni thar par rigs min te [ste D] // byis pa’i skye bo bzhin zhe na /

zhes bya ba smras te / sdug bsngal la sogs pa’i bden pa mthong ba la sdang ba’i theg pa 
chen po pa rnams ni thar par rigs pa ma yin te / bden pa mthong ba med pa’i phyir byis 
pa so so’i skye bo bzhin no // nyan thos kyi theg pa [G174b] pa gang dag rma btod [gtod 
PG] pa’i bsam [bsams P] pas de skad du [D om.] smra bar byed pa de dag la lan brjod par 
bya ba’i phyir /

4.53 du˙khataddu˙khyanutpåde kasya ko mok∑am icchati /
 muktir måyåk®tavat2 så bhråntyåvedhån nigadyate //

2 L måyåk®tatvåt.
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sdug bsngal des sdug ma skyes phyir // su zhig thar pa ga [gang PG] la ’dod //
grol ba’ang sgyu ma byas pa bzhin // ’khrul pa’i dbang gis bstan pa yin //

sngar bstan pa’i rigs pas sdug bsngal skye ba med pa yin pa’i phyir / sdug bsngal des 
sdug bsngal bar gyur pa yang [yin PG] skye ba med pa yin la su zhig skye ba med pa’i 
’khor ba na bsdams pa yod nas / skye ba med pa’i nges par ’byung ba gang zhig yod pa 
la ’dod pa skyed par byed / ’on kyang rgyu dang rkyen gzhan gyi dbang la brdzun pa’i 
bdag nyid mi bden pa’i kun tu rtog pa’i ’ching bas bcings pa dag sgyu ma byas pa bzhin 
du ’khrul pa’i dbang gis grol bar brjod par bya’i / don dam par ni su yang bcings pa ’am 
thar pa yod pa ma yin no //

de bzhin du yang /

4.54 sarvathådarßanån muktir du˙khåd¥nåµ yato matå /
 d®∑†åntåsambhavas tasmåt tathå hetor asiddhatå //

sdug bsngal la sogs gang dag rnams // gtan du ma mthong grol bar ’dod //
de phyir dpe yang yod min la // de bzhin gtan tshigs ma grub nyid // [P210b]

sdug bsngal la sogs pa rnams rnam pa gang gis kyang gtan du ma mthong ba ni grol 
ba yin no zhes bya ba ni [PG om.] theg pa chen po’i phyogs ’di la bstan pa yin te / de’i 
mthong ba med pa de ni chos tsam mthong ba’i nyan thos la sogs pa’i yul ma yin pa’i 
phyir gang phyogs snga mar slob ma’i byang chub [D192b] bzhin zhes bya ba’i dpe nye 
[G175a] bar bstan pa’i dpe yang yod pa ma yin la / de bzhin du lam bsgom pa phul du 
byung bas bstan [ston PG] pa’i rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid kyi ye shes ’byung ba 
yin gyi / dbang po khyad par du ’phags pas ni ma yin te / des na dbang po khyad par du 
’phags pa zhes bya ba’i gtan tshigs bdag cag la smras pa ’di ma grub pa yin no //

lam gyi khyad par gzhan bstan pa yin no zhes bya ba’i gtan tshigs kyang ’di ltar ma 
grub pa yin te / ji lta zhe na /

4.55 ayam eva yato mårga˙ samyagd®∑†ipura˙sara˙ /
 mahåyåne ‘pi nirdi∑†as tasmåd dhetor asiddhatå //

yang dag lta ba sngon ’gro ba’i // ji ltar ’byung ba’i lam ’di nyid //
theg chen du yang nyer bstan pas // de phyir gtan tshigs ma grub nyid //

yang dag pa’i lta ba la sogs pa’i rnam pa’i mtshan nyid ji lta ba nyid kyis [kyi PG] kun 
rdzob tu bsgom par bya ba yin la / de kho na nyid rtogs pa’i dus su ni mthong ba med pa 
la sogs pa’i rnam par bsgom par bya ba yin pas des na theg pa chen po ’dir bsgom pa bye 
brag tu bstan pa yin gyi / yang lam gzhan ni ma yin pas de’i phyir lam gzhan nye bar 
bstan pas zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i gtan tshigs ma grub pa yin no // de lta bas na /
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bden pa gnyis la nyer brten nas // sangs rgyas rnams kyi chos bstan te //
’jig rten kun rdzob bden pa dang // don dam nyid kyi bden pa’o //

bcom ldan ’das kyi [kyis D] rtsom pa ni ’jig rten la phan *pa yin* [PG om.] pa’i phyir 
yin pas de kho na nyid mchog tu ’dzin par mi mdzad kyi mi mthun pa’i phyogs [G175b] 
nyon mongs pa dang bral ba dang rjes su [P211a] mthun [’thun PG] pa nyid dang / sems 
can g.yeng ba’i bsam pa can la bltos nas don kha cig yang dag pa [par PG] ma yin du zin 
kyang don dam pa nyid du rnam par byang ba dang rjes su mthun par rjes su ston par 
mdzad de / ji [de PG] lta bu zhe na / gsungs pa / dge slong rnams khyed rnams kyis [kyi 
PG] ’di ltar bud med ma dang ’dra bar mthong na ni ma’i ’du shes bskyed par bya’o // de 
bzhin du sring mo dang ’dra ba’i bud med dam bu mo dang ’dra ba’i bud med mthong 
ba na bu mo’i ’du shes nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] par bya’o zhes bya ba dang de bzhin du 
sems can rdzus [brdzus PG] te skye ba yod do zhes bya ba dang / gang zag gcig ’jig rten 
du byung bar gyur cing byung na zhes bya ba dang / sems can thams cad ni zas kyi gnas 
so zhes bya ba dang / nga ni rgas shing ’khogs so zhes bya ba lta bu dag go //

ji ltar dri ma kha [D193a] cig ni sa dang thal ba dang lci ba la sogs pa’i dri mas dag 
par byed par nus la / du ba dang snum dang ’dam la sogs pa’i dri ma kha cig ni nye bar 
sogs par byed pa yin pa de bzhin du rnam par rtog pa yang phan pa dang mi phan pa’i 
rgyu nyid du ’gyur ba yin te / ’di ltar bla ma’i chung ma la ma dang sring mo ltar rnam 
par rtog pa ni phan pa’i rgyu yin la / de nyid la chung mar mi bden par btags pa ni mi 
’dod pa dang rjes su ’brel pa yin no // ’dir gsungs pa /

mkhas pas dri ma dang bral na // gos ni shin tu dag par ’gyur //
de bzhin dngos po kun rdzob tu // [G176a] kun rdzob mchog tu dbral ba yin //

zhes kyang gsungs so //
gzhan yang de bzhin gshegs pa nyid rnam pa sna tshogs sprul pa’i sbyor bas legs par 

gsungs pa ’jig rten du grags par mdzad pa yin no zhes bya bar /

4.56 vedånte ca hi yat s¨ktaµ tat sarvaµ buddhabhå∑itam /
 d®∑†åntany¨natå tasmåt saµdigdhaµ vå par¥k∑yatåm //

rigs byed mtha’ yang legs bstan gang // de kun sangs rgyas gsungs pa yin //
de phyir dpe ni ma [P211b] grub ste // the tshom za na brtag par gyis //

zhes bya ba smras te / theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyis gsungs pa ma yin te / rig byed 
mtha’ pa’i lta ba bzhin no zhes sngar gang smras pa de la rig byed kyi mtha’ dper brjod 
pa ni bsgrub bya’i nang du ’dus pas bsgrub bya dpe ma grub pa’i skyon yod do //

ma yin te / srog gcod pa dang / ma byin par len pa sogs pa ngan par smras pa mang 
po smra bar byed pa’i rig byed kyi yan lag de dag dper ’gyur ro zhe na /
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theg pa chen por de lta bu ma bstan pas skyon yod pa ma yin no // theg pa chen po 
ni gtsug lag gsum gyi gsung rab dang yang ’gal ba yang ma yin la / chos nyid dang yang 
[P om.] ’gal bar bstan pa yang med de / ji ltar sngar bsgrubs [bsgrub PG] pa bzhin no 
// gang sangs rgyas kyi bka’ dang mi ’gal ba’i legs par smras pa’i rig byed ni gzung bar 
bya ba yin la nyes par smras pa ni gzung bar bya ba ma yin te / the tshom za na yongs 
su dpyod cing de lta bas na rigs pa ni gzung bar bya ba la / mi rigs pa ni gzung bar bya 
ba ma yin no //

gang yang rgyu dang ’bras bu la skur pa [G176b] ’debs pas theg pa chen po pa ni med 
par lta ba dang ’dra’o zhes zer ba de la lan gdab par bya /

4.57 sadasatkalpanåpo∂haprajñåcåravihåriˆåm /
 d®∑†i˙ kasya kutaß ce∑†å phalahetvapavådikå //

yod dang med pa’i rtog bral zhing // shes rab spyod pas gnas pa la // [D193b]
rgyu dang ’bras bu skur ’debs pa’i // lta ba gang yod ’dod pa gang //

zhes bya ba gsungs te / gal te bdag cag yod pa’i phyogs spangs te med pa’i phyogs len par 
byed na ni med pa pa nyid yin na ’di ltar bdag cag yod pa dang med pa’i mtha’ *gnyis ka* 
[gnyi ga PG] btang nas dbu mar sgrub [bsgrub PG] par bzung ba la dngos po yod pa ma 
yin te / de ni so so rang gis rig par bya ba yin na de la ji ltar na bdag cag med par lta ba 
pa yin no zhes sgro ’dogs par byed / gang gi phyir shes rab la spyod [P212a] pas yod pa 
dang med pa’i rtog pa dang bral bar byed pa de ni yod pa [PG om.] dang med pa’i rtog 
pa dang bral zhing shes rab spyod pa ste / gang dag la ngang tshul ’di rnams yod pa de 
ni yod pa’i rtog pa dang bral zhing shes rab spyod pas gnas pa la’o // de dag ni yod pa 
dang med pa dang gnyi ga’i mtha’ spangs pas lta ba la mngon par zhen cing dngos po ci 
zhig mngon par ’dzin pa skye bar ’gyur te / sgro ’dogs pa dang skur pa ’debs pa’i mtha’ 
mngon par spangs pa la don dam pa nyid du rgyu dang ’bras bu la skur pa ’debs pa’i lta 
ba ’di lta bu yod pa ma yin no //

kun rdzob tu ni /

4.58 heto˙ phalena sambandho yathå loke prat¥yate /
 tathå ni∑idhyate nåsåv ato hetor asiddhatå //

rgyu dang ’bras bu ’brel pa dag // ’jig rten grags pa ji lta bar //
de bzhin de ni ’gog pa min // de phyir gtan tshigs ma grub nyid //

’jig [G177a] rten ’di yang med / ’jig rten pha rol yang med / legs par byas pa dang nyes 
par byas pa’i las rnams kyi ’bras bu rnam par smin pa yang med ces bya ba’i log par lta ba 
spangs nas ’jig rten ’di yang yod / legs par byas pa dang nyes par byas pa’i las rnams kyi 
’bras bu rnam par smin pa yang yod do zhes bya bar [ba PG] rang gis nye bar bsags pa’i las 
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rnams yongs su smin par gyur pa thob nas dus gzhan ’bras bu nyams su myong ngo zhes 
’jig rten la ji ltar grags pa de ni bdag cag gis kyang mi ’gog pas de’i phyir na bdag cag la 
rgyu dang ’bras bu la skur pa ’debs pa’i gtan tshigs smras pa de ma grub pa nyid do //

med par lta ba mdor bsdu [bsdus PG] na // ’bras bu med de de bzhin las //
bsod nams med pa ngan ’gro ba // log par lta ba zhes brjod do //
yod par lta ba mdor bsdu na // ’bras bu yod do las rnams kyi //  
bsod nams bde ’gro’i rgyu mthun pa // yang dag lta bas ’di dran [D194a] bya //
med pa la [pa PG] ni ngan ’gror ’gro // med las gzhan la bzang ’gro ste //
gnyi ga yongs [P212b] su spangs pa yi // gnyis med brten pa thar bar ’gyur //  

zhes kyang gsungs pas / des na gnyis su med par smra ba bdag cag ni med pa pa ma yin 
no // ’di dag nyid sgrub par byed pa dbu ma’i rtsa ba las kyang bstan te /

dbu mar smra ba rnams med pa pa dang ’dra’o zhes bya ba de tha snyad kyi dus sam 
de kho na nyid mthong ba’i dus [PG om.] gang la brtag par bya / de la re zhig med pa pa 
ni tha snyad kyi dus [G177b] kyi rgyu dang ’bras bu la skur pa ’debs pa la mngon par zhen 
cing [zhing PG] dkar po’i phyogs ma lus pa drungs nas phyung zhing mi dge ba’i lam [las 
D] thams cad la zhugs nas yang dag pa’i tha snyad kyi bden pa la gnod pa yin na bdag 
cag ni sgyu ma dang smig sgyu tsam du btags pa’i rgyu dang ’bras bu ’brel pa la skur pa 
yang mi ’debs pas mi dge ba’i lam la zhugs pa yang ma yin zhing [cing PG] / zag pa dang 
bcas pa’i phung po ’di las yang srid pa’i phung po ’byung bar mi ’dod pa yang ma yin pas 
phung po rnams ni phung po gzhan ’gag pa sngon du song ba las da ltar gyi dang ma 
’ongs pa’i ’byung bar mi sgrub pa yang ma yin te / de lta bas na sgyu ma dang rmi lam 
bzhin du ’dod pas tha snyad kyi dus na med pa dang bdag cag ’dra ba ma yin no //

de kho na nyid mthong ba’i dus na yang ma yin te / ’di ltar yang med pa pa rnams 
kyi med pa ni med pa’i yul can gyi rnam par shes pa skyed par byed cing dngos po’i don 
thams cad la skur pa ’debs par byed pa’i phyir phyin ci log gi shes pas de tshul khrims 
’chal ba’i dri mas bsgos [bgos PG] par gyur pas sdug bsngal zhi bar mi ’gyur ro // bdag 
cag gi de kho nyid mthong ba’i dus na ni gang gi phyir gzugs la sogs pa’i dngos po’i yul 
la sngar bden pa’i blo skyes par gyur pa de gzugs la sogs pa’i dngos po de dag stong pa 
nyid du rtogs pa’i phyir ’di ni gzugs la sogs pa’i dngos po bden pa’o [P213a] snyam pa de 
ldog [G178a] par ’gyur ro // don gyi shugs kyis byung ba’i blo med pa’i blo yang ’jug par 
mi ’gyur te / gzugs la sogs pa’i yul ’di ni med pa yin no zhes bya ba’i blo de yang don 
dam pa ji lta ba bzhin gyi don dam pa ma yin te / blo yin [D194b] pa’i phyir yod pa’i blo 
bzhin no zhes bya ba ni sun dbyung ba yin no //

yang na srid par snang ba gang la blo skye bar ’gyur ba dgag par bya / de la med pa’i 
blo ’byung ba’i skabs yod par ’gyur ba ’di ltar dgag par bya ba’i ngo bo med pa’i phyir 
mi bden par rtog [rtogs PG] pa’i sgo nas med pa’i blo yang ldog par ’gyur ro // ’phrog 
pa med pa’i shes rab kyi spyod pa la gnas pa dang / rab tu dben par gyur pa la med do 
zhes bya ba blo yang skye bar mi ’gyur bas med pa zhes bya ba’i sgra tsam yang mthun 
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pa yang med pa pa dang / dbu mar smra ba la yod pa ma yin no // ston pa’i dus na yang 
yod pa nyid dgag pa tsam byed kyi med pa nyid sgrub pa ni ma yin pas yungs kar dang 
ri rab bzhin du khyad par shin tu che bar yod pa yin te / ji skad du /

’di ni yod nyid ’gog pa ste // med nyid yongs su ’dzin pa min //
sngon po min zhes brjod pa yis // dkar po yin zhes brjod dam ci //

zhes gsungs pas / de’i phyir na lta ba rnam pa gnyi ga yang spros pa ma lus pa spangs 
pas zhi ba’i bde ba ’dod pa’i mkhas pa rnams la sdug bsngal du ’gyur ba yin no // ci ltar 
zhe na / gzugs dang gzugs med pa na spyod pa dang / ’jig [G178b] rten las ’das pa’i dge ba 
dang mi dge ba dang lung du ma bstan par [pa PG] rab tu thob pa’i bdag nyid kyi dngos 
po gang dag gis tha snyad du bya bar ’os pa de dag gal te ’dir rang rang gi ngo bor [bo 
PG] don dam par yod par gyur na ni dge ba dang mi dge ba’i chos bskyed pa dang mi 
bskyed pa’i phyir ’bad pa [P213b] don med par ’gyur te / bden par yod pa’i phyir yod par 
gyur pa’i bum pa dang / ras yug bzhin te bde ba can yang bde ba’i khyad par las nyams 
par mi ’gyur la / sdug bsngal can yang sdug bsngal las nyams par mi ’gyur te / rtsig ngos 
la bris pa’i ri mo bzhin du skye ba dang na tshod dang tshad dang spyod lam gyi khyad 
par ji lta ba bzhin du srog chags rnams la rjes su ’brel bar ’gyur ro // ’on te med pa’i ngo 
bo nyid yin na yang khams gsum pa dang / ’jig rten las ’das pa’i dge ba dang mi dge ba’i 
chos rnams bskyed pa dang mi bskyed pa’i phyir ’bad pa don med pa yang de bzhin te / 
sems can med pa’i phyir ji ltar ri bong gi rva rno bar sgrub pa de [PG om.] bzhin te des 
[D195a] ni tha snyad chad par thal bar ’gyur ro // 

gang gi phyir lta ba ngan pa’i rab rib kyis [kyi PG] blo gros kyi mig nyams par gyur 
pa la ’di skad ces /

gang gis srid rnams yod nyid dang // med pa nyid mthong blo dman pa //
des ni mthong ba’i nyer zhi dang // zhi ba mthong ba ma yin no //

zhes brjod pa dang / mdo sde las kyang ’di skad du gsungs te /

gang gis yod nyid sgrub [bsgrub PG] pa yi // [G179a] rkyen nyid gang phyir 
med pa la //
lta ngan yod par smra ba yi [yis PG] // med dang yod par rab tu bstan //
de bzhin yod med yod med min // gang tshe ’jig rten ’di mthong ba //
de tshe sems ni ldog gyur nas // bdag med par ni rtogs [rtog PG] par ’gyur //

zhes gsungs pa dang / de bzhin du

’od srungs yod ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ gcig ste med ces bya ba ’di ni mtha’ 
gnyis pa’o // gang mtha’ ’di gnyis kyi dbus de ni gzugs med pa / bltar med pa 
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/ phrad pa med pa / snang ba med pa / dam [P214a] pas shes par bya ba ma 
yin pa / gnas pa med pa / rten [brten PG] med pa ’di ni dbu mar sgrub pa chos 
rnams kyi yang dag pa la so sor rtog pa zhes bya’o

zhes bya ba dang / de bzhin du

ka ta ya na gang ’jig rten ’’di ni khyad par las kyang khyad par can du ’gyur bar 
’dod pa nye bar bzung [gzungs P, gzung G] bas [pas P] ’di lta ste / yod pa dang 
med pa la rten par byed pa chos ’di ni yod pa yang ma yin / med pa yang ma yin

zhes gsungs pa dang / de bzhin du

kun dga’ bo yod ces zer ba ni rtag pa nyid du ltung bar ’gyur ro // med pa ni 
chad par ro // gang mtha’ ’di gnyis spangs nas dbu ma’i bsgrub pas de bzhin 
gshegs pa chos ston par mdzad de / ’di lta ste ’di yod na ’di ’byung

zhes bya ba la sogs pa gsungs pas / dbu mar sgrub pa la brten pa’i theg pa chen po pa 
dbu mar smra ba rnams ni med pa pa ma yin no // de ltar na dpe ma grub pas bsgrub par 
bya ba rjes su ’jug pa ma yin no // 

gang yang theg pa chen po ni sangs rgyas kyi bka’ [G179b] ma yin te / mngon sum 
la sogs pa dang ’gal ba’i phyir ro zhes zer ba de yang rigs pa ma yin te / gang gi phyir /

4.59 såµv®taµ båladh¥gråhyaµ vastu pratyak∑agocaram /
 pragvad atra samådhånåt tadbådhåpi na bådhikå //

dngos po mngon sum spyod yul gyi // kun rdzob byis pas bzung ba ’di // 
[D195b] ’dir lan yang snga ma bzhin // de yi gnod pas mi gnod [’god P] do //

mngon sum gyi gnod pa bskyed par ’dod pa gang gis kyang mngon sum mngon sum 
zhes bya ba nyid nye bar btags nas gdod brtsad par rigs pa yin no // don dam pa nyid 
du na dbang po ni sems pa med pa yin pa dang / ’du byed rnams kyang bems [bem PG] 
po yin pa’i phyir dang / skad cig ma yin pa’i phyir dbang po rnams kyi rnam par shes 
pa rnams kyi [la PG] yul la nye bar dmigs pa’i nus pa yod pa ma yin no // ’on kyang 
kun rdzob tu mig dang gzugs la brten nas mig gi [P214b] rnam par shes pa zhes bya ba 
’byung ba dang / yul yang kun rdzob kho na ste / byis pa’i blos bzung ba la mngon sum 
zhes nye bar gdags so // don dam par ni mthong ba med pa nyid de kho na nyid mthong 
ba yin te / ji ltar sngar /

mig gi dbang po’i gzung ba ni // don dam nyid du gzugs min te //
bsags pa’i phyir na sgra bzhin nam // yang na ’byung las gyur pa bzhin //
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zhes bya ba la sogs pas bsgrubs pa yin no //
ji ltar ’jig rten dang ’gal ba yang med pa de ltar brjod par bya ste /

4.60 vidvann¥tivicåre hi na prat¥ti˙ prabådhate /
 yathå niråtmakå dharmå˙ k∑aˆikåß ceti jalpata˙ //

mkhas pa’i lugs kyis [kyi PG] brtags pa la // grags pas gnod pa ma yin te //
ji ltar chos bdag med pa dang // skad cig ma zhes brjod pa bzhin //

gal te [G180a] bdag cag gis chos thams cad don dam par skye ba med pa la sogs par smras 
pa la grags pas gnod par gyur na ni / de lta na sde pa gzhan gyis smras pa’i chos thams 
cad bdag med pa dang / skad cig ma’o zhes bya ba la yang grags pas gnod par ’gyur ro // 
gal te de la grags pa dang ’gal bas gnod par mi ’gyur ro zhe na ni bdag cag gis chos rnams 
skye ba med pa’o zhes smra ba la yang ’jig rten gyi grags pa dang ’gal ba ci zhig yod //

rjes su dpag pas kyang ’jig rten gyi grags pa dang ’gal ba yod pa [par PG] ma yin par 
bstan te / gang gi phyir /

4.61 na r¨patattvaµ bålånåµ vi∑ayatvam upårcchati /
 adhyåtmavidyåsaµskåråt tadyathåtmådiß¨nyatå //

gzugs kyi de nyid byis rnams kyi [kyis PG] // yul nyid ’gyur ba ma yin te //
nang la rig pa ma sbyangs phyir // bdag sogs stong pa ji bzhin no //

gang gzugs la sogs pa’i don dam pa de ni byis pa rnams kyi yul du ’gyur ba ma yin te /  
lus kyi dbang po dang *blo ni* [blo’i na D] bdag go // bdag [D196a] gi [gis PG] dbang du 
byas pas nang ste / nang gi bdag nyid la rig pa gang yin pa’o // de goms par ma byas pas 
na ma sbyangs pa ste / nang la rig pa ma sbyangs pa de’i phyir [P215a] na nang la rig pa 
ma sbyangs pa zhes bya ste / gang dang gang nang la rig pa sbyangs pa med pa’i byis pa 
de dang de dag gi yul du ’gyur ba ma yin te / dper na bdag la sogs pa’i stong pa bzhin 
no // byis pa rnams bdag tu nga rgyal ba dang / bdag tu rmongs pa dang / bdag la chags 
pa’i dbang du gyur pa rnams ’jig tshogs kyi lta ba la mngon par [G180b] zhen pas bdag 
tu ’dzin pa dam du ’jug par *’gyur ba* [gyur pa PG] de dag la / bdag la sogs pa’i stong pa 
nyid yul du byas pa’i blo lta ga la ’byung bar ’gyur /

de bzhin du /

4.62 na r¨patattve bålånåµ dh¥r yuktå påramårthik¥ /
 avidyåpa†alåndhatvåd yathå nirvåˆagocarå //

byis rnams blo la yang dag tu // gzugs kyi de nyid ldan pa min //
ma rig rab rib kyis bsgribs phyir // mya ngan ’das pa’i spyod yul bzhin //
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gzugs kyi de kho na nyid don dam par byis pa rnams kyi blo’i yul du ldan pa ma yin te 
zhes bya ba ni phyogs yin no // las dang / ’bras bu dang / bden pa dang / dkon mchog 
rnams mi shes pa ni ma rig pa’o // de nyid ni rab rib ste / mi mthong bar byed pa’i phyir 
ro // des bsgribs [bsgrubs P] pa ni ma rig [rigs P] rab rab kyis bsgribs pa ste / de’i ngo bo 
ni ma rig pa’i rab rib kyis bsgribs pa nyid do // de’i phyir / ma rig rab rib kyis bsgribs 
phyir // zhes bya ba ni gtan tshigs yin no // mya ngan las ’das pa’i spyod yul bzhin zhes 
bya ba ni dpe yin te / ji ltar mya ngan las ’das pa’i spyod yul can gyi blo byis pa rnams la 
mi ldan pa de bzhin du gzugs kyi de kho na nyid kyi spyod yul can gyi blo dang yang de 
rnams ldan pa ma yin te / gang gi phyir ma rig pa’i rab rib kyis bsgribs pa’i phyir zhes 
bya bas ’jig rten gyi grags pa dang ’gal ba yang med do // des na ’di ltar /

4.63 tattvato hi na bhåvånåµ janmety evaµ viße∑aˆåt / 
 na pratyak∑aprat¥tibhyåµ bådhå kutråpi bådhikå //  

srid pa rnams ni yang dag tu // skye med ces bya’i khyad par gyis //  
mngon sum dang ni grags pa dag // gnod [P215b] par bstan pas gnod pa med //

‘di dag ni sngar yang lan btab pa nyid yin te / yang [G181a] dag par zhes bya ba’i dam 
bca’ ba khyad par can la mngon sum du grags pas gnod pa ’byung ba med bzhin du mi 
bden pa’i skyon gyis sgro ’dogs pa la mngon par zhen pa dag yang dang yang du [D196b] 
brtags nas gnod par smar ba des ni bdag cag la gnod pa ma yin te / sngar sun ’byin pa 
bstan pa’i shugs kyis so zhes bya ba’i *bsam [bsams PG] pas so //

gang yang bgrod min la yang yang dag tu // bgrod par bya ste zhes bya ba la sogs 
pa smra ba’i lan /

4.64 ßånte∑v åkåßakalpe∑u dharme∑u paramårthata˙ / 
 str¥tvådyasiddher d®∑†ånte bådhå kasya kuto matå //  

yang dag par na chos rnams ni // zhi zhing mkha’ dang mnyam pa la //  
bud med nyid kyang ma grub na // dpe yis gnod pa ji ltar ’dod // 

‘di’i mngal du ’dzin par byed pas bud med de / de ni don dam par byed pa po dang las 
dang dban du bya bar ma grub pas bya ba thams cad ldog par gyur pa’i nam mkha’ dang 
mñam par gyur pa’i chos rnams la mi ’grub po // de ma grub na don dam par dpe gang 
gis gang zhig ji ltar rjes su dpag par ’dod /

de lta na yang /

4.65 gamyå tadgamanaµ gantå yathaitad vidyate trayam / 
 agamyågamanaµ sådhyaµ tathå ced do∑aditsayå //  
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bgrod bya bgrod pa bgrod po dang // gsum po ji ltar yod bzhin du //  
bgrod min bgrod par sgrub byed pa // de bzhin skyon zhig ’dogs par ’dod //
 

bgrod bya ni yang dag par mthun par bya ba’i bud med do // de la ’jug pa ni de la bgrod 
pa ste / gnyis kyis [PG om.] gnyis sprod pa’o // bgrod po ni ’dod pa ste / de ltar gsum po 
’di dag yod pa nyid du ’jig rten du grags so // de lta na yang bgrod par bya ba ma yin pa 
skyed byed la sogs pa la yang bgrod [G181b] par bya bar ’gyur ro zhes bya ba’i tshig gis 
khyod kyis bdag la skyon sbyin par ’dod cing grub pa ji lta bu yin / 

4.66 satyaµ prat¥tibådhaivam asiddhaµ tu viße∑aˆam / 
 nåto ‘smadvidhibådhårthaµ samarthaµ pratir¨pakam //  

grags pas gnod pa nyid ni bden // khyad par can la ma grub phyir //  
des na mi mthun phyogs ’di la // bdag gi [gis PG] phyogs gnod nus pa med //  

gang bgrod par [P216a] bya ba ma yin pa’i bud med la yang bgrod par bya ste / bud med 
yin pa’i phyir bud med gzhan bzhin [D add zhig] no zhes smras pa ni bden te / ’di lta bu ni 
grags pas gnod pa yin no // gang dag don dam par zhes khyad par can du byas pa la ni de 
ma grub ste / don dam par bud med nyid kyang ma grub pa’i phyir ro // de lta bas na gang 
khyod kyis rjes su dpag pa ltar snang ba bstan pa de la / bdag la gtang nas grags pa dang 
’gal ba sgrub par ’dod pa’i nus pa med cing mthu med do // gang yang ’di skad du / 

bden pa mthong ba de nyid min // de nyid med par thal bar ’gyur // zhes [D197a] bya 
ba la sogs pa de la yang /  

4.67 ni∑prapañcaµ svasaµvedyaµ vikalpamalavarjitam /  
 nånåtvaikatvarahitaµ ßåntaµ tattvaµ vidur budhå˙ //

spros pa med cing rang rig pa // rnam rtog dri ma dang bral ba //  
du ma nyid dang gcig nyid bral // zhi ba de nyid mkhas rig pa //  

ngag gi brjod pa thams cad kyis [kyi PG] // spro bar mi nus pas spros pa med pa’o // 
mngon sum gyi shes pas rtogs [rtog PG] par bya ba’i phyir rang rig pa’o // de nyid kyi 
phyir nges par rtog par byed pa dang / rjes su dran pa’i rnam par rtog pa’i dri ma dang 
bral ba’o // chos thams cad dngos po med pa’i ngo bo nyid du ro gcig pa’i phyir du ma 
nyid dang bral ba’o // dngos po med pa’i ngo bo [G182a] nyid kyang ci yang ma yin pa’i 
phyir gcig nyid dang bral ba’o // skye ba dang / ’gag pa dang / ’gro ba dang / ’ong ba la 
sogs pa’i bya ba dang mngon par bral bas zhi ba’o // de lta bu’i rnam pa ni de kho na 
nyid de don dam pa’o //  mkhas pa [pas PG] ni [G om.] khyad par du shes pa dang ldan 
pa’o // rig [rigs G] pa ni de bzhin gshegs pa ’am / de’i man ngag bstan pa las skyes pa 
yang yin no // mtshan nyid ji lta ba bzhin du rnam par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa mdzad pa’i 
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’phags pa’i bden pa las ma gtogs pa’i bden pa gzhan zhig ni bdag cag la med do // ’on 
kyang nyan thos dang rang sangs rgyas dag gis ni sdug bsngal la sogs [P216b] pa’i bden 
pa’i rang gi ngo bo tsam yongs su shes pa yin la / de bzhin gshegs pas ni sdug bsngal la 
sogs pa’i mnyam pa nyid rtogs so zhes bya ba ni khyad par yin te / shes rab kyi pha rol tu 
phyin pa las sdug bsngal dang / kun ’byung ba dang / ’gog pa dang / lam gyis [gyi PG] 
mya ngan las ’das [’da’ PG] pa [ba PG] ma yin gyi / ’on kyang ’phags pa’i bden pa bzhi po 
’di dag nyid kyi mnyam pa nyid gang yin pa de ni ngas mya ngan las ’das pa’o zhes bstan 
to zhes ji skad gsungs pa lta bu’o //  

4.68 yonåkadevadeßyatvaµ nåtas tattvasya yujyate / 
 brahmådidevaprabhavaµ devam åhur yataß ca te // 

nam mkha’i *lha yis* [lha’i PG] bstan pa nyid // de nyid yin par mi rigs kyang //  
tshangs pa dang po’i lha las byung // lha de la gus de skad smra //

nam mkha’i lha la gus pas de dag ’di skad smra ste / tshangs pa zhes bya ba’i lha ni dang 
po’i lha yin la tshangs pa de’i [G182b] mthus bskyed pa ni nam mkha’i lha yin te / des 
ni ba lang gsod pa la sogs pa de kho na nyid du bstan to // tshangs pa yang mchog tu 
’dzin pa’i lta ba la mngon par zhen [D197b] pas ’gro ba rnams bdag gis bskyed do snyam 
du sems kyang rang nyid kyis kyang de kho na nyid rtogs pa med na de’i lta ba’i rjes su 
’brang ba nam mkha’i lha de kho na nyid ji ltar rig par ’gyur / de lta bas na ji skad bstan 
pa’i mtshan nyid can gyi de kho na nyid theg pa chen po las bstan pa dang / nam mkha’i 
*lha yis* [lha’i P] bstan pa ’dra ba ma yin no //

kun rdzob tu ni /

4.69 r¨pådyåyatanåstitvaµ buddhivi∑aya i∑yate / 
 såmånyena tadastitvaµ sådhyaµ ced3 i∑†am eva na˙ //  

gzugs sogs skye mched snang ba nyid // blo yi yul du ’dod pa yin // 
de yi yod pa thun mong nyid // bsgrub bya zhe na nga yang ’dod //  

gzugs la sogs pa rnams kyi skye mched rnams kyi snang ba ni gzugs la sogs pa’i skye 
mched kyi snang ba’o // de’i ngo bo ni gzugs la sogs skye mched snang ba nyid do // 

de ni mig la sogs pa’i rnam par shes pa’i yul yin par bdag cag kyang ’dod de / de ltar 
na rdzas su bden par ’dod pa la sogs pa’i khyad par dang bral ba’i gzugs la sogs [P217a] 
pa’i skye mched thun mong ba nyid ni bsgrub par bya ba yin no zhes khyod ’dod na bdag 
cag kyang ’dod pa kho na yin te / grub pa sgrub pa yin no zhes bya ba’i tha tshig go //

gal te yang khyad par can du ’dod na ni / 

3 L tad.
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4.70 bhautikådisvabhåvå hi r¨pådyåyatanåstitå /
 sådhyate cen na d®∑†ånta˙ pratitarkaß ca bådhaka˙ //
  
’byung las gyur sogs ngo bo yis // gzugs sogs skye mched yod nyid ni //  
bsgrub bya’o zhe na dpe yang med // phyir rgol rtog ges [G183a] gnod pa’ang yod //  

‘byung ba las *gyur pa* [’gyur ba P] la sogs pa’i ngo bo gzugs la sogs pa’i skye mched ni 
yod de / rdzas yin pa’i phyir dang / shes bya yin pa’i phyir dang / brjod bya yin pa’i phyir 
zhes bya ba la sogs pa ni gtan tshigs so // dpe ni med de thams cad bsgrub par bya ba’i 
khongs su ’dus pa’i phyir ro //

gal te gzhan dag na re gzhan du bstan pa [pa’i PG] las kyang dpe rnyed pa srid 
pas chos mi mthun pa nyid can gyis bsgrub par ’gyur ba nyid yin te / gang dang gang 
’byung ba las gyur pa’i ngo bo ma yin pa de dang de ni yod pa ma yin te / dper na ri 
bong gi rva ’am nam mkha’i me tog la sogs pa bzhin no zhes bya bas bsgrub bya grub 
pa yin no zhes smra na /

de lta na yang bdag cag gis lan gyi rtog ge bstan pas gnod par ’gyur ba ni /

4.71 r¨pådyåyatanaµ ne∑†aµ bh¨tabhåutikalak∑aˆam /  
 svåtmanirbhåsadh¥janmakåraˆatvåd yathå mana˙ //
  
gzugs sogs skye mched ’byung ba dang // ’byung ba las gyur mtshan nyid min //
rang bdag [D198a] rnam par snang ba’i blo // skyed [bskyed PG] pa’i rgyu phyir yid 
bzhin no // 

gzugs kyi skye mched ces bya ba ni chos can no // de ’byung ba dang ’byung ba las gyur 
pa’i mtshan nyid ma yin zhes bya ba ni chos te bsgrub par bya ba’o // rang gi bdag nyid 
ni rang gi bdag nyid de kha dog dang dbyibs la sogs pa gzugs kyi rang gi ngo bo’o // 
zin pa dang ma zin pa la sogs pa ni sgra’i’o // [PG add rang gi bdag nyid kyi] dri zhim 
pa dang dri mi zhim pa la sogs pa ni dri’i ste / de lta bu la sogs pa rang gi bdag nyid 
kyi rnam pa’i khyad par mngon par ’jug [P217b] pa’i blo ni rang bdag rnam par [G183b] 
snang ba’i blo’o // rang gi bdag nyid kyi rnam par snang ba’i blo gang skyed [bskyed PG] 
pa de ni rang bdag rnam par snang ba’i blo bskyed pa’o // rang gi bdag nyid kyi rnam 
par snang ba’i blo bskyed pa’i rgyu gzugs kyi skye mched rnams ni rang gi bdag nyid kyi 
rnam par snang ba’i blo bskyed pa’i rgyu’o // de’i ngo bo ni rang gi bdag nyid kyi rnam 
par snang ba’i blo skyed [bskyed PG] pa’i rgyu nyid de / de’i phyir na / rang bdag rnam 
par snang ba’i blo // skyed [bskyed PG] pa’i rgyu phyir zhes bya ste / gang dang gang 
rang gi bdag nyid kyi rnam par snang ba’i blo skyed [bskyed PG] pa’i rgyu yin pa de ni 
’byung ba dang ’byung ba las gyur pa’i mtshan nyid ma yin te / dper na yid kyi skye 
mched bzhin te / don dam pa nyid du skyon dang bral ba’i phyogs dang / gtan tshigs 
dang dpe yod par gyur pa’i rtog ges gnod pa yin no //
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gang yang khams gsum pa ’di dag ni sems tsam mo zhes bya ba ’gro ba phyogs su 
bya ba ’di la gtan tshigs dang dpe yod pa ma yin pas zhes gang smra ba de la yang [PG 
om.] re zhig kun rdzob tu yin par /

4.72ab cittacaittasvabhåvaµ hi prasiddhaµ caittacetasåm / 

sems dang sems byung ngo bo nyid // sems dang sems byung rab tu grags //
 

yang don dam par ni /

4.72cd het¨dåharaˆe nåto na∑†a˙ pak∑o ‘pi yoginåm // 
 

gtan tshigs dang ni dpe yang med // phyogs kyang rnal ’byor pa la med //

bdag cag gi don dam par ni ngag thams cad kyi spyod yul las ’das par gyur pa yin pas 
yod pa dang / med pa dang /  gnyi ga’i phyogs la dmigs pa med pa’i phyir de kho na nyid 
du phyogs kyang med pa yin no // phyogs med na don dam pa rig pa’i rnal ’byor pa la 
[G184a] gtan tshigs dang dpe lta yod par ga la ’gyur /

gal te de ni ma yin te / kun rdzob ni ’jig rten pa dang thun mong ba’i [D198b] shes 
pas rtogs par bya ba yin pa’i phyir tshad ma ma yin la / rnal ’byor pas rtogs par bya ba’i 
don dam pa ni ngag gis brjod par bya ba las ’das pa yin pas des na gang khyod [P218a] 
kyis gzhan gyis kun tu brtags [btags P] pa’i dngos po’i don dgag pa’i phyir rjes su dpag 
pa bstan pa de la / bsgrub bya sgrub pa’i nus pa yod par ji ltar ’gyur zhe na /

brjod par bya ste / bdag gi don dam pa ni rnam pa gnyis yod de /  de la gcig ni 
mngon par ’du byed pa med par ’jug pa / ’jig rten las ’das pa zag pa med pa spros pa dang 
bral ba’o // gnyis pa ni mngon par ’du byed pa dang bcas par ’jug pa / dag pa ’jig rten pa’i 
ye shes zhes bya ba zag pa dang bcas pa spros pa dang bcas pa’o // de nyid ni thams cad 
du dam bca’ ba khyad par can nyid du nye bar bzung bas bsgrub bya grub pa yin no //

gzhan yang 

4.73 vijñaptimåtram ity atra båhyårthasya niråkriyå /  
 våkyårtha iti tattyågåt pak∑ahåni˙ kuta˙ sat¥ //  

rnam shes tsam zhes bya ba ’dir // pha rol don ni bzlog pa’i phyir //  
tshig [tshigs P] don ’di ni de spong zer // bdag gi phyogs nyams ji ltar ’dod //  

kye rgyal ba’i sras khams gsum pa ’di dag thams cad ni sems tsam yin no zhes gang [PG 

om.] gsungs pa de la / kha cig na re ’dir tshig gi don ni [PG om.] phyi rol gyi don bzlog pa’i 
phyir ro zhes sgrub par byed do // bdag cag ni byed pa po dang rtog pa po la sogs pa ’gegs 
par byed [G184b] pa ni tshig gi don yin par ’dod do // de la phyi’i don spong ba ni tshig gi 
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don yin no zhes zer ba ni bdag gis kyang spangs pas phyogs ma grub par ga la ’gyur te / 
bdag gis kyang phyi rol gyi skye mched yod par khas len pa nyid kyi phyir ro //

des na phyogs snga ma dang po dag gis [gi PG] nye bar bkod pa ni ji lta ba bzhin ma 
yin pas de bzhin du / 

4.74ab vågnirvacanata˙ kaßcit kriyate na praßåntadh¥˙ /
  
’ga’ yi tshig gis [gi PG] smrar med par // bya bar mi nus zhi ba’i blo //

zhes bya ba smras te /  lung dang bcas pa’i rigs pa’i rjes su *’brangs pas* [’brang bas PG] 
mchog tu rtsod pa med pa yin na yang / yang dag pa’i [pa ji PG] lta ba bzhin gyi rigs pa 
smra ba yin no // gang bdag gis lan de skad du smras pa na yang khyod kyi sems dga’ bar 
[P218b] ma gyur na gang dag phyogs su ma ltung ba’i sems dang ldan pas / 

4.74cd vidvåµsas tatra bhotsyante vacasa˙ såraphalgutåm //

snying po yod dam snying po med // mkhas pas de la dpyad par gyis //

dus ring por goms [D199a] par byas pas / rang gi phyogs su zhen cing ltung bar sdang 
ba’i bsam pa can bden pa dang phan pa brjod du zin kyang gzhan dag la yid mi ches 
pa de dag ni yid gtod kyang rung mi gtod kyang rung la gzu bor gnas pa rgol ba dang 
phyir rgol ba’i phyogs kyi don rig [rigs PG] pa’i mkhas pa rnams kyi [kyis P] blos gal te 
rtog na ni tshig ’di ni snying po dang bcas pa’o // ’di ni snying po med pa’o zhes dpyod 
par byed pas de’i don du tshig tu brjod par *bya ba* [byas pa PG] yin no // da [de PG] ni 
mi smra bar ’os pa yin pas bdag cag gi ngag srung bar byed pa ’di gzhag [bzhag PG] par 
bya’o // rigs [rig PG] pa ’dis mkhas pa [G185a] rnams kyis ni rtsed mo’i phyir yang khyod 
kyi tshig dang kho bo’i tshig la ’di ni snying po dang bcas pa’o // ’di ni snying po med 
pa’o zhes dpyod par ’gyur ro //

snying rje’i bsam pa dang ldan [PG add pa’i] theg chen pa ni tshul khrims 
nyams kyang mchog yin gyi // [PG add sngar ma] nyan thos theg pa pa ni 
tshul khrims ldan yang bsam pa dman pas de lta min //phyi sa’i nang du 
[na PG] ’dug kyang mdangs chen ’bar ba’i yid bzhin nor bu mchog ’gyur gyi 
[PG om.] // gser gyi snod [gnod PG] na ’dug pa’i nor bu mching [’ching PG] 
bu dman pa’i ’od can de lta min // las dang nyon mongs dri mar bcas kyang 
theg pa bzang po bzhon pa’i yon tan can // theg pa gzhan la brten pa’i dri ma 
spangs pas kyang ni de las rgyal mi nus // nyi ma’i ’od zer bla na med pa chu 
’dzin bkod pas bkab gyur gang yin ltar // chu ’dzin de nyams pa yi mkha’ la 
me khyer rgyu bas nus par ga la ’gyur //
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dbu ma’i snying po’i ’grel pa rtog ge ’bar ba las / nyan thos kyi de kho na nyid la ’jug pa’i 
le’u ste bzhi pa’o //
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de nas da ni rnal ’byor spyod [P219a] pa’i de kho na nyid gtan la dbab pa la ’jug pas le’u 
lnga pa brtsam par bya ste /

introduction

5.1    anye pracak∑ate dh¥rå˙ svan¥tåv abhimånina˙ /
 tattvåm®tåvatåro hi yogåcårai˙ sudeßita˙ //

rang gi lugs kyi nga rgyal gyis // mkhas par rlom gzhan ’di skad smra //
de nyid bdud rtsir ’jug pa yang // rnal ’byor spyod par legs bstan zer //

theg pa chen po pa [D om.] nyid kyi slob dpon thogs [thog PG] med dang / dbyig [dbyigs 
PG] gnyen la sogs pa gzhan dag ni [G185b] de bzhin gshegs pas lung bstan cing / sa rab tu 
brnyes pa’i ’phags pa klu sgrub kyis yang dag par rtogs pa’i theg pa chen po’i don gyi lugs 
gzhan du ’dren par byed cing ngo tsha dang khrel med pa [D199b] don rnam par mi shes 
pa de bzhin du rnam par [pa DPG] shes shing mkhas par nga rgyal byed pa dag ’di skad 
smra ste / de kho na nyid kyi bdud rtsir ’jug pa ste / rab tu ’jug pa de ni bdag cag kho nas 
legs par bstan pa yin gyi / dbu mar smra ba pa rnams kyis ni ma yin zhes zer ro //

yogÓcÓ ra oBjection

de’i mtshan nyid ni ’di yin te /

5.2 dvayåbhåvasya sadbhåvåd abhåvåd vå dvayasya ca /
 sadådibuddhivi∑aya˙ paramårtho mata˙ kila //

dngos po gnyis po med pa’i phyir // gnyis dngos med pa’i yod pa ni //
yod la sogs pa’i [pa PG] blo yi yul // dam pa’i don du ’dod do lo //

gnyis ni gzugs la sogs pa gzung ba dang / mig gi rnam par shes pa la sogs pa ’dzin pa’o 
// de gnyis kyi med pa’i ngo bo nyid med pa’o // med pa’i dngos po de’i ngo bo nyid du 

ch a P t e r 5:  a na ly s i s  of r e a l i t y

ac c or di ng t o t h e yo g Óc Ó r a s
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rtag tu yod pa nyid kyi phyir dang / gzung ba dang ’dzin pa zhes bya ba gnyis su ni med 
pa nyid kyi phyir na / ji ltar gnyis kyi dngos por med pa’i ngo bo yin pa de’i phyir ni yod 
pa’i blo yul yin la / gang gi phyir *gnyis kyi ngo bor* [dngos por PG]  med pa yin pa de’i 
phyir ni [na D] med pa’i blo’i yul yin te / rnam pa de lta bu’i [bu PG]  don dam pa ni bdag 
cag rnal ’byor spyod pa pa rnams ’dod do zhes bya ba ni de’i bsam pa bstan pa yin no // 
lo zhes bya ba’i sgra ni bstan bcos byed pa / bdag nyid kyis mi ’dod pa bstan pa yin te / 
[P219b] de lta bu’i don [G186a] dam pa ni phyis ’byung ba’i dpyad pa dag gis bsgrub par 
dka’ ba yin pa’i phyir ro //

de dag gi don dam pa de’i grangs kyi tshig ni ’di yin te /

5.3 abhåvabhåvo nairåtmyaµ tathatå ca tathåsthiti˙ /
 nirvikalpamatigråhyaµ tasyaivådhigama˙ puna˙ //

med pa’i dngos po bdag med pa // de bzhin nyid dang chos gnas dang //
rnam par mi rtog blo’i gzung ste [de DPG] // de shes par ni bya ba yang //

zhes bya ba la med pa’i dngos po zhes bya ba ni gzung ba dang ’dzin par btags pa gnyis 
*med pa nyid* [PG om.] kyi dngos po’o [po’i PG] // bdag med pa [par P] zhes bya ba ni 
chos dang gang zag bdag med pa nyid do // de bzhin nyid ces bya ba ni phyin ci ma log 
pa nyid do // *chos gnas zhes bya ba ni rtag par de lta bu’i tshul nyid du gnas pa nyid do 
//* [PG om.] rnam par mi rtog pa’i blo’i gzung ba ste zhes bya ba ni gnyis med pa ni rnam 
par rtog pa thams cad dang bral ba’i phyir rnam par mi rtog pa’i blo gros kyi gzung ba 
yin te / de nyid don dam pa’o //

de shes par ni [mi PG] bya ba yang zhes bya ba ni /

5.4 upalabdhiµ samåßritya nopalabdhi˙ prajåyate /
 nopalabdhiµ samåßritya nopalabdhi˙ prajåyate //

dmigs pa [D200a] la ni brten byas nas // mi dmigs pa ni rab tu skye //
mi dmigs pa la brten byas nas // mi dmigs pa ni rab tu skye //

zhes bya ba ste / ’di la kun gzhi rnam par shes pa zhes bya ba de ni thog ma med pa’i dus 
nas zhugs pa / thog ma med pa’i dus kyi spros pa’i bag chags kyi gzhir gyur pa / dmigs 
pa dang rnam pa yongs su ma chad pa yongs su ’dzin pa / rgyun ma chad pa dang [D 
om.] rdzas dpag tu med pa / rigs du ma dang lhan cig skye zhing ’gag pa dang ldan pa / 
nus pa’i bye brag mthar thug pa med pa thob pa / sngon po la sogs pa’i yul dpag tu med 
pa snang ba’i cha dang ’brel ba’i rnam par shes pa’i [G186b] tshogs drug bskyed nus pa’i 
mthu dang ldan pa / nyon mongs pa can gyi yid kyis [kyi PG] skye ba dang ’jig pa dang 
bral ba’i *gnas pa’i* [PG om.] rnam pas bdag tu yongs su btags pa / bsod nams dang / 
bsod nams ma yin pa dang / mi g.yo ba’i sa bon yod pa’i phyir / khams dang ’gro [P220a] 
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ba dang / skye gnas thams cad kyi sa bon dang ldan pa / rnam par smin pa dang / ngar 
sems pa dang / rnam par rig pa gsum yongs su ’gyur ba’i rjes su ’gro ba 

de la dngos po skye ba dang ldan pa rnams ’bras bu’i dngos por kun tu sbyor bar 
byed pa ste / len pa’i rnam par shes pa zhes bya ba yang de nyid yin te / reg pa dang / 
yid la byed pa dang / tshor ba dang / sems pa dang / ’du shes btang snyoms kyi rnam pa 
dang ldan pa ’di’i zhe ’am / ’di na’o zhes ’jig rten pa’i mkhas pa rnams kyi yul yang ma 
yin pas rnam pa yang dag par mi rig pa’o // de yang rnam pa gnyis te / ’phen pa dang 
’bras bur gyur pa’o // de la ’phen pa ni rnam par shes pa’i dbang gis [gi PG] ’phen pa’o // 
’bras bur gyur pa ni rnam par smin pa’i ’bras bur mngon par grub pa ste / dper na chu’i 
yan lag gzhan dang gzhan gyi rgyun las chu bo’i klung ’bab pa de bzhin du bsod nams 
dang / bsod nams ma yin pa dang / mi g.yo ba’i bag chags kyis bsgos [bgos PG] pa’i kun 
gzhi rnam par shes pa’i rgyun kyang ’khor ba ji srid pa’i bar du ’jug par ’gyur ro // de 
la gnas pa’i las kyi bag chags dang / gzung [D200b] ba dang [G187a]’dzin pa’i bag chags 
dang / lhan [lha dang DPG] gcig tu lha dang mi’i lus la sogs pa’i rnam par *smin pa* [shes 
pa D] ci rigs pa dag skyed par byed pa’o // len pa’i rnam par shes pa’i [PG add zhes bya ste 
bdag dang bdag gi zhes bya bar dmigs pa’i phyir ro // rtag tu bdag tu rmongs pa dang / 
bdag tu lta ba dang / bdag tu nga rgyal ba dang / bdag la chags pa’i] rgyun de yang dgra 
bcom pa nyid thob pa na nyon mongs pa’i sa bon thams cad spangs pas ldog par ’gyur te 
/ de ltar de ni re zhig rnam par smin pa zhes bya ba dang / de’i yongs [phyogs DPG] su 
[P220b] ’gyur ba ste gcig go //

gzhan yang sems can rnams de la bdag tu sbyor bar byed pas kun gzhi rnam par 
shes pa zhes bya ste / bdag dang bdag gi zhes bya bar dmigs pa’i phyir ro // rtag tu bdag 
tu rmongs pa dang / bdag tu lta ba dang / bdag tu nga rgyal ba dang / bdag la chags pa 
zhes bya ba nyon mongs pa bzhi po dag dang / rang gi sa nas skyes pa’i reg pa dang yid la 
byed pa la sogs pa dag dang ldan pa yin no // nyon mongs pa can gyi yid de de yang dgra 
[dag D] bcom pa la med de / nyon mongs pa thams cad spangs pa’i phyir ro // de ltar de 
ni ngar sems dang zhes bya ba dang / de’i [de DPG] yongs su ’gyur ba ste / gnyis pa’o //

gzhan yang de ni ’jug pa’i rnam par shes pa thams cad kyi nus pa ’dun pa dang mos 
pa la sogs pa sems las byung ba thams cad dang bcas pa kun gzhi yin pas kun gzhi rnam 
par shes pa zhes bya ste / rtsa ba’i rnam par shes pa zhes [G187b] bya ba yang de nyid yin 
no // de las mig dang / gzugs dang snang ba dang / nam mkha’ dang / yid la byed pa la 
sogs pa’i rkyen ji ltar nye bar gyur pa na / ’jug pa’i rnam par shes pa’i tshogs drug po dag 
’byung ste / dper na rgya mtsho las chu’i rlabs dag rlung dang chu srin gyis bskyod pa 
la sogs pa’i rkyen gyis ’byung ba bzhin no // kun gzhi rnam par shes pa de yang ’jug pa’i 
rnam par shes pa de dag dang gcig pa nyid kyang ma yin la / tha dad pa nyid kyang ma 
yin te / rgya mtsho dang chu rlabs bzhin no // yul la nye bar dmigs pa de dag kyang ’du 
shes med pa dang / ’du shes med pa pa dang / ’gog pa’i snyoms par ’jug pa dang / gnyid log 
pa dang / myos pa dang / brgyal ba dag gi gnas skabs na ni med do // [D201a] de ltar de ni 
rnam par rig pa zhes bya ba dang / de’i yongs su [P221a] ’gyur ba ste / gsum pa’o //

sems de nyid rnal ’byor pa de la rab tu snang ba ’dzin pa’i rnam pa dang / yul du 
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snang ba gzung ba’i rnam par yongs su gyur cing snang ba ste / phyi rol gyi don med 
pas [pa D] sems tsam du dmigs pa *la brten nas* [pa D] yul mi dmigs pa rab tu skye la / 
gzung ba med na [D add de] ’dzin pa dag kyang med pas gzung ba mi dmigs pa la brten 
nas / ’dzin pa’i rnam par shes pa rnam pa drug po dag mi dmigs pa rab tu skye ste /

ji srid du kun gzhi rnam par shes pa rang gi sems kyi chos nyid rnam par rig pa zhes 
bya ba nyid la mi gnas shing dmigs pa la gnas pa de srid du bzung [gzung PG] ba’i sa 
bon mi ldog cing / [G188a] mtshan mar lta ba’i sa bon ma spangs pa’i phyir gnyis kyi bag 
chags mi spong ngo // gang gi tshe gzugs la sogs pa dmigs pa dag sems las phyi rol tu mi 
dmigs pa de’i tshe na / rang gi chos nyid la nges par gnas pa yin te / gnas gyur pas sgrib 
pa thams cad bsal ba’i phyir dang / chos thams cad la dbang sgyur ba nyid kyis [kyi PG] 
rnam par mi rtog pa’i chos nyid ’thob po //

rnam par rig pa tsam nyid ces bya ba de bzhin gshegs pa’i ye shes don thams cad la 
rnam par mi rtog pa de ni ngo bo nyid gsum yongs su mi shes na mi rtogs [rtog PG] pa 
[pas D] de’i phyir /

5.5 kalpitånupalabdheß ca paratantrasya cågrahåt /
 svabhåvaµ parini∑pannam ¥k∑ante tattvadarßina˙ //

brtags pa nye bar mi dmigs shing // gzhan gyi dbang yang gzung med pas //
de nyid mthong ba yongs grub pa’i // ngo bo nyid la lta ba yin //

zhes bya ba smras te / ’di la kun brtags [btags PG] pa dang / gzhan gyi dbang dang / 
yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid gsum po dag ni kun gzhi rnam par shes pa nyid kyi 
khongs su ’dus te /

de la nang dang [PG om.] phyi rol gyi dbye bas tha dad pa’i rnam par rtog pa gang 
dang gang gis gzugs dang byang chub kyi bar gyi dngos po gang dang gang rnam par 
brtags [btag PG] par bya ba de ni de bzhin du yod pa ma yin te / yod pa ma yin par 
[P221b] sgro ’dogs pas brtags [btags PG] pa yin pa’i phyir te / de ni kun brtags [btags PG] 
pa’i ngo bo nyid do //

khams gsum nas skyes nas [PG om.] sems dang sems las byung ba yang dag pa ma 
yin pa [D201b] kun rtog pa dge ba la sogs pa’i dbye bas tha dad pa ni gzhan gyis bskyed 
cing dbang bya ba yin pa’i phyir gzhan gyi dbang ngo // yang na gzhan skyes pa [G188b] 
la dbang byed pas gzhan gyi [gyis PG] dbang ste / kun brtags [btags PG] pa dang / yongs 
su grub pa gnyis de’i gzhi las kun brtags [btags PG] pa dang / yongs su grub par ’gyur 
ba’i phyir te / de ni gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid do //

gzhan gyi dbang de nyid gzung ba dang ’dzin pa’i ngo bo nyid du kun brtags [btags 
PG] pa dang bral ba nyid gang yin pa de ni yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid do // de yang 
gzhan gyi dbang dang [PG om.] gcig pa nyid kyang ma yin la tha dad pa nyid kyang ma 
yin te / gal te tha dad par gyur na ni chos nyid tha dad par ’gyur ro // ci ste gcig pa nyid 
yin par gyur na ni des na kun nas nyon mongs pa’i bdag nyid du gyur pas rnam par 
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byang ba’i rgyur mi ’gyur ro //
gal te ngo bo nyid gsum po dag yod na ji ltar dngos po thams cad ngo bo nyid med 

pa zhe na /
kun brtags [btags PG] pa ni rang gi mtshan nyid stong pa nyid kyi mtshan nyid ngo 

bo nyid med pa yin pas nye bar mi dmigs shing gzhan gyi dbang yang de la rang gi bdag 
nyid kyis skye ba med pa’i phyir skye ba ngo bo nyid med pa yin pas gzung du med do 
// yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid ni kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i chos rnams kyi don dam 
pa yang yin la ngo bo nyid med pa nyid kyang yin te / ’phags pa’i [pa PG] ye shes dam 
pa’i spyod yul gyi don yin pas don dam pa ngo bo nyid *med pa nyid* [G om.] kyis ngo 
bo nyid med pa yin te / de nyid mthong ba don dam par shes pa dag yongs su grub pa’i 
ngo bo nyid de la dmigs par bya ba dang / dmigs pa’i dngos po mnyam pa nyid kyis [kyi 
PG] lta ba yin te / ’jig rten las ’das pa’i ye shes rnam par mi [P222a] rtog pa [G189a] skyes 
pa’i phyir ro zhes bya bar sbyar ro //

gnas gyur pa’i mtshan nyid de yang nyan thos rnams kyi ni rnam par grol ba’i lus 
yin te / zag pa thams cad dang bral zhing nyon mongs pa’i sgrib pa spangs pa’i phyir ro 
// de nyid de bzhin gshegs pa’i ni chos kyi sku yin te / las dang gzung ba dang ’dzin pa’i 
bag chags thams cad dang bral zhing shes bya’i sgrib pa spangs pa’i phyir ro //

gal te kha cig ’di skad ces kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid ni ’jig rten dang 
[D202a] thun mong pa’i shes pa’i yul yin la yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid ni so so rang 
rig pa ste / thub pa ’jig rten las ’das pa’i ye shes kyi yul yin na gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo 
nyid de shes pa gang gi yul yin zhing [D add de] yod par ji ltar shes zhes zer na

de’i phyir /

5.6 prajñapte˙ sanimittatvåd anyathå dvayanåßata˙ /
 saµkleßasyopalabdheß ca paratantråstitå matå //

btags pa rgyu mtshan bcas phyir dang // gzhan du gnyis po med phyir dang //
kun nas nyon mongs dmigs pa’i phyir // gzhan dbang yod pa nyid du ’dod //

ces bya ba smras te / ’di ltar sems dang sems las byung ba dag yod pa nyid du btags pa 
gang yin pa de ni phyin ci log gi rgyu mtshan dang bcas pa snang ba’i phyir te / mtshan 
nyid des gzhan gyi dbang yod pa nyid du rjes su dpag go // gzhan du gal te gzhan gyi 
dbang med par gyur na btags pa dang rgyu mtshan nam kun brtags [btags PG] dang 
yongs su grub pa gnyis po med par thal bar ’gyur ba’i phyir te / de gnyis ni gzhan gyi 
dbang la rag lus pa’i phyir ro // gzhan yang gal te gzhan [G189b] gyi dbang gi ngo bo 
nyid med par gyur na kun nas nyon mongs pa dmigs par mi ’gyur ba zhig na de dmigs 
pa’i phyir te / kun nas nyon mongs pa ni sems dang sems las byung ba dag la brten pa 
yin la / de dang bral ba nyid ni thar pa yin pa’i phyir ro // de’i phyir gzhan gyi dbang 
yod pa nyid du ’dod do //

de yang ’jig [P222b] rten las ’das pa’i shes pa rnam par mi rtog pa’i yul yin pas yongs 
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su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid mngon sum du byas nas mthong ste / gzhan gyi dbang ni de’i rjes 
la thob pa dag pa ’jig rten pa’i ye shes kyis rtogs [rtog PG] par bya ba yin pa’i phyir ro //

5.7 prajñåpåramitån¥tir iyaµ sarvajñatåptaye /
 na t¨tpådanirodhådiprati∑edhaparåyaˆå //

shes rab pha rol phyin tshul ’di // thams cad mkhyen nyid thob pa yin //
skye dang ’gag la sogs pa dag // dgag pa lhur len ma yin no //

zhes bya ba ni chos ’di dag nyid kyis chos rnams mngon par rlan par byed / yongs su 
rdzogs par byed yongs su gsal bar byed / yongs su dpyod par byed kyang [kyis PG] ’di la 
bdag gam bdag gir bya ba med do zhes gsungs pa de [des PG] ni bdag dang bdag gi rnam 
par ’dzin pa dang / de la mngon par zhen pa med pa’i sgo nas kun gzhi rnam par shes 
pa’i yongs su ’gyur ba bstan to // [D202b] sems de ni sems ma yin no zhes gsungs pa des 
ni gzung ba dang ’dzin pa med par bstan to // sems med pa nyid gang yin pa de ni bsam 
gyis mi khyab bo zhes gsungs pa des ni rnam par rig pa tsam nyid bstan to // de bzhin du 
gzugs ni mtshan ma’o // byang chub [G190a] kyi bar du yang mtshan ma’o zhes gsungs 
pa des ni ming dang brdar btags pas kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid bstan to // 
skur pa gdab pa dang / nye bar blang ba dang / gdags pa’i chos dang / byang chub kyi 
phyogs kyi chos bstan pas ni gzhan gyi dbang bstan to // de bzhin nyid dang / yang dag 
pa’i mtha’ dang / dben pa dang / ’bras bu dang / rnam pa thams cad mkhyen pa nyid la 
sogs pa brjod pas ni yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid bstan to // de ltar kho bo cag gis [gi 
PG] bstan pa’i shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa’i tshul ’di ni thams cad mkhyen pa nyid 
thob pa’i thabs yin gyi / dbu ma smra ba rnams kyi skye ba dang ’gag la sogs [P223a] pa 
dag dgag pa lhur len pa ni med pa nyid du lta ba dang mthun pa nyid du ’gyur bas thams 
cad mkhyen pa nyid ’thob pa’i thabs ma yin no zhes zer te /

de ni rnal ’byor spyod pa pa dag gis sbyar ba’i phyogs snga ma yin no //

BhÓviveka’s resPonse

5.8 atrocyate pramåˆaµ na˙ sarvaµ tåthågataµ vaca˙ /
 åptopadeßapråmåˆyåd bhadro hi pratipadyate //

‘dir bshad de bzhin gshegs bka’ kun // kho bo cag gi tshad ma yin //
tshad ma yid ches lung yin phyir // bzang po dag ni sgrub par byed //

ces bya ba ni bde bar gshegs pa’i bka’ thams cad ni kho bo cag gi tshad ma yin te / de 
dag ni de nyid gzigs pa rnams kyis gsungs pa yin pa’i phyir ro // dge legs kyi bsam pa 
can nyid dag ni de sgrub par byed cing mi mthun par mi byed do //
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5.9 någamåntarasaµdigdhaviparyastamati˙ para˙ /
 tasmåt tatpratipattyarthaµ tanm®gyo yuktimannaya˙ //

lung gzhan dag gis [gi PG] the tshom dang // log pa’i blo can gzhan mi byed //
de phyir de dag sgrub gzhug phyir // rigs pa [G190b] ldan pa’i tshul btsal bya //

zhes bya ba la lung las gzhan pa’i lung ni lung gzhan dag go // de dag gis [gi P] the tshom 
du gyur pa ni de yin nam / ’on te ma yin snyam du the tshom za bar gyur pa’o // log pa 
zhes *bya ba* [pa PG] ni grub pa’i mtha’ ’di las gzhan pa dag la rnam par g.yengs [g.yeng 
P] shing ’di la mi ltos [bltos PG] pas de ni ’di lta bu nyid ma yin no zhes log par zhugs pa’o 
// gang dag la de lta bu’i blo yod pa de dag [D203a] ni lung gzhan dag gis the tshom dang 
log pa’i blo can dag ste / sun ’byin par byed pa byung rgyal du smra ba gzhan dag go // 
de dag gis tshad ma de sgrub [grub PG] par mi byed pas de’i phyir de dag sgrub tu gzhug 
pa’i phyir / smra ba po rigs [rig PG] pa dang ldan pa’i tshul phyogs dang / gtan tshigs 
dang dpe’i skyon med pa gzhan gyis smras pa’i nyes pa’i gnas su ma gyur pa’i mtha’i rigs 
pa’i lam btsal bar bya’o //

the ultimate as an oBject of cognition

khyed kyis brtags [btags PG] pa’i gsung rab dang / skur pa ’debs pa ji skad smras pa dag 
gis ni rigs pa mi bzod pas de’i phyir /

5.10 dvayåbhåvasya bhåvo hi virodhitvån na yujyate /
 khapu∑påbhåvasattå vå na vå tadbhåvakalpanå //

gnyis med pa yi dngos po ni // rigs pa ma yin ’gal ba’i phyir //
nam [P223b] mkha’i me tog med dngos sam // de dngos yin par brtag mi bya //

zhes bya ba smras te / gal te re zhig gnyis med pa dngos po yin na ni ji ltar med pa 
yin / ci ste med pa yin na ni *‘o na de lta ni* [PG om.] dngos po ma yin no // de’i phyir 
gnyis med pa’i dngos po ni rigs pa ma yin te / rang gi tshig dang ’gal ba’i phyir ro // gal 
te gnyis med pa’i tshul kho nar rtag tu nges par gnas pa’i phyir med pa nyid dngos po 
[G191a] yin no zhe na / de lta na nam mkha’i me tog med pa yang dngos po yin par thal 
bar ’gyur ro // gal te nam mkha’i me tog med pa dngos po yin par mi ’dod na ni gnyis 
med pa de yang dngos po yin par brtag par mi bya’o //

ci ste ’di snyam du kho bo cag gi tshul ni /

rnam par rtog pa gang gang gis // dngos po gang gang rnam brtags [btags PG] 
pa // de ni kun brtags [btags PG] kho na ste // ngo bo nyid ni yod ma yin // 
gzhan gyi dbang gi dngos nyid ni // rnam rtog rkyen las ’byung [byung PG] 
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ba yin // de la [lta P] rtag tu snga ma shos // bral ba nyid gang yongs grub yin //

zhes bya ba ste / gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid de la rtag tu snga ma shos zhes bya ba 
kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid kyi gzung ba dang ’dzin par [PG add rnam par] 
brtags [btags PG] pa’i dngos po dang bral ba nyid gang yin pa de ni yongs su grub pa’i 
ngo bo nyid yin te / kun brtags [btags PG] pa dang gzhan gyi dbang la ltos [bltos PG] nas 
med pa gang yin pa de nyid yongs su grub pa la ltos [bltos PG] nas dngos po yin pas de 
ltar na med pa dang dngos po zhes bya ba gnyis dbyer med pa’i phyir tha dad pa [D203b] 
nyid ma yin pas de’i phyir ’gal ba med do snyam du

pha rol po [PG om.] dag sems pa la brtags nas de dgag pa’i lan yang gdab pa’i phyir /

5.11 tattvata˙ kalpitåbhåvåt tadabhedo mato yadi /
 lak∑yalak∑avyavasthåyåµ tattulyatvåd anuttaram //

gal te yang dag brtag med phyir // de la dbye ba med snyam na //
mtshan gzhi mtshan nyid rnam gzhag [bzhag PG] la // de ni mtshungs phyir 
lan ma yin //

zhes bya ba smras te / [P224a] kun brtags [btags PG] pa dang gzhan gyi dbang dag med 
pa nyid kyis yongs su grub pa la dbyer med du zin kyang gang gi tshe mtshan nyid kyi 
gzhi dang mtshan nyid rnam par [G191b] gzhag [bzhag PG] pa byed pa na mtshan nyid 
kyi gzhi de nyid ces bya ba de’i mtshan nyid ni gnyis med pa’i dngos po yin no zhes bya 
ba de’i tshe na / gal te re zhig gnyis med pa’i dngos po yin na ni ji ltar med pa yin / ci 
ste med pa yin na ni ’o na de lta na dngos po ma yin no zhes ’gal bar sngar bstan pa de 
mtshungs pa’i phyir pha rol po dag gis smras pa’i lan de ni bzang po ma yin no //

gzhan yang /

5.12 svar¨påtyågitå yåsya så cet tadbhåva i∑yate /
 na ca bhåvo1 ‘ta evåsau svar¨paµ na jahåti cet //

gal te de’i dngos ma btang gang // de ni de dngos yin ’dod na //
de ltar dngos nyid mi gtong ba // de phyir de ni dngos ma yin //

zhes bya ba ni gal te pha rol po dag ’di skad ces gnyis med pa’i dngos po nyid yongs su mi 
gtong ba gang yin pa de nyid dngos po zhes bya’i ngo bo nyid gnyis pa ni med do zhes 
zer na / de la ’di skad ces de ltar ngo bo nyid mi gtong na de’i phyir dngos po de ni med 
pa kho na yin pas de la dngos por brtag par mi bya’o zhes brjod par bya’o //

de’i phyir /

1 L tac ca bhåvo.
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5.13 abhåvålambanaµ jñånam evaµ syåt tattvadarßinåm /
 na cåsau dharmanairåtmyam asadbuddher nimittata˙ //

des na de nyid gzigs rnams kyi // mkhyen pa dngos med dmigs par ’gyur //
de yang chos bdag med min te // med pa’i blo yi rgyu phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni theg pa chen po’i grub pa’i mtha’i [PG om.] tshul gyis na sangs rgyas kyi 
ye shes ni dngos po yod pa dang / med pa’i mtha’ gnyis las rnam par grol ba yin par 
bzhed na / khyed ’dod pa ltar na de dngos po med pa la dmigs pa yin par ’gyur bas lung 
dang ’gal lo //

gal te mi ’gal te gang gi phyir zhe na / kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i chos rnams kyi 
bdag med pa’i dngos po ni bdag med pa nyid yin la / de la [yang PG] dmigs pa [G192a] 
nyid yin par khyed kyang ’dod pa’i phyir ro zhe na /

chos bdag med pa ni mtshan ma thams cad [P224b] dang bral ba yin par ’dod na de 
yang med pa nyid kho nas med pa’i [D204a] blo’i yul yin pa’i phyir chos bdag med pa 
nyid du mi rung ngo // bdag gi sgra ni ngo bo nyid du smra ba’i phyir dang / bdag med 
pa ni dngos po’i ngo bo nyid dang / dngos po med pa’i ngo bo nyid gnyi ga’i ngo bo nyid 
med pa nyid yin pa’i phyir ro //

’dir pha rol po dag rnam par rtog [rtogs PG] pa ni ’ching ba yin par gsungs pas de 
dang bral na grol bar sems shing /

5.14ab  abhåvålambanå buddhir avikalpå yad¥∑yate /

gal te dngos med dmigs pa’i blo // rnam par mi rtog yin ’dod na //

zhes bya ba ni ’di skad ces chos thams cad ni dngos po med pa’i ngo bo nyid du ro gcig 
pa’i phyir dngos po med pa la dmigs pa’i blos ci zhig la rtog par byed na rnam par rtog 
pa dang bcas par ’gyur / rnam par rtog pa med pa’i phyir de ni don ji lta ba bzhin yin 
no zhes zer na’o //

slob dpon gyis bshad pa /

5.14cd  nanv evam avikalpåpi r¨pabuddhi˙ sat¥ bhavet //

des na gzugs [gzung PG] blo mi rtog pa’ang // dam pa yin pa nyid du ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni gal te rnam par mi rtog pa nyid kyi blo don ji lta ba nyid yin par ’gyur 
na ni / de lta na ’jig rten pa’i blo gzugs la sogs pa rkyen las byung ba rtog pa dang rjes 
su dran pa’i rnam par rtog pa dang bral ba yang don ji lta ba bzhin nyid ’thob [thob D] 
par ’gyur ro //

’dir smras pa / gzung ba dang ’dzin pa’i rnam par rtog pa dang bral ba’i blo gang yin 
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pa ni yang dag par na don ji lta ba bzhin [D add ma] yin [G192b] par ’dod kyi / gzugs la 
sogs pa’i blo ni rnam par mi rtog pa yin du zin kyang yang dag pa ma yin te / gzung bar 
snang ba’i phyir zla ba gnyis la sogs pa mthong ba’i blo bzhin no zhe na 

’dir bshad pa /

5.15 gråhyåbhåsatayå ce∑†å2 yadi bh¨tå na r¨padh¥˙ /
 hetu˙ syåd vyabhicåry evaµ pratijñå cåvah¥yate //

gal te gzung bar snang ’dod pas // gzugs blo yang dag ma yin na //
des na gtan tshig ’khrul ’gyur zhing // dam bcas pa yang nyams par ’gyur //

zhes bya ba la ’khrul zhes bya ba ni ’gal zhes bya ba’i tha tshig ste / ’di ltar gzugs kyi blo 
ni gzung bar snang ba nyid ma gtogs par logs shig ni [na PG] ngo bo [P225a] nyid med 
pas gzung bar snang ba nyid du rjes su dpag pa yang dag pa ma [P om.] yin pa nyid kyis 
yang dag pa bsal ba’i phyir chos can gyi ngo bo nyid log par bsgrub pas ’gal lo // ’dir dam 
bcas pa ni gzugs kyi blo yang dag pa ma yin pa’o // ’di la gzugs kyi blo gang yin pa de 
ji ltar na yang dag pa ma yin par ’gyur te / [D204b] mngon sum dang / lung dang / ’jig 
rten la grags pas gzugs kyi blo yang dag pa nyid yin *par yang dag pa nyid ma yin* [PG 
om.] pa bsal [gsal P] ba’i phyir rjes su dpag pa dang ’gal lo //

de nyid mthong ba yongs grub pa’i // ngo bo nyid la lta ba yin //

zhes ji skad smras pa de la yang skyon ’di yod do [de PG] //

5.16 savikalpå ca bodhi˙ syåc chåstu˙ sålambanåpi vå /
 nirvikalpåpi dh¥r na syåt svabhåvålambikå sat¥ //

ngo bo nyid la dmigs yin na // ston pa’i byang chub rtog can dang //
dmigs pa can du ’gyur ba dang // rnam par mi rtog blor mi ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni de bzhin gshegs pas so so rang rig [rigs P] par bya ba yongs su grub pa’i 
ngo bo nyid ces bya ba’i dmigs pa sgra ji bzhin ma yin pa’i [G193a] ngo bo nyid gang yin 
pa de lta bu cung zhig yod cing / ngo bo nyid de la dmigs pa yin na ston pa de bzhin 
gshegs pa’i byang chub kyi ye shes rtog pa can du ’gyur te / byang chub ni rtog pa mi 
[P om.] mnga’ bar bzhed do // dmigs pa de la dmigs par byed pa yin na dmigs pa can du 
yang ’gyur bas dmigs pa med pa nyid du yang mi ’grub ste / byang chub ni dmigs pa med 
pa nyid du bzhed do // de nyid la ngo bo nyid med pa nyid du rnam par rtog par byed na 
rnam par mi rtog pa’i blor yang mi ’gyur ro zhes bya ba’i tshig sbyar ro //

2 L cai∑å.
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the ultimate as consciousness

’di lta ste khams gsum pa ’di ni sems tsam ste / phyi rol gyi don med do zhes dam bcas 
pa gang yin pa de la yang /

5.17 cittamåtropalambhena r¨pådyagrahaˆaµ na ca /
 abhyupetaprat¥tibhyåµ pratijñå bådhyate yata˙ //

sems tsam du ni dmigs pa dang // gzugs la sogs pa mi ’dzin na //
khas blangs pa dang grags pa yis // dam bcas pa la gnod par ’gyur //

[P225b] zhes bya ba la khas blangs pas gnod par ’gyur ba ni mig dang gzugs rnams la 
brten nas mig gi rnam par ses pa ’byung ngo zhes gsungs pa’i lung dang ’gal ba’o // grags 
pas gnod par ’gyur ba ni ’jig rten na gzugs la sogs pa’i don med par mig la sogs pa’i rnam 
par shes pa mi skye bar grags pas gnod par ’gyur ba’o //

’dir smras pa / gzugs la sogs pa’i don med par yang rnam par shes pa skye bar 
mthong ste / de lta bur snang ba ’byung ba’i phyir dper na rmi lam na gzugs la sogs pa’i 
blo skye ba [G193b] bzhin no zhe na /

de dgag pa’i phyir bshad pa /

5.18 nåpi r¨pådivijñånaµ vinårtheneti yujyate /
 tathåbhåsodayåd yadvat svapne r¨pådibuddhaya˙ //

de ltar snang ba skye ba’i phyir // rmi lam gzugs sogs blo bzhin du //
gzugs la sogs [D205a] pa don med par // rnam par shes zhes byar mi rung //

zhes bya ba ni de’i phyir pha rol po dag gis smras pa’i rjes su dpag pa de bzang po ma 
yin no //

ci’i phyir zhe na /

5.19 yasmåt svapnådivijñånaµ dharmålambanam i∑yate /
 d®∑†åntany¨natå hy evaµ vi∑aye3 cåpavåditå //

gang phyir rmi lam la sogs pa’i // rnam shes chos la dmigs pa’i phyir //
de phyir dpe yang med pa dang // yul la skur pa ’debs par ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni thog ma med pa’i dus nas gzung ba dang ’dzin pa’i bag chags kyis bsgos 
[bgos PG] pa’i shes pa dang ldan pa’i mig gis rmi lam na mthong ba nyid kyi gzugs la 

3 L vastuno.
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sogs pa dag mthong ba yin gyi ma mthong ba ma yin te / rmi lam la sogs pa’i rnam par 
shes pa dag ni dmigs pa dang bcas pa nyid yin te / sngon mthong ba la sogs pa [pa’i PG] 
mngon par brjod pa’i phyir dran pa la sogs pa bzhin no // dmus long gi mig gi mthu gtan 
nyams pa la yang tshe rabs gzhan na mthong ba’i bag chags kyi shugs kyis [kyi PG] rmi 
lam na kha dog dang dbyibs tha dad pa’i gzugs du ma dag snang bar ’gyur bas de’i shes 
[P226a] pa de la yang dmigs pa med pa ma yin te / ’di ltar bzang skyong dmus long des 
rmi lam na shes pa dang ldan pa’i mig gis gzugs de dag mthong ste / sha’i mig gis ni ma 
yin no zhes gsungs pa lta bu’o // shes pa’i mig gis ni chos la dmigs pa’i phyir rmi lam la 
[G194a] sogs pa’i rnam par shes pa yang dmigs pa dang bcas pa nyid yin pas khyed cag 
gi sgrub pa la dpe med pa’i skyon nyid du ’gyur ro // gzugs la sogs pa’i don gyi dngos po 
sel bar byed pa’i phyir yul la skur pa ’debs pa nyid kyang yin no //

khyed ’di skad ces rnam par shes pa nyid gnyis su snang bar skye ste / rang du snang 
ba dang rnam par shes pa yul du snang ba’i phyi rol gyi yul gyi rnam par yongs su gyur 
pa de rnam par shes pa rang du snang ba’i yul nyid yin no zhes zer na

de’i phyir bshad pa /

5.20 vi∑ayåbhåsatå cet syåc cittasyålambanaµ matå /
 vi∑ayåbhåsatåµ projjhya cittåtmånyo ‘sti k¥d®ßa˙ //

gal te yul du snang ba nyid // sems kyi dmigs pa yin ’dod na //
yul du snang ba ma gtogs par // sems kyi bdag nyid gzhan ci yod //

ces bya ba ni ’di ltar kho bo cag gis ni gzugs la sogs pa’i yul du snang bar skyes pa nyid 
rnam par shes pa’i ngo bo nyid yin par mthong gi yul du snang ba ma gtogs par rang du 
snang ba gzhan ma mthong [D205b] ngo // gal te yul du snang ba nyid las gzhan pa rnam 
par shes pa’i ngo bo nyid gnyis pa zhig yod na de gang yin ston cig /

gal te de bstan pa’i phyir ’di skad ces rnam par shes pa la rang du snang ba dang / 
yul du snang ba zhes bya ba’i ngo bo nyid gnyis yod de / rang gi ngo bor gnas pa’i phyir 
dang / gzhan lta bur skyes pa’i phyir shel gyi nor bu bzhin te / dper na shel gyi nor bu’i 
ngo bo nyid las ni rang gsal la / sngon po la sogs pa’i nye bar gzhag [bzhag P] pa’i khyad 
[G194b] par las ni sngon po [P226b] la sogs par [pa PG] snang bar [ba PG] mtshon du 
rung ngo // de bzhin du sems rang rang [PG om.] du snang ba’i yul gyi rnam par yongs 
su gyur pa las yul du snang ba nyid du ’gyur ro zhe na /

de lta na bsgrub par bya ba dang dpe nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pa mi mthun ste / 
gang gi phyir zhe na /

5.21 ne∑†å spha†ikavat tasya dvyåbhatånyanibhodayåt //
 upådånåt tatra jåto yato na spha†ikak∑aˆa˙ //

gzhan ltar skyes phyir de gnyis snang // shel dang ’dra bar mi ’dod de //
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nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pas [las PG] der skye ba // shel gyi skad cig min 
phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni shel gyi nor bu sngon po la sogs pa nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pa’i khyad 
par gyis [gyi PG] rang gi ngo bor gsal ba nyid yongs su btang bas sngon po la sogs pa’i 
ngo bo nyid du yongs su ’gyur ba ni bden mod kyi / shel gsal ba’i skad cig ma snga ma 
gang yin pa de ni ’gags par gyur pas sngon po la sogs par gyur pa ma yin no //

5.22ab tadapåye ‘nyathotpatter bhråntatå tanmater matå /

de ’gags gzhan ni skyes pa la // de yi blo ni ’khrul par ’dod //

ces bya ba ni shel gsal ba’i skad cig ma de ’gags pas na nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pa’i 
khyad par gyis sngon po la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid skyes pa la shel yin par dmigs pa’i blo 
ni ’khrul pa nyid yin no //

ngo bo nyid gnyis ni med de / gang gi phyir zhe na / shel nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] 
pa dang bral ba na snga ma’i ngo bo nyid kho nar snang ba ltar shes pa’i rnam par shes 
bya’i rnam pa dang bral ba shel gyi rnam pa nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pa dang bral ba 
lta bu ni nam yang gzung du med pa’i phyir ro // rnam par shes pa rang du snang ba’i 
bdag nyid nyams su myong ba med kyang de yul gyi [G195a] rnam pas *nye bar* [PG 
om.] kha bsgyur ba’i dmigs par snang ba’i yul du snang ba nyid yin par rigs [rig PG] pa 
dang ldan pa ma yin no // dper na shel gyi nor bu nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pa’i tshon 
dang phrad pa na de lta bur snang bar mtshon du rung yang shel gyi nor bu yang nye 
bar gzhag [bzhag PG] pa’i [D206a] ngo bo nyid du mi ’gyur la nye bar gzhag [bzhag PG] 
pa’i ngo bo nyid kyang [P227a] shel gyi nor bu’i ngo bo nyid du mi ’gyur te / shel gyi nor 
bu tshon yin pa ’am / tshon kyang shel gyi nor bu nyid yin par thal bar ’gyur ba’i phyir 
ro // de bzhin du rnam par shes pa yang rkyen ji ltar nye bar gyur pa’i yul du snang bar 
skye yang / rnam par shes pa yang rnam pa thams cad du gzugs la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid 
du mi ’gyur la / gzugs la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid kyang rnam par shes pa’i ngo bo nyid du 
mi ’gyur te / sa la sogs pa’i sems dang bcas pa nyid dam / sems kyang [kyi PG] sa la sogs 
pa bzhin du sems med pa nyid du thal bar ’gyur ba’i phyir / rnam par shes pa nyid gzung 
ba dang ’dzin pa nyid yin no zhes bya bar rang la byed pa ’gal ba’i phyir de shel bzhin du 
gnyis su snang ba nyid du mi rigs so //

’dir smras pa / yul du snang ba des [der D] rang dang rjes su mthun pa’i ’bras bu 
bskyed par bya ba’i phyir rim gyis rnam par shes pa’i rgyun nus pa dang ldan par byed 
cing lan ’ga’ ni de’i rnam pa’i nus par gnas so // lan ’ga’ ni nus pa yongs su smin pa las 
rnam par shes pa yul du snang ba’i rnam par [G195b] skye’o // rnam par shes pa ni nus pa 
dang yul du snang ba de gnyis las gcig pa nyid dang tha dad pa nyid du [PG om.] brjod 
par mi ’dod de / rnam par shes pa nyid nus pa dang yul gyi ngo bo nyid gnyis su snang 
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ba yin no zhe na /
’dir bshad pa /

5.22cd ßaktyabhedån na dvyåbhatå vi∑ayåbhåsatåtmavat //

gnyis su snang med nus pa ni // tha dad min phyir yul snang bzhin //

zhes bya ba la rnam par shes pa nyid gnyis su snang ba ma yin zhes bya ba ni phyogs 
yin la / nus pa tha dad pa ma yin pa’i phyir zhes bya ba ni gtan tshigs yin / yul du snang 
ba’i rnam par shes pa’i bdag nyid bzhin no zhes bya ba ni dpe yin te / rang du snang ba’i 
[P227b] rnam par shes pa gzhan yin zhes byar yang de skye ba na yul du snang ba kho na’i 
rnam par shes pa skye ste / yul gyi rnam pa tha dad par snang ba’i phyir dang / yul du 
snang ba ’khrul pa med pa’i phyir ro // de ’gag pa na yang rnam par shes pa’i rgyun dang 
ldan pa’i nus pa yul du snang ba nyid kyi rnam par shes pa bskyed pa’i mthu dang ldan 
pa [D206b] gzhag [bzhag PG] nas ’gag cing de yongs su smin par gyur pa las yang yul du 
snang ba’i rnam par shes pa nyid skye bar zad kyi / rang du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa’i 
nus pa gang gis de bskyed par ’gyur ba bzhag pa ni ’ga’ yang med pas yul du snang ba nyid 
kyi rnam par shes pa la rang du snang ba nyid brtags [btags PG] pas ci bya /

ci ste yang ’di snyam du rnam par shes pa nyid gnyis su snang ba yin te / lhan cig tu 
’dra bar ’byung ba’i phyir gzugs dang gzugs brnyan bzhin te / gang la lhan cig ’byung 
[G196a] ba’i ngang tshul yod pa de ni lhan cig tu byung ba ste / cig car ’byung ba zhes 
bya ba’i tha tshig go // gang lhan cig ’byung ba dang ’dra ba’i ngang tshul yod pa de ni 
’dra bar ’byung ba ste / lhan cig tu ’dra bar ’byung ba’o // dper na gzugs dang lhan cig 
tu gzugs brnyan ’dra bar ’byung ba bzhin [PG add no] te / de la gzugs lta bu ni rang du 
snang ba nyid yin la / gzugs brnyan lta bu ni yul du snang ba nyid yin par sems na /

’dir bshad pa /

5.23 svaparåbhåsatå ne∑†å cetasa˙ pratibimbavat //
 sahakårånukåritvåt tasmåd dvyåbhåsatåsat¥ //

sems ni rang dang gzhan snang ba // lhan cig ’dra bar ’byung ba’i phyir //
gzugs brnyan bzhin du mi ’dod de // de phyir gnyis su snang ma yin //

zhes bya ba ni lhan cig tu ’dra bar ’byung ba nyid yin du zin kyang gnyis su snang ba 
nyid du mi ’grub pa kho na yin te / gzugs brnyan ni [P228a] dngos po med pa’i phyir 
dang / de’i blo yang ’khrul pa yin pa’i phyir ro //

’dir smras pa / rnam par shes pa ni gnyis su snang ba kho na yin te / tshad ma dang 
’bras bu yin pa’i phyir ro // de la tshad ma ni ’dis rjes su dpog pa’i phyir tshad ma ste / 
rang du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa’o // ’bras bu ni de’i yul so sor rtog pa ste / yul du 
snang ba nyid do // yul du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa ’ba’ zhig la ni tshad ma dang ’bras 
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bu dag ’thad par dka’o zhe na /
’dir bshad pa /

5.24 pramåˆaphalatåbhåvåd i∑†å dvyåbhåsateti cet //
 anyathåpi hi tatsiddhes tatk¬ptir api ne∑yate //

gal te tshad ma ’bras yod phyir // gnyis su snang bar ’dod ce na //
gzhan du’ang [du PG] de dag ’grub pa’i phyir // brtag pa de yang mi ’dod do //

zhes bya ba ni gnyis su snang ba nyid ma yin par gzhan du yang [G196b] tshad ma dang 
’bras bu de dag ’grub pa’i phyir brtag pa de yang mi ’dod do // de ji ltar na [D207a] gzhan 
du tshad ma dang ’bras bu dag ’grub par ’gyur zhe na / de’i phyir /

5.25 bibhratå jåyamånena jñånena vi∑ayåbhatåm /
 pram¥yate prameyaµ yat pramåˆaµ tena tan matam //

yul du snang ba ’dzin pa yi // rnam par shes pa skye bzhin pas //
gzhal bya gang yin ’jal byed pa // des na de ni tshad mar ’dod //

ces bya ba smras te / ’di [yid P] la yul du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa zhes bya ba’i rnam 
par ’dzin par skye bzhin pa nyid kyis yul rnam par rtog [rtogs PG] par byed pa’i phyir / 
shes pa skye bzhin pa nyid gang yin pa de tshad ma yin par ’dod do //

5.26ab  tannirv®ttau ca d®∑†atvåt tannirv®tti˙ phalaµ matam /

de skyes pa na mthong ba’i phyir // de grub pa ni ’bras bur ’dod //

ces bya ba ni rnam par shes pa de skyes pa na yul mthong ba’i phyir shes pa des mngon 
par grub pa ni ’bras bu yin pas yul du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa nyid la tshad ma dang 
’bras bu gnyis yod par ’dod de / dper na shing la [P228b] sta res gzas pa dang / btab pa’i 
rkyen gyis [gyi PG] gnyis su gcod par byed pa nyid dang / de dum bu gnyis su chad par 
gyur pa nyid bzhin no //

5.26cd anirdeßyasvar¨pasya tathaivådhigamo yata˙ //

bstan du med pa’i ngo bo nyid // de bzhin rtog pa gang thob pa //

zhes bya ba ni mngon sum gyi shes pa dngos po’i rang gi mtshan nyid tsam la dmigs pa 
rtog [rtogs PG] pa dang rjes su dran pa’i rnam par rtog pa dang bral bas / gzugs la sogs pa 
sngon po la sogs pa’i bdag nyid du *bstan du* [P om.] med pa’i ngo bo nyid la / de bzhin 
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du med pa’i ngo bo nyid kho na bzhin du rang rig pa’i rnam pas rtogs par byed pa gang 
[G197a] gi phyir de’i phyir yul nyid du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa gcig pu kho na la 
tshad ma dang ’bras bu gnyi ga yod pa’i phyir gtan tshigs kyi don ma grub pas rnam par 
shes pa nyid gnyis su snang bar rtog [rtogs D] pa ni *dgos pa* [dngos po P] med do //

yang pha rol po dag gi bsam pa gzhan bsal ba’i phyir bshad pa /

5.27 cittasvabhåvo båhyo ‘rtho yadi sådhyo vivak∑ita˙ /
 vijñånavi∑ayatvena tad yathå samanantara˙ //

gal tel smra ’dod bsgrub bya ba // phyi don sems kyi dngos nyid de //  
rnam par shes pa’i yul yin phyir // dper na de ma thag bzhin no //

zhes bya ba ’di la phyi rol gyi don ni chos can no // de sems kyi ngo bo nyid yin par sgrub 
[bsgrub PG] pa ni de’i chos so // rnam par shes pa’i yul yin phyir // zhes bya ba ni gtan 
tshigs kyi don du phyir zhes smos so // dper na de ma thag pa’i rkyen bzhin no zhes bya 
ba ni dpe ste [G om.] / [D207b] sems dang sems las byung ba mtshungs pa de ma thag tu 
’gags pa rnams ni de las gzhan pa’i sems dang sems las byung ba rnams skye ba’i rkyen 
gyi [gyis PG] dngos por ’gyur bas de ma thag pa’i rkyen zhes bya’o // gal te de yang rnam 
par shes pa’i yul yin pa’i phyir sems kyi ngo bo nyid yin pa de bzhin du phyi rol gyi don 
yang rnam par shes [P229a] pa’i yul yin pa’i phyir sems kyi ngo bo nyid yin no zhe na /

5.28ab pratyekaµ caitasair heto˙ syåd evaµ vyabhicåritå /

des na sems byung so so yis [yi PG] // gtan tshigs ’khrul pa nyid du ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni des ci [PG om.] re zhig rnam par shes pa’i yul yin pa’i phyir de ma thag pa’i 
rkyen bzhin du phyi rol gyi yul yang sems kyi ngo bo nyid yin par ’gyur ram [G197b] 
/ ’on te rnam par shes pa’i yul yin pa’i phyir tshor ba la sogs pa sems las byung ba so so 
dag sems kyi ngo bo nyid ma yin pa bzhin du phyi rol gyi yul yang sems kyi ngo bo nyid 
ma yin par ’gyur ba’i gtan tshigs ma nges pa nyid do //

ci ste yang ’di snyam du de ni lung gis ’grub ste / ’di lta ste / khams gsum po ni sems 
tsam mo zhes gsungs par sems na / ’dir bshad pa / de ni rigs pa ma yin te / lung gi don 
yongs su ma shes pa’i phyir ro // gang gi phyir zhe na /

5.28cd s¨tre∑u cittamåtroktikart®bhokt®ni∑edhita˙ //

mdo las sems tsam gsungs pa ni // byed po za po dgag phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni gzhan mu stegs can dag gis rnam par shes pa las gzhan gyi byed pa po 
dang za ba po yod par brtags [btags PG] pa sel bar mdzad pa’i phyir sangs rgyas dang / 
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byang chub sems dpa’ rnams kyis [kyi PG] sems tsam zhes bstan pa mdzad pa yin gyi  / 
phyi rol gyi yul bsal ba’i phyir ni ma yin no // gang gi phyir zhe na / sa bcu pa’i mdo sde 
las / byang chub sems dpa’i sa drug pa la byang chub sems dpa’ rten cing ’brel par ’byung 
ba lugs su ’byung ba dang / lugs su ’byung ba ma [P om.] yin pa la rnam par blta ba ’di 
snyam du sems te / ma rig pa la sogs pa yan lag bcu gnyis *pa las* [pas PG] sdug bsngal 
gyi phung po ’ba’ zhig pa byed pa po dang / tshor ba po dang bral ba [P229b] ’di ’byung 
zhing sdug bsngal gyi shing ljon pa mngon par ’grub par ’gyur ro snyam du de ltar nges 
pas / kye rgyal ba’i sras dag ’di lta ste / khams gsum [G198a] pa ’di ni [D208a] sems tsam 
ste  / sems kyis [kyi PG] mngon par ’dus byas pa dang / sems kyis bris pa yin gyi [gyis 
PG] / sems las gzhan pa’i byed pa po dang / za ba po ni ’ga’ yang med do // zhes gsungs 
pas phyi rol gyi yul med pa nyid du mi ’grub po //

’dir smras pa / de ni shes rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa las kyang gsungs te / byams pa 
byang chub sems dpa’ gzugs kyi bye brag gdags pa ni rnam pa gsum gyis [gyi PG] khong 
du chud par bya ste / ’di lta ste / ’di ni kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i gzugs so // ’di ni rnam 
par brtags [btags G] pa’i gzugs so // ’di ni chos nyid kyi gzugs so zhes bya bas so // de la 
kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i gzugs gang zhe na / gzugs zhes bya ba ni ming dang / ’du shes 
dang / gdags pa dang / tha snyad la brten nas gzugs kyi ngo bo nyid du rtog pa gang yin 
pa de / de ni rdzas su med do // de la rnam par brtags [btags PG] pa’i gzugs gang zhe na 
/ rnam par rtog pa la brten nas gang la ming dang / ’du shes dang / gdags pa dang / tha 
snyad kyi gzugs zhes bya ba la sogs par mngon par brjod pa nyid de / ’di ni rnam par 
rtog pa rdzas su yod pa nyid la brten nas rdzas su yod pa yin gyi / rang dbang du ’jug 
pa las ni ma yin no // de la chos nyid kyi gzugs gang zhe na / kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i 
gzugs des rnam par brtags [btags PG] pa’i gzugs [G add rnam par btags pa’i gzugs] de la 
rtag tu ngo bo nyid med pa nyid dang [G198b] / chos bdag med pa nyid dang / yang dag 
pa’i mtha’ la sogs pa gang yin pa ste / de la rdzas su yod pa [P230a] yang ma yin la / rdzas 
su med pa yang ma yin te / rnam par brtags [btags PG] pa’i don gyis stong pa nyid dang 
/ rnam par shes pa yod pa’i phyir ro zhes gsungs so zhe na /

bshad pa /

5.29  vikalpitårthaß¨nyaµ ca vijñånaµ yadi sådhyate /
 akalpitårthasadbhåvån na syåd arthaniråkriyå //

gal te rnam brtags [btags PG] don stong pas // rnam par shes pa sgrub byed na //
brtags [btags PG] pa ma yin don yod phyir //yul med par ni mi ’gyur ro //

zhes bya ba ni rnam par shes pa la rnam par brtags [btags PG] pa’i don gyis stong pa nyid 
yin yang de bzhin gshegs pas so so rang rig par bya ba’i chos nyid kyi gzugs kyi don yod 
pa’i phyir / sgra ji bzhin gyi ngo bo nyid ma yin pa’i dngos po [D208b] gang yin pa de 
yod pas brtags [btags PG] pa ma yin pa’i don yod pa’i phyir yul yod pa kho na yin par 
rnam par shes pa thams cad du yul gyis [gyi P] stong pa yin par mi rigs so //
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gzhan yang /

5.30ab svapnabuddhisvabhåvenåkalpitabhåvasaµßaya˙4 /

rmi lam la yang brtags min pa’i // ngo bo nyid blos ma nges ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni khams gsum pa ni sems tsam ste / gzugs la sogs pa’i don gyis stong pa’i 
phyir / rmi lam la sogs pa’i rnam par shes pa bzhin no zhes bya ba de la ’di ltar / rmi 
lam la yang brtags [btags PG] pa ma yin pa’i ngo bo nyid kyi blo’i cha yod pa’i phyir des 
na ci re zhig rmi lam la sogs pa’i rnam par shes pa bzhin no zhes bya ba de rmi lam gyi 
[G199a] rnam par shes pa brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid kyi skyes bu la sogs pa’i don 
gyis stong par ’gyur ram / ’on te rang [gang PG] gi cha la dmigs pa brtags [btags PG] pa 
ma yin pa’i don gyis mi stong par ’gyur ba’i gtan tshigs ma nges pa nyid du ’gyur ro //

5.30cd na nirålambanåp¥∑†å d®∑†åntasyåprasiddhita˙ //

dmigs pa med par [pa D] mi ’dod de // dpe ni rab tu ma grub phyir //

zhes bya ba ni brtags [btags PG] pa’i don [P230b] gyis stong pa’i phyir ro zhes bya ba’i 
dpe rmi lam blangs pa der yang brtags [btags PG] pa’i don sel bar byed kyi brtags [btags 
PG] pa ma yin pa’i don gyi cha sel bar mi byed pa [pas PG] des kyang sems tsam nyid 
du mi ’grub pa’i phyir / dmigs pa med par mi ’dod de / dpe bsgrub par bya ba’i phyogs 
gcig dang mi ldan par rab tu ma grub pa’i phyir ro // rmi lam gyi shes pa’i chos nyid kyi 
*gzugs kyi* [P om.] don la dmigs pa’i phyir dmigs pa med pa nyid ma yin no // ’di ltar 
rmi lam ni yang dag pa ma yin pa’i phyir gtan la dbab par na de dpe nyid du mi rung 
ngo zhes bya bar bsams so //

’dir smras pa /

5.31 atha syåd vi∑ayo hy eka˙ sam¨ho vå bhaved dhiya˙ /
 yuktyå par¥k∑yamåˆas tu sa dvidhåpi na yujyate //

ci ste blo yul rnam pa gnyis // gcig dang ’dus pa yin snyam na //
rigs pas yongs su brtags pa na // de ni gnyi gar mi rigs so //

zhes bya ba ni pha rol po dag na re ci ste phyi rol gyi don yod par smra ba dag blo’i yul 
rnam pa gnyis su ’dod de / rdul phra rab gcig pu ’ba’ zhig yul du ’dod dam / ’on te rdul 
phra rab ’dus pa yul du ’dod do snyam na / gnyi ga yang rigs pas yongs su brtags pa na 
[G199b] [D209a] ’gal ba’i phyir de ni gnyi gar mi rigs te / bzang po ma yin no zhes zer ro 

4 L svapnabuddhisvabhåvenåkalpitåbhåvasaµßaya˙.
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// rigs [rig PG] pa de yang gang zhe na / de’i phyir smras pa /

5.32 tatråˆur¨pam5 ekaµ tu r¨pabuddher na gocara˙ /
 atadåbhatayå yadvad ak∑ar¨paµ na gocara˙ //

de la gzugs rdul gcig pu ni // gzugs blo’i spyod yul ma yin te //
de snang nyid du mi ’gyur phyir // dbang gzugs spyod yul ma yin bzhin //

zhes bya ba la gzugs kyi phra ba nyid kyi mthar thug pa ni rdul phra rab po // gcig pu 
zhes bya ba ni ’ba’ zhig zhes [ces D] bya ba’i tha tshig go // gzugs kyi rdul gcig pu ni 
zhes bya ba ni chos can yin la / de gzugs kyi blo’i spyod yul ma yin te zhes bya ba ni 
de’i [P231a] chos te / chos can dang chos bsdus pa ni phyogs yin no // de snang nyid du 
mi ’gyur phyir // zhes bya ba ni gtan tshigs te / de snang nyid du zhes bya ba ni yul gyi 
dngos po nyid du snang ba zhes bya ba’i tha tshig go // de snang ba nyid du mi ’gyur // 
zhes bya ba ni de blo la // snang ba nyid du mi ’gyur zhing // yul gyi dngos po nyid du 
mi ’gyur ba ste / gtan tshigs kyi don gyi phyir zhes bya ba smos so // dbang gzugs spyod 
yul ma yin [D add bzhin] // zhes bya ba ni dpe ste / dbang po zhes bya ba ni dbang po 
lnga rnams te / de rnams kyi ngo bo nyid yul kha dog gzugs dang ba nyid du yod pa yin 
yang de snang ba nyid du mi ’gyur ba’i phyir / dper na de gzugs kyi blo’i yul ma yin pa 
de bzhin du rdul phra rab kyang gzugs kyi blo’i spyod yul ma yin no //

5.33 anekam api cittasya naiva tadgocaraµ matam /
 r¨paµ hi paramåˆ¨nåm adravyatvåd dvicandravat //

phra rab gzugs ni du ma ste // sems kyi spyod yul yin mi ’dod //
rdzas su yod pa ma yin phyir // dper na zla ba gnyis [G200a] bzhin no //

zhes bya ba ni rdul phra rab kyi gzugs du ma de dag ’dus pa de yang sems kyi spyod yul yin 
par mi ’dod de / ci’i phyir zhe na / rdzas su yod pa ma yin pa’i phyir ro // ’di ltar rdul phra 
rab kyi gzugs ’ba’ zhig pa ni rdzas su ’dod la / de dag ’dus pa ni dmag [dmags P] dang nags 
tshal la sogs pa bzhin du rdzas su yod pa ma yin pas de snang bar ’gyur du zin kyang sems 
kyi spyod yul yin par mi rigs te / dper na rab rib can gyi mig skyon gyis [PG add sems kyi 
spyod yul yin par mi rigs te dper na rab rib can gyi mig skyon gyis] nyams pas zla ba gnyis 
pa [D om.] la sogs pa yang dag pa ma yin par mthong ba bzhin no *zhe na* [D om.] //

’dir bshad pa /

5.34 tatråsaµcitar¨pasya cittågocaratå6 yadi /

5 L tatrånur¨pam.
6 L cittagocaratå.
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 prasådhyate pareˆåpi siddhir eva prasådhyate //

de la gal te pha [P231b] rol po // bsags pa [D209b] min [med D] pa’i gzugs sems 
kyi //
spyod yul min par sgrub byed na // der ni grub pa nyid grub [sgrub D] ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni gal te pha rol po dag bsags pa ma yin pa’i gzugs rdul phra rab gcig pu 
sems kyi spyod yul nyid ma yin par sgrub par byed na phyogs snga ma der grub pa nyid 
la sgrub par ’gyur te / kho bo cag kyang de ltar ’dod pa’i phyir ro //

5.35 atha saµcitar¨pasya hetor evam asiddhatå /
 r¨påntarair upak®tais tannirbhåsodayåd dhiya˙ //

ci ste bsags pa’i gzugs la ni // gtan tshigs ma grub nyid ’gyur te // 
gzugs gzhan dag gi bsags [bsams PG] pa ni // der snang blo ni skye phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni ci ste rdul phra rab kyi rigs mthun pa bsags pa’i gzugs phyogs su byas nas 
de la rdzas su yod pa ma yin pa nyid gtan tshigs su brjod na ni / de [G200b] lta na gtan 
tshigs gang yang rung ba la ma grub pa nyid du ’gyur te / ci’i phyir zhe na / ’di ltar rdul 
phra rab rigs mthun pa’i gzugs gzhan dag gis de la bsags shing kun nas sbyar ba na de 
yul gyi dngos por khas blangs shing der snang ba’i blo rdul phra rab ’dus pa’i rnam par 
skye ba’i phyir ro // kho bo cag ni rdul phra rab rigs mthun pa’i bsags pa bum pa la sogs 
pa nyid dang phra rab kyang kun rdzob pa’i rdzas su ’dod de / ’di ltar rdul phra rab ni 
rdzas brgyad ’dus pa’i bdag nyid yin pas / de yang rdzas nyid yin par ’dod la / de bzhin 
du bum pa la sogs pa ’dus pa’i bdag nyid kyang rdzas nyid yin te / ’ba’ zhig pa ni rdzas 
su ma [mi PG] ’grub pa’i phyir ro //

5.36 tasyålambanatå ce∑†å tadåbhamatihetuta˙ /
 rågavad bådhyate tasmåt pratijñå te ‘numånata˙ //

de ni dmigs nyid yin ’dod de // der snang blo yi rgyur ’gyur phyir //
’dod chags bzhin te de yi phyir // khyod dam bcas la rjes dpag gnod //

ces bya ba ni rdul phra rab rigs mthun pa bsags pa’i [P232a] gzugs de ni dmigs pa nyid 
yin par ’dod de / ci’i phyir zhe na / ’di ltar rdul phra rab bsags pa de ni bsags pa’i gzugs 
der snang ba’i blo’i rgyu’i dngos po nyid du ’gyur ba’i phyir te / gang dang gang der 
snang ba’i blo’i rgyur ’gyur ba de dang de ni bsags pa la dmigs pa yin te / dper na ’dod 
chags yul la chags pa’i mtshan nyid [D add de] ni bud med kyi gzugs la sogs pa bsags pa 
nyid la dmigs par ’dod pa bzhin te / de’i phyir khyod kyis bsags [D210a] pa’i gzugs ni 
dmigs pa ma yin no zhes dam bcas [G201a] pa de la rjes su dpag pa ’dis gnod par ’gyur ro 
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// rnam par shes pa’i tshogs lnga’i gnas dang / dmigs pa ni bsags pa yin no zhes gsungs 
pa’i lung [lus PG] dang yang ’gal lo //

’dir smras pa / blo ni dmigs pa med pa kho nar skye ste / rang du snang ba’i rnam 
par shes pa’i sa bon las skyes pa’i phyir yid kyi blo bzhin no zhe na /

’dir bshad pa /

5.37 yady anålambanå sådhyå svab¥jåd udayåd dhiya˙ /
 manodh¥vad akalpatvåt syåt te sålambanå nanu //

gal te rang blo dmigs med de // rang gi sa bon las skye’i phyir //
yid blo bzhin ’dod btags min phyir // khyod kyi [kyis PG] dmigs bcas nyid du 
’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni yid kyi rnam par shes pa la’ang btags pa ma yin pa’i rang gi don du snang 
ba’i cha yod pa’i phyir khyod kyi blo dmigs pa dang bcas pa nyid du ’gyur ro 

gzhan yang /

5.38 anålambånumånåd vå taddh¥tvåsya niråkriyå7 /
 sam¨hasyåpratijñånåt tanni∑edho na bådhaka˙ //

dmigs pa med pa rjes dpog pas // de ni blo nyid ma yin ’gyur //
’dus pa dam ni ma bcas pas // de ’gog pa ni gnod pa med //

ces bya ba ni dmigs pa rtogs par byed pas blo zhes bya ba yin na dmigs pa med pa nyid 
rjes su dpog pas blor ’dod pa de blo ma yin pa nyid du gyur pas blo de ni blo nyid ma yin 
[P232b] par bsal ba’i phyir chos can gyi rang gi ngo bo log par bsgrubs pas dam bcas pa 
nyams par ’gyur ro //

khyod kyis ’dus pa ni dmigs pa ma yin no zhes smras pa gang yin pa de la yang kho 
bos kyang ’dus pa dmigs pa yin par dam ma [D om.] bcas te / ’o na ji ltar dam bcas she 
na / rdul phra rab bsags pa ni dmigs pa [G201b] yin par dam bcas pas khyod kyis ’dus 
pa dmigs pa ma yin par de ’gog pa ni kho bo la gnod pa med do // bsags pa dang ’dus pa 
zhes bya ba gnyis la khyad par ci yod ce na / rdul phra rab rigs mthun pa dag gzhi gcig 
la brten pa ni tshogs pa zhes bya’o // glang po che dang / rta la sogs pa dang / skyer pa 
dang / seng ldeng la sogs pa’i rdzas rigs mi mthun pa gzhi tha dad pa ’dus pa la dmag 
[dmags P] dang nags tshal la sogs par gdags pa ni ’dus pa zhes bya’o //

’dir smras pa / ’o na kho bo cag gi dmigs pa brtag pa’i skabs su /

5.39abc asaty api ca båhye ‘rthe dvayam anyonyahetukam /

7 L na dh¥tvådiniråkriyå.
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 ßaktir vi∑ayar¨paµ ca

phyi rol don ni med par yang // nus pa [P om.] dang ni [D210b] yul gyi dngos //
gnyis po phan tshun rgyur ’gyur bas //

thog ma med pa’i dus nas ’jug // ces bya bas phyogs ’di brtan [bstan PG] por bzhag zin 
to zhe na /

bshad pa / tshig le’ur byas pa de’i rtsa ba bzhi pa /

5.39d tanniv®tti˙ kuto matå //

ji ltar de ni ldog par ’dod //

ces bya ba ’dis rjes nas brgal zhing brtag par bya ste / phyi rol gyi don yod pa la ni yul du 
snang ba’i rnam par shes pa skye ba de’i dag pa ’tshol ba’i rnal ’byor pas yul ngo bo nyid 
med pa nyid du rtogs [rtog PG] par gzung [bzung PG] ba dang / ’dzin pa ldog pa’i phyir 
’jig rten las ’das pa’i ye shes rnam par mi rtog pa skye ba rigs [rig PG] pa kho nar ’gyur 
gyi / khyed yul med pa la ni dang po [P233a] nas kyang phyi rol gyi don med la / phyis 
kyang med pa bzhin du gzung ba dang ’dzin pa’i ngo bo nyid du ’jug par ’gyur ba de [de’i 
PG] phyis rgyu gang gis ldog [G202a] cing ’jig rten las ’das pa’i ye shes rnam par mi rtog 
pa skye bar ’gyur ba’i thabs ci yang med do // yul med par smra ba la ni ’jig rten las ’das 
pa’i lam skye ba’i thabs med pas nus pa dang yul gyi ngo bo nyid kyi rnam par shes pa 
thog ma med pa’i dus nas ’jug pa de ji ltar ldog pa’i rigs pa brjod par bya dgos so //

gal te khyod ’di snyam du /

5.40ab åryatvåd avikalpatvåd aheyå nirvikalpadh¥˙ /

 mi rtog blo ni spang min te // ’phags phyir rnam par mi rtog phyir //

zhes bya bar sems na zhes bya ba ni gal te ’khor bar ’jug pa’i rgyu gzung ba dang ’dzin 
pa’i rnam par rtog pa gnyis spangs su zin kyang rnam par mi rtog pa’i blo ni spang ba 
ma yin te / ’phags pa’i phyir dang / rnam par mi rtog pa’i phyir skye bar ’gyur ba nyid 
yin te / ldog par mi ’gyur bar sems na’o //

de lta na /

5.40cd tadutpådåt kuto mok∑as tadb¥jånupaghåtata˙ //

de skye thar pa ga la yod // de yi sa bon ma bcom phyir //

zhes bya ba ni ’di ltar rnam par shes pa’i sa bon ’jug pas ni ’khor bar ’dod la / de bcom 
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pas ni thar par ’dod pa yin na ji srid du rnam par rtog pa dang bcas pa’am / rnam par mi 
rtog pa’i shes pa de [D om.] skye ba yod pa de srid du thar pa ga la yod / de’i phyir sems 
tsam du smra ba khyod la thar pa yang mi ’thad par ’gyur ro //

ci ste ’di snyam du rnam par rtog pa dang bcas pa’i shes pa skye ba ni ’ching ba yin 
la / rnam par mi rtog pa’i shes pa skye ba ni thar pa yin [D211a] par sems te / [G202b] ci’i 
phyir zhe na / ’di *lta ste* [ltar D] /

5.41 dvayaprav®ttau saµjñåyå vißvåbhåsa˙8 prajåyate /
 vißvaµ tadåbhatå yåsyå˙ tadutpådåt9 svab¥jata˙ //

gnyis kyi ’du shes ’jug pa na // sna tshogs snang ba rab tu skye // [P233b]
de yi sna tshogs snang gang dang // de rang sa bon las skye’i phyir //

zhes bya ba ste / gzung ba dang ’dzin pa gnyis kyi rnam par shes pa ’jug pa na / gzugs la 
sogs pa yul sna tshogs kyi rnam par snang ba rab tu skye ste / de’i rnam pa sna tshogs 
snang ba de yang gang zhe na / rnam par shes pa yul gyi rnam par yongs su ’gyur ba 
gang yin pa’o // de dang rang du snang ba’i rnam par shes pa de yang rang gi sa bon yul 
du snang ba’i rnam pa de las skye ba’i phyir ro //

5.42ab  laya˙ ßaktyarpaˆåt tasya svåtmany evånyato ‘pi vå /

zha ba de la nus phul dang // rang bdag nyid dang gzhan las so //

zhes bya ba ni ’jug pa’i rnam pa shes pa de dag ’gag cing bdag [bag DPG] la zha ba na 
yang rtsa ba’i rnam par shes pa de la ’jug par ’gyur te / gang gi nus pa phul ba’i ngo bo 
nyid du gnas pa yin no // rang gi cha la dmigs pa rang gi bdag nyid dang / yul du snang 
ba’i rnam par shes pa gzhan ’gag pa las kyang de la zha bar ’gyur ro zhes bya bar sbyar 
bar sems na /

’dir bshad pa / de ni ’jig rten yid ches par bya ba tsam la bden mod kyi / skyon ’di 
yod de /

5.42cd  nanu vijñånaparyåyåd åtmaivåyaµ nir¨pita˙ //

rnam par ses pa’i ming gis ni // de la bdag tu btags par ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni bdag tu smra ba dag kyang yul sna tshogs ’byin pa’i bdag gcig pu la thams 
cad kyi [kyis D] nus pa rab tu bsags par sems pas [dpas PG] khyod kyis kyang rnam par 

8 L vißvåbhåsaµ.
9 L yåsya tadutpåda˙.
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shes pa zhes bya ba’i ming tsam gyi rgyu thabs kyis de nyid [G203a] la bdag tu btags par 
’gyur te / des na bdag med pa nyid du smra ba yang nyams so //

khyed kyi rnam par grol bar btags pa yang ’khor ba las khyad par med pa nyid du 
’gyur te / ji ltar [lta D] zhe na / ’di la sems tsam du smra ba’i rnal ’byor pa ’khor ba dang 
thar pa’i [P234a] sems tshul la sems pa na /

5.43 dvaitaµ måyopamaµ matvå k∑uˆˆam aßånty anåtma ca /
 advaitaµ cåk∑ayaµ bh¨tam am®taµ paramaµ padam //

gnyis yod sgyu ma lta bu dang // zad can ma zhi *bdag med* [lta bu PG] dang //
gnyis med mi zad yang dag [yang DPG] dang // ’chi med go ’phang mchog 
rtogs nas //

5.44 såmånyåbhåvatas tatra kalpanåviniv®ttita˙ /
 nirvikalpadhiyålambyamuktyabhedo ‘pi vidyate //

de la ’dra bar med pa’i phyir // rnam par rtog pa rnam ldog pas //
mi rtog blos ni dmigs byas [byed DPG] pa’i // grol ba [D211b] khyad par med 
par ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ste / gnyis yod ces bya ba ni gzung ba dang ’dzin pa rnam pa gnyis kyi dngos 
por gnas pa ste / de ni sgyu ma lta bu dang / zad pa can dang / ma zhi ba dang / bdag 
med par rtogs so zhes bya bar sbyar ro // sgyu ma lta bu zhes bya ba ni yang dag pa ma 
yin pa’i rnam par rtog [rtogs G] pas bskyed pa’i phyir ro // zad can zhes bya ba ni de la 
zad pa yod pas zad can no // ma zhi zhes bya ba ni skye ba dang ’chi ba la sogs pa’i bya 
bas ’phangs pa’i phyir ro // bdag med ces bya ba ni gzhan mu stegs byed pa dag gis yongs 
su btags pa’i bdag med pa’i phyir dang / rang yang ngo bo nyid med pa’i phyir ro // gnyis 
med ces bya ba ni gang gi tshe gzugs la sogs pa dmigs pa rnams sems las phyi rol las mi 
snang ba de’i tshe na / rang gi sems kyi chos nyid la nges par gnas pa’i sems [G203b] ni 
gnyis med ces bya ste / de ni mi zad pa dang / yang dag pa dang / ’chi ba med pa dang 
/ go ’phang mchog yin par rtogs nas zhes bya bar sbyar ro // mi zad ces bya ba ni de la 
zad pa yod pa ma [la PG] yin pa’o // yang dag ces bya ba ni mi bslu ba’o // ’chi med ces 
bya ba ni skye ba dang ’chi ba la sogs pa dang bral ba’o // go ’phang mchog ces bya ba 
ni mthar thug pa’i gnas so // rtogs nas zhes bya ba ni [P234b] gnyis yod pa dang / gnyis 
med pa dag tshul de ltar rtogs nas so //

de la ’dra bar med pa’i phyir // zhes bya ba ni gnyis med pa de la gzung ba dang ’dzin 
pa dag ji ltar ’khor ba’i gnas skabs na med pa bzhin du thar pa’i gnas skabs na yang de 
dang ’dra bar ngo bo nyid med pa’i phyir ro // rnam par rtog pa rnam ldog pas // zhes 
bya ba ni de la gnyis po ’dra bar med par rtogs pa’i phyir rnam par rtog pa rnam par ldog 
pas so // mi rtog [ldog DPG] blos ni dmigs byas [bcas PG] pa’i // zhes bya ba mngon sum 
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gyi shes pas sgra ji bzhin gyi ngo bo nyid ma yin pa dang / rnam par mi rtog pa’i blos 
kyang yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid dmigs par byas pa’i rnal ’byor pa la’o //

de la / grol ba khyad par med par ’gyur // zhes bya ba’i skyon ’dir ’gyur te / de la skye 
ba dang dmigs pa dang bcas pa nyid sngon dang [D212a] ’dra bar yod pa’i phyir sngon 
gyi shes pa rnam par rtog pa dang bcas pa las thar par khyad par med pas bcings pa dang 
/ thar pa gnyis khyad par med par ’gyur ro // [G204a]

gzhan yang /

5.45 cittamåtraprasiddhyarthaµ na cittåd vyatirekiˆa˙ /
 caittå våbhyupagantavyå na vå vijñaptimåtratå //

yang na sems tsam bsgrub pa’i phyir // sems las byung rnams sems las ni //
tha dad med par khas blang bya // yang na rnam rig tsam mi ’grub //

ces bya ba ni yang na khyed sems tsam nyid du ’dod pas sems tsam nyid sgrub pa’i phyir 
sems las byung ba dmigs pa rnam pa sna tshogs tha dad rnams kyang sems las tha dad 
pa med par khas * blang bar* [blangs par PG] bya’o // yang na sems las byung ba rnams 
sems [P om.] las tha dad par rtog na ni sems las byung ba rnams mang ba’i phyir rnam 
par rig pa tsam nyid du mi ’grub po //

5.46 vedanådisam¨he vå cittaprajñaptir i∑yatåm /
 tathå parånuvåda˙ syåt svan¥tityågitåpi ca //

yang na tshor sogs ’dus pa la // [P235a] sems su gdags par ’dod par gyis //
des na gzhan gyi rjes smra dang // rang gi gzhung yang btang bar ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni yang na khyed kyis tshor ba dang / sems pa dang / reg pa dang / yid la 
byed pa la sogs pa ’dus pa mdung khyim lta bu dang / sa dang chu dang me dang rlung 
dang ’dus pa la sogs pa lta bu dang / gzugs dang dri dang ro dang reg pa dang ldan pa’i 
bum pa la sogs pa lta bu la sems su gdags par khas blang bar bya’o // gal te de lta bu nyid 
[PG om.] yin no zhe na / des na khyed gzhan dbu ma smra ba’i rjes su smra ba dang / 
rang gi gzhung yang btang bar ’gyur te / kun gzhi rnam par shes pa gcig pu kho na las 
rkyen ji lta ba las rnam par shes pa’i tshogs lnga ’byung ba dang / sems las byung ba 
rnams kyi yongs su ’gyur ba yang khas blangs pa’i phyir ro // [G204b]

gal te ’di snyam du ’di la tshor ba la sogs pa ’dus pa nyid la sems su brtags na sems 
rdzas su yod pa nyid [PG add rdzas su yod pa nyid] ma yin par ’gyur zhing des na kun nas 
nyon mongs pa dang / rnam par byang ba dag gi gzhi ci yang med par ’gyur bas tshor 
ba la sogs pa tha dad pa dag la ni re re las de rdzas su yod pa nyid yin pas kun nas nyon 
mongs pa dang rnam par byang ba dag gi gnas nyid du rigs te / ji skad du /
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thog ma med pa’i dus ldan khams // [D212b] sa bon kun gyi gnas gyur pa //
de yod pas na ’gro kun dang // mya ngan ’das pa thob par ’gyur //

zhes gsungs pa lta bu’o zhe na /
’dir bshad pa /

5.47 saµkleßavyavadånåc ced dravyasac cittam i∑yate /
 vedanåditathotpådåt tatprasiddher na bådhakam //

kun nas nyon mongs rnam byang las // gal te sems ni rdzas ’dod na //
tshor sogs de bzhin skye ba’i phyir // de grub pas na gnod pa med //

ces bya ba ni ’di ltar nyon mongs pa dang / [P235b] nye ba’i nyon mongs pa’i yid la byed 
pa dang bcas pa dag sems dang lhan cig ’byung ba nyid na bcings pa yin par ’dod la / 
nyon mongs pa dang bral ba [D om.] na shes rab mtshungs par ldan pa dang bcas pa sems 
dang lhan cig nyid du grol bar ’dod pas sems nyid kyi gnas skabs gzhan dang / gzhan 
dag la sems las byung ba dag tu gdags pa yin gyi / gang gis [gi PG] sems ’ba’ zhig pa yin 
na rdzas su yod pa nyid du ’gyur ba’i sems dang sems las byung ba phan tshun tha dad 
par gnas pa ni med do //

de’i phyir tshor ba la sogs pa dag nyid bcings pa’i rnam pa dang / [G205a] thar pa’i 
rnam par de bzhin skye ba’i phyir tshogs pa las ’byung bas sems dang sems las [PG om.] 
byung ba dag ’dus pa’i ngo bo nyid du yod pa de rab tu grub pas na khyed sems rdzas su 
yod pa nyid du rtog [rtogs D] pa des kho bo cag la gnod pa med do //

gal te de ltar sems ’dus pa’i bdag nyid yin pas rdzas su yod pa nyid ma yin na / ji ltar 
de las srid pa’i rgyun dang thar pa ’thob [thob PG] par ’gyur zhe na /

de’i phyir bshad pa /

5.48 yathå parˆådisantåna˙ ßål¨kabahußaktita˙ /
 tathådravyasataß cittåc citrå˙ saµtativ®ttaya˙ //

u tpal rtsa ba nus mang las // lo ma la sogs rgyun ’byung ltar //
de bzhin sems rdzas med pa las // rgyun rnams sna tshogs ’byung bar ’gyur //

zhes bya ba la / u tpal rtsa ba zhes bya ba ni ut pa la’i rtsa ba la ste / de la rtsa ba’i ’brel 
pa gzhan med par yang nus pa mang po dang ldan pa las mtsho ci [ji PG] tsam du rgya 
che ba dag lo ma dang me tog la sogs pa’i rgyun gyis kun tu khyab pa ’byung bar ’gyur 
ba ltar de bzhin du sems rdzas su med pa las kyang sems can rnams kyi ’khor ba’i rgyun 
gyi bye brag khams dang / ’gro ba sna tshogs kyi rnam pa [PG add tha dad pas] tha dad 
pa dag ’byung bar ’gyur ro //

rgyun gyi bye brag [P236a] de dag kyang /
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5.49ab pratipak∑åd anutpattir utpatti˙ kåraˆe sati /

gnyen pos skye bar mi ’gyur zhing // [D213a] byed rgyu yod na skye bar ’gyur //

zhes bya ba la gnyen po zhes bya ba ni ’phags pa’i lam yan lag brgyad pa ste / de skyes 
pa na rgyun rnams skye bar mi ’gyur zhing / byed rgyu zag pa zhes bya ba dag yod na 
skye bar ’gyur ro //

yang na /

lnga po’i rtsa ba’i [G205b] rnam shes las // rkyen [rgyun DPG] bzhin du ni 
’byung bar ’gyur //

zhes khyod kyis gang smras pa de la rtsa ba’i rnam par shes pa med par yang sems ’dus 
pa’i bdag nyid kyi rkyen gyi mi mthun pa’i phyogs kyi gnyen po yod pas ni skye bar mi 
’gyur la / byed rgyu gzugs dang / snang ba dang / nam mkha’ dang / yid la byed pa la 
sogs pa’i rkyen yod na ni skye bar ’gyur ro //

5.49cd adravyatvån na cåtre∑†å citrotpådådikalpanå //

’di las [la PG] sna tshogs skyes la sogs // btags pa mi ’dod rdzas med phyir //

zhes bya ba ni khyed kyi rnam par shes pa yongs su gyur pa ’di las rnam par smin pa 
dang / ngar sems pa dang / rnam par rig pa zhes bya ba gsum po dag gi sna tshogs skye 
ba la sogs par btags pa ltar ni kho bo cag mi ’dod do // gang gi phyir zhe na / sems rdzas 
su med pa’i phyir ro // ’di ltar sems kyi gnas skabs kyi bye brag las de dag tu gdags par 
[pa PG] ni mi ’dod do //

gzhan yang /

5.50 na tad ålambya nirmok∑o nåpi noparatir dhiya˙ /
 saµv®tyå tattvato våpi nåtmavattulyatåsty10 ata˙ //

de la dmigs pas mi ’grol te // blo ’gag [‘ga’ PG] med pa’ang ma yin pas //
de phyir kun rdzob don dam du’ang // bdag tu smra dang ’dra mi ’gyur //

zhes pa la de la dmigs pa zhes bya ba ni rang gi sems snang ba tsam nyid du rtogs [rtog P] 
pas so // mi grol te zhes bya ba ni srid pa’i rgyun las so // blo ’gag med pa’ang ma yin pas 
// zhes bya ba la / ’o na ci zhe na / blo ’gag par ’gyur ba’ang yod pa kho na yin [P236b] te / 
dngos po’i rang gi ngo bo yongs su ma grub pa nyid du rtogs pa’i phyir dang / kun gzhi 

10 H L nåtmavittulyatåsty. 
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rnam [G206a] par shes pa la mi rtog pa’i phyir ro // de’i phyir kho bo cag sems rdzas su yod 
pa ma yin zhing ’dus pa’i bdag nyid yin par smra ba ni kun rdzob dang / don dam par yang 
bdag tu smra ba dang ’dra ba nyid du mi ’gyur gyi / de las bzlog pas khyed sems tsam du 
smra ba dag la ni skyon de dag ’byung ba nyid du ’gyur ro // khyed kyis [kyi PG]

dmigs pa la ni brten byas nas // [D213b] mi dmigs pa ni rab tu skye //
mi dmigs pa la brten byas nas // mi dmigs pa ni rab tu skye //

zhes gang smras pa de la yang kho bo cag mi dmigs pa goms par *bya ba* [byas pa D]  
nyid gzhan du mi ’dod de [do P] /

ji ltar [lta D] zhe na /

5.51 svabhåvato ‘py ajåtatvåd adravyatvåd vinåßata˙ /
 r¨pådi ß¨nyaµ måyåvad ity abhyåsåd asa∫gitå //

gzugs la sogs pa stong pa ste // ngo bo nyid kyi [kyis D] ma skyes phyir //
rdzas su med phyir ’jig pa’i phyir // sgyu ma bzhin goms chags med ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ste / gzugs la sogs pa phyi rol gyi yul rgyu dang rkyen du snang ba las byung 
ba yod pa kho na yin pa rnams ni stong pa ste / rgyu dang rkyen gyi tshogs tha dad pa 
dag la yod pa ma yin pas ngo bo nyid kyis ma skyes pa’i phyir ’dus pa’i bdag nyid yin pas 
rdzas su med pa’i phyir dang / yun ring du mi gnas pas ’jig pa’i phyir / dper na sgyu ma 
bzhin du dmigs su med par goms par byas pas chags pa med pa nyid du [DPG add mi] 
’gyur ba yin gyi / phyi rol gyi yul rnam pa thams cad du med pa ni ma yin no //

gzhan yang /

5.52 sadbhåve ‘pi ca r¨påder yathåbh¨tåvabodhata˙ /
 vyåvartate hy asadgråhas tadabhåve na kiµ tadå //

gzugs la sogs pa yod kyang ni // yang dag ji bzhin rtogs gyur pa // [G206b]
de yod ma yin de yi tshe // log ’dzin ci phyir mi ldog ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni dper na sngar sgyu ma byung ba las [la PG] skyes bu’i ngo bo nyid yod par 
btags [P237a] pa la phyis ’di ni sgyu ma byas pa yin te / ’di la ngo bo nyid ci yang med do 
zhes bya bar rtogs pa’i tshe na / skyes bu’i blo ldog par rigs kyi ri bong gi rva sngon dang 
phyis kyang gtan med pa la ni de lta bur ’gyur ba ni mi rigs so // de bzhin du gzugs la 
sogs pa yod kyang kun rdzob kyi shes pas gzugs la sogs pa ’di dag ni ngo bo nyid yod pa 
yin no snyam du btags pa la / phyis yang dag pa’i ngo bo nyid med par yang dag pa ji lta 
ba bzhin rtogs par gyur pas ngo bo nyid de [D om.] yod pa ma yin par shes pa de’i tshe 
log par ’dzin pa ci’i phyir ldog par mi ’gyur te / ldog pa kho nar ’gyur ba yin pas khyed 
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kyis [kyi PG] so so’i [so PG] skye bo de nyid shes pa ma skyes pa dag la dang po kho nar 
gzugs la sogs pa phyi rol gyi yul med par btags pas don ci zhig ’grub par ’gyur /

de bzhin du /

5.53 naiva dvayavikalpaß ca cittacaitasagocara˙ /
 prati∑edhe ‘pi r¨pådau na pravartitum arhati //

gnyis su rnam par rtog pa dag // sems dang sems byung [D214a] spyod yul na 
[ni PG] //
gzugs la sogs pa dgag byas kyang // ’jug par mi ’gyur mi rigs so //

zhes bya ba ni gzung ba dang ’dzin pa gnyis su rnam par rtog pa gang dag yin pa de dag 
khyed sems dang sems las byung ba’i spyod yul yin par ’dod cing gzugs la sogs pa’i phyi 
rol gyi yul rnams dang ’brel ba yin par mi ’dod na / de la [G207a] khyed kyis [kyi PG] 
gzugs la sogs pa phyi rol gyi yul rnams rnam pa thams cad du dgag pa byas kyang gnyis 
su rnam par rtog pa de dag ’jug par mi ’gyur bar mi rigs so // ’o na ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na 
/ ’jug par ’gyur ba kho nar rigs te / sngon dang phyis kyang gzugs la sogs pa phyi rol gyi 
yul rnams la mi ltos [bltos PG] par khyad par med pa’i phyir ro //
 gal te ’di skad ces [P237b] gzugs la sogs pa phyi rol gyi yul rnams dang ma ’brel ba’i 
rnam par rtog pa gnyis po dag spang ba kho na’i phyir kho bo cag gis rnam [rnams P] 
grangs gzhan gyis [gyi P] phyi [P om.] rol gyi [gyis G ] yul rnams rnam par shes pa’i cha 
nyid yin par rnam par bzhag ste / de’i ’og tu rnam par mi rtog pa’i ye shes skyes pa na 
rang dang gzhan du snang ba’i cha bsal bas yul de dang de la ’dzin pa dag ’gag par ’gyur 
ro zhe na /

’dir bshad pa /

5.54 tanniråsåya ced i∑†o vidhyantaraparigraha˙ /
 prak∑ålaˆåd dhi pa∫kasya d¨råd asparßanaµ varam //

gal te de ni dgag pa’i phyir // sgrub gzhan yongs su ’dzin ’dod na //
’dam rdzab ’khru bar byed pa bas // ma reg par ni bsrings na bzang //

zhes bya ba ni gal te khyed snying nas phyi rol gyi yul med par ’dod na ni / de rnam par 
shes pa’i cha nyid yin par btags pas kyang ci bya ste / gal te de [PG om.] rnam par shes 
pa’i cha nyid yin par rnam par bzhag nas phyis de dgag pa’i phyir rnam par shes pa’i cha 
nyid yin par sgrub [bsgrub PG] pa gzhan yongs su ’dzin par ’dod na ni / des na / ’dam 
rdzab ’khru bar byed pa bas // ma reg par ni bsrings pa bzang // zhes bya ba’i dpe ’di don 
mthun pa [G207b] nyid du ’gyur te / mi smyon pa blun po ’ga’ zhig gis lam gtsang ma 
bor te / mi gtsang ba’i ’dam rdzab kyi klung du zhugs pa na gzhan dag gis de la dris pa 
/ ci’i phyir khyod lam bor te ’dam rdzab tu zhugs [PG add pa] / des smras pa / yang bkru 
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bar bya’o // gzhan [D214b] gyis smras pa / glen pa gal te gdon mi za bar bkru bar bya 
dgos na snga nas ’dam rdzab kyis ma reg par [pa D] thag bsrings nas [na D] ches bzang 
ngo zhes bya ba lta bur ’gyur ro //

imagined identity

gzhan yang khyed kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid ni mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid 
*med pa nyid* [G om.] du smra zhing ’di skad ces kun brtags [btags P] pa’i ngo bo nyid ni 
mtshan nyid [P238a] ngo bo nyid med pa nyid yin te / kun brtags [btags PG] pa yin pa’i 
phyir thag pa la sbrul gyi ngo bo nyid du brtags [btags PG] pa bzhin zhes gang smras pa 
de dag [PG om.] la yang /

5.55 ne∑†o bhujagavac cåsat kalpitaµ11 kalpitatvata˙ /
 rajjvåtmanå hy anekåntåt prat¥tir api bådhikå //

kun brtags [btags PG] yod pa ma yin te // brtags [btags PG] phyir sbrul dang 
’drar mi ’dod //
thag pa’i dngos por ma nges phyir // yang na grags pas [pa D] gnod par ’gyur //

zhes bya ba ni brtags [btags PG] pa yin pa’i phyir zhes bya bas ci re zhig sbrul bzhin du 
kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid mtshan nyid ngo bo nyid med pa nyid du ’gyur 
ram / ’on te rnam par rtog pa dang bcas pa’i shes pa’i yul yin pa’i phyir thag pa’i dngos 
po bzhin du kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid mtshan nyid yod par ’gyur ba ma 
nges pa’i phyir ro // gal te thag par yang rang gi ngo bo nyid du yod pa ma yin no zhe 
na / de lta na grags pas gnod par ’gyur te / ’di ltar ’jig rten na chu dang thag pa dang 
rgyu dang lag [G208a] pa dang mi’i rtsol bas bkal ba’i thag pa yod pa nyid du grags pa’i 
phyir ro //

don de nyid bsnan te sgrub pa’i phyir /

5.56ab tadaµßad®∑†er na bhråntir anekåµßå hi så yata˙ /

de ni ’khrul min gang gi [gis PG] phyir // du ma’i cha de mthong phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid de ni pha rol po dag gis brtags 
[btags PG] pa ltar gcig tu ’khrul pa nyid ma yin te / gang gi phyir zhe na / thag pa la 
sbrul du mthong ba bzhin no zhes bya ba’i dpe de la du ma’i cha yod pa de mthong ba’i 
phyir te / sngon ’khrul pas thag pa la ’di ni sbrul yin no snyam du nges pa la legs par 
brtags na ’di ni thag pa yin gyis / sbrul ma yin no snyam du thag pa’i rang gi ngo bo yang 

11 L cåsan saµkalpa˙.
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dag pa nyid la dmigs pa’i blo skyes pa na des sbrul gyi cha btang ste / thag pa’i rang gi 
ngo bo’i cha mthong ba’i phyir dpe la ’khrul pa dang [P238b] yang dag pa ji lta ba bzhin 
nyid kyi cha gnyi [gnyis G] ga yod pas gcig tu ’khrul pa nyid ma yin pa’i phyir / des 
mtshon pa’i don kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i ngo bo nyid kyang [D215a] gcig tu ’khrul pa 
nyid yin par mi ’gyur la /

khyed ni kun brtags [btags PG] pa’i don rnam pa thams cad du ’khrul pa nyid yin 
par ’dod pa’i phyir ro // skyon chen po ’dir yang ’gyur te /

5.56cd sarvathårthani∑edhåt te syåc ca vastvapavåditå //

khyod ni dngos la skur ’debs ’gyur // rnam pa kun tu yul ’gog phyir //

gal te sgra ji bzhin gyi ngo bo nyid ma yin pa’i dngos po so so rang gis [PG om.] rig par 
bya ba de lta bu cung zhig yod do zhe na / de lta na yang kun rdzob kyi bden pa rnam 
par gzhag [bzhag PG] pa dang ’gal te / mdo sde las kun rdzob kyi chos med par don dam 
pa [D om.] rtogs par mi nus so zhes gsungs pa’i phyir ro //

ci ste ’di snyam du [G208b] phyi rol gyi yul med pa yin yang ming dang brda las don 
gyi mtshan ma la rtog pa las kun nas nyon mongs pa skye bar sems na /

’dir bshad pa /

5.57ab  tadasattve ‘pi saµkleßo na nåmno ‘rthaprav®ttita˙ /

de [ming PG] med par yang kun nyon mongs // ming la don ’jug las byung min //

ci’i phyir zhe na /

5.57cd  abhilåpaparok∑åˆåµ12 tiraßcåµ kleßadarßanåt //

smra mi shes pa’i dud ’gro yang // nyon mongs skye ba mthong phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni yi ge dang nges pa’i tshig dang ming dang brda [brda’ang PG] smra mi 
shes pa’i dud ’gro ri dvags [dags DPG] dang bya la sogs pa dag la yang ’dod chags dang / 
zhe sdang dang / gti mug la sogs pa’i nyon mongs pa shas chen po skye ba mthong ba’i 
phyir / gang dag la brten nas nyon mongs pa skye bar ’gyur ba’i gzugs la sogs pa phyi rol 
gyi yul dag yod pa kho nar shes par bya’o //

’dir smras pa / gzugs la dmigs pa’i blo skye ba gang yin pa de ni yul yang dag par 
yod do snyam du rnam par brtags [btags P, brtag G] nas / gzugs [P239a] zhes mngon par 
brjod pa la ltos [bltos PG] pa dang bcas par skye’i / mngon par brjod pa med par mi skye 

12 L abhilåpåparok∑åˆåµ.
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bas / de’i phyir gzugs la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid ni stong la / mngon par brjod pa tsam la 
ni gzugs la sogs pa zhes bya’o zhe na /

’dir bshad pa /

5.58 r¨påbhilåpasåpek∑ar¨padh¥janmato na ca /
 r¨paµ r¨pasvabhåvena ß¨nyaµ kalpayituµ k∑amam //

gzugs ni gzugs kyi [kyis PG] ngo bos stong // gzugs zhes brjod la ltos [bltos PG] 
bcas par //
gzugs blo skye bar ’gyur phyir zhes // brtags [btags PG] par brjod par mi ’gyur ro //

ci’i phyir zhe na / smra mi shes pa’i dud ’gro dag la yang zas la sogs pa’i blo skye bar 
mthong ba’i phyir ro //

gzhan yang /

5.59 ar¨påtmavyavacchinnavastvåbhamatigocara˙ /
 r¨pasyåtmå tadastitvåd ayuktå r¨paß¨nyatå //

gzugs ni [D215b] stong nyid mi [G209a] rigs te // gzugs min bdag nyid rnam 
bcad [bcas DPG] pa’i //
dngos por snang blo spyod yul gyi // gzugs kyi bdag nyid de yod phyir //

zhes bya ba ni mngon par brjod pa tsam la gzugs zhes bya zhing / gzugs ni rnam pa 
thams cad du stong pa nyid ces bya bar mi rigs te / ci’i phyir zhe na / gzugs ma yin pa’i 
bdag nyid rnam par bcad pa’i dngos por snang ba’i blo’i spyod yul gyi gzugs kyi bdag 
nyid de yod pa’i phyir ro // de la gzugs ma yin zhes bya ba ni gzugs las gzhan pa ste / 
sgra dang dri dang ro dang reg pa dag go // gzugs ma yin pa’i bdag nyid ces bya ba ni 
gzugs ma yin pa de dag gi bdag nyid de / rna ba la sogs pa’i yul zin pa dang zin pa ma 
yin pa dag [PG om.] la sogs pa dag go // rnam par bcad pa’i zhes bya ba ni gzugs ma yin 
pa’i bdag nyid de dag las rnam par bcad pa ste / mtshan nyid tha dad pa’o // de’i dngos 
po zhes bya ba ni mig gi yul te / kha dog dang [P om.] dbyibs kyi bdag nyid do // der 
snang ba zhes bya ba ni de’i rnam par snang ba’o // [P239b] blo’i zhes bya ba ni der snang 
ba blo de’i ’o // spyod yul zhes bya ba ni gzugs te / spyod pa zhes bya ba dbang po de / 
yul zhes bya ba gzugs de la spyod cing ’jug pas spyod yul lo // de lta bu’i gzugs kyi bdag 
nyid mngon sum gyi blo la snang ba brjod du med pa de kun rdzob tu yod de [do P] // 
de yod pa’i phyir ji ltar mngon par brjod pa tsam du zad de / [G209b] rnam pa thams cad 
du gzugs stong ngo zhes bya bar rigs par ’gyur /

gal te dngos po’i spyi ni mngon par brjod pa’i yul yin la / de [PG add la] yang mngon 
par brjod pa de nyid kyis stong ngo zhe na /

’dir bshad pa /
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5.60 såmånyam abhilåpyaµ hi såmånyaµ na ca kiµcana /
 nåbhilåpyåtmaß¨nyatvam evam apy upapadyate //

mngon par brjod bya spyi yin na // spyi ni ci yang yod min pas //
des na mngon brjod bdag nyid kyis // stong pa ’thad par mi ’gyur ro //

zhes bya ba la khyed cag mngon par brjod par bya ba ni spyi yin la / spyi ni dper na ba 
lang ma yin pa rta la sogs pa gzhan dag gis ba lang sel ba ni ba lang gi spyi yin no zhes 
bya ba lta bur ’dod na / gzhan sel ba’i spyi ni ci yang yod pa ma yin pas de ni dngos por 
gyur pa ma yin no // dngos [D216a] po med na ci zhig mngon par brjod par bya / mngon 
par brjod par bya ba med na mngon par brjod par bya ba med pas des na mngon par brjod 
pa’i bdag nyid kyis [kyi PG] stong pa nyid ces bya ba de ’thad par mi ’gyur ro //

’o na spyi gang zhig mngon par brjod par bya ba nyid yin par rigs she na /
de’i phyir /

5.61 våcyaµ såmånyavadvastu tadåbhamatihetuta˙ /
 tasya tenåtmanå sattvån na yuktånabhilåpyatå //

brjod bya spyi ldan dngos po ste // der snang blo yi rgyu yin phyir //
de ni de’i bdag nyid yod pas // brjod med nyid du mi rigs so //

zhes bya ba smras te / mngon par brjod par bya ba’i spyi dang ldan pa’i dngos po ste / 
gang la sngon po la sogs pa’i khyad par la ma ltos [bltos PG] par gzugs nyid kyi spyi yod 
pa [P240a] de ni spyi dang ldan pa’i dngos po ste / sngon po la sogs pa dang / [G210a]ring 
po la sogs pa’o // ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na / der snang ba’i blo’i rgyu yin pa’i phyir ro // de 
ni spyi dang ldan pa’i gzugs de’i bdag nyid du yod pas mngon par brjod pa’i yul yin pa’i 
phyir ji ltar brjod du med pa nyid du rigs te / brjod du med pa nyid du mi rigs so //

gal te spyi zhes bya ba de gzhan sel ba ma yin na / ’o na spyi zhes bya ba gang yin 
zhe na /

de’i phyir /

5.62 vijåt¥yena ß¨nyatvaµ tulyadh¥v®ttihetuta˙ /
 såmånyåt tulyajåt¥ye såmånyam iti nißcitam //

rigs mi mthun pas stong nyid de // blo mthun ’jug pa’i rgyu yin phyir //
rigs mthun pa la mthun pas na // spyi zhes bya bar nges pa yin //

zhes bya ba smras te / spyi zhes bya ba ni dper na rta la sogs pa rigs mi mthun pas stong 
pa nyid ni ba lang gi spyi yin pa lta bu’o // ci’i phyir zhe na / de ni ba lang du blo mthun 
par ’jug pa’i rgyu yin pa’i phyir ro [PG om.]  // de yang dngos po’i ngo bo nyid yin pa’i 
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phyir / rigs mthun pa lkog shal dang / mjug [‘jug G] ma dang / nog dang / rmig pa dang 
/ rva dang ldan pa ’dus pa ’am [la P] tha dad pa ’am / sngon po dang / ser po la sogs par 
bcad pas tha dad pa la yang spyi mthun pa’i rnam pa mthun pas na / dbu ma smra ba dag 
gis spyi zhes bya ba [P add ni] yin par nges par bzung ba yin no //

gal te ba lang ma yin pa rta la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid kyis stong pa nyid la / lkog shal 
la sogs pa ’dus pa’i chos su btags na ni / des na lkog shal la sogs pa ma bzung bar yang ba 
lang du bzung [gzung PG] ba yod par ’gyur te / dper na [D216b] gzugs la sogs pa [G210b]
ma *bzung bar bum par* [D om.]  bzung ba yod par ’gyur ba lta bur thal bar ’gyur ro // 
dbu ma pa la rta la sogs pa rigs mi mthun pa stong pa nyid [P240b] kyi ba lang gi ngo bo 
nyid la spyir ’dod pa la ni /

5.63 nåßrayasyågrahe gråhyaµ saµkhyåvat tadgrahe grahåt /
 tadvat kalpyam ato vastu våcyaµ ne∑†aµ p®thag bhavet //

gzhi ma bzung na gzung [bzung PG] med de // de *bzung gzung* [gzung 
bzung PG] du yod pa’i phyir //
grangs bzhin brten na dngos de ni // brtag bya brjod par ’dod gzhan min //

zhes bya bar ’gyur te / rigs mi mthun pas stong pa nyid ces bya ba’i don ni rta la sogs 
pa rigs mi mthun pas stong pa nyid kyi ba lang gi ngo bo nyid lkog shal la sogs pa dang 
ldan pa *nyid yod do* [yod pa nyid do PG] // de ni lkog shal la sogs pa ’dus pa’i gzhi ma 
bzung na gzung [bzung G] du med de / ’o na ji lta bu zhe na / gzhi bzung [gzung PG] na 
[PG add yo] gzung du yod pa kho na yin no zhes bya ba’i tha tshig go // ci’i phyir zhe na 
/ gzhi de bzung [gzung PG] na ba lang nyid la sogs pa’i spyi de yang gzung du yod pa’i 
phyir ro // dper na ji lta bu zhe na [bzhin te PG] / grangs bzhin te / dper na grangs gcig 
nyid dang / gnyis nyid dang / mang po nyid ces bya ba dag bum pa la sogs pa’i dngos 
po de bzung [gzung PG] na / bum pa gcig [G add pa] dang / bum pa gnyis dang / bum 
pa mang po zhes gzung du yod pa nyid yin te / gcig la sogs pa’i grangs dag dngos po las 
tha dad pa yang ma yin la dngos po ma bzung bar yang gzung [bzung PG] du med pa 
de bzhin du / ’dir yang lkog shal la sogs pa ’dus pa dang ’dus pa bzung na ba lang nyid 
kyang gzung du yod pa kho nar ’gyur ro [G211a] // des na spyi zhes bya ba’i dngos po de 
ni blo’i yul yin pa’i phyir brtag par bya ba yang yin la / blos nges par bzung ba’i dngos 
po la tshig ’jug pa’i phyir de nyid brjod par bya ba yang yin par ’dod kyi / ba lang nyid 
ces bya ba de lkog shal la sogs pa dag las gzhan pa ni ma yin te / ’o na ji lta bu zhe na / 
dngos po’i rang gi ngo bo nyid las tha mi dad pa yin no // [P241a]

yang bzhan yang /

5.64 abhedasattvådravyåbhyåm ekam anekav®tty13 api /

13 L ekato ’nekav®tty.
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 tadvinåße ‘vinåßåc ca nånyasmin tanmatir na ca //

dbyer med phyir na gcig pa dang // rdzas med phyir na du mar ’jug //
de nyams na yang mi nyams phyir // gzhan la’ang de ’dod ma yin min //

zhes bya ba ni rigs mi mthun pas stong pa nyid de ni rnam pa rnams kyi spyi yin pas 
dbyer med pa’i phyir na gcig pa yin no // rdzas thams cad kyi khongs su gtogs pas 
[D217a] rdzas su med pa’i phyir na du mar ’jug pa yin no // dus gsum du ’jug pa’i rdzas 
thams cad la rnam par gnas pas rdzas de nyams na mi nyams pa’i phyir des na rdzas gcig 
nyams pa na rdzas gzhan la [D om.] yang de’i blo de ’jug par ’dod pa ma yin *pa min* [D 
om.] te / ’o na ji lta bu zhe na / gzhan la yang de’i blo de ’jug par ’dod pa kho na yin no 
zhes bya bar sbyar ro //

de gcig pu nyid yin na ji ltar gzhi [bzhin D] du ma dag la spyi nyid yin par ’gyur 
zhe na /

de’i phyir /

5.65 an¥lånutpalabhinnar¨peˆåvyavadhånata˙14 /
 såmånådhikaraˆyaµ hi dvayor ekårthav®ttita˙ //

sngon min ut pal ma yin pa // med pa’i dngos pos ma bsal bas //
gzhi mthun ldan pa nyid yin te // gnyi ga don gcig [cig PG] ’jug phyir ro //

zhes bya ba smras te / sngon min zhes bya ba ni dkar po la sogs [G211b] pa’o // ut pa 
la ma yin pa zhes bya ba ni padma la sogs pa’o // sngon po ma yin pa dkar po la sogs pa 
med pa’i dngos pos sngon po nyid yod pa [D add ma] yin la / ut pa la ma yin pa padma la 
sogs pa med pa’i dngos pos ni ut pa la nyid yod par gzung ngo // de bzhin du ’dir yang 
gzugs ma yin pa sgra la sogs pa med pa’i dngos pos ni gzugs nyid yod pa [DPG add ma] 
yin la / ba lang ma yin pa rta la sogs pa med pa’i dngos pos ni ba lang nyid yin par bzung 
ste / dper na sngon pos kyang ut pa la ma [P241b] bsal [gsal PG] la ut pa la las kyang 
sngon po ma bsal [gsal PG] te / de gnyis yon tan dang yon tan gyi ngo bo nyid du rdzas 
gcig la gcig gis ma bsal [gsal PG] bar brten pas gzhi mthun pa dang ldan pa nyid yin te / 
gang la gzhi mthun pa dang tha mi dad pa dang / thun *mong ba* [mongs pa P] yod pa 
de ni gzhi mthun pa dang ldan pa’o // de’i dngos po ni gzhi mthun pa dang ldan pa nyid 
do // ’di ltar sngon po ni sprin dang mig sman la sogs pa yang yod la / ut pa la ni dmar 
po la sogs pa yang yod pas de gnyis ni gzhi mthun pa dang ldan pa nyid ma yin gyi [gyis 
P] / ’di la ni sngon po dang ut pa la zhes bya ba gnyis rdzas kyi don gcig [cig P] la ’jug 
pa’i phyir des na gzhi mthun pa dang ldan pa nyid yin no // de bzhin du gzugs ma yin 
pa’i bdag nyid rnam par bcad pa ni gzugs la sogs pa’i spyi yin no zhes bya bar bsams te / 

14 L an¥lånutpalåbhinnar¨peˆåvyavadhånata˙.
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dngos po snang ba’i blo’i rgyu yin [G212a] pa’i phyir ro // de’i phyir de ltar [D217b] rigs 
mi mthun pas stong pa nyid ni spyi yin par bsgrub po //

gzhan sel ba ni spyi nyid yin par mi ’thad pa kho na ste / ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na / 

5.66 nånyåpoho ‘nyasåmånyam anyadharmåd viße∑avat /
 nåbhåvasyåviße∑atvåd dh¥bheda˙ kambalådi∑u //

gzhan sel gzhan gyi spyi ma yin // chos gzhan yin phyir khyad par bzhin //
lkog shal la sogs blo dbye med // med la khyad par med phyir ro //

zhes bya ba la gzhan sel ba zhes bya ba ni gzhan dag gis sel bar byed cing tha dad par [pa 
PG] byed pa ste / rta la sogs pa gzhan dag gis [gi PG] ba lang nyid sel ba bzhin no // de 
ni gzhan gyi spyi ma yin no // ci’i phyir zhe na / chos gzhan yin pa’i phyir ro // dper na 
ji lta bu zhe na / khyad par bzhin te [no P] / dper na ba lang gi rva la sogs pa’i khyad par 
gzhan gyis rta’i rngog ma la sogs pa’i khyad par sel bar byed kyang de dag de’i spyi ma 
yin pa [P242a] de bzhin du ba lang ma yin pa rta la sogs pa gzhan dag gis ba lang nyid 
sel bar byed kyang / de dag ba lang gi spyi ma yin no // gzhan sel ba de lkog shal dang 
/ mjug [’jug G] ma dang / nog dang / rmig pa la sogs pa dag la blo tha dad par dbye ba 
med par yang ’gyur te / ci’i phyir zhe na / gzhan sel ba ni ngo bo nyid med pa yin pas 
med pa la ni khyad par med pa’i phyir ro //

med pa kho na’i phyir /

5.67ab  vastvagrahe grahåc cåsya ne∑†e kalpyatvavåcyatve15 /

dngos ma bzung bar der ’dzin phyir // brtag bya brjod bya [min DPG] yin mi 
’dod //

ces bya ba ni ’di ltar gal te gzhan sel ba’i bdag nyid spyi gang yin pa de dngos po’i rang 
gi ngo bo nyid yin par brjod cing dngos po [G212b] med par mi brjod na ni des na blo 
des brtag par bya ba nyid dang / tshig gis brjod par bya ba nyid yin par rigs par ’gyur 
ba zhig na / khyed cag dngos po ma bzung bar yang [PG om.] gzhan sel ba’i de ’dzin pa’i 
phyir gzhan sel ba de dngos po las gzhan sel bar rtogs pas / brtag par bya ba dang brjod 
par bya ba yin par mi ’dod de / de dag yin par sgrub [bsgrub G] par dka’o //

’dir kha cig ’di skad ces gzhan sel ba de’i sgo nas dngos po brtag par bya ba dang / 
brjod par bya ba nyid yin par ’gyur ro zhe na /

de la bshad pa / 

5.67cd  taddvåreˆånyavåcyatve tadvåcyatvådi h¥yate //

15 L kalpyatvavåcyate.
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*de yi* [de’i P] sgo nas gzhan brjod na // de ni brjod bya nyid sogs nyams //

zhes bya ba ni gzhan sel ba de’i sgo nas spyi dang ldan pa’i dngos po cig car ’dzin na 
[D218a] dngos po nyid brtag par bya ba dang / brjod par bya ba nyid yin par ’gyur gyi / 
gzhan sel ba’i spyi de ni brjod par bya ba nyid dang / brtag [rtag PG] par bya ba nyid [D 
add ma] yin par [pa P] nyams pas khyed kyi rjes su dpag pa’i dam bcas pa ma grub po /

gzhan yang /

5.68 tadanyabhinnar¨pasya vastuno ‘nabhilåpyatå /
 na yuktaivam ato ‘yuktå yogåcåranayoditi˙16 //

de ni gzhan gyi ngo bo na // des na brjod med nyid mi rigs //
de phyir rnal ’byor spyod pa yi // tshul [P242b] gyis [gyi D] smra ba mi rigs so //

zhes bya ba ni gzhan sel ba de dngos po las gzhan pa’i ngo bo nyid yin na gang dngos 
po las gzhan pa de la ni de bzhin du blo yang tha dad pa la / mngon par brjod pa yang 
tha dad par ’gyur bas des na gzhan sel ba de brjod du med pa nyid yin par mi rigs so // 
de ltar ji skad bstan pa’i rigs pa dag gis yongs su brtags [btags PG] pa de’i [G213a] phyir 
rnal ’byor spyod pa’i tshul gyis smras pa’i gzhan sel ba spyi yin par ’dod pa la sogs pa dag 
ma grub pas de dag gi grub pa’i mthas brtags [btags PG] pa de dag ni rigs pa dang ldan 
pa ma yin pas mi rigs so //

dePendent identity

’dir smras pa / kho bo cag gi tshul ni mi rigs pa ma yin te / rigs pa dang mi ’gal ba’i 
phyir ro // ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na / kho bo cag ni dngos po rnams ngo bo nyid med de / 
ming du mngon par brjod pa’i bdag nyid kyis stong pa’i phyir ro zhes bya bar ’dod de / 
mngon par brjod pa’i bdag nyid de nyid ma skyes pa yin la / skye ba med pa de [PG om.] 
kho na’i phyir ma ’gags pa yang yin no // mngon par brjod pa dang ldan pa’i dngos po 
gang yin pa de yang rnam pa gang gis mngon par brjod pa’i rnam pa de ltar yod pa ma 
yin te / brda tsam du zad pa’i phyir ro // ’di ltar gal te dngos po de mngon par brjod pa’i 
spyod yul du ’gyur du zin na me [mes PG] zhes brjod pa kha tshig pa’i skyon du ’gyur 
ro // de bzhin du /

kun brtags [btags PG] dngos po yod ma yin // gzhan gyi dbang ni yod pa yin //

zhes bya bas gzhan gyi dbang yod pa nyid du khas blangs pa’i phyir ro *zhe na* [PG om.] /
’dir bshad pa /

16 L yuktyaiva manoyuktå yogåcåranayåd iti.
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5.69 abhilåpåtmaß¨nyatvåd bhåvånåµ ni˙svabhåvatå /
 tenaiva cåpy anutpådåd anutpannåniruddhatå //

dngos rnams ngo bo nyid med de // mngon brjod bdag nyid stong phyir ro // 
de nyid kyis de skye med phyir // ma skyes pa dang ma ’gags [D218b] nyid //

5.70 yato ‘bhilåpavadvastu na tathå kathyate yathå /
 avastukatvaµ dharmåˆåm ityådi bahu coditam //

gang phyir [P243a] mngon brjod ldan dngos ni // ji ltar brjod pa de ltar med // 
de phyir chos rnams dngos med [G213b] nyid // ces bya la sogs mang smras 
dang //

5.71 paratantråstitoktau ca saµv®tyå siddhasådhanam /
 tattvataß cen na d®∑†ånto hetoß cåpi viruddhatå //

gzhan dbang yod pa nyid smras pa // kun rdzob tu ni grub pa sgrub //  
gal te don dam dpe med cing // gtan tshigs [tshig PG] ’gal ba nyid du ’gyur // 

zhes bya ba ni de dag thams cad kun rdzob kun [tu G] sgrub [bsgrub PG] na ni grub pa 
la sgrub pa yin te / kho bo cag kyang de dag thams cad kun rdzob kyi bden pa’i tshul du 
’dod pa’i phyir ro // gal te de don dam par sgrub [bsgrub PG] na ni don dam par gzhan 
gyi dbang yod pa nyid du sgrub [bsgrub PG] pa la dpe med de / de yang ngo bo nyid 
kyis [PG om.] stong pa’i phyir ro // de bzhin nyid [PG om.] du mngon par brjod pa’i bdag 
nyid kyis [kyi PG] stong pa’i phyir zhes bya ba’i gtan tshigs ’gal ba nyid du yang ’gyur te 
/ mngon par brjod pa’i bdag nyid kyis [kyi PG] stong pa nyid du rjes su dpog pas brjod 
du med pa’i dngos po yod pa nyid kyis dngos po rnams ngo bo nyid med pa nyid bsal 
ba’i phyir chos can gyi rang gi ngo bo log par bsgrubs pa’i phyir ro //

ci ste yang ’di snyam du kho bo cag gi gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid ni skye ba 
ngo bo nyid med pa yin te / yod par gyur pa las ma skyes pa’i phyir sgyu ma bzhin te 
/ de yang ngo bo nyid kyis [kyi PG] stong pa’i phyir gtan tshigs kyi don ’gal ba nyid du 
mi ’gyur bar sems na /

’dir bshad pa /

5.72 utpattini˙svabhåvatvaµ sadbh¨tåjåtito yadi /
 nånutpådanirodhådiprati∑edhasamarthanam17 //

gal te gzhan dbang ngo bo nyid // skye ba ngo bo nyid med de //  

17 H nan¨tpådanirodhådiprati∑edhasamarthanam.
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yod par gyur las ma skyes na // skye ’gag la sogs ’gal sgrub yin //

zhes bya ba ni de lta na kho bo cag gi ’dod pa nyid bsgrubs pa yin te / kho bo cag kyang 
rgyu dang rkyen rigs [ris D] mthun pa’i [G214a] bdag nyid las skyes pa rnams ni rang gi 
bdag nyid las ma skyes pas ngo bo nyid kyis stong pa dang / skye ba [P om.] dang ’gag 
pa la sogs [P243b] pa med par ’dod pa’i phyir ro //

tshul ’di ni lung dang yang mi ’gal te / ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na /

5.73ab  pratyayair jåyate yo hi tam ajåtaµ jagau muni˙ /

rkyen rnams las ni gang skyes pa // de skye med par thub pas gsungs //

zhes bya ba’i phyir ro // rigs pa gang gis zhe na /

5.73cd  svabhåvatas tadutpådani∑edhåt paramårthata˙ //

don dam du na dngos nyid las // de yi skye ba dgag phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ste / gang rkyen rnams las skyes pa de ni don dam par na skye ba med pa 
nyid yin par thub pas gsungs te / [D219a] rgyu dang rkyen gyi [gyis P] tshogs tha dad pa’i 
dngos po dag la de’i ngo bo nyid dmigs su med pa’i phyir ro // de ltar yang ’di skad du /

gang zhig rkyen las skyes pa de ma skyes // de la skye ba’i ngo bo nyid med de //
gang zhig rkyen las ltos [bltos PG] pa des stong gsungs // gang gis stong nyid 
shes de bag yod yin //

zhes gsungs pa lta bu’o [bu P] //
gzhan yang /

5.74 abh¨tatvåc ca dharmåˆåµ te18 svasåmånyagocarå˙ /
 saµv®tyå na virudhyante citradh¥ßabdav®ttaya˙ //

chos rnams yang dag nyid min phyir // de dag kun rdzob blo dang sgra [‘dra 
DPG] //
sna tshogs rang spyi’i spyod yul du // ’gyur ba la ni ’gal ba med //

ces bya ba ni gang kho na’i phyir chos rnams yang dag pa nyid ma yin pa de kho na’i 
phyir / de dag kun rdzob tu blo dang sgra sna tshogs kyi rang gi mtshan nyid kyi spyod 

18 L tat.
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yul dang / spyi’i mtshan nyid kyi spyod yul sngon po la sogs pa dang / gzugs la sogs pa 
dang / bum pa dang / snam bu zhes bya ba la sogs pa dag tu ’gyur ba la ’gal ba med do 
// gal te dngos [G214a] po rnams yang dag pa nyid yin par gyur na ni des na nam mkha’ 
la sogs pa bzhin du ngo bo nyid gcig pa kho nar [bor D] gyur pas blo sna tshogs dang / 
sgra sna tshogs kyi yul du mi ’gyur ba zhig na de lta ma yin no //

de la gzhung lugs gnyi ga la grags pa’i lung yang yod de / gang zhe na /

5.75 yena yena hi nåmnå vai yo yo dharmo ‘bhilapyate /
 na sa saµvidyate tatra dharmåˆåµ så ca dharmatå //

ming ni gang dang gang dag gis [gi PG] // chos rnams gang dang gang brjod pa //
[P244a] de la de ni yod min pa // de ni chos rnams chos nyid do //

zhes bya ba yin te / ming ni gang dang gang dag gis // zhes bya ba ni rang dang spyi’i 
brjod pa’i ming dang / yi ge sna tshogs kyi ngo bo nyid dag gis so // chos rnams gang 
dang gang brjod pa // zhes bya ba ni [PG om.] gzugs la sogs pa mngon par brjod par bya 
ba dag gi tshig [tshigs P] gi brjod pa’o // de la de ni yod min pa // zhes bya ba ni chos de 
la ming du mngon par brjod pa de yod pa ma yin pa ste / chos rnams ni yi ge med pa’i 
ngo bo nyid yin pa’i phyir ro // ’di ltar yul gyi skad dang / nges pa’i tshig sna tshogs dag 
gis dngos po gcig kho na la rnam pa du mar mngon par brjod pa dper na chu la pa ni ya 
dang / a pa dang / sa ni la dang / ni ra zhes bya ba la sogs pa dag tu brjod pa [D219b] de 
la gal te de sgra gcig gis mngon par brjod pa’i ngo bo nyid yin par gyur na ni de la sgra 
gzhan dag ’jug par mi ’gyur zhing / sgra de dag gis mngon par brjod par yang mi nus 
pa zhig na de lta ma yin no // de ni chos rnams chos nyid do // zhes bya ba ni [G215a] 
mngon par brjod du med pa de ni chos rnams kyi don dam pa nyid yin pa’o // kun rdzob 
tu ni ngo shes par bya ba’i phyir ming du ’dogs pa dang / brda dag byed de / de dag gis 
kyang dngos po de’i khyad par las ’di ni ba lang yin gyi [gyis PG]/  rta dang mi ma yin 
no zhes bya ba la sogs par yongs su shes par byed do // ngo bo nyid de ni blo’i yul yin te 
/ gang gi phyir zhe na / lkugs pa dang / ’on pa la sogs pa yi ge dang brda mi shes pa de 
dag gis kyang bum pa la sogs pa’i dngos po ngo shes pa dang ba lang la sogs pas kyang 
dri dang mig gis rang dang gzhan gyi [P244b] be’u la sogs pa ngo shes pa’i phyir ro // 
de lta bas na don ni rnam pa thams cad du ming gis [gi PG] stong pa nyid yin pas des 
dngos po’i ngo bo nyid mngon par rjod [brjod PG] par mi byed pa ni yu bu cag gnyi ga 
la yang ’dra’o //

5.76 atha pratyayasaµbh¨tasvabhåvene∑†asådhanam /
 utpatti˙ påratantryåc cen måyåvan nanv19 abh¨tatå //

19 H måyå yadvad.
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ci ste rkyen byung ngo bo yis [yi PG] // gzhan gyi dbang las skye ’dod na //
sgyu bzhin yang dag nyid min pas // ’dod pa sgrub par byed pa yin //

zhes bya ba ni ci ste gzhan gyi dbang gi rkyen ’dus pa las byung ba’i ngo bos ngo bo nyid 
yod pa kho na yin te / de ni gzhan gyi dbang las skye ba yin pas don dam pa ni ma yin 
par ’dod na / ’dir bshad pa / ’o na de ltar de gzhan gyi dbang las skye bar ’dod na sgyu 
ma bzhin yang dag pa nyid ma yin pas de la ngo bo nyid ga la yod de / de ltar na khyed 
kho bo cag gi ’dod pa sgrub par byed pa yin no //

de ltar sgrub pa ji skad [G215b] bstan pa des na /

5.77ab  paratantrågrahaß cåpi svabhåvåjåtito mata˙ /

gzhan gyi dbang yang gzung med pa // ngo bo nyid kyis [kyi PG] ma skyes 
’dod //

ji lta [ltar PG] zhe na / ’di ltar /

5.77cd  jåtasya paramårthena mithyåkhyånaµ na yujyate //

don dam du ni skyes pa la // log par snang ba mi rigs phyir //

zhes bya ba ni khyed kyis gzhan gyi dbang ni gzung ba dang ’dzin pa’i ngo bo nyid dang 
bral ba nyid kyi phyir / gzung du med par smras pa de yang gal te ngo bo nyid kyis skyes 
par gyur na ni log par snang bar ’gyur ba mi rigs pa’i phyir te / gang gi phyir de’i ngo 
bo nyid kyis [kyi G, P om.] ma skyes [D220a] pa de kho na’i phyir te / de log par snang 
bar ’gyur ro //

gzhan yang /

5.78 yathå khyånti tathå santi tadåbhåsåtmanå yata˙ /
 yathå khyånti tathå sattvåd dharmå måyopamå˙ katham //

gal te ji ltar snang ba ltar // der snang bdag nyid yod gyur na // 
ji ltar snang ba de yod phyir [spyod PG] // chos rnams ji ltar sgyu ma bzhin //

zhes bya ba ni gal te dngos po [P add la] ’di dag rgyu dang rkyen gzhan gyi dbang gi 
bdag nyid las ji ltar dbang po’i yul nyid du snang ba ltar der snang ba’i bdag nyid yod 
par gyur na ji [P245a] ltar snang ba der yod pa’i phyir chos rnams ji ltar sgyu ma lta bu 
nyid yin par ’gyur te / ’di ltar sgyu ma ni skyes bu la sogs pa’i bdag nyid du snang yang 
de’i ngo bo nyid dmigs su med de / sgyu ma ni skyes bu la sogs pa’i ngo bo nyid kyis [kyi 
PG] stong pa’i phyir ro // de ltar gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid yod par rtog [rtogs D] 
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pa yang rigs [rig G] pa dang ldan pa ma yin no //

de nyid kyis de skye med phyir // ma skyes pa dang ma ’gags nyid //

ces gang smras pa de yang ’di ltar ches rigs par snang ste /

5.79 sadbh¨tenåtmanåjåter anutpannåniruddhatå /
 avastutvåsvabhåvatve tathåpy20 adravyasattvata˙ //

ma skyes pa dang ma ’gags dang // dngos med ngo bo nyid med [D om.] pa’ang //
yod pa nyid [G216a] las ma skyes dang // rdzas su yod pa ma yin phyir //

zhes bya ba ni dngos po ’di dag ni rgyu dang rkyen rigs mthun pa’i bdag nyid las skye 
ba yin gyi / yod pa nyid las [la D] skye ba ni ma yin te / rgyu dang rkyen gyi tshogs 
tha dad pa’i dngos po gnas pa’i dus na [nas D] ngo bo nyid du [P om.] rdul phran tsam 
yang dmigs su med pa’i phyir ro // de’i phyir ma skyes pa dang ma ’gags pa nyid dang / 
dngos po med pa nyid dang / ngo bo nyid med pa nyid kyang yod pa nyid las ma skyes 
pa’i phyir ro // dngos po ’di dag gi ngo bo nyid dang / rgyu dang rkyen rigs mthun pa’i 
bdag nyid las snang bar dmigs par snang ba gang yin pa de yang sa dang / chu dang / me 
dang / rlung dang / gzugs dang / dri dang / ro dang / reg pa zhes bya ba’i rdzas brgyad 
’dus pa yin te / de yang dmag dang / nags tshal la sogs pa bzhin du rdzas su yod pa ma 
yin pa’i phyir ma skyes pa dang ma ’gags pa nyid dang / dngos po med pa nyid dang / 
ngo bo nyid med pa nyid kyang yin par khong du chud par bya’o // zhes bya ba’i tshig 
gi [P om.] don to //

’dir gal te ’di [P245b] snyam du khyed la dngos po med [D220b] pa’i phyir chos gdags 
pa dang ’gal bar ’gyur ro zhes bya bar sems na

’dir bshad pa /

5.80ab vijñaptimåtratulyatvåt prajñapter nåsti du∑†atå /
 

gdags la skyon chags nyid med de // rnam rig [rigs PG] tsam du mtshungs 
phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni bdag dang bdag gi rtog pa dang bral ba’i rnam par rig pa tsam du yang 
kho bo cag dang khyed du mtshungs pa nyid [PG om.] yin la / phyi rol gyi don rnam par 
shes pas bskyed pa’i las kyis [kyi PG] mngon par ’dus byas pa rdzas su [G216b] med pa la 
yang phyi nang gi chos ’dogs pa’i phyir kho bo cag gi phyogs la nyes pa med do //

khyod kyi phyogs la ni /

20 H d®∑†asya.
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5.80cd heyaprahåtryasadbhåvåt kasye∑†aµ nirvidådi sat //

spang ba dang spong byed yod pa’i phyir // yongs shes sogs yod gang gir ’dod //

ces bya ba ni gal te sdug bsngal la sogs pa spang ba dang / spong bar byed pa lam skyes 
pa bsgom pa goms par byed pa’i ’du byed kyi tshogs dag rnam par shes pa’i cha nyid 
gzhan gyi dbang gi cha nyid du yod pa nyid yin na / ngo bo nyid la ni gzhan du ’gyur ba 
med pa’i phyir dang / gnas ’gyur ba med pa’i phyir sdug bsngal yongs su shes pa la sogs 
pa ’jig rten las ’das pa’i rkyen gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo nyid yod par ’dod pa de gang 
gi yin par ’dod de / ’jig rten pa dang ’jig rten las ’das pa’i gnas skabs la ’gyur ba med pa’i 
phyir gang la ji ltar ’byung bar ’gyur zhes bya bar tshig khong nas drang ngo //

gal te ’di skad ces ’o na khyed la yang rdzas su med pa’i phyir thar pa med par mi 
’gyur ram zhe na /

de’i phyir bshad pa /

5.81 vikalpoparamån muktir adravyatve ‘pi så yata˙ /
 dravyasattve ‘py ajåtatvån nåto ‘nyå kalpane∑yate //

de ni gang phyir rdzas med kyang // rnam rtog bral bas thar par ’gyur //
rdzas yod nyid na’ang skye med phyir // ’di las gzhan du brtag [rtag DPG] mi 
’dod //

ces bya ba ni dngos po rnams rdzas su yod pa ma [P246a] yin pa kho na yin pas ’jig rten 
pa’i shes pa rnam par rtog [rtogs PG] pa dang bcas pa’i mjug thogs su ’jig rten las ’das pa’i 
ye shes rnam par mi rtog pa ’phags pa skye bas thar par rigs kyi / rdzas su yod pa [G217a] 
ngo bo nyid mi ’gyur ba rnams la mi rigs pas thar pa de ni gang gi phyir dngos po rnams 
rdzas su med kyang / rnam par rtog pa dang bral bas thar par ’gyur ba nyid do // gal te 
rnam pa ’ga’ zhig [D221a] gis de dag rdzas su yod pa nyid du [PG add yang] ’gyur yang 
/ de lta na’ang ngo bo nyid kyis [kyi PG] skye ba med pa’i phyir rnam par rtog pa dang 
bral ba kho nas thar par rigs so // de’i phyir tshul ’di las gzhan du yongs su grub pa’i ngo 
bo nyid la dmigs pa’i ye shes yod par brtags [rtag G] pas ci bya ste / sngar yang /

ngo bo nyid la dmigs yin na // ston pa’i byang chub rtog can dang //
dmigs pa can du ’gyur ba dang // rnam par mi rtog blor mi ’gyur //

zhes bstan zin pas de ni mi ’dod do //
’dir pha rol pos rang gi tshul nyes par smras pa’i gnad du bsnun pas shin tu ’khams 

[khams PG] nas gtum tshig rtsub mo smras pa /

5.82 prajñapter apy asadbhåvo vastvabhåve bhavet sati /
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 tadd®∑†ir nåstiko ‘kathya˙ sa hy asaµvåsya eva ca //

dngos rnams ngo bo nyid med na // gdags pa’ang yod par mi ’gyur bas //
de ni med par lta [blta PG] ba dag // mi gleng bstan [brtan PG] par bya min dang //

5.83ab svayam åpåyikatve ‘sau pare∑åµß ca vipådaka˙ /

rang yang ngan song gzhol ba dang // gzhan yang phung bar byed pa yin //

zhes bya ba ni / de dag na re / kho bo cag rnal ’byor spyod pa pa la ni phyi rol gyi yul 
med du zin kyang rnam par shes pa tsam nyid [ni PG] re zhig yod pas rnam par shes pa 
yongs su gyur pa’i rnam par phyi rol gyi yul yang dmigs su yod la / yongs su grub pa’i 
ngo bo nyid de de bzhin gshegs pas so so rang rig par bya ba yang yod kyi / dbu ma 
[G217b] smra ba la ni re zhig kun rdzob tu yang sgyu ma lta bu nyid du ’dogs pas [P246b] 
’jig rten pa’i chos rnams la skur pa ’debs pa dang / don dam par yang rnam par shes pa 
yang med la / rnam par shes par [pa PG] bya ba yang med pas ci yang med de / dngos po 
rnams ngo bo nyid med par skur pa ’debs pa’i phyir chos gdags pa yang yod par mi ’gyur 
bas de med pa’i phyir de med par lta ba nyid dang mthun pa dang / sus kyang mi gleng 
mi brjod pa dang / lhan cig ’grogs pa’i dngos pos brten par mi bya ba yin te / de’i phyir 
bcom ldan ’das kyis kyang dge slon dag khyed kyis deng phyin chad ’jig rten rgyang 
pan pa gsang tshig sna tshogs kyi spobs pa can dang bsten par mi bya bsnyen par mi 
bya / bsnyen bkur mi bya’o zhes gsungs pas khyed ni dam pa ma yin pas [pa PG] yongs 
su spang bar bya de’i [D221b] gnas su shin tu gyur pa dang / dam pa’i chos spong [slong 
D] ba’i phyir rang yang ngan song la gzhol ba dang / lta ba ’dzin pa’i chu srin ’dzin khri 
la mngon par zhen pa la mos par byed pa’i phyir gzhan yang phung bar byed pa yin no 
zhes zer ro //

de la slob dpon gyis [gyi PG] bshad pa /

5.83cd iti dve∑åmi∑odgåro ‘bhimånåj¥rˆas¨caka˙ //

zhe sdang sha rul sgregs pa de // nga rgyal ma zhu ston pa yin //

zhes bya ba ni khyod kyi khro tshig de ni dper na sha rul gyi sgregs pas ma zhu ba nyid 
ston par byed pa de bzhin du zhe sdang gi tshig gis mngon pa’i nga rgyal can nyid du ston 
par byed pa yin no zhes bya ba’i tha tshig go // de la zhe sdang nyid sha rul yin te [G218a] 
/ de’i sgregs pa lta bu ni khyod kyi tshig de yin no // mngon pa’i nga rgyal can nyid ma 
zhu ba lta bu yin te / sha rul gyi [gyis PG] sgregs pas ma zhu ba nyid du [D om.] ston par 
byed pa de bzhin du / zhe sdang gi tshig kyang khyod nyid mngon pa’i nga rgyal can nyid 
du ston pa yin gyi kho bo’i lta ba ni skyon ci yang med pa kho na yin no // 

[P247a] zhe sdang gi sha rul gyi sgregs pa des bdag nyid mngon pa’i nga rgyal ma 
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zhu ba nyid du ston par zad kyi / dbu ma pa la de lta bu’i skyon yang dag pa med par [pa 
PG] ji ltar nges par bya zhe na / de’i phyir /

5.84 asadbh¨tasvabhåvatvåd bålasaµmohahetuta˙ /
 abh¨två bhavanåd21 våpi dharmå måyopamå matå˙ //

chos rnams sgyu ma bzhin ’dod de // ngo bo nyid ni med phyir dang //
byis pa rmongs pa’i rgyu phyir dang // ma byung ba las ’byung phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni kho bos dngos po rnams rnam pa thams cad du med pa nyid yin no zhes 
ma smras te / ’di ltar kho bo cag ni [G om.] kun rdzob tu chos rnams rgyu dang rkyen 
rigs mthun pa las ’byung [byung PG] ba sgyu ma bzhin du yod pa nyid du ’dod de ngo bo 
nyid med pa’i phyir dang / skye bo byis pa lta bur rmongs pa’i rgyu yin pa’i phyir dang / 
sngon ma byung ba las byung ba’i phyir ro zhes smras pa de’i tshe ji ltar gdags pa yod par 
[pa P] mi ’gyur te / gdags pa yod pa kho na’i phyir kho bo la khyod kyis smras pa’i skyon 
gyis gnas mi [ma PG] thod do // chos rnams ngo bo nyid med pa gang yin pa de ni [nyid 
PG] don dam pa yin par yod [‘dod PG] pa dang / med pa’i mtha’ gnyis spongs [spangs 
PG] pa’i phyir kho bo cag med par lta ba nyid dang mthun par ga la ’gyur te / de’i phyir 
[G218b] khyod kyi [kyis PG] tshig de ni zhe sdang gi sha rul gyi sgregs pa nyid yin no //

aBsolute identity

khyod [khyed PG] kyi [PG om.] chos kyi de nyid ni nam mkha’ dang mtshungs [D222a] 
pa nyid kyis [kyi PG] rnam par mi rtog pa nyid du ’dod pa de yang mi rigs te / ji ltar [lta 
D] zhe na /

5.85 nåkåßasamatå yuktå nirvikalpasya vastuna˙ /
 nånåsaµjñåvikalpånåm avakåßaprabhåvanåt //

rnam par [pa PG] mi rtog dngos po ni // mkha’ dang mtshungs pa nyid mi rigs //
rnam rtog ’du shes sna tshogs kyi // go skabs rab tu ’byed phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni nam mkha’ ni rnam par mi rtog [rtogs professional] pa dang ldan pa yin 
du zin kyang sngon po dang yangs pa dang / dag pa dang ma dag pa la sogs par rnam par 
rtog pa’i ’du shes sna tshogs [P247b] kyi go skabs rab tu ’byed par byed do // gal te chos 
rnams kyi de nyid kyang de dang ’dra bar gyur na ni de yang dag pa dang ma dag pa la 
sogs par rnam par rtog pa’i ’du shes sna tshogs kyi spyod yul yin pa’i phyir rnam par mi 
rtog pa nyid nyams par ’gyur ro //

21 H bhåvatvåd.
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gzhan yang khyed cag yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid brjod du med pa nyid yin par 
’dod ces grags pa de la yang /

5.86 jåte nånabhilåpyatvaµ22 pratik∑epåt puroditåt /
 saty apy anabhilåpyatve23 saµv®tau tattvavibhrama˙ //

skyes pa brjod med nyid mi rigs // dgag pa gong du bstan phyir ro //
brjod du med nyid yin gyur na’ang // kun rdzob la ni de nyid nor //

zhes [ces PG] bya ba ni yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid skyes pa la ni brjod du med pa 
nyid mi rigs te / de’i dgag pa ni [G om.] /

brjod bya spyi ldan dngos po ste // der snang blo yi rgyu yin phyir //
de ni de’i bdag nyid yod pas // brjod med nyid du mi rigs so //

zhes bya ba la sogs pa gong du bstan pa’i phyir ro // ci ste yang rnam pa ’ga’ zhig gis 
brjod du med [G219a] pa nyid yin par gyur na yang de lta na yang de kun rdzob pa yin 
pas kun rdzob pa de la de nyid yin par nor bar mi bya’o //

gzhan yang /

5.87 tattve ‘nyatattvåsadbhåvåd24 yad¥∑†aµ tattvadarßanam /
 gha†e ‘pi dvigha†åbhåvåt kiµ ne∑†aµ tattvadarßanam //

de la de nyid gzhan med phyir // gal te de nyid mthong ’dod na //
bum la’ang bum pa gzhan med pas // ci phyir de nyid mthong mi ’dod //

ces bya ba ni gal te don dam pa de la don dam pa’i de nyid gnyis pa gzhan med pa’i phyir 
gal te don dam pa stong pa nyid des de nyid mthong bar ’dod na de lta na bum pa la ’ang 
bum pa gnyis pa gzhan med pas de mthong bas kyang ci’i phyir don dam pa’i de nyid 
mthong bar brtag par mi ’dod [PG add de] /

ci ste yang ’di snyam du rnam par mi rtog pa ni brjod du med pa nyid yin yang chos 
kyi [D222b] dbyings ni chu’i khams dang / gser dang nam mkha’ [P248a] dag pa bzhin 
du dag par ’dod pas de dag pas sems la yang dag pa yod pa kho nar sems na

de la kho bos dgag pa bshad par bya ste /

5.88 na n¥ticchidraguptyarthaµ tatsaµkleßavißuddhite /

22 L nånabhilapyatvaµ.
23 L anabhilåpitve.
24 L ’nyatattvasadbhåvåd.
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 syåtåµ te kanakåd¥nåµ pratyayånuvidhånata˙ //

khyod kyi [kyis PG] tshul skyon sba phyir [gyi D] te // de ni nyon mongs 
byang mi ’gyur //
gser la sogs pa rkyen rnams kyi // rjes su ’gyur ba yin phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni chu’i khams dang / gser dang / nam mkha’ dag la sa rdul dang g.ya’ dang 
sprin la sogs pa rkyen dag yod na dri ma dang bcas pa dag tu snang la / rkyen de dag 
med na dag pa dag tu snang zhing yang dri ma can du ’gyur ba dang / de nas yang dag pa 
dag tu ’gyur ba bzhin du gal te chos kyi dbyings kyang de kho na bzhin na lan ’ga’ rnam 
par dag pa dang / [G219b] lan ’ga’ dri ma dang bcas par ’gyur bas de ni khyod kyi [kyis 
PG] tshul gyi skyon de sba ba tsam de kho na’i phyir smras par zad kyi chos kyi dbyings 
de ni kun nas nyon mongs pa dang / rnam par byang bar mi ’gyur la / gser la sogs pa ni 
rkyen rnams kyi rjes su ’gyur ba yin pa’i phyir / gser la sogs pa’i dpe de dag gis chos kyi 
dbyings mtshon pa’i don mi ’grub po //

’di ltar na ni rigs pa dang ldan pa nyid du ’gyur te /

5.89 yathåk∑aßuddhyaßuddhibhyåµ khyåti khaµ samalåmalam /
 vißuddhaµ ca sadåkåßaµ dharmåˆåµ dharmatå tathå //

nam mkha’ rtag tu rnam dag ste // mig ni dag dang ma dag pas //
dri bcas dri med mkha’ ’dod dang // chos rnams chos nyid de bzhin no //

zhes bya ba ni ji ltar rab rib can dbang po nyams pas nam mkha’ kun tu skra shad [bshad 
PG] dang / sbrang ma dang / sbrang bu yang dag pa ma yin pa’i dra ba dag gis dkrigs pa 
mthong zhing / de nyid kyis kyang rab rib sel ba’i mig sman bsten pas mig dag pas [pa 
PG] na nam mkha’ skra shad [bshad PG] dang / sbrang ma dang / sbrang bu dang bral 
bar kun tu mthong yang dbang po nyams pa dang ma nyams pas nam mkha’ de ma dag 
pa dang dag par mthong ba’i tshe nam mkha’ la ni ’gyur ba med pa de bzhin du chos 
[P248b] nyid rang bzhin gyis rnam par dag pa la yang byis pa blo gros kyi mig yongs su 
ma dag pa rnams kyis [kyi PG] dri ma dang bcas par mthong zhing / ’phags pa stong pa 
nyid la lta [blta PG] ba’i mig sman bsten pa blo gros kyi [kyis P] mig rnam par dag pa 
rnams kyis ni dri ma med pa nyid [D223a] du rtogs kyang blo dri ma dang bcas pa dang 
/ dri ma med pas chos nyid ma dag pa dang dag par [G220a] mthong ba’i tshe na / chos 
nyid la ni ’gyur ba ’ga’ yang med do zhe na /

de’i phyir bshad pa /

5.90ab tatkli∑†atvådidh¥bhrånti˙ kart®dharmo25 na karmaˆa˙ /

25 H kartur dharmo.
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ma dag la sogs blo ’khrul te // byed pa’i chos yin las kyi min //

zhes bya ba ni dper na nam mkha’ ma dag pa dang dag par snang bas blo ’khrul pa de ni 
byed pa po lus dang dbang po rnam par shes pa dang bcas pa’i blo’i tshogs kyi chos yin 
gyi / nam mkha’ la sogs pa rnam par shes par bya ba’i las kyi chos ma yin pa [G add de] 
de bzhin du chos kyi dbyings ma dag pa dang dag pa zhes bya ba ni yang byed pa po log 
pa’i shes pa dang / yang dag pa’i shes pa dang ldan pa’i chos yin gyi / chos kyi dbyings 
rnam par shes par bya ba’i chos ma yin pas khyed kyis / de ni dri bcas dri ma med // ces 
smras pa de ni mi rigs so //

gzhan yang /

5.90cd na tadålambanå ßuddhis tattvaµ nålambyam i∑yate //

de la dmigs pa dag ma yin // de nyid dmigs byar mi ’dod do //

zhes bya ba de ni chos kyi dbyings de la dmigs pa’i ye shes ni dag *pa yin* [P om.]  par 
mi rigs te / de la dmigs na ye shes de rnam par mi rtog pa nyid du mi ’grub pa’i phyir ro 
// chos kyi dbyings de nyid kyang dmigs par bya ba yin par mi ’dod de / don dam par 
chos kyi dbyings zhes bya ba de nyid dmigs su med pa’i phyir ro //

gzhan yang /

5.91 dravyasattve ca tattvasya p¨rvavad do∑asaµplava˙ /
 lokottaråvikalpå ca tadbuddhir na matå vyayåt //

de nyid rdzas su yod yin na // skyon ni snga ma bzhin du ’gyur //
’jig rten ’das pa rnam [rnams D] mi rtog // de blor mi ’dod ’jig phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni chos kyi [G220b] dbyings de nyid rdzas su yod pa nyid du rtog na de la 
skyon /

[P249a] kun nas nyon mongs rnam byang las // gal te sems ni rdzas ’dod na //
tshor sogs de bzhin skye bya’i phyir // de grub pas na gnod pa med //

ces bya ba dag ’dir yang snga ma bzhin du ’byung bar ’gyur ro // ’jig rten las ’das pa’i ye 
shes kyi tshe na yang gang chos nyid la dmigs pa rnam par mi rtog pa de skye’o zhe na / 
de lta bu’i blo skye ba yod par mi ’dod de / de skyes ma thag tu ’jig pa’i phyir ro // des na 
’jig rten las ’das pa’i blo de ji ltar ’jig par mi ’gyur zhes bya bar [D223b] shes par bya’o //

gzhan yang /

5.92ab  tåvat satimirå buddhir yåvaj jñeyånukåriˆ¥ /
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ji srid shes bya’i rjes ’jug pa // de srid blo ni rab rib can //

gal te des skyon cir ’gyur zhe na /

5.92cd  yåvad utpadyate jñånaµ tåvaj jñeyånukåritå //

ji srid shes pa dmigs yod pa // de srid shes bya’i rjes ’jug nyid //

ces bya bar ’gyur te / des na yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid la dmigs pa ’jig rten las ’das 
pa’i blo yang rab rib can nyid du yin par ’gyur te / shes bya’i rnam par shes pa’i rjes su 
’jug pa’i phyir ro // ’o na ji ltar rigs par ’gyur zhe na / blo rab rib dang bcas pa de nyid 
shes bya’i rnam pa’i rjes su ’jug pas ni ’khor ba ’byung bar ’gyur la / des gang gi tshe shes 
bya’i ngo bo nyid yongs su ma grub par shes pas dmigs pa med pa de’i tshe na ni / ’khor 
bar mi ’gyur bas de ni chos rnams kyi de nyid yin par bsams [sems PG] so //

khyed rang byung gi [G221a] ye shes skad cig gcig dang ldan pa nyid du ’dod pa gang 
yin pa de yang ’di ltar mi ’thad de /

5.93 svåtman¥våsidhåråyå˙ jñånav®tter asaµbhavåt /
 svasaµvittini∑edhåc ca na syåt sarvajñatå sak®t //

thams cad mkhyen nyid cig [gcig PG] car min // shes pa rang la ’jug pa ni //
med phyir ral gri so bzhin dang // rang rig ’gog par byed phyir ro //

zhes bya ba ni ’di ltar shes bya rnam pa tha dad pa du mas tha dad pa yin yang chos nyid 
ngo bo nyid gcig pa’i phyir thams cad mkhyen pa des skad cig gcig [P249b] gis dbyer 
med pa’i sgo nas mkhyen par rung gi / gang la ye shes skad cig ma yin pa de la ni thams 
cad mkhyen pa nyid des shes bya rnam pa tha dad pa dag cig [gcig PG] car yongs su 
mkhyen par mi rung ste / shes pa rang la ’jug pa ’gal ba’i skyon du ’gyur bas de lta bu 
med pa’i phyir te / dper na ral gri rang gi so gang yin pa de nyid kyis de nyid la gcod par 
mi byed pa la sogs pa bzhin no // de’i phyir gal te de ye shes skad cig ma don dam par 
yod pa nyid yin na shes pa’i skad cig ma snga ma yongs su shes par bya ba’i phyir shes 
pa’i skad cig ma gnyis pa la ltos [bltos PG] dgos so //

gzhan yang chos nyid ni ci yang ma yin pa’i phyir / dngos po’i rang gi ngo bo nges 
par mi ’dzin pas rang rig pa yang ’gog par byed pa’i phyir thams cad mkhyen pa nyid 
skad cig gcig dang ldan pa nyid du mi ’grub po *zhe na* [D om.]  /

kho bo cag ’dod pa ltar na de yang ’grub ste / [D224a] ji ltar [lta D] zhe na /

5.94 prågvaj jåtipratik∑epåd ajåtådravyasattvata˙ /
 nirvikalpåryadh¥gråhyo ‘nabhilåpyaß ca sarvathå //
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rnam par mi rtog ’phags blo’i gzung // rnam pa [G221b] kun tu brjod med nyid //
sngar bzhin skye ba bkag pa’i phyir // skye med rdzas su yod min phyir //

zhes bya ba ni rnam par mi rtog pa ’phags pa’i blo’i gzung ba ni ’dzin pa med pa’i tshul 
gyis gzung ba yin te / sngar de nyid shes pa ’tshol ba’i rab tu byed par bstan pa bzhin 
skye ba bkag pa’i phyir skye ba med pa’i phyir dang / kun rdzob tu rgyu dang rkyen rigs 
mthun pa las ’byung ba’i phyir bdag nyid rdzas su yod pa ma yin pa’i phyir ro // de ni 
rnam pa kun tu brjod du med pa nyid kyang yin te / ngo bo nyid stong pa’i phyir ro // 
de lta bu’i ngo bo nyid ni don dam pa pa yin par sbyar ro //

gzhan yang khyed ’dod pa ltar /

5.95 bhåvåbhåvasya bhåvo ‘pi svabhåva˙ påramårthika˙ /
 samåropåpavådåntamuktis te vidyate katham //

yod dang med pa’i dngos nyid kyi // ngo bo don dam nyid yin na //
sgro ’dogs pa dang skur mtha’ las // grol ba khyod la ji ltar yod //

ces bya ni ’di ltar sgro ’dogs pa [P250a] dang / skur pa ’debs pa’i mtha’ gnyis las grol bar 
’dod pas ni yod pa dang med pa’i mtha’ gnyis yongs su spang bar bya ba yin na khyod ni 
yod pa dang med pa’i dngos po nyid kyi ngo bo ni yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid kyi 
don dam pa nyid yin par ’dod pas de la yod pa nyid yin na sgro ’dogs pa’i mtha’ las mi 
’grol la med pa nyid yin na skur pa ’debs pa’i mtha’ las mi ’grol bas mtha’ gnyis [‘dra PG] 
spangs pa’i phyir grol ba khyod la ji ltar yod /

kho bo ’dod pa ltar /

5.96 na bhåvas tattvato ‘jater nåbhåvas tadabhåvata˙ /
 bhåvåbhåvadvayåpetam i∑†aµ tattvam ato ’dvayam //

yod min de nyid skye med phyir // med min de yod ma yin phyir //
yod dang med pa gnyis spangs pas // der [G222a] ’dod de phyir gnyis su med //

ces bya ba ni yod pa ma yin te / don dam pa’i de nyid du dngos po thams cad skye ba 
med pa’i phyir ro // med pa ma yin te / yod pa de yod pa ma yin pa’i phyir te / yod pa yod 
na de las bzlog pas med par ’gyur ba yin na yod pa de yod pa ma yin pa’i phyir med par 
yang mi ’gyur ba’i phyir ro // de ltar yod pa dang med pa gnyis spangs pas [P add gnyis 
pas] gnyis su med pa ni de nyid yin par ’dod pas de’i phyir gnyis su med pa de ni rigs pa 
dang mi ’gal ba yin no //

khyod ’dod pa ltar na skyon chen po gzhan ’dir yang ’gyur te /

5.97 nirålambo na ßåstå syåt tathatålambanatvata˙ /
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 na cåpi samatå bodhis26 tattvasvåbhåsabhedata˙ //

ston pa dmigs med mi ’gyur te // de [D224b] bzhin nyid la dmigs pa’i phyir //
byang chub mnyam nyid mi ’gyur te // de nyid rang snang tha dad phyir //

zhes bya ba ni yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid kyi de bzhin nyid ces bya ba la dmigs pa 
yod na ston pa sangs rgyas bcom ldan ’das dmigs pa med pa nyid du mi ’gyur te / de 
bzhin nyid la dmigs pa’i phyir ro // des na lung las /

sangs rgyas nam mkha’i mtshan nyid de // nam mkha’ la yang mtshan nyid med //
mtshan gzhi mtshan nyid nges grol ba // dmigs med [P250b] khyod la phyag 
’tshal lo //

zhes gsungs pa la sogs pa dang ’gal lo // ston pa de’i byang chub kyang mnyam pa nyid 
du mi ’gyur te / gang gi phyir zhe na / yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid ces bya ba’i de 
nyid gcig dang rab tu [PG om.] snang ba’i ye shes gnyis tha dad pa’i [G222b] phyir te / 
de ltar gnyis yod na ngo bo nyid gnyis mngon par rtogs pa de ji ltar [srid D] mnyam pa 
nyid du ’gyur /

gzhan yang /

5.98 tathatålambanå yå dh¥˙ kuto ‘nåhitaßaktikå /
 na khapu∑påbhå dh¥r yuktå yathånåhitaßaktikå //

de bzhin nyid la dmigs pa’i blo // nus pa ma bzhag ga las ’byung //
nam mkha’i me tog snang ba’i blo // nus pa ma bzhag mi rigs bzhin //

zhes bya ba ni khyed cag kun gzhi rnam par shes pa ni thog ma med pa’i dus dang ldan 
pa yin pa’i mig la sogs pa ’jug pa’i rnam par shes pa thams cad skye ba dang ’gag pa na 
kun gzhi rnam par shes pa la yang nas yang du rang rang gi nus pa ’jog par byed cing / 
nus pa de dag yul dang dbang po dang rnam par shes pa sna tshogs pas yongs su smin 
par gyur pa ni khor ba ji srid pa’i bar du kun gzhi rnam par shes pa las mngon par grub 
pa [par PG] ’dod ces grags pas des na so so’i skye bo de nyid ma [PG om.] mthong ba la 
de bzhin nyid la dmigs pa’i blo nam yang ma skyes pa la de yang skye ba med pa’i phyir 
/ ma skyes pa la ’gag pa yang med na mi ’gag pa gang gis kun gzhi rnam par shes pa la 
nus pa gang bzhag pa yongs su smin par gyur pas de bzhin nyid mthong ba’i blor ’gyur 
ba’i nus pa gzhog pa yang med do // de ltar nus pa ma bzhag par de bzhin nyid la dmigs 
pa’i blo rgyu med pa de dag ga las ’byung bar ’gyur te / dper na nam mkha’i me tog tu 
[bzhin du PG] snang ba’i blo la nus pa skyes pa med pa’i phyir sngon nam yang [D225a] 

26 H bodhes.
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kun gzhi rnam par [G223a] shes pa la nus pa ma bzhag pa des phyis kyang nam mkha’i 
me tog mthong ba’i blo skye bar mi rigs pa bzhin no //

gzhan yang /

5.99ab naikatvånyatvamuktaµ vas tattvaµ svanayaguptita˙ /

rang tshul sbed pas khyod kyis ni // [P251a] de nyid gcig nyid gzhan mi ’grol //

zhes bya ba ni khyod yongs su grub pa’i ngo bo nyid dang / gzhan gyi dbang gi ngo bo 
nyid yod par ’dod cing / de gnyis gcig pa nyid kyang ma yin la / tha dad pa nyid kyang ma 
yin par brjod pa yang rang gi tshul sbed pa tsam du zad pas des kyang yongs su grub pa’i 
ngo bo nyid kyi de nyid ces bya ba de gcig pa nyid dang gzhan nyid las mi ’grol lo //

dbu ma shes pa’i tshul gyis [gyi PG] rjes su ’brang ba la ni /

5.99cd adravyånupalabhyatvåd yuktaµ nas tad yathoditam //
 
rdzas med dmigs su med pa’i phyir // nged la ji skad smras de rigs //

zhes bya ba ni rdzas su med pa kho nas ngo bo nyid las dmigs su med pa’i phyir nged la 
ni sngar ji skad smras pa’i gcig pa nyid kyang ma yin la / tha dad pa nyid kyang ma yin 
par de [D om.] rigs pa kho na’o //

kho bo cag ’dod pa ltar nam mkha’ la sogs pa’i dpe yang ’thad de / ji lta zhe na /

5.100 ajåter nirviße∑atvåt khatulyaµ cåpy alipyata˙ /
 atyantånabhilåpyaµ ca sarvathåpy agrahåd dhiyå //
 
nam mkha’ dra ba’ang skye med pas // khyad par med phyir ma gos phyir //
shin tu brjod du med nyid kyang // blos ni rnam kun gzung med phyir //

zhes bya ba’i don dam pa’i de nyid ni nam mkha’ dang ’dra ste / de’ang ’di ltar dngos po 
skyes pa la ni rnam pa’i khyad par las sna tshogs nyid du dmigs par ’gyur gyi / dngos 
po ma skyes pa la ni skye ba med pas khyad par med pa’i phyir dang / spros pa’i [G223b] 
rtog pa thams cad kyis gos pa med pas ma gos pa’i phyir nam mkha’ dang ’dra’o // de ni 
shin tu brjod du med pa nyid kyang yin te / ’di ltar blos gzung ba’i dngos po la ni mngon 
par brjod pa ’jug par ’gyur gyi [gyis PG] / de ni blos rnam pa kun tu gzung du med pa’i 
phyir shin tu brjod du med pa nyid du rigs so //

gal te de shin tu gcig tu ma skyes pa nyid yin na de ji ltar ’jig rten las ’das pa’i [pa 
PG] zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i tha snyad du ’gyur zhe na /

de’i phyir bshad pa / [P251b]
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5.101 vigatotpådatimirå matir lokottarå matå /
 lokåd uttåraˆårthena lokåtikramato ‘pi vå //
 
skye ba rab rib bral ba’i blo // ’jig rten ’das pa yin par ’dod //
’jig rten las sgrol don phyir dang // ’jig rten shin tu ’da’ phyir ro //

[D225b] zhes bya ba ni skye ba nyid rab rib ste / de dang bral ba’i [PG om.] blo gang la 
yod pa de ni skye ba rab rib dang bral ba’i blo ’jig rten las ’das [P om.] pa yin par ’dod de 
/ ci’i phyir zhe na / ’jig rten las sgrol ba’i don gyi phyir dang ’jig rten las shin tu ’da’ ba’i 
phyir te [dang PG] / ji skad du de ni ’jig rten la [las D] g.yo ba dang bskyod pa dang ’da’ 
ba’i phyir ’jig rten las ’das pa zhes bya’o zhes gsungs pa lta bu’o //

gzhan yang /

5.102 nirvikalpå nirålambå nirnimittå ca så tayå /
 abodhasamatåbodhåt svånyadharmatayå sak®t //
 
de ni mi rtog dmigs med dang // mtshan ma med cing de yis ni //
rang gzhan chos nyid cig car du // rtogs [rtog D] med tshul gyis [gyi P] 
mnyam nyid rtogs //

zhes bya ba la blo de ni rnam par mi rtog [rtogs PG] pa yin te / ma skyes pa kho nas rnam 
par rtog pa thams cad dang bral ba’i phyir ro // dmigs pa med pa yang yin te / dngos 
po thams cad mi [G224a] dmigs pa’i phyir ro // mtshan ma med pa yang yin te / yul la 
mtshan mar mi ’dzin pa’i phyir ro // blo des [de’i PG] shes pa rang gi chos nyid dang shes 
bya gzhan gyi chos nyid cig [gcig G] car du rtogs [rtog D] pa med pa’i tshul gyis mnyam 
pa nyid du rtogs pa yang yin te / kho bo cag ni skad cig gcig gis mngon par rdzogs par 
byang chub par rnam par ’jog pa’i phyir ro //

’jig rten las ’das pa’i ye shes kyi shes bya brtag pa’i phyir /

5.103 anutpådo hi dharmåˆåµ dharmanairåtmyam ucyate /
 na kalpanåkala∫kå∫kasaµbhavas tatra p¨rvavat //

chos rnams skye ba med pa ni // chos bdag med pa nyid ces bya //
de la rtog dri’i mtshan ma dag // ’byung ba med pa snga ma bzhin //

zhes bya ba smras te / chos rnams skye ba med pa nyid gang yin pa de nyid chos bdag 
med pa nyid ces bya ste / de la rtog pa’i dri ma’i mtshan ma dag ’byung ba med pa ni de 
nyid shes pa ’tshol ba’i le’ur bstan pa snga ma [P252a] bzhin te / rtog pa nyid dri ma yin 
te snang ba’o // de nyid mtshan ma de [ste PG] mngon rtags [rtogs D] so // de la de dag 
rnam pa thams cad du ’byung ba med do //
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’dir smras pa / mdo sde las / don dam pa ni *brtag mi nus* [rtag tu med DPG] pa dang 
/ rtog ge’i spyod yul ma yin no zhes gsungs pas mngon sum gyi yul yin par gsungs pa 
yin na khyed kyis ni don dam par rtogs par bya ba ma yin par bstan pas rtog ge’i spyod 
yul yin te / mtho ris la sogs pa bzhin no zhes smras pas lung dang ’gal lo zhe na /

pha [G224b] rol po dag gi bsam pa de [D226a] bzlog pa’i phyir bshad pa /

5.104 tattvasyåtarkagamyatvåt tadbodho nånumånata˙ /
 nåtas tarkeˆa dharmåˆåµ gamyate dharmateti cet //

gal te de nyid rtog ge yi // spyod yul min phyir rjes dpag pas //
de mi rtogs [rtog PG] pa de yi phyir // chos rnams chos nyid brtag min na //

zhes bya ba ni gal te pha rol po dag de ltar sems na’o //

5.105 ihånumånån nirdo∑åd ågamånuvidhåyina˙ /
 kalpitåße∑avividhavikalpaughaniråk®te˙ //

’di la rjes dpag skyon med pa [pa’o PG] // lung gi rjes su sgrub byed pas //
brtags [brtag PG] pa’i rnam rtog chu bo dag // sna tshogs ma lus bsal mdzad nas //

zhes bya ba ni ’di la bcom ldan ’das kyis dang por rjes su dpag pa’i shes pa skyon med 
pa lung gi rjes su sgrub par byed pas rang dang gzhan gyi gzhung lugs kyis yongs su 
brtags [brtag PG] pa’i rnam par rtog pa’i chu bo sna tshogs ma lus pa dag bsal bar [ba 
PG] mdzad nas de’i ’og tu /

5.106 akalajñeyayåthåtmyam åkåßasamacetasa˙ /
 jñånena nirvikalpena buddhå˙ paßyanty adarßanåt //

sangs rgyas rnam rtog mi mnga’ ba // dgongs pa mkha’ mnyam ye shes kyis //
shes bya [P add ba] mtha’ dag ji bzhin du // chos rnams gzhag [bzhag PG] pa 
nyid rtogs shing //

ming la sogs pa thob pa nyid / ’das pa dang / ma ’ongs pa dang / da ltar byung ba dang 
/ brjod par bya ba ma yin pa dang / ’dus ma byas zhes bya ba shes bya rnam pa lnga po 
mi dmigs pa ni nam mkha’ mnyam pa’i sems so // rnam par mi rtog pa’i mngon sum 
[P252b] gyi ye shes kyi skad cig ma’o // nye bar brtags nas gzigs pa zhes bya ste / gzigs 
pa med pa’i tshul gyis so //

5.107 ato ‘numånavi∑ayaµ na tattvaµ pratipadyate /
 tattvajñånavipak∑o yas tasya tena niråkriyå //
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des na rjes su dpag pa’i [G225a] yul // de nyid yin par sgrub mi nus //
de nyid shes pa’i mi mthun phyogs // gang yin de ni des zlog [bzlog PG] byed //

rnam par mi [P om.] rtog pa’i de kho na nyid kyi shes pa’i mi mthun pa’i phyogs brtags 
[brtag PG] pa zhes bya ba de ni rjes su dpag pa’i shes pa ’dis zlog [bzlog PG] par byed pa 
yin gyi / rjes su dpag pa’i spyod yul du de kho na nyid sgrub par byed pa ni ma yin no 
zhes sbyar bar bya’o //

yang gal te rjes su dpag pas mi mthun pa’i phyogs ji ltar bzlog par bya zhe na /
smras pa /

5.108 ågamåntarabhedena bhedåyåtåsu buddhi∑u /
 abhede ‘py ågamasyånya˙ ka˙ par¥k∑åk∑amo vidhi˙ //

lung gi khyad par tha dad pas // tha dad gyur pa’i blo la ci //
lung gi dbye ba med pa la // rtogs par gyur pas gzhan ci yod //

lung las gzhan pa’i lung ni lung gi khyad par ste / de ni rgol ba sum brgya drug cu rtsa 
gsum gyi dbye bas shes [D226b] pa’i bye brag skye bar ’gyur ba’o // gang dag tha mi dad 
par ’dod pa de dag la ni thabs gzhan gyis brtag par rigs [rig PG] pa ma yin gyi / gzhan 
du phyogs dang gtan tshigs dang dpe dang ldan pa’i rjes su dpag pas yin no // ci’i phyir 
zhe na / gang gi phyir /

5.109 pratijñåmåtrakå ne∑†å pratipak∑aniråkriyå /
 ani∑iddhe vipak∑e ca nirvikalpå mati˙ kuta˙ //

mi mthun phyogs ni spang bya ba // dam bcas tsam gyis ji ltar ’dod //
rnam par rtog pa ma spangs par // rnam par mi rtog blo ji ltar //

rnam par rtog pa thams cad ’gegs par byed pa na dam bca’ ba ’ba’ zhig gis byed par nus 
pa ma yin te / mi mthun pa’i phyogs brtags [brtag P, btags G] pa zhes bya ba ma spangs 
kyi bar du rnam [G225b] par mi rtog pa’i blo ’byung bar ’gyur ba ma yin pas dam bca’ ba 
smras nas gtan tshigs brjod par bya’o // dpe yang brjod par bya’o // mngon par ’dod pa’i 
don sgrub pa ni sgrub par byed pa’i rjes su [P253a] dpag pa tshang ba yin pas so //

5.110 satyadvayam ataß coktaµ muninå tattvadarßinå /
 vyavahåraµ samåßritya tattvårthådhigamo yata˙ //

thub pa bden pa gzigs pa yis // ’di ltar bden pa gnyis su gsungs //
tha snyad la ni brten nas su // de nyid don ni rtogs ’gyur phyir //
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rjes su dpag pa gang gis rnam par brtags [brtag P, btags G] pa ’gog par byed pa de ni 
yang dag pa’i kun rdzob tu tha snyad kyi bden pa *zhes bya ba la brten nas byed pa yin 
no // tha snyad kyi bden pa* [PG om.] de la brten nas de [PG om.] ni rim gyis rnam par 
mi rtog pa brjod du med pa’i don dam pa rtogs par ’gyur te / ji ltar kun rdzob kyi chos 
la ma brten par don dam pa rtogs par mi nus so zhes gsungs pa lta bu’o //

dbu ma pa’i lugs la rab tu grags pa’i de kho na nyid rnam par bzhag cing rnal ’byor 
spyod pa pa’i de kho na nyid la skyon dang bcas pa nyid du smras pa /

5.111 sålambanatvåd vitathå tathatålambanåpi dh¥˙ /
 svapnådidh¥vat tadgråhyaµ nåtas tattvaµ ca yujyate //

de bzhin nyid la dmigs pa’i blo // dmigs dang bcas phyir brdzun yin te //
rmi lam sogs yin de shes bya // des na de nyid yin mi rigs //

de kho na nyid la dmigs pa’i blo zhes bya ba ni chos can no // de ni brdzun pa yin te zhes 
bya ba ni de’i chos te bsgrub par bya ba’o // chos dang chos can bsdoms pa ni phyogs so 
// dmigs pa dang bcas pa’i phyir zhes bya ba ni gtan tshigs te / gang dang gang dmigs 
pa dang bcas pa yin pa de dang de ni brdzun pa yin te / dper na [D227a] rmi lam [G226a] 
gyi shes pa bzhin zhes bya ba ni dpe’o // gang gi phyir de brdzun yin pa de’i phyir des 
gzung [bzung PG] ba de ni de kho na nyid do zhes bya bar rigs pa ma yin te / de yang 
brdzun nyid du thal bar ’gyur ba’i phyir ro //

gzhan yang /

5.112 agråhyo ‘nabhilåpyaß ca dh¥pracåravivarjita˙ /
 dharma ukto mun¥ndreˆa sa caivaµ sati bådhyate //

gzung du med pa brjod med pa // shes pa’i spyod pa rnam spangs pa //
thub pa’i dbang pos gsungs pa’i chos // de yis ’di ltar ’di la gnod //

blo’i [blo yi PG] yul nyid yin pa’i phyir gzung du med pa nyid dang / [G add brjod du 
med pa nyid dang] brjod du med pa nyid yin par mi rigs [P253b] te / ’di ltar chos nyid 
[PG om.] de ni gzung du med pa dang brjod du med pa’o zhes bya ba dang / de bzhin du 
don dam pa’i bden pa ni gang la shes pa ’jug pa med pa’o zhes bya ba la sogs pa gsungs 
pa dang ’gal ba’i phyir ro //

rab tu byed pa yongs su rdzogs nas shin tu spangs pa’i don dang reg par bya ba’i phyir /

5.113 ato yuktyågamopetaµ tattvaµ yat prågudåh®tam /
 par¥k∑yamåˆaµ yuktyaivaµ tad evåvyåhataµ sthitam //

de ltar lung rigs ldan pa yi // de nyid gang zhig sngar bstan pa //
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rigs pas yongs su brtags na yang // de las nyams pa med par gnas //

gang rnal ’byor spyod pa pas yongs su brtags pa’i de kho na nyid ni rnam par brtags pa 
na dpyad bzod pa ma yin no //

5.114 [Sanskrit missing]

kha cig phung po’i ljon shing chags [chag D] // kha cig rnam shes rgya la 
thogs //
yang dag mtha’ yi g.yang sar yang // ma lhung rgyal ba’i thugs sras rol //
 

de ltar na / de kho na nyid gang de nyid shes pa ’tshol ba’i rab tu byed par lung dang [PG 
om.] rigs pa dang ldan par bdag gis ’di skad du /

shes bya [pa P] rnam kun ma [G226b] grub phyir // gang la rnam par mi rtog 
[rtogs PG] pa’i //
blo yang skye bar mi ’gyur la // de nyid mnyam med de mkhyen gsung //

zhes bya ba la sogs pa’i gzhung gis bdag dang gzhan gyi rtog ge pa rnams kyi rjes su 
dpag pas kyang bskyod [bskyed PG] par nus pa ma yin par yang dag par rab tu gnas pa 
yin no //

dbu ma’i snying po’i ’grel pa rtog ge ’bar ba las / rnal ’byor dpyod pa pa’i de kho na 
nyid gtan la dbab pa la ’jug pa ste le’u lnga pa’o //
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TE X T S  NAM E D  O R  Q UO T E D  I N  
T H E  C OM M E N TA RY 

Texts are divided into two categories-canonical sources and sastras-and are listed in 
order of their appearance. The titles are given according to the best available Sanskrit 
equivalents of the Tibetan names as quoted in Bhaviveka's text. When the equivalent 
is in doubt, the uncertainty is noted with a question mark. When a text is quoted more 
than once under an alternate or abbreviated title, the alternate titles are listed beneath 
the original. When Bhaviveka does not identify the text but the title is known from 
other sources, the title is listed in brackets . 

CANONICAL SOURCES 

[Udanavarga] 
[Sarvadharmapravrttinirdesa Siitra] 
Prajiiaparamita 
Arya Ak�ayamatinirdesa Siitra 

Ak�ayamatinirdesa Siitra 
Ak�ayamati 

Tathagatakosa Siitra 
Sirp.sapavana Siitra 
Uttara Siitranta 
Ananda Siitra 
Patali Siitra 
Dul)khaskandha Siitra 
Mahlsasaka Siitra 
Udayin Siitra 
Siinyata Siitra 
Piir1).a Siitra 
Gupta Siitra 
Rampaka Siitra 
Mahaparinirva1).a Siitra 
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Page 

109, 165-67 

1 3 7  
1 3 7, 1 5 8 ,  191 , 243 

1 3 7, 173 
164 
191 

144 

147 
148 

148 

149 

149 

150  

1 50, 188  
150  

15 1  

15 1  
15 1  

15 1  



TE XTS NAMED OR Q UOTED 

[Ra�trapala Siitra] 1 52 

Gati Siitra 1 52 

TU�.l).II+1bhava Siitra 152 

Sthatavya Siitra? 1 52 

Garbhavakranti 1 5 3  

Nandin or  Nandaka? (dga' ba  can) 153  

Ayul;tparyanta 1 5 3  

Paramarthasiinyata [Siitra] 1 5 3  

Saptabhava [Siitra] 153  

Lankavatara Siitra 1 5 3 -54 

Dasadharmaka Siitra 157  

[Dasabhiimika] Siitra 158  
Dasabhiimika Siitra 243 

Saddharmapuw;l.arlka Siitra 164 

Sagaramati Siitra 164 

Sagaramati 191 

Sumatidarika 164 

Vidyadharapitaka of the Siddharthika MahasaI+1ghikas 166 

Bodhisattvapitaka of the Piirvasaila Arya MahasaI+1ghikas 168 

Bodhisattvapitaka of the Aparasaila Arya MahasaI+1ghikas 168 

Vaipulyapitaka of the Bhadrayanlya MahasaI+1ghikas 168 

Jatakapitaka of the Haimavata MahasaI+1ghikas 169 

Siitrapitaka of the Arya MahasaI+1ghikas 169 

DvadasasahassabuddhavaI+1sa 

of the Arya Sthavira Abhayagirivasins 169 

Mahapratiharya Siitra of the Prajfiaptivadin Bahusrutlyas 170 

Mahapratiharya Siitra of the Arya Caitikas 170 

Mahapratiharya Siitra of the Arya Gokulika Mahacaitikas 170 

Paramitamarga of the Arya Kasyaplyas 17 1  

Buddhavacana of  the Arya Tamrasat1yas 17 1  

A�tavarglya of  the Arya Mahisasakas 172 

Buddhavacana of the Arya Vibhajyavadins 172 

Dharmapada of the Arya Dharmaguptakas 172 

Adbhutadharma of the Arya Sarvastivadins 172 

[Vlradattapariprccha] 

'Buddhanusmrtibhavana? 
Ratnakiita Siitra 

Anantamukhanirharadhara.l).1 
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173 
174 

175 

180  
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Sagaranagarajapariprccha Siitra 

Sagarapariprccha 
KarmavaralJ.avisuddhi Siitra 

Avadana 

A siitra (similar to the LOlJ.aphala Sutta) 
Upayakausalya Siitra 

Lokottaraparivarta 

Kimpa? 

Ratnaketu 

Candrapradlpa 

Bodhisattvapitaka 
Gaganagafija 

D haralJ.Isvararaja 
Ratnaciic;la 

180 

191  
183  

186 

186 
187  

187  

188  

188  

1 88  

191 

191 

191  

191 
Anavatapta Siitra 191 

[AnavataptahradapasaqlkramalJ.a Siitra] 2 76 
[Bhavasaqlkranti Siitra] 2 76 

[Arya Sarvabuddhavi�ayajfianalokalaqlkara Siitra] 291  

SASTRAS 

[Pratyekabuddhabhiimi] 
[Vyakhyayukti] 
Vararuci's Buddhakriyanirdesa? 

(sangs rgyas kyi mdzad pa bstan pa) 

[Miilamadhyamakakarikal:;t] 

Miilamadhyamaka 

[Mahayanasiitralaqlkara] 

[Ratnavali] 

Matrceta's [Satapaficasatka] 

[Madhyantavibhaga] 
[Triqlsika] 

Alambanaparlk�a 

[Bodhisattvabhiimi] 
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108 
148-53 ,  1 59-61 

141-42 ,  159 

1 1 2 , 204 

201  

163 
164, 201 

174 
2 1 8  

2 2 8  

252-54 

28 1  
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aI]1sa: tadaI]1sad:mi 5 .56 ;  anehiI]1sa 5 .56 
akathya: 5 .82 
akalpatva: 5 . 3 7  
akalpita: akalpitarthasadbhava 5 .29 ;  

akalpitabhavasaI]1saya 5 . 3  0 
akriya: 4.2 1  
ak�a: ak�arupa 5 . 32 ;  ak�asuddhyasuddhi 

5 . 89 
ak�aya: 5 .43 
agamya: 4. 1 1  
agraha: 5 .5 ,  5 .63 , 5 . 100;  vastvagraha 5 .67; 

paratantragraha 5 .77 
agrahaI).a: rupadyagrahaI).a 5 .17 
agrahya: 5 . 1 1 2  
ailka: kalpanakalailkailkasaI]1bhava 5 . 1  0 3  
ajata: 4.3 7, 4.45, 4.47, 5 .73 ,  5 . 86; 

ajatanirodha 4.46 ; ajatadravyasattva 
5 .94 

ajatatva: 5 . 5 1 ,  5 . 8 1  
ajati: 4.44, 5 .79, 5 .96, 5 . 100;  ajativadin 

4.9; svabhavajati 5 .77 
ajIrI).a: abhimanajIrI).asucaka 5 .83 
aI).u: aI).urupa 5 . 32 ;  paramaI).u 5 . 3 3  
atikrama: lokatikrama 5 . 101  
atyanta: atyantanabhilapya 5 . 100 
atyagita: svarupatyagita 5 . 12  
atha: 5 . 3 1 ,  5 . 35, 5 .76 
adarsana: 4.2 1 ,  4.54, 5 . 106; dul;khady

adarsana 4.5 1 ;  satyadarSana 4.52 
adrsya: adrsyarupa 4.51 
adravya: adravyasattva 5 .79; abhedasa

ttvadravya 5 .64; ajatadravyasattva 
5 .94; adravyanupalabhyatva 5.99 

adravyatva: 5 . 3 3 ,  5 .49, 5 . 5 1 ,  5 . 8 1  
adravyasat: 5.48 
advaya: 5 .96 
advaita: 5 .43 
adhigama: 5 . 3 ,  5 .26 ;  tattvarthadhigama 

5 . 1 1 0  
adhimukti: hinadhimukti 4. 1 
adhyatma: adhyatmavidyasaI]1skara 4.61 
anabhilapya: 5 .94, 5 . 1 1 2 ;  atyantanabhi-

lapya 5 . 100 
anabhilapyata: 5 .61 ,  5 .68 
anabhilapyatva: 5 .86 
anajIva: 4.2 1  
anatman: 5 .43 
analambana: 3 7; analambanumana 5 . 3 8  
anasrava: 4. 3 8  
anahita: anahitasaktika 5.98 
aniruddha: anutpannaniruddhata 5 .69, 

5 .79 
anirdesya: anirdesyasvarupa 5 .26  
ani�iddha: 5 . 109 
anIla: anilanutpalabhinnarupa 5 .65 
anukara: sahakaranukaritva 5 .23  
anukarin: jfieyanukarin 5.92 
anukarita: jfieyanukarita 5.92 
anuttara: 5 . 1 1  
anutpanna: anutpannanirodhatva 4.46; 

anutpannaniruddhata 5 .69, 5 .79 
anutpala: anilanutpalabhinnarupa 5 .65 
anutpatti: 5 .49 
anutpada: 5 .69, 5 . 103 ;  anutpadak�ayajfiana 

4. 2 7; dul;khataddul;khyanutpada 4.53 
anudaya: 4.18 
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anupaghata: tadbljanupaghata 5 .40 
anupalabdhi: 5 . 5  
anupalabhyatva: adravyanupalabhyatva 

5.99 
anumana: 4.26, 5 . 36 ,  5 . 104, 5 . 105; analam

banumana 5 . 38 ;  anumanavi�aya 5 . 107; 
anumananu-sarin 4.2 3  

anuvada: paraI;luvada 5 .46 
anuvidhana: pratyayanuvidhana 5 . 88  
anuvidhayin: agamanuvidhayin 5 . 105 
anusarin: anumananusarin 4.23  
aneka: 5 . 3 3 ;  anekavrtti 5 .64; anekanta 

5 .55 ;  anekatp.sa 5 .56 
anta: anekanta 5 . 55 ;  samaropapavadanta

mukti 5 .95 
antara: agamantarabheda 5 . 108 ;  agama 

ntarasatp.digdhaviparyastamati 5.9; 
margantaropadda 4.7; yanantaratva 
4.6 ;  rupantara 5 . 35 ;  vidhyantarapari
graha 5 .54; hetu-yanantaratvakhya 
4.2 8  

antarbhava: 4. 8 
andhatva: avidyapatalandhatva 4.62 
anya: 4.43 , 4.45, 5 . 1 ,  5 .20 ,  5 .42 ,  5 .64, 

5 . 8 1 ,  5 . 108 ;  anyanibhodaya 5 . 2 1 ;  
tadanyabhinnarupa 5 .68 ;  anyadharma 
5 .66 ;  anyapoha 5 .66 ;  anyasamana 5 .66 ;  
anyavacyatva 5 .67; anyatattvasadbhava 
5 . 87; tadanyavat 4.48; svanyadharmata 
5 . 102 

anyatha :  anyathotpatti 5 .22 
anyatva: ekatvanyatvamukta 5.99 
anyonya: anyonyahetuka 5 . 39 
aparok�a :  abhilapaparok�a 5 . 57  
apavarga: apavargapti 4.48 
apavada: phalahetutvapavada 4. 8 ;  

samaropapavadantamukti 5 .95 
apavadika: phalahetvapavadika 4.57  
apavadita: 5 . 19; vastvapavadita 5 . 56 
apa-i: bhavabhavadvayapeta 5 .96 
apo<;lha: sadasatkalpanapo<;lhaprajiiacara

viharin 4.57 
apoha: anyapoha 5 .66 
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apratijfiana: 5 . 3  8 
apratisatp.khyanirodha 4.46 
aprasiddhi: 5 . 30  
apaya: tadapaya 5 . 22  
apek�a: 

rupabhilapasapek�arupadhljanman 
5 .58  

abodha: 5 .97 abodhasamatabodha 5 . 102 
abhava: 5 . 2 ,  5 . 1 2 ,  5 .66 ,  5 .96; antar

bhavabhava 4. 8 ;  abhavabhava 
5 . 3 ;  abhavalambana 5 . 1 3 ,  5 . 14; 
khapu�pabhavasatta 5 . 10 ;  kalpitabhava 
5 . 1 1 ;  tattvabhava 4. 12 ;  tadabhava 5 .52 ;  
dvayabhava 5 .2 ,  5 . 10 ;  dvighatabhava 
5 . 87; prama1.laphalatabhava 5 .24; 
bhavabhava 5 .95; bhavabhavad
vayapeta 5 .96; vastvabhava 5 . 8 1 ;  
samanyabhava 5 .44 

abhi-i�: abhI�ta 4.4 
abhi-man: abhimata 4. 23 
abhi-lap: abhilapyate 5 .75 ;  abhilapya 5 .60 ;  

anabhilapya 5 . 86 ,  5 .94, 5 . 100 ,  5 . 1 1 2 ;  
abhilapyatmasunyatva 5 .60 ;  anabhi
lapyata 5 .61  

abhilapyatva: anabhilapyatva 5 .86 
abhilapa: abhilapaparok�a 5 .57; 
rupabhilapasapek�arupadhljanman 

5 .58 ;  abhilapavad 5 .70;  
abhilapatmasunyatva 5 .69 

abhilapya: anabhilapya 5 . 1 12 ;  atyantan-
abhilapya 5 . 100 ;  anabhilapyatva 5 . 86  

abhilapyata: anabhilapyata 5 .6 1 ,  5 .68  
abhilapyatva: 5 .86  
abhimana: abhimanaclrI;lasucaka 5 . 8 3  
abhimanin: 5 . 1  
abhisambodhi 4. 18  
abhi-han: kha<;lgabhighatadi 4.42 
abhuta: 4. 3 1  
abhutata: 5 .76 
abhutatva: 5 .74; 4 .31  
abheda: 5 . 108 ;  tadabheda 5 . 1 1 ;  sakty

abheda 5 .22 ;  muktyabheda 5 .44; 
abhedasattvadravya 5 .64 
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abhy-as: abhyasyatal; 4.20 
abhyasa :  5 . 5 1  
abhy-upa-i: abhyupetapratIti 5 . 17  
abhy-upa-gam: abhyupagantavya 5 .45 
amala: samalamala 5 .89 
amrta: 5.43 ;  tattvamrta 5 . 1  
ayathartha: 4.2 7  
ayukta: 5 .59 
artha: 5 . 18 ,  5 . 27, 5 . 39 ;  akalpitarthasad

bhava 5 .29 ;  ayathartha 4.27; 
arthanirakriya 5.29; arthani�edha 
5 .56 ;  arthapravrtti 5 .57; asmad
vidhibadhartha 4.66; uttaraJ;lartha 
5 . 10 1 ;  ekarthavrtti 5 .65 ;  citta
matraprasiddhyartha 5 .45; tatprati
pattyartha 5 .9; tattvarthadhigama 
5 . 1 10 ;  nlticchidraguptyartha 5 . 88 ;  
bahyartha 4.73 ;  vakyartha 4.73 ;  
vikalpitarthasiinya 5 .29 

arpaJ;la: saktyarpaJ;la 5 .42 
arh: arhati 4.2 8 , 5 . 53  
arhat: 4.2 8  
alam: 4.25  
alipya: 5 . 100  
avakasa: avakasaprabhavana 5 . 85 
avabodha: yathabhiitavabodha 5 .52 
avastukatva: 5 .70 
avastutva: avastutvasvabhavatva 5 .79 
ava-ha: avahlyate 5 . 1 5  
avikalpa: 5 . 14, 5 .9 1 ;  svabhavavikalpadi

rahitatmata 4. 19 
avikalpatva: 5 .40 
avidya: avidyapatalandhatva 4.62 ;  

kli�tavidyaprahaJ;la 4.29 
avidhura: 4.2 3  
avinasa: 5 .64 
aviparyaya 4. 18  
avise�atva: 5 .66 
avyabhicarin: 4 .17 
avyavadhana 5 .65 
avyahata: 5 . 1 1 3  
avyahrti: vagavyahrti 4.2 1  
asanti : 5 .43 

asuddhi: ak�asuddhyasuddhi 5 .89  
ase�a: kalpitase�avividhavikalpaugha

nirakrti 5 . 105 
a�tadasa: a�tadasanikayantarbhavabhava 

4.8 
as :  asti 5 .20 ,  5 .50,  5 .80 ;  sat 4.2 3 , 5 . 14, 5 .49, 

5 . 80 ,  5 . 8 1 ,  5 .86 ,  5 . 1 1 2 ;  santi 5 .78 ;  syat 
4.3 1 ,  5 . 1 5 , 5 . 16 ,  5 .20 ,  5 . 28 ,  5 .29, 5 . 3 1 ,  
5 . 37, 5 .46, 5 . 56 ,  5 .93 , 5 .97; syataf!1 
5 . 88 ;  asat 4.29, 5 .23 ,  5 .25 ;  asadbhava 
4.29; sadbhava 5 .52 ;  asadgraha 5 .52 

asaf!1vasya: 5 . 82 
asaf!1ka1pa: 4.2 1  
asangita: 5 . 5 1  
asaf!1cita: asaf!1citariipa 5 . 34  
asat: 5 . 55 ;  asadgraha 5 .52 ;  asadbuddhi 

5 . 1 3 ;  sadasatkalpanapo<.1haprajfiacara
viharin 4.57 

asadbhava: 5 . 8 1 ;  anyatattvasadbhava 5 .87  
asadbhiita: asadbhiitasvabhavatva 5 .84 
asattva: tadasattva 5 .57 
asamarambha: 4.2 1  
asaf!1pramo�a: 4.2 1  
asaf!1bhava: 4.26 ,  5 .93 ;  dr�tantasaf!1bhava 

4.54; nirodhasambhava 4.47 
asi: asidhara 5 .93 
asiddha: 4.66 
asiddhata: 4.35 ,  4. 36 ,  4.54, 4.55, 4.58 ,  5 .35 
asiddhi: 4. 18 ;  strltvadyasiddhi 4.64 
astita: paratantrastitokti 5 . 7 1 ;  

riipadyayatanastita 4.70 
astitva: 4.69; cittastitva 4. 1 3 ;  tadastitva 

5 . 59; riipadyayatanastitva 4.69 
astita: 4. 14; 5 .6  
asthana: asthanatrasasaf!1rabdha 4. 1 
asthiti: 4.2 1  
asparsana: 5 . 54 
asmad: asmadvidhibadhartha 4.66 
asvabhavatva: avastutvasvabhavatva 5.79 
ah: ahur 4.68 
aheya: 5 .40 

akara: dul;khadyakara 4. 2 3 ;  
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dul;khadyakarabodha 4.43 
akasa: akasakalpa 4.64; akasasamata 5 .85 ;  

sadakasa 5 . 89; akasasamacetas 5 . 106 
akrti: nirakrti 4 .26 
akhya: hetuyanantaratvakhya 4.28 
agama: 4.2 3 ,  5 . 108 ;  agamantara-

satp.digdhaviparyastamati 5 .9; 
agamanuvidhayin 5 . 105; agamantara
bheda 5 . 108  

ajlva: anajIva 4.2 1  
atmaka: samudayatmaka 4.42 
atmata: svabhavavikalpadirahitatmata 

4.19 
atman: 5 .42 , 5 . 59, 5 .61 , 5.79; anatman 

5 .43 ; cittatman 5 .20 ;  vi�ayabhasa
tatmavat 5 .22 ;  atmavittulyata 5 .50 ;  
rajvatman 5 . 55; svatman 5 .42 , 
5 .93 ; abhilapyatmasunyatva 5 .60 ;  
abhilapatmasunyatva 5 .69; arupatma
vyavacchinnavastvabhamatigocara 
5 . 59; atmadisunyata 4.61 ;  tadabhasat
man 5 .78 

atmavit: atmavittulyata 5 .50 
adi: rupadyagrahal;la 5 . 17; rupadivijfiana 

5 . 1 8 ;  rupadibuddhi 5 . 18 ;  svapnadi
vijfiana 5 . 19  

adhikara1).ya: samanadhikara1).ya 5 .65  
apayikatva: 5 . 8 3  
apta: aptopadesaprama1).ya 5 . 8  
apti: apavargapti 4.48; buddhabodhyapti 

4 .25 ;  sarvajfiatapti 5 .7; sarvajfiapti 
4.36 ;  sarvavittvapti 4.6 

abha: tadabhamatihetu 5 .36,  5 .61 ;  arupa
tmavyavacchinnavastvabhamatigocara 
5 . 59; khapu�pabha 5.98 

abhata: atadabhata 5 .32; tadabhata 5 .41 ;  
dvyabhata 5 . 2 1 ,  5 .22 ;  vi�ayabhata 5 . 25  

abhasa: abhasodaya 5 . 18 ;  visvabhasa 5 .41 ; 
tadabhasatman 5 .78 ;  tattvasvabhasa
bheda 5 .97 

abhasata: grahyabhasata 
5 . 1 5 ;  vi�ayabhasata 5 .20 ;  
vi�ayabhasatatmavat 5 .22 ;  dvyabhasata 
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5 . 2 3 ,  5 . 24; svaparabhasata 5 . 23  
ami�a: dve�ami�odgara 5 . 83  
ayatana: bahyayatanasadbhava 

4. 1 3 ;  rupadyayatana 4.7 1 ;  
rupadyayatanastita 4.70; 
rupadyayatanastitva 4.69 

ayata: bhedayata 5 . 108 
arya: nirvikaiparyadhigrahya 5 .94 
aryatva: 5 .40 
a-lamb: alambya 5 .44, 5 .50 ,  5 .90 
alamba: niralamba 5.97, 5 . 102 
alambana: 5 .20 ;  analambana 5 . 3 7; anal am

banumana 5 . 38 ;  abhavalambana 5 . 1 3 ,  
5 . 14; tathatalambana 5 .98, 5 . 1 1 1 ;  
tadalambana 5.90; dharmalambana 
5 . 19; niralambana 5 . 30 ;  nairatmya
lambana 4. 16; samanyalambana 4.49; 
salambana 5 . 16 ,  5 . 37; rupadyalambana 
4.9 

alambanata: 5 . 36  
alambanatva: tathatalambanatva 5 .97; 

nirodhalambanatva 4.48; salambana
tva 5 . 1 1 1  

alambika: svabhavalambika 5 . 16  
avara1).a: jfieyavara1).asatp.k�aya 4 .5  
avrti: avrtisadbhava 4 .28 
avedha: bhrantyavedha 4.5 3  
asraya: 5 .63 ;  asrayani�edha 4.2 , 4 .19 
ahita: anahitasaktika 5 .98 

itara: itaranirodhadhi 4.48 
indra: munlndra 5 . 1 12 
indriya: indriyatisaya 4.4 
i�: icchati 4.53 ;  i�ta 4. 14, 4.52 ,  4.69, 4.7 1 ,  

5 . 2 1 ,  5 . 2 3 ,  5 .24, 5 . 30 ,  5 . 36 ,  5 .49, 5 . 54, 
5 . 55 ,  5 .63 ,  5 .67, 5 .80 ,  5 . 87, 5 .96, 5 . 109; 
i�yate 4.2 , 4.5 , 4.6, 4. 1 2 , 4. 1 5 4.3 7, 
4.41 , 4.45, 4.69, 5 . 1 2 ,  5 . 14, 5 . 19, 5 .24, 
5 .47, 5 . 8 1 ,  5 .90;  i�yatam 4.49, 5 .46 

Ik� : Ik�ante 5 . 5  

ukti: cittamatroktikartrbhoktrni�edhital; 
5 .28 ;  dul;khotpattinirodhokti 4.3 7; 
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paratantrastitokti 5 .71 ;  buddhoktir 
4.7; dul;khotpattinirodhokti 4.37 

uttara: gatottara 4.28 ;  lokottara 5 .9 1 ,  
5 . 101 ;  vihitottara 4.3 3  

uttaral).a: uttaral).artha 5 . 101  
utpala: anYlanutpalabhinnarupa 5 .65 
utpatti : 5 .49, 5 .76 ;  anyathotpatti 5 .22 ;  

anutpatti 5 .49; utpattinil;svabhava 
5 .72 ;  dul;khotpattinirodhokti 4. 37  

ut-pad: utpadyate 5 .92 ; anutpannaniru
ddhata 5 .69, 5 .79 

utpada: anutpada 4. 17, 5 .69, 5 . 103 ;  
anutpadak�ayajiiana 4. 27; tadutpada 
5.40, 5 .41 ; utpadanirodhadiprati�ed 
haparayal).a 5 .7; citrotpadadikalpana 
5.49; dul;khataddul;khyanutpada 
4.5 3 ;  vedanaditathotpada 5 .47; 
tadutpadani�edha 5 .73 utpadanirodha 
diprati�edhasarnarthana 5 .72 ;  vigato
tpadatirnira 5 . 101  

udaya: 5 . 37; anudaya 4. 18 ;  abhasodaya 
5 . 1 8 ;  anyanibhodaya 5 . 2 1 ;  tannirbha
sodaya 5 . 35 ;  nirbhasodaya 4 .1 3 

udaharal).a: hetudaharal).a 4.14 
ud-a-hr: pragudahrta 5 . 1 1 3  
udgara: dve�arni�odgara 5 . 8 3  
upa-rch: uparcchati 4.61 
upa-kr: upakrta 5 . 35  
upaghata: tadbYjanupaghata 5 .40 
upa-dis: upadYk�at 4. 1 5  
upadesa: aptopadesaprarnal).ya 5 . 8 ;  

rnargantaropadesa 4.7 
upa-pad: upapadyate 5 .60 
uparna: rnayoparna 5 .43 , 5 .78 , 5 . 84 
uparati: 5 .50 
upararna: vikalpopararna 5 .81  
upalabhyatva: adravyanupalabhyatva 5 .99 
upalabdhi: 5 .4, 5 .6  
upalarnbha: cittarnatropalarnbha 5 . 17  
upadana: 5 . 2 1  

eka: 5 . 3 1 ,  5 . 32 ,  5 .64; aneka 5 . 3 3 ;  
anekavrtti 5 .64; ekarthavrtti 5 . 65 ;  

anekanta 5 . 55 ;  anekaI]1sa 5 .56 
ekatva: ekatvanyatvarnukta 5 .99 ;  nan a

tvaikatvarahita 4.67 

augha: kalpitase�avividhavikalpaugha
nirakrti 5 . 105 

kath: kathyate 5.70; akathya 5 . 82 
kanaka: kanakadi 5 . 88  
karnbala: karnbaladi 5 .66  
kartr: kartrdharrna 5.90; cittarnatrokti

kartrbhoktrni�edhin 5 .28  
karrnan: 5 .90 
kalanka: kalpanakalankankasaI]1bhava 

5 . 103 
kalpa: akasakalpa 4.64 
kalpana: 4.20, 5 . 8 1 ;  kalpanavinivrtti 

5 .44; tadbhavakalpana 5 . 10 ;  
citrotpadadikalpana 5 .49; 
kalpanakalankankasaI]1bhava 5 . 103 ;  
sadasatkalpanapoQ.haprajiiacara
viharin 4.57 

kalpatva: akalpatva 5 . 37  
kalpita: 5 ;  kalpitabhava 5 . 1 1 ;  akalpita

bhavasaI]1saya 5 . 30 ;  kalpitase�a
vividhavikalpaughanirakrti 5 . 105 

kalpitatva 5 .55 
kalpya 5 .63 
kalpyatva: kalpyatvavacyatva 5 .67 
karal).a: 5 .49 
karal).atva: sva trnanirbhasadhYj an rna -

karal).atva 4.7 1  
kila: 5 . 2  
kYdrs: 5 . 20  
kula: latakularajjujiiana 4.32 
kr: krlyate 4.74 
krta: rnayakrtavat 4.53 
klp: kalpayituI]1 5.58; kalpitatva 5 . 55 ;  

kalpya 5 .63 ;  akalpitarthasadbhava 5 .29 
klpti: tatklpti 5 .24 
kriya: akriya 4.2 1  
klis: kli�tavidyaprahal).a 4.29 
kli�tatva: tatkli�tatvadidhlbhranti 5.90 
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klesa: klesak�aya 4.3 1 ;  klesadarsana 5 . 57; 
klesavrti 4.5 

k�alJ.a: sphatikak�alJ.a 5 . 2 1  
k�alJ.ika: 4.60 
k�ama 5.58; parlk�ak�ama 5 . 108 
k�aya: 4.3 1 ;  ak�aya 5 .43 ; 

anutpadak�ayajfiana 4.27; klesak�aya 
4.3 1  

k�ud: k�ulJ.lJ.a 5 .43 

kha: 5 . 89; khapu�pa 4.44; 
khapu�pabhavasatta 5 . 10 ;  
khapu�pabha 5 .98 ;  khatulya 5 .98 

khac;lga: khac;lgabhighatadi 4.42 
khya: khyati 5 . 89 ;  khyanti 5 .78 
khyana: mithyakhyana 5 .77 

gantr: 4 .65 
gam: agamya 4.65; gatottara 4.28 ;  gamya 

4. 1 1 , 4.65; agamya 4. 1 1  
gamana: 4.65 
gamyatva: atarkagamyatva 5 . 104 
ga: jagau 5 .73  
gupti: nlticchidraguptyartha 5 . 88 ;  

svanayagupti 5 .99 
gocara: 5 .32; arupatmavyavacchi 

nnavastvabhamatigocara 5 . 59; 
tatsvasamanyagocara 5 .74; citta
caitasagocara 5 . 53 ;  tadgocara 5 . 3 3 ;  
nirvalJ.agocara 4.62; pratyak�agocara 
4.59 

gocarata: cittagocarata 5 . 3  4 
gopa: 4.2 
grah: grahya: 5 .63 ;  nirvikalpamatigrahya 

5 . 3 ;  grahyabhasata 5 . 1 5 ;  baladhIgrahya 
4.59 

graha: 5 .63, 5 . 67; agraha 5.63, 5 . 100 ;  para
tantragraha 5 .77; tadgraha 5 .63 

graha: asadgraha 5 .52 
grahya: 5 .63 ; nirvikalpamati-

grahya 5 . 3 ;  grahyabhasata 5 . 1 5 ;  
nirvikalparyadhIgrahya 5 .94; 
tadgrahya 5 . 1 1 1 ;  agrahya 5 . 1 1 2  
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ghata: 5 . 87; dvighatabhava 5 . 87  
candra: dvicandravat 5 . 3 3  
car: abhimanaclrlJ.asucaka 5 . 83  
citta: 5 .20 ,  5 . 3 3 ,  5 .45, 5 .47, 5.48; citta

caittasvabhava 4.72; cittamatra 4. 14; 
cittamatropalambha 5 . 17; cittatman 
5 .20 ;  cittasvabhava 5 . 27; cittamatro
ktikartrbhoktrni�edhin 5 . 28 ;  citta
gocarata 5 . 34; cittamatraprasiddhy
artha 5 .45; cittaprajfiapti 5 .46; 
cittacaitasagocara 5 . 5 3 ;  cittastitva 4. 1 3  

citra: 5.48; citrotpadadikalpana 5 .49; 
citradhIsabdavrtti 5 .74 

cud: codita 5.70 
cetas: 4. 14, 5 . 2 3 ;  akasasamacetas 5 . 106 ;  

caittacetas 4.72 
caitasa: 5 . 28 ;  cittacaitasagocara 5 . 53  
caitasatva: 4. 5 
caitta: 5 .45; cittacaittasvabhava 4.72; cait-

tacetas 4.72 
caittatva: 4.42 
cet: 5 . 1 2 ,  5 .20 ,  5 .24, 5 .47, 5 . 54, 5 .76, 5 . 104 
chidra: nIticchidraguptyartha 5 . 88  

jagat: 4. 14; jagatpak�Ikriya 4. 14 
jan: jata 5 . 2 1 ,  5 .77; jayate 4.9, 4.26 ,  4. 3 2 ,  

5 . 7 3 ;  jayamana 5 . 2 5 ;  ajata 4 .37, 5 . 73 ,  
5 . 86 ;  ajatatva 5 . 5 1 ,  5 . 8 1 ;  ajatadravya
sattva 5 .94 

janman: 4 .10 ,  4.45, 4.63 ; 
rupabhilapasapek�arupadhljanman 
5 .58 ;  
svatmanirbhasadhljanmakaralJ.atva 
4.7 1  

jalpa :  4.60 
jatatva: ajatatva 5 . 5 1 ,  5 . 8 1  
jati: 4 .39, 4.44; sadbhutajati 5 . 72 ;  ajati 

4.44, 5 .96, 5 . 100 ;  jativadin 4.9; 
jatipratik�epa 5 .94 

jatlya: vijatIya 5 .62 ;  tulyajatIya 5 .62 
jina: pratyekajinamargavat 4.2 5  
jfiana: 4.40, 4.41 , 5 . 1 3 ,  5 . 2 5 ,  5 .92 , 5 . 106 ;  

anutpadak�ayajfiana 4 .27; jfianavrtti 
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5.93 ; tattvajiiiinavipak�a 5 . 107; nara
jiiana 4.3 1 ;  mithyajiiana 4.49; lataku
larajjujiiana 4.32 

jiieya: 4. 1 8 ;  jiieyatattvaviparyaya 4. 18 ;  
jiieyanukarita 5 .92 ; jiieyanukarin 
5.92; jiieyavaral).asarp.k�aya 4.5 ;  
sakalajiieyayathatmya 5 . 106; 
jiieyavaral).asarp.k�aya 4.5, 18 

tattva: 4 .10 ,  4. 1 1 ,  4.2 3 ,  4 .27, 4.30 ,  4.41 , 
4.63 , 4.67, 4 .68,  5 . 1 1 ,  5 .50 ,  5 . 7 1 ,  5 . 87, 
5 .90, 5 .9 1 ,  5 .96, 5 .99, 5 . 104, 5 . 107, 
5 . 1 1 1 ,  5 . 1 1 3 ;  jiieyatattvaviparyaya 
4. 18 ;  tattvam.rta 5 . 1 ;  tattvadarsin 
5 .5 ,  5 . 1 3 ,  5 . 1 10 ;  tattvavibhrama 5 .86 ;  
tattvadarsana 5 .87; tattvabhava 4. 1 1 ;  
tattvarthadhigama 5 . 1 10 ;  anya
tattvasadbhava 5 . 87; tattvasvabhasa
bheda 5 .97; tattvajiianavipak�a 5 . 107; 
rupatattva 4.61 

tathata: 5 . 3 ;  tathatalambanatva 5 .97; 
tathatalambana 5.98, 5 . 1 1 1 ;  tathasthiti 
5 . 3  

tarka: 5 . 104; atarkagamyatva 5 . 104 
tathagata: 5 . 8  
timira: vigatotpadatimira 5 . 10 1 ;  satimira 

5 .92 
tiryaiic 5 .57  
tulya: tulyadhYvrttihetu 5 .62 ;  atmavit

tulyata 5 . 50 ;  tulyajatYya 5 .62 ;  khatulya 
5.98 

tulyatva: tattulyatva 5 . 1 1 ;  vijiiaptimatra-
tulyatva 5 . 80  

tyaga: vadatyaga 4.3 3  
tyagata: tattyagata 4.73 
tyagita: svanYtityagita 5 .46 
traya: 4.65 
tras: trasta 4.32 
trasa: asthanatrasasarp.rabdha 4. 1 
trita: ratnatritamahatmyaprathana 4.34 

dada: samyagdarsamati 4. 3 8  
darsana: adarsana 4.2 1 ,  4.54, 5 . 106;  

klesadarsana 5 .57; tattvadarsana 
5 . 87; dul;khadidarsana 4.49; 
dul;khadyadarsana 4.5 1 ;  nastika
darsana 4.8 ;  vedantadarsana 4.7; 
satyadarsana 4.52 

darsin: tattvadarsin 5 .5 ,  5 . 1 3 ,  5 . 1 10 
ditsa :  do�aditsa 4.65 
dis : sude§ita 5 . 1  
dul;kha 4.3 7, 4.39, 4.40, 4.41 , 4.54; 

dul;khataddul;khyanutpada 4.5 3 ;  
dul;khata 4.39; dul;khatva 4.39; 
dul;khadhY 4.40; dul;khavi�aya 
4.41 ; dul;khasatyamati 
4.3 8 ;  dul;khasvabhava 4.3 7; 
dul;khahetutva 4.42 ; dul;khahetudhY 
4.43 ; dul;khahetuvi�aya 4.43 ; 
dul;khadi 4.54; dul;khadidarsana 
4.49; dul;khadyadarsana 
4.5 1 ;  dul;khadyakara 4.25 ;  
dul;khadyakarabodha 4.43 ; 
dul;khotpattinirodhokti 4.3 7; 
vedhadidul;kadhY 4.41 ; 

dul;khata: 4.39 
dul;khatva: 4.39 
dul;khin: dul;khataddul;khyanutpada 

4.53 
durbala: durbalasakti 4. 1 
durvigaha: 4. 1 
du� : du�tata 5 . 80  
du�tata 5 .80  
dura: 5 . 54 
drs : dr�tatva 5 .26 ;  d:rsya 4. 5 1 ;  pasyanti 

5 . 106 
d:r�tanta: 4.64, 4.70, 5 . 30, 5 . 7 1 ;  

d:r�tantanyunata 4 .56 ,  5 . 19; 
d:r�tantasambhava 4.26,  4.54 

dnti: 4.57; tadarp.sad:r�ti 5 .56 ;  
tadd:r�ti 5 . 82 ,  satyad:r�ti 4. 12 ;  
samyagd:r�tipural;sara 4.36 ;  
samyagd:r�wadimarga 4 .3 ,  4.20  

deva: 4 .68 ;  yonakadevadesya 4. 12 ;  
yonakadevadesyatva 4.68 ;  brahmadi
devaprabhava 4.68 
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deSana: santatvadidesana 4.20 
desya: yonakadevadesya 4. 12 
do�a: 4.65; do�aditsa 4.65; do�avat 4. 1 1 ;  

do�asarp.plava 5 .91 ;  nirdo�a 4. 1 1 ,  5 . 105; 
siddhasadhanado�a 4.22 

dravya: dravyasat 5 .47; dravyasattva 5 . 8 1 ,  
5 .91 ;  adravyasat 5 .48; adravyasattva 
5 .79; abhedasattvadravya 5 .64; adra
vyanupalabhyatva 5 .99 

dravyatva: adravyatva 5 . 3 3 ,  5 .49, 5 . 5 1 ,  5 . 8 1  
druh: drugdhabuddhi 4.52 
dvaya: 5 .2 , 5 .39, 5 .65 ;  dvayapravrtti 5 .41 ; 

dvayabhava 5 . 2 ,  5 . 10 ;  dvayanasa 5 .6 ;  
dvayavikalpa 5 . 5 3 ;  bhavabhavadvaya
peta 5 .96; satyadvaya 5 . 1 10  

dvara: taddvara 5 .67 
dvi: dvighatabhava 5 . 87; dvyabhata 5 . 2 1 ,  

5 . 22 ;  dvyabhasata 5 . 2 3 , 5 .24; dvi
candravat 5 . 3 3  

dvidha: 5 . 3 1  
dve�a: dve�ami�odgara 5 . 8 3  
dvaya: advaya 5 .96 
dvaita: 5 .43 ; advaita 5 .43 

dharma: 4.64, 4.60, 5 .70, 5 .74, 5 .75, 
5 .78 , 5 . 84, 5 . 89, 5 . 103 , 5 . 104, 5 . 1 1 2 ;  
anyadharma 5 . 66 ;  karq-dharma 
5.90; dharmanairatmya 5 . 1 3 ,  5 . 103 ;  
dharmalambana 5 . 19  

dharmata: 5 .75 ,  5 . 89, 5 . 104; svanya
dharmata 5 . 102 

dhara: asidhara 5 .93 
dhI: 4. 1 3 ,  4. 18 ,  5 . 3 1 ,  5.35, 5 . 37, 5.50, 5 .98 ,  

5 . 100 , 5 . 1 1 1 ;  itaranirodhadhI 4.48 ; 
dul)khadhI 4.40; dul)khahetudhI 4.43 ; 
dhlbheda 5 .66 ;  citradhIsabdavrtti 
5. 74; tatkli�tatvadidhlbhranti 
5 .90 ;  tulyadhlvrttihetu 
5 .62 ;  dul)khahetudhI 4.43 ;  
dhlpracaravivarjita 5 . 1 1 2 ;  
nirvikalpadhI 5 .40, 5 .44; 
nirvikalparyadhIgrahya 5 .94; pra
santadhI 4.74; baladhIgrahya 4.59; 
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manodhlvat 5 . 37; rupadhI 5 . 1 5 ,  5 . 16;  
rupabhilapasapek�arupadhljanman 
5 .58 ;  vedhadidul)khadhI 
4.41 ; svapnadidhlvat 5 . 1 1 1 ;  
svatmanirbhasadhljanmakaraJ;latva 
4.7 1 

dhItva: dhltvadinirakriya 5 . 38  
dhlra: 5 . 1  

nal): 4.22 ,  4. 69 
nanu: 5 . 14, 5 . 37, 5.42 ,  5 .72 
naya: yuktimannaya 5 .9 ;  yogacaranaya 

5 .68 ;  svanayagupti 5 .99 
nara: narajiiana 4.3 1  
nas: na�ta 4.72 
nana: nanasarp.jfiavikalpa 5 .85 
nanatva: nanatvaikatvarahita 4.67 
naman: 5 . 57, 5 .75 
nasa: dvayanasa 5.6 
nastika: 5 .82 ;  nastikadarsana 4. 8 
nikaya: a�tadasanikayantarbhavabhava 4. 8 
ni-gad: nigadyate 4.53 
nibha: anyanibhodaya 5 . 2 1  
nimitta: 5 . 1 3 ;  savikalpanimittatva 4.3 0  
nimitta: sanimitta 5 .5 ;  nirnimitta 5 . 102 
nirakrti : 4 .26 ;  kalpitase�avividha-

vikalpaughanirakrti 5 . 105 
nirakriya: 4 .73 ,  5 . 107; arthanirakriya 

5 .29; dhltvadinirakriya 5 . 38 ;  
pratipak�anirakriya 5 . 109 

niratmaka: 4.60 
niralamba: 5 .97, 5 . 102 
niralambana: 5 . 30  
nirasa: tannirasa 5 . 54 
ni-rudh: 4.45 ; anutpannaniruddhata 5 .69, 

5 .79 
ni-rup: nirupita 5 .42 
nirodha: 4.44, 4.45, 4.46; ajatanirodha 

4.46 ; anutpannanirodhatva 4.46; 
apratisarp.khyanirodhavat 4.46 ; 
itaranirodhadhI 4.48; utpada
nirodhadiprati�edhaparayaJ;la 
5. 7; utpadanirodhadiprati�edha-
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samarthana 5 .72 ;  dul;1khotpatti
nirodhokti 4. 3 7; nirodhalambana
tva 4.48 ;  nirodhasambhava 4.47; 
nirodhalambanatva 4.48 

nir-dis: nirdi�ta 4.55 
nirdesya: anirdesyasvarupa 5 .26 
nirdo�a: 4. 1 1 ,  5 . 105 
nir�aya 4.24 
nirnimitta: 5 . 102 
nirbhasa: tannirbhasodaya 5 .35 ;  nir

bhasodaya 4. 1 3 ;  svatmanirbhasa
dhIjanmakara�atva 4.71 

nirma�a: mukhyanirma�abuddha 4.29 
nirmok�a: 5 . 50 
nirvacana: vagnirvacana 4.74 
nirva�a: nirva�agocara 4.62 
nirvikalpa: 4. 16 ,  5 . 16 ,  5 . 85, 5 . 102 , 

5 . 106 , 5 . 109; nirvikalpamatigrahya 
5 . 3 ;  nirvikalpadhI 4.2 ,  5 .40, 5 .44; 
nirvikalparyadhIgrahya 5 .94 

nirvid: nirvidadi 5 .80  
nirvise�atva: 5 . 100 
nirvrti: 4.2 8  
nirvrtti: tannirvrtti 5 .26 
nivrtti: tannivrtti 5 . 3  9 
nis-ci: niscita 4.8 ,  5 .62 
niscita: 4 .8 ,  5 .62 
ni-�idh: ni�idhyate 4. 17, 4 .58 ;  ani�iddha 

5 . 109 
ni�edha: 4.44; arthani�edha 5 .56;  

asrayani�edha 4. 19; tadutpadani�edha 
5 .73 ;  tanni�edha 5 . 38 ;  
svasarpvittini�edha 5.93 

ni�edhin: cittamatroktikartrbhoktr-
ni�edhin 5 . 28  

ni�prapaiica: 4.67 
nil;1svabhava: utpattinil;1svabhava 5.72 
nil;1svabhavata: 5 .69 
nIia: anIlanutpalabhinnarupa 5 .65 
nIti: 4. 1 ;  nIticchidraguptyartha 5 . 88 ;  

prajiiaparamitanIti 5 .7; praguktanIti 
4. 1 5 ;  vidvannItivicara 4.60; svanIti 5 . 1 ;  
svanItityagita 5.46; svanItivipad 4. 1 5  

nopalabdhi: 5 .4 
nairatmya: 5 . 3 ;  dharmanairatmya 

5 . 1 3 ,  5 . 103 ;  nairatmyalambana 
4 .16 ;  nairatmyadiprakasana 4.34; 
pudgalanairatmyavi�aya 4. 16 

nyflnata: dr�tantanyunata 5 .19 

pak�a: 4.72; pak�ahani 4.7 3 ;  parapak�a 
4 .26 

pak�Ikriya: jagatpak�Ikriya 4. 14 
pailka: 5 . 54 
pata1a: avidyapatalandhatva 4.62 
pada: 5.43 
para: 4. 1 5 ,  5 .9, 5 . 34, 5 . 8 3 ;  parapak�a 4.26;  

para�uvada 5 .46; svaparabhasata 5 .23 
paratantra: 5 .5 ,  5 .6 ;  paratantrastitokti 

5 . 7 1 ;  paratantragraha 5 .77 
parama: 5 .43 
parama�u: 5 . 33  
paramartha: 4. 1 1 ,  4.27, 4.46 , 4.50 ,  4.64, 

5 . 2 ,  5 .73 , 5 .77 
paraya�a: utpadanirodhadiprati�edha-

paraya�a 5 .7 
parigraha: vidhyantaraparigraha 5 .54 
parijiiana: 4.41 
parini�panna: 5 . 5  
pari-Ik� : parIk�yatam 4.22 ,  4.56; 

parIk�yama�a 5 . 3 1 ,  5 . 1 1 3  
parIk�a: parIk�ak�ama 5 . 108 
parok�a :  abhilapaparok�a 5 .57 
par�a: par�adisantana 5 .48 
paryaya: vijiianaparyaya 5 .42 
pasyanti: 5 . 106 
paratantrya: 5 .76 
paramarthika: 5 .95 
paramita: prajiiaparamitanIti 5 .7  
pudgala: pudgalanairatmyavi�aya 4. 16 
puras: purodita 4.25,  5 .86  
pural;1sara: samyagdr�tipural;1sara 4.3 6  
pu�pa: khapu�pa 4.44; 

khapu�pabhavasatta 5 . 1  0 ;  
khapu�pabha 5.98 

purvavat: 5 .91 ,  5 . 103 
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prthak: 5 . 63 
ptakasana: naitatmyadiptakasana 4.34 
ptak�alal).a: 5 . 54 
pta-ah: ptahur 4. 1 
pta-ap :  ptapayi�yati 4.47 
pta-cak� : ptacak�ate 5 . 1  
ptacata: dhlptacatavivatjita 5 . 1 1 2  
pta-jan: ptajayate 5 .4, 5 .41 
ptajfiapti : 5 .6 ,  5 . 80 ,  5 . 8 1 ;  cittaptajfiapti 

5.46 
ptajfia: ptajfiapatamitanlti 5.7 
ptati-i: ptatlta 4.3 , 4. 1 3 ;  ptatIyate 4. 3 ,  

4. 1 3 , 4 .58 
ptatik�epa :  5 .86 ;  jatiptatik�epa 5 .94 
ptatijfia: 5 . 1 5 ,  5 . 1 7, 5 . 36 ;  ptatijfiamattaka 

5 . 109 
ptatijfiana: aptatijfiana 5 . 3  8 
ptatitatka: 4 .35 ,  4.70 
ptatipak�a: 4.3 2 ,  5 .49; ptatipak�anitakriya 

5 . 109 
ptatipak�atva: sal11klesaptatipak�atva 4.3 3  
ptatipatti: tatptatipattyattha 9 
ptati-pad: ptatipadyate 5 . 8 ,  5 . 107 
ptatibimba:  ptatibimbavat 5 . 23  
ptatitupaka: 4.66 
ptati�edha: 5 . 5 3 ;  utpadanitodhadiptati

�edhapatayal).a 5 .7; utpadanirodhadi
ptati�edhasamatthana 5.72 

ptatlti: 4.60, 5 . 55 ;  abhyupetaptatlti 5 . 17; 
ptatItibadha 4.66; ptatyak�aptatIti 
4.63 ;  ptaguktaptati�edha 4.44; 

ptatyak�a: ptatyak�agocata 4.59; 
ptayak�aptatIti 4.63 

ptatyaya: 5 . 73 ;  ptatyayanuvidhana 5 . 88 ;  
ptatyayasal11bhutasvabhava 5 .76 

ptatyeka: 5 . 28 ;  ptatyekajinamatgavat 4.25 
ptathana: tatnattitamahatmyaptathana 

4.34 
pta-badh: ptabadhate 4.60 
ptabhava: btahmadidevaptabhava 4.68 
ptabhavana: avakasaptabhavana 5 .85 
pta-ma:  ptamlyate 5 . 25  
ptamal).a: 5 . 8 ,  5 . 25 ;  ptamal).aphalatabhava 
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5 .24 
ptamal).ya: aptopadesaptamal).ya 5 . 8  
ptameya: 5 . 2 5  
pta-vrt: ptavattitum 5 . 5 3  
ptavrtti: atthaptavrtti 5 . 57; dvayaptavrtti 

5 .41 
pta-saj :  ptasajyate 4 .12 
pta-sadh: ptasadhyate 4. 19, 5 . 34 
pta-sidh: ptasiddha 4.72 
ptasiddhi: aptasiddhi 5 . 30 ;  cit-

tamattaptasiddhyattha 5 .45; tatpta
siddhi 5 .47 

ptahattya: heyaptahattyasadbhava 5 . 80  
ptahal).a: kli�tavidyaptahal).a 4.29 
pta-ujh: projjhya 5 .20 
ptak: ptaguktaptati�edha 4.44; 

ptagudahrta 5 . 1 1 3 ;  ptagvat 5.94 
ptayogika: 4. 17 
ptiya: yathaptiya 4. 1 3  

phala: 4.58 ,  5 . 26 ;  ptamal).aphalatabhava 
5 .24; phalahetutvapavada 4. 8 ;  phala
hetvapavadika 4. 57 

phalgu: sataphalguta 4.74 

bahu: 5 .70;  salukabahusakti 5 .48 
badh: badhyate 4 .17, 5 . 1 7, 5 . 36 , 5 . 1 1 2  
badhaka: 4.70, 5 . 38 ,  5 .47 
badha: 4. 10, 4 .26, 4. 35 , 4.59, 4.63 ,  

4.64; asmadvidhibadhattha 4.66 ;  
ptatltibadha 4.66; ptatyak�abadha 4.9, 
4 .35 

badhika: 4 .59,  4.63 , 5 .55 
bala: 4. 61 ;  baladhIgtahya 4.59; balavat 

4.5 3 ;  balasarpmohahetu 5 .84 
bahya: 5 . 27, 5 . 39 ;  bahyayatanasadbhava 

4. 1 3 ;  bahyattha 4.73 
blja :  tadbljanupaghata 5 .40; svablja 5 . 3 7, 

5 .41 
buddha: 4.24, 5 . 106 ;  buddhabodhi 4.2 2 ,  

4.25 ;  buddhabha�ita 4.56; bud
dhavat 4.29 ;  buddhokti 4.7, 4.24; 
mukhyanitmal).abuddha 4.29 
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buddhi: 4.9, 4. 16 ,  4.29, 5 . 14, 5 .92 , 5 . 108 ;  
asadbuddhi 5 . 13 ;  tadbuddhi 5 .91 ;  
drugdhabuddhi 4.52; prayogikadi
buddhi 4 .17; buddhivi�aya 4.69; 
riipabuddhi 5 . 14, 5 . 32 ;  riipadibuddhi 
5 . 1 8 ;  sadadibuddhi 5 .2 ;  svapnabuddhi
svabhava 5 . 30  

budh: boddhum 4. 1 ;  bodhya 4. 18 ;  
bhotsyante 4.74 

budha: 4.67 
bodha: 4.25 ;  tadbodha 4.27, 5 . 104; 

abodhasamatabodha 5 . 102 ;  
dul;tkhadyakarabodha 4.43 

bodhi: 5 . 16 ,  5 .97; mahabodhi 4.3 ;  buddha
bodhi 4.22 , 4 .25 ;  sambuddhabodhi 
4 .30 

bauddha: 4. 34  
brahma: brahmadidevaprabhava 4.68 

bhadra: 5 . 8  
bhavan: 4.52 
bhava: 4. 10 ,  4.63 , 5 .69, 5 .95, 5.96; abhava 

5 . 2 ,  5 . 1 2 ,  5 .66 ,  5 .96; sadbhava 4. 1 3 ,  
5 . 2 ;  abhavabhava 5 . 3 ;  tadbhavakalpana 
5 . 10 ;  tadbhava 5 . 12 ;  tadabhava 5.96; 
akalpitabhavasarp.saya 5 . 30 ;  sadbhava 
5 .52 ;  tadabhava 5 .52 ;  bhavabhava 5.95; 
bhavabhavadvayapeta 5.96 

bhavana: abhiitvabhavana 5 . 84 
bhavana: 4.22 ,  4.23 ,  4.5 1  
bha�: buddhabha�ita 4.56 
bhid: anilanutpalabhinnariipa 5 .65; 

tadanyabhinnariipa 5 .68 
bhinna: anilanutpalabhinnariipa 5 .65 
bhujaga: bhujagavat 5 .55 
bhii: bhavati 4.20 ;  bhavet 5 . 14, 5 . 3 1 ,  5 .63 ,  

5 .81 ;  abhiita 4.3 1 ;  bhiita 5 . 1 5 ,  5 .43 ; 
sadbhiita 5 .79; abhiitva 5 .84 

bhiita: bhiitabhautikalak�al).a 4 .71  
bhiitatva: abhiitatva 5 .74 
bhr: bibhrat 5 .25  
bheda: bhedayata 5 . 108 ;  abheda 5 . 108 ;  

abhedasattvadravya 5 .64; agamantara-

bheda 5 . 108 ;  tattvasvabhasabheda 
5 .97; dhlbheda 5 .66 ;  margabheda 4.4; 
muktyabheda 5 .44 

bhoktr :  cittamatroktikartrbhoktr
ni�edhin 5 . 28  

bhautika: bhiitabhautikalak�al).a 4.7 1 ;  
bhautikadisvabhava 4.70 

bhrantata: 5 .22 
bhranti: 4. 32 ;  5 . 56 ;  

tatkli�tatvadidhlbhranti 5 .90 ;  bhranti
vat 4.2 7, 4. 32 ;  bhrantyavedha 4. 53  

mati : 4 . 16 ,  4. 1 8 ,  4.43 , 5 . 101 ,  5 . 109; 
ariipatmavyavacchinnavastvabha
matigocara 5 .59;  agamantara
sarp.digdhaviparyastamati 5 .9 ;  
tadabhamatihetu 5 . 36 , 5 .6 1 ;  tanmati 
5 . 22 , 5 .64; dul;tkhasatyamati 4. 3 8 ; 
nirvikalpamatigrahya 5 . 3 ;  samyag
darsamati 4 .38 

man: mata 4. 16 ,  4.20 ,  4 .22 ,  4.29, 4.43 , 
4.3 8 , 4.54, 4.64, 5 . 2 ,  5 .6 ,  5 . 1 1 ,  5 .20 ,  
5 .22 , 5 .25 , 5 .26 ,  5 . 3 3 ,  5 . 39, 5 .77, 5 . 84, 
5 .9 1 , 5 . 101 ;  matva 5 .43 

manas: 4.7 1 ;  manodhlvat 5 . 37  
mala: vikalpamalavarjita 4.67; samalamala 

5 . 89  
mahabodhi: 4.3 
mahayana: 4.6 , 4.7, 4.24, 4. 30 ,  4.34, 4. 36 ,  

4.55; mahayanoktasatyadisarp.graha 
4.35 

matr: matrmodaka 4.24 
matra: cittamatra 4. 14; cittamatra

prasiddhyartha 5 .45 ; cittamatrokti
kartrbhoktrni�edhin 5 . 28 ;  cittamatro
palambha 5 . 17; vijfiaptimatra 5 .73 ;  
vijfiaptimatrata 5 .45; vijfiaptimatra
tulyatva 5 .80 ;  pratijfiamatraka 5 . 109 

maya: 4. 3 8 ;  mayakrtavat 4.5 3 ;  mayavat 
5 . 5 1 , 5 .76; mayopama 5 .43 , 5 .78 ,  5 .84 

marg: margate 4.47 
marga: 4.5, 4.6 ,  4.22 ,  4 .30 ,  4. 3 1 ,  4. 36 ,  

4.47, 4.48 , 4.55; pratyekajinamargavat 
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4.25 ;  margavat 4.42 ; margasatya 
4.50;  margantaropadesa 4.7; marga
bheda 4.4; laukikamargavat 4.30 ;  
samyagdr�wadimarga 4. 3 , 4 .20; hetu
marga 4.39 

mahatmya: ratnatritamahatmyaprathana 
4.34 

mithya: 4.49; mithyakhyana 5 .77; mith-
yajfiana 4.49 

mukhya: mukhyanirma1).abuddha 4.29 
muni: 4 .6 ,  5 .73 , 5 . 1 10 ;  munlndra 5 . 1 1 2  
muc: ekatvanyatvamukta 5 .99 
mukti: 4.29, 4.5 3 ,  4.54, 5 . 8 1 ;  muktyabheda 

5 .44; samaropapavadantamukti 5.95 
m:rgya: 5 .9 
mr�: amnyan 4. 1 5  
mr�atva: 

samyaksaJ1:lkalpavyayamadimr�atva 
4.50 ;  

mok�a: 4.52 , 4.5 3 ,  5 .40 
modaka: matrmodaka 4.24 

yathabhuta: yathabhutavabodha 5 .52 
yathartha: yathartha 4.27 
yadi: 5 . 1 1 ,  5 . 14, 5 . 15 ,  5 . 27, 5 .29, 5 . 34, 5 . 37, 

5 .72 , 5 . 87  
yathatmya: sakalajfieyayathatmya 5 . 106  
yana: pratyekabuddhayana 4 .6 ;  het

uyanantaratvakhya 4.28 ;  yanantaratva 
4.6 ;  §i�yayanavat 4.34 

yukti: 5 . 3 1 ,  5 . 1 1 3 ;  yuktimannaya 5.9: yuk
tyagamopeta 5 . 1 1 3  

yuj : yujyate 4.44, 4.50, 4 .68 ,  5 . 10 ,  5 . 1 8 ,  
5 . 3 1 , 5 .77, 5 . 1 1 1 ;  yukta 4. 15 ,  4.42 , 4.5 1 ,  
5 . 6 1 ,  5 . 68 ,  5 . 85 ,  5 .98 ,  5 .99; ayukta 5 .59, 
5 .68  

yogacara: 5 . 1 ;  yogacaranaya 5 .68  
yogin: 4.72 
yonaka: yonakadevadesya 4. 1 2 ;  yonaka

devadesyatva 4.69 

rajju: 4 .32 ;  rajjvatman 5 .55 ,  latakularajju
jfiana 4.32 
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ratna: ratnatritamahatmyaprathana 4.34 
rah: svabhavavikalpadirahitatmata 4.19 ;  

nanatvaikatvarahita 4.67 
raga: ragavad 5 . 36  
rupa: 5 . 3 3 ,  5 . 58 ,  5 .59; ak�arupa 

5 . 32 ;  adrsyarupa 4.5 1 ;  
anilanutpalabhinnarupa 5 .65 ;  aru 
patmavyavacchinnavastvabhama 
tigocara 5 . 59; asaJ1:lcitarupa 5 . 34; 
tadanyabhinnarupa 5 .68 ;  rupatattva 
4.61 ;  rupadhl 5 . 1 5; rupabuddhi 5 . 14, 
5 . 32 ;  rupasunyata 5 . 59 ;  rupasvabhava 
5 .58 ;  rupadi 5 . 5 1 ,  5 .52 , 5 . 53 ; 
rupadibuddhi 5 . 18 ;  rupadivijfiana 5 . 1 8 ;  
rupadyagraha1).a 5 . 17; rupadyayatana 
4.7 1 ;  rupadyayatanastita 4.7 1 ;  
rupadyayatanastitva 4.69; 
rupadyalambana 4.9; rupantara 5 . 35 ;  
rupabhilapasapek�arupadhljanman 
5 .58 ;  saJ1:lcitarupa 5 . 35  

lak�a: lak�yalak�avyavastha 5 . 1 1  
lak�a1).a: bhutabhautikalak�a1).a 4.7 1  
lak�ya: lak�yalak�avyavastha 5 . 1 1  
lata : latakularajjujfiana 4.32 
laya: 5 .42 
lip : alipya 5 . 100 
loka: 4.58 ,  5 . 101 ;  lokottara 5 .9 1 ,  5 . 10 1 ;  

lokatikrama 5 . 101  
laukika: laukikamargavat 4.3 0  

vaktr: 4. 1 1  
vac: ucyate 5 . 8 ,  5 . 103 ;  ukta 4.36 ,  5 . 1 10 ,  

5 . 1 1 2 ;  vivak�ita 5 . 27; vacya 5 .61 ,  5 .63 ;  
pragukta 4. 1 5; praguktaprati�edha 
4.44; mahayanoktasatyadisaJ1:lgraha 
4.35 

vacas: 4. 1 1 ,  4.74, 5 . 8  
vad: udita 5.99; purodita 4.25 ,  5 . 86 ;  vada 

4.45 
vara: 5 . 54 
vastu: 4.59, 5 .63 ,  5 .68 ,  5 .70,  5 . 85 :  avastu

katva 5 .70; arupatmavyavacchinnava 
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stvabhamatigocara 5 .59; vastvagraha 
5 .67; vastvapavadita 5 .56 ;  vastvabhava 
5 . 8 1 ;  samanyavadvastu 5 .61 

vastutva: avastutvasvabhavatva 5 .79 
val;: 4. 1 3 ,  4. 14 
vakyatva: 4.40 
vac :  vagavyahrti 4.2 1 ;  vagnirvacana 4.74 
vacya: 5 .6 1 ,  5 .63 
vacyatva: anyavacyatva 5 .67 tadvacyatva 

5 . 67; kalpyatvavacyatva 5 .67 
vada: vadatyaga 4.3 3  
vadin: 4. 3 3 ;  ajativadin 4.9 
vikalpa: avikalpa 5 . 14, 5 .9 1 ;  avikalpatva 

5 .40; kalpitase�avividhavikalpaugh 
anirakrti 5 . 105 ;  dvayavikalpa 5 . 53 ;  
nanasatp.jiiavikalpa 5 .85 ;  nirvikalpa 
5 . 16 ,  5 . 102 ;  nirvikalpadhi 5 .40; vi
kalpamalavarjita 4.67; vikalpoparama 
5 . 8 1 ;  savikalpa 5 . 16 ;  savikalpatva 4.27; 
savikalpanimittatva 4.30 ;  svabhava
vikalpadirahitatmata 4.19; 

vi-klp: vikalpitarthasunya 5 .29 
vi-gam: vigatotpadatimira 5 . 101  
vicara: vidvannItivicara 4.60 
vijatIya: 5 .62 
vijiiapti: vijiiaptimatra 5 .73 ;  vijiiapti

matrata 5 .45 ; vijiiaptimatratulyatva 
5 . 80  

vijiiana: 5 . 29 ;  rupadivijiiana 5 . 18 ;  svapna
divijiiana 5 . 19; vijiianavi�ayatva 5 .27; 
vijiianaparyaya 5 .42 

vitatha: 5 . 1 1 1  
vid: vidur 4.67 
vid: vidyate 4.9, 4.65, 5 .44, 5 .95 
vidya: adhyatmavidyasatp.skara 4.61 ;  

kli�tavidya 4.29 
vidvan: 4.45, 4.74; vidvannltivicara 4.60 
vi-dha: vihitottara 4.33  
vidhi: 5 . 108 ;  asmadvidhibadhartha 4.66; 

vidhyantaraparigraha 5 .54 
vidhura: avidhura 4.23 
vinaya: vinayadi 4.35 
vinas a: 4. 39, 5 . 5 1 ;  avinasa 5 .64; tadvinasa 

5 .64 
vinivrtti: kalpanavinivrtti 5 .44 
vipak�a: 5 . 109; tattvajiianavipak�a 5 . 107 
vipad: svanltivipad 4. 1 5  
vi-pary-as: agamantarasatp.digdha-

viparyastamati 5 .9 
vipadaka: 5 . 83 
vibhrama: tattvavibhrama 5 .86 
vi-rudh: viruddha 4. 17; viruddhyante 5 .74 
viruddhata: 5 .71  
virodhitva: 5 . 10  
vividha: kalpitasqavividhavikalpaughani 

rakrti 5 . 105 
vi-vrj : dhlpracaravivarjita 5 . 1 1 2  
vi-sudh: visuddha 5 .89 
visuddhi: tatsatp.klesavisuddhi 5 .88 
vise�a: 4. 10 ;  vise�avat 5 .66 
vise�aI,la: 4.63, 4 .66 
vise�atva: avise�atva 5 .66 ;  nirvise�atva 

5 . 100 
visva: 5 .41 ; visvabhasa 5 .41 
vi�aya: 5 . 19, 5 . 3 1 ;  anumanavi�aya 5 . 107; 

dul;khavi�aya 4.41 ; dul;khahetuvi�aya 
4.43 ; pudgalanairatmyavi�aya 
4. 16 ;  buddhivi$aya 4.69; 
vijiianavi�ayatva 5 .27; vi�ayarupa 
5 . 39 ;  vi�ayabhata 5 .25 ;  vi�ayabhasata 
5 .20 ;  vi�ayabhasatatmavat 5 .22 ;  
sadadibuddhivi�aya 5 .2  

vi�ayatva: 4.61 ;  vijiianavi�ayatva 5 .27  
viharin: sadasatkalpanapo<;lhaprajiiacara-

viharin 4.57 
vrj : vikalpamalavarjita 4.67 
vrti: 4 .5 , 4 .26 
vrtti: 4.26 ;  satp.tativrtti 5 .48; 

5 .62 tulyadhlvrttihetu 5 .62 ;  
anekavrtti 5 . 64; ekarthavrtti 5 .65; 
citradhisabdavrtti 5 .74; jiianavrtti 5 .93 

vedana: 4.39; vedanadisamuha 5 .46; 
vedanaditathotpada 5 .47 

vedanta: 4.56; vedantadarsana 4.7 
vedha: vedhadidul;khadhI 4.41 
vyatirekin: 5 .45 
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vyabhicara: savyabhicara 4. 33  
vyabhicarita: 5 .28  
vyabhicarin: 5 . 1 5; avyabhicarin 4. 17  
vyaya: 5 .9 1  
vy-ava-chid: arupatmavyavacchinnavastv 

abhamatigocara 5 .59 
vyavadana: sarpklesavyavadana 5 .47 
vyavadhana: avyavadhana 5 .65 
vyavastha: lab:,yalak$avyavastha 5 . 1 1  
vyavahara: 5 . 1 1 0  
vyayama: 

samyaksarpkalpavyayamadimr$atva 
4.50 

vy-a-vrt: vyavartate 5 . 52 
vy-a-han: avyahata 5 . 1 1 3  
vyahrti: vagavyahrti 4.2 1  

sakti: 5 . 39 ;  durbalasakti 4. 1 ;  saktyabheda 
5 .22 ;  salukabahusakti 5.48; anahita
saktika 5.98 

sabda: citradhIsabdavrtti 5 .74 
sam: prasantadhI 4.74 
sarlra: 4.2 
santa: 4.64, 4.67 
santatva: santatvadideSana 4.20 
santi: asanti 5 .43 
saluka: salukabahusakti 5.48 
sastr: 4.2 , 4 .3 ,  4. 16 ,  5 . 16 ,  5.97 
si$ya: si$yabodhivat 4.3 ;  si$yayanavat 4. 34 
suddhi: 5 .90 ;  ak$asuddhyasuddhi 5 . 89 
sunya: 5 . 5 1 ,  5 . 58 ;  vikalpitarthasunya 5 .29 
sunyata :  atmadisunyata 4.61 ;  rupasunyata 

5 .59 
sunyatva: 5 . 62 ;  abhilapyatmasunyatva 

5 .60 ;  abhilapatmasunyatva 5 .69 

sarpvasya: asarpvasya 5 . 82 
sarp-vid: sarpvidyate 5 .75 
sarpvedya: svasarpvedya 4.9, 4.67 
sarpvrti: 5 .50, 5 . 7 1 ,  5 .74, 5 .86  
sarpsaya: akalpitabhavasarpsaya 5 . 30  
sarpskara: adhyatmavidyasarpskara 4.61 
sarpskrtatva: 4.3 8 ,  4.48 ,  4.49 
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sakrt: 5.93 , 5 . 102 
sakala: sakalajfieyayathatmya 5 . 106 
sarpkalpa: 5 .55 ;  

samyaksarpkalpavyayamadimr$atva 
4.50 

sarpklesa: 5 .6, 5 .57; sarpklesapratipak$atva 
4.3 3 ;  sarpkleSavyavadana 5 .47; 
tatsarpklesavisuddhi 5 . 88  

sarpk$aya: jfieyavaralfasarpk$aya 4.5 
sarpkhya: 5 .63 
sangita: asangita 5 . 5 1  
sarpgraha: 4.7; 

mahayanoktasatyadisarpgraha 4.3 5  
sarpcita: sarpcitarupa 5 . 3 5 ;  asarpcitarupa 

5 . 34 
sarpjfia: 5 .41 ; nanasarpjfiavikalpa 5 .85  
sat: 4.2 3 ,  4.7 3 ,  5 . 14, 5 .49, 5 . 80 ,  5 .8 1 ,  5 . 86 ,  

5 . 1 1 2 ;  adravyasat 5 .48; dravyasat 5 .47; 
sadbhava 5 .52 ;  asadgraha 5 .52 ;  asat 
5 . 5  5; sadasatkalpanapo<;lhaprajfiacara
viharin 4.57 

satimira: 5 .92 
satta: khapu$pabhavasatta 5 . 10  
sattva: 4.41 , 5 .61 ,  5 . 78 ;  abhedasattvadra

vya 5 .64; tadasattva 5 .57; dravyasattva 
5 .9 1 ;  ajatadravyasattva 5 .94 

satya: 4.45 , 4.50, 4.66; dul)khasatyamati 
4. 3 8 ;  mahayanoktasatyadisarpgraha 
4.35; satyadarsana 4.52 ;  satyadr$ti 
4. 12 ;  satyadvaya 5 . 1 1  

sadbhava: 5 . 2 ;  anyatattvasadbhava 5 . 87; 
asadbhava 4.29 ;  avrtisadbhava 4.2 8 ;  
bahyayatanasadbhava 4. 1 3 ;  heya
prahatryasadbhava 5 . 80  

sadbhuta: 5 .79; sadbhutajati 5 .72 ;  
asadbhutasvabhavatva 5 .84 

sarptati: sarptativrtti 5 .48 
sarp-dih: sarpdigdha 4.56;  agamantara-

sarpdigdhaviparyastamati 5 .9 
santana: pan;adisantana 5 .48 
sama: akasasamacetas 5 . 106 
samata: 5 .97; abodhasamatabodha 5 . 102 
samanantara: 5 . 27  
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samartha: 4 .66 
samarthana: utpadanirodhadiprati�edha-

samarthana 5.72 
samala: samalamala 5 .89 
samadhana: 4.59 
samarambha: asamarambha 4.2 1  
sam-a-ruh: samaropya 4.20 
samaropa: samaropapavadantamukti 5 .95 
sam-a-sri: samasritya: 5 .4, 5 . 1 10  
samudaya: 4.40 ; samudayatmaka 4.42 
samuha: 5 . 3 1 ,  5 . 3 8 ;  vedanadisamuha 5 .46 
sarp.pramo�a: sarp.pramo�a 4. 2 1  
sarp.plava: do�asarp.plava 5.91 
sarp.bandha 4.58 
sambuddha: 4.3 ;  sambuddhabodhi 4.30  
sambhava: asarp.bhava 5 .93 ; 

dr�tantasambhava 4.26 ;  sarvajnana
sambhava 4.4 

sam-bhu:  sambhavati 4. 10 
sarp.bhuta: pratyayasarp.bhutasvabhava 

5.76 
sarp.moha: balasarp.mohahetu 5 . 84 
samyak: 

samyaksarp.kalpavyayamadimr�atva 
4.50;  samyagdarsamati 4. 3 8 ;  
samyagdr�tYadimarga 4. 3 , 4.20 ;  
samyagdr�tipural;lsara 4.36 , 4.55 

sarpa: 4.32 
sarva: 4.56, 5 . 8  
sarvajna: sarvajnapti 4.36  
sarvajnata: 5 .93 ; sarvajnatapti 5 . 7  
sarvajnana: sarvajnanasambhava 4.4 
sarvatha: 5 . 56,  5 .94, 5 . 100 
sarvada: 4.5 1  
sarvavittva: sarvavittvapti 4.6 
savikalpa: 5 . 16 ;  savikalpanimittatva 4.30 
savikalpatva: 4.27  
savyabhicara: 4. 3 3  
sahakara: sahakaranukaritva 5 .23  
sak�at: 4. 3 0  
sadhana: siddhasadhana 5 .71  
sadh: sadhya 4.19, 4.65, 4.69, 5 . 27, 5 . 37; 

sadhyate 4.70, 5 .29 

sadhana: 4. 17, 5 .76 ;  siddhasadhanadosa 
4.22 

sarp.vrta: 4.59 
samana: samanadhikaral).ya 5.65 
samanya: 4.69, 5 . 60, 5 .62 ;  anyasamanya 

5 .66 ;  tatsvasamanyagocara 5 .74; 
samanyavadvastu 5 .61 ;  samanyabhava 
5 .44; samanyalambana 4.49; 

sara: saraphalguta 4.74 
salambana: 5 . 16 ,  5 . 37  
salambanatva: 5 . 1 1 1  
sidh: asiddha 4.66; asiddhata 4. 35 ,  

4.36 ;  siddhasadhana 5 .71 ;  
siddhasadhanado�a 4 .22 

siddhi: 5 .34; tatsiddhi 5 . 24; 
strltvadyasiddhi 4.64 

sidh: asiddhata 5 .35 
sukta: 4. 56 
sucaka: abhimanacIrl).asucaka 5 . 83  
sutra: 5 . 28  
sutranta: 4.7 
skandha: 4. 3 8  
strltva 4. 1 1 ;  strltvadyasiddhi 4.64 
stha: sthita 5 . 1 1 3  
sthal).u: 4. 3 1  
sthiti: asthiti 4.2 1 ;  tatasthiti 4.5 1  
sparsana: asparsana 5 .54 
sphatika: sphatikavat 5 . 2 1 ;  sphatikak�al).a 

5 . 2 1  
sva: svaparabhasata 5 . 23 ;  svablja 5 . 37, 5 .41 ; 

svatman 5 .42 , 5.93 ; svanltivipad 4. 15 ;  
svanItityagita 5.46; svanayagupti 5.99; 
svanyadharmata 5 . 102 

svapna: 1 8 ;  svapnadivijnana 5 . 19 ;  svapna
buddhisvabhava 5 . 30 ;  svapnadidhlvat 
5 . 1 1 1  

svabhava: 5 .5 ,  5 . 5 1 ,  5 .73 , 5 .95; 
utpattinil;lsvabhava 5.72; cit
tacaittasvabhava 4.72; cittasvab
hava 5 . 27; nil;lsvabhavata 5 .69; 
pratyayasarp.bhutasvabhava 
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5.76; bhautikadisvabhava 4.70; 
rupasvabhava 5.58; svabhavalambika 
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5 . 16 ;  svapnabuddhisvabhava 5 . 30 ;  
svabhavajati 5 .77; svabhavavika
Ipadirahitatmata 4.19 

svabhavatva: asadbhutasvabhavatva 5 . 84; 
avastutvasvabhavatva 5.79 

svaya: 5 . 83  
svasarpvedya: 4.9, 4.67 
svarupa: 5 . 1 2 ;  svarupatyagita 5 . 12 ;  

anirdesyasvarupa 5 . 26  
svasarpvitti: svasarpvittini�edha 5 .93 
svatman: 5.42 ,  5.93 ; 

svatmanirbhasadhljanmakaral).atva 
4.7 1 

svabhasa: tattvasvabhasabheda 5 .97 

ha:  jahati 5 .l2 ;  hlyate 5 .67; 
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heyaprahatryasadbhava 5 .80 ;  aheya 
5.40 

hani: pak�ahani 4.73 
hlna: hlnadhimukti 4.1 
hetu: 4.3 3 ,  4.35, 4.36 ,  4.42 , 4. 54, 4.55, 

4.58, 5 . 1 5 ,  5 . 28 ,  5.35, 5 .7 1 ;  anyonya
hetuka 5 .39 ;  tadabhamatihetu 
5 . 36 ,  5 .61 ;  tulyadhlvrttihetu 5 .62 ;  ; 
dul;1khahetutva 4.42 ; dul;1khahetudhI 
4.43 ; dul;1khahetuvi�aya 4.43 ; phala
hetvapavadika 4. 57; phalahetvapa
vadika 4. 57; balasarpmohahetu 5 . 84; 
hetumarga 4. 39; hetuyanantara
tvakhya 4. 28 ;  hetudaharal).a 4. l4, 4.72 

hetutva: 4.40; dul;1khahetutva 4.42;  phala
hetutvapavada 4. 8 ;  






